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Notes
+

I* Explanatory

In the IkhIjj of those notes, the more impoitant of the

various interpretations set forth hy the commentators has berm

noted
; and in this respect much help lias been derived from the

foot-notes supplied by Buhler and Burnell—Hopkins in their

respective translations ;—but their most important feature of

the notes consists in the references made to the verses of Manu
quoted in the more important digests

, and their explanation,

wherever it is vouchsafed by the digest-writers. Below we

append a list of the Nibandlms or digests that have been

put under requisition for this purpose.

1. Mitaksarii on Yajiiavalkya—Ed. by S. Setlur.

2. Viramitrodaya—Calcutta Sanskrit Press, 1815.

•i. Viramitrodaya*—Paribhasii—Ohaukhambhii S. Series.

4 . Do. Samskara Do.

5. Do. Alrnika. Do.

0 . Do. Pujii Do.

7. Do. Rajaniti Do.

8. Do. Laksana Do.

9. Do. Vyavaliara Do.

10. Parashara-Madhava— Aehara

—

Series.

Bibliotheca Indica

11 . Parashara-Madllava—Vyavallara Do.

12. Do, Prayashchitta Do,
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13 Jimutavahana—Dayabhaga—Calcutta Series, 1867.

14. Rajanltiratnakara—Manuscript with writer.

15. Vivadaratnakara—Bibliotheca Indica Series.

16. Smrtisaroddliara—Chauklmmbha Sans. Series, 1911.

17. Kalaviveka—Ed. Pramathanath Tarkabhusana, Cal-

cutta.

18. Yidhanaparijata—Ed. Taraprasanna Vidyaratna,

Calcutta.

19. Madanaparijata—Bibliotheca Indicia.

20. Smrtitattva, Vols. I and II—Ed. Jlvananda Vidya-

sagara.

21. Nirnayasindliu—Yenkateshvar Press—Ed. Malia.

Sliivadatta Sambat 1965.

22. Apararka—Anandashrama—Ed. 1903.

23. Smrtikaumudi (Devanatha Tliakura)—Darbhanga.

24. Purusarthacliintamani—Nirnayasagara Press, 1906.

25. Gadadharapaddhati—Kalasara—Bibliotheca Indica,

1904.

26. Nityacharapradipa—Biblio. Indica, 1903.

27. Shraddhakriyakaumudi—Biblio. Indica, 1904.

28. Shuddhikaumudi—Biblio. Indica, 1905.

29. VarsakriyakaumudI—^Biblio. Indica, 1902.

30. DanakriyakaumudI—Biblio. Indica, 1903.

31. Haralata—Biblio. Indica, 1909.

32. Danamayukha—Vidyavilas Press, Benares, 1909.

33. Shuddhimayukha—Litho, Benares, 1879.

34. Shantimayukha „ „ 1879.

35. Utsargamayukha— „ „ 1879.

36. Pratisthamayukha—Shrf Yenkateshvar P!ress,

Bombay, 1914,
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37. Vyavaharamayukha—Ed. Gharpure, Bombay, 1914.

38. Nltimayukba—Litbo, Benares, 1880.

39. Samskaramayukba—Gujrati Press, Bombay, 1913.

40. Acbaramayukba—Gujrati, Press, Bombay, 1915.

41. Kalamiidhava—Bibliotheca Indica, 1890.

42. Prayasl icbittaviveka—Ed. Jibiinanda, Calcutta, 1893.

43. Samskararatnamala—Anandasharma Series, 1 899.

44. Yatldbarmasangraba-— „ „ 1909.

45. Krtyasarasamucbcliaya—Bombay, Sambat 1972.

4ft. Smrtikaiistubba*—Nirnayasngar Press, Bombay, 1909.

47. Vivadaebintamani—Shri Venkatesbvar Press, Bombay,

1898 (and in some places, when so specified,

Calcutta—Ed. by Vidyavagislia, Sambat 1894.)

48. 1 Mttakamimansa—Calcutta—(old, undated).

49. Dattakacbandrika Do. do.

50. Dayakramasangraha.

51. Gotrapravaranibandbakudamba—Mysore Oriental

Library Series, 1900.

52. Nityaeharapaddbati—Biblio. Indica, 1903.

53. Smrticbiindrika—Samskara—Mysore Oriental li-

brary Series, 1914.

54. Smrtichandrika—Abnika—-Mysore Oriental Li-

brary Series, 1914.

55. Smrticbandrika—Vyavaliara—Mysore Oriental Li-

brary Series, 1914.

5ft. JSrsinbaprakasha—Samskara—Manuscript (Sanskrit

College Library, Benares).

57. Nrsihbaprakasha—Abnika—Manuscript (Sanskrit

College Library, Benares).

58. Nrsinbaprakasha—Shraddha—Manuscript (Sanskrit

College Library, Benares).
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59. Nrsilihaprakasha—Ktilanirnaya—Manuscript (Sans-

krit College Library, Benares).

60. Nrsiuhaprakasha—Vyavahara—Manuscript (Sans-

krit College Library, Benares).

61. Nrsinhaprakasha—Priiyashchitta (Sanskrit College

Library, Benares).

62. Do. Kannavipaka. Do.

68. Do. Yrata. Do.

64. Do. 1 )ana. Do.

65. Do. Shanti. Do.

66. Do. Tlrtha. Do.

67. Do. Pratistlm. Do.

68. Heinadri-Chaturvargaehintamani—Dana—Bibliothe ea

Indiea.

69. Hemadri—(dmturvargachintamani—Vrata—Biblio-

theca Indiea.

7 0. Hemadri—Chaturvargachintamani—Parishesa (Kala)

Bibliotheca Indies.

71. Hemadri—C
’haturvargacllintamapi—Parislicsa (Shrad-

dha) Bibliotheca Indiea.

7 2. Hemadri—Chaturvargathintamani—Prayascliitta, Bi-

bliotheca Intliea.

*78. Samskaradipaka—Raj Press, Darbhanga, 1908.

-j-74. Krtyakalpataru—Incomplete Manuscript, in the Dar-

bhanga Raj Library (Vyavahara Sec.)

75. Vyavahara—Balambhatti—Chaukhamhha Sanskrit

Series.



Adhyaya I

VERSE I.

‘

Pratipvjya '—lias been taken by Kulluka to mean also

after mutual salutations’
;

and he lias taken ‘ yathdnyd-

yam ’ with ‘ abrav'it’ Sarvajftanarayana takes it to mean

‘pratyeham pvjayitvd ’, having honoured them severally’.

Medhcit/ithi (p. 1, 1. 18) curiously ascribes the asser-

tion ‘ utha uloabddnushdsanav

i

’ to Panini, not to Patafijali.

P. 2, 1. 4—appears to favour the Prdbhdhara view in

regard to the Shastrurambha (vide Prabhdhara-Minidnm).

Rut on p. 73, 1. 20, the Bhdtta view is also accepted.

P.2, 1. 12.
—

‘Whatever Manu said &c.,’ &c.

—This text o(;curs in several Sahliitas in varying forms,

where it refers to the scored texts ‘ seen ’ by Manu. Biit there

is nothing to prevent the deduction being drawn that this dec-

laration proves the antiquity of the ‘ Law' of Manu’, though it

need not be exactly in the form in which it has been handed

down to us by Bhrgu and his pupils.

P. 2, 1. 13.
—

‘ Manu has said <&c,’— &c.

—

The

second half of this verse is quoted by Buhler (XIV) as

3 and translated as ‘the Vedas were pro-

claimed by the great sages, but the Smdrta, or traditional

lore, by Manu.’ It is strange that Buhler did not notice that

such a statement as tliis wrould not add very much to Manu’s

claims to exceptional honour. The right reading of the verse

is, as we find in the printed texts of Medhatithi, Htt1*^*3

nsfas ‘ the Rk verses and all that has

been declared by the seven sages,—all tliis has Manu expound-

ed’. This would mean that the work of Manu contains all

the teachings that had gone before him.
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P.3,1. 11 .

—
‘Having paid their respects &c.

—

—The commentaries on this expression throw a curious

light on their own relative antiquity : Medhatithi explains it

simply as—wwft 3d: wdmwfr q?rr

fafitcU tot ’taRfcqr
;
and he does not seek to emphasise and ex-

plain the anomaly involved in the teacher being a ‘ Ksattriya
’

and the questioners ‘ Brahmanas’, and the latter offering qRT to

the former. Kulluka has tried to tone down the imomaly by

explaining as iRrerr: <jsrf fi?qr
—

‘ They offered the

after they had themselves received the qat due to themselves;’

and Raghavananda goes a step farther and explains q*n**TWl as

arrttsw * w«r: fesg qtqjqsrt 1

P. 3, 1. 13.

—

-‘The word rsi means the Veda'—The word

‘ rsi ’ is explained by Medhatithi as a synonym for the Veda,

and in Iris Bhasya on verse 11 below he actually uses the word

in that sense. According to him the term primarily denotes

the Veda, and only secondarily the person who possesses

special knowledge of the Veda.

P. 2, 1. 23
—

‘ Dharmashabdashclia—This is a paraphrase

of Jaimini’s definition w:

VERSE II

‘O blessed one,’ *1*1*3—The title *ru*i3 means ‘ one who

possesses Bhaga! What ‘ bhaga ’ stands for is thus described in

the Visnupurana quoted by Kulluka
—

‘ Bhaga is the name for

the following six—(1 ) full sovereignty, (2) strength, (3) fame,

(4) glory, (5) knowledge and (6) freedom from passion.’

‘ Intermediate castes,’ w^ft***^—This refers to the

‘mixed castes’ described under Discourse 10.

P. 3, L 24—For **3: J reads which would be

construed with

P. 3, L 25—for (1. 25) J and Hand, rightly read
IN —

9nW5
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P. 4,1.3—These castes being similar <fte. Bwrtita mmj s

—

This is Manu, 10. 0, where Medliatitlii says—£ «{N jtut:,

sRWJtnftm: ?Ptrc*rocnn*T; 3?$sr: fopft ftfgi: — ‘They

should be regarded as equal to, not of the same caste as, their

fathers
; what is meant is that they are superior to the mother,

but inferior to the father.’

P. 4, 1. 14—* In another work,’ Does this refer to

the author’s Smrtiviveka from which he has quoted in his

comments on !2. (*> below ?

Medliatitlii does not attach much importance to the account

of creation here provided. In more than one place he says

that the whole of Adh. I is ‘mere Arthavadal In his

comments on verse ”>, for instance, he says that the pro-

cess described is in some places in accordance with the

account found in the Piuanas, and in others, in accordance

with the tenets of die Hankhya system of philosophy
;
and that

no attention need be paid to this, as it has no direct bearing

upon Dliarnia. Again under verse 9, lie says that as this sub-

ject does not form the real subject-matter of the treatise, no

attention need be paid to what the author says on it.

VERSE JII

‘ Vidhanasya svayambhnvah ’—Buliler has trans-

lated this phrase to mean ‘the ordinance of the self-exis-

tent’,—evidently taking ‘ Svayambhnvah ’ as standing for

God. This, however, is incompatible with the interpretation of

all the commentators, according to whom ‘ Svayambhumh ’ is

in apposition to ‘ Vidhanasya ’ ,—the phrase meaning the ‘self-

existent ordinance’, ‘the Eternal Law’ (the Veda). Burnell is

more to the point when he renders it as ‘ self-existent system.’

Medhatithi (p. 5) has suggested another explanation
—

‘ activity

handed down by immemorial tradition.’

‘ AprameyasyeC—Though other commentators are satis-

fied with rendering this epithet as meaning ‘unfathomable,’

3
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Medhatithi imparts to it a special significance by explaining it

as ‘not directly knowable, but to be inferred, as the foundation

of the Smrti.’

‘ Karyatattvartha ’ —
‘ the purport and nature of the

soul’ (Kullii.)
—

‘the true purport’ (Modha., Govinda and

Nand.)

It is noteworthy that Medhatithi has supplied, under verse

11 below, a totally different explanation of this verse.

VERSE IV

The injunctions and prohibitions in the Institute are the

work of Prajapati himself ;—He taught them to Manu, who

composed the ‘ordinance’, and taught it to the sages, among

whom was Bhrgu,wlio was commissioned to relate it to the sages

;

and the ‘ ordinance ’ in its present form is what was related by

Bhrgu to the sages at a later time

—

Vide Bhasya on 1.1 and 1.50.

VERSE V
‘ Tamas is generally taken here in the sense of the

‘Root evolvent’, only Ragh. taking it in the sense of the

Vedantic uror
; he is supported by Sayana who explains the

term similarly, under Iris explanation of Rgveda 18. 129. 3.

P. 8, L 8—(1) wi mtfK(Rgveda 10. 129. 3)—Sayana sup-

plies a somewhat different explanation

:

%n: i vmt qfireftn ,
q*n qffar qrfrmwqtu

sfttw ott sft*mnq«r sura; u t «rr wrain*

‘wsVaro:’ qreiqqqf^taresw i

As a Vedantin, Sayana identifies TO^withlHfqr I

VERSE VI

‘ MakabhutadH—Here again Raghavananda, the Ve-

dantin, is at variance with the other commentators, and takes

it in the sense of Ahankara,’ and not in that of ‘ the

Elemental Substances <fec,’
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* Pradurasit ’
—

‘assumed a body of his own free will,

not in consequence of his Karma'

:

(Medha., Kullu., Govinda,

Nanda);
—

‘became discernible’: (Kara.)
—‘became ready to

create’: (Ragha.)

The reader should refer to the latter portion of the Bhasya

on verse 11, where the present verse is explained as setting forth

the self-evolution of Prakrti, according to the Sahkhya.

VERSE vn

Suktimah :
—

‘ unperceivable by the external senses’
:
(Ku-

lluka). But this would be a repetition of atindriyagrahyah'
;

hence Govinda renders it as ‘ who is perceivable by subtle

understanding only ;’ and Raglnu
—

‘ who is without parts’—

which is , as Kulluka makes out to be, the meaning of

‘ avyaktah.'

Sarvabhutamayah—Medhatithi has offered two ex-

planations : (1) ‘entirely taken up by the idea of creating

things’, and (2)
‘ whose modification all tilings are’. The latter

explanation is practically accepted by all the commentators.

'Udbhabau—‘ Assumed a body ’

:
(Medha. and Govinda)

or ‘shone forth’ (alternative suggested by Medhatithi)
;

‘ appeared

in the form of the products’ : (Kullu.)
—

‘ became discernible
’

(Nandana).

Medhatithi, P. 10, 1. 7—‘ Tatha cha Vaishesikdh ' ;—The

sutra quoted is Gautama’s Nyaya-svtra, 1.1.16. It seems that

even so early as Medhatithl’s time ‘ Nydya ’ and Vaishesika ’

were used as convertible terms.

VERSE VIII

(3) Abhidhydya—According to those who interpret the

process here as ‘described in accordance with the Sahkhya ’,

this means ‘ independently of all outside force, just as a man

does an act by mere thought’
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Apah—In his eagerness to be literally faithful, Buliler

has translated this as ‘ waters’, using the plural form in consi-

deration of the plural form of ‘ apah ’ in the plural. It has

to be borne in mind, however, that the text has used the plural

form, because the base ‘ ap ’ has no singular form at all.

Vide, in this connection, Hyreda, 10.121.1, and Visuu-

purana I.

Sah—Hiranyagarblia (air. to Medha); the Paramatman

(according to others.)

Abhidhydya—According to the interpretation of ‘ others’,

noted by Meilhatithi, under verse 1 1 ,
tliis participle means

‘independently of all external activity, just as a man may do

some act by merely willing it.’

Medha. P. 1 1, 1. 0— ‘ anycbhya idamuehyate’—This

is an idiomatic expression used in the sense
—

‘ This that is

urged is spoken, as it were, to others—it does not concern us,

—

it has no bearing upon what we have said.’

r

VERSE IX

Burnell remarks that this ‘ Egg ’ does not l>elong to the

Sarikhya pliilosophy. The explanation of this, in accordance

with that philosophy, is thus given by Medhatithi, under verse

11
—

‘ Sarvatah pvadhanam prthivyddibhutotpattau

kathinyameti andarupam sampadyate.

Hairnam—The commentators are agreed that tliis is

used figuratively, in the sense of pure or brilliant.

Jajfie svayavi Brahma—(a) ‘ He himself was born as

Brahma’, or (b) ‘ Brahma himself was born.’

There has been a great deal of confusion in the mind of

modern scholars in connection with the ‘ Golden Egg much
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of.which would have been avoided if the figurative character of

the term had been recognised.

Medhd. P. 11. 1. 22 ‘ Anidamparebhyah— &c. ’— Cf.

what 1ms been said in the Bhasya on verse 5, to the effete that

‘ the process of creation here described is in some places in agiee-

ment with the. Puranas, while in others, in accordance with the

doctrine of the Hankliyas.’ Tt. is tliis want of consistency that

has led Medhatithi to regard the whole of tliis discourse as

purely ‘ arthavada.'

VERSE X

Apo vara etc.—This explanation of the name ' Xarayana
’

is found in Visnu Parana 1, and also in the Mahabliarata,

3.189.:}.

It is curious that Medial reads
‘

vardh ’ (instead of
‘

ndrdh’)

and adds a somewhat forced explanation of the elongation

of the initial vowel in W.
Medhd. P. 12, 1. 0

—

Bahhi-uv >andulon takdh—These

apparently are three other proper names
—

‘ Bablrru’, ‘ Mandu
’

and ‘ Lomaka’,—which stand on the same footing as ‘ Vaslii-

stlia.’

VERSE XI

Karanavi—Rugha. Pikes this to refer to the above-men-

tioned ‘ Egg the undifferentiated root-cause. All others take it

to mean the Supreme Soul.

Sadasadatmakavi—'Existent because cognisable by

means of the Vedie texts, and non-existent
,
because uncognisa-

ble by the ordinary means of perception’. (Medhiu, Govi. and

Kullu.) ;

—
‘ real, in the shape of the cause, and unread-, in the

form of tlie Products’ :
(Nandana.)

The relationship between Xarayana (Virat) and Purusa

appears to be based upon the Puru^asukta, where Purusa is
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described as bom from Virat The Shatapatha Brdhmana

(13-6*1-1) couples the two beings into one and describes him

as receiving instructions from Prajapati.

Medhatithi, P. 12, 1. 21 to the end of page 13 offers a

totally different interpretation of verses 3-1 1.

Medha. P. 13,1. 1

—

4 Mahato 'hankaro Acl—Of. Sarikhya-

karika, 38.

„ „
4

Vishesah\—Why these are called
4

vishem ’ is

thus explained in the Sankhyatattvakaumudi—

q»TOT% cmsremum ot=ut jwwtt

i 3s*ft qfw«nfWTsg?jwTsiT ‘fed*!’

‘sgsn’ i uvmsuftr g wsiwpfan

—tfri ‘srfifchn:’

=arr^^ i

VERSE XII

Parivatsaram— Kullu. alone takes this to mean 4

a year

of Brahma aff others take it in the sense of the ordinary year

;

Cf. Shatapatha Bra. 11. 1. 0. 2.

Dhyanat—Medhatithi’s robust intellect again asserts

itself : The Egg broke, not because the indwelling Brahma willed

it, but because of its full development
;
and tins coincided with

Brahma’s wish to come out

VERSE XIV-XV

The confusion regarding the account of the process of

creation contained in Manu is best exemplified by these two

verses. The names of the various evolutes have been so pro-

miscuously used, that the commentators have been led to have

recourse to various forced interpretations, with a view to bring

the statement herein contained into line with their own philoso-

phical predilections. Medha., Kullu., Govi. and Ragha. take
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it as describing the three principles of the Sankhya—Mahat,

Aharikara and Manas
;
but finding tliat the production of

Alzazzkara from Manas, or of Mahat (which is what they

understand by the term * mahantam atrnanam ’) is not in

conformity with the Sankhya doctrine,—they assert that the

three evolutes have been mentioned here ‘ in the inverted

order’. Even so, how they can get over the statement that

‘ Ahazikara ’ was produced ‘ from Manas ’ (‘ manasalj ’) it is

not easy to see. Similarly, the ‘ atznan ’ frozn which

Manas is described as being produced, Medha. explains as the

Sankhya ‘ Pradhazza’, and Kullfz. as the Yedantic ‘ Supreme

Soul’.

Buhler remarks that aeeoz-ding to Medlza. by the particle

‘ chcC ‘ the szzbtile elements alone are to be understood.
’

This does not represent Medha. correctly
;

his words

being— ^ ’.

In order to escape from the above difficulties, Nandana

has recourse to another method of interpretation,—no less

forced than the fozaner. He takes ‘ manas ’ as standing for

Mahat, and ‘ mahantam atrnanam ’

as the Manas.

Not satisfied with all this, Nandana remarks that the two

verses are notmeant to provide an accurate account of the precise

order of creation ;
all that is meant to be shown is that all things

were produced out of parts of the body of the Creator himself.

VERSE XVI

Six elements—The five Rudimentary Substances and

the Principle of Egoism.

Here also, and for reasons similar to the above, there is a

difference of opuzion among commentators.

JHanda. and Ragha. take the verse as describing the

creation of the bodies of things from the body of the Creator,
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and that of their souls from His Soul. The ‘ six Ragha.

takes as standing lor the six sense-organs, and Nanda. as

for the six tuttvas—(1) Maliat, (2) Ahankara, (.4) Manas,

(4) Subtile Elements, (">) Organs of Action ami (0) Organs

of Sensation.

Medlm. takes the verse simply as describing how the

Creator created all beings by combining ‘ the subtile compo-

nents of the said six principles ’ with ‘ their own evolutes.’

Hopkins remarks that
‘

dtmamdtrd ’ stands for ‘the

spiritual atom as opposed to the elementary,—not reflexive

elements of himself!

VERSE XVII

Nanda. explains the verse to mean that ‘ the body of

Iliranyagarhha is called Sharira, body, because it enters

all things mentioned in the preceding verst's by means of

its portions’; according to Medha. on the other hand, it means

that.—the body of Pradhdna is called Sharira, because its

six components enter into these things,

—

viz., the organs and the

elemental substances. Kullii. refers it to the body of Brahman.

The only important points of difference are—(1) while

Medha. takes it as referring to the body of Pradhana, others

take it as refering to that of Hiranyagarbha or Brahma ; and

(2) while according to Medha. the evolutes entering into that

Body are the organs and the gross elemental subtances, accord-

ing to Nandana, they are only the six principles named in

verses 14-15.

The natural construction of the verse appears to be

< q**n**rwrnO pw: asm*

—as set forth by Medhatithi. But if wrft Jfftter refers to

ffepnftr, then there should be an accusative ending in *rwtn

in order to make it the object of wnwtew. It is in view of this

difficulty that the Bhasya has put forward another construction

by which ^ptt: is the nominative and (ftejfwrter)

the objective of the verb *rtsorted.
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VERSE xvm

Buhler supplies the translation of the verse according to

the five interpretations offered by the commentators. (1)

The text here represents the explanation given by Medhatithi :

—

(2) According to Govi. and Kulla. the verse means—‘From

Brahman are produced the gross elements, together with their

functions, and the Mind, which is the producer of all beings

through its minute portions, and imperishable’.—(3) According

to Ragha.
—

‘ That gross body the gross elements enter, and the

Mind, which is the producer of all beings and imperishable,

together with the actions and with the limbs.’—(4) According

to Nanda.
—

‘ As that body of Hiranyagarbha, though through

its small portions it produces all beings, yetis imperishable,—even

thus the Great Beings and the Mind, with the actions enter it.’

—(5) According to Nara.
—

“That subtile body the gross elements

enter, together with the Karma and the Mind, the producer of

all beings and imperishable, together with its minute portions.’

Dr. Buhler’s rendering of this verse is not approved by

Hopkins. The construction of the sentence is the same in all

cases—wfrfai —uw —wfcjwfn
-* ... _ PvfW UIJ[

Medha. himself offers a second explanation.

VERSE XIX

The ‘ seven ’ are made up of—(1) Egoism, the five subtile

elements and the Mahat (Medha., Govi. and Kullu.);—(2) Atman

instead of Mahat (Nara. and Nanda.) Medha. notes another

enumeration suggested by ‘others’—(1) The five organs of Per-

ception, (2) the five organs of Action and (3), (4), (5), (6) and

(7) the five gross elemental substances.’

The name ‘ puru§a ’ has been applied to the Tattvas,

Principles,—because ‘ they serve the purposes of the soul
’

(Medha.),—or because ‘they are produced by the Purusa, Atman.’
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VERSE XX
Nanda. places verse 27 More 20. There appears to bo no

justification for deviating from the order adopted hv all other

commentators.

VERSE XXTT

The meaning of this verse, which Buhier attributes to

Medha., is one that the latter has not putforward at all. His expla-

nation is somewhat different, as will be clear from the translation.

He lias however noted an explanation by ‘.others which is

rightly rendeml by Buhier as
—

‘ The Lord created the mul-

titude of the gods whose nature is sacrifice and of those

endowed with life.’—According to Raglia. it means
—

‘ The Lord

created among beings endowed with life the (to us) invisible

multitude of the gods who, by the result of their acts, have

obtained their divine station, or who subsist on offerings.’

VERSE XXIH

There a& two explanations of this verse, supplied by

Meilhatithi :—(1)
‘ For the sake of the accomplishment of the

sacrifice to Agni, Vayu and Surya, He produced the Veda,’

and (
b)

‘ Out of Agni He produced the Veda’ ;—the latter

being preferred, for reasons adduced in the Bluisya.

Burnell has a curious note here to the effect that
—

"This

myth of the creation of the Vedas differs from the Sankhya

account, accm'ding to which they are eternal and issue

from Brahma's mouth.' ft was necessary to supply references

to the work on Sankhya here referred to.

Medhatithi (p. 19, 1. 9)
‘ Asmindarshane

'

—etc. This

refers to the passage in the Mahabhdsya {Xirnayasagara edition,

Vol. II, p. 265, 1. 18).

A similar use of the Ablative ending we find in 2. 77.

Do. (p. 19, 1. 11) * Dohanafichadhyapancm’—In this

case tftow* would be the Dative form.
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VERSE XXIV

Medhdtithi (p. 19, 1. 21)—It is interesting to note that

even so late as Medhatithi’s time, the Lunar Mansions were

counted from KrttiJca onwards, and not from Ashvirii as in

the more recent astronomical systems. (See Thibaut on

‘Indian Astronomy’ in Indian Thought Vol. I)

This verse is quoted in the (jadadharapaddhati—
Kdlasara, p. 5, as describing the creation of time and its divi-

sions ;—also in the Kdlamadhava (p. 45) as describing the

creation of time by God
;
it reads ‘ vihliaktim ’ for ‘ vibhaktih .’

VERSE XXVI

The term ‘dharma \ as Burnell rightly remarks, stands for

a man’s whole duty, including both secular and religious duty.’

The other
4Dvandvas’ are Kama (Desire)

—

Krodha (An-

ger)

—

Rdga (Attachment)

—

Deem (Hatred)

—

4 Ksut (Hunger)

—Pipdsd (Thirst)

—

Harm (joy)

—

Vimda (Sorrow) ’ and so

forth.

VERSE XXVII

4

Vinashinyah ’—because liable to change into gross

substances (Medha., Govinda and Kulloka)
;

or because they

are products (Ragliava.)

The commentators are at some pains to explain die in-

congruity of the inter-position of die present verse in die

middle of what purports to be a connected account of the

process of creation. Medhatitiii says the verse serves the

purpose of summing up what has been said so far ;—Govindaraja

and Kulluka make it serve the piupose of setting aside the

notion that the creation was accomplished by Brahman witiiout

the help of the
4

principles and NarSyana liolds that it is

meant to lay stress upon the non-eternality of atoms ;—Nandana

has solved the difficulty by placing this verse after verse 19.
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VERSE XXVIII

Medhatithi notes two explanations of this verse.

The i natural meaning appears to be that ‘ each being

continues, in each succeeding birth, to betake itself to

the same function that was assigned to it in the beginning by

PrajapatL’

But this being incompatible with the law of Karma,

which has been regarded as adumbrated by Manu in I. 41,-

—

Medhatithi has tried his best to get out of the words the mean-

ing that the conditions and activities of each being are ordained

in accordance with his past deeds ;—but the only argument,

that he puts forward in support of assigning this meaning is

that the literal meaning of the words would give rise to a

number of undesirable contingencies. According to Medhatithi,

creation is due to the joint action of the three causes—(1) the

being’s past acts (2) God’s will and (8) Evolution of PrakrtL

The confusion of thought in regal’d to the exact meaning

of this and the following two verses is further shown by the fact

that Medhatithi (p. 22, 1, 27 under verse 30) has thought it

necessary to set forth ‘another explanation ’ of these texts.

VERSE XXXI
‘

Lolcavivrddhyartham'—‘in order that the inhabitants of

the worlds might multiply (or prosper)'—(Medhatithi, Govin-

daraja and Kulluka);
—

‘in order to protect the world by means

of the castes, and to make it prosperous ’ (Narayana).

It is refreshing to find Medhatithi regarding this account

of the castes issuing from the mouth and other parts of the

body of the Lord as mere
1

stuti'—not to be taken as literally

true.

VERSE XXXII

The ‘ Virat’ whose birth is here described is, according to

some, the same as,—and according to others, different from

—

the ‘ Brahma ’ described above, in verse 9. That Medhatithi
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leans towards the latter view is indicated by his assertion

that what happened was that * the body of Brahma (described

in verse 9) now took the form of the Hermaphrodite,’—or as he

adds later, ‘the Female form was separated from His own

Male form.’

VERSES XXXIV—XXXV

These are quoted in Hemadri-Dana, p. 242, as describing

the ‘ munis ', sages. It reads ‘ dtistaram ’ for ‘ dushcharam ’,

and ‘ahgiramm ’ for ‘ angirasctm

VERSE XXXVI

‘ Manun ’—The name ‘Manu’ here stand for that Being

whose function it is to create all creatures and to maintain the

entire world during a manvantara, and apparently belongs to

the office. Some Mss. read ‘ muriin ’.

‘ Devanikayan’—
‘ Classes of gods ’ (according to Nandana

and Narayana) ‘ abodes of gods’ (Medhatithi, Kulluka and

Raghavananda) ; the last of these suggests also the meaning
*
servants of the gods’.

VERSE xxxvn

Pitrnam ganan ’—The
‘

pitrs ’ are not actually the

‘ fathers,’ as is clear from the present text
;
they are a particular

class of divine beings, though it is from these that human

beings are descended. See HI, 194—199.

VERSE XXXVIII

‘ Rohita'—This is the name of the violet-coloured

pillar of light that appears in the sky, in the manner of rain-

bows, generally attached to the solar disc, but sometimes in

other parts of the sky also. Another name for it, according to

Govindaraja, is ‘ shastrotpata’. Buhler says it is an imperfect
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rainbow which appeal’s to be straight.’ But from the desctip*

tion given by Medhatithi and Govindaraja it would appear to

be a phenomenon quite different from the rainbow, though

Medhatithi says that the only difference between the two is that

while the one is curved, the other is straight.

Medhatithi

,

p. 25, 1. 12—* Megha abhrodakamarujjyo-

tihsahghatah—In modem Sanskrit ‘ abhra ’

has become

a synonym for ‘ clouds’
—

‘ abhram megho varivahah,’ says the

Amarakosha. Up to the time of Medhatithi at any rate the

distinction between * abhra ’

(vapour) and ‘ megha ’ (clouds)

appears to have been recognised. The Shatapaiha Brahmana

describes ‘ abhra ’ as apam bhasma,
‘

the dust of water’, which

is apparently aqueous vapour ; the Chhandogya Upaniqad

also makes the personality become ‘megha,’ after having

become ‘abhra’.

‘ Ashani ’
also is taken by Medhatithi as standing for

hail, and not for thunder and lightning.

VERSE XLI
T

‘ Yathakarma'—Here we have a distinct enunciation of

the Law of Kama.

VERSE XLIII

‘ Ubhayatodatah—A compound difficult to explain. The

word ‘ danta ’

becomes transformed into ‘ dat ’ only in special

cases, laid down in Panini 5. 4. 141-145. The only explana-

tion possible is that given by Medhatithi,—that the tern

‘ dat

’

is fin entirely different word from ‘ danta’.

VERSE XLV

The two halves form two distinct sentences. So Burnell

;

but Bidder takes the whole as one s&ttence,
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VERSE XLVI

Medhatithi takes ‘udbhijjah sthdvarah ’ as the subject, and

'bijakantfaprarohwah' as the predicate of the sentence. Bnhler

reverses this.

VERSE XLV1II

Burnell represents Medhatithi to explain ‘ guchchJm-

gulma ’ as ‘ one root and many roots ’. This is not fair.

What Medhatithi says is that the names ‘ guchehhargulma ’

are applied to clusters of short-growing creepers which may

have one root or several roots.’ Kidluka defines ‘ guchchha ’ as

the single shoot springing from the root and having no boughs,

and ‘ gulma ’ as a clump of shoots coming up from one loot.

According to Medhatithi the difference between the two con-

sists in the fact that while the former has flowers, the latter

has none.

VERSE L

‘ Bhuta ’ —here stands for the Ksetrajfia
,
the Conscious

Being ensouling the body—according to Crovindaraja and

Kulluka.

‘ Nityam ’—qualifies ‘ ghore ‘ Ever terrible ’ according

to Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Narayana, -the last, along with

Nandana, however, suggests the reading
‘

nitye ’ meaning ‘in tins

eternal samsara.’

VERSE LIII

1 Kai'matmanah ’—It is not correct to say, as Buhler

does, that this term according to Medhatithi, means ‘ who, in

consequence of their actions, become incorporate because as a

matter of fact, this latter explanation is supplied by Medhatithi

in reference to the term ‘ shartrinah what he means is that

the Beings are called ‘ fharlrinah ’ not because the Body is their

natural accompaniment, but because thev becui

m

r: wnunned

with them in consequence of their acts,
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VERSE LIV

Govindaraja and Kulluka make this out to be the descrip-

tion of the Maha-pralaya, and the preceding verse of the

Intermediate

—

Khanrfa—-pralaya.

Sarvabhvtatnia—stands for the Sankhya
‘Pradhana' ;

—

according to the second explanation put forward by Medhatithi;

—

according to the other explanation, accepted by Govindaraja

and Kulluka, the term stands for the Supreme Self of the

Vedanta.

VERSE LV

Under this verse Hopkins translates a passage from Me-

dhatithi, which, as will be clear from the text, has been entirely

misunderstood and hence wrongly rendered.

Verses 55 and 56 have been variously interpreted. (1)

According to Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Kulluka, it describes

the process of transmigration. When an individual is dying,

his individual Soul enters darkness,

—

i. e. becomes unconscious
;

and even though It continues to be connected with the

dying body, file physical functions gradually cease ;—then It

leaves the body,—and enveloped in a subtle body—formed of

the eight constituents (variously enumerated), It enters the

embryo determined for It by its own past acts, and there be-

comes clothed with a new physical body which accompanies It

through Its next life on Earth. (2) Narayana holds that

verse 55 provides the description of the soul during a swoon,

and the second alone refers to the method of transmigration.

(3) The explanation given by Nandana is entirely different

He.takes the verses as referring to what is done by the Supreme

Being, the Creator ;—verse 55 describing His action during

Dissolution and 56 referring to a fresh creation following it

The Supreme Lord ‘enters darkness

—

i.e. the Pradhana,—and

having remained therein during the entire period of the Dis-

solution, becomes endowed with organs and a visible shape,

—

i. the shape of the Created Universe,’
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VERSE LVIII

‘ Vidhivat ’
—

‘ With due attention ’ Medhatithi and

Govindaraja);
—

‘ according to rule,—with due ceremonies
’

(Kulluka).

In connection with the authorship of the Smrti see Bhasya

(Printed edition, Gharpure, p. 7) and also Buhler’s Introduc-

tion p. xv. Burnell in his foot-note on Verse 58, misre-

presents Medhatithi, by imputing to him a view which he

lias put forward only as held by
4

some people
’ 4

Kechif.

Parashara-madhava . (Aehara—p. 100) quotes this verse

in support of the view that the Smrti s are the work of Brahma;

and it adds that
—

‘

as Brahma, so Svayambhuva Manu also,

compiles the Duties that have been ordained in the Veda;

—

which establishes the beginningless and immutable character of

Dharma*

VERSE LIX

This Verse is quoted by the Apararka (p. 4) with a view

to show that the writer of a work often quotes himself,—and

wherever occurs, it is Menu’s own words that are

quoted, not those of Bhrgu, the compiler.

VERSE LX

With this verse ends the Introductory Section of the

work, describing the Origin of the Law and the authorship of

the ordinances.

VERSE LXIV

4 Nimeqa ’—(1) The time taken by one wink of the

eye, or (2) the time taken in the distinct pronouncing of one

syllable.

4
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‘ Tavaiah ’—in the Accusative necessitates the supplying

of the Transitive verb vidydt,’ ‘ one should know ’. Narayana

and Nandana however favour the nominative form ‘ tavantah ’

which obviates the necessity of adding any words.

Cf. in this connection Wilson’s Yisnu-Purana—Ed.

•Hall, Yol. I, pp. 47-50.

VERSE LXV

‘Ratrih svapnaya &c.’—This line supplies the definition

of ‘Day ’ and ‘Night’ for those regions that are beyond the reach

of the Sun;
—
‘Day ’ being the period of activity, and ‘Night’

the period of repose.

VERSE LXVI
c

The ‘ day ’ and ‘ night ’ of Pitrs is regulated by the Moon,

just as those of gods and men is by the Sun.

This verse has been quoted in the Kalaviveka (p. 112) in

support of the view that the seasons and other calculations

are not governed by the ‘ Lunar Month,’—which only serves the

purpose of being the ‘ Day-Night ’ of Pitrs
;
the darker fort-

night being their ‘ day,’ and the brighter fortnight ‘ night’.

The same work quotes it again on p. 308, in support of the

view that ‘ from Pratipat to Amavasyd is the dark fortnight,

and from Pratipat to Purnamdsi is the Bright Fortnight.’

VERSE LXIX

‘ Sandhya ’—It is not clear whether the succeeding or

preceding twilight is meant. Kulluka, and possibly Me-

dhatithi, accepts the former view.

Medhatithi (p. 34, 1. 24) for ‘ Svabhdvdnuvfttih ’
; how

would it do to read ‘ Svabhavananuvrttih ’—die meaning being

that, the preceding Twilight has the character of neither Day

nor Night?
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VERSE LXXI

Burnell remarks
—

“ According to the commentators

the translation should run thus : ‘The four Yugas just reckon--

ed (consisting of) twelve thousand years are called a Yuga of

the gods.” This is the translation adopted by Buhler also.

What is not quite accurate is the statement that such a trans-

lation is “according to the commentators”,—when we find

that according to Medhatithi at least, the meaning of the verse

is as it is represented by Burnell in his text. Medhatitlii says

explicitly
—

‘ dvadasha-cliaturyuga—sahasrdni devayugam

ndma kala ityarthah ’.

In face of the fact that the words of the text themselves

convey this meaning—which involves the ‘ lengthening ’ of the

ordinary into divine years,—it is difficult to understand

Burnell’s remark that this ‘ lengthening
’

‘is the work of com-

mentators.’ On the contrary, on Burnell’s own showing, the

‘ commentators ’ would appear to have shortened the great

length of the divine year clearly expressed by the words of

the text

VERSE LXXHI

‘ Punyarn ’—Medhatithi takes this not merely as an epi-

thet of ‘ ahah,’ but as constituting a distinct sentence by itself.

VERSE LXXIV

‘.Of the second half of the verse, two explanations have

been mentioned by Medhatithi and Kulluka
: (1)

‘ on waking

from sleep, Brahma creates the Manas (i. e., the MaJiat)’; and

(2)
‘ He employs his own Manas (Mind) in creating the world’.

Qovindaraja adopts the latter explanation only;- Narayana and

Nandana accept the former only. Xandana takas ‘ Manas as

standing for Mahat, Ahahkara and Manas,—and Sadasadat-

makam as ‘prakrtimkrtyatmakam
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VERSE LXXVI

Medhatithi forces the Sankhya doctrine on Manu, whose

words clearly favour the Vaisheqika view.

The words clearly mean ‘ From out of Akaslia, under-

going modifications, proceeds Vayu.’ But Medhatithi construes

them to mean
—

‘ After Akaslia—(from out of Mahat) which

undergoes modifications—proceeds Vayu &c.,’—in order to

make it agree with the Sankhya doctrine that Vayu, like every

other elementary substance, proceeds from Mahat.

VERSE LXXVIII

‘

Aditah ’—(a) ‘after the Mahapralaya ’ (Kulluka);

—

(b) ‘after the Khandapralaya ’ (Govindaraja and Narayana);

(c) ‘ Before the creation of the Egg ’ (Nandana).

VERSE LXXX
‘ Kri'jan ’

—

cf. Brahmasutra—‘ Lohavattu Ulakaiva-

lyam.' This idea of creation being a ‘ sport ’ for God is

common in Hindu Theism.

VERSE LXXXI

Dharma with its ‘ four feet ’ is a common idea in Hindu-

ism. In VIII. 16 we have the picture of Dharma as a ‘ bull ’

;

its ‘ four feet ’ have been variously identified :—(a) according

to Medhatithi, they represent the four principal sacrificial

priests

—

Adhvaryu, Hotr, Brahman and Vdgo.tr
\
—(6) he

also suggests, along with Nandana, that they may stand for

die four castes ;—(c) they have been held by Medhatithi, Kul-

luka and Narayana to stand for the four means of acquiring

merit

—

Tapas, Jflana, Yajfla and Dana ;

—

(d) and last, they

have been identified by Medhatithi with the four kinds of

speech described in Rgveda 1. 164. 45—‘Three being hidden

in the cave and the fourth being spoken by men.’
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‘ Satyam ’—Though included in ‘ Dharma,' this has been

mentioned separately, for the purpose of showing its special

importance. The Apararka (p. 1012) quotes the first line of

this verse as showing the diverse character of the various cycles.

—The verse is quoted in the Viramitrodaya—Paribhasa, p. 50.

VERSE LXXXII

Tliis verse also has been variously interpreted :

—

(a)

According to Medhatithi it means that during the Tretd,

Dvapara, and Kali cycles, ‘ Dharma fell off from the scrip-

tiues, foot by foot, and that there was deterioration foot by foot

in the fruit of Dharma also,—the reason for this latter fact

lying in the prevalence of theft, falsehood and fraud during

all these three cycles'
;
and he emphasises the fact that theft

etc, are not to be taken as pertaining to the three cycles

respectively ;

—

(h) according to Kulluka, Niirayaua and Ragha-

vananda, the meaning is that during the three cycles, ly reason

of unjust gains (‘ agamat ’) Dharma successively loses one

foot etc, etc.;—(c) Govindaraja agrees with Medhatithi, but

with tliis difference that he appears to favour the view that

the deterioration in the results of acts is due to theft, falsehood

and fraud respectively

,

—the view that has been repudiated by

Medhatithi ;

—

(d) according to Nandana—it having been

declared in the preceding verse that in the Krta-cycle there

were no scriptures, it is now said that during the other three

cycles, Dharma is determined by the scriptures,—and it

diminishes successively in each age by one quarter.’

This verse is quoted in the Viramitrodaya—Paribhasa,

p. 50.

VERSE LXXXIII

‘ Quarter by quarter ’—The natural meaning is that men

lived for 400 years during Krta, 300 years during Tretd,

200 years during Dvapara and 100 years during Kali But in
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view of the assertion in the Chhandogya Upuniqad of a man

liaving lived for 1600 years (3. 16. 17) Medhatithi has been

forced to remark tliat ‘ quarter ’ here. stands for part, and not

for the precise fourth part, and to explain the text to mean

tliat ‘ man’s life becomes shortened in part
;
some die while

they are yoimg children, others on reaching youth and others

on attaining old age.’

The Apararha (p. 1012) quotes the first line in support

of the view that each cycle has a distinct character of its own.

VERSE LXXX1V

Medhatithi (p. 89, 1. 5)—‘ Dirghasatresu
1—See Mimansa-

Su. 6. 7. 31-40 and Shabara on 6. 7. 37— «igrcra:

‘ * {i. e'., the three days of the Gavdmayana), * I

rfk ‘ fafU:’, «t I aWW; I

[This is the ftrtte mentioned by Medhatithi in line 6.
|

Which

of the two is to be taken as is explained by Shabara on

6. 7. 38, where the conclusion is 'that the term tow* should be

regarded as flhr.

Medhatithi {p. 39,1. 12)

—

Shatashabdashcha bahunama-

su pathitali ’

—

e. g., Kaufitaki Upa. 2. 11 ;
Isha Upa. 2 ;

Mahdnardyana Upa. 6,—in addition to the passages quoted

by Medhatithi himself.

VERSE LXXXV •

Buhler translates the verse to mean that the diversity of

Dharma is due to the decrease in the length of the yugas.

This however is not countenanced by any of the commentator^
^

all of whom agree that the said diversity is due to the relative

inferiority of one age to the other.

Medhatithi’s interpretation of 85 is not “quite, consistent

with what follows in 86 ; but he has taken care.to disconnect

85 from 86 ; he distinctly says that, what is said in ,86 is
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a ‘diversity in the character of the yugas’ distinct from

what has been set forth in 85. Really this is made clear

by the fact that in 85, the word ‘Dharma ’ stands, according to

Medhatithi, not for duty, but for characteristic.

This verse is quoted in Hemadri—Parishesa—Kala,

p. 657 ;—and in the SmrtiehandrikS—Samskara, p. 27.

VERSE LXXXVT

This verse is quoted in Hemadri—Parishesa—Kala,

p. 657, where ‘Tapas ’ is explained as ‘ Krchchhra, Chandra-

yana etc.,’ and ‘ jftana ’ as 'dhyana' 4

meditation —in the

Viramitrodaya—Paribhasa, p. 48;—in the Smrtichandrika—
Samskara, p. 27, which explains 'param' as ‘the most

important
;

’—and in the Krtyasarsamuchchaya
, p. 86.

VERSE LXXXVIH

Cf. 10. 75 et seq.

This verse* is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 135) in explanation of the term ‘ salkarmabhiratah

'

of Parashara’s text, under which we have quotations from

Visnu, Vashistha and Yama, describing the qualifications of

the ‘pupil’ to be taught;—in the Viramitrodaya—Paribhasa,

p. 45,—and in the Nrsimhapramda—Samskara, p. 160.

VERSE LXXXIX

This verse is quoted in the Viramitrodaya—Paribhasa,

p. 45, which reads
4

saktim, and explains
4

vi^ayesu aprasaktim '

as ‘control of the senses;’ and in the Nrsimhaprasada,

Samskara, p. 736. :
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xc

This verse is quoted in Pardshara-madhava (Achara,

p. 416), in support of Parashara

,

verse 63;—and in the

Viramitrodaya—Paribhdsa (p. 45), which explains ‘ Vanik-

patham ’ as ‘ trade ’ and ‘ Kusidam ’ as ‘ lending money

on interest’.

XCI

This verse is quoted in the Viramitrodaya—Paribhdsa,

p. 45 ;—and in the Vdrsakriydkaumudi (p. 568), which

explains
‘Prabhuh’

‘as Brahma,’ and ‘ Anasuyayd’ as‘ without

dishonesty.’

VERSE xcn

See 5. 132.

VERSE XCIIT

‘ Dharmatah prabhuh ’—‘The lord, by law’—according

to Narayana and Nandana. But Medhatithi takes it to mean

that ‘ he is the lord, in matters relating to Dharma’; i. e.,

he is the person entitled to prescribe the duties of men and

as such, is like the lord;—Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghava-

nanda accept the latter explanation.

VERSE XCVI.

Medhatithi, (p. 41, 1. 20)
—

‘ Parasparopakdrdt ’—c. /.

Bhagavadgita—
fas* mmraftn d dm tmreg m i

rnwnnwro; dm mnrawmf #
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VERSE XCVII.

‘ Krtabuddhayah ’
—

‘ who know the Veda audits meaning

(Medhatithi, Narayana and Nandana);
—’ ‘Knowing the troth’

(Sarvajfiar-narayana and Ramachandra),
—

‘who recognise the

necessity of doing what is prescribed in the scriptures’ (Kulluka);

—
‘determined’ (Raghavananda).

VERSE XCVIII

‘ Brahma ’—stands here for the Highest Spiritual Being

;

and not for the Veda, as Burnell understands it to mean, even

after entertaining doubts on the matter. All the commentators

agree in explaining the plirase ‘ brahmabhuyaya kalpate ’ as

‘becomes fit for being liberated—by being absorbed into

Brahman, the Supreme Self.’

VERSE XCIX

The Apararka i(p. 281) quotes this verse in support of

the view that the learned Brahmana is the master of everything

in the world.

VERSE C

This verse is quoted in the Apararka (p. 282) as indicat-

ing that the learned Brahmana is the owner of all things.

VERSE CII

‘ Svdyambhuvo manuh ’—This does not mean ‘ Manu,

who sprang from the self-existent’; it means only ‘Manu,

Svayambhuva by name’;—* Svayambhuva ’ being the proper

name of one of the Manus.

Anupurvashah ‘ Incidentally ’ (Medhatithi);
—

‘ in due

order’ (Ramachandra).
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verse cm
This verse is quoted in the Mitak&ara (on I, 3)—along

with another verse from Manu (2-16)—in support of the

view that, though all the three twice-born castes are entitled to

study the Dharmashcistra
,
the Bralnnana alone is entitled to

teach it In support of this it also quotes a text from Shahkha

to the effect that the Brahmana alone is entitled to these, and

it is he that explains their duties to the other castes. To this

same view we find the verse quoted in the Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 512) ;—also in the Smrtichandrika (Samskara,

p. 10) which reads vidvadbhili for
4

shisyebhyah ’ and

explains it as meant simply to exclude the Shudra only.

VERSE CIV

This verse is quoted in the Smrtichandrika (Samskara,

p. 10) which reads ‘ samshita ’ for ‘ shamsita’, and adds that

the term here stands for ‘twice-born’ persons.

9 *

VERSE CVII

‘ Gunadosau cha kavmanam ’
—

‘ The desirable and un-

desirable results of actions ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Kulluka

and Nandana) ;
—

‘ the prescribed acts ’ (Raghavananda and

Narayana).

VERSE CVIII

‘ Atmavari—‘Desiring the welfare of his soul’ (Medhatithi

and Kulluka)';— ‘ of excellent disposition ’ (Govindaraja)

;

4

endowed with firmness ’ (Narayana) ;
—

‘ believing in life after

death ’ (Raghavananda).

This verse is open to two explanations :—(A)
‘Achdra ’

is the highest Dharma
; as also what is laid down in the Shruti

and in the Smrti,
;—(B) ‘The highest Dharma consists in that

Achdra, course of action, which is laid down in Shruti and Smrti.’
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The apparent inconsistency in the former is explained by

the statement made by Medhatithi (p. 45, L 13) that the whole

of this is an exaggerated eulogy bestowed on Achara.

This verse, along with verses 109 and 110, has been quoted

in the Madanaparijata (p. 11-12)—It explains Dharma

of verse 108 as ‘ the apurva resulting from good acts’,

and remarks that here we have ‘ identification of cause with

effect’. It has quoted the verse in support of the view that

‘ Dharma is ayatta , dependent, upon achara',—‘achara ’ being

defined as ‘ that which is ordained by Sliruti and Smrti and

is properly acted up to by good men, (p. 12) which shows

that achara stands, not for Custom, but for Right Behaviour.

VERSE CXVII

See 12. 51 et seq.

VERSE CXVIIl

‘ Deshadharma ' —is local custom, e.g. the ‘ Holaka' or

Holi festival, wliich is peculiar to ‘ North India’
;
and there also

it is observed in different ways in different parts of the country.

Burnell
—

‘ It is worth while to compare the twelfth lecture

with the first, on which it throws considerable light.’

This has been improved upon by Hopkins who, with a

transcendent insight peculiar to a certain well-known sect of

orientalists, opines the ‘ whole character’ of the first lecture ‘as

that of a later prefix to the work.’ It is really a treat to see

how far people are earned away by their eagerness to say

something ‘ new.’

One fails to see the logic of the argument that, because

the first lecture contains much more mingling of philosophical

views, therefore it must be a later prefix. It would indeed be

more logical to expect, the ‘ later prefix ’ to be more accurate
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and ludd than what has preceded it! In fact the

whole trouble regarding the first Discourse has arisen from the

efforts made by commentators—Sanskrit and English—to

read in the verses a systematic account of one or the other of

the two well-known systems of die ‘ Sankhya ’ and the

‘Vedanta’. Hopkins himself finds it ‘difficult to bring such

verses as 53 ff. into harmony with the Sankhya doctrine.’ But

has Manu himself anywhere told him that he was expounding

things in accordance with the ‘ Saiikhya doctrine’ ? It does

not appear to be fair to impose a doctrine upon the writer and

then to take him to task for not being in harmony with that

doctrine.



Discourse II

VERSE I

‘ Hrdayendbhy<inu]fidiah ’—The term
‘hrdaya’ stands for

the heart conscience. The phrase stands for what is spoken

of later on, in verse 6 below, sis
‘

atmanastmiih? Medhatithi

has suggested that ‘ hrdaya ’ may stand for the Veda.

Medhatithi (p. 48. 1. 15). ‘ Mhndnsdtah.'—This refers

to Mima. Su. I. i—2 ‘ Chodandlahsandartho dharmah.’

This verse has been quoted in the Parmharamadhava
(Achara, p. 80), in corroboration of the definition of Dharma
provided by Vishvamitra, that ‘ Dharma is that which when

done is praised by good men learned in the scriptures.’

From this it follows that according to this writer
‘

hrdaye

-

navhyanujTidtah ’ means the samething as '‘Yarn aryah

prashamsanti ’ in Vishvamitra’s definition.—It is quoted in

Hemadri (Vrata, p. 10), which explains hrdayendbhyanujndtah

as ‘which is definitely known in the mind, for certain,’ and ‘advesa-

ragibhih' as ‘persons free from improper love and hate’;—in

the Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa, p. 30), which adds die following

notes—This verse supplies a definition of Dharma in general.

‘ Vidvadbhih, ’ those conversant with what is contained in the

Veda;
—

‘

Sadbhih,’ those who have the right knowledge of

things ;—these two qualifications are meant to indicate that

‘Dharma ’ is rightly known by means of the Veda ;
—

‘ advesa-

ragibhih] free from such love and hate as are conducive to evil

this is meant to indicate that Dharma is that which is not

conducive to any undesirable effects ;
—

‘ hrdayenabhyanujMtah

indicates that Dharma is conducive to all that is good
; as it is
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only the good to which men’s minds are attracted :—thus then

the complete definition of Dharma, as indicated by the text, is

that it is that which, not being conducive to any evil effects,

is known through the Veda as conducive to good. The three

qualifications serve the purpose of excluding such acts as the

performance of the Shyena sacrifice.—This definition of

‘Dharma,’ ‘Right’ also implies that of ‘ Adharma,’ ‘Wrong,’ as

that which is known through the Veda as conducive to evil.’

This is quoted in the Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 13)

;

and in the Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 150).

VERSE II

Much ingenuity has again been displayed to show that

verses 2—5 are a ‘ later interpolation.’ Burnell remarks that it

must be so, because ‘ in the old Vedic religion, all ceremonies

and sacrifices were avowedly performed in order to gain desired

objects of various kinds.’ He evidently forgot that what is

expounded by Manu is not exactly what the writer speaks of

as ‘the old Vedic religion.’

?
* Na prasliasta ’—Because leading to new births, suid

obstructing Final Release.

Medhatithi, (p. 50, 1. 27)

—

Vishvajit-nydya—see Mima.

Sir. 4. 3. 15—16.

VERSE HI

‘ Sankalpamulah kamah ’—Nandana explains this as

—

‘ The desire for rewards is the root of the will to act.’

‘ Vratani ’—The term stands for all those duties that one

makes up his mind to perform all through life,—according to

Medhatithi, Govindariija and Narayana;
—

‘the vow of the

Religious Student ’—according to Nandana.

‘ Yamadharmah ’
—

‘ The prohibitive rules ’ (Medhatithi,

Govindaraja and Narayana);
—

‘the rides pertaining to the

Recluse and the Renunciate ’ (Nandana).
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VERSE VI

Of Apastamba, 1. 1. 11.1—3; Gautama, 1. 1—4 and

28.48; Vasliistha, 1. 4—G; Baudhayana, 1.1. 1. 1—0;

Yajflavalkya, 1. 7.

The meaning of
‘

Shila ’ and ‘ Achara' separately has

been the source of much misunderstanding. The difficulty

lias been solved by Medhatithi taking the term ‘ Smrtishile,

as standing, not for ‘Smrti’ and ‘Shila,’ but for ‘ Smrti ’ as

qualified by ‘ Slnla,’ this being ‘freedomfrom hatred and attach-

ment ;’ ‘Smrti—Shila' stands for that ‘Smrti,’ recollection,

which the learned have when their mind is calm and collected,

not perturbed by passions of any kind. The reason suggested

by Buhler is not satisfactory.

Kulluka has explained ‘ Shila '

as standing for the virtues

enumerated by Harita
—

‘ Brahmana-like behaviour, devotion

to gods and Pitrs, gentility, kindness, freedom from jealousy,

sympathy, absence of cruelty, friendliness, agreeable speech,

gratefulness, being prepared to grant shelter, mercy, and calm-

ness.’ Narayana puts it vaguely as ‘that to which learned

men are prone.’

‘ Self-satisfaction'—This is meant to apply to cases

where the scriptures provide options (Medhatithi, Govindaraja

and Kulluka) ;—or to cases not covered by any of the aforesaid

sources (Narayana and Nandana).

In connection with this verse, the student desirous of

carrying on further investigation, is advised to read Kumarila’s

Tantravartika, Adhyaya I (Translation

—

Bibliotheca Indica).

Medhatithi (p.57,1. 8)

—

‘Vishvajita'—See Mima. Su.

4. 3. 15—10.

Medhatithi (p. 57, 1. 20)
—

‘ Kvachidarthavadadeva '

—

for an example, see Mima. Su. 1. 4. 29.

Medhatithi (p. 60, L 29)
—

‘ Kartrsamanyat ’

—

This refers

to Mima. Su. 1. 3. 2.
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Medhatithi (p. 02, 1. 2)
—

‘

Yathd dghdre devatavidliih'—
Shabara on Mima. 85. 2. 2. 10 says—[ wnrtf ]

itrawftfa $wr-

fofa: i rr *** —jgfrwm-

*rentf *wre^ fan

Medhatithi (p. 00, 11. 7-8) '‘Tulye shrautatve ’—'Though

in regarding both I the Shruti-rule and the Smrti-rule to be

equally ‘ Shrauta,’ ‘Vedic’—Medhatithi apparently accepts the

view of Kuinarila as against Shabara (according to whom the

Smrti-rule is not Shruti, but stands on a distinctly inferior

footing),—ultimately his view comes to be the same as

Shabara’s

—

viz., that in case of conflict between Shruti and

Smrti, the latter is set aside in favour of the former
;
while

according to Kumarila, there is option.

Medhatithi (p. 03, 1. 1 )— Vishvajityadhikaravat ’— See

Mima. Su. 0. 7. 18—19. In connection with the Vishvajit

sacrifice we have the text
—

‘ one should give away his entire

property, sarvasva.’ The conclusion is that the injunction of

the giving away of one’s entire property having been already

found in connection with the Jyotistoma,—at wliich one is

bound to pay as fee either 1,200 gold pieces or Iris entire

property,—what the mention of the giving of entire property at

the Vishvajit means is that at this latter sacrifice, the fee must

consist of the entire property, and not of 1,200 gold pieces

;

and this has been taken to imply that the man who seeks to

perform the VisJwajit must possess more than 1,200 gold

pieces.

Medhatithi (p. 04, 1. 4)
—

‘ Indriydndm &c.’—The first

part of this quotation occurs in Manu 7. 44 ; but the second

half is from some other work.

This verse has been quoted in the Vidhanaparijata (vol.

II, p. 511) in support of the authority of Sadachdra, as bearing

upon the propriety of NSjpfTWnw ;—also in the Smrtikaumudi

(p. 1) which remarks that the Practice of cultured men is autho-

ritative only when it is not repugnant to Shruti and Smrti.
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The Apararka (p. 82) quotes the verse in support of the

view that the Practices of Good Men also, as distinct from the

Smrti, are an authoritative source of our knowledge of Dharma.

It is interesting to note that it reads in place of

It is quoted in the Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 5),

which adds the following explanation :

—

Veda is the means of knowing Dharma ; so also are the

‘Smrti’ and ‘Shila’

—

i.e. freedom from love and hate,—of persons

learned in the Veda;
—

‘ dehdra ’ such as the tying of the

bracelet and so forth ;— and ‘ atmatuqti \ i. e., when there ;ire

several options open to us, it is our own satisfaction that

should determine the choice of one of them;—also in the

Nrmnhaprasada (Samskara, p. 17b) ;—and in Hemadri

(Vrata, p. 17).

This is quoted in the Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa, p. 10),

which adds the following notes :

—

‘Vedah’ is the collection of Mantra and Brahmana texts,

as defined by Apastamba;
—

‘ akhilah’, the actual texts available,

as also those presumed on the strength of ‘transference’ and

that of ‘ Indicative Power ’,
‘ Syntactical Connection ’, ‘Contest’,

‘Position’ and ‘Name’ (Jaimini iii) ;—or
‘

akhilah,’ ‘entire,’ may

be taken as meant to preclude the notion that the said authority

belongs only to the three Vedas, and not to the Atharva ’,

which is based upon such assertions of Apastamba and others

as ‘ Yajfia is enjoined by the three Vedas ’. That the ‘Atharva

is an authority for Dharma is due to the fact that it prescribes

the performance of the Tulapuru§a and other propitiatory

rites for all castes, even though it does not deal mainly with the

performance of the Agnihotra or other Shrauta rites.—When
the text says that these are the means of knowing ‘ Dharma ’

Right
,

it implies that they are the means of knowing also

what is ‘ Adharma,’ ‘wrong' it being necessary for the scriptures

to furnish an idea of all that is wrong and hence a source

6
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of impurity of the mind, which obstructs the acquiring of true

knowledge.
—

‘ Mularn ’,
‘ Source the means of knowing,

—

‘ Tadviddm those learned in the Veda
; this implies that in

the case of ‘ SmrtV and the rest, the authority is not inherent in

themselves, but due to their being based upon the Veda.—
‘ Smrti] the Dharmashastra compiled by Yajfiavalkya and

others.
—

‘ Stela ’ iiuplies the thirteen qualities enumerated by

Harita

—

viz., Faith in Brahman, Devotion to Gods and Pitrs,

Gentility, Harmlessness, Freedom from jealousy, Freedom from

harshness, Friendliness, Sweetness of speech, Gratefulness, Kind-

ness for sufferers, Sympathy, Calmness. This
‘

Stela' difters from

‘ Achara’ ;
it stands for the negative virtues, the avoidance, of

wrong, whilethe former stands for the positive active virtues ; the

doing of right.
—

‘ Achara ’, the tying of the bracelet during

marriage and so forth.

—

'‘Sddhunam atmanastustih'

,

whenever

doubt arises regarding what is right, what determines the question

is the ‘ self-satisfaction ’ of those that are ‘ Sadhu,’ i. e., have their

minds replete with the knowledge of the Veda and the impres-

sions gathered therefrom
;

i. e., that course is to be accepted as

‘ right ’, which Commands the unanimous approval of the said

persons ;—such is the explanation suggested by the Kalpataru.

In support of this view we have the following passage from

the Taittiriya, relating to cases of doubt regarding Dharma,

—

‘ Thou shouldst behave in that manner in which behave those

Brahmanas who are impartial, honest, steady, calm and righteous.’

This implies the authority of the Parisat ‘Assembly’.—Or
‘ sddhunam ’ may be construed with ‘ acharah ’, which would

imply the authority also of those ‘ good men ’—men free from

all evil qualities,—who are not ‘ learned in the Veda’; so that

tor superior Shudras, the practices of their forefathers would

be authoritative.
—

‘ Self-satisfaction ’ is the determining factor

in the case of options
; but this is an authority for the man

himself, not for others.

VERSE VH
This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 207.)
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VERSE VIII

‘ Idam’—The Shd&tra* (Medhiitithi, Govindaraja, Kul-

luka) ;—the ordinances of Manu (Narayana) ;—the various said

sources of the knowledge of Dharma (Nandana).

VERSE IX

This verse is quoted in Hemddri (Vrata, p. 14);—in the

Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa,p. 61), which explains that ‘ anut-

tamam sukham ’ stands for the rewards that are spoken of in

connection with each act ;—and in the Nraimhaprasdda (Sams-

kara, p. 10b).

VERSE X

‘ Amimamsye'—
‘ not to be called into question ’ (Bidder,

ace. to Medhiitithi) ‘ Irrefutable ’ (Burnell, improved by Hop-

kins into ‘ not to be discussed’).

For an interesting discussion regarding the

attaching to the Veda, the reader is referred to Vatsyiiyana’s

Bhasya on the Nyayasutra 2.1.58-63.

Medhatithi (p. 00, 1. 4)
‘ Sarvasvare tu vivadante '

—

The Sarvasvara is an Isti sacrifice which is described as leading

the sacrificer directly to heaven; and in regard to this there is a

difference of opinion among Vedic scholars : some hold that

entrance into heaven is not the actual result, the result being

the accomplishment of what the man desires

—

viz., the fulfil-

ment of his wish to go to heaven without any hindrance,

whenever lie may die.

This has been quoted by the Mitaksara under 1.7, in sup-

port of the view that the name ‘ Smrti ’ is applied to the

Dharmashastra.

VERSE XI

Hetmhastrdshrayat —‘ Relying upon the argumentative

science of the Bauddhas, Cliarvakas &c.’ (Medhatithi);—‘Relying
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on methods of reasoning directed against the Veda ’ (Kul“

luka and Narayana).

The argumentative person is always decried : see e. g. 4. 30,

where the ‘ Hetuka ’ is described as not fit. to be honoured

;

the
‘Hetuka ’ is mentionod in 12. Ill as a person who

must bo a member of the Pariqad
; though in the latter text

the term has been explained as ‘ one well-versed in the princi-

ples of Mimamsa and the Shastras ’ (see Mitalsara on 3. 301,

p. 1384).

‘Ndstiko vedanindakah ’—see Parasharamadhava (Pra-

yashchitta, p. 424) where we read
—

‘ The detracting of the Veda

is of three kinds—(1) The first is that wliich consists in seek-

ing to prove the untrustworthy character of the Veda by means of

arguments culled from Bauddha, Jciina and other treatises ;

—

this has been described by Yajfiavalkya as being equal in

heinousness to the murdering of a Brahmana. (2) The second

consists in neglecting the acts laid down in the Veda and Shru-

tis, through one’s tendency to wranglings and disputations ;

—

it is this that is referred to by Manu under 2.11, who further

regards it as eqtial in heinousness to the drinking of wine. (3)

The third consists in lack of due faith,—the acts laid down

being done only through fear of popular odium, and not

through any faith in them
;

this has been mentioned among

Minor Sins.

This verse has been quoted in the Sniftichandrikd
(Samskara, p. 4) wliich reads ‘ ubhe ’ for ‘ mule and explains

it as ‘ Shruti and Smfti for ‘ shrayat ’ it reads

‘ shraya \

VERSE XII

The first half of this verse is precisley the same as that of

Yajfiavalkya 1.7.

VERSE XIII

* Vidhtyate ’.—Medhatithi puts forward a second expla-

nation of this.
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VERSE XIV

This verse is quoted in the Smrtichandrikd (Saniskara,

p. 15) as describing the comparative authority of the several

sources. Where there are two Vedic texts setting forth two

conflicting views, both are to be accepted, since they have been

so accepted by authorities older than Manu himself, i. e.

the two are to be regarded as optional alternatives.

It is quoted also in the Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara,

p. 136.)

VERSE XV
* Samayadhywite' ;—The dawn (Medhatithi),—or that

twilight which comes after the departure of the night (Ibid, and

Govindaraja) ;—the time when neither the sun nor the stars

are visible (Kulluka).

This verse has been quoted by the Madanaparijata

(p. 175) as indicating the two divisions of die time

‘before sunrise’;—these two divisions being ‘ Anudita ’ and

‘ Samayddhyvqita! These two are more fully described by

Katyayana, who defines the
‘ anudita ’ as ‘the sixteendi part

of the night, adorned by stars and planets’,—and the

‘ Samayadhyusita ’ as diat time in the morning when the stars

have disappeared, but the sun has not risen.

The same authority defines the ‘udita,
1

‘sunrise,’ as that

when .the mere streak of the sun is visible, not all its rays.

It is quoted also in the the Nrsimhaprasada (Achara, p.

326) ;—in the Samskararatnamala, (p. 2) as laying down

the two times for Homa, and it reads ‘ homah ’ for * yajftah’-

—

in the Acharamayukha (p. 65) as laying down the time for

the morning Homa ;—and in the Nityacharapradipa (p. 410.)

VERSE XVI
‘ Mantraih ’—This has been added with a view to exclude

the woman and the Shudra, whose sacraments are not perform-

ed ‘ with mantras ’ (see 2.66 and 10.127).
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Burnell remarks
—

‘ In Vedic times the reception of out-

siders into the community was, to a certain extent, recognised,

and ceremonies (e. g. the Vratyastomd) were in use for this

purpose.’

It is rather difficult to be very dogmatic regarding what

was, or what was not, recognised ‘ in Vedic times. ’ But if

the ceremony of the Vratyastoma is the sole authority for the

statement, then it has to be borne in mind that the writer has

not comprehended the purpose of those ceremonies. If he had

taken the trouble to find out what ‘ vrdtya ’ meant, he would

have found out that the ceremony was performed for the

re-admission of those who had become excluded by reason of

the omission of certain obligatary rites
; and it was not meant

for admitting absolute ‘ outsiders

This verse has been quoted by the Mitaksara on 1.8 (p. 6)

—in support of the view that it is the Twice-born persons

alone who are entitled to study the Dharma Shastra.

It is quoted also in the Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 512)

to the same effect—also in the Apararka (p. 14);—in the

Smrtichandrika (p. 18.) which explains ‘NiseJca as the Garbha-

dhana sacrament and ‘smashana ’ as the ‘ after-death rites ;

—

and in the Varsakriyakaumudi (p. 574) as implying that, the

rites are to be performed for the Shudra also, but without Vedic

Mantras.

Medhatithi ( p. 78, 1. 26 )

—

Acharyakaranavidhind

svadyayddhyayanavidhindcha! Here both the Bhatta and

the Prdbhakara views of Shdstrdrambha are accepted by

the writer.

verse xvn
The Apararka quotes this verse along with verses 19, 21 to

23, as indicating the views that the ‘black antelope’ is to serve as a

mark of the ‘ yajfiiya desha ’ only in the case of the countries

other than those described in these verses. This verse and verses

18 to 22 have been quoted in the Madanccpdrijdta (p. 12) in
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support of the view that the ‘Custom’ or ‘Right Behaviour ’ that

is to be regarded as authoritative and trustworthy is that preva-

lent among the people inhabiting the tract of land herein defined.

Other waiters, among whom are Vashistlia and Shankha

define ‘ Aryavarta ’ as that tract ‘where the black antelope roams’;

which, according to Mann (2.23) is the characteristic feature of

the ‘ yajttiya desha ‘ land fit for sacrificial acts ’.

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Vrata, p. 27),—in the

Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa, p. 55), which explains that the

epithet ‘ devanirupitam,’ ‘ created by the Gods,’ is only meant

to be eulogistic;—in the Ddnamayukha (p. 7),—and in the

Samskdramayukha (p. 4).

VERSE XVI11

Medhdtithi (p. 75, 1. 5)

—

Kdranagrahanat —When a

custom of even a Smrti rule, is found to be actually based upon

some material motive,—no authority can attach to such custom

or rule. Read in this connection Mima. Su. 1. 3. 4, which

discusses the authoritative character of such Snirti rules as,

while not contradicting any Hhrurti-rule, are yet found to be due

to ignorance or covetousness ;
e.g. the text laying down that the

cloth with which the sacrificial post is covered should be given

to the priest The conclusion on this point is that such rules

have no authority. (See, for further details, Prabhakara

—

Mimamsa, pp. 138-139).

This verse is quoted in the Madanaparijata (p. 12) ;—in the

Ddnamayukha (p. 7 );—in the Samskdramayukha (p. 4),—and

in the Viramitrodaya—Paribhasa (p. 55), wliich adds the following

notes :

—

‘Paramparya’ is the same as
tparampard\ ‘Tradition,’

—i. e., that whose beginning cannot be traced ;— this precludes

the authority.of modern customs ;

—

-antarala' are the mixed

castes;—it quotes Medhatithi to the effect that the purport of this

verse is to eulogise the custom of the particular country, and

not to deny the authority of the customs of other countries. >
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VERSE XIX

The tract here described “comprises,”—saysBuhler
—

“the

Doab from the neighbourhood of Dellii as far as Mathura,” and

Burnell refers us to a map in the Numismata Orientalia,

Part I.

Tins verse is quoted in the Srnrtichandrika, (Samskara

P. 17) which reads ‘ Anantaram ’ and explains—it as ‘ slightly

less important’;—in the Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa, p. 56), which

adds the following notes :
—

‘

Mcttsya
,
Viratdesha,—Pdfichdla ’

the Kdnyakubja and adjacent countries,

—

Shurasena, country

about Mathura,
—

‘ anantarah ’ slightly inferior ;—in the

Danamayukha (p. 7.) and the Samskaramayukha (p. 4),

which have the same explanations as the Viramitrodaya.

VERSE XX
This is quoted in the Viramitrodaya

,
Paribhasa (p. 56)

which says that this is meant only to eulogise the particular

country.

VERSE XXI
‘ VindshSia ’—This is the name given to the place where

the river Sarasvatl becomes lost in the sands. Buhler says it

lies in the district of Hissar, in the Punjab.

Buhler curiously translates
‘pratyak ’ by ‘east,’ while it

means west.

This verse is quoted in the Srnrtichandrika (p. 18), winch

explains ‘ vinashana

'

as the place where the Sarasvatl has

disappeared ;—in the Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa, p. 56)

which locates ‘Vinashana’ in the Kurukfetra ;—in the Dana-

mayiikha, (p. 7),—and the Samskaramayukha (p. 4).

VERSE XXII

This verse is quoted in the Smrtichandrika (Samskara

p. 18);—in the Samskaramayukha (p. 4), which explain^

‘ Tayoh ’

as standing for the Himavat and the Vindhya ;—and

in the Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa, p. 56).
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VERSE XXIII

‘ Krsnasarah ’.—Burnell
—

“ Wliat animal is intended it is

impossible to say. In Southern India, a pretty little, but rare,

gazelle is taken for it. It does not however answer to the

mime so far as its colour (light brown) goes.”

From the explanation given by MedliStithi the deer

meant is that which is ‘ black with white spots ’, or ‘ black

with yellow spots and there is no doubt that the animal meant

is that wliich is black in the upper, and white (or yellow) in the

lower paits of its body.

Medhatithi (p. 70, 1. 26)
—

‘ Shurpadhikarane ’—in

Mima. Su. 1-2-20 ; and the next sentence ‘ etaddhi hriyate

ityucJoyatV is from Shabara on that Sutra,—the whole sentence

being
—

‘ etat (i. c. shakyate kartumiti) hi hriyate ilyuchyate,

na eha vartamdnakdlah haschidasti yasydyam pratinir-

desioah.’

‘ Mleehehadeshastvatahparah ’—Note the liberalised

interpretation of this provided by Medhatithi. Burnell curiously

enough regards this to Ije an ‘ order to dwell in this land ’.

There is no ‘order’ to dwell in the Mlechchadesha. The

countries to be inhabited having been defined and all beyond

these being designated as ‘Mlechhadesha
’,

the term ‘these

countries’ of verse 24 refers, as Medhatithi clearly points out, to

Brahmavarta, Madhyadesha, Brahmarsidesha and Yajfifyadesha;

and the order to dwell contained in verse 24 also refers to

those, and not to the ‘ Mleehchhadesha ’, which is ‘ beyond

these.’

This verse is quoted in the Smrtichandrihd (Samskara,

p. 18), which adds that the country described as ‘fit for sacrifi-

cial performances ’ is meant to be so used only when the

aforesaid four countries are not available ;—in the Viramitro-

daya (Paribhasa, p. 56), which explains ‘ YdjMyah, ’ as ‘
fit for

sacrificial performances ’, and ‘Mlechcha ’ as ‘ unfit for sacrificial

performances ’;—and in the Samskaramayukha (p. 4).
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VERSE XXIV

This verse is quoted in the Apararka (p. 0) us permitting

the Shudra to reside, for die sake of livelihood, in ‘Mlicheha ’

countries also ;—in the Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa, p. 5(5),

which explains
4

vrtti ’ as
4

livelihood ’,
4

karsitah ’ as
4

in difficul-

ty ’, and the compound
4

vrttikarsitah ’ as
4

one who is in

difficulties regarding livelihood —and in the Samshdramayu-
kha (p. 4).

VERSE XXV

* Dharmasya ’—Govindaraja alone takes this to mean
4

spiritual merit others agree in taking it as
4

duties ’.

Medhatithi (p. 78,1.28)

—

Aha paflehaprakaro dharmah’

—This view is here attributed to the author of the Smrtivivarana.

Kulltika quotes the Bhavisyapurana to the same effect.

Modern writers and lecturers on what they call
4

Varna-

shramadharma' should note the exact connotation of this

name, as here explained by Medhatithi.
0
1

VERSE XXVI

4

Vaidikaih karmahhih ’.—The term
4 midika-karma ’

here stands for Vedic mantras ;—or for rites prescribed in

the Veda. Both explanations are found in Medhatithi and

Govindaraja ;
Kulluka notes only the latter explanation.

This verse has been quoted in the Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 132) as laying down the necessity of performing

the Samskaras. Here also both the above explanations are

noted.—It explains the term
4

shartra ’ in the compound
‘ Sharirasamskdrah ’ to stand for the constituents of the

body.—4 In this world and also after death ’—has been

explained as implying tiiat the Samskaras help
4

after death ’ by

enabling the man to perform such sacrifices as lead him to

heaven, and they help ‘in this world ’ by enabling him to
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perform such sacrifices as the Kdriri and the like, which bring

desirable results in the world, in the shape of rain, children

and so forth.—Tt is quoted in the Smrtichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 36), to the effect that sacramental rites are performed with

Vedie Mantras in the case of the Twice-born persons only
;

it

adds that these sacraments iire called
‘pavana ’, ‘ purificatory

’

of the person, because, performed with Vedic Mantras, they

serve to destroy sins.

VERSE XXVII

Medhdtithi (p. SO, 1. 8)

—

Grhyasmrtibhyo—vasdtavyam

—see Ashvaldyana Grhya Su. 1-13-14.

Medhdtithi (p. 80, 1. 10) ‘ Mekhald badhyate ’—set1

Gautama, 1-1 o.

This verse has been quoted by the Mitaksard on 3.253

(p. 1285), where it has been taken to mean that the sacra-

ment of the Upanayana wipes off all the sins committed by the

boy prior to it.

It is also quoted in the Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 134)

and has been taken to mean that the Sacramental Rites are

meant only for the ‘ Twice-born —and in the Apardrka (p.

25), as indicating that the sacraments are meant for the Twice-

born only, on the ground that they have been mentioned after

the injunction of Upanayana which pertains to the Twice-born

only. It is quoted in the SmrtikaumudI (p. 48), which notes

that the term
‘Samskara ’ (Sacrament) connotes destruction of

sin or impurity.

It is quoted in the Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 36),

which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Bija ’ stands for semen-

ovule, the impurity due to defects in that is called ‘ baijika ’

—

that due to residence in the womb is called
‘

garbhika —
‘ Iwmaih ’ includes the Garbhadhana and other rites that are

accompanied by libations into fire ;—and in the Samskdra-

rMnamald (p. 5) to the effect that Homa is to be performed by

the Twice-born only ;
—

‘ baijika ’ is such impurity relating to
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the semen-ovule as is due to the intercourse having taken

place at a forbidden time,
—

* Garbhika ’ is the impurity due to

residence in a womb that is not quite dean ;—it quotes

Medhatithi to the effect that as the ‘ semen-ovule ’ and the

‘ womb ’ cannot be the effects of any sins of the child, the

‘ enah’ mentioned in the text must be taken as standing not

for actual sin, but for the impurity or uncleanliness due to the

child’s physical connection with them.

VERSE XXVIII

‘ Vrataih ’—(a) ‘The particular observances kept by the

student while studying particular portions of the Veda

(Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Naraya.ua )
;— the voluntary re-

straints, such as abstention from honey, meat and such things ’

—

( Kulluka and Raghavananda)
—

‘ such observances as the

Prdjapatya penance ’ (Nandana).

‘ Traividyena ’
—

‘By learning the meaning of the three

Vedas ’ (Medhatithi and Nandana) ;

—
‘ By undertaking the

vow to study the three Vedas in thirty-six years, as mentioned

under 3.1 (Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghavananda).

‘ Ijyaya ’
—

‘ Ijyd ’ here stands for ‘ the offering to the

gods, sages and Pitrs ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Kulluka and

Raghavananda) ;—or ‘ the Pakayajfias ’ (Narayana and Nan-

dana).

‘Brdhmiyam kriyate tanuh.’
—

‘Related to Brahman;’

i. e. ‘ united with the Supreme Spirit
’—according to Medha-

tithi, who also notes that according to ‘others,’ the meaning

is that ‘ the body is made fit to attain Brahman.’ As the

reference is to the ‘ tanuh’ ‘ body,’ Burnell understands that

‘Brahman’ stands here for the ‘world-substance, not as a

spiritual, but as a physical force ’. This however is entirely

off the mark.

This verse is quoted in the Mitak^ard (on 1. 103, p. 76)

as setting forth the desirable results acruing to the man who
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offers the Vaishvadeva offerings, which latter, on this account,

cannot. he regarded as snnctificatory of the food that lias

l>een cooked.

This verse is quoted in the Viramitrodaya (Samskarsi,

p. 140), where the words are thus explained :
—

‘ Svddhyaya ’

stands for the learning of the Veda ;— Vrata ’ for the Sdvitri

and other observances ;

—
‘ Traividyd' for the knowledge

of the meaning of the three Vedas ;

—
‘ Ijyd ’ for the worship-

ping of the gods and other's ;

—
‘ Brahmt ’ for related to

Brahman
,
through the knowledge of that Supreme Being.

VERSE XXIX

1 Iliranya-madhu-sarpisam'—Though the text dearly

says that the child is to be fed with gold, honey and butter, it

appears from the Grhya Sutras that the last two substances

only are to be given to the child, after they have been touched

with a piece of gold.’—Buhler.

* MantravaV.—The mantras are those used by his own

sect or his gurus.

Hopkins has the following note here :

—

“

This commen-

tator’s (Medhatithi’s) use of ‘ some think ’,
‘ some explain ’ is

such, as in this passage, to suggest that they are occasionally

used hypothetically, a possible view being set up and over-

thrown rather than actual statement that other commentators

explain the passage so and so
; a modification of meaning

that would somewhat affect the amount of criticism devoted to

the text before Medhatithi’s day.”

Though this may be true, to a certain extent, regarding

the references in the form of ‘ kechit ’, it cannot be so regard-

ing those in the form ‘ anye tu or ‘ anyevya chaksate ’ and

such other more definite references to other explanations.

This verse has been quoted by Raghunandana in his

Smftitattva (Jyotis, p. 648)—dealing with the Jatakarma

Sacrament ;—also in the Madanaparijata (p. 353).
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This verse is quoted in the Purusarthachintamani (p.

433) as laying down the time for the ‘ Birth*sacrament’;

—

in the Sdmskdramayukha (p. 23) which adds the following

notes
—

‘ Vardhana ’ is cutting
;
some people have held that

no significance attaches to the masculine gender of ‘purusah

but Medhatithi has held that it is meant to be significant, there

being no such rite in the case of the child without gender-signs,

and for the woman it is performed without mantras in accord-

ance with another text;—it is quoted in Nrsimhaprasdda

(Samskara, p. 31 b)
;—in Ilemddri (Parisliesa

, p. 583),

where ‘ Vardhana ’ is explained as cutting
;
and again on p. 730,

where the same is repeated ;—in the same work (Shraddha,

p. 326);—in Samskararatnamald (p. 831) to the effect

that the rite is to be performed before the cutting of the

umbilical cord ;—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 49)

to the siune effect
;

it reads fmrusam ’ for
‘purusah ’

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 192) quotes it as laying

down the exact time for the performance of the sacrament, in the

first half,—and the form of the sacrament in the second half.

It quotes it again (p. 403) in support of the view that Manu hav-

ing prescribed the sacraments of Ndmakarana, Niskramana,

Annaprdshana, Chuda, Upanayana and Keshdnta, for the

male child,'—adds a verse (2. 00) to the effect that ‘all this is to

be done for thefemale child <fec. <fcc.,—which makes it clear that

the Upanayana rite should be performed for the female child

also
;
and the statement (in 2-67) that for women the ‘ marri-

age’ constitutes the ‘upanayana’ only provides a possible

substitute for Upanayana in the case of females.

This verse is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 171) as

laying down the Jatakarma, and explains ‘ vardhana ’ as

‘ cutting.’

.

VERSE XXX

* Ddshamyam dvddashyam ’—‘The tenth or twelfth day

of the month ’—Medhatithi, who also notes and rejects the

LTJ
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explanation
—

‘ after the lapse of the tenth or twelfth day—i.e.,

‘on the lapsing of the period of impurity’—which is accepted by

Kulluka.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 233) where it notes the latter explanation and says that it has

been rejected by Medhatithi and Apararka. It is curious

that having the work of Medhatithi before him, the author

of Vlramitrodaya did not note his explanation that the ceremony

is to be performed on the 10th or 12th day (tithi) of the

month.

The verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 855) also,

where however no explanation is given—and in Nirnaya-

sindhu (p. 371), where it is added that what is meant is that

tlie naming of the Brahmana should be done on the expiry

of the tenth day, of the Ksattriya on the expiry of the twelfth

day, of the Yaisliya on the expiry of the sixteenth day and of

the Sliudra on the expiry of the twenty-first day ;—and the

second half of the verse lays down substitutes.

This verse is quoted in Samskaramayukha (p. 24),

which adds that ‘ dasharnydrn has been taken as ‘ dashamydm
atitdyavC, ‘after the lapse of the tenth day’,—that no signi-

ficance attaches to the causal affix in ‘karayeV;—in Sams-

kdraratnamdld (p. 850), which adds that the causal affix

in ‘ kdrayet ’ has tin; reflexive sense;—in Nrsimhaprasada

(Samskara, p. 34a);—and in Srmtiehandrika (Samskara,

p. 52), which explains meaning as ‘ on the tenth day from

the day of the birth, the father should do the naming’, it being

the father’s business to do tins.

VERSE XXXI

This verse is quoted in Gadddharapaddhati (Kala-

sara, p. 217);—in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 53) to

the effect that the names of the four castes should consist of

words expressive respectively, of welfare, strength, wealth and
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deprecation;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara p. 346);

—

and in Samskara-mayukha (p. 25).

Burnell
—

‘This is now obsolete. The names of the

different castes are now usually epithets or titles of some

favourite deity. The caste is known only by the suffixed title.’

This verse has l>een quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Sams-

kara, p. 242), where we have the following explanations

:

*mahgalyam’ means expressive of auspiciousness
; e.g., the name

‘ Laksmidhara —

‘

Balanvitam’ means expressive of bravery,

e.g., the name (Yudhisthira,,

)

—dhanasamyuktam'

,

means con-

taining terms expressive of wealth
; e. g., the name ‘Maha-

dhana’;
—

‘

pigupsitam’ means containing a term denoting

depreciation ; e. g., the name ‘ Naradasa'.

Madanaparijdta also quotes this verse (on p. 357),

where it is explained to mean that ‘ the names should be ex-

pressive of auspiciousness and the rest’

Parasliarmddhava (Acliara, p. 441) quotes it as also

the four typical names as
—

‘ Shri Sharma ’ ‘ VikramapdlcC

,

Manikyashretfhi and Ilmadasa ;—it is quoted in Apardrka

(p. 27) as laying down rules regarding the first part of the

name.

VERSE XXXII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 243) also; and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara. p. 55) as

laying down the subsidiary titles of the four caste-names ;

—

also in Vidhdnapdrijdta (p. 309) ;—and in Nirnaya-

sindhu (p. 178).

Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 441) quoting the

verse explains it to mean that ‘ sharman’ must lie the suffixed

word to the Brahmana’s name.

Narayana and Ragliavananda opine that the name

of the Brahmana must always contain the word * sharman
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itself. But Medhatithi and several others hold that the name
should connote what is connoted by the term ‘sharman.’

The present day practice, however, follows the former expla-

nation
—

‘sharman ’ being regarded now as the suffixed title to

every Brahmana’s name.

VERSE XXXIII

Tliis verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 441), which cites the typical female name ‘ ShridasV

This is quoted ;dso in Smrtitattva (p. 031).

Viraniitrodaya (Samskara, p. 243) quotes the verse,

and having explained the words, cites as examples
—

‘ Yashoda ’

(easily pronouncible) ‘ Kulaghni ’ (harsh)
—

‘ Indira ’ (not of

plain meaning)
—

‘

Kamantya ’ (heart-captivating)— Subhadra ’

(auspicious)—and ‘ Saubhagyavaft ’ (containing a benedictory

term).

Vidhdnaparijata (p. 310) simply quotes the verse;

—

and Apgrarka (p. 27) quotes it as laying down rules regard-

ing the first part of female names.

Tliis is quoted in Smrti chandrika (Samskara, p. 55),

which adds the following notes
—

‘ mkhodyam, ’ easily prono-

ouncible,
—

‘ mahgalyam ’ denoting auspiciousness ;

—
‘ dir-

ghavarna, tlxe long I. or a.

VERSE XXXIV

‘ Yadve$tam mahgalam kule ’—Medhatithi, along with

Govindaraja and Kulluka, takes this as applicable to all the

sacraments.
—

‘ Kula ’ is family, not tribe.

The first half of the verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava

(Achara, p. 442), and the second half in Madanapdrijdta

(p. 360) and in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 267), which latter

remarks that this option regarding family-custom applies only

to the sacrament of the First Feeding. The verse is quoted in

8
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Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, pp. 55 and 57), which adds

that die ‘ Grha,’ ‘ house,’ means the one in which birth has

taken place ;—in Gadddharapaddhati (Kalasara, p. 218) ;

-—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 366).

VERSE XXXV

‘ Dharniatati—‘ according to Law ’ (Narayana and

Nitndana);
—

‘ for die sake of spiritual merit’ (Kulluka).

This verse has been quoted in Parasharamadhava

(Samskara, p. 605) for the purpose of showing diat even a boy

who lias not cut liis teeth can be ‘one who has had his Tonsure

performed.’

It is quoted in Smrti-tattva (p. 653)—which points

out that the time most suited for the ceremony is the third,

not die first year and it bases this on the distinct declaration

by Shankha that
—

‘ for the rite of Tonsure, the third year is

what has been accepted by all the Grhyasutras.’ It also

quotes it on p. 922, with a view to show that the time for the

ceremony is not fixed, tiiere being an option as to its being done

in the first, third, or even the fifth year.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 296),

where it is explained that die presence of the particle ‘ va,
’

‘ or ’, implies that the rite may be performed in the second

year also
;

this latter is also sanctioned by a text from

Yama.

Madanaparijata (p. 34) also quotes it without adding

any explanatory notes.—It is quoted in Smrtichandrikd

(Samskara, p. 58) ;—in Ilemadri (Parisliesa, p. 742) ;

—

in Samskai'amayukha (pp. 29 and 128), which quotes

Medhatithi to the effect tiiat die term
‘

dvijatinam ’ indicates

that this rite is not to be performed for the 8hudra in

Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 36c) ; and in Gadddhara-

paddhati (Kalasara, p. 219).
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Medhatithi has described this ceremony as that ‘ which

consists in the cutting of the hair in such a manner as to leave

well-arranged tufts of hair on certain parts, of the head.’

Further details have been supplied in Madanaparijata

(p. 361), which quotes Lokdksi (called Laugaksi in Smrtitattva,

p. 653) describing the ‘ Chuda ’ as ‘ a line of hair, towards

the right among the Vashi§thas, on both sides among the

Atris and Kashyapas, and in five places among the Ahgirasas
;

some people keep a single line
;
others only the top-tuft, shaped

like the leaf of the banyan tree —and adds that the exact form

is to be determined by the Grhyamtra of the man concerned.

VERSE XXXVI

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Parishesa, p. 745) ;—in

Qadadharapaddhati (Kalasara, p. 220), which explains that

'Upanayana is to be derived as
(Nayanam eva ndyanam'

and then the prefix
‘ Upa ’ added;—in Sdmskaramayukha

(p. 32) ;—and in Smrti chandrika (Samskara, p. 68), which

adds that in the case of the Ksattriya and the Vaishya also the

years are to be counted from the one spent in the womb.

It has been quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 17) ; and

in Parasharamadhava (Aehara, p. 446).

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 344) explains the reason

for the eighth, eleventh and twelfth years being' regarded

as the best for the Brahmana, the Ksattriya and the Vaishya

respectively. The Gayatii mantra is sacred for the Brahmana

and its foot contains eight syllables
;

the Tristup for the

Ksattriya contains a foot of eleven syllables, and the Jagati for

the Vaishya has a foot of twelve syllables.

VERSE xxxvn

Medhatithi (p. 90, 1. 1 5)
—-Sarvasvdre'—See Mima. Su.

10. 2. 56-57. At the Sarvasvara Sacrifice the sacrificer recites, the

. Arbhava hymn just before he enters the fire for self-immolation,
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This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 27) as laying

down the time for the performance of the Upanayana with

special ends in view.

It is quoted in Parasharctmadhava (Achara, p. 446),

which quotes Apastamba as . connecting the seventh year

with ‘ Brahmic glory, ’ the eighth with ‘ longevity, ’ the ninth

with ‘ splendour, ’ the tenth with ‘ food ’, the eleventh with

‘ effidency of organs,’ and the twelfth with ‘ cattle’.

Madanapdrijdta (p. 17) quotes it mentioning the said

assertions.

It is quoted in Ilemddri (Parishesa, p. 748) ;—in

Samskaramayukha (p. 1.2), as mentioning special results

to be achieved ;—in Nrximhaprasdda (Samskara, p. 41 b)

;

and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 68).

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 345) quotes it as describing

the Kdmya options.

Nirnayasindhu (p. 184) quotes it without comment

a VEKSE XXXVIII

Burnell, in applying the name ‘vratya’ to ‘Aryans not

Brahmanised,’ should have quoted liis authorities.

Kulluka notes that some people have taken' the particle

‘a,’ ‘till,* in the sense of ‘until the beginning of ’.

This verse has been quoted in Viramitrodaya (Sams-

kara, p. 342), where it is pointed out that the ‘ sixteenth ’ and

other years mentioned here should be counted ‘from conception,’

as in the case of the eighth and others in verse 36. It points

out that this verse lays down the many secondary occasions for

the performance of tire ceremony.

This same work on p. 344, refers to tire passage in

Medhatitbi, where a Vedic text is quoted, which connects the

Odyatri, Tristup and Jagati metres with the Brahmana, the

Kjsattriya and the Vaislrya respectively ; and as under 36, so
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here also, it explains that the limits fixed in this verse too

are determined by the number of syllables in a foot of each

of the tliree metres mentioned. A foot of the gdyatri has

eight syllables
; so till the boy is sixteen years old, the Gayatii

retains more than a third of its force
;
and it is only when the

boy has passed his sixteenth year (corresponding to the sixteen

syllables of the two feet of the Gdyatri) that the force of the

mantra becomes weakened. Similarly twenty two years

correspond to the twenty-two syllables of the two feet of the

Tristvp, sacred for the Ksattriya, and twenty four years

correspond to the twenty four syllables of the first two feet of

the Jagati metre, sacred for the Vaishya.

It is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Acliara, p. 440);

and in Madanapdrijata (p. .40) as the outside age-limit

for Upanayana ;—in Ilemadri (Parishesa, p. 751),

which adds that ‘ d ’ here denotes limit ;—in Nrdmha-
prasdda (Samskara. p. 41 b) ;—and in Smrtichandrika

(Samskara, p. 72), as laying down the secondary times for

the initiation.

Vidhanaparijata, (p. 471) lias quoted the verse as

laying down the secondary occasion for Upanayana ;—so

also Nirnayasindliu (p. 1 84).

VERSE XXIX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava, (Acliara,

p. 440), and in Madanapdrijata (p. 30), where it is

explained that on the expiry of the limit mentioned in verse 38,

the boy becomes a ‘ Vratya,’ * apostate ’
, and can be invested

only after having become sanctified by the performance of the

Vrdtya§toma rite.

Madanapdrijata (p. 30) goes on to add that the dumb
and the insane, as never fit for the sacraments, are not

to be regarded as
*

apostates ’ by reason of the omission of the
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sacraments ; so that in the event of their having children these

latter do not lose their Brahmana-hood or their right to the

sacraments.

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 347) quotes this verse

as from Manu and Yama both.

VERSE XL

This verse is quoted in Praymhchittavivelca (p. 144)

;

—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 73), which explains

‘brahma-sanibandha’ as ‘teaching and so forth,’ and ‘ aputaih'

as those who have not performed the prescribed expiatory

rites.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Aehara, p. 446) ;

—

and also in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 349), which explains

the term • aputaih ’ as ‘ those who have not performed the

prescribed expiatory rites and the ‘ relationships ’ referred are

explained as standing for Initiation, Reading, Teaching, Sacrific-

ing and Receiving gifts.

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 68) in support

of the view that dealings are permitted with such men. as may

have performed the expiatory rites laid down for the omission

of the sacraments ;—it adds that this is made clear by the

epithet ‘ Aputaih ’.

VERSE XLI

‘ Ruru ’—has been described by Raghavananda as ‘ tiger.’

Medhdtithi (p. 92, 1. 11 )
—

‘Smrtyantara'—This refers

to Bodhayana, Grhyasutra, 2. 5. 16.

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 57) as laying

down that the skin of the Kr§namrga, Rum and Chhaga

should be worn as the ‘ upper garment,’ respectively, by the

Brahmana, the Ksattriya and the Vaishya,
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This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Aehara,

p. 446), where it is explained that the skins mentioned are to

be used as the upper garment, and the hempen and other cloths

as the lower garment

Madanaparijata (p. 20) quotes the second half as

prescribing the cloths to be used by the three castes respec-

tively;—and the first half (on p. 22) as laying down the skins.

The second half is quoted in Vtrarnitrodaya (Sams-

kara, p. 411) and the first half also (p. 413).

The verse is quoted in Samskaramayukha (p. 36), which

adds that the skins of the Black Antelope, the Ruru deer

and the goat are to be used as the upper garment :—in

Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 430) ;—and in Srnrtiehan-

drika (Samskara, p. 75).

Burnell is figain inaccurate in saying that cotton and

silk (with the well to do) are alone used now for outer

garments.”

Medhatithi rightly remarks that the triplication cannot

apply to the Ksattriya’s girdle
; as on triplication the bowstring

would cease to be a ‘ bowstring. Govindaraja agrees with him.

So also Madanaparijata (p. 20) and Vtrarnitrodaya

(Samskara
; p. 432), Ragliavananda explains that as the bow-

string itself is a triplicated cord, no further triplication would be

necessary,

The ‘ Muflja ’ grass, in Northern India called is,

as Burnell notes, the Sachcharum Sara of the botanists.

Madanaparijata (p. 20) explains that the Mutija has
‘ tejani ’ as its other name

; and a foot-note adds that it is what

is called gtur.

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Aehara,

p. 447) ;—also in Vtrarnitrodaya (Samskara, p. 432), which

explains
l

trivrt ’ not as twisted three-fold, but as ‘going round

the waist three times’;—in Nirnayasindhu (p. 189);—in
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Apararhx (p. 58) ; in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 79),

which explains ‘trivrt’ as threefold ;—in Samskaramayvkha
(p. 37), which quotes Medhatithi to the effect that since

bowstrings are made sometimes of leather
,

the author has

added the epithet ‘ Maurvi ’,
‘ Murva grass ’

;
in Samska-

raratnamala (p. 192), which reproduces the above remark

of Medhatithi, as also his further remark that the string is to be

removed from the bow and then tied round the waist
; it

adds the following notes: the ‘ Savia ’, not uneven, thin in

one place and thick in another
;
it should be of uniform thickness

till through ;—the three-fold twist applies to the hempen cord

and not to the bow-string, which would cease to be a bowstring

when so twisted;—it is quoted also in Nrsimhaprasada

(Samskara, p. 43 b).

VERSE XLII1

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 447),—and also in Madanaparijata (p. 20), which latter

;igrees with IVJpdhatithi in taking the Kusha-Ashmantaka-

Balvaja as pertaining to the Brahmana, the Ksattriya and

the Vaisliya respectively.

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 433) explains that the

term ‘ Muflja ’ in the present verse stands for all its variants

mentioned in the preceding verse, and proceeds to quote the

view that what is meant is that

—

(a) for the Brahnmna in the

absence of Muflja, Kusha should be used,—(6) for the

Kshattriya in the absence of Murva
,
Ashmantaka, and (c) for

the Vaishya in the absence of Shana, Balvaja
;
but dissents

from it, stating it as its own opinion, that all the three substitutes

mentioned are meant for each of the primary substances

enjoined before. It cites another view, according to which,

since the present verse mentions the Mufija only, the meaning

must be that the three substitutes are meant for the Brahmana

only; so that for the Ksattriya and the Vaishya, if the

substance primarily prescribed under the preceding verse
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be not available, they should make use of some other suitable

material resembling the primary. But this view also is not

approved as being in conflict with the text of Yama, which

says that
—

“in the absence of these i.e. the three, Mufija,

Murvd and Shana, the girdle should be made of Kusha,

Ashmdntaka and Balvaja.”

The second half of the verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya

(Samskara) on page 432, where it adds that the options

mentioned do not depend entirely on the wish of the wearer,

—the number of knots being, in fact, determined by the

number of Pravaras of the Gotra to which the boy

belongs.

Nirnayasindhu (p. 189) also quotes this verse ;

—

and Apararka (p. 58), winch explains that the knots are

to be made in accordance with one’s ‘ Gotra-rsis ’ ;—also

Samskdramayukha (p. 37), which quotes Kulluka’s ex-

planation;—in Samskdraratnamald (p. 193) as setting

forth substitutes for the girdle-zone
; it adds the following

notes:—The term ‘ ddi ’ is understood here, the construction

being
‘ Mufljadydbhdve

\

‘in the absence of Mufija and

other substances ’
; the number of knots is to be the

same as that of the wearer’s Pravara ;—in Nrsimhaprasada

(Samskara, p. 43b);—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara,

p. 80), which adds the note that ‘ trivrt ’ means ‘ three-

fold ’
; and that ‘ Mufija ’ here stands for the Murvd and other

substances specified in the preceding verse.

VERSE XLIV

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrika (Samskara,

p. 80), which says that ‘ trivrt ’ means ‘ made of nine yarns ’

;

—-and in Nityacharapradipa (p. 31).

It is quoted in Parasbxramadhava (Aehara, p. 448);

in Madanaparijata (p. 21),—and in Vtramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 414) also in Nirnayasindhu (p. 190) ;—in

9
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Apararka (p. 58) ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara,

p. 43a) ;—in Samskararnayukha fp. 38), which has the

following notes :
—

‘ urdhvavrtam ’ and ‘ trivrt ’ are to be cons-

trued with ‘ shanasutrarnayam ’

;

also,
—

‘ avikam ’ means
‘ of sheep- wool

'

‘ Urdhvavrtam ’—This is thus defined by ‘ Sahgraha-

hdra' a writer quoted in Parasharamadhava and Madana-

parijata
—

‘ That which is twisted threefold by the right, hand

moving upward ’

—

i. e. twisted towards the right.

* Trivrt ’—has been explained in Viramitrodaya as stand-

ing for ‘consisting of nine tlu-eads ’
; and thus on the basis of

a Shruti text which defines ‘ Trivrt ’ as nine. The same

explanation is given in Apararka also ;—so also Smrti-

kaumudi (p. 0.)

VEESE XLV

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava ^Aehara,

p. 447) ;—in fifadanaparijata (p. 22),—in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 436) in Smrtitattva (p. 930), which

last points out that the copulative compound ‘ ha'dvapala-

skau ’ should not be taken to imply that two staves have

to be taken up ;
because later on, in verse 48, we have

the singular form
idaniam>

;
—in Nirnayasindhu (p. 189),

and Apararka (p. 57);—in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara

p. 43b) ;—in Smrtickandrika (Samskara, p. 77), which

adds that the text lays down optional alternatives ;—in

Samskaramayukha (p. 37), which adds that a combination of

all the staves is not meant, only one staff being held, as

is clear from the singular number in the next verse;

they are to be taken as optional alternatives ;-**and in

Samskararatnamala (p. 193), which, along with Mayukha

reads ‘p&ippala’ or ‘pailava? and adds that option is clearly

rheant.
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VERSE XLVI

This verse is quoted in Srartitattva (p. 930), which

adds that in the event of the specified wood not being

available any one of the woods recommended for the three

castes may be used for any one of these three ;—in Mada-
naparijata (p. 22) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 436), which last explains ‘ Keshdntikah ’ as ‘ Murdhdpra-

manah ’ ;—in Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p. 448) ;—in

Apararka (p. 57) —in Nrsirahaprasdda (Samskara,

p .43b);—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 78), which

explains * Keshdntikah ’ as reaching up to the head.

VERSE XLVII

‘ Anudvegakarah'—‘not frightening’ (Medhatithi and

Govindaraja) ;—Kulluka does not explain the term;
—

‘not

displeasing to the wearer ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 448) ;—in Srartitattva (p. 930)—in Madanaparijdta

(p. 22);—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 436);—in

Apararka (p. 57);—and in Samskdraratnamala (p. 193),

which adds the following notes :

—

dijavah] straight,
—

‘

avranah

free from holes,
—

‘ Saumyadarshanah fret* from thorns,

etc,

—

1

Agnidusitah,’ burnt by fire.

VERSE XLVIII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 451), where it is explained that the Sun is to be worshiped as

the sum total of the connotation of the Gayatri-mantra
;

—and that one is to realise that he is one with that deity.

According to this authority the
1parityagnim ’ means, not that

the boy is to ‘walk round the fire’ (as explained by Kulluka

and Medhatithi), but that he should tend the fire-, and.it
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proceeds to point out that the ‘ tending of the fire ’ is to be

done according to what has been laid down by Manu himself

under 2. 186.

It is difficult to see how this writer would construe the

adverb ‘ pradahinam’

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 935) in sup-

port of the view that the particle ‘ atha ’ in the Grhya-sutra :

* atha bhaiksyaficluxrati ’ stands for the Upasthana of the Sun

and ‘ pradaksina ’ of the Fire ;—in Madanaparijata

(p. 32) ; the latter explaining ‘ ipsitam ’ by ‘ as prescribed for

each individual, and not any other’, adds that the Sun

is to be worshipped with mantras sacred to that deity. It

accepts Medhatithi’s explanation ,of the phrase ‘paritya-

gnim’; and points out that the three acts mentioned here

all form part of the procedure of ‘ begging.’

It is quoted also in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 481), according to which also, ‘ ipsitam ’ means ‘ what is

prescribed for each particular caste ’;—and the phrase ‘ bhaska-

ram upasthaya ’ (though it quotes the latter term as * abhi-

vadya ’) as ‘ facing the sun ’ (which is the explanation, it adds,

suggested by Kalpataru);—and ‘ YathdvidhV as ‘accor-

ding to the rule laid down in the next verse. ’ It adds that

all the three acts are subsidiary to the act of begging.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 60);—in Samskara-

mayvkha (p. 60) ;—in Smrtichandrika, (Samskara, p. 108),

which explains ‘ Yathdvidhi ’ as ‘ according to the ordinances

—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, p. 124 a).

VERSE XLIV

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 936); in

Madanaparijata (p. 32), which latter adds the following

notes :

—

In the phrase ‘ bhaik$am charet ’ the verb indicates

begging, as is shown by the objective terfa ‘ bhaik^am it is
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in view of this that the expression to be used in the begging

is
—

‘ bhiksam dehi
’

(‘ give alms ’);—and as the words have

to be addressed with proper respect, the term ‘ bhavat' with

the vocative ending (‘ Madam ’ or ‘ Sir ’) has to be added at

the beginning, middle or end, according to the caste of the

begging boy;—then, inasmuch as in the house, it is, as a rule,

the women-folk that give alms, it follows that the feminine-

locative) form of the term ‘ bhavat ’ should be used ;

—

thus then the precise form of the expression comes to be

this—(a) The Brahamana boy should say ‘ bhavati bhiksam

dehi \ (b) the Ksattriya, ‘ bhiksam bhavati dehi,’ and (c)

the Vaishya, ‘ bhiksam, dehi bhavati ’. There is no such

hard and fast rule as that ‘alms should be begged from

women only'

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 481) also quotes the

verse, and supplies the formulae as noted in Madana-

pdrijdta ;

—

Samskaramayukha (p. GO) quotes it, and lays

down the formula for the three castes as

—

{a) ‘ bhavati

bhiksam daddtu ’, (6)
‘ bhiksam bhavati daddtu ,’ and (c)

‘ bhiksam daddtu bhavati —

S

mrtichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 108), which mentions the formulae as given in Madana-

parijata ;—and also Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, p. 124).

VERSE L

Burnell remarks that ‘this begging of alms is now obso-

lete But so far as the formality is concerned, it is still gone

through at the close of the Upanayana ceremony.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 59) as laying down

the rule relating to that alms-begging which is done as part

of the Upanayana-ceremony.

It is quoted in Smrtitittva (p. 936), which adds

that these ladies are to be approached only if they happen to

be on the spot, and the boy is not to go to their houses ;—in

Madanaparijata (p. 34), which latter quotes it only with
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a view to explain that there is no inconsistency between

this injunction and the later prohibition (2. 184) of begging

from orie’s relations ; because the former refers to the begging

as part of the Upanayana ceremony, whereas the prohibition

applies to the usual begging of food during the entire period

of studentship.

It is quoted in Samskdramayukha (p. 61), which

adds that this rule refers to the * alms-begging ’ which

forms, part of the Upanayana rite ;—in Smrti chandrikd

(Samskara, p. 109), which adds the same note and in

Samskararatnamala (p. 288), which has the same remarks,

and notes that the first ‘ vd ’ is meant to be emphatic—‘ nija
1

means uterine,

—
‘ avamana ’ means disregard, refusal to give

alms.

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 483) also explains that

this refers to the first ‘ begging’ (at the Upanayana).

VERSE LI

This verse® is quoted in SmrMdttva (p. 936) in

Pardsharamddhava (Achara, p. 454), which latter adds that

in the event of the Teacher not being near at hand, the

food is to be offered to the Teacher’s wife or son, or to his

own companions,—in Apardrka (p. 60) ;—in Samskdra-

mayukha (p. 61), which explains
‘Amdyaya ’ as that he should

riot conceal the better quality of food obtained out of fear

that the Teacher will take it for himself ;—and in Smrti-

chandrika (Samskara, p. 113).

VERSE Ln

‘Rtam ’

—

‘

Sacrifice,’ an alternative explanation suggested

by Medhatithi and Narayana.

Medhdtithi (p. 97, L 20 )— GunakdmandydTti hif &c,’

This refers to Mima. Si}. 8. 1. 23 et. seg.
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This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva, (p. 431) which

remarks that the verse refers to cases where a man makes it a

rule to always face a certain quarter at meals ;—in Madana-
pdrijdta (p. 34), which adds the explanation that shriyam

and rtrnn are objects to the present-participle ‘ iehchhari \

—

in Par

d

vharamddhava (Achara, p. 377) in support of the

view that facing of the south is not interdicted wThen done with

a special motive. Vidhdnapdrijdta (p. 324) also quotes the

verse to show that what is here prescribed applies to that eating

which is done with a special motive, the general law being

that one should face the east or the north.

—

Apardrka (p. 61)

quotes the verse, and adds the following explanation :—df one

eats facing the east, it brings longevity
;
one who eats facing

the west, obtains prosperity ;
who eats facing the noxtli attains

the truth or the sacrifice.—Thus eating with face towards the

east is both compulsory (as laid down in the preceding verse)

and optional, done with a special motive (as mentioned

here).

It is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 115),

which adds the following notes
—

‘ ayusyam ’ means ‘conducive

to longevity’—one who eats facing the east obtains longevity

;

hence the meaning of the text is that ‘one who seeks for longev-

ity should eat facing the east similarly ‘ yashasyam' meaning

conducive to fame’;—eating with facie towards the south brings

fame—and similarly one who seeks for wealth should eat facing

the west, and he who seeks for ‘rta’ i. e., the truth, should eat

facing the north.

VERSE L13I

‘ Nttyam-—This, according to Govindaraja, Kulluka

Narayana and Nandana indicates that the rule refers to house-

holders also. The first half of this verse has been quoted

in Madaaiapdrijdta (p. 327).
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VERSE LTV

Pvjayet—1

worship ’ (Govindaraja and Nandana) ;—Me-

dhatithi offers tliree explanations as to what is meant by the

‘worshipping’ of the food ;—Narayana takes it to mean that the

mantra (Rgveda, 1. 187.1) should be addressed to it Kulluka

explains it as ‘ meditate upon it as sustaining life’.

The first half of the verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 486), which explains the pvjd as standing for

samskara, due preparation.

It is quoted again in the Ahnika section of the same work

(p. 382), where, on the strength of a statement attributed

to Shatatapa, it is said that in the case of food, ‘ worship ’ can

only mean being regarded as a deity.

The verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 433);—and in

Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 114), which explains

‘ akutsayarC as ‘ not decrying.’

0 VERSE LV
1

‘Urjam.—Buhler Avrongly attributes to Medhatithi the

explanation that this term means ‘bulk’. The term used by him

is ‘ mahdprdnatd’ which means the same as ‘ virya ’ of Kulluka

or ‘energy’ of Narayana. Buhler has apparently been misled

by a mis-reading of Medhatithi.

This verse has been quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 486) where
1

pvjitarn ’ has been explained as ‘ samskrtcm’,

well prepared;—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 114).

VERSE LVI

The second half of this verse is quoted in Viramitro-

daya (Samskara, p. 458) ; in Apararka (p. 61) in sup-

port of the view that by avoiding over-eating one acquires

health ;—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 115).
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VERSE LVII

This verse is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 488) ; in ApararTca (p. 156) ;—and in Smrtichandrikd

(Samskara, p. 115).

VERSE LVITI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 76),

where it is noted that according to Hemadri, the term
l

vipra'

stands for all the three twice-born castes, on the ground, that

Yajfiavalkya’s text bearing on the subject uses the generic term
‘ dvija ;’—but this view is controverted on the ground that it is

more reasonable to take, on the strength of Manu’s use of

the particular term * vipra' the term
1

dvija ’ of Yajfiavalkya’s

text as standing for the Brahmana only, rather than the other way

about
;
as in this there is no stretching of the term

1

dvija’ which

is often used for the Brahmana only
;
while in the other case

the natural meaning of the term ‘ vipra ’ is unduly extended

to other than Brahmanas. The writer goes on to quote

Medhatithi’s words (p. 100, 11. 20-21)
—“The mention of the

Vipra is not meant to be significant here. For special rules

for the Ksattriya etc., are going to be added later on (in verse

62, et, seq
), and unless we had a general rule there could be

no room for specifications
;
[and it is the present verse alone

that could be taken as formulating that general rule, and hence

it could not be taken as restricted to the Brahmana only.”]

(Translation pp. 306-307) .;—and traverses this argument, on

the ground that the present text is not injunctive of Achamana,

and hence the special rale that follows in verse 62 regarding

achamana can-have no bearing upon this verse; the real in-

junction of Achamana, is contained in verse 61. Verse 58,

therefore, it is concluded, must be taken only as enjoining A

particular 'tlrtha' for the Brahmana.

Proceeding with the explanation of the verse, Vira-

mitrodaya adds
—

‘ nityakdlam ’ meaning always •; -so that

10
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whenever dchamana has got to be done, it should be done by

the Brahmana by anyone of the three methods herein described

;

and it adds that such is the ‘svarasa,’
‘

inclination,’ of Medha-

tithi also, which clearly refers to Medhatithi, p. 100, 1. 22.

It goes on to point out, however, that the view of many Digests

is that asfar aspossible the Brahmatirtha should be used.,

—

such being the implication of the qualification ‘ nityakalam,'

which is more nearly related to the first option ; and the other

alternatives are to be taken up only when the Brahma firtha

is disabled.
—

*

Kdya ’ means ‘dedicated to Prajapati,’ and

‘ Traidashika ‘ dedicated to the gods.’

It goes on to add that, though there was no possibility

for the ‘Pitrya firtha
’

to'be employed,—it not being mentioned

among those sanctioned,—yet it has been specially interdicted

with a view to indicate that the Pitryafirtha is never to be used,

not even when every one of the three tirthas permitted is im-

possible, through pimples and sores : so that in such emergencies,

the firtha to be employed would be the Agneya and others.

This verse is quoted in Nityacharapradipa (p. 64 and

p. 253), which notes that * Kayatraidashikabhyam ’
is the

secondary alternative mentioned in view of the contingency of

there being a wound or some incapacity in the ‘Brahmatirtha;

—in Shvddhikaumvdi (p. 339), which has the following

note

—

‘Kdya' is Prajdpatya ;
‘Traidashiha' is Daiva

;
‘nitya-

kalam '

indicates that the second and third alternatives are to be

resorted to only in the event of the using of the first being im-

possible ;—in Achdramayukha (p. 20), wliich explains trai-

dashikam’ as daivam;—in Smrtisdroddhdra (p. 311), which

connects the negative particle ‘na’ with the whole of the second

line, and explains
‘brahma’ as the base of the ahgu^tha,

4 kdya *

as prajdpatya
,
the base of the little finger, ‘traidashika’ as

daiva, the tip of the fingers, and ‘pitrya ’ the base of the index

finger;—and in Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa. p. 77), which

quotes ‘Medhatithis’ explanation of the derivation of the term
‘ trmdashihm'
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VERSE LIX

‘ Ahgulimule ’—
‘ at the base of the little finger ’ (Kulluka,

Narayana and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘at the base of the fingers’

(Medhatithi and Nandana).

Medhatithi (p. 101, 1. 8)
—

‘ Tathd cha Shankhah ’

—

Though Medhatithi appeal’s to be quoting the very words of

Shankha, the actual passage from Shankha reads as follows :

—

fiM fwCTTJjw QWgwfimftnw.

* am mums •

mgpod fad i

Here ‘ Kaya ’ is distinguished from
‘Prajdpatya.’ Viva-

mitrodaya also cites Medhatithi as quoting Shahkha’s text.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 77), which offers the following explanation
—

‘

angu§(ha-

inula ’ means the lower part of the thumb
;
and on the palm-

side of this is the * Brahma-tirtha

!

‘ Tala ’ is the palm
;

and that part of the palm which extends from the base of the

thumb to the first long line in it constitutes the ‘Brahma-

tirtha ’
;
and the part which lies between the base of the

fingers and the long line parallel to them is the ‘ Kdya-

tirtha ’
;—and at the tip of the fingers lies the ‘ Daiva-tirtha.’

—The term ‘ agre ’ is to be construed with ‘ aiiguli,’ which is

the predominant factor in the compound ‘ angulimule.
1—

‘ Pitryam tayoi'adhah —Here also ‘ tayoli ’ stands for the

two terms ‘ aiiguli ’ and
‘ ahgustha and the particular

‘ aiiguli
’

or ‘linger’ meant here is the fore-finger ;
so that

the
‘

Pitrya-tirtha' would lie ‘below ’ the thumb and the fore-

finger.—The words of the text as they stand, if taken literally,

do not yield any sense ; that is why recourse has been taken to

the more or less indirect construction, as explained above.

VERSE LX

Medhatithi (p. 101, 1, 21)

—

Kvachit smaryate ’—Hop-

kins refers in this connection to Mahdbhdrata 13. 104. 39.
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This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 178) ;—and

in. Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 992), which adds the following

.notes :
—

‘ Mukham,’ the two lips,—the whole for the part,

—

the ‘ holes ’ to be touched also are those connected with the

face, mukha ;

—
‘ atmanam heart or navel,—the Upanisads

describing the ‘atman ’ as ‘ to be seen within the heart,’

—

hence the ‘ touching’ is to be of the heart, as the ‘ Soul,’ being

all-pervading, cannot be touched the touching of the navel

also is laid down in other texts—[Hence 1 atmanam may stand

for either the heart or the navel.] ...
t | ,

VERSE LXI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 66), where it is explained that what the epithet ‘‘anus-

nabhih ’ means is that the water should not he heated by

fire, as is distinctly stated by Visnu;—again on page 77, where

it is stated to be the injunction of achamana in general, for all

the three castes;—also on page 79, where it is added that

‘ ekante ’ mea^s not crowded,—where alone the mind cah be

calm and collected,—as is laid down by Visnu.

On the term ‘pragudahmukhah? this work has the

following note, criticising Medhatithi’s explanation:
—“The

term pragudahmukhah must mean the north-east quarter,

on the strength of the declaration of Harita ; and in the Shruti

also we see the term used in the sense of the north-east—e. g.

in the passage referring to the branch of the Paldsha tree—
‘Prackimaharati, udichimaharati, pragudichimaharati ’

;

and also in Katyayanasvtra, where it is said

—

ipragu-

dakpravanam devayajanam,’ where the term ‘pragudak ’

stands for the north-east. For these reasons the assertion of

Medhatithi—that ‘ the term pfdgudak being never found*used

in the sense of north-east, it should not be explained as such,’

—

must be disregarded. Medhatithi has explained the compound

praguduhmukhah as a Bahuvrihi-compound composed of three
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terms, whereby the meaning comes to be that the man must

face the East or the North.”

The writer has conveniently ignored Medhatithi’s reference

to Gautama 1 . 35, in support of his interpretation.

The second half of the verse is quoted in Shuddhi-

kaumudi (p. 339) ;—and in Hemddri (Sliraddha, p. 983),

winch notes that ‘ anusndhhih
’

is meant Jo proliibit the water

heated by hie.

VERSE LXII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Ankara,

p. 221) ;—in Smrtitattva (p. 335), which points out that

for the Shudra, there is no dchamana
, as the verse stops

short at the Vaishya
;

so in the place of dchamana, the

Shudra should wash his hands and feet ;—this is clear from

a text, of the Brahmapurana ;—and in Vtramitrodaya

(Aknika, p. 74), where it is explained that ‘ antatah ’ means

inside of the mouth ; and hence what is meant is that there

should be no drinking of the water, which should only touch

the inner part of the mouth;—such being the opinion of

Kalpataru. It is curious that Kalpataru, as quoted in

Vtramitrodaya, has quoted Manu 5.13 9, where ‘ antatah ’

does

not occur at all, and missed the present verse, which, as

Vtramitrodaya rightly remarks, is the text that really supports

the explanation provided by Kalpataru. Vtramitrodaya

notes Medhatithi’s explanation with approval onp. 75.

This verse is quoted in Krtyasarasamuchchaya

(p. 46) ;—in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 985), which adds the

following notes :
—

‘

Hrdgdbhih’ reaching the regions of the

heart,— Puyate ’ acquires purity ;
—

‘ Kanthagdbhih ,’ just

-touching the throat only;
—

‘

bhwnipah,’ the Ksattriya;

—

-prd-

shitabhih', just taken into the mouth, and not reaching the

throat,-
—

‘ antatah,' the affix ‘ tasi

'

has the force, of the

Instrumental,—-the term ‘ anta ’ meaning near requires a
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correlative, that to which nearness is meant,—so that the

meaning is that the Shudra is purified by water reaching that

point which is in close proximity to that which the water should

reach for purifying- the Vaishya,—and as the tongue is (he

point for the Vaishya, for the Shudra it must be the teeth

;

though the water that reaches the teeth must touch the tongue

also, yet all that is meant is that the quantity for the Shudra

should be just a littleness than that for the Vaishya.

It is quoted also in Samskdraratnamald (p. 221).

VERSE LXII1

This verse is quoted in Samskaramayukha (p. 39),

wliieh notes that the non-compounding (in ‘prach~ma-dviti ’

is a Vedic anomaly;—-and in Samskdraratnamald

(p. 188).

VERSE LXIV

This ve^se is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 451), which says that it lays down the method of

disposing of the sacred thread and other tilings whenever

they happen to break ;—also in Nirnayasindhu (p. 190).

It is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 934) which says

that, as the use of mantras is essential, if a certain Grhyasutra

does not mention the mantra, it lias to be borrowed

from another Grhyasutra;—and in Viramitrodaya (Sams-

kara, p. 423), where also the verse is explained as

laying down the ‘disposal’ of the tilings mentioned. The

latter quotes the verse again on p. 887, where it is explained

that in a case where an injunction lays down a certain act as

to be done ‘ with the proper mantras ’—as is done in the present

verse—and no particular mantra is prescribed, one has to use

the mantra that may be found mentioned in a particular

Grhyasutra. This is what ‘mantravat' lias been explained to

mean, in Madanaparijata (p. 37 also.)
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It is quoted in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 85) as

laying down the disposal of the sacred thread that has been

worn out;—in Samskaramayukha (p. 39), which notes that the

meaning of the term ‘ mantravat ’

is that they have to be worn

with those same mantras that were used for wealing them

at the Upanayana ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa,

p. 72) as an example of the principle that where the text laying

down a certain act as to be done
1

with mantras ’ does not spe-

cify the particular mantras to be used, these have to lie taken

as laid down in other Grhyasutras.

VERSE LXV

This verse is quoted in Purusartkachintdmani (p. 444) ;

—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 778) ;—in Smrtichandrika

(Samskara, p. 1G7);—in Samskaramayukha (p. G37), which

explains Dvyadhike as in the twenty-fourth year ;—and in

Samskararatnamald (p. 353), whichexplains rdjanyabandhuh

as Ksattriya and Dvyadhike as twenty-fourth.

Another name for the Keshanta sacrament mentioned in

Samskaramayukha is ‘ Goddna,’ which has been etymo-

logically explained as

—

gavah keshdh-diyante chhidyante

yasmin.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Acliara,

p. 457), where it is said that this rite is what is called

‘godana’;—and in Apardrka (p. 67), which adds that the

numbers here mentioned are to be counted from birth and

not from conception
,

for if the latter were meant, the

word used would have been ‘ garblmsodadm ’

like

‘ garbhastama'

VERSE LXVI

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 926)}—in

Madanapdrijata (p. .362), where dvr? is explained as

jdtakarmddikriya
; and yathdkrcmam is to taken to mean
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that there should be no deviation from the exact order of

sequence—such deviation necessitating expiation ;—in Nirna-

yasindhu (p. 183) ;—and in Apararka (p. 30), which explains

avrt as
‘

kriya’, act, rite;
—

‘

ashestah ’ as along with all

details ’, and
‘yathahrcmam ’ as meaning that the order of the

sacraments- should not he disturbed or else the Sarvaprayash-

chitta has to be performed.’

It is quoted in Vir amitrodaya (Samskara, at several

places, on pages 194, 255, 278, 317 and 403). On p. 194,

‘avrt’ is explained as jdtakarmddikriyd
;
and on the term

l

amant,rikd ’ it is added that what this interdicts is the use of

only those mantras that, pertain to the primary acts of eating

butter, honey and the rest, and not the use of the subsidiary

mantras ; and this conclusion is in accordance with the principle

enunciated in Mtmamsa Sutra 3. 8. 34-35, where it is declared

that the qualification of updmshutva (silence) pertains to

only the primary rite of the ‘ Atharyana Istis ’ and riot to

the subsidiary ones.—On p. 255 the verse is quoted in support

of the view that the rite of Niskramana, is to be performed in

the case of the female baby also.—Similarly on p. 278, it is

quoted to show that the rite of ‘ Annprashana ’ should be per-

formed for the female baby.—On p. 317, it is made to justify

performance of the rite of ‘ Tonsure ’ for girls.—On page 403,

it is quoted as laying down the performance of all the sacra-

ments-—beginning from the Jdtakarrna and ending with the

Keshdnta
;
whereby it is concluded that the Upanayana also

for girls is to be done ‘ without mantras ’; another view is noted,

whereby the pronoun
1

this ’,
‘ iyam ’, in Manu’s text is taken

as standing only for the first five sacraments, ending with

Tonsure, so that TJpanayana and Keshdnta become excluded

from the category. But this view is rejected; and in

answer to the argument that “ in view of the declaration

in the following verse that for women Marriage constitutes

Upanayana, the pronoun ‘ iyam ’ in the present verse

must exclude Upanayana”—it is pointed out that all that
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the next verse means is that in the ease of a person following

the opinion of another Smrti and not performing the Upana-

yana for his girl,—Marriage should be regarded as constituting

her Upanayana
;
and not that in sill cases Marriage should

take the place of Upanayana. The conclusion is stated

thus :—There are two kinds of girls
—

‘ Brahmavadirii ’ and
‘ Sadyovadhu ’ ;—for the former there is Upanayana, in the

eighth year, vedic study, and ‘return’ (completion of Vedic

study) before puberty,—and marriage also before puberty ; while

for the Sadyovadhu, there is Upanayana at the time of marriage,

followed by immediate ‘ completion of study,’ which is followed

immediately by Marriage. But from the assertion in certain

Smrtis that there used to be Upanayana for women in a

‘previous cycle,’ it seems that in the present cycle, it is not

to be performed. (See note on the next verse).

The above note regarding the two kinds of women is based

on a passage in Haiita Smrti (quoted in Madanapcirijata, p. 37),

wliich adds that all tliis refers to another cycle. The exact

words of Harita mean as follows :

—
“ There are two kinds

of women—Brahmavadinf and Sadyovadhu ; for the former,

there are Upanayana, fire-laying, vedic study in the house

itself and also alms-begging
;

while for the latter, when the

time of marriage arrives, Upanayana should be performed

somehow and then marriage.”

This verse is quoted in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara,

p. 400) ;—and in Smrtichandrilca (Samskara, p. 60) which

explains ‘ avrt ’ as meaning the Jatakarma and other rites,

and adds that this implies that none of the rites is to be

omitted for the women.

VERSE LXVH

‘ Vaivahilcovidhih.’
—

‘ Sacrament performed with Vedic

texts ’ (Nandana and Riighavananda) ;
—

‘ Sacrament for the

purpose of learning the Veda ’ (Medhatithi and Narayana).
li
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This verse has been quoted in 6'adadharapaddhati

(Kalasara, p. 220) to the effect that for women Marriage

itself is Upanayana ;—in Smrtichandrika (Samskara,

p. 61), which notes that for women, ‘ attending ’ on husband

takes the place of ‘ service of the teacher,’ and ‘ household

duties ’ take the plate of ‘ tending the fire,’ and that for girls

also, before marriage, there are no restrictions regarding

food and other things ;—tind in Vtramitrodaya (Samskara,

pp. 408-4), where it is discussed along with the preceding verse

(see note on 66). This verse has been taken as excluding

women from Upanayana entirely. But the author points

out that this is not right
;
and he sets forth his well-considered

opinion at the end (see note on 66) ;
and the present verse lie

takes only as laying down a substitute for the Upanayana

in the case of those women who are not Brahmavddims.

Vtramitrodaya proceeds to explain the verse to mean

that ‘ vaidihah samshdrah ’
—

‘ the sacrament which is gone

through for the purpose of studying the Veda, ’

—

i, e„

Upanayana—consists, in the case of women, in the ‘ rites of

marriage ’
;

i. <$., consecration brought about by the marriage-

rites, as has been “ declared ’ by the ancients. It points

out that such is the meaning of the verse with the words

‘Samskaro vaidihah smrtah' as read by Medhatithi
; but

Mitak§ard juid other works adopt the reading ‘ aupanayani-

hah smrtah ’ instead of ‘ samsharo vaidihah smrtah ’, which

means that marriage rites serve the purpose of Upanayana

rite
; so that marriage would be for women what Upanayana

is for men.

This verse is quoted also in Madanapdrijdta (p. 87),

which also adopts the reading ‘ aupanayanikah smrtah .’

VERSE LXIX

This verse is quoted in Vidhanapdrijuta (p. 491).
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VERSE LXX

‘ Laghuvdsdh ’—Lightly outlied,—clothed with washed,

and hence light, dress ’ (Medliatithi) ;
—

‘ with (‘lean clothes

(Kulluka);
—

‘ olothed in dress which is not gorgeous, i. e. which

is less valuable than the Teacher’s’ (Raghavananda).

Tliis verse is quoted in Vidhdnaparijata, (p. 521);

in Madanapdrijdta (p. 99) ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 528), which having adopted the reading

fcwil'hvl for explains that the

presence of the two words ‘ achantah ’ and ‘ krtaposho ’

—

both of which denote achamana—makes it clear that the

achamana is to be done twice.

Burnell refers to Ch. XV of Prdtishakhya of the

Rgveda.

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 136), which notes that this ‘ achamana ’ forms part of the

act of Reading ;—in Samskaramayukha (p. 50) which lias

the same note;— in Samskdraratnamald (p. 315);—and

in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 47a).

VERSE LXXI

The first half of this verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 532) where Sadd is explained as everyday at

the, time of study, and ‘pdda-grahanam ’ as saluting;—and

the second half is quoted on p. 524, as containing the

definition of the ‘ Brahmdfijali ’ ;—and in Smrtichandrika

(Samskara, p. 136).

VERSE LXXI1

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 455), where it is explained, that the ‘ left ’ and ‘right’ of the

second half stand for the left and rightfeet

;

so that the meaning

is that the left foot of the teacher should be touched by the left
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hand and the right one by the right hand ; and it quotes

Baudhayana laying down that the pupil should pass his hands

from the knee downwards to the foot.

A similar explanation is given also in Pardxharamd-

dfiava (Achara, p. 300).

The verse is quoted also in Vidlianapdrijata (p. 521);

—in Apardrka (p. 55), as laying down the ‘feet clasping’

of the teacher ;—in Samskdramayukha (p. 40), which says

that ‘ sprastavyah ’ goes with ‘ gurucharanah ’ understood ;

—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 103), which explains

the meaning to he that the left and right feet of the teacher

are to be touched with the left and right hands respectively.

VERSE LXXIII

Narayana and Nandana read ‘ adhye$yamanastu gimmi

etc, ’which means
—

‘the pupil, proceeding to study, shall say

to his Teacher etc., etc.’

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 136), where the verse is explained to mean that
—

‘each day

at the beginning of the teaching, the Teacher should begin the

work with the word ‘Ho ! read and at the end, should finish

with the words ‘ Let there he a stop
;

’ and it adds that all this

is to be done for the purpose of ‘ pleasing God.’

The verse is quoted also in Madanapdrijata (p. 100)

;

—mVidhanaparijdta (p. 521);—in Virmt i itrodaya (Sams-

kara, p. 514) ;—in Samskdramayukha (p. 52) ;—and in

Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 142), which explains

arame as ‘ should desist from teaching.
’

VERSE LXXIV

‘ Vishlryati ’—avasthitim na lahhate
,
‘does not obtain any

standing ’ (Kulluka) ;
—

‘becomes absolutely useless’ (Medha-

tithi);
—

‘is not understood’ (Govindaraja and Narayana).
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This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 99) ;—in

Vidhdnapdrijata (p. 521) ;—and in Srnrt i chatuIrika (Sams-

kara, p. 136) in support of the view that the Pranava

should he pronounced at the close of the reading also.

VERSE LXXV

‘ Pavitraih ’ ‘Kusha-hlades—hv which the seat of the

vital airs is touched’—(Medhatithi) ;
—

‘The Agliamnarmna' and

other Vedie texts (noted by Medhatithi, but rejected by him,

though adopted by Xandana). Burnell has translated the term

as ‘grass-rings on the third finger’;—this is in exact confor-

mity wfith the present usage, where a blade of Kusha,

twisted into the form of a ring, is worn on the third finger on

the occasion of all religious ceremonies.

This verse is quoted in Vidhdnapdrijata (p. 521) ;—in

Vtramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 522), which explains ’’prakkuldn ’

as prdgagrdm ‘pointing eastwards ’,—and
‘

pavitraih’ simply as
lpdvanaih' ‘purificatories’;—in Smmkdramayukha (p. 49),

which explains
1prakkuldn ’ as ‘ with tips pointing towards the

east’;—in Saniskdraratnarnald (p. 316) which has the

same explanations and adds that it refers to Kusha-hlades ;—in

Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 135) which has the same

explanation and explains
‘

pavitraih as purificatory;—also in

Nrsimhap'amda (Samskara, p. 471).

VERSE LXXV1

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 33), as laying-

down the exact form of the Pranava and of the three

Mahdvydhrtis.

VERSE LXXVTI

Hopkins—“ This verse is one of the most famous in

literature, Whitney has discussed it in Vol. I, pp. 111-112
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of the new edition of Colebrook’s Essays. His translation runs

as follows
—

‘Of Savitar, the heavenly, that longed-for glory

jnay we win, and may himself inspire our prayers.’

This verse is quoted in Paraxhararnddhava (Prayash -

chitta, p. 52), as supporting the view that the gdyatrimantra,

is ‘ born of the Veda ’ par excellence ;—also in Vtraniitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 338).

VERSE LXXVTT1

Medhatithi (P.111,1.11)

—

Prapte hi karmani, Ac!

—

This is a paraphrase of Kumiirila’s dictum

—

stir rtNIt f^rarg' gnr: i

WSTTR 5 fNtawl I

This verse is quoted in Apararha (p. 50), which

explains ‘ etadahsararn ’ as the Pranava ;—and in

Nitydchdrapaddhati, (p. 1 89).

VERSE LXXIX
‘ Vahih —Burnell represents Medhatithi as explaining

this term to be’ ‘ on a river-island and the like.’ This is not

right ;
the word used by Medhatithi is ‘ nadipulinadau ’

—

which means ‘ on the bank of rivers and such places ’.

This verse is quoted in Apararha (p. 1220) where
t vahih' is explained as ‘ outside the village’—and ‘ triham

'

as ‘the Savitri along with the Vyahrtis ’;—and in Gada-

dharapaddhai (Kalasiira, p. 30), which explains ‘ triham ’ as

(1) Pranava. (2) Vydhrti and (3) Gdyatri.

VERSE LXXX

The text of this verse, and hence its meaning, is entirely

changed in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 429) ;
the words

as quoted here are,

gwwfsfa agw: vrat w feqinsgvr i

«nfa Rijjg ti
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it may be rendered thus
—

‘Equipped with this verse, and

timely performance of this act, a person of Brahmana,

Ksattriya or Vaishya birth becomes acceptable among the

good.’

VERSE LXXXI

* Brahmano mukhami—“Literally, the mouth of Brah-

man is meant to convey the double sense (of leading to, and

leading to union with, Brahman). Both interpretations are

given by Medliatithi, Kulluka and Raghavananda
; while

Govindaraja, Narayana and Nandana explain it merely as the

beginning or j^tortal of the Veda”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 71) as

defining the
4 Brahrnamulcha ’, wliich has been declared by

Narayaiia to be the formula for the Achamana ;—in Vlrami-

trodaya (Samskara, p. 522), as laying down the beginning of

study ;—in the same work again (Aliniku, p. 25;}), where it is

explained as meaning that the name 4 xamdhyd ’ (Twilight

Prayers) is applied to all those acts that are performed with

the formula herein specified ;—also on p. ;321, along with the

next three verses.

This first line of this verse is quoted in Apararka,

(p. 1296).

The verse is quoted in tfamskaramayukha (p. 50),

wliich explains
4

tisrah’ as
lBhuh-bhuvah-svah and

4 brahmano

mulcham ’ as
4

to be pronounced at the beginning of Vedic

reading —and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 185), which

notes

—

4 om bhurbhuvahseah ’ are the three Vyahrtin,—

•

tatsavituh <fcc., is the Savitri
; all this forms the

4

mukha’, i. e.

beginning, of
4 Brahman ’, i. e. the Veda,

VERSE LXXXII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 321), which supplies the following explanatory notes :

—
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‘ Vayubhutah ’—as quick- moving as the wind, or

‘encased in the Subtle Body’—as explained in Kalpataru ;

—

‘ Khamurtiman ’—becoming as all-pervading as the Akdska,

becomes the Supreme Self.

It is quoted also in Pardsharamddhava (Aeliara,

p. 28b) as eulogising the japa of the Gayatri mantra ;—and

in Samskdraratnamdld (p. 280).

VERSE LXXXIIJ

Medhatithi (P. 114, 1. 12 )
—

‘ Apadamba vachandt ’ -

This refers to Apastamba’s Dharmasutra, 1.4.13.9, the whole of

which reads as follows—

^

WRnfit

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 321),

where the same verse is attributed to Yama also.

VERSE LXXXIV
9

t

‘ Kmranti ’—
‘ Pass away—do not bring about their com-

plete results, or their results disappear quickly’—(Medhatithi,

(jhvvindaraja, Kulluka and :Narayana) ;
— Perish—as far as

their form and results are concerned ’—(Nandana).

‘ Brahma ’—The neuter form is accepted by Medhatithi,

Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghavananda, Narayana and

Nandana read the masculine form ‘ brahma ’, and explain the

phrase as ‘ just like Brahma, the Prajapati.’

This verse is
,

quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Aehara,

p. 321), where it is explained that
—

‘ ak$aram ’ stands for the

syllable
1 om\—and this is * aksara ’ in the sense that its effect

in the form Final Release ‘ never perishes’ (na-ksarati) ;—and

that the syllable ‘ om ’ is to be regarded as ‘ Prajapati ’ on

the ground of its being expressive of that deity. Here again

this same verse is attributed to Yama also.
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Medhatithi’s remarks on p. 115,11. 1-8 are based upon

Mlmamsa-Su. 1. 4. 17-22.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodayn (Paribhiisa,

p. 70), which reads ‘ Aksaram shrextham for ‘ duskaram

jfieyam ’ and explains it as ‘ Brahma,-jrranava.'

VER8E LXXXV

Medhalithi (P. 115,1. 10)

—

1 Purnahuty

a

&c.’—See in

this connection Rayiinsi-ftgvedhbhasya—ITpodghata (Introduc-

tion).

VERSE LXXXVI

‘ Pdkayajfldh ’—This term stands for the last four of the

five ‘ Mahayajfta ’—(1) Brahmayajfta (Vedic. study), (2)

‘ DevayajfUp (the Vaishvadeva offerings), (8) Pitryajfla

(daily Shraddha offerings), (4)
‘ Bhutayajfla (Bali offerings)

and (5)
‘ Manusyayajfia' (Feeding of guests), according to

Medhatithi, Kulluka, Narayana and Nandana. According to

Govindaraja and Raghvananda, it stands for all Shrauta

and Smarta offerings.

The main classification of sacrifices is based upon the

difference in the substances offered. On this basis they have

been classified as under:—(1) Haviryajfim, also called ‘Isti’,

consisting in the offering of such substances as milk, butter, rice,

barley and other grains ;—the principal representatives of this

class are (a) the Darxhapurnamasa, which is described in

detail in the Shatapatha Brahmana (I and II) ; and its six

ectypes—(6) the Agnyadhana,,. (c) the Agnihotra (d) the

Agrahayanesti (fi) the Chaturmasya
, (/) the PashuhandJta

and {g) »the Sautramani
; all these are offered into fire

specially consecrated by the Agnyadhana rite, which

serving as it does only the purpose of preparing the

fire for other sacrifices, is not a sacrifice in the strict sense

12
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of the term,—as lias been remarked by Karka in his

commentary on Katyayana’s Shrautasutra. (2) Pdkayqjfias

consisting of the offering of cooked substances, not in the

consecrated fire, hut in the domestic fire and other receptacles.

The seven principal sacrifices included under this category are

—the five ‘ great sacrifices ’ (described in Shatapatha Brah-

mana 10-5.7 and in Manu, 3.70), the Astakm
,
the Parvana

offerings, the Shrdvant, the Agrahdyam, the Chaitri and the

Aahvnyuji. These are described in the Qrhya—not Shrauta

—Sutras. Though the substances offered in these are not very

different from those in the Istis on Haviryajnas, yet they are

classed separately, on the ground that the receptacle of the

offerings in their case is not the consecrated fire. (3)

Somayajnas in which the substance offered is the Soma-juice

;

it includes the following seven sacrifices

—

(a) Agni§toma, (b)

Atyagnistoma, (c) Ukthya, (d) Shofashin (e) Vajapeya, (/)

Atirdtra and (g) Aptoryama. Almost all Somayajfias involve

the killing of an animal, hence the Animal-sacrifices, Pashu-

yagas, have been included by older writers under this category

;

though later liters have drawn a distinction between the Soma
yaga and the Pashuyaga. The very elaborate sacrifices,

such as the Ashvamedha, the Rdjasuya
,
the Paundarika

and the Gosava (according to Devala)—are generally classed

apart, under the generic name of Mahdyajfiakratu’.

(See in this connection, Prabhakara-Mlmamsa,

pp. 251-253).

VERSE LXXXVIJ

‘ Maitrah ’
—

‘of friendly disposition (towards all living

beings)’—Medhatithi ;
—

‘ worshipper of Mitra, Sun ’ (suggested

by Raghavananda).

‘BrdJimanah/—‘ one who will be absorbed in Brahman’

(Kulluka);
—

‘the best of Brahmanas’ (Raghavananda);

—

Buhler remarks
—

“ Medhatithi and Govindaraja take the

last clause differently: it is declared (in the Veda that) a
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Brahmana (shall be) a friend (of all creatures).” But in

Medhatithi we find no mention of the Veda hem

The verse is clearly meant to be deprecatory of Animal-

sacrifices, which involve the killing of animals, whereas the

Brahmana should be friendly to all creatures.

This verse is quoted in Yatidliarniasuvigraha (p. 127).

VERSE LXXXVI11

This verse is quoted in Bdlambhatti (Vyavahara,

p. 00(5).

Medhatithi (p. 1 1 (j, 11. 11-12)

—

Parinhisiorthavddah

dsandhyopdsancividhih—i. e. upto verse 100, all tills is

mere Arthavada. But on p. 119, he says that verse 97 con-

tains a vidhi.

It is interesting to note that what Medhatithi has called

Arthavada, Hopkins calls ‘elaborate interpolation’ (note on

verse 91).

VERSE XC

This verse is quoted (along with 92) in Apardrka

(p. 982) as enumerating- the sense organs.

VERSE XC1II

‘ Dosam ’
—

‘Guilt’ (Narayana) ;
—

‘evil, visible and invisible
’

—(Medhatithi and .Kulluka) i.'e. misery and sin;
—

‘evil, in the

shape of rebirths’ (Ragliavananda).

‘Siddhim’—‘ Success, in the form of the rewards of all acts
’

(Medhatithi);
—

‘final release’ (Narayana and Raghavananda) ;

—

‘ all human ends, Final Release and all the rest ’ (Govindaraja

and Kulluka).

VERSE XCV

This verse is quoted in Bdlambhatti (Vyavahara,

p. 606).
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VERSE XCVI

‘Asevaya ’— avoidance of excessive longing for pleasures’

—

(Medhatithi)
;

‘ avoidance of places where pleasures are to be

obtained’ (Kulluka);
—

‘abstinence from pleasures’ (Govindarilja,

Nariiyana and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Jidlambhatii (Vyiivahara, p. 000).

VERSE XCVII

Medhatithi (p. 1 1 9, 1. 3)
—

‘ ayamatra vidhiti—It is not

consistent with what he lias said before (p. 110, 11. 11-12), to

the effect that up to verse 100 it is all Arthavdda.

VERSE XC1X

‘

Prajfut

'

—‘Wisdom, control over the senses’ (Medha-

tithi, Govindaraja, and Raghavananda) ;

—
‘knowledge of truth’

(Kulluka).

‘ Paddt'0—This may be taken literally in the sense of

foot ;
as Hopkins rightly remarks

—
“The hide often is used

in oriental countries complete, each leg being made water-tight”

This is indicated by Medliatithi’s remarks also.

This verse is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 493)

where the ‘ drti ’ is explained as a ‘ leathern bag.’ It is

quoted to show that during studentship the strict observance

of the vows and restraints is essential.

VERSE C

4 Yogatah ’—(a) ‘ By careful means ’ (construed with

* aktjinvan ’ or (6)
4

gradually ’ (construed with
4

vaskeJcrtvd ’)

—

(Medhatithi) ;

—

4 By the practice of yoga ’ (Nariiyana and

Nandana).

- This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 122).
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VERSE Cl

Medhatithi (p. 121, 1. 20)

—

djautaniena tu.’ Tlio

complete Sutra of Gautama is as follows faw*

(2. 17 )

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 447) ;—also in ParasharamadJiava (Aehara, p. 2(SI)

as laying down the necessity of japa ;—and in llemadri

(Shraddha, p. 095).

VERSE CII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p.

257) as eulogising the Twilight Prayer,—where ‘ malam ’ is

explained as sin.

VERSE C1II

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Aehara, p. 258),

—where ‘ Dvijakarma ’ is explained as studying and the

rest,—as precluding the neglector of Twilight Prayers from

all Brahmanical functions.

VERSE CIV

This is quoted in Parasitaramadhava (Aehara, p. 312),

as laying down the place and other details in connection with

the Twilight Prayers ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 281)

;

in Apa/rarka (p. 70), as indicating that in the event of the

man being unable to perform the entire Brahmayajfla he

may do it by means of the Sdvitrl alone; and again on

p. 130 ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 38a).

VERSE CV

This verse is quoted in Parmharamadhava (Aehara,

p. 149), as an exception to the rule mentioning certain days

as ‘ unlit for study —and the term ‘ upakarema is explained as
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ahgdni
, ‘the subsidiary sciences’; and the ‘nitya-svadhydya' as

thatreciting of Vedic texts which constitutes the
‘Brahmayajfkt ’.

The same work quotes it again (on p. 314) as precluding

the Brahmayajfkt from the scope of the rule prohibiting the

reading of Vedic texts on certain days.

It is quoted in Vidhanapdrijata (I, p. 534) as

embodying an exception to the rule regarding days unfit for

study ;—and again in II, p. 202 as embodying an eulogy

on Brahmayajfkx ;—also in Madanapdrijdta (p. 105) as

laying down a case where the rules relating to time unfit for

study do not apply;—and also in Virmnitrodayu (Bamskara,

p. 537), as the foremost exception to the rules regarding days

unfit for study.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 137), where ‘ vedopa-

karana' is explained as ‘vedanga' ;—in Smrtisdroddhdra

(p. 141), which construes the passage as ‘ vedopakarane

naityake nanadhydyah,' as otherwise there would be conflict

with other texts ;—in Smrtichandrihd (Samskara, pp. 148

and 102) which adds the following notes: ‘ Vedopakarana ’ are

the Veddhgas— nitya-svadhydya ’ is Brahmayajfia ;—in

Ilemddri (Shraddha, p. 775) ;—in Sarnskdramayukha

(p. 59), which supplies the same explanation of
‘

nityasvddh-

ydya' ;—and in Saniskararatnamdla (p. 338), which

explains ‘ Vedopakarana *
as the Vedangas, and notes that

the singular number is used since the noun is treated as a

class-name.

VERSE CVI

u The last clause of verse 106 finds its explanation by the

passage from the Shatapatha Brahmana quoted by Apastaraba,

1. 12. 3.”—Buhler,

Neither Bidder's, nor Burnell’s, nor Hopkins’ rendering

of the verse is in keeping with the explanation provided by

Medhatithi or Kulluka.
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This verse is Quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 282) along

with 1 05, as setting forth an exception to the rules regarding

days unfit for study;—in Apararka (p. 137);—and in

Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 775).

VERSE CVII

‘ Payo dadhi ghrtam madhu’—stand respectively for

Merit, Wealth, Pleasure and Final Release, according to Nara-

yana and Nandana. Medhatithi notes this explanation as

provider! by ‘ others.’

Medhatithi (p. 1 24, 1. 1 5)
—

‘ Ekasya tvbhayalve ’

—

This is Mimamsa Sutra 4. 3. 4. There are two texts
—

‘makes

an offering of curd ’ and ‘ for the benefit of one desiring sense-

organs, one should sacrifice with curd ’
; the question that arises

is whether these two texts lay down two distinct acts, or both

conjointly enjoin a single act ; and the conclusion is that the

two acts are distinct.

This principle, Medhatithi argues, is not applicable to the

present case ; the mention of the four distinct substances cannot

be taken as supplying the motive for four distinct acts.

Medhatithi (p. 124, 1. 16)
—

‘ Ratrisatranyayah ’—This is

enunciated in Mimamsa Hu. 4. 3. 17 e,t steq. In connection with

the Rdtrimtra sacrifice, it has been held that it is conducive

to ‘ respectability,’ even though this is a result mentioned in

an Arthavada passage. Tliis principle also is not applicable

to the present case where the necessary motive is provided

by the compulsory character of the act.

verse cvra

‘ Ammdvartandt ’—See 3. 3-4.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achaia

p. 455), as laying down the duties of the Student ;—in

Vlramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 489) as laying down the ‘ miscel-

laneous duties ’ of the Student ;—and in ApardrJca, (p. 76),
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as laying down the time-limit up to which the fire*tending and

other functions have to be kept up.

‘ Acting for the teacher’s well-being.’ The details of

this have been described by Harita, quoted in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 490)
—

‘ By fetching of water, Kusha-gmss,

flowers, fuel, roots, fruits, sweeping and washing of the house,

bodily service and so forth,—he should devotedly attend upon

the Teacher, whose cast oft' clothes, bed and seat he should

never step over.’

This verse is quoted in Nrsimhaprasdda (Samskara,

p. 46a) ;—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 118),

which adds that those mentioned here indicate the other duties

also.

VERSE OIX

‘ Dharmatah’—‘ According to the sacred law ’ (Kulluka

and Nandana) ;

—
‘ for the sake of merit ’ (Medhatithi, Go-

vindaraja and $arayana).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 517) as laying down the duties of the Teacher ;—in

Samskdramaydkha (p. 51);—in Samskdraratnamdld

(p. 812) ;—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 140)

which explains
1

shaktah ’ as ‘capable of acquiring know-

ledge’ and ‘jfidnadah ’ sis ‘ one who has imparted knowledge.’

Medhatithi (p. 125, L 22)

—

1 Upadhyayastu’—This

‘Upadhydya’ is referred to several times. He is either Medha-

tithi’s teacher, or an older commentator on Manu. The former

is more probable.

VERSE CX

‘

Jadavat.'
—

‘Jada

’

is ‘dumb’ here (Medhatithi and

Kulluka) ;—an ‘ idiot’ (according to others).
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This verse is quoted in Yatidharmasamgraha (p.

107).

VERSES CXT

‘ Vidvesam vddhigachchhali ’•
—

‘Incurs the ill-will of

the people ’ (Medhatithi and Govindaraja) ;
—

‘ loses the reward
"

(Raghavanand) ;

—
‘incurs the other party’s enmity’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 51 G), as laying down the duties of the Teacher.

verses cxn

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 515), among texts laying down the Teacher’s duties ;

—

in Vidhanaparijata (p. 523), as mentioning those who

should not he taught;—in Madanaparjata (p. 103) as

mentioning certain persons not fit for teaching ;—in

Samskdramayukha (p. 51) ;—in Samskararatnamald

(p. 312), which explains the meaning to be that ‘there is no

merit in teaching a heretic who neglects the prescribed duties ’;

—

and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 140).

VERSES CXIIJ

This also is quoted along with 112 in Madanaparijdta

(p. 103);—also in Vidhanaparijata (p. 523).

VERSE CXIV

This verse is an adaptation of a very much older text

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 515) quotes this latter text

as ‘ shruti ’— fttn 1 1 «ifwrmanw
^ -

ft

iirow w i

*i wn it

13
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Burnell and Hopkins remark as follows :
—

“ This with

verse 144, which appears to have originally followed these

verses as a whole, constitutes a favourite saying of the

Brahmanas. These verses in an older form are quoted in

the Nirukta (ii-4), and (more like this present text) they

occur also in the Visnu and Vmlmtha Smrtis : they also

occur in Samhitopanisad-brahmana of the Samaveda

(pp. 29-30). The older form of these two verses 114 and

115 (as well as 144) was in the Trstup metre, as in the

Smrtis just referred to.”

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 103)

—

where the Amarakosa is quoted as explaining ‘ Slievadhi ’

as ‘ nidhi ‘ treasure and ‘ amyd ’ is defined as ‘ tendency

to fault-finding.’

It is quoted also in Vidhdnaparijdta (p. 523).

VERSE CXV

As a parallel to this Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 515)

quotes the following ‘ sliruti
’

—

WTtqn !f|W(TO[ I

strars* sn?

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 103) also

in Vidhdnaparijdta (p. 523).

VERSE CXVII

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 25) ;

—

in Vidhdnaparijdta (p. 501) ;—in Parasharamadliava

(Achara, p. 296), as mentioning the person to whom, among a

number of people, the salutation is to be offered first ;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 460) ; where ‘ laukikam ’ is
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explained as arthashastriyadi, and ‘ adhyatmikam ’ as brah-

mapratipadakashastriyddi ;

—
‘
purvan ’ as bahumanyam-

mavayeprathamam;—and it proceeds to point out that among

the teachers enumerated, the succeeding one is to have priority

over the preceding one;—also in Apararka (p. 54) with-

out comment;—and again on p. 142 ;—also in Smrtichan-

drikd (Samskara, p. 97) as laying down the order in wliich

salutation lias to be offered when there are a number of Brah-

manas assembled ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara,

p. 44a).

VERSE cxvm

This verse is quoted in Virarnitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 400).

VERSE CXIX

‘

Adhyacharite'—‘ Prepared ’ (Medhatithi) ;

—
‘occupied

’

(Kulluka). This verse is quoted in Virarnitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 460).

VERSE CXX

This verse is quoted in Virarnitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 460) ;—again in the same work (Achara, p. 150), where
i

Aydti
’

is explained as ‘ agachchhati ’ ;—and in Smrtichandrikd

(Samskara, p. 97), as laying down that before saluting one

should rise.

VERSE CXXI

This verse is quoted in Virarnitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 460) ;—in Vidhanapdrijata (p. 501) as describing the

reward for saluting one’s superiors ;—in Parasharamadhava

(Achara, p. 306) as eulogising the act of saluting one’s

superiors;—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 97).
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verse cxxn

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 25), where

the following notes are added :

—

abkivdddt,’ i.e., after the word
‘ (tbhtvddaye,’

‘I salute
’—one should mention his name, ‘ I am

so and so ’ ;—the term
‘

vipra ’ stands for all the twice-born men

;

also in Samskaramayukha (p. 45), which says that what

is meant by ‘abhivaddf is ‘after having pronounced die words

salute '-,—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskiira, p. 90),

which adds die explanation ‘one should pronounce his own

name, I am Devadatta, after having saluted.’

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskiira, p. 450),

where the following’ explanation is added :—When saluting the

elder

—

i.e., an aged person

—

‘abhivddatparam'—i.e., after

uttering the word
‘abhivddaye’, ‘I salute,’—one should utter

his proper name, ‘I am so and so.’ It Inis been declared in the

Yajfiasutra that the generic pronoun
l

asau' (‘so and so’) in-

dicates the proper name. Since the text uses the term ‘elder,’

it follows that the method here laid down is not to be employed

in saluting shell uncles and other superior relatives as

are younger in age to the saluter ; the method for

saluting them is going to be described later on. The term

‘ Vipra ’ includes the Ksattriya and the rest also ;
as is clear

from the rules regarding the returning of salutation, under

verse 127 below.

On the expression 'aluxmasmi' this work quotes Medha-

tithi’s remark that both ‘aham' and ‘asmi' meaning the same

thing, the use of the one or the other is optional. But this has

been quoted as the opinion of ‘others ’ by Medhatithi. This

view is rejected by Viramitrodaya as being repugnant to

Manu, verse 122. It rejects the view of Kulluka also, who

opines that the term
lndma' need not be used in the formula.

This verse is quoted also in Paraskaramadhava

(Achara, p. 296) where too the term ‘abhivadatpamm’ is

explained to mean—^‘Having first uttered the words I salute, he
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should pronounce his name ’ ;—and in Apararka (p. 52), which

says that the formula is
‘ abhivadaye chaitranamahamasmi

bhoh!

VERSE CXXIII

This verse is quoted in Vidhanapdrijdta (p. 501) as

laying down the method of salutation ;—also in Viramitro-

daya, (Samskam, p. 451), where the following observations

are made :

—

‘ In the case of such illiterate men as do not comprehend the

salutation addressed to them in the form of the Sanskrit sentence

declaring the name of die saluter,

—

i. e. who do not understand

that they are being saluted,—as also in the case of all women,

literate and illiterate,—one should not omit his own name,

and say simply, ‘ I salute you and if even this much is not

understood, then the salutation may he made even with corrupt

vernacular words ;—such is the implication of the term ‘prajfla,’

wise. The ancients have defined
‘ abhivadana ’, ‘salutation’

as obeisance with the prescribed forinula. There is a difference

among—(1) Padopasamgrahana (clasping the feet), (2)

‘ Abhivadana ’ (salutation) and (3)
‘ Namaskara ’ (bowing);

—

the (1) being reserved for Teachers and Elders, (2) for people

very much older than the saluter, and (3) for those only

slightly older ;
so says Harihara

;
and Kalpataru also mentions

‘ abhivadana ’ and * Padopasamgrahana ’ separately
; Manu

himself mentions the two separately in verse 210 below.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 54) as laying

down that the saluting of illiterate persons is to be done in

the same form as that of women ;—also in Smrtichavdrika

(Samskara, p. 98), which adds the explanation:
—

‘To

persons not conversant with the proper way of returning

the salute along with die name of die saluter,—as also to all

women—the salutation is to be offered only with the words

*aham bhoh,’
l

it is I, sir\ ’
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VERSE CXXIV

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 20)

with the following notes :—The term ‘ bhoh ’ is the

‘ svarupabhava' of names; i. e. it leads the name uttered to

reach the person addressed ; the sense being that

when addressed with the term ‘ bhoh the person catches

the saluter’s name. The root in the term ‘ bltava ’ denotes

reaching. If we read
4 bhobhavah ’ this would mean ‘ the

bhdva, or presence, of the term bhoh.’

It is quoted in Viramitrmlaya (Samskara, p. 450)

where we have the following notes :—At the end of the name

pronounced in the salutation, one should utter the term ‘ bhoh ’

for attracting the attention of the person saluted
; because it

has been declared by the sages that the term
4

bhoh ’ stands

for the names of the persons addressed
; so that, even though

the name of the saluted person be not uttered, the term ‘ bhoh ’

becomes the proper form of address. Thus then the formula

for saluting comes to be ''abhivadaye amukandma ahamasmi

bhoh:
°

This is quoted also in Nirnayaaindhu (p. 191) ;

—

in /San isharetmayttkha (p. 45), which states the complete

formula as
4 Abhivadaye Devadatto'ham bho —and in

Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 96).

VERSE CXXV

Buhler adopts the reading ‘ purvakmraplutah \ which

is given by Nandana, and mentioned by Narayana. The

meaning, according to this, as Buhler remarks, is that the name

Devadatta should be pronounced as
4

Devadatta.’ Medhatithi

and Kulluka adopt the reading
4 purvaksarah plutah,’ under

which the meaning is that
4

the vowel a
, which occurs at the

end of the consonant, should be pronounced ultra-long .’.

44

According to this interpretation,” says Buhler,
44

Manu’s rule
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agrees with Apastamba and Panin! (8-2-83). (Jovindaraja

and Raghavananda go far off the mark.”

Several commentators note that ‘ viprah
'

includes all

the twice-born persons.

Medhdtithi (p. 132, 1. 4)
—

‘ Tatra purvasmin die.’

—

Kulluka’s (expounding of tin1 compound is simpler

—

‘purvam ’

ndmagatam—‘ aksaram ’

—

vyaTijanam—samshlistam yasya

sapurvdksarah .’

Ibid, (p. 132, 1. 8)
—

‘ Bhagavdn Panimh ’—This

refers to the sutra
1

achontyddi tp which defines the’ti’

as ‘that which has for its beginning the last among the

vowels and the example given in Siddhdntahmmudt under

Su 8. 283 is, Ayusman hhava Devadattd from which it is

clear that the name ‘ti’ is applicable to the vowel V in ‘tta’ and

it is ‘ tadddi

'

—having for its beginning the last of the vowels

—in the sense that it ends in itself, it being regarded as its

own constituent part, according to ShabdendusKekhara, which

has the following note-

—

uwhet?: «

w ll

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 297), which adds the following notes :—The compound

‘‘purvdksarah'
1

is to be expounded as purvam aksaram yasya

;

and the ‘purvam aksaram ’, ‘preceding syllable,’ in a name

is the consonant, since a, vowel can not be ‘ preceded ’ by

another vowel
;
hence the meaning comes to be that the vowel at

the end of the final consonant should be pronounced ultra-long.

The term ‘ aksarali

'

stands for all vowels that may occur at

the end of a name
[
This is exactly what Medhatithi and

Kulluka have saidj
;
the text could not have meant the vowel

‘ a ’ only
; as it is not possible for all names to end in that

vowel. Thus the formula comes to be
—

‘ ayusman hhava

saumya Devadattd .’

It is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 26), which

supplies three different explanations :—At the end of the words
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‘ dyusmdn bhava saumya ,’ the name of the saluter should

be pronounced
—

‘ Vi$nusharman ’
;
(a) at the end of the name

an ‘ a ’ should be pronounced, and of this ‘a,’ the ‘purva-

svarah ,’ the preceding syllable ,’ should be ultra-long. The

mausculine form ‘ aksarah ’ is a Yedic archaism, [the right

form being ‘ aksaram
’J. Though the syllable ‘ preceding

’

(the ‘a’ pronounced after the name ‘ Visnusharman ’) would

be ‘ n yet inasmuch as the consonant could not be

pronounced ‘ ultra-long,’ the term ‘ preceding syllable ’ would

apply in tliis case to ‘ a ’ that is contained in the name [i. e.

the ‘ a ’ after ‘m ’j
; and it is this ‘a’ that would be pronounc-

ed ultra-long [The formula thus being ‘ dyusmdn bhava sau-

mya VisnusharmaSn
’J.

—

(b) ‘ Purvdkqaram plutam ’ is

another reading, in which case the construction is all right

[and there is no archaism]
; the meaning being that ‘ the

preceding syllable is to be pronounced ultra-long.’—(c) Or, the

sentence ‘ akarashchdsya ndrnno'nte ’ may be explained as

follows :—The vowel ‘ a ’
(dkdrah) that appears at the end

of ‘ his ’ (‘ asya ’, the saluter’s) ‘ name ’ (‘ namnah ’)
—

‘ a
’

mentioned only by way of illustration, any vowel at the end

of the name being meant,—is what is qualified by the quali-

fying word
‘purvak$arah ’—which means, in this case,

—

that which has the syllables
,

aksaravi, in the name
*preceding '

—

‘ purvani —itself ; and such a vowel should

be pronounced ultra-long,—and no other ‘a’, either in the name

itself, or added after the name.

The formula, according to all these explanations, is

‘ ayusman bhava saumya DevadattaS.’ This is not accepted by

Vtramitrodaya (Samskara p. 452), which would omit

the word
‘ saumya,’ which in Manu’s text, it takes as

standing for the name of the saluter; so that the formula

according to it would be ‘ayusman bhava DevadattaS It

argues that if we don’t take the word ‘ saumya ’ as standing

for the name, we would have to seek elsewhere for the

injunction for pronouncing the name in regard to which the
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second half prescribes the ultra-elongation of the final ‘a.’—As

regards the second line of the verse, it takes it to mean

that ‘ the a that appears at the end of the saluteris name

should be pronounced ultra-long ;—and adds that the vowed

‘ a ’ here stands for vowels in general ; as all names do not,

and cannot end in ‘ a ', in the case of names ending in

consonants also, the syllable to be ultra-elongated would be the

last of the, vowels contained in the name ; it is clear from

Panini’s rule that the ‘ ti ’ syllable is to be so pronounced

(see note, above)—‘and it is the last vowel that is called ‘ ti \

—In the compound purvahsarah ’,
‘ ak§ara ’ means conso-

nant, and the compound means ‘ that which has a consonant

immediately preceding it ’
; so that the text comes to mean

that ‘ the vowel that has a consonant immediately preceding

it should not be separated from the consonant and then

pronounced ultradong
;

it should be pronounced along with

the consonant.’ It concludes that this explanation is in agreement

with MedhStithi and several others. According to this view

the formulas would be—•(«)
‘ ayusman hhava DevadattaS ’

(where the name ends in a vowel) and (h

)

* ayusman hhava

SomasharmaSnJ where the name ends in a, consonant.

The same work goes on to add that Haradatta has adopted *

the reading ‘ purvafyaraplutah ’ (see note above) and has ex-

plained the verse as follows :—At the end of the name is to be

pronounced an additional ‘ a ’—over and above the syllables in

the name itself,—and this additional ‘ a ’—is to be ‘purvaksa-

raplutahj—i. e., ‘ having its preceding syllable

—

i. e, vowel—
ultra-long* ;

—

i. e., the vowel preceding the additional ‘ a ’

should be ultra-long; and this may be done also where

consonants may be intervening between the two. Thus in the

case of there being no intervening consonant, the formula would

be ayusman hhava saumya DevadattaS, ’ while in that of

there being an intervening consonant, it would be ayusman
hhava saumya AgniehiSda’ (where the consnant, ‘d’ intervenes

between the additional ‘a’ at theend, and the vowel V preceding it)

14
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It further adds that the term ‘viprati indudes the Ksattriya

and others also, as is clear from the fact that in grammar

we find rules (a) making the ultra-elongation of the final

vowel optional in the case of the saluter Iw'ing a Ksattriya

or a Vaishya, and also (b) prohibiting the elongation in the

case of the saluter being a woman or a Shudra.

This work quotes Medhatitln to the effect that, the words

in the text ‘ayusman bhava mumya ’ are meant to be purely

illustrative, and it is not meant that these should be the very

words used ;
it is thus that even such returns become permis-

sible as
—

‘ dyusmmiedhii ‘ dlrghdyurbhuydh,’ * chirafljiva ’

and others that are in common use among cultured people.

This verse is quoted also in Nirnayansindhu (p. 191),

where ‘ purvdksarah ’ is explained as referring to the letter

preceding the ‘ n ’ in ‘ sharman ’
;—and in Apararka

(p. 53), which adds the following note :—The ‘ akara

'

here

stands for the final vowel in the name of the saluter ; hence

whichever , vowel occurs at the end of the name should be

pronounced uftra-long
;
hence ‘ purvdksarah ’ means ‘ that

which is preceded by a syllable ’
;

this syllable preending the

final vowel must be a consonant Hence the meaning is that

the vowel, along with the consonant, should be pronounced

ultra-long. It does not mean that an additional ‘ a ’ is to be

added at the end of the name.

It is quoted in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 98),

which adds the following notes :—The vowel ‘ a ’ here stands

for any vowel that occurs at the end of a name ; there is no

such rule as that every name must end in ‘a’; hence the elong-

ation pertains to the vowel that occurs at the end of a name
;

and it does not mean that an additional ‘ a ’ has to be added

at the end of every name.

It is quoted also in Samskaramayukha (p. 46), which

has the same remarks regarding the vowel ‘a’; it adds

According to some people, the title ‘ sharman ’ also has to be
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fironounoed ; so that the formula would be ‘ ayuqman bhava

Devadatta shannon Others hold that the elongation pres-

cribed is to be done to the ‘ a ’ contained in the term ‘shannon.*

But this is open to doubt, as the term ‘ shannon *

does not.

form part of the naum ;
if it did, then, as some other syllables

would necessarily be required to be prefixed to this, it could

not be possible to have any name ‘ with two letters ’, as has

been prescribed. This elongation of the vowel is not done

in the name of the Shudra, who is excluded, according

to Panini’s Sutra ‘ Pratyabhivade*shudre*
; this however

makes it clear that the salutation of the Shudra also is to

be returned.

VEBSE CXXVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 450), where the following, explanation is added :—The

meaning is that the man who does not know the return, greet-

ing in strict consonance with rules of salutation does not deserve

to be greeted at all, the correct form of the response being as

laid down in the preceding verse—the ultra-elongation of the

vowel at the end of the name pronounced by the saluter

in the formula of salutation. What is prohibited here is only

that salutation which is accompanied by the formula contain-

ing the saluter’s name ;
that all salutation is not entirely

interdicted is indicated by, the words ‘he is exactly as the

Shudra is ’ ;—the Shudra also, when over ninety years of

age, is deserving of salutation, according to Manu 2. 137. The

word ‘pratyabhivadanam * means the pronouncing, by the

elder who has been saluted, of benediction with prescribed

formula.

This verse is quoted also in Madanapanjata (p. 28),

which adds a verse from Yama to the effect that the Brahmana

who, on bong saluted, does not return -the proper benediction,

is bom a$ a tree in the crematorium, inhabited by crows and

Ypltureg. .

.
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It is quoted in Parcisharamddhava (Aehara, p. 297)

as laying down that no salutation should be offered to one

ignorant of die proper form of the response to it;—in

Nitydcharapradipa (p. 407) ;—in Samskdramayukha

(p. 57) ;—and in 8mrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 98).

VERSE CXXVII

According to Govindaraja, the rule refers to friends or

relatives meeting, not to every one who returns a salute.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 450) in support of the view that the term ‘ viprah ’ in verse

125 includes the Ksattriya, the Vaishya and the Shudra also

;

as it lays down the return-greeting for all these ;—and again

on page 405, as a verse common to Manu and Yama and

laying down the benedictory response to salutation.

It is quoted also in Parasharamadhava (Aehara,

p. 298) as laying down the return-greetings appropriate for

the several castes in Nitydcharapradipa (p. 406) as

laying down wfiat should be said after salutation has been

returned ;—in Samskdramayukha (p. 47) ;—and in Smrti-

chandrika (Samskara, p. 100).

VERSE CXXVIII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 400), where the following explanation is added :—At the time

of returning the salutation, the person initiated for a sacrifice

even though he be younger in age, should not be addressed

by name, after the performance of the Diksaniyd I?ti, the

Initiatory Sacrifice, till the completion of the Final Rath of

the Avabhftha ; he should be addressed by such words as

‘ Dik§ita ’ and the like* following after the syllable ‘ bhoh ’ or

‘ bhavat e. ‘ bho diksita ’.

It is quoted also in Madanaparijdta (p. 28) in sup-

port of the view that even in the return greeting, the name of the
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initiate should not be pronounced ; and is explained to mean

(hat the initiate should be addressed with such words as

‘ bho diksita or ‘ bliavdn diksita, or some such other expres-

sions containing a synonym of the word ‘ diksita

VERSE CXXIX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 298) ;—also in Virmnitrodaya (Samskara, p. 467) ;—and

in Sinrtiehandrikd {Samskara, p. 101) as laying down the

mode of addressing liidies.

VERSE CXXX
‘ ('inrun ’—

‘ Superiors, in point of wealth, <fcc.’ (Medha-

tithi) ;
—

‘ those venerable on account of learning and austerities

(Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ the husband of a maternal

aunt and so forth, but not those more learned than himself
’

(Govindaraja) ;
—

‘ the teaclier and the rest ’ (Nandana);
—

‘Sub-

teachers ’ (Narayana).

Medhdtithi (p. 133, 1. 27 )—• Gautaviiye ’—This refers

to Gautama 6.9, which reads—vfovujyfft 3

Ibid. (p. 133, 1. 28)
—

‘ Bhagineyddeh ’—See Gautama,

This verse is quoted in Vimmitrodaya (Samskara, p.

456), where it is explained that the term ‘gurun ’ stands for

those who are possessed of superior learning and other

qualifications.

VERSE CXXXI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 458) in sdpport of the view that the mother-in-law

should be accosted with the clasping of her feet, whereby the

prohibition of clasping of the feet of the mother-in-law, met
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with in some Smrtis, has to be taken as referring to cases

where the mother-in-law happens to be a youthful woman,

—

under which circumstances the Teacher’s wife also should not

be clasped in the feet.

VERSE CXXXI1

Tins verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 458) in support of the view that the clasping of the feet of

the brother’s wife should be done ivhen one belongs to the same

caste as her husband
; and the prohibition of such clasping

met witli in some Smrtis should be taken as referring to

eases where the sister-in-law happens to belong to a lower

caste;—also in Smrtichartdrika (Samskara p, 103).

VERSE CXXXIII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara

p. 459) in support of the view that the ladies herein men-

tioned should?be accosted by the clasping of the feet, as they

^re here
;
declared to be ..treated ‘ like the mother ’;—and in

Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 90). - -

’’
’ VERSE CXXXIV ....

'

“Those who are ‘ friends’ and equals may address each other

with the words
1

bhoh ’,
‘ bhavat,’ or ‘ vayasya ’,

‘ friend’.
: The

explanation of die verse, which is substantially the same in all

the commentaries, is based on Gautama’s passage (6.14-17);

while Haradatta’s interpretation of Apastamba (1.4.13)

somewhat differs.”-—(Buhler).

“ A small difference in age constitutes among relatives

a difference in position ;
but in other cases onlj»a considerable

difference as specified.—This ‘ equality ’ refers to the form

of salutation, .among equals.”—(Burnell—Hopkins).
. , u
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This verse is quoted in Viramiir.qdaya (Samskara,

p. 466), where the following explanation is given :—Among
persons living in the same city, and not. possessed of any

exceptional learning or wealth or other,, qualifications, if the

difference in the age of two persons extends to within ten years,

they are to treat each other as ‘ friends,’ and there is to be no

salutation ; the ‘ city ’ here includes the village also ;—among

persons versed in music; and other arts, equality extends to

within five years of difference in age;—and among those

learned in the Veda to within one (as read here) year ;—and

among Sapindas

,

to within a very short period of time. In

every case there is ‘ superiority ’ if the difference exceeds the

periods mentioned.

It is quoted also in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p.

299), where also we have the following explanation :—Among
inhabitants of the same village one is to be treated as ‘ friend

’

if he is older by less than ten years ; beyond that he is to be

treated as ‘ superior ’.—Among men expert in the arts and in

learning, there is equality if there is a difference of five years ;

—

among persons learned in the Veda, or students of the

Veda, there is equality if there is a difference of three years,

after which the older man becomes ‘ superior ’ ;—among blood

relations, brothers and the rest, the older person is to be treated

as an equal only when the difference in age is very small.

Parasharamadhava raises the question of saluting

such Rtvik and others as are younger in age. In view of the

general rule that these should be saluted, the fact of any one

being younger in age.does not deprive him of his right to a

salute., The conclusion however is that all that is meant is

that they have to be ‘ treated with respect’ ; and this implies

that one should stand up to receive and welcome them

with agreeable words, as is clearly laid down by Baudhayana,

who says, 3
That these are not. to be sahlted is clearly asserted by Gautama

(6.9), which lays down that these are «nriW«ns. It is interesting to
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note that in quoting Gautama, Madhava has read

in place of imRww:

;

but knowing somehow that the meaning

of Gautama was that these are not vrfiwmi:, he has explained

as tfwww, speech.

The verse is quoted also in Madanaparijata (p. 20)

as declaring the difference in age which constitutes ‘ superiority’.

It practically repeats the explanation given in Pardshara-

madhava (see above) ;
but at the end adds that among blood-

relations, the difference of even one day establishes superiority

;

while between relations bom on the same day there is equality as

declared by Apastamba.
—

‘One born on the same day is afriend'

Apararka (p. 53) quotes this verse and adds the follow-

ing explanation :—Among citizens even one who is ten

years older is a ‘ friend and it is only one who is more than

ten years older is to be regarded as an ‘ elder’ ; among

musicians and other artists one older by five years or less

is a ‘ friend older than that he becomes an ‘ elder ’
;
among

Vedic scholars, it is upto three years
;
and among these

latter, superority or inferiority is determined by special quali-

fications.—'The particle ‘ api ’ means ‘ eva \

It is quoted in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 101),

which offers the following explanation :—Among citizens, one

who is senior by one to ten years is to be regarded as a

‘ friend *—an equal ; one older than that is an ‘ elder ’—a supe-

rior;—among artists people versed in singing, dancing and

so forth there is ‘ friendship ’ upto a difference of five years

;

among Vedic scholars it extends to a difference of three

years ; older than that, is ‘ elder ’-—superior ; among blood-

relations there is ‘friendship’ within a limit of very few

years ; one even a little older is to be saluted like an ‘ elder’

;

—all this refers to Brahmanas.

VERSE CXXXV
This verse is quoted in Vlmmitrodaya (SamskSra,

p. 474), as showing that the Brahmana is ‘ superior’ to all
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It quotes the same verse as contained in Bhavi^yapurdna.

—

It is quoted also in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 44b);

—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 101) to the effect

that as between a Brahmana and a Ksattriya, the former is

to be saluted by the latter, even though he be very much

junior in age.

VERSE CXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 474), where we find the following notes :

—
‘ Vittam ’ stands

for wealth acquired by lawful means;
—

‘ barvdhuh ’ for

uncles and others ;

—

vayah ’ for older age ;

—
‘ lcarma ’ for

acts prescribed in the Shruti and Smrti ;

—

i

vidya ’ for

true knowledge

;

—these are ‘ manyasthanani i.e. grounds

of respectability. (See note below on 137).

Apardrka (p. 159) quotes this verse in support of

the -view that a man, though belonging to an inferior caste,

deserves to be respected by another of the superior caste, if

the former happens to be possessed of superior learning and

other qualifications.—It is quoted in Nrsimhaprasada

(Samskara, p. 44b) ;—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 106), which explains ‘ manyasthanani ’ as ‘grounds of respect,

and adds that ‘ learning ’ is the highest of these all.

VERSE CXXXVII

This verse is quoted along with verse 136 in Viramitro-

daya (Samskara, p. 474), which adds the following explanation:

—Among the three castes, Brahmana, Ksattriya and Vaishya,

the person who possesses a greater amount of the preceding

qualification (among the five mentioned in 136) is to be

honoured more than one possessed of the succeeding one only.

Thus a person possessed of greater wealthand superor relations is

15
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higher than one only older in age ; one possessed of a higher

degree of wealth, relations and age is higher than one superior in

action only ;—one possessed in a higher degree of wealth, re-

lation, age and action is superior to one possessing learning only

;

—

‘

gunavanti ’ means superior; which means that between two

persons possessing wealth, he is higher whose wealth is superior ;

and the ‘superiority’ of wealth would consist in its having

been acquired by lawful means and such other circumstances.

In the case of ‘ relations,’ this superiority would consist in

being more intimate and so forth ;—in the case of ‘ age
’

it would consist in being very much older ;—in that of ‘ action,’

in its being equipped with all auxiliary details ;—in that of

‘learning,’ in its being acquired in the prescribed manner.
—

‘ Tenth stage ’ stands for the age over ninety years ;
the

hundred years of man’s life being divided into ten equal spans,

the tenth one coming after the ninetieth year ;—when he has

reached this age, the Shudra also becomes entitled to honour at

the hands of the twice-born.

The last foot of the verse regarding the'tenth stage’ is quoted

on p. 453 also, as declaring the respectability of the Shudra.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 159), where
‘ dashami ’ is explained as ‘the last ten years of the hundred

years’;
—

‘

bhuydmsi ’ as to number and
‘

gunavanti' as to

degree ;—hence without considering the caste, one possessed

of superior learning is to be respected by another possessed of

less ;
or one who knows more subjects is to be respected by

another knowing a lesser number; similarly in regard to
‘ karma ’ and other qualifications also;—in Samskara-

mayukha (p. 48), which explains ‘ dashaniim gatah ’ as

‘over ninety years of age,’ and
i

paflchandm’ as ‘among

learning and the rest’ ;—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara,

p. 106), which explains
‘

dashami ’ as ‘the last part of

hundred years, i. e. beyond ninety years,’ and adds that

‘old age’ is meant to be indicative of the presence of

-wealth and the rest also.
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VERSE CXXXVIII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p, 7G) ;—in Samskaramayukha (p. 48), which explains

‘ varah ’ as ‘ one who is going to marry ’ ;—and in Smrti-

chandrikd (Samskara, p. 107), which has the following

• notes

—

1

chakrin,’ one who is driving in a cart,
—

‘ mdtaka,’

the student who has completed his course of studentship,

— varah,’ one who is going to many;—when one meets any

of these, he should make way for him, i. e., move away from

his path,—among those mentioned here, the Accomplished

Student and the King deserve to be respected by the ‘others’, as

stated in the next verse.

VERSE CXXXIX

This verse also is simply quoted in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 477);—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara,

p. 107) to the effect that among the persons mentioned in the

preceding verse the accomplished student and the king deserve

to be respected by the others ’, and between these two the

former is to be respected by the latter.

VERSE CXL

‘Rahasyam ’—‘The Upanisads, along with their explana-

tions—(Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Kulluka, Nandana, and

Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ the esoteric explanations of the Vedas and

the subsidiary sciences,—not the Upanisads, these being

included in the term ‘ Veda ’ (Narayana).

This verse has supplied Prabhakara with his text on

which to base the entire enquiry into the nature of Dharma.

Rumania has taken as his basic text the Vedic text ‘ svd-

dhydyo'dhyetavyah’ (Taittiriya Samhita), and has proceeded

to explain that the
‘ Svadhyaya,’ ‘Vedic Study,’ herein

enjoined cannot be the mere reading up of the verbal text
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of tlie Veda, but also a due understanding of its

meaning; and as this meaning could not be comprehended

without careful investigation, it becomes necessary to under-

take the investigation initiated by the Mimamsa Shastra.

The sentence ‘ svadhyayo'dhyetavyah ’ contains in reality

the injunction of that Vedic recitation which is done daily,

and not of the initial study and scrutiny of the sense etc.

Hence Madhava (in Parasharamadhava, Achara, p. 140)

has suggested that the basic text for Rumania should have

been that Vedic text which we assume on the basis of the

Smrti-rules relating to Upanayana.

Prabhakara does not accept Rumania’s view. He argues

that, according to the view of Rumania, any and every man

—

twice-born or otherwise—would be entitled to Vedic study,

only if he fulfils the condition of desiring to know Dharma.
Prabhakara bases his enquiry into Dharma and Vedic study

on the rule ‘ astavarsam brahmanam upanayita\ where

the Atmanepada standing in ‘ upanayita ’ clearly implies

that the Upanayana, Initiation of the Pupil, is meant to

serve some purpose for the Initiator himself ; this purpose

is no other than the acquiring of the title of ‘ Acharya —
how this title can be acquired is explained in the present text

of Manu, according to which that man alone is to be called

Acharya who (a) initiates the pupil, and (6) teaches him

the Veda along with the Ritualistic and Esoteric Treatises.

The motive-desire thus, for all this study and investigation

is on the part of the teacher, and not on that of the pupil

;

it is the Teacher who desires to acquire for himself the title

of Acharya and as this cannot be done without teaching,

the pupil comes in only as the person to be taught

;

and
as the latter cannot be a pupil until he studies, this study-

ing by the pupil is implied by the above texts. This

explanation avoids the difficulty of a non-dvija under-

taking Vedic study
; the prospective Teacher being a learned

man, conversant with the law, would never admit a non-
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dvija pupil. Though the injunction of Vedic study is thus

implied in the above-quoted texts, yet they do not supply

the motive for the pupil
;

the Teacher’s desire for obtaining

a title smd honor cannot serve as a motive for the pupil

;

hence, it is explained, the motive purpose of the pupil lies in

liis desire to learn the meaning of the Veda
;
this is what leads

him to proceed with the investigation into Dharma.

This view of Prabhakara has been combated, in its

turn, by Madhava (Parasharamadhava-Achara, pp. 138-139),

who argues that Teaching having been laid down as means

of livelihood, it is clearly a Kdmya-karma—an act prompted

by physical motives—and hence anitya, non-obligatory ; as

such it cannot be accepted as the sole prompter of the act

of Vedic Study, which is nitya, obligatory ; the latter must

have an independent injunction for itself.

It is in connection witJi the above discussion in course of

its presentation of Prabhakara’s view, that the present verse

has been quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara, p. 137)

;

and again on p. 304, where it is put forward as setting

forth the definition of the ‘ Acharya ’

as distinguished from

the ‘ Upadhyaya

’

The verse is quoted also in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 477), as defining the ‘Acharya’—where ‘ KalpcC is explained

as a particular treatise which lays down, on the basis of

clearly perceptible Vedic texts, the practical details of

ritual

;

and as including the other subsidiary sciences also ;

—

and ‘ rahasya ’ as Upanisads,—these being mentioned

separately (from the Veda) by reason of their importance ;

—

and in Samskaramayuklia (p. 45) which explains * rahasyam ’

as standing for the Upanisads.

It is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 30) ;—in

Apararka (p. 65), which adds that the term ‘ Kdlpa ’

includes Grammar and the other subsidiary sciences, as also

Mlmamsa and Nyaya,—the etymological meaning of the

term being ‘ that which determines (kalpayati) the meaning
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of the Veda;—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 90)

to the effect that the Acharya is to teach not only the Veda,

but the Upanisads, and the Ritualistic Manuals &c., also.

VERSE OXLT

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Acharap. 304),

as defining the Upadhydya, the Sub-teacher, in view of the

declaration that the
‘Acharya '

is equal to ten ‘ Upadhydyas

'

;

—also in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 477), which adds

the following notes
—

‘ Ehadesham ’

—

i. e. either the Brahmana

portion alone, or the Mantra-portion alone ;
—

‘ Vrttyartham ’

—for his own livelihood.

Madanapdrijata (p. 30) having quoted the verse

adds

—

Ehadesham—of the Veda, i. e. either the Samhita,

or the Brahmana or subsidiary sciences ;—he who teaches

any one of those either without payment,,—or with payment

(without previously stipulating for it),—is an ‘ Upadhydya'

It is quoted in Apararha (p. 65), as providing the

definition of Upadhydya',—in Samsharamayuhha (p. 45) ;

—

and in Smrtichandrihd (Samskara, p. 91), which explains

‘ vrtti

'

as living.

VERSE CXLII

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 302) as defining the ‘ guru ’, the clasping of whose feet

has been prescribed;—also in the Prdyashchitta-landa of the

same work (p. 259), in support of the view that the term

‘ guru

'

denotes primarily the father only ;—in Vlra-

mitrodaya (Samskara, p. 477), which adds the following

explanatory notes :
—

‘ Ni$eka ’—the rites of conception
;

and the sacramental rites referred to are those beginning with

these and ending with the. ‘imparting of the Veda’;-—
‘ sambhavayati ’ means nourishes. The performance of .the

rites of conception alone is sufficient to entitle the man to
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the title of ‘ guru, ’
; the other qualifications have been added

only with a view to indicate that the person referred to here

deserves higher honor than the Acharya ;—such is the view of

Shulapani.

Madanaparijata (p. 31) on the other hand, states

tliat the term ‘ viprah ’ stands here for the Father
;
from

which it follows that a father who does not fulfil the conditions

stated is not a ‘ guru ’ at all.

The verse is also quoted in Mitdksara (on 3. 259,

p. 1297) in support of the view that the term ‘ guru'

priinarly denotes the Father, the title ‘ guru ’ belonging

to the person who performs the conception and other rites,

i. e., the progenitor himself ;—in Nrsimhaprmada (Prayas-

chitta, p. 11 b) ;—in Smrtichandrilcd (Samskara, p. 88),

which explains
‘

niseka ’ as garbhadhdna, and adds that

‘ anuammbhavana ’ includes the ‘ teaching of Veda ’ also ;

—

in Samskaramayukha (p. 44), to the effect that the Father

alone is the ‘ guru —in Smrtisdroddhara (p.356) to the

same effect ;—and in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 128) to the

same effect ; but it combats the view that the Father only

is entitled to be called ‘ guru \

VERSE CXLIII

This verse is quoted in Vidhanapdrijata (II, p. 5)

as supporting the Anew that the title ‘ Rtvik ’ is applicable to

the man from the moment of ‘ appointment ’ till the end of

the performance of the rites for which he has been appointed

;

and tliat during this time any impurity attaching to the

man would be only ‘immediate’;—and in Smrtichandrikd

(Samskara, p. 91) as defining the Rtvik

'

It is quoted also in Viraniitrodaya (Bamskara, p. 477)

where
‘agnyddhayam

'

is explained as agnyadhanam, and

*Pakayajfax

?

as the Astaka and the rest’,—in Madana-
parijata (p. 31) ;—and in Apararka (p. 66) as meaning that
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the title ‘Rtvik’ applies to that man whose services are paid

for by a sacrificer for the performance of the sacrificial rite ;

—

and again on p. 919.

VERSE CXLIV

This verse, along with verse 114, occurs in an older

form (as Burnell remarks) in the Visnu and Vasliistha Smrtis

;

and also in Nirukta II. 4, where the verb appeal's as

‘ atrnatti

It is quoted in >b rnrtichandvika (Samskara, p. 93),

which explains ‘ avrnoti
’

as ‘
fill ’, and ‘ avitatham ’ as ‘ free

from wrong accentuation and other defects’.

VERSE CXLV

The first quarter of this is referred to in Parashara-

mddhava (Achara, p. 304).

The verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 31) ;

—

and in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 478), where the follow-

ing notes are added :—In point of veneration, the

‘Acharya' is superior as compared to ten ‘ Upadhyayas ’,

the Father is superior to a hundred Acharyas, and the

Mother is superior to a thousand Fathers ;—the person spoken

of as acharya here is the person who performs the

Upanayana and teaches the tidvtri only (not the entire

Veda),—as is clear from the next verse where the man who

performs the Upanayana and teaches the entire Veda is

described as superior to the Father.

This same explanation is given by Medhatithi and

Kulluka also. Govindaraja and Narayana on the other

hand, hold that the word
*

Pita ‘Father’, stands, for that Father

who, haying begotten the child, performs its Upanayana

and himself teaches it the entire Veda. -
,*/
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This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrika (Samskara,

p. 92), which adds that the Father meant here is one who

is a mere Progenitor and has not performed any sacramental

rites for the boy; in other cases, when he has performed

these, it is the Father that is superior.

VERSE CXLVI

For tiie apparent inconsistency between this and the pre-

ceding verse, see note above.

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 305), in support of the view that the
‘Acharya’ also, in

certain cases, is superior to the Father and Mother;—and

in Madanaparijata (p. 32), which adds the following

notes :— Brahmajanma ’ means birthfrom Veda, i. e. Upa-

nayana', ‘ after death

'

—because it creates in the boy the

capacity to attain all the good, even the Final Release,—as

also
l

here’—by reason of creating the capacity to perform all

religious rites,—it is ‘ eternally’—the bringer about of lasting

good.

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 479) simply quotes the

verse.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 97) in support of the

view that the orders of the Teacher carry more weight

than those of the Father ;—it explains ‘ brahmadah ’ as ‘ the

teacher’;—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 93), which

adds that ‘ brahmadah' stands for the Acharya, not the

Upddhyaya, as is clear from the second line which means

—

‘because he gives that birth which serves the purpose of
Vedic study, i. e. the Upanayana, he is superior.’

VERSE CXLVII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 480).

16
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VERSE CXLVHI

It is also simply quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 480).

VERSE CXLIX
11ha'—‘In these Institutes’ (Kulluka);

—
‘in the section

on salutation’ (Govindaraja). It may also mean, as Buhler

rightly suggests, ‘ in this world’.

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara, as applying the title

‘guru’ to the mere Upadhyaya or sub-teacher;—also in

Madnaparijata (p. 81) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 477) ;—in Apararka (p. 05) as laying down that such

a person deserves to be simply respected ;—in Smrti-

chandrika (Samskara, p. 89), to the effect that all that is

meant by such a person being called 'guru' is that ‘he deserves

to be honoured’, as is indicated by the particle ‘ api —in

Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 858) ;—and in Prayashchitta-

viveka (p. 12) in support of the view that the Father alone

is not entitled to be called ‘ guru '.

0 -
Parashatamadhava (Achara, p. 303) quotes it as

supporting the view that the name 'guru' is applied to

persons other than the Father only figuratively or indirectly.

To the same effect it is also quoted in the same work in the

Prayashchitta section (p. 259) as describing the secondary

' guru ’.

VERSE CL

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 31) ;—in

Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 305) in support of the

view that when a boy teaches an old man, the former is

liis superior ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 480).

VERSE CLI

* Parigrhya ’
—

‘ Having excelled ’ (Nandana) ;
—

‘having

received and trained ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Kulluka,

Narayana and Raghavananda).
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‘ Pitrn ’—‘The Agnisvattas and the rest’ (Narayana).

Burnell remarks that the sentiment here expressed, though

supported by Baudhayana, 1. 3. 47, is opposed to Apastamba

1. 13. 15.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara

p. 480) ;—and in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 305).

Medhatithi (p. 144, 1. 13)
—

‘ Arthavadoyam parakrti-

namd

'

—There are several classifications of Arthavada passages.

The one referred to here is that into the four kinds—(1)

‘ Stuti ’ (2) ‘Ninda’, (3) ‘Parakrti’ and ‘Purakalpa’—mentioned

in the Nyayasutra of Gautama (2. 1. 65), under which Vatsya-

yana gives examples of each kind :—(1) ‘Stuti’, Valedictory

—

is the name given to that text which eulogises a certain

injunction by describing the desirable results following from

the enjoined act ;—(2) the text that describes the undesirable

results following from the act is called ‘ninda’, ‘Depreca-

tory —(3) the text that describes a contrary method of action

adopted by a certain person is called ‘parakrti ’, ‘illustrative

—and (4) that which describes a method as adopted tradi-

tionally is called Purakalpa

,

‘Narrative’.

Another classification of the Arthavada is into three

kinds—(1) Descriptive by indirect implication, (2) Descriptive

by direct intimation and (3) Descriptive of an accomplished

fact

The Mwiamsd-bdla-prakdsha (pp. 48-58) describes no

less than 38 kinds of Arthavada (see Prabhakara Mlmamsa,

pp. 115-116)

This verse is quoted in Smritichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 93).

VERSE CLII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 305)—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 480) ;—and in

Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 93),
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VERSE CLin

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 305)—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 480);—and in

Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 93).

VERSI CLIV

‘Anuchanah ’—‘Teacher of the Veda’ (Medhatithi and

Govindaraja);
—

‘lie who has learnt the Veda’ (Kulluka,

Narayana, Nandana and Raghavananda).

Tliis verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 305);—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara p. 480);—and in

Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 93), which explains the meaning

as, ‘the sages have not laid down the principle that greatness

depends on years and the rest; what they have asserted

is that among us he is great who is the best expounder of the

‘Veda.’

“ This verse with the following one is proverbial, and is

repeated severs^ times in the Mahabliarata and the other

law-books.”—Hopkins.

VERSE CLV

This verse is quoted in Vidhanapdrijata II (p. 233)';

—in Madanaparijata (p. 32);—and in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 480).

Medhatithi (P. 145, 1. 10)
—

‘ Brdhmanaparivrajakavat ’

—This maxim is generally cited in cases where an object whose

character has become modified is spoken of by a name con-

notative of its former condition. For instance, when a Brah-

mana lias become a ‘ wandering mendicant’, he is called ‘ Brah-

mana-mendicant ’, in consideration of his past Brahmanahood.

In the present context however the maxim is used in the

sense that where one uses the term ‘ Brdhmanaparivrajaka ’,

the Brahmana being already spoken of by name, the term
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‘ Parivrajaka ’ stands for the mendicants of the other castes.

Another maxim often quotal by Medhatithi is ‘ Gobalivarda \

where tiie common name ‘ go ’ (denoting the cow as well as

the bull) is taken as standing for the cow only, the bull being

mentioned separately by the other term ‘ Baltvarda ’.

YEBSD CLVII

1 Kdsthamayo hasti ’
—

“ Probably allusions to old stories.

Cf. the Brhatkathd for the ‘ wooden elephant’...In Maha-
bharata the same idea is expressed in slightly different words

(12. 30. 40 ff.) and with added similes.” (Burnell-Hopkins).

VERSE CLVIII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 511) as deprecating ignorance of the Veda ;—and in

Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 129) to the effect that all acts

are futile for one who is ignorant of the Veda,

VERSE CLIX

‘ Ahimsaya ’

—

cf. Gautama 2. 42—ffcq&ifstqvta

Medhatithi (P. 140, 1. 13)
—

‘ Rajjva venudalena va—
See 8. 299 ; also Gautama II. 43 : i

Fra; *isp i

VERSE CLX

‘Veddntopagatam ’
—

‘ Vedanta ’ stands for the Upanisads,

and the ‘reward’ is Final Release (Govindaraja, Kulluka,

Narayana Nandana and Raghavananda) ;—it stands for the

‘doctrines of the Veda ’, and ‘ reward ’ stands for the results

accruing from the sacrifices and rites prescribed in the Veda
(Medhatithi).

Medhatithi (P. 140, 1. 26)—* Kratupuruqobhaya-
dharmata ’—Details prescribed in the Veda have been grouped
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under three heads—(1) purusdrtha, (2) kratvartha and (3)

kratupurusobhayartha. (1) The Darshapurnamasa sacri-

fices belong to the purusdrtha class, as they accomplish some-

thing agreeable and desirable for the agent ;—(2) all material

substances and their purifications and preparations are krat-

vartha, as they are directly helpful in the accomplishment

of the sacrifice (3) certain things come under both categories

;

e.g. Curd is mentioned in one place simply as a substance to be

offered, where it is only kratvartha
;

while in another place,

it is mentioned as the substance to be offered for the sake of

one who desires efficient sense-organs, in which case it

becomes purusdrtha. (See Prabhakara Mimamxd, pp. 197-

199).

VERSE CLXI

Compare with this, Mahabharata (13. 104-31)—Vidura’s

advice to Duryodhana

—

&

Medhatithi (P. 147, 1. 13)

—

1

Arthaprqkaranddind ’

—
cf. Kdvyaprakasha.

sretri’ fir# i.

* * *

«hs$sr etc., etc.

VERSE CLXIV

Curiously enough Buhler’s translation omits the phrase

‘ gurau vasan rightly rendered by Burnell as ‘ while dwelling

with his guru.’

‘ Vedadhigamikam tapah!—“ Sanetity for the learning

of the Veda ” (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ austerity consisting of Vedic

study ’ (Narayana and Nandana),
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VERSE CLXV

* Vedah krtsnah ’
—

‘ One whole shdkhd, including the

Mantra and the Brahinana texts’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja

and Kulluka) ;
—

‘ The Yeda with the Angas ’ (‘others ’ quoted

by Medhatithi, and Narayana).

‘ Rahasya ’
—

‘ Upanisads ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Kul-

luka and Nandana) ;
—

‘ Esoteric explanations of the Veda ’

(Narayana).

‘ Tapovishesa ’
—

‘ Fasting, Krchchhra and the rest
’

(Medhatithi, Narayana and Nandana) ;
—

‘ the rules hud down

for the observances of Students’ (‘ others ’ quoted by Medhatithi

Govindaraja and Kulluka) ;
— Particular observances, such

as feeding the horse wliile reading the Ashvamedha texts’

(Ragliavananda).

‘Vrata’—“The Mahanamni and the rest; sae Shahkha-

yana Grhyasutra I. 11-13”—Bidder.

Medhatithi—(P. 149, 1. 16)

—

Graham sammarsti’—
See Mimamsa Su. 2. 1. 9; and 3. 1. 13.

Ibid (pp. 149—150)
—

‘ Avakirniprayashchittam ’

—

prescribed hi Manu 11. 118-120;

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 505), where it is explained that though the adjective

‘ krtmah’ ‘ entile,’ qualifies ‘ Veda ’, yet what is meant is

one entire shdkhd of the Veda, and not all the shahhas

of a Veda ; and hence the upshot is that the ehtire shdkhd

of a Veda should be studied by one who has been sanctified

by the sacraments prescribed in the Grhyasutra of that shdkhd

to which his forefathers belonged.

Medhatithi (P. 152, 1. i)

—

‘Satyapi vedatvV.—On
p. 140, L 3, Medhatithi has given a somewhat different

explanation of the separate mention of
lRahasya.’

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 76), which

explains ‘ adhigantavyah ’ to mean that ‘the verbal text as
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well as the meaning should be studied,’
—

‘ vi'ataih ’ as ‘ the

observances, the avoiding of honey, meat, perfumes, garland

and the like;—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 132),

which explains ‘rahasya ’ as ‘ Upanisad ’ and ‘ adhigantavyah ’

as ‘ should be studied

VERSE CLXVI

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 307) as eulogising Vedie study ;—in Viramitrodaya

(Samskiira, p. 500);—in Smrf ichandrikd (Samskara, p. 128),

to the effect that ‘Vedie study’ forms the best ‘ austerity ’;—and

in Nrsimhaprasdda (Samskara, p. 46 b).

VERSE CLXVII

Cf. Shatapatha Brahmana, 11. 5. 7. 4.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 500), which# adds the following explanatory notes:-—The
meaning is that the man who, even though wearing the

garland,

—

i. e. though not observing the rules and restrictions

strictly,—sedidously carries on Vedie study, carries on excellent

austerity ‘ to the very fingertips ;’—the particle ‘ ha ’ indicates

that the fact stated is universally recognised. Thus the sense

is that “ when Vedie study, carried on without strict adherence

to the rules, js conducive to excellent results,—what to say

of it, when done in strict accordance with the rules.”

This is quoted in Apararka (p. 69), which gives the

Anvaya as
—

‘ dnakhdgrebhyah tapastapyat~e ha' \—and

in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 128), which explains the

meaing as one who studies the Veda to the best of his capacity

performs the ‘ highest austerity, to the very finger-tips it adds

the notes
—

‘ ha

'

indicates that what is stated here is well-

known,
—

‘ sragvi ’, wearing a garland, i. e. even though not

strictly observing the restraints and observances.
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VERSE CLXVin

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara

p. 510) as declaring the omission of Vedic study to be sinful

;

and adds that this text lays down directly the compulsory

character of the study, which has been already indirectly in-

dicated by the injunction of the compulsory daily duties:

and the effect of this direct declaration comes to be this that

the omission of the study (as a compulsory duty) involves

sin ; specially as for this omission special expiatory rites have

been prescribed.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 49)

as declaring that there is sin in the omission of Vedic study,

which is a duty duly enjoined. It is interesting to note

however that this assertion has come from the Purvapaksin,

and the Siddhanta view put forward is that what this verse

is pointing to is only that ante-natal sin which is the cause of

the doth to which the omission of the study and such other

duties is due ; and it is added that what the due per-

formance of the obligatory duty does is either (1) to maintain

the ‘ absence of sin ’ or (2) to destroy the said ante-natal sin.

The same work quotes the verse again, on page 140, in

support of the view that Vedic study is an obligatory duty.

The same work quotes it again in its Prayashchitta section

(p. 15) as an instance of what is meant for the male only.

The Madanaparijata (p. 102) simply quotes it among

a number of other texts laying down the thorough study of

the Veda.

It is quoted in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 129)

to die effect that Vedic study should be the very first care of

the twice-born.

VERSE CLXIX

Hopkins is not quite accurate in his interjectory remark—
“ So the twice-born has three births 1” It is not every

17
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twice-born person that has three births ;
the third ‘ birth

’

belongs to only that twice-born person who is initiated for a

sacrifice. Hopkins might as well exclaim in connection with

the next verse
—

“So the twice-born has two mothers and

two fathers
!”

VERSE CLXX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 335), as laying down that the Upanayana constitutes

the ‘ brahmajanma ‘brahmic’ or ‘Vedic’ ‘birth.’ The

compound ‘ brahmajanma ’ is expounded as
l brahmand

vedena gayatrirvpena janma ivaj—i. e. the rite which is

like birth, through the Brahman or Veda, in the form of

Gayatri ;

—

i. e. it is a rejuvenation brought about by the sanc-

tificatory rite. The idea of this being a ‘ birth ’ has been

spoken of in the Shruti also
—

‘ Gdyatrya-brahmanamasrjat

trstubha rajanyam jagatya vaishyam na kenachichchhan-

dasa shudran

^

—That the term ‘ brahma ’ (in the compound
‘ brahmajanma ’) does not stand for the whole Veda is made

clear by the qualification ‘ maufljibandhana-chihnitam,’
‘

marked by the tying of the girdle —tins tying of the girdle

being done immediately after the imparting of the Gayatri

,

and not after the whole Veda has been taught It goes on

to add that this same fact has been stated by Medhatithi

negatively, in the passage
‘

tayahi anuktaya tanna niqpannam

bhavati, (until the Gayatri has been imparted, the Upanayana

is not accomplished). [This passage occurs on p. 153, 1. 22

of Medhatithi, where however the reading found is NWT

trfwvnmnrfo ‘ It becomes accomplished by the expounding

of the gayatri ’ (Translation, p. 459); which is & positive, and

not a negative, assertion, though the meaning is the same

in both cases].—The conclusion therefore is that the name
‘ Upanayana ’

pertains to the imparting r
of the Gayatri*

mantra.
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It is quoted in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 59)

as supplying the reason for regarding Upanaycma as a

second ‘ birth.’

VERSE CLXXI

The second half of this verse is quoted along with the

next verse in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 348) ;—in

Vyavahdra Balambhatti (p. 055);—and in Smrtichandrika

(Samskiira, pp. GO and 09).

VERSE CLXXII

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (I, p. 24) in

support of the view that the uninitiated twice-born is like

the Shudra, and as such should not pronounce Vedic

mantras except in Shraddha ;—again in the same work, on

p. 795, to the same effect, where it adds the following

notes:
—

‘

svadha ’ is shraddha) and ‘ svadhaninayana ’

means ‘that group of mantras by which the shraddha is

accomplished ’ (‘ svadha shraddham niniyate yena mantra-

jdtena ’)
;—barring this group of mantras, he shall pronounce

none other ;
in every other case the mantra would be recited

for him by a Brahmana.—The same work (II, p. 383) quotes

the verse again, in support of the view that the uninitiated

boy also is entitled to recite Vedic mantras at shraddhas ;

—

where ‘ abhivydhdrayet ’ is explained as ‘ vadet ’, should

pronounce, the causal affix ‘ nich ’ being used reflexively.

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 327) quotes the second

line, in support of the view that whenever the twice-born

person is described as having the character of the Shudra,

it is by reason of his being not entitled to Vedic Study

;

—again on p. 348, where it is explained that ‘equality

to the Shudra * is a ground for the man’s not being entitled to

rites involving the use of Vedic mantras ;—that this is so is

indicated by the particle ‘ hi, ’ (which means because) In
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fact whenever a twice-born person is spoken of as being

like the Shudra, what is meant is that he is not entitled to

the performance of rites involving the use of Vedic

mantras.

It is quoted in Vyavahara Balcwibhatti
, (p. 656) ;

—

and in Nityachdrapradipa (p. 23), as laying down the law

for the uninitiated.

VERSE CLXXIJI

‘ Vrata ’
—

‘ The Vedic vratas, of the Godana and the

rest’ (Medhatitlii, Govindaraja, and Ragliavananda) ;
—

‘ the

observances and restrictive rules, such as offering fuel, the

prohibition of sleeping in the day-time, and the like ’ (Kulluka

and Narayana)
;— Penances, like the Prajapatya ’ (Nandana

and Narayana).

VERSE CLXXIV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 58), which

explains ‘ vratiesu ’ as standing for the Savitrya and the

rest
’

VERSE CLXXV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 493) as laying down the necessity of observing the rules

and regulations prescribed for the Student;—in Apararka

(p. 62), which explains that the particle ‘ cha ’ is added with

a view to include those observances and restrictions that

have been prescribed for the Religious Student in other Smrtis

;

—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 122).

VERSE CLXXVI

‘ Snatva’—“ He should bathe for cleanliness, not for

pleasure
;
according to Gautama 2. 8, 2 and 9. 61 ;

Baudhayana

1, 2, 3t 39 and Vi$nu 28. 5 ’’.—Hopkins.
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This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 62);—and in

Smftichandrika (Samskara, p. 117).

VERSE CLXXVII

‘Hasan’—
“ Molasses and the like ’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka

and Narayana) ;
—

‘ clarified butter, oil and the like ’ (Nandana)

;

—
‘ sweet, acid and the rest ;

—

i.e. very richly flavoured food
’

(Medlmtithi, who also notes one ‘other’ explanation, juices

of sugar-cane, tamarind and other fruits, wliich he rejects)

;

—Narayana mentions one explanation, ‘ poetic sentiments

This is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 456),

along with the next two verses and a half, as enumerat-

ing the things to be avoided by the Student ;—in

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 494), which adds the notes:

‘ Rasdn ’ ittands for the juices of sugar-cane and other things

;

—even though Honey also is a juice, yet it has been

mentioned separately in view of the heavier expiatory rites

prescribed for the transgressors of the rule prohibiting it

The verse is quoted also in Madanaparjdta (p. 39)

as enumerating the tilings prohibited for the Student;—and

in Apararka (p. 62);—in Samskdmmayukha (p. 42);—
and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 125), which adds

the following notes :
—

‘ Rasa ’ stands for the sugar-cane

juice and the rest; though
1 madhu' also is a

‘

rasa
,

’ yet

it is mentioned separately with a view to indicate that the

taking of it involves a heavier expiation.

VERSE CLXXVTII

This is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 456) ;

—

in Madanaparijata (p. 39) ;

—

in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 494);—in Nirnayasindhu (p. 189);—in

Apararka (p.-62) ;—in Samskdramayukha (p. 42);—and

in Smrtiohandrikd (Samskara, p. 125).
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VERSE CLXXIX

‘ Janavadam’—‘Quarelling witli people’ (Medhatithi,

Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;— ‘ asking people

at random for news ’ (alternative suggested by Medhatithi,

and Narayana).

Tliis is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 45G)

;

—in Madanaparijata (p. 39);—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 495) ;—in Samskdramayiikha (p. 42), which notes that
‘preksandlambhana’ of women is forbidden, lest they lead

on to intercourse;—in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 125),

which has the same notes and adds that in ordinary crowds

and other places, the seeing and touching cannot be avoided;

—

and in Sarnskdraratnamald (p. 292), which explains ‘dyuta’

as gambling with dice, and
1janavdda ’ as talking of the

people in general. •

VERSE CLXXX

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 39), which

explains ‘ Vratam ’ as ‘ hrahmacharyam ’
;—in Vira-

mitrodaya (Samskara, p. 49G) ;—only the first half in

Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 45G) ;—in Nrsimliaprasada

(Samskara, p. 4Gb);—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara,

p. 127), which explains
‘ vratam ’ as the vow of Studentship;

—unintentional emission involves only an expiation, and not

a breach of the vow.

VERSE CLXXXI

‘Punarrndm ’
—

“ This verse occurs in Taittiriya Aran-
ilaka 1. 30 ”—Buhler.

Punarmamaitvindriyam—Taittiriya Aranyaka 1.

30. Such uses of texts are frequent in the later Vedic works
;

e.g. the SamavidhanaBrdhmana and the several Rgvidhanas,”

—Burnell,
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This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Prayashchkte,

p. 394), as laying down what should be done by the Religious

Student, in the event of a ‘ wet dream ’;—in Madanaparijata

(p. 39);—in Apararka (p. 1141) ;— in Smrtichandrikd

(Samskara, p. 127) as showing that unintentional emission

involves only an expiation;—and in Prayaschiltaviveka (p.

462).

VERSE CLXXXII

Strangely enough Burnell has translated ‘.sumanasah ’

as ‘well-disposed’, which is lightly questioned by his editor,

but only half-heartedly.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 59).

VERSE CLXXXIII

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p.

453) in support of the view that alms are to be begged only

from ‘praiseworthy’ persons;—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 381), as laying down the special qualifications of the

Brahmanas from whom the Brahmana Student is to beg

alms ;—and in Vidhanaparijata (p. 496) in support of

the view that even among people of his own caste, alms should

be begged only from the houses of specially qualified men.

This is quoted in Apararka (p. 59); —in Sams-

kdramayukha (p. 60) ;—in Samxkdraratnamd/d (p.

288), which adds the following notes :—Those who are not

devoid of the knowledge of one or two or three Vedas,—those

who have not omitted to perform the sacrifices,—and those

who are carrying out in a praiseworthy manner all the duties

prescribed for them,—from the house of such persons, the

Brahmacharl—ho who is keeping the vows for the sake of

Vedic study—keeping all the restraints and observances—should

daily obtain ‘ alms ’—
‘ bhhiksam ’ being a collective noun

;

—and in Smrtichavdrika (Samskara, p. 109).
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VERSE GLXXXIV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 59) ;—in

Vidhanaparijdta (p. 496) as laying down the exception to

the general rale prescribing in the last verse that alms should

be begged from the houses of specially qualified presons ;

—

in Madanaparijata also, the first half is quoted to the

same effect ;—the first half is quoted also in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 483), where the ‘ Gurohkulam ’ is explained

as Ourugrham
,
the Teacher's house; but another explanation

is noted by which Kida stand for the group of pupils ;

—

also in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 109), which explains

kule as in the house;—in Samskaramayukha (p. 60);—and

in Samskararatnamdld (p. 288), which says that ‘some people’

explain ‘ kule ’ as ‘ grhe,’ ‘ in the house

VERSE CLXXXV

This verse is quoted in Samskaramayukha (p. 60),

which adds that the prohibition of the
‘

ahhishasta ’

naturally implfcs that of the ‘ patita ’ ‘ outcast ’, also ;—and in

Smrtichandrika (Samskara p. 110), which says that tliis

does not sanction begging from a Shudra.

VERSE CLXXXVI

‘ Vihayasi ’—In the air, i. e. on the roof of the house

(Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Kulluka) ;
—

‘ on a platform
’

(Narayana) ;
—

‘in the open air (Nandana);
—

‘ in any pure

place except the ground ’ (Raghavananda).

This verso is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 451), as laying down the method of ‘tending the

fire’, and explains it that ‘he should place the fuel

somewhere in the open, not on the ground —in Smrti-

tattva (p. 936) as laying down the morning and evening

offerings into the Fire ;—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 448), where ‘ durat ’ is explained as from a spot not owned
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by any one’;—in Vidhdnaparijdta (p. 498), where

vihdyasi is explained as ‘ antartkse ’ ‘in the open air —
in Mctdanapdrijata (p. 24), where

i

dvrat ’ is explained

as ‘from a spot not owned by any other person’, and ‘ vihdyasi’

as ‘ mandapddau ’ ‘on an altar or some such place’;—in

Samsl’dramayukha (p. 48), which says lhat, according

to Dharmaprakasha, ‘ vihdyasi' means ‘on the house-top’;

—in Smrtichavdrikd (Samskara, p. 86), winch explains

durdt, as ‘ from places not belonging to any person’, and

vihdyasi as ‘on the house-top’,—and in Nrsimhaprasdda

(Samskara, p. 34a).

VERSE CLXXXY11

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Pra-

yashchitta, p. 4.38) as laying dowij the Avak'irnivrata

(actually prescribed in 11. 118 in connection with the loss of

chastity on the part of the Student) as applicable to other

omissions also ;—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara p. 485),

in support of the view that the Begging of Alms is not optional,

but compulsory, since the present verse prescribes an expiation

for its omission, which clearly implies that the omission is

sinful;—in Vidhanaparijata (p. 498) to the effect that

the omission of Begging alms involves sin
; and again on

page 500, where it is explained that the expiation here prescrib-

ed is to be performed in the event of repeated omissions;—.and

in Mitdksard (p. 1345, on 3. 281), where it is explained

as laying down an expiation for those eases where the duty

of ‘ fire-tending ’ is omitted without any such extenuating

circumstance as being occupied with some other duty.

Nirnayasiwlhu (p. 190) quotes it as laying down

the expiatory rites due on the omission of the duties laid

down for the Student
18
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It is quoted in Apararka (p. 1142) as laying down

the expiation for omitting the Sidd' duties, without .sufficient

reason;—in Smriicbnulrika (Samskara, p. Ill) to the

effect that alms-begging is an obligatory duty ;—and in

Samskararatnamdla (p. 357).

VERSE CLXXXVIII

The first half of the verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 454) in support of the view that the

Student should not accept food from one and tin.1 same house

day after day ; and adds that this is meant to apply to

normal times ;
in abnormal times it is not meant to be strictly

adhered to; this on the strength of Yajfiavalkya’s declaration

(1. 32.)

The same work quotes the second half of the verse on

p. 485, as declaring the reward accruing to the Student

from strictly following the rules of alms-begging.

The whole verse is quoted in Vidhanaparijata (p.

498) as prohib|ting the habit of seeking for food from one

and the same person regularly ;—in Samskaramayukha

(p. 61) ;—and in Smrtichandrika, (Samskara, p. Ill), which

says that this refers to normal times, not to abnormal times

of distress.

VERSE CLXXXIX

‘ Rsivat ’— Like an ascetic
;

i. e. avoiding honey, meat,

and other forbidden food’ (Medhatithi and Kulluka) ;
—

‘eating

only a little wild-growing rice and other food fit for the ascetic
’

(Govindaraja, Narayana and Nandana).

Medhatithi (.p 163, 1. 17)
—

‘ Mrtaxya kartrtvam ’

—This refers to Mfmamsa Sutra 10. 2. 55-56. The

Sarvasvara, a modification of the Jyoti§toma sacrifice, has

been prescribed for by one who desires his own death
;
and

in course of this the saerificer surrounds the Post with a
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new piece of cloth and having addressed the words
—

‘ O Brah-

manas, please complete this sacrifce of mine,’—enters the tire.

In connection with this it is argued that the performer of

the sacrifice having perished, there can be no point in proceed-

ing with it. But the final conclusion is that the sacrifice

must be proceeded with to its very end, as the sacrifice as well

as its completion is directly enjoined by the Shurti text,

—

the latter by the words laid down as to be addressed to the

Brahmanas.

This verse is quoted in Vidhanaparijata (p. 498);

—

in Ilernadri (Shraddha, p. 424) ;—and I in Samshdra-

ratnamdla (p. 291), which explains the construction as

Vibhyarthitah kdmamashniydt, <ihhyarthitali meaning ‘re-

quested,’ ‘ invited ’.

Bidder in his translation has omitted the sentence

vratamasya na lupyate.

VERSE CXC

Medhdtithi (P. 1G6, 1. 20)
—

‘ Na tatra jatyapeksd '—

A

better instance than the one cited by Medhatithi is found in

Manu 3. 234—‘ Vrataxthamapi dauhitram shraddhe yat-

nena hhojayet,’ by which ‘ feeding at Shraddha ’ is applic-

able to the Ksattriya Brahmachdri also.

VERSE CXCT

This verse is quoted in Vidhanaparijata (p. 521);—in

Madanapdrijdta (p. 100) ;—in Apardrha (p. 04) ;—and

in Nrsimhapramda (Samskara, p. 47a).

verse exen

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 100) ;—

•

and in Apardrha (p. 55).
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VERSE CXCIII

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 100)

;

—in Apardrka (p. 50) ;—and in Nrsmihaprasdda (Sams-

kara, p. 47a).

VERSE CXCIV

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 101),

where it is explained that the ‘ inferiority ’ of the food, dress

and apparel, is meant to be in comparison to the Teacher’s

in Apardrka (p. 50) ;—and in Nrmnkapramda (Sams-

kara, p. 47b).

VERSE CXOV

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 100) ;

—

and in Apardrka (p. 50), which explains ‘pratishravana'

as
‘angikara’, ‘acceptance’.

„ VERSE CXCVI

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 100),

where ‘ abhigachchhan ’ is explained as ‘ Sammukham
gachchhan’

‘going forward towards him’,—and ‘ pratyud-
gamanam ’ as pashchadgamanam, ‘following behind’;—and

in Apardrka (p. 50).

VERSE CXCVII

‘ Nideshe tisthatah —‘Standing close by’ (Medhatithi,

Govindaraja, Kulluka, and Raghavananda) ;

—
‘standing in a

lower place’ (Narayana and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 106),

where the following explanation is added:—We have the

form
‘

osyetya’ (which is the reading adopted by the writer) and
pot ‘syaityai because of the Sutra ‘ mdhashcha’

;

—
‘j
oranamya’
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is to be construed with ‘ nirdeshe (the reading adopted by the

writer) tisthatah' ;

—

‘

nirdeshe

'

meaning in a lower place
,
or,

according to others in a place close by ;
—‘and in Apardrha

(p. 56).

VERSE CXCV1II

Tliis verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 491), where it is added that this does not apply to carts

and other such conveyances in Madanaparijdta

(p. 106);—in Apardrha (p. 56) ;—in Samskdramayukha

(p. 40 J,
which explains the last clause to mean that

‘lie should not spread out his legs and so forth’ ;—and in

Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 120), which says that tliis

refers to cases other than riding on a bullock and so forth,

where silting together cannot be avoided.

VERSE CXCIX

‘Kevalam

'

—Such titles are always to be added as

‘ Upadhydya ’ or ‘ Bhatta '

or ‘ Achdrya '

(Medhatithi),

—

‘ achdrya

'

(Kulluka),

—

-charana' (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 492) in support of the view that whenever the teacher’s

name has got to be pronounced, it should be accompanied with

such honorific titles as ‘ upadhydya' and the like ;—also in

Madanaparijdta (p. 1 06) ;—in Apardrka (p. 56) ;

—

in Samskdramayukha (p. 42), which says that the

name should not be uttered by itself {kevalam), it should

always be accompanied by some such title as ‘ upadhydya

'

and the like ;—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara,

p. 121).

VERSE CC

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 491),

where the distinction is made between
‘

parivdda

'

which is the
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proclaiming of wrongft really committed, and
‘nindd

'

the

netting forth of wrongs not committed.

It is quoted also in Madanaparijata (p. 107);

—

in Apardrka (p. 50) ;—in Smrtichandrika (Samskara,

p. 120), which says that the ‘parivdda' is the mentioning of

Snell defects as are really present, and 'nindd' the mentioning

of such as are not present ;—in Samskdramayukha

(p. 41), which notes the same distinction;—in Nrsimha-

prasdda (Samskara, p. 45b) ;—and in Yatidharmasah-

graha (p. 33).

VERSE CCI

‘ Paribhoktd
'—‘He who lives upon the Teacher’

(Medhatithi) ;

—
‘he who eats, without the Teacher’s permission,

the best food obtained by begging’ (Narayana and Nandana).

The verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 107)

where
‘paribhoktd ’ is explained as ‘one who makes use of

the Teacher’s* wealth, without his permission’ ;— also in

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 491), which also explains

‘paribhoktd ’ as ‘one who lives upon the Teacher’s property,

without his permission.’

Medhatithi (P. 109, L 10)

—

-Samskarta . .
.
ghditakah’—

This is a clear reference to Manu 5.51*

—

wgjTOT fawfom qraftqsift i

Tliis verse is quoted in Samskdramayukha (p. 42),

which explains ‘paribhoktd' as one who eats food without

presenting it to the Teacher ;—and in Smrtichandrika

(Samskara, p. 120) as forbidding the decrying of the

Teacher by the Pupil himself ; it explains ‘ paribhoktd ’ as

‘ one who makes use of the Teacher’s property without his

permission.’
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vp;rse ccn

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 107);

—

and in Viramitrodaya (Samskars, p. 4G1).

VERSE CCI11

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 401), where ‘ prativatct’ is explained as ‘that place to

which wind reaches from the place where the Teacher is

sitting’ ;

—
‘ An,urate ’ as ‘ that place from where wind blows

towards the Teacher ’ ;—at. neither of these places should the

Student sit ;
—

‘ Asamshrava ’ is that place from where any-

thing spoken is not heard by the Teacher,—sitting in such

a place, he should not say anything addressed to the Teacher.

This verse is quoted also in Madanapdrijdta (p. 107),

where the following notes are added :
—

‘ Pratirata ’ is

‘ wind that blows from the teacher towards the pupil at

such a place the Student shall not sit ; as there is the danger of

the lire of the teacher’s anger issuing forth that way ;

—

‘ Anuvdta ’ is wind blowing from the pupil towards the

teacher
;

there also he shall not sit ; as .lie is likely not

to hear the words of the teacher ;

—
‘ asambhave ’ means unless

permitted by him.

VERSE CCIV

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 107);

—

and in Viramitrodaya (Sainskara, p. 402) where

‘ plialakam ’ is explained as Kasllumirmitam dlrghasanam,

‘along seat made of wood ’, a bench:—also on page 491,

where it is quoted in support of the view that the prohibition

contained in verse 198 must refer to cases other than those of

carts and conveyances. It further adds that though the

riding on conveyances drawn by ox etc. is prohibited,

—

yet the sanction accorded here is in view of the possibility

of such riding in abnormal times of distress. It is interesting
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to note that no such scruples have prejudiced Medhatithi, who

apparently belonged to a part of the country where riding

on bullock-carts is permissible
;

while the author of

Viramitrodaya belonged to a part of the country where

such riding is prohibited, e.g. in Mithila.

It is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 120)

as sanctioning, in certain cases, the sitting of the pupil with

the teacher.

VERSE (XIV

The first half of the verse is quoted in Pardshara-

madhava (Achara, p. 306), in support of the view that,

the ‘ grand-teacher ’ also is to be treated like the teacher ;

—

in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 462), where
4

ani-

srstah ’ is explained as ‘ aniyuktah ’, ‘ not permitted ’,—and
4 svdngurum ’ as

4

uncles and other relations

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 54), which

explains
4

anisrstah ’ as
4

not .permitted —in Sarmkdra-

mayuklia ($>. 46) ;—and in Yatidharmasangraha (p.

34)!

VERSE CCVI

This verese is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 462), where
4 vidyaguru ’ is explained as ‘teachers

other than the Acharya ’,

—

4

nityd ’, as
4

holding for all

time ’,

—

4

svayoni ’, as
4

uncle and the rest ’,

—

4

hita

'

as dhar-

matattva,
4

the essence of Morality —and in Yatidhar-

masangraha (p. 34).

VERSE CCVII

4 Achdrye ’•—is construed as qualifying
4

guruputre ’

according to Medhatithi, who explains the two terms as
4

the

teacher’s son who imparts instruction for a few days during

the absence of the teacher ’.—Another reading, suggested by
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Medhatithi is ‘ dryesu\ explained as ‘duly qualified Bralimanas

’

(Medhatithi, Kulluka and Govindaraja) ;
—

‘ virtuous ’ (Nara-

yana and Nandana) ;
—

‘ older in age ’ (Viramitrodaya).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 462), where we have the following explanations :

—

4 Shreyahsu ’ means
4

those possessed of superior learning and

other qualifications ;

—

4 dryesu ’ means 4

older in age —4 guroh

svabandhusu ’ means
4

the teacher’s uncles and other relations’;

—and in Yatidharmamiigraha (p. 34).

VERSE CCVHI

4 Yajfiakarmani ’—Medhatitlii, Govindiiraja and Niira-

yana construe tills with
4

shisyah and explain the phrase
4 Yajflakarmani shisyah ’ as

4

student of sacrificed ritual

(and other Vedic subsidiaries) ’ ;—Nandana construes it with
4 adhyapayan ’, explaining the phrase as

4 who imparts

instruction in sacrificial ritual —Kulluka and Raghavananda

take it by itself, explaining it as
4 who happens to be present

at a sacrificial performance
4 Adhyapayan '

—

4

Teaching ’ (Medhatithi)
;

4 Having

the capacity to teach ’ (Kulluka, also Viramitrodaya).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 462) where
4 adhyapayan ’ is explained as

4

capable of

teaching ’
;
and the construction is explained as yajflakarmani

guruvanmanamarhati ’

—

i. e.,
4

at a sacrificed performance, he

deserves to be honoured like the Teacher ’
1thus agreeing on all

points with the explanation given by Kulluka,

VERSE CCIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 462) as providing exception to the general rule of the

preceding verse, which declares that all that is done for the

teacher should be done for his son also ; and the present verse

19
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specifies certain acts of service which, though done for the

Teacher, are not permissible for the Teacher’s son. ‘ Gdtrotsd-

dana ’ means ‘ rubbing and shampooing the body.’

It is quoted also in Vidhdnapdrijdta (p. 495).

VERSE CCX

The verse is quoted in Paradia/>'aniddhara (Achara,

p. 300);— and in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 462);

—

in Smtrichandrila (Samskara, pp. 103 and 123) as

indicating the figurative use of the title ‘ guru ’;—and in

Smrtikaustubha (p. 478).

VERSE CCXT

Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 301) quotes this

verse as laying down exceptions to the general rule regarding

the clasping of the feet and the rendering of other services to

the Teacher’s wife.

It is quoted in Vidhdnapdrijdta (p. 495) ;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 462) ;—also on p. 493.

VERSE CCXII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 462), where it is explained that the term ‘purnavimsha-

tivarsena ’ stands for full youth, and stress is not meant to

be laid upon the precise age mentioned ;—also in Pardsha-

ramadhava (Achara, p. 301);—and in Smrtichandrikd

(Samskara, p. 104).

VERSE CCXIV

This verse is quoted in Smj'tichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 104) as laying down the reason why the young wife of the

Teacher should not be touched in the feet by the young pupil,
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the meaning being
—

‘ Because women are capable of leading

the learned as well as the ignorant man, who may yield to

to physical desires and other weaknesses’.

VERSE CCXVI

This verse is quoted in Pardxharamddhava (Achara,

p. .‘301 ), as laying down how, in view of the foregoing text,

the young student is to behave towards the Teacher’s wife ;

—

also in Vtramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 4.62), which remarks

that the term ‘ yuvd ’, ‘ young man,’ in this verse makes it

clear that the mention of ‘twenty years’ in verse 212 is meant

to stand for youth in general ;—in Samskdramayukha

(p. 47) as laying down the necessity of saluting the Teacher’s

wives ;—and in Smrtic/umdrikd (Samskara, p. 104).

VERSE CCXVII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 301) as laying down how the young student is to behave

towards the Teacher’s wife.

The first half of the verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 451) as showing that ‘padagrahana ’

(clasping of the feet) is distinct from ahhivadana (saluting)
;

—and again on p. 462 the entire verse is quoted along with

the preceding verse.

It is quoted in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 104).

ccxvm

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 525) as laying down the method of acquiring learning;—and
in Smrtiohawirikd (Samskara, p. 139) as describing the

results accruing from serving the Teacher.
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CCXIX

‘ Grame ’
—

‘While he stays in the village’ Medhatithi,

Govindaraja, Narayana and Nandana) ;— ‘ wliile he is still

sleeping in the villiige ’ (
‘ others ’ in Medhatithi, Kulluka and

Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 64);—in Sama-

kdramayukha (p. 42), as laying down three distinct alter-

natives ;—and in Nrmnhaprasada (Samskara, p. 46b).

VERSE CCXX

‘Dinmn ’—“The translation of the last words (Shall

fast during the next day muttering the Savitri) follows

Govindaraja and Kulluka; while Medhatithi, Narayana and

Raghavananda state that the penance shall be performed

during the (next) day (or night), and that he who neglects

the evening prayer shall fast in the evening and repeat the

Gayatri durii% the night.”—Buhler.

Medhatithi is not quite accurately represented here. For

his view is clearly put in paras 2 and 3, on page 575 (Transla-

tion) where the view, that “ if the offence is committed in the

evening the reciting and fasting are to be done during the night”,

has been rejected in unmistakable terms.

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 447), as laying down an expiation for sleeping at

sunrise;—and in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 398), as laying

down the expiation for repeated delinquency.

VERSE CCXXIV

Hopkins remarks “ four schools are noted ”; but he

ignores the fifth,—the Siddhanta—‘trivargamiti tu sthitiii ’

‘the truth is that it is the aggregate of the three.’
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This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 158), which adds

that Dharma, Artha and Kama am the ‘group of three’;

—

this constitutes the ‘ Shreyah ’, which one should constantly

bear in mind as the aim to be attained.

VERSE CCXXV

There is a confusion in the position of the two verses

225 and ‘22b. Burnell places 22b
—

‘

Acharyo brahmano murtih

&c.’—before 225—‘ Aeharyashoha pita chaiva &c.’

This verse is quoted in Smrtichamlrika (Samskara,

p. 94).

VERSE CCXXVI

This verse is quoted in Snirtiuhaiudrika (Samskara,

p. 94).

VERSE CCXXVII

Tliis verse is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 94).

VERSE CCXX1X

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 95).

VERSE ecxxx

‘ Traya dshramdh' ;

—
‘The last three life-stages’;

(Medhatithi and Govindaraja) ;
—

‘ the first three life-stages
’

(Kulluka, Narayana and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Smrtichawdrikd (Samskara,

p. 95).
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VERSE CCXXX1

“ For the arrangement of these three fires, see the plan

at the end of the first volume of Haig’s Aitareya Bruhmana,

find that at page 191 of Hillebrandt’s Das Altindische Neu-und

Vollmondsopfer. These fires are on circular, semi-circular and

square altars respectively. For the same comparisons, other-

wise employed, see Apastamha, ‘2.7.2.”—(Burnell—Hopkins).

This verse is quoted in Prayaschittaviveka (p. 128) ;

—

and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 9a),

VERSE CCXXXLII

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 336) under the section ‘Worship of the (Jura’;—in

Prayashchittaviveka (p. 129);—and in Smrtichandrikd

(Samskara, p. 9a).

VERSE CCXXXIV

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 336) along With verse 233;—and in Smrtichandrikd

(Samskara, p. 95).

VERSE CCXXXV

This also is quoted along with verses 233 and 234, in

Pardsharamddhava (Achara, p. 336);—and in Smrtichan-

drika (Samskara, p. 95).

VERSE CCXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 95), which explains
1paratryam ’ as ‘acts pertaining to the

other world, spiritual acts.’

VERSE CCXXXVII

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 95).
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VERSE CCXXXVIIT

‘ Param dharmarn ’
—

‘ Special law, i. <?., law other than

that, expounded in the Shrutis and Smrtis
;

i.e., that relating to

ordinary worldly matters ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja and

Raghavananda) ;

—
‘ the means of obtaining final liberation

’

(Kulluka), which view is notal and rejected by Medhatithi.

‘ Duskuladapi '—‘Family wanting in the due performance

of religious acts’ (Medhatithi) ;

—
‘Family lower than one’s

own’ (Kulluka) ;
—

‘Family of a potter or such other low castes’

(Govindaraja).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya. (Samskara,

p. 514) in support of the view that learning may be acquired

even from persons of lower grades ;—in Smrtichandrikd

(Samskara, p. 144) ;—and in Samstkaramayukha (p. 52).

VERSE CCXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 514)

along with the preceding verse;—and in Smrtichandrikd

(Samskara, p. 144).

VERSE OOXL
‘ Striyo ratndni ’—‘Wives, gems’ (Medhatithi and

Govindaraja) ;
—

‘gem-like wives ’ (Raghavananda).

This verse occurs in Devalasmrti also (quoted in

Viramitrodaya-Samshdra, p. 514).

VERSE OCXLI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 513) in support of the view that under abnormal circum-

stances learning may be acquired from the Ksattriya and the

rest also ; where it is explained that the ‘ following ’ here laid

down is to be done only during the time that the study is

being carried on ; and the implication of the mention of this

alone is that the other forms of ‘service’ are excluded
;
(such
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as washing of the feet and the like; this is in .agreement with

Medhatithi);—and that ‘learning’ here includes gems and

other things also.

The verse is quoted also in Vidhanapdrijata (p. 519) ;

—in Samsldiraniayukha (p. 52), which explains that the

‘ distress,’ * dipat ’ meant here is the absence of a Brahmana

teacher, and that in the case of the non-Brdhmana teacher,

there is to be mere ‘following,’ no feet-washing and the like ;

—

in Samskdraratnamald (p. 325), which adds the same

notes and explains ‘ abrahmana ’ as ‘ Ksattriya or Vaishya’ ;

—

and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 143), which says

‘ following ’ is the only ‘ sendee ’ to be rendered, juid that also

only during the course of study.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 458) in support of the view that the rules laid down regarding

life-long studentship pertain only to cases where the Teacher

is a duly qualified Brahmana ;—in Madanapdrijata

(p. 109) to the effect that life-long studentship is permissible

under a fully efficient Brahmana Teacher ;—and in Vira-

mitrodaya (Samskara, p. 549), where also it is pointed

out that the rules relating to life-long studentship laid down

below (under verses 247 et. seq.) pertain to cases where the

teacher is a fully qualified Brahmana.

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 72) in support,

of the view that in the event of having a Ksattriya or some

other caste for his ‘teacher,’ the Brahmana shall not take up

life-long residence under him,—nor with a Brahmana who is

not fit to expound the Veda;-—also in Smrtichandrikd

(Samskara, p. 168).

VERSE CCXLin

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 458), as laying down the duties of the life-long Student

under an efficient Brahmana-teacher ;—to the same effect

in Vidhanaparijata (p. 504) ;—also in Viramitrodaya
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(Samskara, p. 551), where the term ‘ asmai ’ is explained as

standing for such a student as is not lame or dwarf, or blind,

or otherwise incapacitated ;
and it is added that the provision

of this ‘ life-long studentship ’ need not be incompatible with

the texts laying down a life-long performance of the Agni-

hotra for the Brahmana (which involves the necessity of taking

a wife)
; because the latter is meant for only those students who

intend to enter the ‘ Household,’ and are on that account called

‘ Upakurvana,’ as distinguished from the ‘JSfaisthika’ who

remains a ‘ student ’ all his life and never enters the household.

This is also quoted in Apararka (p. 72) as indicating

the optional character of life-long studentship ;—in Smrti-

chandrikd (Samskara, p. 171) as discounting the view that

“ life-long studentship is meant only for the maimed and

other incapable persons —and in Samskdramayvkha (p. 62),

to the same effect

VERSE CCXLIV
This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Aehara,

p. 459) as describing the reward that accrues to the life-long

Student ;—in Vidhdnaparijdta (p. 504) to the same effect

;

—also in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 550) ;—and in

Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 170).

VERSE CCXLV
This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 567) in support of the view that no ‘fee ’ is to paid to the

Teacher before the completion of study ; and it adds that this

‘ Concluding Bath’ is for the purpose of entering the married

state,—and not for that of any other life-stage ;—and in Smrti-

chandrika (Samskara, p. 179), which adds that this refers

to the presenting of a living, there being no prohibition

regarding other kinds of presents.

VERSE CCXLVI
This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrika (Samskara,

p. 178), which adds that what is meant is that if possible, the best

20
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articlas should be presented ;—in Samskdraratnamdla (p. 368),

which adds the following notes :

—

1

K§etram\ field with corns

standing,—the umbrella and shoes, should both go together,

such being the sense of the compounding,
—

‘ Vdsamsi,’ three

pieces of cloth,
—

‘

gurave pritimavahan,’ the ‘completion of the

study should be done only when the Teacher permits it’;—also

in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 48a).

VERSE CCXLVH
‘Sapinde\—The ‘Sapinda’ is defined below in 5.G0.

This verse is quoted in Pardshararnddhava (Achara,

p. 458) as laying down the duties of the life-long Student;

—

in Madanapdrijata (p. 109) in support of the view that in

the absence of the Teacher’s wife, the Student should hike up
‘ residence ’ with the Teacher’s Sapinda, and in the absence

of this latter also, he should betake himself to the ‘ tending of

Fire —in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 549) to the effect

that ‘residence with Fire’ is to be taken up only in the

absence of the Teacher’s Sapinda ;—in Vidhdnaparijata

(p. 504), along with the following verse ;—in Haralata (p. 76) as

referring to the ‘ Life-long Student’;—and in Smrtichandrika

(Samskara, p. 167), which says that this refers to cases where

no Sapinda is available.

VERSE CCXLVm
Deham sadhayet—‘ Let the body wear away’ (Medha-

tithi and Govindaraja) ;
—

‘ shall make the Soul in his body

perfect, i e. fit for union with Brahman’ (Kulluka, Narayana

and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Pardshararnddhava (Achara,

p. 458) as laying down the duties of the lifelong Student;

—

in Vidhdnaparijata (p. 504);—in Madanapdrijata (p. 106);

—and in Viramitrodaya-Samskara, (p. 504), where

the note is added on the expression ‘ sthannsanavihdra-

vdn? that what is meant is that ‘during his spare

fime left after he has fully accomplished all his duties, he
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may stand or sit or Walk about’. Medhatithi explains it to

mean ‘at times he shall stand, and at times sit down,—in this

manner he shall divert himself.’ But he goes on to add

another explanation offered by ‘others’, by which the meaning

is that ‘he shall practise the postures prescribed in connection

with Yogie practices, and live on alms ’.—Narayana explains

the phrase to mean a particular form of austerity consisting

in ‘standing, sitting and wandering’.—It is quoted in Smrti-

chandriJca (Samskara, p. 107), wluch explains the phrase to

mean ‘standing, sitting and moving at stated times.’

This phrase ‘ sthandsanavihara ’ appears to have been an

old idiom
;
it is met with for the first time in Bodhayana’s Dhar-

masutra (II. 1. 41), where we read

—

samudrasamydnam

esamanyatamat krtva chaturtha kdlamitabhojinah syuh apo’

bhyapeyuh savandnukalpam sthandsanabhydm viharanta

ete tribhirvarsaistadapalianti paparn. Translated literally,

this means
—

‘Sea-voyage (and a few other acts enumerated)...,

having done any one of these acts, people should eat sparsely

at the fourth part of the day, should enter water in the morning,

at midday and in the evening ;
amusing themselves by sitting

and standing
,
they destroy that sin after three, years'

The exact meaning' of the expiatory rite here prescribed

has never been understood. Whenever the question of sea-

voyage has come up for discussion, the antagonists of the

voyage have held that by the last clause Bodhayana clearly

meant that the voyager should have to commit suicide; to spend

three years ‘ standing and standing’, i. e. without any sleep

—

would be nothing short of self-immolation. The protagonists

of sea-voyage felt all along that the passage could not mean

this ; though they were unable to suggest any other plausible

explanation. They thought that even if suicide were actually

meant, there were jnore effective means available for doing

that; and in fact the ordinance that ‘the man shall not sleep

for three years’ looked absurd on the face of it.

We find the expression in several other works.
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(1) In Padmapurana (Adi-khanda, 58. 26) we read

in course of the description of the duties of Vanaprastha, the

man in the third stage of life

—

sthandsanabhyam viharet na
kvachid dhairyanmtsrjet, ‘

he slmll divert himself with sitting

and standing, and shall not renounce his steadiness on any point.’

The committing of suicide certainly could not form

a duty of the ordinary Vanaprastha, the hermit retiring from

active life to a life of meditation and worship.

(2) In Yajfiavalkya (III 50) we read—

*

thdnasanavi-

harairva yogdbhyasena vd tatha (dinam nayet), where

Mitdksard adds the explanation

—

kafichit kdlam sthanam

kahehit chopavesJumam, ‘for some time he shall sit, and for some

time he shall stand’—in this manner he shall spend the

day. And Apararka says

—

sthanena gatinivrttyd
,
asane'na,

upaveshanena viharena chahkramanena (i. e. ‘resting,

sitting, and walking) cha divamm nayet.

(3) Again in Manu (VI. 22)

i sthdndsandbhyam viharet’

where Medhatitlii says, ‘ sthandsanabhyam dine, rdtrau tu

kevalasthamlilashdyitdm vaksyati’, by which also the text

means
—

‘he s&all spend the day in standing and sitting.’

(4) Lastly in Manu (XI. 224) we meet with the same

expression
;
and here it forms paid of the Krcehra—penance.

From all this it is clear that the phrase could never have

been intended to lay down anything so physically impossible

as passing three years ‘without sleep.’ In fact a careful

study of all the above texts leads us to the conclusion that

what is meant by the words ‘sthandsanabhyam, viharet

*

is exactly what is expressed by the Hindi idiom ‘utha baitha

kara samaya bitana ’; and the sense would appear to be that

tire man shall have recourse to no other diversion or amusement,

save what may be obtained by ‘ standing or sitting.’

VERSE CCXLIX ‘

‘Manya kapi etc!—This does not form part of the text of

Medhatithi. This has been added by a subsequent ‘Editor.’



Discourse III

—+

—

VEKSE I

“The Atharva Veda is here, as in most of the ancient

Dharmasutras, left out altogether. Baudhayana alone suites

that the term of Studentship extends over forty-eight years,

and that rule includes the Atharva Veda.”—Bidder.

Medhdtithi (p. 187, 1. 10)
—

‘ Yatraiva hi svistalcrdd-

dayah?—See Minimum Sutra 4. 1. 18 et seq. The question

being whether the Svistakrt offering (which is made with

the remnants of the sacrificial materials) serves only as a

‘ disposal ’, or it also serves some transcendental purpose,

—

the conclusion is that in this case a transcendental result,

even though not mentioned in the texts, has to be assumed.

This verse is quoted in Mexdanaparijata (p. 97), where

the following notes are added :
—

‘ Traividya means the

three Vedas ;—the Studentship over the three Vedas should

be made to extend over thirty-six years ; that is, one should

devote twelve years to studentship over each of the three

Vedas ;—in the case of ‘ half the period ’, six years have to

be devoted to each of the three Vedas
;
and in the case of

‘ quarter of the period ’, only three years.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 557),

where the following totally different explanation is added :

—

The meaning of tliis is as follows :—In the event of the Boy

studying the three Vedas, his Studentship should extend

over thirty-six years ; if he studies only two Vedas, then over

* half, i e. half of forty-eight years, or twenty-four years
;
that

such is the meaning we deduce from the other texts bearing
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on the subject ;—the ‘ quarter ’ also has to be similarly

explained. If the ‘ half ’ and ‘ quarter ’ were taken in relation

to ‘ thirty-six years ’, tlien the meaning would be that the

Studentship should extend over eighteen, and nine years

respectively
; and this would not agree with any other Snirti

text This same consideration gets rid of the fanciful view

set forth by the Chandrikd that “in the case of ‘half’,

the Boy should devote six years to each of the three Vedas,

and in that of ‘ quarter ’
,
three years to each.

”

It is interesting that this last view has been adopted

by Medhatithi. (See Translation, p. 11). This view appears

to have the support of Yajfiavalkya (1. 36), which clearly

states that
—

“ Studentship should extend over either twelve

or five years for each Veda. ”

This -verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 67), which adds

that the studentship over one Veda is to extend over six years

in the case of ‘half’, and over three years in the case of

‘quarter’ ;—in Smrtiehandrikd (Samskara, p. 166), which adds

the following^ explanations :
—

‘ Traivedikam ’
,

pertaining to

the three Vedas, Rk, Yajus and Saman,—this should be

carried on for 36 years,—simlarly the vow of ‘Studentship’

pertaining to each single Veda is to be kept for 12 years,—in

the case of the ‘ Ardhika ’ system, 6 years have to be devoted

to each Veda,—and 3 years each in the case of the ‘ Pddika ’

system;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 779).

VERSE II

Medhatithi (p. 189, 1. 14)
—

‘ Vedashabdah shakhd-

vuchano vydkhyatah ’—Hopkins calls this ‘a later view’ and

refers to Apastamba 2. 6. 5.

The first quarter of this verse is quoted in Mitaksara

(on p. 24, 1. 36), in amplification of Yajfiavalkya’s statement

that ‘ Studentship is to extend over twelve years ’
, and the

meaning is deduced that twelve years should be devoted to

the study of each Veda.
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This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 131);

—and in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 505), where the note

is added that
—

‘ If one intends to perform the Jyotistonia

and suoh other sacrifices, wlricli can be performed only with

the help of the three Vedas, one has to learn all the three

Vedas, the Rk, Yajus and Saman ;—if he is going to perform

the Prdksaumika and the Haviryajfiw, he has to learn

only two, the Rk and the Yajus;—while if he intends to

perform only the Pakayajftas, he should learn only his own

hereditary reseensional Vedic text ; in the case of the other

Vedas also, he should confine himself to only those resoensions

which may have been studied by his forefathers, and not any

one at random.

The verse is also quoted in Smrtitattvn (IT, p. 587)

in support of the view that every Brahtnana is entitled to the

study of various Vedic reseensional texts ;—in Hemadri (Dana,

p. 080) ;
in Samskarctratnamala (p, 508) ;—and in Nrsimha-

pramda (Saraskara, p. 49a)

VERSE III

Medhdtithi (p. 190, 1. 21)
—

‘ Sdntdnikatayd ’—Apt©

explains ‘ &antanika ’ as ‘ a Brahtnana who wishes to many
for the sake of issue.’ This is not quite correct The word

occurs in Manu 11.1, where Kulluka explains it as ‘ vivdharthi

which has apparently misled the lexicographer. The word

really means ‘ he who is desirous of santana, propagation of

his race ’, and is applied to the Father who, if poor, has to beg

for the purpose of marrying his son.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 76), which adds

the following explanation : When the Accomplished Student

has been understood (pratita) as inclined to take a wife ;

—

he being ‘ brahmadayahara ’ —i. e. equipped with study

of the Veda, and inherited property, i. e. being quite able to

maintain a family;—if the father be devoid of property, he

should acquire enough by means of begging, and then marry
;
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and thus obtain the ‘ domestic fire,’ without which he could

not perform the Pdkayajfhis.—

‘

Sragvin’ indicates the presence

of ornaments ;

—

talpa ’ is bedstead
;
when the young man

is seated upon it his father ‘ should worship him first with

the cmv ’

—

i. e. with the Madhuparka..

VERSE JV

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Acliara, p.

462) simply as laying down marriage ;—in Madnapdrijdta

(p. 131) as indicating the necessity for marriage ;—also in

Vidhanapdrijata (p. 673);—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 567), as indicating that the ‘Final Bath’ spoken of

above (in 1. 245) is meant to be for the purpose of

marriage ;—on the ground that the Bath is here spoken

of in connection with the twice-born person who is going to

marry
;
while we do not meet with any such assertion as

‘ Having bathed, he should betake liimself to the forest,’ or

that ‘ having bathed,’ he should take to Renunciation ;—in

the same worl$ on p. 585, in support of the view that Marriage

is meant to be conducive to the fulfilment of the man’s pur-

pose, the following notes are added :—the term ‘ dvija ’ serves

to show that it is only the twice-born person endowed with the

above-mentioned qualifications that is entitled to. marriage;

and it does not mean that any and every twice-born person

is entitled to it
;
and that this is so is clear from the fact that

marriage has been laid down only for one who has had his

Initiation and has taken the ‘ Final Bath ’ of the Studentship.

Nor again can the term ‘ dvija ’ be taken as precluding others

;

as in .that case there would be no marriage for the Shudra.

From all this it follows that the present text should be taken

as enjoining a particular act as pertaining to a particularly

qualified person.—The term ‘ bhdryd,’ l‘ wife,’ has been used

in view of the future status of the girl ; so that the meaning

of the injunction comes to be that ‘ he should bring into ex-

istence a wife by means of the marriage-ceremony/—The
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term
‘

Savarnd,' ‘of the same caste ’ is meant to indicate that

such a marriage would be in its principal form : and it does

not preclude the marrying of girls of other castes ;
this is in fact

sanctioned by other texts.

The same work quotes the verse again on page 747, as

laying down the ‘ principal ’ wife ordained for man.

Vlramitrodaya again in its ‘ LaTcqana ’ section (p.

118) quotes the second half of this verse under the ‘the

characteristics of women.’

It is quoted also in Smrtitattva (p. 940) to the

effect that
*Samdvartana ’ is another name for die concluding

rites of Studentship ;—in Apararka (p. 76) as indicating

that the ‘Bath’ is distinct from the Samdvartana ceremony

;

—in Ilemadri (J)ilna, p. 680);—in Samskdraratnarndl

d

(p. 403) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasdda (Samskara, p. 49a.)

VERSE V

‘ Asapindd cha yd matuh—asayotrd cha yd pituh ’

—

Kulluka, Narayana and Raghavananda hold the first

‘ cha ’ to mean that the ‘ sagotra ’ of the mother also is

excluded
;
diis exclusion is supported by Vashistha as quoted

by Medhatithi ;—according to Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Kul-

luka, Narayana and Raghavananda, the second ‘ cha' connects

the
‘ asapindd ’ with

‘

pituh' also. But there appears to be no

point in this as the father’s ‘ asapindd ’ would lie already

included under the father’s ‘ asagotra ’. Medhatithi appears

to have been conscious of this, as he adds that the term
‘ sapinda ’ here stands for ‘ relations ’ [see Trans, p. 26, IT. 3-4,

which should be as follows, and not as it appears there—

“In the present phrase ‘ asagotra cha pituh ’, the partiele

‘ cha ’ excludes the father's sapinda also.”]

‘ Amaitliuni ’—This is the reading adopted by Medha-

tithi, to whom Buhler wrongly attributes the reading
‘

maithunb ’ (‘for conjugal union’), which is the reading
21
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of Govindaraja, Narayana and Kulluka, the last however

explaining it to 1 mean ‘(she is recommended) for the Fire-

laying, child-begetting and other acts to he performed by

the husband and wife jointly.’—Medhatithi notes a third

reading ‘ arnaithune ’, and explains it to mean that ‘ the

girl is recommended as an associate at religious functions,

and not for sexual intercourse, though he does not consider

this satisfactory.—Medhatithi’s reading ‘ amatliuni ’ has been

explained by him to mean .

‘ not born of unlawful intercourse ’,

and added for the purpose of excluding the girl born of

Niyoya. Though Nandana also adopts this same reading,

he explains it as one ‘ who has had no sexual intercourse.’

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 81) in support

of the view that the girl to he married should be one who

is ‘ asapindd ’ on both the paternal and the maternal sides

;

it adds that ‘ asagotrd ’ alone would preclude the father's

‘ sagotra ’ also (the gotra of the man being the same as his

father’s) ;
the word ‘pituh ’ has therefore been added with

a view to the ‘fiutrikaputra ’.—Such a girl is ‘ recommended
’

—for ‘ ddrakarma ’—such rites as cannot be performed

without a wife and for ‘ maithuue ’, i. e. such rites as can be

done only conjointly by the pair, e. y. the Pakayajfia, and the

like,
—

‘ asapindd cha yd mdtuh ’ is meant to preclude the

marrying of the daughter of the maternal uncle, she being the

man’s * mother’s sapind

a

This Verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Acliara,

p. 468), where the following explanation is added
—

‘ who

is asapindd of the mother, as also her asagotrd—who is

asagotrd of the father, and also his asapindd,—is recom-

mended for all acts to be performed by the couple’.—It

raises the question that the separate mention of the ‘ mother
’

is superfluous ;
as the wife has no

1pind

a

’ or ‘ gotra ’ apart

from the husband
;
so that the ‘ asapindd ’ and ‘ asagotrd ’

of the ‘ mother * would be the -same as those of the ‘ father —
attd supplies the answer that in the case of the OSndharva
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and some other forms of marriage, the bride being not

given away by her father, she retains her (joint and pinda
;

so that her ‘ sapinda ’ and ‘ asagotra ’ would not be the same

as those of her husband.

Tn connection with this verse a peculiar point of view

has Ixxm set forth by ‘some people* in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 691):
—

“Three kinds of sapinda have got

to be excluded—(l) who is one’s own and his father’s

mpinda, (2) who is one’s own mpinda, but not the sapinda

of his father, (3) who is not one’s own sapinda, but is the

father’s sapinda. To the first category belongs the girl who

is one’s own sapinda as being the sapinda of his father,

who is the married husband of liis mother ;—to the second

category belongs the girl who is not the sapinda, of that

‘father’ who is only the supporter (not the progenitor),

find is one’s own and his natural father’s (progenitor’s) sapinda,

—and who thus is his own sapinda, but not that of his

supporter-
4

father ’;—and to the third class belongs that girl

who is the sapinda of the supporter-
4

father ’, but not one’s

own sapinda. All this diversity is based upon the fact that in

the case of the ‘mlopted’ son (in whose case the supporter-father

and the progenitor-father are different), the son’s body (
pinda)

does not contain the constituent elements of the body of the

father. For the same reasons there are four kinds of
4

father
’

also—(1) the progenitor, the husband of the mother; (2) the

owner of the ‘.field, i. e. the mother’s husband, who 'is not the

progenitor
; (3) the owner of the

4

seed ’, i. e. the progenitor,

who is not the husband of the mother ; and (4) the supporter,

i.e. the adoptive father. Of these the
4

progenitor ’, husband of the

mother, and the
4

seed-owner ’ both transmit the constituents

of their body to the child ; and on that ground the sapindya

‘consanguinity’, of these two Fathers to the Aurasa and

Kfetraja sons would be direct ; while that of the
4

field-owner'

(the second kind of
4

father ’) would be only indirect, through

the field, (i. e. the body of his wife)
; the bodies of the
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husband and wife having been declared to be one.—Now the

girls that fall within these three kinds of ‘ consanguinity

would become excluded by the test that * one should marry

a girl younger than himself, who is not his sapinda ’ (Yajfia-

valkya 1. 52). But the Sapinda of the Supporter (adoptive)

father would not be the Sapinda of the adopted son, and as

such she would not be excluded by the said text Hence it

becomes necessary to find out a text excluding the ‘ father’s

Sapinda
;

’ and such a text is found in Manu 3. 5 (the present

verse). This text clearly implies that the girl who hills within

seven degrees of the
‘ Sapindya' of the Secondary Father

(not the progenitor) is to be avoided ;
in this sense the term pituh,

being taken in its etymological sense of one who supports

pdti iti pita, includes the adoptive father also.”

This view is not accepted by the author of Viramitro-

daya himself, who takes Manu’s text to mean the exclu-

sion of the girl who is one’s Sapinda or Sagotrd either tlirough

his father or through his mother.

Smftitatfva (II, p. 106) quotes this verse, explain-

ing dara-karma as ‘ the act of making a wife ’
i. e. the,

taking of a wife.

The first half of the verse is quoted in Mitak$ara

(on 1. 53, p. 34) in the sense that the sagotrd girl is to

be excluded.

Vidhanaparijata (p. 690) quotes this verse and adds

that the second ‘ cha ’

excludes the father’s ‘ Sapinda ’ also.

Here also we have a reproduction of the discussion found in

Pardsharamadha’va (see above).

The verse is quoted also in Madanaparijata

(p. 133), which adds the following explanatory notes :—The

meaning of this is as follows—The girl who is not-sapindd

of the mother,—and also her not-mgotra, which is implied

by the first ‘ cbx ’—is recommended, i. e. is fit for being

married. The purport of all this is as follows—Twice-born

men are entitled to marry girls belonging to the same caste a»
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themselves, as also those belonging to lower castes
; the marriage

with a girl of the same caste is the principal or primary form

of it, while that with a girl of a different caste is only secon-

dary; 1—for the married man two kinds of acts have been

enjoined—sacrifices and intercourse
;
and in the text the former

set of acts is spoken of by the term ‘ ddra-karma ’, and the

latter set by the term ‘ maithuna ’

Having explained the verse, Madanapdrijata also

raises the question why the Sapindd and Sagotra

of the Mother should be mentioned apart from that of the

Father
,
and deals with it in a somewhat different manner

from that in Parasharamddhava or Vidhanaparijata.

Tts answer is that the separate mention is meant to

meet the following case—Devadatta has for his mother the

adopted daughter (of his grandfather), who 1ms been ‘ appoint-

ed’ by her adoptive ‘father’;—hence Devadatta does not inherit

the gotra of his Progenitor-father ;—now the husband of the

aforesaid adopted daughter (i. e. the progenitor of Devadatta)

lias adopted a daughter, who is the Sapindd of her adoptive

father (Devadatta’s Progenitor), but not the Sapindd of

Devadatta;—thus Devadatta might marry the adopted daughter

of his progenitor. This contingency has been prevented by the

separate exclusion of the ‘Mother’s Sapindd; as the girl,

though not the Sapindd of Devadatta or liis adoptive Father,

would still be the Sapindd of liis mother, whose pinda is

one with that of her husband, (the adoptive father of the girl

concerned).

Another question raised is why should the mother’s

asapinda, who is included in the mother’s amgotrd
implied by the cha in the text, be mentioned separately?

—

The * mother’s Sapindd ’ has got to be so mentioned for the

purpose of excluding the girl born in the family of the

father of one’s step-mother, who is one’s own ‘asapinda’,

as also the ‘ asagotra ’ of the mother, but is the ‘ sapindd ’

of the mother ; so that if the text had excluded only the
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‘ mother’s asayotra

’

the said girl would he marriageable; she

becomes excluded, however, by the condition that she should

not be his '‘mother's sapinla

It goes on to raise a further question that the phrase

‘ asayotra elm pituh
’

need not he taken to include the

father’s
‘ asapinld ’ also, as the latter is already included

under the term ‘ father’s asayotra ’.—The answer to this is

that the separate exclusion of the * father’s sapinla ’ is

necessary in Anew of the following case :—Devadatta’s father,

Yajfiadatta, is the adopted son of his father, Bhanudatta,—

a

girl is born in the family of Yajfiadatta’s proyenitor-father,

—this girl would he asayotra of Devadatta’s ‘ father
’

(adoptive), and also ‘ asayotra ’ of his ‘mother’:—thus

there would be a likelihood of Devadatta marrying this

girl;—and this becomes precluded by hiking the ‘elm’ to

mean the
‘

father's asapinld ’. If this had not been intended

by Manu, lie would have said ‘ one's own asayotra ’

(‘ asayotra cha ydtmanah ’). Thus the upshot of all this

is that the gjrl to be married should be ‘ asapinld and

asayotra’ of nis Mother, and also ‘asapinld and asayotra

of his Father

This verse is quoted also in Nirnayasindhu (p. 196);

—in Gotra-pravara-nibandha-kadaniba (p. 131), which

adds the following notes:—In as much as the text forbids

only the
‘

sapinla ’ of the mother, it follows that the

sagotra of the mother is not forbidden;—in Smrtichandrikd

(Samskara, p. 184), which adds the following explanation :

—

The girl who is not ‘ sapinla ’ either of the bridegroom or of

his mother, and who is not the ‘ sayotrd ’ of the bridegroom

or his father, is commended for the purpose of marriage ;—in

Gadadharapaddhati (KSlasara, p. 223), which adds the

following notes

—

‘Darakarmani ’, in the rite that makes a

‘wife ’,
—

‘ maithune ’, in the act of intercourse which is

consummated conjointly by man and woman

;

—the sense is

that the said girl is commended not only for cooking and
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such other jicts as are done by the woman alone, but also

in that joint act which is done by both conjointly ; according

to Kalpataru
,

‘ maithurie ’ means ‘ in the begetting of the

lawful son by means of sexual intercourse ’

.

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Aehara,

p. 477), in support of the view that not only the girl, but

her family also should be carefully examined;—also in

Vtrarnitrodaya (Samskara, p. 588) ;—in Apardrbt (p. 84) ;

—

in iSainskdraralnantd/d (p. 508) ;—and in tSm rtichandrikd

(Samskara, p. 204).

VERSE VII

This verse is quoted in Vlrami/rodaya (Samskara, p.

588), where '/mmlriyam' is explained as ‘devoid of the per-

formance of such acts as the sacrifice and the like;’
—

‘

Ni$-

purumm ’ as ‘ that in winch females are the sole survivors

—

‘ nitihchhandah ’ as ‘devoid of Vedic study —also in Pard-

rfiararnddhava, (Aehara, p. 477), which lias exactly the same

explanation of precisely the same words.

Apardrla (p. 84) quotes this along with the preceding

verse ; and adds the following explanations :

—
‘ IImu-

hriyam ’ means ‘ devoid of the proper performance of the

Conception and other Sacramental Rites,’
—

‘ Nixpurusmn ’

means ‘ a family in which girls alone are born ,’— NiAichhan-

dah' is ‘ devoid of'Vedic study,’
—

‘

lomasham ’ is ‘that members

whereof have their body covered with inordinately prominent

hairs ,’—and ‘ arshawm ’ means ‘ suffering from piles
.’—It is

quoted in Svirtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 204) which adds

the following explanations :

—
‘ Htnakriymn ,’ not engaged in

the performance! of sacrifices and other religious acts ;
—

‘ Nis-

pur'iisam] without a male master
—

‘ N'ishcJiJumdah ’ devoid of

Veclie learning
—

‘ ronias-ham,' hairy,
—

’ arshamm ’, suffering

from the particular disease, piles,—all these qualifications per-

tain to the children of the family ;—and in Samshdra-

rcttna/mdla (p. 508), which has the following notes ;

—
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‘ Hmakriyam not performing the prescribed duties, i. e. not

avoiding prohibited acts,
—

‘ Nispurusam, devoid of male

progeny,
—

‘ arxhamm ’ family in winch the disease runs

hereditary.

VERSE VIII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 731) in support of the view that, one should not marry

a girl with defects ;—it explains ‘ vdchdtd as ‘ garrulous ’ and
‘

pingala' as ‘with reddish eyes.’

Smrtitattva (II, p. 149) quotes it and adds that the

defects here described do not deprive the girl, if married, of

the character of the ‘ lawful wife,’ as visible (physical) defects

can mean only physical disabilties, and cannot affect the non-

physical spiritual or moral character of anything.

The verse is quoted also in Viramitrodaya (Laksana,

p. 120), where ‘ rogini ’ is explained as ‘ suffering from

epilepsy and such diseases,’ and ‘ vachatam ’ ‘ as one who talks

much of improper things ,’—and not simply as ‘ garrulous ’,

which is the explanation of the same author in another place

[Samskara-prakasha, p. 731, see first note abovej;—also in

Apardrka (p. 78) to the effect that one should not marry a

girl who is not endowed with the proper marks ;—in

Samftkaramayukha (p. 74) ;—in Samskararatnamald

(p. 510), which explains ‘ kapilam, as ‘ of the
-

colour of red rice,’

and ^pihgald ’ as ‘ of the colour of fire —in Smrti-

chandrikd (Samskara, p. 200), which explains ‘ vdchdtd '

as

‘ garrulous,’ and pinyadd ’ as ‘ with tawny eyes —and in

Nrmnhaprasdda (Samskara, p. 50a).

VERSE IX

This verse is quoted in ViroAoitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 732), where ‘ rksa ’ is explained as ‘ asterism —iind ‘ antya ’

as ‘ mlechohha —in Smrtitattva (II, p. 149) to the
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same effect as the preceding verse;’—in Viramitrodaya

(Laksana, p. 120), where ‘ antya ’ is explained as ‘ antyaja,’

i. e. chantJala ;—in Apararka (p. 78) as indicating the

unmarriageability of girls with the wrong type of names ;

—

in Samskaramayukha (p. 74) ;—in Samskararatnamald

(p. 610), which explains ‘ antya ’ as bearing a Mlechchha

name ;—in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 201), which

explains ‘ rk$a ’ as ‘ naksatra ,’ ‘ antya ’ as ‘ mlechchha,

’

and ‘ bhi$ana
’

as terrifying ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada

(Samskara, p. 50a).

VERSE X

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 731) as setting forth the external signs of a marriage-

able girl ;—also in Viramitrodaya (Laksana, p. 1 18) to

the same effect;-—and in Madanapdrijata (p. 132) as

setting forth the external signs
;
and for the internal signs

it refers to Ashvalayana who has prescribed the following

method;—eight balls should be made of clay brought from

eight different places, and after some incantations have been

uttered over them, the girl should be asked to pick up one

of them; (1) if she picks up that made of day from fields

with rich corn growing, it is a sign that she would have progeny

rich in grains
; (2) if she picks up that of clay brought from

the cattle-shed, she will be rich in cattle
; (3) if that of clay

from the altar, she will be an expounder of Brahman ;—(4)

if that of clay from a lake that is never dry, she will l>e endowed

with all riches
; (5) if that from the gambling den, she will be

crafty ;—(6) if that from the road-crossing, she mil be inclined

to wander about; (7) if that from barren soil, she will be

unlucky? (8) and if that from the crematorium, she will

destroy her husband.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 78) ;—in Sams-

karamayukha (p. 74) {is laying down the external signs

of a marriageable girl ;—in Samskararatnamala (p. 509)
22
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which explains ‘ tamdoniakeshadashand ’ as ‘ one the hair on

whose chest is scanty, and whose hair and teeth are fine’;

—

in Smrtichandrikd (Sainskara, p. 200) ;—and in Nrmnha-
prcwdda (Samskara, p. 50a).

‘ Putrikadharmashahkaya ’
—

‘For fear of her having the

character of the Appointed Daughter’ (Medhatithi) ;

—
‘For

fear (in the former case) of her being an Appointed Daughter,

and (in the latter) of committing a sin’ (Kulluka, Narayana,

Raghavilnanda, . and ‘ others ’ in Medhiltitlii). Govindaraja

adopts Medhatithi’s explanation so far as this plmise is con-

cerned ;
but he gives a somewhat different explanation of the first

half of the verse, which according to him, would mean ‘ one

should not many a girl who has no brother, or whose father

is not known’,—the two contingencies being independent;

while according to Medhatithi, .the second clause (‘whose

father is not known ’) is subordinate to the former,—the

meaning being, that the doubt regarding the girl being an
‘ appointed daughter ’ would arise if there were no brother, and
if the father were not known

;
for he adds “ if the father is

known, there
jg
no fear of the girl being an Appointed Daughter,

as he will himself declare whether or not she has been

‘ appointed

According to Medhatithi, therefore, in the translation of

the verse, we should have ‘ and ’ instead of ‘ or

Tins verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 474), which adds the following notes :—He shall not many
a girl with regard to whom it is not known whether or not her

father has the intention of making her an ‘ appointed

daughter;’—the sense is that where there is no fear of this,

one may marry the girl, even though she has no brother.

The clause ‘ na vijndyeta vd pita ’ (whieli, according to

this explanation, means ‘ the intentions of whose father are

not known ’) implies that it is possible for the daughter to be
‘ appointed’ even without the Father making an agreement

to that effect with the bridegroom;—in Swnskdramayukha
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(p. 82), which adds that this implies that the daughter can be

‘ appointed,’ even without express agreement and declaration.

Idle verse is quoted also in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 746), where it is explained as meaning that ‘ one should

not marry a girl with regard to whose father it is not known

whether or not he has the intention of making her an

Appointed Daughter and it adds that it is shown by this

that according to all the sages a daughter can become

‘ appointed ’ even without being openly declared to be so ;

—

and in Samskararatnamala (p. 414), which explains the

meaning to l>e that one should not marry the girl with regard

to whom it is not known if her father intends to ‘appoint’ her;

and adds the same note as Samskdramayukha.

Mailanapdrijdta (p. 136) quotes this verse and reproduces

the same explanation as above, and deduces the conclusion

that ‘one should marry the girl in whose case there is no

fear of this.’

Vidhanapdrijata (p. 699) quotes the verse and adds

that ‘in a wise where there is no fear of the father having

an intention of making the girl an Appointed Daughter, one

may marry the girl, even though she may have no brother.’

This verse is quoted in Apavarka (p. 80) as indicating

tliat it is possible for a daughter to be ‘appointed’ secretly;

without her being married under that expressed agreement ;

—

smd in Srartichandrikd (Samskara p. 181), which adds

the same note as Sarnskararatnamdld.

VERSE XII

This verse is quoted by Jfmutavahana (Dayabhaga,

p. 209);—and in Madanapdrijata (p. 143) as providing

permissible substitutes for the proper ‘wife’;—it explains

‘ avardh ’ (which it reads in place of ‘ varah ’) as jaghanyah,

‘lower’;—in Samskaramayukha (p. 98), which adds the

following notes;—There are three classes of Marriage—(1) for
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Dhorma, (2) for offi,spring and (3) for physical pleasure
;

tlia-t for

offspring is obligatory, and for this one should have a girl of

the same caste as himself; and in that for Pleasure, or

for avoiding the sin of not entering the second life-stage, one

may have girls of other castes, even a Shudm girl ;
in the

former also, if no girl of the same caste is available, girls of

other castes may be taken.

The first half of the verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 747), which adds the following explanations:

—

The term ‘ varna ’ stands for caste ;

—
‘ agre ’ means the first

marriage;— the term
‘

dvijati ’ indicates also persons born

of the Sliudra through mixed Imarriages, ‘natural ’ as well as ‘in-

verse’;
—

‘

prashasta ’ means that she is recommended

as the first and best alternative for taking a wife for the

purposes of (1) enjoyment, (2) begetting a son and (3) helping

in religious acts (these three being ‘ darakarma ’ the function

of the wife).

This is quoted also in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 493), where we have the following notes :
—

‘ Agre ’ means
‘ at the first marriage of the Accomplished Student’ ;

—

‘darakar-

mani ’—for tfie performance of the Agniliotra and other

rites ;
—

‘ Savarnd ’
—

‘ she who has the same caste as the

bridegroom ’ is recommended ;

—

i. e. the Brahman! for the

Brahmana, the Ksattriya for the Ksattriya and the Vaishya for

the Vaishya. Having, for the sake of religious acts, married a

girl of the same caste, if one is desirous of Laving more wives

for purposes of physical enjoyment, he may many girls of

lower castes (
[‘avarah) in due order ;—and in Smrtichandrika,

(Samskara, p. 205), which says that the implication of die text

is that after one has married a girl of the same caste, he may

marry others of other castes also, but they will be less and less

desirble in order ; this means that for the sake of Dharma one

should marry a girl of the same caste.

VERSE XIII

Hopkins compares this with the Mahabharata 13. 47. 8,
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Tliis verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Acharn,

p. 494) as an amplification of what has been declared in

the latter half of the preceding verse ;—in Viramifrodaya

(Samskara, p. 749) along with the preceding verse
; and in

Apnrarka, (p. 88), which adds that what is stated here

is permissible only in the case of people moved by lust, and

not of those who are subject to righteousness
;

so that these

are to be regarded as ‘inferior
—

‘ Kramashah ’ (verse 12) in

due order, not in any topsy-turvy ‘order’;—in SmrtikaumwU

(p. 3), which observes that the eva in ‘ shudraiva

'

is meant

to preclude marriage of the ‘inverse’ order;

—

i. e. where

the birdegroom’s caste is lower than that of the bride ;—and in

Smrtichundrihd (Samskara, p. 200), which adds that this

pertains to marriage for pleasure’s sake.

VERSE XIV

This verse is quoted in Paraaliaramadhava (Aehara,

p. 495) as countenancing the view that it is better by far that

the Brahmana and the Ksattriya should avoid a Shudra wife

{dtogether, even though he be overpowered by lust;—in

Madanaparijata (p. 144), where the prohibition herein

contained is explained as referring to the Jirst marriage;—and
‘ dpat ’ is explained as ‘ the contingency of not finding a girl of

the same caste ’;—and it adds, on the strength of the next

verse, that what is here said is applicable to the Vaishya

also.

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 749) quotes the verse

and explains ‘ vrttante ’ as ‘ in a story.’

It is quoted in ApararTca (p. 87), which adds that

though the verse mentions, only the ‘ Brahmana and the

Ksattriya ’ it does not mean that it is permissible for the

Vaishya ;
all that is meant is that for the two higher castes

it is specially reprehensible ;—and in Smrtichandrika (Sams-

kara, p. 205), which says that tliis prohibition is meant

for the Jirst marriage, as is clear from the foregoing verses.
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VERSE XV

This verse is quoted in Para-dtaramddhavn (Achara,

p. 495) as prohibiting the marrying of a Shudra wife by

the twice-born in Vircumitrodaya (Samskara, p. 750);

—

and in Apararfoi (p. 87).

VERSE XVI

According to Medhiitithi, Govindaraja, Nandana and

Raghavananda, the meaning of this verse is as translated.

According to Narayana’s explanation, the translation

would read as follows (rendered by .Balder) :
—“A man of the

family of Atri who weds a Shudra female, becomes an outcast©

;

one of the race of Utathya’s son, on the birth of a son ; and

one of Shaunaka’s or Bhrgn’s race, by having no other but

Shudra offspring.’ Rubier- adds
—

“ It ought to be noted that,

according to Kulluka alone, the three classes refer to Brali-

manas, Ksattriyas and Vaishyas respectively. Raghavananda

particularly objects to the opinion.”

Burnell notes that the rule attributed here to Gautama

(Utathya’s son) is not found in the Sutras of Gautama,

where we find only a general statement regarding the

unlawful character of Shudra, offsprings of twice-born men.

And Hopkins says the same thing in regard to the Smrti of

Atri.

This verse is quoted in Paradtaramadhava (Achara,

p. 495) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 750)

;

neither of which provides any explanation of this rather

obscure verse ;—in Apararka (p. 88), which explains the

meaning to be that “ according to Atri and Gautama, the

Bralimana marrying a Shudra girl ‘ falls ’ by the mere act of

marriage ;
according to Shaunaka, by begetting a son on her

;

sind according to Bhrgu, when a grandson is bom from her

—in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 361), which notes that this and

the next verse are only meant to deprecate the marrying of a
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Shudra girl, ‘in the improper order’;—and in Smrti-

chandrika (Samskara, p. 208), which adds the 'following notes :

—The Brahmana marrying a Shudra girl becomes degraded,

—

this is the opinion of Atri and of the ‘ son of Utathya,’ i. e.

Gautama;—hence according to these authorities the Brahmana

should never marry a Shudra girl ;—according to Shaunaka,

however, degradation results, not from manying, hut from

begetting a child on a Shudra wife,—hence according to him,

the man should avoid the Shudra wife during the ‘periods;’

—

according to Bhrgu ;ig;dn, even the begetting of a child

does not lead to degradation, what leads to it is the circum-

tance that the Bralimana has no children except those from

his Shudra wife,—so that, according to Bhrgu only so long as

he has not got a child from his Bralimana wife shall the

Brahmana avoid his Shudra wife during the periods’.

YEESE XVII

Hopkin’s remarks
—“A significant alteration in the Mahii-

bharata 13.47.9 makes the last part of this verst.* read
—

‘ He is

nevertheless purified by a ceremony known in law’.”—One

fails to see what is ‘significant’ in this, when Hindu law

bristles with expiatory ceremonies in connection with much

more heinous offences than the manying of a Shudra wife.

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (on 3.265,

p. 1326) as meant to indicate the gravity of the offence, and as

laying down the actual irrevocable loss of Brahmauahood ;—in

Pardsharamadhava (Achiira, p. 495) as prohibiting the

manying of the Shudra by the twice-born;—in Vira-

mitrodaya (Samskara, p. 750);—in Apardrka (p. 87);

—in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 361) ;—and in Smrti-

chandrika (Samskara, p. 208), which notes that what this for-

bids is the manying and begetting of child on a Shudra wife

before a Brahmana wife.
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VERSE XVIII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 88), which

explains it to mean that ‘ she should not be allowed to

hike a prominent part in the offerings made to the Gods and

Pitrs;’—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 206),

which explains ‘ tatpradhdndui as ‘at which the Shudra

wife presides.’

VERSE XIX

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhara (Achara,

p. 495) along with the preceding four verses ;—in Viramitro-

daya (Samskara, p. 75), where ‘phenapltasyd’ is explained

as ‘ pitamukhasavasya’, ‘lie who has drunk wine from the

mouth.’

VERSE XX

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 485) as introducing the examination of the different

kinds of marriage;—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 846)

to the same effect ;—in Ilemadri (Dana, p. 682) ;—and in

Vyavahara-balambhatil (p. 757).

VERSE XXI

Tlus verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 846) as enumerating the different forms of marriage ;—in

Madanaparijata (p. 155) ;—in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 485) ;—'in Vidhanaparijata (p. 758) ;—in Samskara-

ratnamdla (p. 479);—in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara,

p. 61a) ;—in Ilemadri (Dana, p. 682)—in Vyavahdra Ba-

lambhatfi (p. 175) ;—in Samskaramayvkha (p. 99) ;—in

Sinrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 227) ;—and by Jmmta-
vdhana (Dayabhaga, p. 152).
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VERSE XXII

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 155)

as introducing the enumeration of the different forms of

marriage.

VERSE XXIII
• —

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achiira,

p. 987), which adds the following explanation :—Tlie six forms

of marriage, from the beginning, are lawful for the Brahmana,

the four beginning with ‘Asura’ and ending with ‘Paishacha
’

for the Ksattriya; these latter, with the exception of the

‘ Raksasa ’ are lawful for the Vaishya and the Shudra,

Apararka (p. 91) quotes this and adds that those

beginning with Brahma and ending with Giindharva are lawful

for die Brahmana ;
and the ‘avarari-—those named last are

lawful for the Ksattriya
;
and for the Vaishya and Shudra also

these same, excepting' the Raksasa.

Madanaparijata (p. 158) quotes the verse and explains

it to mean that die first six

—

i. e., ‘ Brahma ’,
‘ Daiva ’

‘ Area
’

‘ Prajapatya
’,

-‘Asura’ and ‘ Gandharva ’ are, in the order

stated, ‘lawful’

—

i. e. not contrary to law—for the Brahmana.

Vtramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 858) quotes the verse

and having offered die same explanation as the above, adds

that four of these are the principal forms recommended, and

the other two are only secondary substitutes.

Nirnayasindhu (p. 223) quotes the verse and explains

that the ‘four’ meant are Asura, Gandharva, Raksasa and

Paishacha ; these, excepting the Raksasa, are lawful for the

Vaishya and the Shudra.

It is quoted in Samskaramayukha (p, 109), which

adds the following explanation :—For die Brahmana, only six

forms me commended, beginning with the Brahma and ending

with the Gandharva, the other two are not commended;—the
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four beginning with the Asura are lawful for the Ksattriya,-—

these same four, excepting Raksasa, for the Vaishya and

the Shiidra;—thus Raksasa is lawful for the Ksattriya

only
;
so that for the Brahmana there are only six, for the

Ksattriya all the eight ;—and in Smrtichandrika (Sams-

kara, p. 231), which also adds that only the first six are law-

ful for the Brahmana, the latter four for the Ksattriya, and

for the Vaishya, and .the Shudra also, all these with the excep-

tion of the Raksasa.

VERSE XXIV

‘For the Vaishyas and Shudras are not particular about

their wives’ (Baudliayana, 1.20.14). Cf. the following passages for

the different rules in this respect. Vashistha 1.27-28 gives six

equivalents to these eight; so Apastamba (2.12.3), who admits

three as good. Baudhayana 1.20.10 gives eight and permits

but four ; so Visnu (24.27). Gautama gives the eight, admits

four, and says some admit six. “The Mahabharata (1.73.8 ff.)

ascribes descending virtue to each ‘according to Manu’, and

mixing up the sense of verse 23 and verse 27, allows four for a

Brahmana and six for a Ksattriya.”—Hopkins.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 487), as selecting out of the eight, those that are specially

commended ;—in Viramitrodaya, (Samskara, p. 858), which

adds that of the form specially commended for the Brahmana,

two are still more important

Madanaparijata (p. 159), adds the following note:

—

The Brahma, Daiva, Area and Prajapatya forms have been

declared to be commended for the Brahmana; for the

Ksattriya, the Raksasa alone has been commended; and for

the Vaishya and Shudra, the Asura only. For the Brahmana

the- first four, ending with the Prajapatya are the primary

forms, and the Raksasa must be a secondary substitute for him,

because it is lawful, for the next lower caste, Ksattriya. For the

K&xttriya, the Raksasa, is the primary form ; and as according
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to tho preceding verse, the, Asura, Gandharva, Raksasa and

Paishacha are commended for him, the three, besides the

Raksasa, must be regarded as secondary substitutes. Accord-

ing to others, however, the phrase ' last four ’ (of verse 23)

stands for the four beginning with ‘ Prajapatya and according

to this, the Raksasa being directly mentioned in the present

verse as specially commended for the Ksattriya, the secondary

substitutes for him would be the Prajapatya, the Gandharva and

the Asura. For die Vaishya and the Shudra, the Asura is the

primary, and the Gandharva and the Paishacha,—or the

Gandharva and the Prajapatya—secondary substitutes.

Smrtitattva (II, p. 140) quotes this verse and explains

that even though this text mentions among the ‘com-

mended ’ forms, the Asura, where the bride’s father receives

wealth from the bridegroom, yet it must be understood to

sanction the payment of only so much of wealth as may be

required for the decking of the bride.—It is quoted in Hemadri
(Dana, p. 683) ;—in Samskaramayukha (p. 100), which

adds that for the Ksattriya, the Raksasa is the principal form,

and for the Vaishya and the Shudra, the Asura.

Apararka (p. 91) quotes this verse and adds that for

the Brahmana, the Brahma, Daiva, Arsa and Prajapatya are

commended
;
the Asura and Gandharva are neither commended

nor forbidden ;—for the Ksattriya, the Raksasa alone is com-

mended ; the Asura and the Gandharva are neither commend-

ed nor forbidden ;—for the Vaishya and Shudra, the Asura

alone is commended ;
the Gandharva is neither commended

nor forbidden ;—the Paishacha is forbidden for all castes.

It is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, pp. 190

and 231), which adds that though the first four are ‘ commen-

ded ,’ it does not mean that the next two are forbidden
; all

that is meant is that these two are not commended.

VERSE XXV
This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p 860) in support of the view that certain forms of
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marriage are permissible for the Brahmana under abnormal

circumstances; and adds the following explanation:—From

among the five—Prajapatya, Asura, Gandharva, Raksasa and

Paishaeha,—the Asura having' been singled out as fit for

the Vaishya and the Shudra only, and the Paishaclia being

deprecated for all, the remaining three alone are lawful for the

Brahmana
;

i. the Prajapatya, the Gandharva and the

Raksasa. This conclusion is based on the analogy of the liveli-

hood recommended for the next lower caste being permissible

for the higher caste in abnormal times
;

so that the marriages

commended for the Ksattriya are permitted for the Brahmana

under abnormal circumstances.

The same work on page 859 quotes the second half of the

verse, to the effect that the Paishaclia is not lawful for any caste.

Madanaparijata (p. 159) quotes it, and offers the

following explanation:—From among the five—Prajapatya,

Asura, Gandharva, Raksasa and Paishaeha,—three are ‘ lawful

viz, Prajapatya, Gandharva and Raksasa, The second half

indicates two of these

—

i. e. the Asura and Paishaeha—as un-

lawful—Even 'though the Prajapatya lias been enumerated

in verse 24 among the primary forms recommended for the

Brahmana, yet, the same is here mentioned only as ‘ lawful

under abnormal circumstances ,’ with a view to indicate that

it is inferior to the Arsa.

Pardsharamadhava (Acliara p. 487) quotes this

verse and adds the following explanation—From among the

forms beginning with the Brahma and ending with the Asura,

three

—

i. e. the Brahma, the Daiva and the Prajapatya are

lawful ; while Arsa and the Asura are unlawful, on account of

their involving the purchase of a wife
; as between these two

also, one should never adopt the Asura, which should be

avoided as carefully as the Paishaeha. It goes on to add that

here Manu has set forth only a view that has been held by

‘some one’; according to his own view, there is no ‘purchase
’

involved in the Area marriage, where the ‘ pair of cows’ given
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are not by way of a ‘ price ’ for the girl ; as has been clearly

declared in verse 53 below. So that, according to Manu, the

Area is as lawful as the other three.

It is quoted in Hemddri (Dana, p. G83) ;—and in

SamstkdraratnamdIn (p. 479), which adds the following ex-

planation :—Among the five, beginning with the Brahma and

ending with the Asura, the first three are ‘righteous ,’ as not

involving any form of selling ;—the Arsa and the Amra are

‘unrighteous ,’ as involving bartering, and hence, like the Pai-

shaeha, they should not be adopted even in abnormal circum-

stances.

VERSE XXIII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 860), where the following notes are added :—This lays down

the forms permissible for the Ksattriya under abnormal circum-

stances.— Prthah ’ means unmixed, and ‘ Mishra,’ mixed
;

we have the latter form in a case where the marriage having

been previously settled by mutual understanding between the

bride and the bridegroom, if the bride’s people oppose it, the

bridegroom takes her away by force, as happened in the case of

Krsna’s marriage with RukminI (described in the Bhagavata).

A further distinction has got to be made here : the ‘ mixed
’

form is permissible only under abnormal conditions, while the

‘unmixed’ one is a secondary form permissible for all time
; and

hence the mention of this latter in the present verse is merely

reiterative (as remarked by Medhatithi also),—the reiteration

being made for the purpose of indicating the utter inferiority of

the ‘ mixed ’ to the * unmixed ’ form. This implies that for

other castes also, in the event of an ‘ unmixed ’ form being

not possible, the ‘mixed’ form' becomes permissible.—Even

though the Paishacha has been prohibited for all, yet it has

been mentioned among the forms of marriage, only for the

purpose of its being permitted for the Vaishya and the Sliudra

under exceptionally abnormal circumstances.
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Madanaparijata (p. 160) also quotes this verse as

laying down wliat, is permissible for the Ksattriya under abnor-

mal conditions. It adds the following notes :
—

‘Prtliah prthah'

means the primary and the secondary forms, lmd down as

alternatives
; and the second half quotes an example of the

‘ mixed ’ form ; there is a ‘ mixture ’ of the Gandharva and

Raksasa forms when after a mutual understanding has been

arrived at between the bride and the bridegroom, if the bride’s

people raise objections to the marriage, the bridegroom

fights with them and bikes away the bride by force.—This is

to be understood only as an illustration
; on the same analogy,

other ‘mixtures’ may be permissible for other castes also.—Even

though very much deprecated, the Paishacha form is permitted

under abnormal circumstances for the Vaishya and the

Shudra,—as also for such twice-born persons as have adopted

the living of the Vaishya, or the Shudra.

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Dana, p. 682).

VERSE XXVII

‘ Archay^va ’—Medhatihi and Kulluka take tliis as well

as ‘ achchhadyq ’ as referring to both the bride and the bride-

groom ;—Narayana and Raghvananda refer ‘ archayitva, ’ to

the bridegroom only,

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 847), where the following explanatory notes are added :

—

‘ Achchhadya,’ ‘having dressed,’ with clothes ;

—
‘ archayitva ’

‘ having worshipped’ with garlands, sandal-paint and so forth ;

—

both these are to be done to the bridegroom, not to the bride

;

since both these are related to ‘ ahuya ’ ‘ having invited,’ which

cannot refer to the bride ;
— ‘ Svayam,’ ‘ himself,’ should not

be taken (as Medhatithi and Kulluka take it) as precluding

the possiblity of the request for the girl coming from the

bridegroom ;
as such preclusion would be inconsistent with

the rule laying down the ‘ selection ’ of the bride by the bride-

groom.—Further Baudhayana says
—

“After ascertaining his
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Shrutashtle, learning and character, one gives the girl to the

Student who seeks for her-'—and here we find it distinctly laid

down that there should be a seekingfor the girl by the brideg-

room;—in this passage ‘ Student,’ Brahrnachari, stands for one

whose observance of studentship has not suffered in any way.

—

‘The seeing’ spoken of by Baudhayana consists in select-

ing the bride. That the father should ‘ himself ’ invite

the bridegroom has been laid down as the peculiar characteristic

of the ‘ Brahma ’ form of marriage. Such also is the custom

among the people of the south.

This verse is quoted also in Smrtitattva (II, p.

100) in connection with a somewhat subtle discussion. The

author holds the view that ‘marriage,’ ‘ vivaha,’ is the act of tak-

ing a ivife, and hence the ‘ giving ’ of the bride cannot be

called ‘ marriage,’ as the giving is done by the Father, while

the taking of a wife is done by the Bridegroom. On this ground,

he argues, the definition of the Brahma form of marriage

provided in the present text of Manu should not be ex-

plained as consisting in the ‘ giving of the girl ’; the word
‘ Ddnani ’ has, therefore, to be explained differently, in its

etymological sense ‘ yasmai diyate tat ddnani' i.e. ‘ ddnani ’

means ‘ that for the sake of accomplishing which the

giving is done’ ;—and as it is the Student’s ‘ taking of a wife’

that is accomplished by giving, it is tins ‘taking of the wife’

which should be taken as expressed by the word
1

ddnani'

He argues further that if the ‘ marriage consisted in the giving

of the girl, then the agent, person marrying, would be the

bride’s Father, and not the Bridegroom. The author is conscious

of the syntactical difficulty involved in his explanation, in con-

nection with the participle
* dhuya', ‘having invited,’ which, as

it stands, must have the same nominative agent as the ‘giving.’

But he brashes it off with the remark that the derivation of

the verbal root in ‘ dhuya

'

being only a seeondary factor, may
be ignored, or we may supply some such word as ‘ sthitah ’;

—

the meaning thus being
—

‘ the man who takes the wife when

he comes after being invited'
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.
It is interesting to note that the question raised by Eaghu-

nandana in Smrtitattva has been anticipated and satisfactorily

explained by Medhatithi (see Translation, p. 53).

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 88) ;—in

Danahriyakaumudi (p. 9) as laying down the necessity of

clothing the girl properly ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara,

p. 61a) ;—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 227), which

explains ‘ archayitva ’ as ‘ having worshipped him with offerings

of ornaments and other things.’

VERSE xxvm
Hopkins is not quite right when he says that ‘ the priest

receives the maiden as part of the fee.’ It is not so, as has

been made clear by Medhatithi Further the ‘ fee ’ is always

given after the completion of the rite, and not only when
‘ it has begun ’, or while the priest is still ‘ doing his woi'k .’

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 849),

where the explanation is added

—

Samyak sausthavena

karma kuvyate rtvije ityanvayah
;

the construction is

that the girl is given ‘to the priest who is doing the Work

efficiently, in a proper manner ’
;—in Ilemddri (Dana, p. 684)

;

—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 228.)

VERSE XXIX

Burnell is not right in remarking that ‘ this is the most

common form now.’ Among the better classes of the Brahmanas

the ‘Brahma’ still continues to be the most common form

;

and among others, the form most common now is the Asura.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 849),

where ‘ dharmatah ’ is explained as meaning ‘ according to

family-custom’; or ‘in obedience to the law governing the

Area marriage, not by way of a price for the girl.’

It is quoted also in Madanaparijata (p. 155) as

showing that it is not necessary that the number of ‘cows given
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should be always ‘two ’ as mentioned in other Smrtis ;—it adds

that if the Father of the Bride accept this ‘pair of cow and

bull ’ it becomes a ‘ selling ’ of the girl ;—in Ilemadri (Dana,

p. 684) ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 62a) ;—and

in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 228), which explains

‘ Gomithunam ’ as ‘ a milch cow and a bull.’

VERSE XXX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 851)

;

—in Hemadri (Dana, p. 685) ;—and in Smrtichandrika

(Samskara, p. 228).

VERSE XXXI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 8521, where it explains ‘ Apraddnam ’ as ddanam gra-

hanamiti yavat, i. e. ‘ taking ’ ;—and ‘ Svachchhandyat ’ as

‘ of his own free will, not in obedience to the wish of the

bride’s father,’ his right over her having been created by

purcliase.

Smrtitattva (I, p. 593) quotes the verse and refers

to Kulluka Bhatta as explaining ‘ apraddnam ’ as ‘ taking

of the girl ’
;
and it explains ‘ svachchhandyat ’ as ‘ by his

own will.’

It is quoted in Ilemadri (Dana, p. 685) ;—and in

Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 229), which explains ‘ apradd-

nam ’ as ‘ ddanam ’,
‘ hiking ’, and ‘ svachchhandyat ’ as

‘ at one’s will ’, irrespectively of the willingness or otherwise

of the girl, thus differing from the ‘ Gandharva ’ in which both

are willing.

VERSE XXXII

Govindaraja and Narayana raise the question as to the

prescribed offerings and wedding ceremonies being performed

24
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in the ease of the Gandharva, Raksasa and Paishacha fonns

of marriage
; and on the strength of a text of Devala’s and

another of Shaunaka (Bahvrcha Grhyaparishiqta) they

declare that the offerings must be made, but that no Vaidika

mantras should be recited ; this latter reservation being based

on Manu’s text (8. 226). Medhatithi discusses this at great length

under verse 34 below, from which it appears that the opinion on

this subject has always been divided. In support of the view

that the subsequent rites are essential, several texts are quoted

in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, pp. 861-862).

This verse is quoted in ‘ Viramitrodaya' (Samskara,

p. 855), where the ‘ Anyonyasamyogah

'

is explained as

‘mutual agreement’,
—

‘

Maithunyah' ‘conducive to all acts

accomplished by means of sexual intercourse ’,—and ‘ Kama-

sambhavah' as ‘ originating from excessive lust ’ ;—in Itema-

dri (Dana, p. 685) ;—and in Smrtichandrika, (Samskara,

p. 229), which explains
‘ Maithunyah ’ as ‘favourable to sexual

intercourse.’

VERSE xxxm
This verse^ is quoted in * Viramitrodaya ’ (Samskara,

p. 856), where the following explanation is given
—

‘ Hatva ’

—

‘ having beaten, those obstructing him ’ ;
—

‘ Chhittva '—having

cut off, the heads of the obstructor's ’ ;

—
‘ Bhittva ’

—
‘ having

pierced, with strokes of weapons ’ ;

—
‘ Kroshantim ’—calling

for her relations ;—all this indicates fighting.

The second half is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 129)

in support of the view that what distinguishes the Rahjasa

form is forcible abduction.

The verse is quoted in Hemadri (Dana, p. 685) ;—and

in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, :p. 229), which explains

* prasahya ’ as ‘ by force

VERSE XXXIV
Medhatithi (P. 206, L 20)

—
‘ Varnyate chetihasaditfu

&c.';—e. g. the case of Kunti, who was married to Pandu,

after she had given birth to Kama.
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This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 129);

—

in Apardrka (p. 91) ;—and in Ilemddri (Dana, p. 685).

VERSE XXXV

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 138),

where it is explained as meaning that in the case of Brahma-

nas, that marriage is considered most commendable in which

water is the only substance used as the instrument
;
while in

that of the Ksattriya and others, it may be accomplished, even

without the pouring of water, simply by mutual consent, the

father of the bride agreeing to give, and the bridegroom to

receive, the girl. This does not mean, however, that in the

latter case water should never be used.

VERSE XXXVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 862) ;—'and in Ilemddri (Dana, p. 603).

VERSE XXXVII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 863), where it explains * Brahmani ’ as ‘ the girl married

in the Brahma form; ’ and adds that the term
‘

pitrn ’ includes

the son and other descendants also ;—also in Parashara-

madhava (Achara, p. 487) ;—in Apardrka (p. 88), which

explains ‘ Sukrta’ as ‘doing what is enjoined and avoiding

what is forbidden ’ ;—in Ilemddri (Dana, p. 683) ; and in

Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 227).

VERSE XXXVIII

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 487) ;—the first half is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 863), where the term * daivoijhaja ’ is explained as ‘ one

bom of a wife married in the Daiva form ’
; and it is added
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that the phrase ‘ dtmdnalUsha ’ of the preceding verse has to

be construed here also ;— in Hemddri (Dana, p. 683);

—

and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 228), which explains

‘ Kaya ’ as the Prajiipatya.’

VERSE XXXIX

‘ Shista ’—defined under 12. 109.

This verse is quoted in Parddiaramadhava (Achara,

p. 487) ;
and in Vlramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 865), which

says that this describes the results accruing from the different

forms of marriage.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 117) along with verses

40 and 41, which adds that all this pertains to the Brahmana

;

—in Hemddri (Dana, p. 683) ;—in Smrtichandrikd,

(Samskara, p. 230) ;—’and in Samskaramayukha (p. 99).

VERSE XL
‘

Rupasattvagunopetah ’—‘Endowed with beauty and

the quality of goodness ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ Endowed with beauty,

goodness and other qualities’ (Govindaraja and Kulluka).

This is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 865) ;

—

in Parasharamadhava (Achara. p. 488) ;—in Apararka

(p. 115);—in Hemddri (Dana, p. 683);—and in Smrti-

chandrikd (Samskara, p. 230).

VERSE XLI

This verse is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 865) ;— in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 488) ;—in

Apararka (p. 115) ;—in Hemddri (Dana, p. 683) ;—in

Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 230), which explains ‘ Nrsham-

sah ’ as ‘cruel,’ ‘ hrahmadvisah ’ as ‘inimical to the Veda’;

--and in Samskaramayukha (p. 99), which adds the same

notes.
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verse; xlh

This verse also is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 865) ;—in Parasharamadhava (Acliara, p. 865) ;—in

Apararka (p. 117) ;—and in Hemadri (Dana, p. 684).

VERSE XLIII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya^amskdra, p. 885)

;

—and in Smrtitattva (II, p. 107), which latter adds that this

verse makes it clear that ‘ marriage ’ is something distinct

from the ‘ holding of the hand ’
(Panigrahana).

VERSE XLIV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 885), which adds that what is meant by the phrase ‘ Ksattri-

yayd grahyah ’ is that ‘the Ksattriya girl should catch hold of

the arrow already held by the bridegroom,’ and so on with the

rest also.

It is quoted also in Parasharamadhava (Acliara,

p. 496) ;—and in Smrtitattva (IT, page 107).

VERSE XLV

‘ Tadvratah ’— ‘In consideration of her’ (Medhatithi

and Kulluka) ;
—

‘ careful to keep the said rule regarding the

Parvas ’ (Narayana). The Parvas are described in 4. 128.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 497), which adds the following explanation ;
— Ptu ’, ‘season’,

is the name given to the period of sixteen days, counted from

the first day of the menstrual flow,—during which the woman

is capable of conceiving;—during this ‘season’ one should

always approach his wife for the purpose of obtaining

a child; and it is only his wife that the man should

approach;—but during the ‘season’ the ‘second days’ should

be avoided:—even apart from the season, one may approach his

wife, when specially desired by her.
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It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 1G2),

which explains
‘

tadvratah ’ as ‘intent upon begetting a child’;

and it is added that what is meant is that ‘one should never

omit to approach his wife during her season

Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 558) quotes the verse and

adds the following notes:— ‘ Rtu ’, ‘season’, denotes the

woman’s capacity of conceiving; and the time during which the

capacity is present is called the ‘period of the season’

—

‘

Tadvratah' means ‘who is intent upon the approaching’;

—

this approaching during the period beyond the ‘season’ is

sanctioned with a view to guarding the impassioned woman

from going astray.

This is quoted in Hemadri (Kala, p. 724):—and in

Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 41), which explains ‘tadvratafi’

as ‘bent upon getting a son’, and adds that the implication is

that ‘during the period, even though the man may not be keenly

desirous of intercourse, yet he should have recourse to his wife

for die purpose of begetting a son ’, as otherwise he would be

incurring a sin.

&

VERSE XLVI

This verse is quoted in Pardslwramddhava (Achara,

p. 437) in support of the view that counting from the first day

of the menses, sixteen days constitute the ‘ season of which

the first four days are condemned by good men.

Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 539) quotes this verse,

and adds that the addition of the term ‘ svdbhavikah ’, ‘normal,’

indicates that the period may vary, on account of the persence

of certain diseases and other causes.

This verse is quoted also in Nirnayasindhu (p. 166);

—in Samskdraratnamala (p. 680), which adds that the

specification of ‘ night ’ implies the prohibition of intercourse

during the day ;—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 38).
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VERSE XLVH

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Acliara,

p. 438) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 559), which adds

that die ‘eleventh’ and other numbers refer to the days of the

‘ season ;
’ the eleventh day of the ‘ season ’ and so forth ;—and

in Vidhanaparijata (II, p. 368) which, for the first quarter,

reads mtrnnifa: turf, which means ‘all days till the fifth’, com-

ing to the same tiling—that the first four days are forbidden.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 104); which

adds that the ‘eleventh’ and ‘ thirteenth ’ are meant to be the

days of the ‘season’, not of the fortnight ;—in Hemddri (Kala,

p.727), which adds that the ‘eleventh’ and ‘thirteenth’ are

the days, not of the fortnight, but of the ‘ period ’ ;—in

Samskdraratnamald (p. 682), which has the same note,

{aiding that such is the view of Madanaparijata;—in

Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 38), which says that of

the sixteen nights, the first four are to be avoided ;—and in

Achdramayukha (p. 118).

VERSE XLVIII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 438), where
l yugmdsu' is explained as ‘ even nights

’,
and

‘ samvishet ’ as ‘should approach’;—in Viramitrodaya
(Ahnika, p. 559), which explains

‘ ayugmdsu ’ as ‘odd nights’,

and
‘
samvishet’ as ‘should approach ;—also in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara p. 153) in support of the view that ‘one who

desires a son should approach his wife on the even nights of

the period, and he who desires a daughter, on the odd nights ’

;

and adds that though the text speaks simply of ‘ nights ’, yet

the act should be done after midnight
;
and also that the

special mention of the ‘ night ’ clearly indicates that intercourse

during the day is forbidden.

Smrtitattva quotes this verse as describing the results

accruing from approaching one’s wife on certain days.
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This is quoted in Apararka (p. 103) ;—in Ilemadri

(Kala, p. 722) ;—in Samskaramayukha (p. 16) ;—in Smrti-

chandnka (Samskara, p. 37);—in Samskdraratnamala

(p. 680);—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 24 b).

VERSE XLIX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 499), which remarks that in the second line the words are

‘same apumcin ’ ;—and in Smrtitattva (p. 617).

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 160) quotes this verse

and adds the following notes :

—
‘ Shukra ’ in the man’s

case is semen
; and in that of the woman, the red ovule ;

—

Vashistha has declared that the human body is made up of the

semen and the ovule ;—if the man’s seal happens to be in

excess of the woman’s, then the child is nude, even though

the sexual intercourse might have taken place on an odd

day of the period
; but with this difference that the male child

born under such circumstances would have an effeminate body

;

—in the event of the woman’s seal being in excess of the man’s

the child is female, even though the intercourse might have

taken place on an even day of the period
;
but in this case the

female child would have a masculine body ;—and the reason

for this mixed character consists in the fact that the effect of

the seed, which is the material cause of the child’s body,

is more potent than that of the time of conception, which is

only a ‘concomitant cause’;—when the two seeds are in equal

quantity, the child is either ‘ non-male ’ i. e. a eunuch, or a

boy and girl

—

i. e. twins,—this latter being caused by the

bifurcation of the seed at the time of emission, leading

to two portions of it falling on two different parts of the

womb.

The verse is also quoted in the Ahnika section (p. 559)

of Viramitrodaya where we find the following notes:

—

‘ Same ’—when the man’s seed and the woman’s are equal

—

there is bom either a non-male ,’ a eunuch, or ‘ a boy and
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girl —the seeds being bifurcated into two parts in equal

quantities, twins, consisting of one boy and one girl, are bora

;

—
‘ Kfine ’—when the seed is weak,—and ‘ alpe ’—small in

quantity, there is ‘ viparyaya ’—failure of conception.

This is quoted in Samskaramayukha (p. 16),

which adds that if the intercourse takes place on an ‘ even
’

day but the proportion of the woman’s ‘ seed ’ is larger, then

the child will be a female one, but with masculine features

;

and if it takes place on an odd day and the proportion of the

man’s ‘ seed ’ is huger, then the child will be a male one, but

with feminine features ;—in Samskdraratnamdld (p. 683),

which explains ‘ apuman ’ as ‘ sexless ’ and there are two

children, one male and another female, if the seed become

divided ;—in Nrsimhaprasdda (Samskara, p, 25a) ;—and

in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 40) which explains ‘Same"

as ‘ when there is equality of the two-seeds,’ and iidds the

same notes as those in the Mayukha.

VERSE L

‘Yatra talrashrame vasan'—‘In whatever life-stage he

may be ’
; i. e. ‘ whether he be a householder or a hermit Vana-

praxtha ’ (Kulluka and Narayana).—According to Medhatithi,

this is a mere arthavdda, and what is said does not apply to

any one except the householder;—Govindaraja does not,

like Kulluka, restrict the extension to the Hermit (Vanapras-

tha) only, he includes the Renunciate (Yati) also. Buhler

remarks that ‘ Kulluka justly ridicules the last opinion ’;

but Kulluka’s own opinion is only a shade less ridiculous than

Govindaraja’s. (See the following note, for a good explanation).

This verse is' quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 559), where the foilwing notes are added :
—

‘ Nindyasu

ratfipu ’—-on tire first four days, the, eleventh day and the

thirteeenth day;
—

‘ anydxu ratrim ’—on any other eight

days from among those not forbidden ;—if one avoids women,
25
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—
i. e, approaching them only on two days,—the man remains

‘ a continent religious Student —i. e. he derives the results

obtainable by continence ;
— Yatra tatrashrame —i. e. even

though he is a Householder, he gets all that is obtainable by

the chaste Student

VERSE LI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 851), which deduces from the word ‘ lobhena ,’ ‘ through

greed ,’ the conclusion that if something is received without

greed on the part of the father, it is not the ‘price,' but only

an honorific present to the bridegroom ; and in support of

this it quotes Manu 3. 54 ;—in Vydvahdra-Bdlamhhaifi

(p. 761) ;—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 232) ;

—

and by Jimutavahana (Dayabhaga, p. 151).

VERSE Ln

Medhatitlii supplies two explanations of this verse. The

first one of tlteSe is the only one admitted by Narayana and

Nandana
,
while Kulluka accepts the second one.

VERSE LIH

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava, (Achara,

p. 489), which adds the following explanation :—The ‘ gomi-

thuna,’ ‘ bovine pair (given by the bridegroom in the Area

marriage) has been called by some people the ‘ price ’ paid

for the girl
;—but ‘ this is not true ,’

—

i. e. it cannot be

regarded as the ‘price as it does not posses that character

;

the * price ’ of a thing is always an indefinite factor
; as is

found in every sale-transaction, the price can never be definite-

ly fixed ; that which suffices for^buying a thing is called its

‘price’ ;
and this varies with time and place. In the present

case, however, the amount is definitely fixed ;
; it is the ‘ Area

*

marriage when only the ‘ oow-pair ’ is given, neither more nor
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less. Thus there being no real buying in this case, the

Ar$a marriage must be regarded as lawful.

Madanaparijata (pp. 155-156) takes the verse some-

what differently : It says that if the ‘ cow-pair ’ given by the

bridegroom is taken by the bride’s father himself, then it

is a clear case of ‘ selling’ the girl
;
but there would be nothing

wrong if the present were accepted by him on behalf of the

bride, as is clear from the next verso.

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 849) quotes it in support

of the view that the ‘cow pair’ given in the Ar§a marriage

is not the ‘ price ’; though it must come to be so regarded

if it is taken through greed, as has been made clear by verse

51 above.

This verse is also quoted in Vidhanaparijdta (p. 759)

in support of the view that the Arsa marriage involves no
‘ selling ’ of the girl,—and it reproduces the arguments adduced

by Pardsharamadhava (above).

It is quoted in Samskdraratnamdla (p, 479), which

has the same note as Pardsharamadhava (above)
;
but

makes things clear by reading ‘ Kriyate tavataiva sah

which lends itself to the desired interpretation much more

easily than the reading * vikrayastavadeva sah ,’ which calls

the transaction pure ‘ selling ’;—and in Smrtichandrikd
(Samskara p. 231), which explains

‘ mrsd ’ as ‘false,’ and

declares that the marriage is unrighteous, in as much as it

involves ‘ selling ’, the cow-pair being the price and not mere

shulka or ‘ fee.’

VERSE LTV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 850) in support of the view that if the ‘ cow-pair ’ given by

the bridegroom in the Arsa marriage is accepted, not in

greed,-—then it is to be looked upon only as a means of honour-

ing the bride, and not as a ‘ price ’ paid for her. It explains

the word * dnfshamsyam ’ as ‘ not sinful,’
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Madanaparijdta (p. 150) also quotes it in support

of the view that if the ‘ cow-pair ’ is accepted on behalf of the

bride, there is nothing wrong in it,—the verse being explained

as follows—That ‘ consideration ’ which is accepted on behalf

of the bride, constitutes the ‘honouring’ of the girl, and as

such is not sinful ;

—

i. e. the * consideration ’ thus received

should be handed over to the girl.

It is quoted in Samskdramayukha (p. 100), which

explains ‘ dnrshamsyam ’ as ‘ honest dealing ’;—in Sams-

kdraratnamdla (p. 479) which explains ‘ dnrshamsyam ’

as ‘ not sinful —and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p.

233), which explains the meaning as ‘ what is received as fee

for the girl, that is only a present to the bride,’— and is

‘ dnrshamsyam ’,
‘ nothing sinful.’

VERSE LV

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p.

506), in support of the view that the wife, whether young or

old—should always be respected, ‘ worshipped ’; but it adds

that this does flOt. apply to the unchaste wife, for whom one

should provide just enough to keep her body and soul together.

VERSE LVI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 506) ;—in Vivddaratnakara (p. 417) as explaining

the reason why women should be honoured ;—and in Apararka

(p. 17).

VERSE LVH

Verses 57—66 are omitted by Medhatithi. [Query—are

they interpolations ?]
“ These are very probably a later addition.

The corresponding section in the Maliabharata, 13.46 stops

right here also.”—Hopkins. They are all quoted in

Vivadaratnakara and in Parasharamadhava. ,

.
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Vivadaratnakara (p. 417) explains ‘jdmayalP as ‘ladies

of the family ; sisters, daughters-in-law, and so forth

VERSE LVITI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhavn (Achara,

p. 500); in Vivadaratnakara (p. 417);—and in Apardrka

(p. 107), which explains ‘ Jamayah' as,
1

bhac/inyah' and adds

that it includes the daughter, daughter-in-law and others.

VERSE LIX

‘

Satkdresu ’—‘On holidays’ (Cfovindaraja, Kulluka, and

Raghaviinanda) ;—Reading ‘ Satkarena Narayana explains

it as ‘ by kind speech

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 418) ;

—

and in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 500).

VERSE LX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 421) ;

—

and in Pardxharamddliava (Achara, p. 500).

VERSE LXI-LXH

These verses are quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 421).

VERSE LXm

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 589) as enumerating the causes leading to the degradation

of families ;—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 232).

VERSE LXIV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 589)

as setting forth further causes for the degradation of a Brahmana

family ;—also in Vidhanaparijata (p. 070) to the same effect

;
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—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 208), which explains

that the selling of * cows ’ and ‘ horses ’ is what is meant here.

VERSE LXV

This verse is quoted in Vidhanaparijata (p. 676) as

setting forth the causes of the degradation of families
;
and it

explains
‘ mantratah ’ as

‘

vedaih ‘in Veda’;—also to the

same effect, in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 589) ;—and in

Smrtichandrikd (Samskara p. 208).

VERSE LXVT

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 590), as describing the conditions leading to the elevation

of a family.

VERSE LXVII

Medhatithi (P. 217,1.27)—‘Etadevanyatra pathitam ’.

—The verse i$ quoted from Yajfiavalkya (1.97), where

Mitalcsara explains the phrase ‘ smartam karma ’ as ‘ the

Vaishvadeva and other religious rites prescribed in the Smrtis,

as also ‘the ordinary worldly acts of cooking and the like’, while

Apararka explains it simply as ‘acts laid down in the

Smrtis ’.

This verse is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 301) ;

—

and in Shantimayukha (p. 4).

VERSE LXVm
‘ Upaskarah ’

—
‘ The pot, the kettle and other household

implements ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ a pot, a broom and the rest
’

(Kulluka) ;
—

‘ a broom and the rest ’ (Raghavananda) ;—all

these take the word in the collective sense, including all

‘ household implements ’ ;—Narayana alone takes it in the

purely singular sense of ‘ the broom ’ only.
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This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 533) as laying

down the sources of ‘ the sin of the slaughter house ’ ;—it

adds the following explanations :
—

‘ Suna ’ means occasions

for killing’;
—

‘

chulli ’ is the cooking place’;
—

‘

Pesant ’

‘ grinding stone ’ ;
—

‘ upaskarah ’ ‘ the broom and the rest ’

;

—
‘ KandanV ‘ mortar and pestle ’ ;—by making use of these

the man incurs sin.

Vlramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 389) quotes the verse and

adds the following explanations :
—

‘ Sund ’ is ‘ occasion for the

killing of living beings ’ ;
—

‘ Upaskarah ’ is ‘ the broom, the pot,

the stick and the rest ’
;

‘ hadhyate ’ (which is its reading for

‘ hadhyate ’) means ‘ is stricken

—

i. a~, by sin accruing from

the killing of animals ’ ;
—

‘ vahayan ’ means ‘ making use of,’

‘ operating.’

VERSE LX1X

Vlramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 389) quotes this along with

the preceding verse.

VERSE LXX

‘ Adhyapanam ’—Nandana reads ‘ adhyayanam ’ and

explains that it is the same as ‘ adhayanand

Burnell declares that what makes India ‘the land of

vermin ’ is this habit of the Hindus of offering food to all

living beings !—To what lengths will the detractor of a religion

not go

!

This is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 392) ;—in

Smrtitattva (p. 533) ;—in Madanapdrijata (p. 305), which

adds that ‘ adhyapana ’ stands for ‘ adhyayana ’ ‘ study,’ and
‘ tarpana ’ for ‘Shraddha' ;— in Vidhdnaparijata (H p. 300),

which adds (like Medhatithi) that ‘adhyapana ’ indudes ‘ study
’

also ; and 'tarpana ’ stands for the daily Shraddha offering ;

—

and in Samskdraratnamald (p. 918), whidi adds that this

is only an enumeration of the rites and not an injunction of the
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order in which they are to be performed,—some people hold

that the four ‘sacrifices’ here mentioned go under the name of

‘ Vaishvadeva,’ but according to Mddhava, that name applies to

only three—the Devayajfia, the Pitryajfia and the Bhutayajfia.

VERSE LXXI

Tliis verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 392)

;

—and in Smrtitattva (p. 533).

VERSE LXX1I

1 Bhrtya' stands for ‘aged parents and others ’ (Medhatithi,

Govindaraja and Kulluka),—or ‘ born slaves and others too

old to work for their living,’ also aged cattle &c., which is the

alternative explanation, suggested by Medhatithi, and not only

‘ animals unfit for work,’ as noted by Buliler. Narayana, and

Nandana read ‘ bhutanam ’ and explain it as ‘ goblins or

living beings^

Tliis verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 392),

which reads ‘ bhutanam ’ for
‘panchandm ’

;—and in Apardrka

(p. 146), in support of the view that there is nothing wrong in

doing the cooking for one’s own self along with the gods and

Pitrs
;

it is only when one cooks for himself alone that it is

wrong.

VERSE LXXIII

Two of these technical terms occur in the beginning of

Baudhayana’s Qrhyasutra
,
and four in Paraskara’s Grhymutra

1. 4. 1, as well as in Shankhayana’s 1. 5. 1.

This verse is quoted, without comment, in Viramitrodaya

(Ahnika, p. 392) ,—and in Apardrka (p. 142), which adds that

these are the names for the ‘five sacrifices.’
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lxxtv

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 392)

;

—and in Apararka (p. 142).

LXXVI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 994).

VERSE LXXVIH

Medhatithi (P. 223, 1. 15)
‘ Himsanuyrahayoh'—This

refers to Gautama 3.24-25, where we read

—

wih i wwwft i

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 457).

VERSE LXXIX

‘ Durbalendriyaih ’
—

‘ Of uncontrolled organs ’ (Govinda-

raja and Kulluka; not Medhatithi, to whom this explanation is

wrongly attributed by Buliler and Burnell).

VERSE LXXX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 392).

VERSE LXXXI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 392);

—in Madanaparijdta (p. 305) ; and by Jlmutavahana (Daya-

bliaga, p.‘330).

VERSE LXXXII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 145) ;—in Samskara-

ratnamdla (p. 922), which explains
‘payah ’ as milk and adds

that this daily Shraddha need not be offered on a day on
which a special Shraddha is offered;—in Smrtimroddhara

26
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(p. 283);—in Hemadri (Shraddha, pp. 208 and 1564);—in

Shraddhakriyakaumudi (pp. 3 and 289) ?—in Var§akriya-

kaumudi (p. 353) ;—andin Gadadharapaddhati (Kala,p. 372).

VEESE LXXXIII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 432),

where the following notes are added :
—

‘

Pa'hcJiayajfiike

’

means

‘at that Pitryajfia which forms part of the Five Great Sarifices
;’

—the particle ‘ api ’ implies that, if possible, one should feed

several Bralunanas also ;—'the second half of the verse means

that ‘ Vishvedeva-Shraddha ’ does not form part of
‘ Nitya-

shraddha \ in support of which it quotes a text from Bhavipya

Purana;—also in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 1565).

VEESE LXXXTV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 402).

VEESE LXXXV
L>

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 402),

where it is added that what
1 Samastayoh' means*is that ‘the

offering should be made with the formula agnisomabhyam

syaha. * .

VEESE LXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 402),

where it is explained that the offering to ‘‘Dyd'udpprthimjointly

'

should be made with the formula

—

Dyavaprthivihhymi

svdha ’.

VERSE LXXXVn

- This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,qt 402),

where it is added that
‘ evam

'

means ‘in the manner of the

to.GodsV . .
-

1
..- - • • - -
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VERSE LXXXVIII

This verse is quoted without comment in Viramitrodaya,

(Ahnika, p. 402),

VERSE LXXXIX

‘Uchchhlr^iJc'e ’
—

‘Head of the bed’ (‘Others ’in Medhatithi,

Narayana and Nandana);
—

‘the North-East portion of the

house, where the head of the Vastupurusa lies’ (Govindaraja,

Kulluka and Raghavananda);
—

‘the place of the head, well-known

as the Devatasharana? (the N.-E. corner of the house is

what is meant).

4PddataK—‘the lower portion of the house’ (Medhatithi);

—
‘the South West corner of the house, where the Vastupurusa

lias his feet ’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka and RSghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 403), which explains ‘ Uchchhirsahe ’ as ‘ the head of the

bedstead lying in the house ’—and ‘ Pddatah ’ as ‘ the

foot-end of the bedstead in the house ’, and adds that the

formula to be used in making the offering should be as put in

the text ‘ Brahmavaxtospatibhyam svaha.’

VERSE XC

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p, 403)

without any comment,

VERSE XCI

‘ Prsthavdstuni ’
—

‘ On the upper storey, or on the roof

of the house’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ behind the house ’ (Govindaraja

and Narayana);
—

‘ outside the house’ (Nandana);—‘.behind the

offerer’s back ’ (Kulluka).

‘ Sarvdnnabhutaye'—‘The same deity occurs in Shankha-

yana, Gfhyasutra, 2.14, where Professor Oldenberg has

Sarvannabhuti, while the Petersburg Dictionary' gives

Sarvdnubhut'i?—-Buhler,
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Medhatithi denies that there is any such ‘deity’ and

he is averse to assuming any such unheard of deity, when the

literal meaning of the term is not incompatible with the text,

—

‘for the acquiring of all kinds of food.’ KullQka, however,w lib'

reads ‘ Sarvatmabhvtaye ’ takes it as the name of a deity.

This verse is quoted in Virmitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 403),

where the following explanations are added :

—

Pr$thavdstuni ’

means ‘ behind the house, in the place where the urinal* is

situated ’
;

—
‘ Sarvdnubhuti ’ is a deity of that name ;

—
‘ haret ’

means * should offer ’.

TERSE XCn

This verse is quoted in Pardshararnadhava (Achara,

p. 342], which adds that the object of the verb is ‘ anndni ’

understood;—in Smrtitattva (p. 424) in support of the

view that (a) wherever such offering is laid down as to be

given to ‘ birds ’, it is the crow that is meant (evidently the

author adopts the reading Vayasanam for Vayasam), and that

(b) in texts laying down such offerings to the ‘ unfit ’, it is

persons afflicted with ‘ filthy diseases ’ that are meant ;—in

Madanaparijdta (p. 316) as laying down the offering of

food outside the house;—in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 403), where ‘ Shanakaih ’ is explained as ‘ in such a man-

ner as no food may be wasted,’ which adds that the offering

made for the benefit of ‘ crows ’ and others should be put in

places where they may be of the greatest use to them ;—in

Mitdkqara (on 1.103, p. 75) ;—in Apararlca, which

adds that the ‘ patita ’ here is meant to include such sects of

mendicants as go about with human skulls in theirhands ;

—

and in Smrtisdroddhara (p. 286) as laying down the ‘ offering

to Bhutas, living creatures ’.

VERSE xcm
‘ Tejomurtih ’—^Endowed with the body of light,’

qualifying the ‘ Brahmana ’ (Medhatithi) Kulluka reads
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‘ tejomurti ’ (neuter) and explains it as
4

resplendent ’, qualify-

ing the
4

place

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 403),

where it is noted that the use of-the word
4

archati ’, ‘honours’,

is meant to imply tlxat even the making of offerings to crows

and others should not be accompanied by a feeling of disrespect,

or contempt.-

—

4 Patharjuna ’ is to be construed as
4

rjttna

patha, ’.

VERSE XCTV

* Bhiksave brahmacharine’

—

4 To the Religious

Student who begs for it’ (Medhiitithi find Govindaraja)
;—4

to the Renunciate and to the Religious Student
’

(Kulluka and Raghavananda
;

also suggested, but disapproved,

by Medatithi) ;

—

4

the chaste beggar ’ (third suggestion by

Medhiitithi and approved on the ground that it includes

all the three,—the Student, the Hermit and the Renunciate).

The first half of this verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya

(Ahnika, p. 392) as laying down that the feeding of the guests

is to be done after the Bali-offexings
; but adds that this is

meant for those cases where the Shraddha is not performed,

as in the case of the Householder who has his father still

living ;—idso on p. 434, where it explains that what is meant

by
4 Purvamdshayet ’,

4

should feed first ’, is that the feeding

should be done before the Nityashraddlia, and applies to those

cases where the
4

guest ’ happens to arrive at that exact time.

VERSE XCV

This verse is quoted without comment in Virami-

trodaya (Ahnika, p. 434).

VERSE CXVI
4

Satkrtya ’

—

4

Having honoured ’ (the Brahmana)

(Medhatitki and Govindaraja) ;

—

4

having garnished ’ (the food)

(Kulluka and Raghayananda).
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This is quota], without comment, in Viramitrodaya
(Ahnika, p. 434).

VERSE XCVII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 434),

where ‘ bha^mabhutem ’ is explained ns ‘ those devoid of

learning and austerity

VERSE XCVIII

This verse is quoted without comment in Virami-

trodaya (Ahnika, p. 434).

VERSE XCIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p.441),

which explains ‘ sampraptdya ’ as ‘ one who has happened to

come of his own accord, i. e. without invitation’ ;
and ‘

vidhipur

-

vakam ’ as ‘ in the manner prescribed for the entertaining of

guests ’ ;—and’ in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 433).

Between verses 99 and 100, Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 441) quotes the following two additional verses

—

WW JOT tRSW&qHRjjjd I

ftftrcz mwtf afq# h

n «ri«rT ju* ii

and adds the following explanations :
—

‘ annam hutva ’

—

i. e.

in the fire ;
—

‘ mantra &c. \—i. e. ‘ from that sin which would

accrue from the misuse of Mantras and Rites, and from the

delinquencies of the Agent ’ ;

—

tatphalam ’—the result follow-

ing from the Homa;—‘ Tdarn na ’—the construction is that

‘ whatever is offered to the guest with due respect, in the shape

of all this, seat and the rest, is never lost \
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VERSE C

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 355) in support of the view that— if a guest comes to

one’s house with a view to getting food, and goes away without

getting any, then all the rites that the master of the house

performs, in honour of the Gods and the Pitrs, become futile.’

The verse is quoted . in Vtramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 441), which adds the following explanations:
—

‘ Shildt ’

(which is the reading it adopts)
—

‘ from the remnant of the

gleanings dropped in the fields.’
—

‘ uflchhatah ’
—

‘
pickings ;

—

what is meant is tha t even a poor man should entertain liis

guest.

VERSE Cl

Compare Hitopadesha, 1.33.

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on 1.107, p. 78),

wliich explains it to mean that if there is no food to he given,

the guest may be duly honoured even with ‘ grasses, place,

water and speech ’ ;— also in Vtramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 441), where ‘ Sunrta ’ is explained as ‘ agreeable and true ’.

VEREE CII

The fust half of this verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava

(Achara, p. 351) in support of the view that a guest is to be

treated as such only on the day on which he arrives, not if he

stays till the next day.

The verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 438) as explaining what is meant by the term * atithi ’

(guest) -in Apararka (p. 155);—in Hemadri (Dana,

p. 676 and Shraddha, p. 427).

verse cm
Sangatiham*-—* Fellow-student, other than a friend ;

or one who is in the habit of meeting all men on
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terms of equality, entertaining them with jokes and stories.’

[Medhatithi ; whom Buhler quotes wrongly by including

‘ the Vaishya ora Shudra or a friend’ in the latter explanation;

the word ‘ vaishyashudrau sakhd cheti ’ stands for verse

110, where, Medhatithi says, ‘ the rule regarding the entertain-

ing of a Friend will come in ’] ;

—
‘ One who makes a living by

telling wonderful or laughable stories and the like ’ (Govindaraja,

Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ one who comes on account of

his relationsliip to the Householder ’ (Narayana).

‘Bharya ycitrdgnayati—‘Where the -wife and the fires

are at tlie time ’ (Medhatithi) ;—
* when the man who has airived

is accompanied by his Wife and Fires’ (Govindaraja and

Narayana). Buhler is again in the wrong in translating Kulluka’s

view. What Kulluka says is wroffmffclST HTfafattfafa

—i. e. ‘ what is meant is that the character of a guest does

not belong to that wanderer from home, avIio is devoid of

wife and fires ’
;
and not (as Buhler puts it) that ‘ a Householder

who lias neither (wife or fires) need not entertain guests.’

This verse is * quoted in Parasharamadhava (Acliara,

p. 353), which aclls the following notes :—An inhabitant of the

same village, even though he may arrive in the character of

a guest, is not to be entertained as such;—similarly, the

‘ Sangatika ,’ i. e. ‘an old acquaintance ,’—is not to be treated

as a guest, if he happens to arrive as one ;—an arrival is to be

treated as a guest only when he comes to the house—either his

own or some one else’s—where the Householder’s ‘ wife and

fires ’ happen to be at the time.

VERSE CIV

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p: 709)

and in Prdyashehittaviveka (p. 250).

VERSE CV

This verse is quoted in Pardsharmnddhava
(Achara,

p. 351), which explains
1

Suryoijha’ as ‘one who has- been
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brought to the house by the Bun who has rendered the man
incapable of proceeding further on his journey —and in Vira-

mitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 440), winch reproduces the exact

words of Pctrdsharamddhava, just quoted.

This verse is quoted in Apardrha (p, 152), as laying

down that the guest must be fed.

VERSE CVI

Tliis verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 451)

without comment.

VERSE CVII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 354) as laying down certain distinctions to be borne

in mind in entertaining guests in V%ramitrodaya

(Ahnika, p. 450), which adds that as regards food and other

things, it must be the same for all, specially when they are

all dining together in the same line ; as specially laid down by

Harita ;—and in Apararlca (p. 156), which adds that the

‘ following ’ is to be done when the guest departs.

VERSE cvm

This verse is quoted in Mitakmrd (on 1. 103, p. 76)

in support of the view tliat the Vaishvadeva offering is not

meant to be sanctificatory of the food ; it is performed only for

the accomplishing of certain desirable ends for the Householder

—e. g., what is mentioned under 2. 28.

Mddanaparijata (p. 311) quotes it, and adds the follow-

ing note :—The Vaishvadeva offering having been made, and

one guest having been duly entertained, if a second one

happens to arrive, and there is no cooked food left for him, then

food should be cooked for him ; but out of this latter no

Vaishvadeva offering need be made. If this offering were

27
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meant to be sanctificatory of the food, then it would be necessary

to make it each time the food might be prepared
;
and the prohi-

bition of the second offering can be justified only if it is not

sanctificatory of the food. Some people have held that this

offering has the dual character (a) of being sanctificatory of

the food, and (b) of fulfilling a desirable purpose for the

man.

It is quoted in Vidhdnaparijdta (II, p. 305), which

also adds that the interdicting of the second Vaishvadeva

offering clearly indicates .that it is not regarded as sanctificatory

of the food;—in Samskdraratnanidla (p. 924), which

explains ‘ nivrtte
’

as ‘ after taking his food ’ ;—and in

Smrtisdroddhdra (p. 284), which adds the following expla-

nation :
—

‘ Where the Vaishvadeva offering has been made and

the Honouring of the guest also done, if another guest arrives

and there is no cooked food left, then another food should be

cooked and offered to him, but the Vaishvadeva offering need

not be made out of this second instalment of cooking.’

VERSE CIX

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 358) in support of the view that ‘just as the host should

not enquire after the gotra and other details regarding the

guest, so the guest also should not declare these ’ ;—and in

Smrtitattva (p. 426) without comment.

VERSE CX

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 354) in support of the view that in the house of the Brah-

mana, the Ksattriya and others are not to be entertained

as regular guests, they are only to have food offered to them ;

—

in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 438) to the effect that

wherever the term ‘ Brahmana ’ is used in the texts laying
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down die duty of entertaining a ‘guest’, it is meant to exclude

the Ksattriya and other castes ;—and in Hemadri (Shraddlia,

p. 428).

VERSE CXI

‘ KdmanC—May ;
i. <\, it is not incumbent upon him

;
it

is left to his choice ’ (Medhatithi and Narayana);
—

‘as much

as the person wishes’ (Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Pardsliaramadhava, (Achara, p.

354) as laying down what should be done if a Ksattriya comes

to one’s house as a guest ;— in Apararka (p. 152)

as laying down that the Householder may, if he likes, entertain

guests other than the Bralmiauas ;—and in Hemadri (Shrad-

dha, p. 440), which notes that this lays down the ride that to

the Shudra thus arrived one should offer the food left in

the dishes.

VERSE CXII

Pardsharaniddhava (Achara, p. 354) quotes this

verse without comment also Apararka (p. 152), which

explains ‘ dnrshamsyam ’ as ‘ anaisthuryam ,’ ‘ absence of

hard-heartedness.’—It is quoted also in Var§akriya-

kaumudd (p. 572), which explains ‘ KuiumbV as ‘in the

house

VERSE CXI1I

This verse is quoted without comment in Para-

. sharamddhava (Achara, p. 394) ;—and in Apararka (p.

154) as laying down the treatment to be accorded to such

relations and friends as happen to arrive after the House-

holder himself has eaten,—and as implying that the wife should

Cat after the husband lias eaten.
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VERSE CXIV

‘ Suwsiriiti—‘ Newly married girls i. e. daughters and

daughters-in-law’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ women whose fathers and

fatliers-in-law are living, even though they may have got chil-

dren’ (‘others quoted by Medhatithi).

‘ Agre'—‘ Before (the guests) ’ (Kullukn) ;—Medhatithi

adopts the reading ‘ anvak ’ and expbiins it to mean ‘ along

with (the guests) ’
; and not as ‘ even if they come later,’ as

Hopkins interprets him.

Tins verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 455), which explmns
4

agre ’ as ‘first’;—and in

Apararka (p. 147).

VERSE CXV

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 455) without comment ; and also on p. 395, where it is

explained as siting aside the view that the Vaishvadeva and

Bali offerings should be made only once in the morning when

the man himself eats,—and as indicating the necessity of

making them both in the morning and in the evening, even

though the man himself may not eat at both times. There is

this difference, however, that if the man omits the offerings

while he himself eats, he incurs two sins—that of eating

without offering, and that of omitting the offerings ; whereas

if he drops them when he himself does not eat, he incurs only

one sin, that of omitting the offerings. Thus on the Ekadashi

and other fasting days also, the said offerings have got to be

made* and food has got to be cooked for that purpose; but in

the event of his being unable to do the cooking, the offerings

may be made even with uncooked food.

This is quoted also in Apararka (p. 147), which

explains the second line to mean ‘ he does not understand that

he is himself being devoured by dogs and vultures’, and
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deduces the conclusion that it is not sinful to eat along with

the persons mentioned in the preceding verse.

VERSE “CXVI

This verse is quoted in Parasliaramadhava (Achara,

p. 364), as laying doivn the manner in which the Householder

himself should take His food ;—and in Viramitrodaya
(Alinika, p. 456) without comment.

VERSE CXVI1

Tins verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Alinika,

p. 456) without comment ;—also on p. 395, as indicating

(along with verse 115) the necessity of making the Vaishva-

deva and Bali offerings both in the evening and in the morning ;

—-and in Ilenmdri (Sliraddha, p. 581).

VERSE CXVIII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Alinika,

p. 457) as deprecating the conduct of the man who does not

entertain guests.

VERSE CXIX

‘ Priyahi—‘ Son-in-law ’ (Medhiitithi, Govindariija, Kul-

luka and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ Friend ’ (Narayana and Nandana).
‘ Parisamvatsaran'—Kulluka reads ‘parimmvatsarat.’

“ The Mahabharata has here parisamvatmrositdn, ‘ gone

a year on a journey.’
”—(Hopkins).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Alinika,

p. 454) as laying down the ‘ Madhuparka ’ offering for the

King and some others.

Medhatithi (Footnote, p. 237.)—The planted editions

have wrongly treated the verse ‘ yadyaditfatamam dsc.’ as
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Manu’s text. It is only a part of Medhatithi’s comment, quoted

by him as the * Smrtyantara ’ referred to by lain in line 10.

TERSE CXX

“ According to one opinion, given by Medhatithi, and

according to Govindaraja, Kulluka and Narayana, this nile is

a limitation of verse 1 19, and means that the two persons

mentioned shall not receive the ‘ Honey-mixture, ’ except when

they come during the performance of a sacrifice, however long a

period may have elapsed since their last visit—According to

another explanation, mentioned by Medhatithi, and according

to Nandana and Raghavananda, the verse means that a King

and a Shrotriya, who come, after a year since their last visit

on the occasion of a sacrifice, shall receive the Madhu-

parka.—The term ‘ Shrotriya' refers, according to Medhatithi,

to a Snataka or to an officiating priest ;—according to ‘ others’

quoted by him, to all the persons mentioned in the preceding

verse;—according to Govindaraja, Kulluka, Narayana and

Raghavananda^to a Snataka."—Bidder.

This verse is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 455) in support of the view that MadJmparka is to be

offered to a King only if he is also a ‘ Shrotriya, ’ ‘ learned in

the Veda ’, not otherwise ;—
‘ Shrotriyah ’ being taken as

qualifying ‘raja. ’—It is difficult to see how the writer will

construe the term ‘ Sampujyau ’ (in the dual number).

VERSE CXXI

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 315),

which adds the following notes :—The first sentence here

extends upto ‘ namaitat ’
;

‘ myampratarvidhiyale ’ being

a totally distinct sentence ; the latter serves to enjoin the

necessity ofmaking the Vaishvadeva-offzring both morningand

evening. The meaning thus comes to be that it is only in the

evening that the wife is entitled to perform the * Vaiuhvadeva
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rite ' in theform ofthe Bali-offering. Some people hold that

the ‘ Bali-offering ’ herein laid, down as to he done by the

wife indicates the Vaishvadeva offering also, and is not meant

to Ik* a substitute for the latter.

It. is quoted also in Samskdraratnamdld (p. 029),

which has the following notes :—One sentence runs up to

‘ ndmaitat ’, and ‘ sayampratarvidhlyate ’ is another sentence,

laying down the two times for Vaishvadeva offering. It is

to this offering in the evening alone that the wife is entitled ;

and it is not right, iis some people have held, that the name
‘ Vaishvadeva ’ here stands for the entire rite of that name,

including the Horna also ; because Homa has been expressly

forbidden for women. Others again have held that the

singular number in ‘ balim ’ indicates that the only offering

that the wife is to make is that which is made in the sky, i. e.,

the ‘ Vaihdyasa-bali ’. But this also is not right ; because

in the same context as the present, another text uses the

plural form, ‘ balm haret ’. Thus the conclusion is that

the entire offering is to be made in the evening either by the

man or his wife.

The verse is quoted also in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 403),

which adds the following explanation :

—

Bali-offering without

mantras, with food cooked in the evening, is to be done by the

wife only in the absence of the House-holder and his

sons;
—

‘

Homa' by women being generally interdicted by

several texts.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 145) winch explains it

to mean that
—

‘ in the absence of males,
the wife should offer

Vaishvadeva-bali without mantras.’

VERSE CXXII

“ The sacrifice identified by the term Pitryajfla is

the so-called Pindapitfyajfla, a Shrauta rite (Ashvalayana,

Shrauta Sutra 2. 6-7); and Pindanvdhdryaka is another name

for the monthly Shraddha,”—Buhler.
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This vorse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 165), where it

is explained as laying down the order of sequence between

Pindapitryajfta and Pity!dnvdhdryaka, as performed by

the man with the consecrated fire ;—the particle ‘ anu ’ denotes

repetition;
—

‘

chandraksaye ’ means ‘on the Amavasyd day.’

It is quoted in Kdlaviveka (p. 354) as laying down

Shrdddha to be performed on the Amavasyd day.

Madanapdrijdta (p. 321) quotes it in support of

the view that all those texts that lay down the Vaishvadeva

offering as to be done before the Shrdddha, are to be taken

as applying only to the man who has set up the Shrauta Fire

(which is what is meant by the term * agnimdn ’ in the

present verse) ;—again on p. 495, where it adds that ‘ masdnu-

masikam

'

means ‘every month’; and goes on to explain

that Pindapitryajfla is to he performed also by the man

who has not set up the Shrauta Fire ; so that for the man

with the ‘ Shrauta Fire,’ as well as for the man with the

‘ Domestic Fire, ’ it is necessaiy to perform Anvadhdna,

Pindapitryajfla and Amdvasyd-Shrdddha,—all on the same

day.

Nirnayasindhu (p. 40) quotes this verse as permitting

the performance of Shraddha on a day on which there

is Chaturdashi in the morning but Amavasyd for the rest

of the day.

This is quoted in Apararka (p. 418), which remarks that

the repetitive form of the term ‘masdnumdsikam ’ is meant to

imply that the Shraddha on the AmavasyS day is compulsory
;

—

in Hemddri (Kala, p. 609) to the effect that ‘ Pitryajfta' should

be performed before the
‘

Shraddha' ;—in Hemddri (Shraddha,

pp. 72, 171, 321 and 1064) ;—in Samskdraratnamald (pp. 956

and 989) to the effect that the Amdvasyd-Shrdddha should be

performed after Pindapitryajfia } it explains Pindanvaharya-

ham ’ as Pindandm pindapitryajfidrthdndm anu pashchat

dhryate kryate iti,’ and calls it a name for the Amavasyd
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Shraddha ;—in Smrtisaroddhara (p. 185), which explains

‘ Pindannaharyakam' as Parvanashraddha, and expounds

the same as ‘ pin /ah anu hrahmanahhojananantaram,

ahriyante asmin ’;—in Shrdddhakriyakaumvdi (p. 6) as

laying down Amdvasyd-Shrdddha ;—and in Qadadharapad-

dhati (Kala, pp. 431 and 492).

VERSE CXXIII

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 573) ;

—

and in Gadddharapaddhati (Kala, p. 431), which expounds

the name ‘ anvdhdryam ’ as ‘anu,pashchat, aharyam karyam,’

and says that this the learned call ‘ Darsha-Shrdddha. ’

VERSE CXXIV

Medhdtithi {p. 241,1. 25)
—

‘ Yachchdhgajdtam etc. ’

—

The Mimamsakas, specially those belonging to the ‘ Prabhakara’

school, classify ‘ subsidiaries to an act ’ under four heads :

—

(1) class-character, (2) quality, (3) substance, and (4) such

things as are denoted by verbs, i. e. actions. The last of

these is grouped under two heads—-(1) Those directly helpful,

called Sannipatyopakdraka, and (2) those indirectly helpful,

called ‘ Arddupakdraka \ That which produces its direct

effects in certain things conducive to the fulfilment

of the sacrificial ;iot, is its Sannipatyopakdraka ; e.g., the

sitting of the sacrifices the threshing of the corn and so forth.

The Sannipatyopakdraka is of four kinds— (1) that which

brings into existence a certain substance ; t. e., the kneading of

the flour, which brings into existence the dough —(2) that

which leads to the acquisition . of a certain substance ;
e. g^

the act of milking the cow ;—(3) that which produces some

change in an already existing substance ;
e. g^ the boiling of

daiified' butter ;—(4) that which is purely purificatory, *', g^

the sprinkling of water over the corn. The subsidiaries that

belong to this class do not produce any transcendental result-—
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Apurva—of their own ; they are related to the result produced

by the sacrificial act to which they are subsidiary .The

Ardpudakardka—or indirectly helpful subsidiaries—are of two

kinds—(1) those that fulfil only a transcendental purpose and

do not produce any visible effects in any material substance

;

c. g., the small offerings made during the Darshapurnamasa,

such as the Samid-yqga and the rest ;—and (2) those that

produce both transcendental and visible effects
;

e. g., the

Payovrata, the act of the Sacrifice!' and his wife living, during

the performance of the Jyotistoma, purely on milk. These

latter, from their very nature, are such acts as have their own

minor resultant Apuvvas, which go to help in the fulfil-

ment of the Apurva of the main sacrificial act itself.

[For a discussion on tills subject, the reader is referred to the

Prabhakara School of Purva Mimamam, pp. 180-185.]

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddlia, p. 377).

VEKSE CXXV

Buhler is ‘hot quite fair to Medhatithi when he says that

he takes the first part of the verse “ in a peculiar manner, ‘ one

must feed two Brahmanas at the offering to the gods and three

for each ancestor (or nine in all) at the offering to the manes

This is not quite what Medhatithi takes the text to mean ; what

he mentions is what ought to be done, in consideration of the

other texts that he quotes.

This verse is quoted in Gadadkarapaddhati (Kala,

p.
‘ 511) ;—in - Nrsimhapramda (Shraddlia, p. 24 b) ;

—

in Ilemddri (Shraddlia, pp. 159 and 114) ;—and in Shraddha-

kriydkaumvdt (p. 94), which explains ‘ ubhayatra ’ as ‘one in

Devakftya and one in Pitrkrtya.'

The first quarter of this verse is quoted in Pardshwra-

madhava (Achara, p. 698) as laying down the proportion of

Brahmanas to be fed at the two sorts of rites. If five Brahmanas

are to be fed, two should be fed in connection with the offering

to tbe Gods and three in connection with that to the Pitrs.
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Madanaparijdta (p. 592) quotes the verso, and explains

that the forbidding of the feeding of a large company is based

on the fear that if a large number of people are invited at a

time or place not quite suited for the purpose, there may be

many defects that would go to vitiate the entire rite.

Nirnayasindhu (p. 287) quotes this verse ;—also

Apararka (p. 4)50), which adds that.the term ‘ Pitr’ here

indudes the maternal grandfather and all those who have

been declared to be ‘ deities ’ (for the Shraddha) ;—again on

p. 463, where it adds that it is meant to eulogise the lesser

number, and not to prohibit large numbers
;
if it meant the latter,

it would be wrong to feed a large number of men, which is

actually enjoined by other Smrtis.

VERSE CXXVI

This verse is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 287);—also in

Apararka (p. 463);—in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 511);

—in Shrdddhakriyakaumudl (p. 94).

VERSE CXXVII

‘ VidhuksayV—‘On the moonless day’.—Govindaraja

reads * vidhih ksaye ’, which Medliatithi notes with approval,

and explains as—the ‘vidhi’, rite, named—‘ ndma ’
—

* Pitrya,’

is to be performed in the house, ‘ ksaye, grid'

VERSE cxxvm

'This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 350) as laying down that the learned man alone is entitled

to be fed at religious rites;—and again on page 679 to the

same effect;—in Apararka (p. 437) ;—also in Hemadri

(Shraddha, p. 877);—in Shraddhakriyakam/iudi (p. 34);

and in Nrsimhaprasada (Shraddha, p. 6 b),
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VERSE CXXIX

This verse is quoted without any comment in Parashara-

mddhavn (Achara, p. 070) ;—and in Apararka, (p. 437).

VERSE CXXX

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 350),

which explains ‘ dural partksd ’ as ‘investigation regarding

his ancestors and character’; and
lpraddnV as ‘in the

matter of other gifts also’ lie should he honoured like a guest;

r—in Apardrkct, (p. 437), which explains ‘ durdt partksd ’

as ‘investigation regarding his father and several degrees of

ancestors,’ -tirtham,' as ‘the way for the running of water,’

the implication being ‘ just as water inns smoothly along its

path, so do the offerings easily reach the Pitrs, through the

qualified Brahmanas’;—the man is called ‘ atithi ’ in the sense

that he is of immense help to the Householder;—and in

Shraddhakriydkaumvdi (p. 34), which explains ‘ durat ’

as ‘ in regard to their remote ancestry,’ and
‘

tirtha ’ as ‘fit

recipient.’

VERSE CXXXI

In place of ‘pritah,’ Narayana reads ‘yuTctati which he

connects with ‘ dkarmatah ’ ;—Nandana reads ‘ viprah.’

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 55G)

without comment;—and in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 377).

VERSE CXXXII

This verse is quoted without comment in Madanaparijata

(p. 556).

VERSE CXXXIII

! According to Narayana the punishment here mentioned

fulls on the eater.—Medhatithi mentions both explanations.
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For ‘guddn ’ Nandana reads ‘huldn ’ and explains it

as ‘ double-edged sword.’

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 449), which

explains ‘shutam’ and
‘

rsti ’ as particular weapons,— and

‘ ayoguda ’ as ‘ an iron-ball’ ;—and in Hemddri (Shraddha,

p. 4G1).

VERSE cxxxvin

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 559)

;

—in Apararka (p. 448) ;—in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 40 1);

—and in Shraddhakriyakaumudi (p. 41), which explains
1 dhanaih ’ as ‘ by presents of other kinds,’ and ‘ mhgraha ’

as * affection.’

VERSE CXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Shraddhakriyakaumudi (p. 41).

VERSE CXLI

‘PaishachY— Gift of devils ;— i. en offered in the manner

of devils ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Kulluka, and Raghava-

nanda) ;
—

‘ offered to devils ’ (Narayana and Nandana).

Hopkins traces the orgin of verses 138 to 141 to certain

verses of the Mahabharata : Verse 140 corresponds to 13. 90.

42 of the Mahabharata
;
verse 138 to 13. 90. 43 ; verse 142

to 13. 90. 44 ; verse 141 to 13. 90. 46 of the Mahabharata,

VERSE CXLIV

Medhatithi omits this verse. It is quoted in Apararka

(p. 448) as permitting the feeding of the friend and others

when no other Brakmana is available ;—and in Shraddhakriya-

kaumvdi (p. 41), which explains * abhirupam ’ as * learned ’,

and ‘ pretya ’ as ‘in the other world.’
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VERSE CXLV

This verse is quoted in Nirnaymindhu (p. 284) ;—and

- in Ilemddri (Shraddha, p. 882).

VERSE CXLVT

This verse is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 284) ;—in

Heinddri (Shraddha, p. 882) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasdda

(Shraddha, p. 8 a).

VERSE OXLVII

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on 1. 220, p. 146)

in support of the view that the sister’s son and other

similar relatives (mentioned in the next verse, and in Yajfiaval*

kya, 1. 220) are to be fed at the Shraddha only if the

above described ‘ Brahmana learned in the Veda ’ is not

available ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 558), along with

the next verse;—in «Hemadri (Shraddha; p. 447);—in

Gadddharaptiddhati (Kala, p. 514), which remarks that this

secondary method is put forward in view of the fact that very

few Brahmanas are really fit for being fed at Shraddha ;—and

in Samskdraratnamald (p. 991).

Medhatithi (P. 250, 1. 15)
—

‘

Pratinidhinyayena .’

—

See Mimamsd sutra 3. 6. 37. The Yava having been laid down

as a substitute at sacrifices for the Vrihi
,
the question is raised

as to the necessity or otherwise of performing all those acts

in connection with the substitute which have been laid down

in connection with the original
;
and the conclusion is that the

substitute lias to be treated exactly in the same manner as the

original.

VERSE CXLVIII

Bandhuh’—‘The brother-in-law, one belonging to the same

gotra, or some such remote relation ’ (Medhatithi and (xovinda-

raja) ‘ cognate kinsman ’ (Kulliika and Raghavananda).
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This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 558),

which explains ‘ vitpati ’ as ‘ the son-in-law ’; and ‘ bandhu ’

as ‘ blood relations, as well as those related by friendship

in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 447) ;—in Gadadharapaddhati

(Kala, p. 574) ;—and in Samskararatnamald (p.991).

VERSE CXLIX

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 550), which

explains ‘ paribfita ’ as ‘ make an investigation regarding their

learning and conduct’ ;—in Nirnayasmdlm (p. 287) ;—in

Nrsimhapramda (Shraddha, p. 0 b) ;—in Hemadri, (Sliraddha,

p. 510) ;—and in Shrdddhahriydkaunmdi (p. 34) as meaning

that the testing in the case of Pitrkrtya is to be more

thorough tluin in that of Devalcrtya.

VERSE CL

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 087) among others, enumerating persons who should

not be invited at Shrdddhas
;

it adds (on 088) the notes

that—the ‘ thief ’ meant here is one who steals the belongings

of others than the Brahmanas, the stealer of the latter’s goods

being included under ‘ outcastes ’,
—

‘ ndstikavrtti ’ is one who

derives his livelihood from one who denies that there are

any rewards for acts in the other world ;—and in

Apararka (p. 447), which explains the ‘ nastika ’ as ‘ one

who holds the opinion that there is nothing that is divine,’

and the ‘ ndstikavrtti ’ as ‘ he who makes a living by

expounding and writing on the works of such unbelievers.’

It is quoted also in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 48U) ;—and

in ‘ Nrsimhapranada (Shraddha, p. 9 a).

VERSE CLI

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p. 687),

which adds (on p. 688) the notes that
—

‘ Ja^ila ’ means the
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Student, who is qualified by the adjective ‘ anadhiyanah ’, so

that the person precluded is the Student who is not reading,

—one who is reading being regarded as fit to be invited, the

unreading Student could not be included under the term
4

not

learned in the Veda/ as there is every likelihood of people

falling into the mistake that even though not reading, the Student

deserves to be invited ;—the ‘ Durvala ’

is one who is ‘ bald’,

or ‘ tawny-haired ’ ;—the * Kitava ’ is
4

one addicted to

gambling’;—the
1Pugaydjaka ’ is ‘one who sacrifices for

hosts.’—It goes on to add that the addition of the term
4 Shraddha ’ indicates that the persons here enumerated are to

be excluded from invitation only at Shraddhas, and not from

the rites performed in honour of the gods ; otherwise the

addition would be superfluous.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 450), which explains
4

jatilam ’ as
4

the Brahmachari
,

’ and
4 durhdla ’ as

‘khalatih ;’—in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 480);—and in

Nrsimhaprasdda (Shraddha, p. 9 a).

4

Jatilafi cha' anadhiyanam ’—Medhatithi takes
4 anadhiyanam ’ as qualifying '‘jatilam ’, explaining the two

together as ‘ the Student who is not learned ; i .e. who began

the study, but did not complete it’
;—Kulluka also takes the two

together; but explains
‘ anadhiyanam ’ as ‘one who has

only had his Upanayana performed, but has not been taught

the Veda ’
;
and adds that

4

this implies that one may invite

that Student who is still studying the Veda, though he may

not have mastered it.’

VERSE CLII

This verse is quoted in Pcvrasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 687), which omits the second half of this and the whole of

the next verse, though continuing with verse 154;—the

whole verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 560) ;—in

Nfsimhaprasada (Shraddha, p. 9 a) ;—and in Hemadri

(Shraddha, p. 480).
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Parasharamadhava (on p. 689) adds the notes . that the

‘ chikitsaka ’ is one who administers medicine either gratuitously

or by way of living,’—this work being specially forbidden for the

Brahmana,—the
‘Devalaka’ is ‘one who, for three years, worships

the gods as a means of making money,’ such being the definition

provided by a text quoted from Devala,—the ‘ Mamsavikrayi ’

intended to be excluded is one who sells meat, even in abnormal

limes of distress

,

—because as regards normal times, living

by any kind of trade is forbidden by the next phrase, which

prohibition does not apply to abnormal times, during which

the ‘ livelihood of the Vaishya ’ has been permitted for the

Brahmana.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 450), which explains

that the ‘ Chikitsaka ’ means one who makes a living by

administering medicines, not one who does it by way of charity

;

—and in Shraddhakriyakaumudi (p. 40).

VERSE CLIII

It is interesting to note that tliis verse is omitted in

Parasharamadhava (Achara p. 687) and Madanapari-

jdta (p. 560), though both quote the preceding and the

following verses. But the former includes it in the explana-

tions given later on (on p. 690), where the term ‘ tyaktagnim

is explained as ‘ one who abandons the Shrauta and Smarta

fires without any reason for giving up the compulsory duties,’

—

‘ vardhusin’ is explained as ‘one who borrows money at a

cheap rate and lends it at a higher rate of interest’

It is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 481);—in

Nrsimhaprasada (Sliraddha p. 9 a) and in Shraddha-

kriyakaumudi (p. 40), which explains ‘guroh pratiroddha ’

as ‘ one who behaves disagreeably to the Teacher ,’ and
‘ vdrdhu$i ’ as ‘ one who lives by lending money on

interest’

29
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VERSE CLIV

‘ Yak$mV—* Invalid in genereal, or (according to ‘others’)

one suffering from consumption ’ (Medhatitlii, who has favoured

the latter explanation on p. 159 of the text).

‘ Nirakrtih’—‘ One who omits the Great Sacrifices, even

though entitled to their performance ’ (Medhatitlii, Kulluka

and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ one who forsakes the Vedas
’

(Govindaraja) ;

—
‘one who does not recite the Veda, or has for-

gotten it ’ (Narayana and Nandana).

‘ Qanabhyantarati—‘A member of a corporation of men

subsisting conjointly upon one means of livelihood ’ (Medha-

titlii, Govindaraja and Narayana) ;
—

‘ the headman of a village,

or leader of a caravan ’ (added by Narayana) ;
—

‘ one who

misappropriates the money of a corporation ’ (Kulluka and

Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 560),

which explains ‘pashupalah ’ as ‘one who tends cattle as a

means of living V
—

‘ Nirakrtih ’ as * atheist
,’—and ‘ gctnd-

hhyantarah ’ as
4

a Brahmana who is a member of a Matha, a

religious corporation.’

Pardsharamddhavct (Achara, p. 687), which adds (on

p. 690) the following notes :—The ‘ yaksmV is the ‘ consump-

tive ’;—the ‘ cattle-rtender ’ meant to be excluded is one who

does the work even in normal times,—the ‘ parivetta ’ is the

younger brother who takes a wife or sets up the fire, before

liis elder brother ; and ‘ Parivitti ’ is the elder brother thus

superseded,—the ‘ elder brother ’ here meant being the ‘ uter-

ine brother ’,
as there is nothing wrong in the ‘superseding’

of other kinds of brothers
;
though, under certain circumstances,

the ‘superseding’ of the elder uterine brother also is not

considered wrong ;
e. g., when the brother happens to be

impotent, or away in foreign lands, or become an outcaste, or

turn an ascetic, or entirely given to yogic practices, and as

such has renounced the world, and so forth ;—the ‘ nirdkrti
’
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in one who, having mid the Veda, has forgotten it’;—and the

‘ ganabhyantara ’ is one who is a member of a group of men

belonging to various castes and engaged in uncertain ways of

living.’

It. is quoted in Ilemadri (Shraddha, p. 481);—and in

Shraddhakriyakaumndi (p. 40), which explains ‘ yahnnt ’

as ‘ one suffering from consumption ’ and ‘ nirakrtih ’ as ‘one

who does not perform the Five Daily Sacrifices
,’—and ‘ gana-

bhayntarah' as ‘one who makes a livingby a temple dedicated

to the public.’

VERSE CLV

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 687), which (on p. 698) adds the following notes :

—

‘ Kushtlava ’ stands for ‘ singers and others,’
—

‘ Vrsahpati ’

is ‘ the husband of a girl who attained puberty before

marriage ;’—that person also is to be excluded in whose house

a paramour of his wife’s lives constantly ;—in Ilemadri

(Shraddha, p. 481) ;—and in Shraddhakriyakaumndi, (p. 40),

which explains ‘ Kushilavah ’ as ‘ dancer ’.

VERSE CLVI

‘

Vcigdustah ’—‘who speaks rudely and falsely’ (Medlia-

tithi)
;— who speaks rudely ’ (Kulluka) ;

—
‘ one who is accused

of a serious offence’ (‘ others ’ mentioned by Medhatithi, and

Kulluka.)

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 687), which (on p. 693) adds that ‘ vdgduqta ’ is

‘ one of rude speech ’ ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 481) ;

—

in Shraddhakriyakaumudi (p. 40), which explains ‘ guruh ’

as ‘preceptor of the Shudra,’ and
‘ vagdu§tah

'

as

‘of harsh speech’;—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Shraddha,

p. 9 a).
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VERSE CLVIT

‘ Guroh ’—‘The Upadhydya \ Sub-teacher (Medhatithi);—
‘ the Acharya ’, Teacher (Narayaiia).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadliava (Achara,

p. 687), which (on p. 698) adds that the person meant to he

excluded by the second half of the verse is the person who

contracts the said alliances with one associating with

a person who has committed a heinous crime,—and not with

the latter person himself, as such a relation of the ‘ heinous

criminal ’ would be an ‘ outcaste ’ himself, and hence liable to

be excluded as such;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 481) ;—and

in Nrsimhaprasada (Shraddha, p. 9 a).

VERSE CLVTIT

‘ AgaradahV—‘ An incendiary
; as also (according to

Nandana) one who burns corpses for money

‘KunddshV—‘One who eats the food of the son of an

adultress’ ^Medhatithi and Kulluka)

‘

the glutton who eats

sixty palad of rice ’ (Narayana).

‘ KiitaJcdraJcah ’
—

‘ The perjuring witness ’ (Medhatithi,

Raghavananda and also Kulluka, whose explanation does not

differ from Medhatithi’s as noted by Bidder);—Medhatithi

explains the word as ‘ Sdksyesvanrtavddi,’ and Kulluka as

‘ Saksivade mrsavadasya-kartd ’ ;
—

‘ any one who commits

fraud, i. e. a forger, a falsifier of weights and measures
’

(Narayana and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 687) without any comment ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p.

481) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Shraddha, p. 9 a).

VERSE CLIX

* Kitavah ’—‘The keeper of a gambling house ’ (Medha-

tithi) ;

—
* one who makes others play for himself ’ (Govinda-
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raja and Nandana) ;

—
‘ a gambler for pleasure (Narayana) ;

—

* a rogue ’ (Nandana).

Medhatithi and Kulluka note tlie other reading ‘ Kelxi-

rah ’, explaining it as ‘ squint-eyed’, and connecting it with tlie

‘ drunkard.’

The translation onp. 183, II . 1-3 should nrun as follows,

and not as printed :

—
“ Some, people read ‘Keharah' jor

‘ kitavah ’ and make it qualify ‘ madyapah ’
;
th/j ‘ kekara ’

is ‘ the man with. a squint \

‘ Kdtarah ’ is yet another reading noted by Medhatithi,

who explains it as ‘ one, the pupils in whose eyes are like the

parrot’s feather, green ’.

‘

RasavilcrayV•
—

‘One who sells poison’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘one

who sells substances used for flavouring food, e. g., sugarcane-

juice and the like ’ (Oovindaraja, Kulluka and Ragluiva-

nanda) ;
—

‘ the seller of molasses’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 087), which reads ‘ Keharah ’ and explains it as ‘ squint-

eyed’ ;—in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 481 )
;—in Nrsimhaprasada

(Shraddha p. 0) ;—and in Shraddhakriyakaumudi (p. 40),

which explains ‘ kitavah ’ as ‘ gambler ’, and ‘ rasavikrayi ’

as ‘dealer in salt and such other articles’.

YER8E CLX

‘ Agredidhifupatih ’—According to Medhatithi, this

means («) the ‘ Didhisupa,ti ’, i. e. one who makes love to

liis brother’s widow (according to 173 below)—and also (&)

the ‘ Agredidhisu ’, i. <?., the man whose wife dallies with

another person (according to definition quoted by Medhatithi

on 173). This interpretation is supported by Manu 3. 173 (mid

with Prajapati, quoted by Maskari Bhasya on Gautama sutra

15. 16), which adds to Manu 173, the further assertion$

WUp w fun, wldch would apply the name

to that man whose wife dallies with his yotmger brother,
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during his own life-time. It may be remarked that Gautama

(15. 10) contains the compound
; and it

lias )>een construed by the Maskari-bhdsya to mean

and (thus supporting Medhatithi) ; or (l)

(husband of a girl who is married before* her elder sister) and

(husband of a girl whose younger sister is married

before her).

Medhatithi does not resolve the compound, as Bidder puts

it, into ‘ agredidhisupati ’ and ‘ didhisupat/i ’
;
in fact

he actually denies that there is any such person as
i

agredi-

dhisupati’ ;—though it is difficult to see how this statement

here by Medhatithi is to be reconciled with what he says under

verse 173 below, that ‘the definition of Agredidhisupati

should be learnt from another Smrti,—and this definition is

quoted as ‘if the brother is alive, the man is to be known as

Agredidhisupati

;

so that the Didhisupati is the man making

love to his dead brother’s wife’ (according to Manu 3. 173),

while Agredidhisupati is one whose wife dallies with his

younger brother during his own life-time.

Kulluka quotes Laugaksi to the effect that ‘when the

younger sister is married while the elder is still unmarried, the

former is the Agredidhisu and the latter the ‘ didhisu ’

;

and on the strength of this he would exclude ‘ the husband

of tfie younger sister marrying before her elder sister. But

as rightly remarked by Buhler, this definition of Laugaksi

cannot be accepted in the interpretation of Manu who has

himself (in verse 173) provided a totally different definition.

It is interesting to note that the Maskaribhasya on Gautama

(15. 16) attributes to Manu the definition quoted by Kulluka

as Laugaksi’s.

Parasharamadhava (Achara, which quotes this text

of Manu on p. 688, and explains it on p. 693) cites the verse

quoted by Kulluka (from Laugaksi), but attributes it to Devala,

and explains the term * agredidhisupati ’ in the same maimer

as Kulluka.
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‘ Dyutavrttiti—‘He wlio makes a living by gambling’

(Medhatithi, who does not explain the term to mean ‘ one who

makes others play for his profit ’
; also Narayana iind

Nandana) ;
—

‘ the keeper of a gambling-house ’ ((xovindaraja,

Kulluka and Raghavananda).

‘ Putracharyah ’ is explained in Pardsharamadhava

(Aehara, p. 094) as ‘ aksarapdthakah,’ the teacher of

alphabets. So the status of the Primary School Teacher of

ancient days was no better than that of their representatives at

the present day

!

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 481).

VERSE CLX1

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Aehara,

p. 088), iind on p. (594, the term ‘ bhramart ’ is explained as

‘ vrttyarthameva bhramaravat arthdrjakah,’ ‘ one who, for

his firing, picks up wealth from here, there and everywhere,

like the black bee ’ ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 481) ;—iind

in Nrsimhaprasdda (Shraddha, p. 9 a).

VERSE CLXII

This verse is quoted without comment in Pard-

sharamadhava (Aehara, p. 088) ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha,

p. 481) ;—iind in Nrsimhaprasdda (Shraddha, p. 9 a).

VERSE CLXI1I

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Aehara,

p. 688), which explains (on p. 694) ‘ grhasamveshakah ’ as

‘ one who makes a living by carpentry ’ ;—in Hemadri

(Shraddha, p. 482) ;—anil in Nrsimhaprasdda (Sliraddha,

p. 9 a).
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VERSE CLXIV

‘ Gananam-ydjakah ’—
‘ One who sacrifices to the gods

;

i.e., he who performs tiie well known Ganaydgas,' (Medhatithi);

—‘one who sacrifices for a group of men or friends ’ (Narayana

and Nandana).

Tin's verse is quoted in Pardeharamadhava, (Achara,

p. 088) without comment;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha,

p. 482).

VERSE CLXV

This verse is quoted without comment in Parasharu-

madhava (Achara, p. 688) ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha,

p. 482) ;—and in Shraddhakriyakaumndi (p. 40).

VERSE CLXVI

This v^rse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 688), which (on p. 694) explains
‘Aurabhrihah

'

as ‘one

who keeps sheep as a means of livelihood ’,—and ‘mahisikah'

as meaning either (a) ‘one who keeps buffaloes’, or (b)

‘

the son

of an unchaste woman’,—this latter explanation being based

upon a text quoted from Devala,
—

‘An unchaste wife is called

Mahisi ; the son born of her is called Mahisikah,’—in

Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 484) ;—and in Shraddhakriyd-

kauravdi (p. 40), which explains ‘pretanirydtakah ’ as ‘ one

who carries dead bodies on payment of wages’.

VERSE CLXVII

This verse is quoted in Pcirdsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 688) and (on p. 694) explains ‘ ubhaytrapi varjayet ’ as

‘all these men are to be excluded from both kinds of rites

—
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those in honour of the Gods as well as those in honour of the

Pitrs’ ;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 482).

VERSE CLXVIII

Medhatithi is misrepresented by Buhler, who says that “ac-

cording to Medhatithi the object of this verse is to admit virtuous

and learned men, afflicted with bodily defects, as guests at

rites in honour of the gods.” As a matter of fact, this explan-

ation is adduced by Medhatithi as given by ‘others’; its meaning,

given by himself being that ‘ just as the thief and the rest are

defilers of company, so equally blameworthy is the unlearned

Bralimana also’,—exactly as Kulluka explains the verse.

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 405) ;

—

and in Shrdddhakriyd.kav.mudi (p. 41).

VERSE CLXX

‘Avrataih’—‘Devoid of self-restraint’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘who

have not fulfilled the vows of studentship’ (Govindaraja,

Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘who do not observe the rules

laid down for the Accomplished Student’.

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, pp. 471 and

493).

VERSE CLXXI

Medhatithi—(P. 259,1. 5)

—

'Bhratarityddipathitam',

—

i. e., in Gautama ‘ Pravrajite nivrttih prasahgdt ’ (18.16)...

‘Bhrdtari chaivam jyayasi yaviydn kanydgnyvpayamepi’

(18.18) ;—the latter Sutra is referred to again in L 11.

This verse is quoted in Mitdk$ara (on 1. 223) in the

sense that
—

‘ the younger brother, who takes a wife or sets up

the Fire, before his elder brother has done so, is called

Parivetta, and the elder brother is called Parivifti

30
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Apa/rarka deals with this subject in detail, under

this same text of Yajfiavalkya

Madanaparijata (p. 170) quotes this verse and explains

that the * elder brother ’ meant here is the uterine brother,

not the step-brother.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 760), which

also explains that the ‘elder brother’ meant is the uterine

brother, as is clearly declared in a text quoted from Garga.

It quotes another verse from ‘ Manu’, which is not found in

our texts :

—

It has a curious note regarding the exact signification of

the term
1sodarya? (generally understood to mean uterine)

:

It says
—

‘

sodaryatva' is of three kinds—(1) due to the father

being the same
; (2) due to the mother being the same, and (3)

due to both being the same
; the idea that ‘ xodaryatva ’ is

based upofi the sameness of the Father is derived from the

Garbhopani$ad text that ‘ at first the foetus is bom in the male ’,

as also from the Mahabharata text
—

‘ Having stayed in the

father’s stomach, he entered the Mother through his semen ’

;

and again in the same work, Kacha is representented as saying

to Devayani that she was liis ‘sister’ because she had lived in

the same father’s stomach as he himself had done.

The verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara, p.

690), where also ‘elder brother’ is explained as the uterine

brother ;—also in Vidhanaparijata (p. 723), where the cons-

truction of the phrase 'agraje sthite' is explained as
‘

agraje

anur!he akrtagnihotre cha sthite’. The untraced verse from

‘Manu’ quoted in Viramitrodaya is quoted here also.

This verse is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 233) as

forbidding the setting up of the Fire by the younger brother if

it has been already set up by Ins elder ;—and in Apardrka
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(p. 445, and again on p. 1 050) as defining the Parivitti ;—in

Hemadri (Kala, p. 811), which notes that this refers to uterine

brothers only, and that also not in cases where the elder

brother is either an outcaste, or insane, or sexless, or blind, or

deaf, or dumb, or idiot, or dwarf, or leper, or suffering from

leucoderma, or consumptive, or suffering from dropsy, or from

some incurable disease, or heretic, or renunciate, or gone away

for a long time ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 371);—and in

SamsJcdraratnamdld (p. 514).

VERSE CLXXII

This verse is quoted in Vidhanapdrijata (p. 723) without

comment ;—also in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 760) ;

—

and in Samskdraratnamala (p. 514) which adds the

following notes—That girl also goes to hell, by marrying

whom the younger brother ‘ supersedes ’ the elder ;

‘ ddtr-

yajakapaftchamah '
, i. e. (1) the bridegroom, (2) the bride, (3)

the superseded elder brother, (4) the giver away of the bride,

(5) and the priests officiating at the ceremony.

VERSE CLXXIH

It is interesting to note that Medhatithi states that “some

people have held that the present verse does not form part of

the text at all.” (Tram. p. 194).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 452) as providing

a definition of ‘didhisupati’ {is distinct from that provided

by Demia, according to whom he is the husband of the girl

whose younger sister is married before her ;—and it adds that

the implication of the definition itself is that such a person is

to be excluded.

VERSE CLXXIV

This verse is quoted in Hitakitard (on 1.222) as

providing the definition of the ‘ Kunda ’ and die ‘ Qolaka \ who
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liave been declared by Yajfiavalkya, (1.222) to be unfit to

be invited at Shraddhas ;—in Apararka (p. 445), which

adds that this refers to the K$etraja son, the other being

excluded on the ground of his being a non-Brahmana ;—in

Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 362) ;—in Shrdddhakriydkaumvdt

(p. 39) ;—and in Prayashchittaviveka, (p. 422.)

VERSE CLXXV

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 362).

VERSE CLXXV7

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 498.)

VERSE CLXXVII

“ Regarding the diseases which are punishments for sins

committed^ in a former life, see below, 11.49 etq, se.”—

*

Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 454), which adds

that what is meant is that ‘if a blind man remains in a

place from where a man with eyes could see the Brahmanas

eating,—then he destroys the merit that would result from

the feeding of ninety men’;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha,

p. 499).

VERSE CLXXVm

4 Paurtikam'—‘Rewards that follow from gifts made

outside the sacrificial ' altar’ (Medhatithi and Govindaraja) ;

—

‘the gift of food at a Shraddha ’ (Kulluka and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Apararka, (p. 454) ;—and in

Htmddri (Shraddha, p. 498).
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VERSE CLXXX

What is meant is that ‘ the man will be bora as an

animal feeding upon the things specified ’ (according to Medha-

tithi, Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;— that ‘ the

food will be rejected by the Pitrs and Gods, as impure ’

(according to Narayana).

‘ Aprati$tham ’
—

‘ Has no place ’ (Medatithi, Govinda-

raja, Kulluka and Raghvananda) ;
—

‘ secures no fame to the

giver’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 454).

VERSE CLXXXI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 454).

VERSE CLXXXH

Cf. 4.220-221.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 454).

VERSE CLXXXIV

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 557),

which adds the following explanations :•
—

‘ Sarvavede§u means

‘of all the Vedas,—or even of a single Veda ’ ;
—

‘ agryah ’

—

‘foremost among the teachers’;
—

‘*S'arvapravachanesu’—
‘in the expounding of the meaning of the Veda ’ ;

—
‘ Shrotri-

yanvayajah ,
—

‘ born in the family of men devoted to the

study of the Veda ’ ;—and in Nrsimhaprasdda (Shraddha,

p. 8 a).

VERSE CLXXXV

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 557),

which supplies the following explanations :

—
‘ Trinachiketah ’

—
‘ one who studies that portion of the Yajurveda which is
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called the Trindchiketas, and who keeps the observances

connected therewith ’ ;
—

‘ Paflchagnih ’
—

‘ one who maintains

the five Fires—(1) Garhapatya, (2) Daksinagni, (3) Ahava-
riiya, (4) Sabhya and (5) Avamtha ’ ;

—
‘ Trimparna '—is

the name of a portion of the Yajurveda (Medhatithi says it

is a mantra found in the Taittiriya and the Rgveda)
; and

he who knows that text and its meaning is also called by the

same name;
—

‘

sadangavit ’
—

‘one who knows the texts and

meanings of the six subsidiary sciences, Shiksa, Kafpa and

the rest ’ ;
—

‘ Brahmadeyanusantanah ’
—

‘ one who is born

of a mother married in the Brahma form ’ ;
—

‘ Jyesthasa-

magah ’—‘one who is constantly singing Sama hymns,’ or

‘ he who keeps the observance known as J'yestha-sdma, and

knows the Sama texts knoAvn under that name

‘ Trindchiketah ’—see Apastamba, 2.17.22.

‘ Paflchagnih ’—‘Knowing the Panchagnividya, taught

in the Chhandogya Upanisad 4. 10 et. seq’ (Medhatithi and

Narayana) ;
—

‘ who keeps the five Fires ’ (‘others’ in Medha-

tithi, GovinBaraja, Kulluka and Ragliavananda).

‘ Trisuparna ’.
—

‘ One who knows the text of Taittiriya

Aranyaka 10. 38-40 ’ (Medhatithi, Narayana and Nandana)
;—‘one who knows Rgveda 10. 114. 3-5’

VERSE CLXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 557),

which explains ‘pravaktd ’ as ‘ the expounder of the meaning

of the Veda ’ ;—and ‘ Sahasradah ’ as ‘ one who gives a

thousand cows ’ (quoting Medhatithi as the propounder of this

explanation),—and ‘ shatayuh ’ as ‘ one who has completed

a full hundred years ’.

‘ Brahmachari ’ is explained by Nandana as
4

the chaste

man’.
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VERSE CLXXXVII

This verse is quoted in Shruddhukriyakaumudi (p. 83)

;

—in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 697) as laying

down certain details regarding the inviting of Bralimanas

at Shraddhas ;—in Mitdk§nrd (on 1. 225), as justifying the

option of inviting the Bralimanas on ‘ the day following ’ (the

‘ previous day ’ i. e. on the day of the performance itself) ;

—

in Hemddri (Shraddha, pp. 1133 and 1146), which adds the

following notes
—

‘ Purvedyuh ’,
‘ on the previous day,’ i. e. on

the Chaturdash! day if tlie Sliraddha is to be performed on

Amavasya ;
—

‘ aparedyuh ’,
‘ on the same day as the Shraddha

itself is performed.’ We have an option here ; he who can

observe the rules of the invitation for two days may do the

inviting on the preceding day, others who are not able to do

so should do it on the Shraddha day
;

the former would

be more meritorious as involving greater amount of self-

denial ; others hold that the invitation is to be made on the

previous day, if the performer remembers the Shraddha to be

performed on the coining day
;
and if one does not remember it,

then he may invite the Bralimanas on the same day as the

Shraddha
;
others again hold that the invitation is to be made

on the Shraddha day only when, for some reason, it cannot be

made on the preceding day
; another view is that Householders

are to be invited on the previous day and Renundates and

Students on the same day. It explains ‘tryavardn’ as ‘at

least three, ’
i. e. three, five or seven

;
and adds that ‘ mmyak *

qualifies ‘ nimantrayet ’.

VERSE CLXXXVin

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 456) ;—and in

Hemddri (Sliraddha, p. 1014), which adds the following

notes :—The Brahmana invited at Shraddha should keep him-

self self* controlled, i.e. should keep himself free from sexual

intercourse and also keep the other restrictions; Medhatithi
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says that the qbeservances laid down for the Accomplished

Student, the avoidance of dancing and music, &a are all

meant to be kept; the meaning is that the inviter should see

to it that the invited keeps these restrictions :
—

‘ Chhandamn ’

Vedas ;
—

‘ adhiyita ’,
‘ utter the words of the Veda ’

;
the Japa

of texts is not prohibited :—the performer of the Shraddha

himself also is to observe these restrictions
; the rule is meant

for both the inviter and the invited.

VERSE CLXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 1005),

which adds that the Fathers ‘ upati$ihanti,’ enter the bodies

of the invited Brahmanas ;
i. e., the Brahmanas represent the

Fathers ;
for this reason they should keep pure.

VERSE CXC

‘Atik^dman ’— ‘Does not present himself at the time of

eating, and’ does not maintain continence’ (Medhatithi, who is

slightly misrepresented by Buhler, who attributes to him only

the latter part of the explanation) ;
—

‘breaks the appointment’

(Govindaraja, Kulluka, Narayana and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ who

does not. accept the invitation’ (‘others’ in Medhatithi, who

rejects this explanation).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 701) in support of the view that the man ‘ who having accept-

ed the invitation, subsequently refuses it, even though quite fit

to respond to it, incurs a sin.’ It explains ‘ ketitah ’ as

‘ being invited.’

Madanaparijata (p. 565) quotes the verse j—also

Apardrha, (p. 457), which adds that this refers to the

person who has accepted the invitation;—and Hemadri

(Shraddha, p. 1002), which adds the following notes :

—

‘Ketitcdh,’
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invited ;—the meaning is that if, on an invitation, the

invited fails to keep the. restrictions, he becomes a pig;

—

‘ Kathalichit,’ intentionally or through forgetfulness ; others

hold that ‘ atikrdman ’ means ‘ not accepting the invitation,’

but this view has been criticised and rejected by Medha-

tithi.

VERSE CXCI

<

'Vr§ali ’—‘Woman in general’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja,

Nandana and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘a Shudra woman’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Acliara,

p. 702), where it apparently takes the term ‘ vr§ah ’ as

standing for the Shudra woman ;—and in Ilemadri (Shrad-

dha, p. 1006), which adds the following notes—•* vr§al% ’ stands

here for woman in general,—the Brahman! also is a * vftcrfV

in the sense that she ‘hankers after the male’ (vrsasyati

bhartaram)
;

hence the meaning is that ‘if after having

accepted the invitation, one enjoys the company of his wife

he incurs sin,’
—

‘ modate ’ means enjoying, hence conversing

and embracing also are to be avoided,
—

‘ datuh,' of the performer

of the Shraddha,

—‘du ,krtam ’ sin,—becomes transferred to

the said transgressor, i. e., some disagreeable results accrue

to him. If the words were to be taken in the literal sense then

there could be nothing wrong in cases where the inviter is a

pure, sinless man.

VERSE CXCII
#

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, pp. 61 and

1005), which adds the following notes Ahrodhanah,’

free from anger,
—

‘ shauchapardh ’ is qualified by ‘ mtatam ’,

‘always pure,’—hence the invited should sip water immediatly on

sneezing or spitting,
—

‘ brahmacharitialij avoiding intercourse

with women,
—

‘ nyastashastrah ’, who have renounced cruelty,

—‘mahabhagaty’, endpwed with mercy, generosity and other such

qualities
; ’ since Fathers are such the invited who take their

form, should also be so.’

81
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VERSE CXCIV

This verse is quoted in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 43).

VERSE CXCV

This verse is quoted in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 55).

VERSE CXCVI .

This verse is quoted in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 55).

*

VERSE cxcvn

This verse is quoted in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 55) ;

—

and in Nirnayasindhu (p. 281.)

VERSE CXCVIII

This verse is quoted in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 55).

?
VERSE CXCIX

“ This verse probably contains a second classification of the

Manes, which differs from the preceding, because it is based on

a different tradition.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 55).

VERSE CC

This verse is quoted in Hemddri, (Shraddha, p. 48).

verse ccn

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 290), which

notes that this is meant to apply only to the offering of water ;

—

in Apararka, (p. 488) ;—in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 675);

—in Oadddharapaddhati, (Kala, p. 549);—and in

Smftisdroddhdra, (p. 277).
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VERSE corn

This verse is quoted in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala,

p. 526), which explains
‘ apyayanam ’ as ‘helping’, ‘subsi-

diary

VERSE CCIV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 476), which

explains ‘ drak$a ’ as equivalent to ‘ rak$ana ’ ;—in Gadadha-

rapaddhati (Kala, p. 426), which explains ‘ drakqabhutam] as

some little (not complete) safeguard ;—and in Shraddhakriya-

kaumudi (p. 54) as indicating the importance of Daiva

Shraddha.

VERSE CCV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 456) as meaning

that the Brahmana to be fed in honour of the Vishvedevas

should be invited before that to be fed in honour of the

Pitrs
; and concludes that the matter is purely optional, in

view of the contrary rule laid down by Prachetas;—in

Shrdddkakriydkaumudi, (p. 54) ;—in Gadadharapaddhati

(Kala, p. 526), which explains * daivadyantam * as ‘beginning

and ending with the offering to the Devas ’, which means

that the invitation is to be made afresh in connection with the

Devakrtya, and the concluding rites should be performed

last of all for the Devas ;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p.

1045), which says that the other rites shall begin with

the Devas, but the Visarjana is to be done last for the

Devas.

VERSE CCVT

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 652) in support of the view that ‘even though it may not

be possible for the performer to find a spot sloping towards

the south from himself* he should try and make it slope

southwards ;
’—in Smrtitattm (page 197) in the sense
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that the performer should sit on a place that has been

previously smeared with cowdung;—and in Madanaparijata

(p. 483), which adds the following explanations .—
‘ shuchim ’

—

i. e., a sacred place, which is by itself clean ; or a place in his

own house, which should be free from all foreign sources of

uncleanliness;
—

‘

viviktam ’
t. e., free from hairs and other

unclean things ;—and the place should be beaten into a slope

towards the south

—

i. e., capable of allowing the performer to

pour offerings towards the south.

This is quoted also in Nirnayasindhu (p. 268) ;

—

in Apararka, (p. 471), which explains ‘ vivikta ’ sis
‘ vijana, ’

‘ not crowded by men ;
’ and adds that even though the

place be clean, it should be smeared over with cowdung

for the purpose of imparting to it special sanctity ;—in

Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 160);—and in Shraddhakriya-

kaumvdi (p. 102).

VERSE CCVU
a

‘ Chofyesu ’—
‘ Naturally clean ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja,

Kuliuka and Narayana) ;—and ‘pleasing’ (Nandana and Ragha-

vananda).

This verse is quoted in Apararka, (p. 471), which

explains
‘

chok§a ’ as a ‘place that is naturally dean’;—in

7f«mac7rf(Shraddha, p. 160);—and in Shraddhakriyakaumvdi

(p. 102).

VERSE ccvm

This verse is quoted in Nfsimhaprasada (Shraddha, p.

24 b).

VERSE CCIX

- Medhatithi (P. 273, 1. 1)—see Bha. on 205 above.

VERSE CCX

.
yti “Water-bringing is a Northern-custom according to Apafe-

4liSba3,17.11”^Hopkai8^
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VERSE CCXI

This verse is quoted in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 1353),

which adds the following notes •'—The meaning is that ‘ after

having made offerings to (1) Agni, (2) Soma and (3) Yama,

one should satisfy the Fathers who are present in the person of

the invited Brahmanas ’;—according to the explanation given

by Medhatithi and Harihara, we have only two deities here—(1)

Agni and (2) the joint deity Soma-Yama ;
and the genitive end-

ing in ‘agrieh ’ has the sense of the Dative, and this conjoint

deity is to be accepted only by those in whose Grhya such a

joint deity is mentioned. Our view is that the two, Soma and

Yama, are to be treated separately, not jointly, as is clear

from the reading ‘ agnisomayamanancha ’ adopted by some

Nibandhas.

VERSE CCXH

Medhatithi (P. 274, 1. 19)
—

* Dvau hi kalau etc.’—See

Gautama 5. 7—‘ Bharyadiragnirdayadirva.’

The first half of this verse is quoted in Madanapari-

jdta (p. 581) as laying down the offering of Iloma into the

hand of the Brahmana. In tins connection it enters into a

long discussion. The text speaks of the * absence of fire ’;

the ‘ fire ’ meant here must be the Shrauta and Grhya tires.

Absence again is of three kinds : ‘ previous absence
,

’
‘ destruc-

tion,’ and ‘absolute absence’; there is ‘previous absence’ of

fire prior to one’s entering the ‘ Household ’;—after the man

has entered, the Household, if the fire goes out, either through

carelessness, or through the break up of the Household, there

ja ‘ destruction ’ of fire, which can be resusciated by being

set upagain, or by the resumption of the Household;—there

is ‘ absolute absence ’ of fire in the case of the Life-long Student,

who never marries, and therefore never sets up either the

Shrank* (Sacrificial) or the Grhya (Domestic) fire. It is

only in the case of the first two kinds of ‘ absence ’ of the
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Sacrificial and Domestic fii*es, that it being impossible to set

up the Fire at the time of offering the Shraddha, the Homo,

should be offered into the hands and such other receptacles as

have been prescribed.—Some people have held that Homo,

can be offered into the ordinary fire also ;
but according to

this view there could be no ‘ absence of fire ,’ as the ordinary

fire can always be set up without difficulty
;

so that there

would be no occasion for advantage being taken of the per-

mission to offer the Homa into the hand or other receptacles

;

and this would render the present text, and others similar to

it, entirely futile. All this points to the conclusion that

the Homa at Shraddha should never lie offered into the

ordinary fire.

Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p. 739) quotes this

half of the verse, and remarks that it refers only to the ease of

the Homas offered by a Student.

It is quoted also in Mitak§ara (on 1. 237) in support

of the view that the offering of Homa into the hand is meant

to apply only^to the case—(1) of the Shrdddhas prescribed

for the purpose of attaining a definite end, such as the one

laid down to be performed under such lunar asterisms as

Krttika and the rest, for the purpose of attaining heaven,

—

(2) of the Abhyvdayika Shraddha laid down to be per-

formed on the occasion of the son’s marriage and such other

ceremonies,—(3) of the A§taka Shraddha
,

laid down to

be performed on the eighth day of the month,—and (4) of the

Sapindlkarana Shraddha.

The first half of the verse is quoted in Nirnayasindhu

(p. 316).

The whole verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p.

1337), which has the following notes :—The second line is a

Hetuvannigada Arthavada, the Brahmana being eulogised

as serving the same purposes as the fire into which liba-

tions are poured ;
—

‘ nuxntradarshibhifi ’,
‘ by those learned in

the Veda.’
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VERSE ccxm

Burnell is not right in saying that “ Medhatithi omits

verses 213-14.”

‘ Puratandn ’
—

‘ Those deities born in this cycle who

are called Sddhya

s

’ (Medhatithi, who adopts this reading

only as an alternative, his own reading being ‘ puratanah ’

explained as ‘ the ancient sages ’ and construed as nominative

to the verb ‘ vadanti ’
) ;

—
‘ Those whose succession has been

uninterrupted since immemorial times ’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka.

and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ Those who were produced before all

other castes ’ (Narayana)

VERSE CCXIV

‘ Apasavyam ’
—

‘ In such a manner that they tend

towards the South ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ Passing the sacrificial

thread over the right shoulder under the left arm ’ (Nara-

yana) ;

—
‘ with the right hand ’ (‘ others ’ in Medhatithi,

which he rejects).

‘ Apasavyena hastena ’
—

‘ With the right hand ’ (Kul-

luka). This explanation, which Buhler wrongly attributes to

‘ others ’ (in Medhatithi), is really put forth by Medhatithi in

connection with the former term ‘ Apasavyam ’, and not the

second expression ‘ Apasavyena hastena .’ Nor is it right to

say that according to Medhatithi this second expression means
‘ out of the Tfrtha of the right hand which is sacred to the

Manes’ ;
because, as a matter of fact, Medhatithi has given no

explanation of this expression at all. Buhler seems to have

got an imperfect copy of Medhatithi
; or did he not pay care-

ful attention to reading it ?

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 601)

without any comment ;-~and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 1321)

fas distinctly laying down the ‘ Prdchdndvtta,

'
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VERSE CCXV

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 601),

without any comment;—and in Hemadri (ShrSddha, p. 1427),

which adds the following notes :

—

1 Tasmat havihf’hesat ’, out of

the remnant of the substance offered into the Fire,
—

‘ audaka-

vidhi

*

stands for the method by which an offering of water is

made with hands in the Apasavya form, as laid down in the

preceding verse.

VERSE (XXVI

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 601),

without comment ;—in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 764)

as laying down what should be done after the offering

of the Balls has been made;—in Smrtitattva (p. 177),

which explains that the
‘ Lepabhaginah,' ‘Partakers of smear-

ings ’ are the ancestors, the great-great>-grandfather, his

father and his grandfather ;—one’s own father, grandfather

and great-grandfather being called ' pindabhaginah ’

the same explanation is repeated by the same work on p. 239.

It is evidently a misprint in Buhler’s note where he in-

cludes the ‘ great-grandfather ’ under the ‘ lepabhaginah \

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 507) ;—in

Hemadri (Shraddha,p. 1449), W'hich has the following notes :

—

‘ Nyupya ’, having deposited on the kusha-grass,

—

‘pt'ayatah
'

with proper care,—such care as implies concentration of mind,

freedom from forgetfulness and so forth ; in fact it stands for

the entire procedure,
—

* vidhipurvakam '

refers to rules pres-

cribed in ordinances other than those of Manu himself,
—

‘ tepi

darbhem \ those kusha-blades upon which the Balls have been

deposited,
—

‘ tarn ’, that hand by which the Ball has been

offered
—

‘ lepabhaginah ’ L e, intended for those Pitrs who are

entitled to the ‘ smearings ’ i. e., the four ancestors, above the

great-grandfather,'—and hi ShraddhakriyaJcaim vdi fa 1110).
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verse ccxvn

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 241), which ex-

plains the word ‘mantravat’ (the reading adopted by it, along

with Medhatithi, in place of ‘ mantravit ’), as referring to the

Yajurveda-text—‘ namo vah pitaro rasdya—namo vah

pitarah shoddya—namo vah pitaro jlvdya—namo vah

pitarah svadhayai—namo vah pitaro ghoraya—namo vah

pitaro manyave] where, according to Halayudha, the six names
—

‘ Rasa—Shosa—Jiva—Svadhii—Ghora—and Manyu ’

—

stand respectively for the six seasons—Spring, Summer,

Rains, Autumn, Pre-winter and Mid-winter
; and what is meant

is that these should be thought of as ‘ Pitrs ’ and then saluted.

—It further adds that as no such ‘ salutation to the Seasons
’

is spoken of in Gobhila’s Grhyasutra, what Manu says should

be taken as applying to Brahmanas other than those who

belong to the Samaveda.

Madanaparijdta (p. 601) also quotes this verse, and

adds that the salutation to the Seasons is to be made with the

mantra—‘ namo vah pitarah <£•<?., dc.’

Nirnayasindh

u

(p. 328) quotes this verse, and adds

that Medhatithi has explained the phrase ‘ trirayamya akun ’

as ‘ trih pranayamam krtva.’

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 507) ;—in Ilemddri

(Shraddlia, p. 1451) to the effect that the sipping of water

should be done after the washing of the hand ;—and in

Shraddhakriyakaumudi (p. 193), which adds that the

mantra for bowing to the seasons begins with ‘ vasantdya

'

and that for saluting the Pitrs, with ‘amimadanta’

VERSE CCXVHI

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 601),

without comment.—The first half is quoted in Nirnaya-

sindhu (p. 328) ;—and the. second half in Apararka
1

32
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(p. 508);—and in Shraddhakriyakaumudi (p. 201),

which adds that the ‘smelling’ is to begin with the Ball

offered to the Father.

VERSE CCXIX

‘ Vidhivat ’

—

1

Giving to the Brahmana invited in honour

of the Father a piece out of the Ball offered to the Father,

and so forth’ (Kulluka) ;
—

‘ after they have sipped water, and

so forth’ (Narayana).

“Nandana inserts here verse 223 and states that it is

explanatory of the term ‘ according to rule.’
”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Shraddhakriyakaumudi

(p. 320);—and in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 1476).

VERSE CCXX

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 542),

which explains
‘purvesam ’ as ‘ the three beginning with the

grandfather Hopkins is not right when he says that /in this

case he offers of course only two Balls.”

The first half is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 361),

in support of the view that the Ball should be offered to the

Father’s father, grandfather and great-grandfather.

The verse is quoted in Shraddhakriyakaumudi

(p. 553), which has the following notes:

—

‘Purvesam? the

father's forefathers; another alternative is that the living

Father should be respectfully fed and then Shraddha offered to

the next two ancestors, i.e., the grandfather and the great-

grandfather.

VERSE CCXXI

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p.- 542),

which, in explaining the phrase ‘ pituh st’andma saVdcirtya?

says that in offering the Ball—to his own great-grandfather,
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e. g., he should refer to him as * the grandfather of my father,

so and so ’ ;—also in Nirnayasindliu (p. 362) in support

of the view that if the grandfather be living, the offerings

should be made to the Father, the great-grandfather and

the great-great-grandfather ;—and in Shrdddhakriyd-

kaumudi (p. 553), which notes that
‘ namakirtana,' ‘mention-

ing of the name’ stands for ‘offering the Shraddha’ and

‘prapitdmaha] ‘ great-grandfather ’ means the ‘ great-great-

grandfather’ also.

VERSE CCXXII

The first half of this verse is quoted without comment

in Madanapdrijata (p. 542) ;—also in Nirnayasindliu

(p. 362);—and in Shrdddhakriydkaumudi (p. 554),

which notes that ‘ Shraddham ’ stands for the ‘ Sliraddha-

offerings,’ the tilings offered
;
as the

1Shraddha' itself cannot be

eaten, the meaning is that the living grandfather should

be fed on the substances offered at the Sliraddhas, and then

the offerings made to the dead Father and Gre;it-grandf;it1ler.

VERSE ccxxm

This verse is quoted in ITemddri (Shraddha, p. 1476).

VERSE CCXXIV

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 1368),

which has the following notes :
—

‘ Annasya vardhitam ’, ‘ pot

filled with food
’,

should be brought from the kitchen, with

both hands, and placed before the Brahmana, in a clean place,

—
‘ shanakaih ’ gently, so that the pot does not break or

make any sound,
—

‘ Svayam’, himself,—this is the best course;

other Smriti texts permit of the cooking etc. being done by the

wife;—in
‘ Shradhakriyakaumudi (p. 158), which explains

‘ vardhitam ’ a» ‘filled’;—it- adds that the man should himself
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place the vessel near the Brahmana on the square platform

made for that purpose ;
—-and in Gadadharapaddhati

(Kala, p. 545), which explains ‘ annasya ’ as ‘ annena
’

and
‘ vardhitam ’ as ‘ filled

It is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 229), which adds the

following notes :—The genitive ending in ‘ annasya ’ has the

sense of the instrumental ;

—
‘ vardhitam ' means ‘ filled ’,

which qualifies the ‘patra, receptacle ’ understood ;

—
‘ upanik-

fipet ’—keep near, for serving
;

i. e., the food should not be

served into the dish directly from the cooking-pot
;
the cook-

ing pot should be brought near the dish, and placed on the

ground
;
the food should be served on the dish with the two

hands, with which another vessel is held.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 492), winch adds the

explanation that ‘ the man should carry with liis own hands

the vessel which has been filled with food in a place other

than die one where the Brahmanas are to be fed, to a place

near the Brahmanas and keep it there gently, all the time diink-

ing of his I$trs ’ ;
—

‘ annasya vardhitam ’ meaning that

quantity of food which has been set aside as the share of one

feeder.

VERSE CCXXV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 439) ;—in

Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 1368), which explains the meaning as

‘ the food that is not brought by both hands is taken away

by force ’ (‘sahasa ’) by the wicked (dustachetasah) ‘ Asuras ’

;

—in ‘ Shraddhakriyakaumudi ’ (p. 158), which explains

‘ ubhayorhastayormuktam ’ as (brought) with only one hand ’

;

—and in
1 Gadadharapaddhati' (Kala, p. 545).

VERSE CCXXVI

This verse is quoted' in Smrtitattva (p. 229), which

explains ‘ gunan ’ as ‘ accessories —and bhumaveva ’ as
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meaning that the dish containing the curries should be put on

the ground, and the curries should not be served on the dish

out of which the food is eaten
;
but the curry may be served

on this latter in the absence of a second dish.

This is quoted in Apardrka (p. 493), which explains
‘ gunan ’ as ‘ vegetable and other accessories,’ which are further

specified as ‘ smpa-shdka ’ and the rest
; these should be

served in vessels placed on the ground, and in those placed in

another vessel ;—in llemadri (Shraddha, p. 1372), which adds

the following notes
—

‘ Bhumau ’, in vessels placed on the

ground,
—

‘
gunan ’, things called ‘ guna ‘ accessory ’,—viz.,

1

supa-shdka <fcc.’ ;
‘ mpa '

is a special preparation of

Mudga and other grains cooked with rice, and called

‘ baranna ’, and ‘ sfidka ’ for cooked roots, fruits, leaves etc.

;

the particle ‘ cha ’ includes other rich kinds of food, milk-rice,

cakes, and so forth ;—in Shraddhakaumvdi (p. 158), which

explains ‘ gunan ’ as subsidiary articles of food,
—

* bhumau ’

as ‘ not on the feeding-dish itself ’, i. e., in other dishes

placed near the feeding dish ; —and in Gadadharapaddhati

(Kala, p. 545).

VERSE CCXXVII

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 229) without com-

ment ;—in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 546);—in Shrdddha-

kaumudi (pp. 20 and 158), which explains ‘ bhaksyam ’ as

standing for the shaskult, butter-baked bread and such things,

—and ‘ bhojyam ’ as for ‘ milk-rice ’ and the like ;—and in

Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 1368), which explains ‘ bhaksyam ’

as standing for shaskult, sweet cakes and so forth, and

* bhojyam ’ for ghrtapura and such preparations.

verse ccxxvrn

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 230) without'

comment ,—in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 1368);—in Gada-
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dharapaddhati (Kala, p. 540), which explains ‘ gunan ’ as

‘ sweetness and the rest ’ ;—and in Shrdddhakriyd*

kaumudi, (pp. 158 and 104), which explains
1 shanakaih ’ as

‘ one after the other ’, ‘ gunan prachodayan ’ as ‘ mentioning

that this is sweet, this is acid, and so forth.’

VERSE CCXXTX

‘ Avadhunayet ’
—

‘ Shake ; i. e. throw it by the hand and

then take it in ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ Shake a piece of cloth over

the food, as is often done for the removing of dust etc.’

( ‘ Others ’ mentioned in Medhatithi).

This verse is quoted in Ilemadri (Shrilddha, p. 1029),

which explains the meaning to be that ‘ there should be no

weeping ’, and goes on to add—what is forbidden is not the

tear of joy (at the offering), but the tears that may come to

the eyes by reason of the death of the beloved relative,—the

telling of lies which has already been prohibited elsewhere

from moral considerations, is here forbidden as affecting the

performance of the offering;—one should not touch with his

feet any kind of food, whether, clean or unclean,—nor should

cloth be shaken over the food ;—in Shraddhakriyakaumudi

(p. 161), which explains ‘ asram ’ as tears of grief, and in

regard to the ‘ shaking of cloth ’, it says that some people

explain it as dusting the cloth over the food, while according

to others, what is forbidden is the fanning of the food with a piece

of cloth ;—and in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 549).

VERSE CCXXX

This verse is quoted in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala,

p. 550), which explains ‘ du^krtan ’ as ‘ sinners ’.

VERSE CCXXXI

‘ Brahmodyali kathdh?—Buhler does not represent.

Medhatithi quite rightly : The explanation that he attributes

to him, ‘ riddles from the Veda’, is not found in Medhatithi at
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all Medhatithi’s first explanation is
—

‘stories related in uie

Veda ’ ;—the second alternative proposed is ‘ such Vedic texts

as the one contained in 23.9 of the Vajasaneya Samhita ’ ;

—

and the third explanation, ‘ discourses, in ordinary language,

• on the meaning of Mantras bearing upon Brahman ’, is offered

as that of the reading ‘ Brahmodyah kathah ’. It will thus

be seen that ‘riddles from the Veda’ are not found in Medha-

tithi at all. It is the third explanation apparently that has

misled Bidder. Hopkins has quoted Medhatithi correctly.

This verse is quoted in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala,

p. 51(5) ;—in Shrdddhcikriydkaumvdi (p. 158);—and in

Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 1027), which adds the following

note’s :
—

‘ Brahmodyah ’, stories that are related by the Brah-

mana, such as accounts of the war between the Gods, and the

Asuras, of the killing of. Vrttra, of Sarama and so forth,—or it

may refer to such texts as ‘ Kashchidekaki charati etc.’

;

‘ Brahmddydh ’ is another reading, winch means—‘ Those

mantras and Arthavada texts which deal with Brahman ’
;

‘ Kathah ’, conversations in the ordinary language should be

carried on, in connection with the said subjects ;
—

‘ this is

liked by the Pitrs ’—this is Arthavada.

VERSE CCXXXII

‘Akhydndni—‘Legends relating to Suparna, Mitravaruna

and the rest, related in the Rgveda, ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja,

Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ such legends as occur in the

Brahmanas ’ (Narayana) ;
—

‘ the legends relating to the death

of Kamsa and so forth ’ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 502) ;—in

Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 500), which explains ‘ Khilani ’

as standing for the ‘ Harivamsha and the rest —in Shrad-

dhakriydkaumvdt (p. 172), which explains
‘Dharmashastrani ’

as ‘Manu and the rest ’,
‘ dkhyanani ’ as ‘ sauparna and the

like,’ and ‘

khilani ’ as ‘the Shivasahkalpa and other

hymns’;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 1069), which has
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the following notes:
—

‘

Svadhyayah ,’ Veda,
—

‘

Dhctrmashas-

tram,’ works compiled by Manu and others,
—

‘ dkhydndni ,’

such stories contained in the Rgveda as the ‘ Sauparna ,’

the ‘ Maitravaruna ’ and the ‘ Pariplava ,’ as also such

Puranic stories as the one relating to the ‘Seven Fowlers,’—
‘ itiham ’ stands for the Mahdbhdrata and such works,

—

‘ Purdna ’ for the compilations which deal with the five sub-

jects of Creation, Dissolution, Genealogies, Age-cycles, Deeds of

royal dynasties,
—

‘ khilani ’ for the Strisukta, the Mahana-

mnika and other hymns.

VERSE CCXXXI1I

This verse is quoted in Ilemddri (Shraddha, p. 1026),

which has the following notes :

—
‘ Tustah ,’—even though he

may have real cause for grief, he should not show it by sighs

or other expressions, he should show himself happy
;

1 Brdh-

mandn harsayet ’ with singing and other things done by

others,—or by himself, in due conformance with propriety, or

with jokes suggested by the occasion
;

the meaning is that

if the invited appear to become bored by the long-continued

recitation of Vedic hymns &c., he should amuse them by means

of stories of heroic deeds or songs and the like;
—

‘

Shanair-

bhojayet ,’ should feed them with such gentle persuasive ex-

pressions as ‘ this is very tasty, do please hike a few morsels
’

and so forth ;
—

‘ annddyena ’

milk-rice and such foods,

—

‘ gunaih ’, vegetables,
—

‘ amhrt ,’ again and again ;
‘paricho-

dayet ,’ should urge, with such words as * these cakes are very

nice, this preparation of milk is very tasty ’,
* taking each tiling

in his hand, he should stand before the invited, and repeat the

persuasion again and again,—this is what is meant by ‘ urging.’

VERSE CCXXXIV

‘ Kutapam —The commentators are agreed in explaining

this as ‘ blanket,’ The word also means ‘the hour of the
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day after half-past eleven, the best suited for the offering of

Shraddhas.’ This meaning, however, is not applicable to the

present verse.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 475), which

explains ‘ Teutapa ’ as ‘ blanket’

VERSE CCXXXV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 474).

VERSE CCXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 748), which explains that the addition of the particle ‘ eva ’

is meant to emphasise that ‘ they should not give up eating,

even though they may happen to touch one another.’

The second half of the verse is quoted in Apararka

(p. 497) in Shraddhakriyakaumudi (p. 170), winch says

that this verse forbids the praising of the food even by means

of gestures ;—and in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 553),

which adds the same note.

VERSE CCXXXVII

This verse is quoted in Smytitattva (p. 223), which

adds that the control of speech itself being sufficient to the men

describing the good qualities of the food, what is meant by

the last clause ‘ as long as the qualities of the food are not

described ’ is that these qualities should not be indicated even

by gesticulation;—and it further points out that the rule

regarding the food being ‘ steaming ’ is not meant to apply to

such food as parched rice and others of the kind.

This Verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 497) ;

—

and in

Skrdddhakriyakaumvdt (p, 170).
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VERSE ccxxxvm

This verse is quoted in Shraddhakriyakaumudi (p.

169) ;—and in 11emadri (Shraddha, p. 1021), which explains
‘

ve$titam ’ as wrapped up by turban etc.;—the specific prohibi-

tion of facing the south implies that when there is scarcity

of room one may eat facing any other quarter but the south,

—

‘ upanahau ’ are foot-covers of leather (shoes).

“ The same verse in the Mahabharata ends : Sarvam vidyat

tadasuram (13.90.19), ‘ belonging to the Asuras.”—Hopkins.

VERSE CCXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 516)

;

and Dana, p. 108) ;—in Shraddhakriyakaumudi (pp. 105

and 169);—and in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 521).

VERSE CCXL

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 472) ;—in

Shrdddhakriyakaumudi, which explains ‘ ayathdyatham ’ as

‘nullified’;—also in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 521), which

explains the same word as ‘leading to results contrary to those

expected ’;—and in Hemadri (Dana, p. 108, and Shraddha, p.

516).

VERSE CCXLI
«

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 472), which explains

'avaravarnajah ’ as ‘Shudra’;—in Hemadri (Shraddha,

p, 576);—and in Ghdadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 521),

which explains ‘ avaraja ’ as Shudra, and explains the meaning

to be that ‘ the things should be removed far enough so that the

wind eta may not reach the food.’

VERSE CCXLH

This verse ' is quoted in Apardrka (p. 472), which

explains ‘ khafljah ’ as ‘ kunthah ’;—and in Hemadri (Shrad-

dha, p. 516.)
,

•
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VERSE CCXLIII

‘ Brdhmanam bhik^ukani
1—

‘ The Brahmana that arrives

as a guest, and the Brahmana that comes begging for alms
’

(Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Kulluka) ;•
—

‘ the Brahmana

householder, and the ascetic that begs for food ’ (Narayana and

Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 728) in support of the view that ‘after the invited Brah-

manas have been seated, if a Religious Student or an Ascetic

should happen to turn up, he also should be fed at the

Shraddha ’
;—in Apararka (p. 500) ;—in Nrsimha-

prasdda (Shraddha, p. 246) ;—in Gadadharapaddhati

(Kala, p. 521) ;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 489).

VERSE CCXL1V

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 750), which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Sarvavarnikam’

means ‘ that food which contains the particular vegetable called

Sarvavarna ;
—-and in Apararka (p. 504), which ex-

plains that what is meant by
‘mnriiya ’

is that the food should

be collected in one vessel.

VERSE CCXLV

This verse is quoted in Varsakriydkaumudi, (p. 359),

as enumerating those entitled to the scattered food;—in

Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 562), which explains ‘kufayo$i-

idm tydginam’ as ‘those who abandon the ladies of their

family without cause’, and adds thaf the food scattered in the

dish is for those who have died without sacraments, while that

on the ground is for the slaves ;—in Shraddhakriyakaumudi

(p.275);—and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 1512), which adds

the following notes :

—

‘ammskrta ’ stands for those whose Upa-

nayana has not been done, and also the unmarried -

girls,—

Hydgindfy* are B\jiddes,— kulayo§itdm Y those'Iadies to whom
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water-offerings have not been made;—or ‘ kulayopitam

tyagindm * may be taken together, meaning ‘those who have

abandoned their wives and ladies without cause/

‘ Tyagincim hulayobtain ’
—

‘For those who abandon their

elders and for unmarried maidens
;
or to those who have aban-

doned the ladies of their family, without fault ’ (Medhatithi)

‘For.women who have forsaken their families’ (Govindaraja)

;

—
‘suicides and childless women’ (Narayana);

—
‘For ascetics

and...’ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted also in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 376) without any comment ;—and in Apararka (p. 504),

which explains
‘ bhagadheyam ’ as ‘share’; and adds that

what is meant is that ‘ for those persons of his family w1k>

have died without Upanayana, and for those who have forsaken

the ladies of his family or such others as should not be for-

saken,—one should assign the food left in the dish in which

the Brahmanas have eaten, as also that which has been

scattered on the grass’,

f

VERSE CCXLVI

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (on 1.239) in support

of the view that ‘the food served to the Brahmanas should

be served in sufficiently large quantities, to make it possible

for there being leavings, which constitute the share of the

servants and others rin Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 376),

without any comment;—in Nirnayasindhu (p. 325) ;—in

Apararka (p. 504), which adds that what has been left fallen

on the ground by the Brahmapas should be offered for such

honest and hard working slaves as may have died;—in

Hemadri (Shraddha, pp. 151 and 1511), which adds that

dasavarga here stands for the father’s principal servant who

jnay be dead and in Oadddharapaddhati (Kala, p. 562), <
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VERSE CCXLVH

This verse, as quoted by Medhatithi on p. 290, 1. 1, reads

‘ Asapinda ’.—But the same sense may be got out of the read-

ing
‘Asapinda’.—See Translation.

“ The Sapindikarana, the solemn reception of a dead

person among the partakers of oblations, is performed either

on the thirteenth day, or a year after death,”—says Buhler.

But the rite is performed on the twelfth
,
not the thirteenth day.

Hopkins has misunderstood the signification of the

Sapindikarana rite. He calls it ‘ ceremony on making a

Sapinda (relative) for him ’ and adds that ‘ it implies that the

deceased died without any family to offer the Shraddha for him.’

As a matter of fact, this rite is performed for every one

;

and its meaning is a»s explained by Buhler (see above).

The second half of this verse is quoted in Smrtitattva

(p. 802) in support of the view that the ‘Shraddha’ and ‘offering

of the Ball’ are two distinct acts.

VERSE CCXLVTII

Burnell is wrong in saying that ‘ verse 248 is apparently

omitted by Medhatithi ’ It is strange that scholars of the

‘Critical School’ should be making such statements on the strength

of Mss. which they know to be imperfect and incomplete.

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 802) as likely to

be interpreted as indicating the ‘offering of the Ball’ to be the

principal factor. It combats this view and adds that in the

compound
‘pindanirvapanam’ the term ‘pinda' is to be under-

stood as synonymous with
f
pitr\ so that what the compound

means is ‘offering to the Pitrs.’

Medhatithi (P. 286, L 14)
—

‘

Sapinijikaranashraddham

Ac.’ This appears to be a paraphrase of the verse, which is quoted

also in Mitakqara (on 11. 253-254), where, however, die

reading is
1pretanna nirdishet,’ See below Bhasya,

p. 289, H. 15-20,
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VERSE CCXLIX

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 498);—and in

Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 559).

VERSE CCL

‘VrsalV—Neither Medhatithi nor Kulluka takes this in

the sense ofa ‘Shudra female.’ Buhleris not right in attributing

this explanation to them. Both of them explain it as ‘ any

woman’; and they derive tliis meaning etymologically, by

using the term
‘
vr$asyati',’ ‘one who attracts to herself the

male.’ Nor is Buhler right in attributing to Narayana the

explanation that the word ‘ vrsali ’ means ‘ a seducing woman ’

;

as Narayana also uses the term ‘ vr^asyanti ’ only by way of

pointing out the etymological signification of the term
fvr$aB\

VERSE CCLin

This venae is quoted in Apardrka (p. 504), which

adds that ‘ if the Brahmanas so wish, the food should be sent

over to their house ; or if they permit him to eat it, along with

his relations, this may be done.’

VERSE CCLIV

‘Fachyam?—‘By the giver of the feast or any other

person that happens to come ’ (Medhatithi and Govindaraja) ;—
‘ by the giver of the feast’ (Kulluka).

‘Go§the’—‘In the cow-pen’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘at the Gotfhb

shrdddha ’ (Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘at a feast given

to Brahmanas for the purpose of bringing some benefit to the

cows’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Shraddhakriyakauimtdi (p. 177)

as prescribing the form of the question to be addressed to the

invited at a Shraddha, after they have been fed, -
i

, .
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VERSE CCLV

This Verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 474), which

explains
‘
Srsti as connoting ‘plenty’, and ‘ Mrsti ’ as

connoting ‘ deliciousness ’ ;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha,

pp. Ill and 72), which adds the following notes:—
1

'Vastu\ the

house built for the Shraddha-performance,—its
‘Sampadana ’

means ‘ building or acquiring by purchase, making it slope

towards the South, levelling, washing and besmearing with

cow-dung ’—
‘ Srsti ’ means * giving away ’ i.e., freely giving away

vegetables and other things,
—

‘ Mrsti ’, cleanliness or sweetness,

—
‘ agryah ’, those equipped with Vedic learning,—these are

‘ Shraddhasampadah ’
i. e., excellences of things used at the

Shraddha ; this implies that all these should be got together.

VERSE CCLVI

‘ Pavitram ’—
‘ Purificatory texts ’ (Medhatithi) ;

—
‘Means

of purification’ (Narayana).

VERSE CCLVII

‘ Anupaskftarri—‘ Not forbidden ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ not

prepared with spices ’ (Govindaraja and Narayana) ;
—

‘not

dressed as usual ’ (Nandana) ;
—

‘not tainted by bad smell
’

(Kulluka and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 225), which

explains
‘ awupaskrtam' as ‘ of such seasonings as are

brought about by cooking &c.’ It rejects the explanation of

Kulluka (‘ free from bad smell ’) on the ground that the word

can have no such meaning and in Apararka (p. 500),

which explains it as ‘ what has not been cooked for some

other purpose’—and again on p. 551, as enumerating what is

havi$ya ;—also in Hemadri (Shraddha, pp. 541 and 573) ;—in

Shraddhakriydkaumudi (p. 4220), which explains
‘arm-

pa$k?tam’ as ‘not rotten’, ‘not foul smelling\-^Soma as the

juice of the Soma-creeper;—and in Gadddharapaddhati

(Kala, p. 538).
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VERSE CCLVin

The second half of this verse iR quoted in Smrtitattva

(p. 183),. which adds the following notes :—Vachaspati Mishra

has explained this to mean that ‘ though actually facing the

East, the man should, in thought face the South ’
; but this

is not right; as Gobhila has distinctly laid down that the man
should be actually facing the South.—Nor is there any reason

for taking the words of Manu in that sense ; it is for this

reason that the commentators have explained the phrase

‘ daksinam dishamakahksan ’

as ‘looking towards the South

The verse is quoted in Shraddhakriyakaumudi (p. 207),

which has the following notes :

—
* facing the East but look-

ing sideways towards the South ’
; Kulluka has explained

‘ akdnksan ’ as looking towards
; but such is not the meaning

of the word ;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 1483), which

explains the meaning as
—

‘ Dismissing them, to go their way,

rising and following them and bringing them to the place for

washing the feet, and then looking towar ds the South, should

ask for the ddiired boons.
’

VERSE CCLIX

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 183) without

comment;—in Nirnayasindhu (p. 330);—and in Hemadri
(Shraddha, p. 1483).

VERSE CCLX

This verse is quoted in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala,

p. 563).

VERSE CCLXI

‘ Parastat ’—This is the right reading, and not 'puras-
tat'

\

as it is dear that the offering is to be made after the

feeding of the Brahmanas.
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The first half of this verse is quoted in Madanaparijata

(p. 599), which, accepting the reading
‘
purastat', explains

the line to mean that ‘ the offering is made before the Brah-

manas begin to eat, just after they have been worshipped, or

after the offering has been made into the fire.’—The whole

verse is quoted in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 563),

which says that ‘prahppanti etc. ’ is only reiterative of what

has been prescribed in the preceding verse.

Pardsharamddhava (Achara, p. 752) also quotas the

first half, reading ‘ purastat ’

;

and adds the following

explanation !Some people hold that the offering of the Ball

is to be done b(fore the Brehmanas have eaten, just after

they have been worshipped, or after the offerings have been

made into the fire ;—but from the use of the term * keehit
’

in the text, it seems that according to others the Ball is to be

offered after the Brahinanas have eaten, but before they have

washed, or after they have washed, but either before or after

they have been dismissed. The conclusion on this point is

that the offering of the Ball is to be done before the feeding

of the Brahmanas only at inferior Shrdddhas that are performed

before the Amalgamating Rite, wliile at this Rite itself as

well as at those that follow it, it is to be done after the

feeding. The difference in this practice is due to the custom

obtaining among the followers of the different Vedic

Schools.

VERSE CCLXII

“ There are many such magical ceremonies in the Sama-

vidhana and the Rgvidhana ”.—Burnell.

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 759) without any comment ;—in Apardrka (p. 550) ;—in

Shraddhakriyakaumudl (p. 215);—^and in (xadddharapad-

dhati (Kala, p, 563),

34
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VERSE CCLXIH

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 759) ;—in Apararha (p. 550) ;—in Shraddhahriya-

kaumudi (p. 215) :—and in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala,

p, 553).

VERSE CCLXTV

There is nothing in Medhatithi to show that he reads

‘pujayet ’ for ‘ bhojayet as stated by Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Apararha (p. 512), which

explains ‘ Jflati ’ as * relations on the father’s side and
* bandhava ’ as ‘ relations on the mother’s side ’;—and in

Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 1515), which has the following

notes:

—

‘Jflati’ are relations on the father’s side, i.e., Sapindas;

—the remnant of the food cooked for the Shraddha should

be made to reach those
;

i. e., they should be fed with it

with due respect; after which one should honour the ‘ Bandha-

vas,’ i. e., relations on the mother’s and the wife’s side

;

if, however, on being asked ‘what shall be done with the

remnant?’—tie Brahmanas should say ‘give it to us’—then

other food should be cooked for the relations; and these

are to l)e fed with the remnant, only if so permitted by the

Brahmanas. It may be regarded as incumbent on the Brahma-

nas to give this permission.

VERSE CCLXV

This verse is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 331);

—

in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 490), which explains

‘ Grhabali *

as standing for Bhutayajfla and implying the

entire Vaishvadeva offering,—as held in Kalpataru ;—in

Samskdraratnamald (p. 958), which notes that according

to Medhatithi and Karka the term ‘ bali ’ here stands

for the Vaishvadeva offering; but for the Kdkabali
,

according to Divodasa ;—m Hemadri (Kala, p. 606), which

reproduces the entire commentary of Medhatithi;--^
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Puru§drthachintamani (p. 426), which also quotes Medha-

titibi to the effect that ‘ bali
’

stands for the Vaishvadeva

offering;—and in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 1062), where also

Medhatithi’s commentary is reproduced in toto.

VERSE CCLXVI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 500) ;—in

Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 540) ;—and in Gadadharapad-

dhati (Kala, p. 536).

VERSE CCLXVII

This verse is quoted in Mitak§ara (on 1. 257) as

describing what is meant by ‘ havisydnna —in Para-

sharamadhava (Achara, p. 705);—in Smrtitattva (p. 224),

which explains ‘ vrihi ’ as ‘ rice ripening in the autumn —
in Vidhdnapdrijata (II, p. 744) ;—in Apararka (pp; 500

and 552) ;—in Hemddri (Shraddha, pp. 541 and 586) ;—in

Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 586) ;—and in Nrsimha-

prasada (Shraddha, p. 9 b).

VERSE CCLXVHI

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 705) ;—'in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 586) ;—and, in Gadd-

dharapaddhati (Kala, p. 536), which explains ‘ aurdbhra

'

as mutton.

VERSE CCLXIX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadkava (Achara,

p. 706) ;—in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 586) ;—and in Gadd-

dharapaddhati (Kala, p. 536), which explains 'par$ata ’ as

meat of the Pr$at i. e., the spotted deer.

VERSE CCLXX

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 706) in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 586) ;—and in

Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 536).
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VERSE CCLXXI

‘ Vardhrinasa ’—‘An old goat, white and with long

ears reaching the water at the time of drinking ’ (Medhatithi,

Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘a black-necked,

red-headed, white-winged crane ’ (Narayana).

Both these explanations are noted in Parashara-

madhava (Achara, p. 706), where, however, the colour of the

goat is mentioned as red, not white. The definition of the

goat quoted by Medhatithi is here attributed to Vimu-

dharmottara, and that of the crane to the ‘ Nigama \

This verse is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 295),

which adds the definition of Vardhrinasa as white ;—and

the first half in Apardrka (p. 551), which explains ‘joayasa ’

as ‘ rice cooked in milk ’, and adds that this milk should be

such as is not forbidden.

It is quoted in Gadddharapaddhati (Kala, p. 536),

which supplies the description of the Vardhrinasa as given

in the Nigama—
‘
(a) The old goat whose ears and mouth

touch the water, who has lost his virility; (6) the bird which

has black neck* red head and white wings

VERSE CCLXXII

‘ Kalashaka ’—Buhler has misread Medhatithi
;
there is

no such expression in Medhatithi as ‘ Krmavdsvdeva ’; the

word used is Krsne vastukabhede, which means ‘ the darker

variety of the vastuka herb’. According to Nandana, it

stands for the ‘ Black neem —Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p, 706) quoting the verse, explains it as ‘well known in the

northern country

‘ Mahashalka ’—Medhatithi explains this as ‘ shalyakd

‘the porcupine’, or (according to ‘others’, a kind of fish).

[Medhatithi says nothing as to ‘others’ reading l

sashalkhdri\—
Parasharamadhava explains it as ‘a particular kind of

fish ’ ;

—

‘ loha
’

as ‘ the red-coloured goat ’—and ‘ munyanna ’

as ‘ Nivara and the like ’.
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This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, pp. 541 and

586) ;—in Shraddhakriyakaumudi (p. 14), which says

that according to the ‘ ancients
’

‘ mahashalka ’ stands for the

Rohita fish ;—and in Gadddharapaddhati (Kala, p. 536).

VERSE CCLXXIH
“ The day meant is Bhddrapada, Badi, 13 ”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 117) with-

out comment;—in Apararka (p. 555), which adds that

the Accusative ending in ‘ trayodas/um ’ has the force of the

Locative ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 201) ;—in Shrad-

dhakriyakaumvdi (p. 272), which explains the meaning as

‘ whatever mixed with Honey is offered on the thirteenth of the

month, under the asterism of Maghd becomes inexhaustible’;

—in Puru^arthachintarnani (p. 385) ;—in Varsakriya-

kaumudi (p. 356);—and in Hemadri (Kala, p. 470 and

Shraddha, p. 87).

VERSE CCLXXIV
‘Prakchhdye kunjarasya ’—‘In the afternoon, when

the shadow cast by the elephant falls towards the East’

(Medhatithi, Kulluka, Narayana and Ragliavananda) ;

—

‘ during an eclipse ’ (‘ others ’ in Medhatithi, who rejects it).

—Mitdk$ara (on 1. 218) quotes a definition by which the

name applies to a particular day

—

i ftwr: i

This verse is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 109),

which
.

quotes from Vayupurana a definition of ‘ Gaja-

chchhaya' as the 13th day of the month during which the

sun lies in the asterism of Hasta, and the moon in that of

Magha ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 245) ;—in Shrdddha-

kriyakavmudi (p. 271), which explains
1 dadyat' as ‘ daddti ’

and ‘prakchhdye etc.' as ‘ When the shadow of the elephant

is cast towards the East, ' and notes that this is mere Artha-

vada ;—and in Varsahiydkaumvdi (pi 355). ^
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VERSE CCLXXV

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 1031) :

—

and in Oadddharapaddhati (Kala, p. 551).

VERSE CCLXXVI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 666) as laying down what one should do in the event of

his being unable to perform the Shraddha throughout

the dark fortnight ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 524), which

remarks that this verse implies also the alternative of begin-

ning the Shraddha on the fifth and going on daily till the

fifteenth ;—in Smrtitattva (on p. 173, again on p. 252) as

forbidding the performance of Shraddha on the fourteenth,

—and again on p. 845 as forbidding the performance of the

Shraddha on the fourteenth day of the dark fortnight of all

months ;—in Apararka (p. 422), which adds that the

alternative here laid down is that of beginning the perfor-

mance of the fifardddha on the tenth day of the fortnight;—in

Oadddharapaddhati (Kala, p. 467), which says that it refers

to the Mahalayd-shraddha ;—in Smrtisdroddhdra (p. 187)

in support of the view that only five, not ten, days of the

kr$napak$a are specially commended, these being the 10th,

11th, 12th, 13th, and 15th days;—in Shrdddhakriydkaumudi

(p. 6) ;—in Var§akriydkaumudi (p. 350) ;—in Punqartha-

ehintdmani (p. 382);—in Hemadri (Kala p. 461), which

adds that the fourteenth day is not to be excluded entirely,

it is to be avoided only for the Shraddha to three ‘deities’ with

the exception of that offered to those killed with weapons ;—and

in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 194).

VERSE CCLXXVn

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Kala, p. 512), which

explains ‘ yuksu ’ and
‘ ayuksu ’ as ‘even’ and ‘odd’, res-

pectively -and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 266).
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VERSE CCLXXVni

Medhatithi (P. 297, 1. 16)
—

‘ Vachanani tvapurvatvat,'

—This is Mimamsa sutra 3.5.21. The question arising as to

whether or not there should be an ‘ eating of remnants ’ in the

case of the Somajuice,—the conclusion is that there should be

the eating of it ; and this conclusion is based upon a passage

referring to a totally different subject ;
which shows that even

an unknown fact can serve as an illustration in support of a

definite conclusion.

Tins verse is quoted in Kalaviveka (p. 366), which

explains that the precise meaning of the verse is that ‘ from

the three parts into which the day is divided, forenoon, mid-day

and afternoon, the afternoon is superior to the other two.’

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 465), which

adds that the term ‘ aparahna ’ stands here, not for the fourth

part of the day divided into five parts, but simply for ‘ the

latter half of the day,’ which is its etymological meaning ;

—

in Purusdrthachintdmani (p. 373) ;—in Shraddhakriya-

kaumvdi (p. 314) ;—in Varsakriyakaumudi (p. 236)

r

in Shraddhakaumudi (p. 248) ; and in Kalamadhava

(p. 109).

VERSE CCLXXIX
‘ Anidhandt'

1—
‘ Until death ’ (Medhatithi and Govinda-

raja) ;

—
‘ up at to the end of the ceremony ’ (Kulluka, Nara-

yana, Nandana and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p.

725) in support of the view that ‘all the detailed Shraddha rites

beginning with the pouring of water round the dish to the end

should be done while one has his thread hanging on his right

shoulder ’ ;—-in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 345), which

explains ‘‘atandrina ’ as ‘without laziness,’
—

‘

anidhandt ’ as
‘ beginning with death,’ adding that the Maithilas explain this

to mean ‘fill the end of the ceremony ’ ;—in Shraddha-
kriyakaumudi (p. 44), which explains ‘ apasavyam ’ &s
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‘ vamavartakrctniena,' and ‘ anidhanat ’ as ‘ to the end of

the Shraddha.’

Smrtitattva quotes tins verse on p. 185, in support of

the view that the Ulkd-bhramana, ‘ Brandishing of the Fire-

brand,’ which is done on the fifteenth day of Kdrtika, being

an act done in honour of the Pitrs, should he done with the

sacred thread passing over the right shoulder;—again on

p. 281, in support of the view that the mating of certain

hymns that is laid down as to be done during the Shraddha,

should be done with the sacred thread passing over the

right shoulder ;—again on p. 280, where it is explained that

‘ apasavya ’ means ‘ pitr-tirtha,' i.e,, the part of the palm

between the thumb and the index-finger ;•—and again in

vol. II, p. 808, in support of the view that all the rites that are

performed ‘ after death ’ (anidhanat ) should be done with

the sacred thread passing over the right shoulder.

It is quoted in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 527),

which reads * atantrina ’ and explains it as ‘ analasena,’

and ‘ apasavyam ’ as ‘on the left side,’ ‘ anidhanat ’ as

* till the end Of the performance ’ ;—in Nrsimhajyrasdda

(Shraddha, p. 24 b) ;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 1 107),

which has the following notes:
—

‘

Prachtnarttind’ with the

sacred thread hanging over the right shoulder and under the

left arm-pit,
—

‘ anidhanat,’ ‘ till the end,

—

‘ darbhapanina,'

is added with a view to show that everything that is

done for the sake of the Pitrs should be done kusha

in hand.

VERSE CCLXXX

This verse is quoted in Kdlavivlha (p. 527) as

forbidding the performance of Shrdddhas at night;—in

Smrtitattva, on p. 172, and again on p. 266 as precluding

certain times for the performance of Shraddhas ;—in

Purv^arthaehintamani (p. 373) ;—in Hemadri (Kala, p. 586),

which says that the night is excluded because Iidk$asas ataf
fr
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about at night, so that if Shraddha were offered at night,

the Raksasas would take it away ; it should also not be

done either in the morning or in the evening twilight ;—in

Krtyasarasamuchchaya (p. 37), which explains ‘ Surye achi-

rodite ’ as within three muhurtas of sun-rise ;—in Kala-

madhava (p. 157);—in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 329) ;—in

Shraddhakriyakaumudi (p. 305), which explains ‘ surye

as ‘ during the first muhurta of the sunrise, which is forbidden

in reference to Shraddha only ;—in Suddhikaumudi (p. 194)

;

—in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 329) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada

(Shraddha, p. 20 b).

VERSE CCLXXXI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 420) ;—and in

Gadddharapaddhati (Kala, p. 467).

VERSE CCLXXXIl

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva on p. 174, as

laying down that the Shraddha during the ‘dark fortnight’

should be preformed on the Moonless Day ;—on p. 35, II,

as precluding the offering of Homa-libations in the ordinary

fire ;—and again on II, p. 136, to the same effect

It is quoted in Vidhanaparijata (II, p. 615), which

remarks that it appears as if it were forbidding the perform-

ance of Shraddha by a man ‘ with the Fire ’ on any but

the Moonless Day ; and proceeds to note that some

people have taken this to mean that if a Shraddha happens

to fall on any other day, the man ‘ with the Fire ’ should do

the ‘sahkalpa ’ on that day, but postpone the actual perform-

ance till the Moonless Day ;—but trustworthy people have

held that what is meant is that for the man ‘with the Fire,'’

even if there should arise the necessity of performing a

Shraddha on another day, he should always wait till the

Moonless Day.
36
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This verse is quoted in Nirnayamidhu{p Ill) which

remarks that the first half assigns the reason for what is

asserted in the second half. It quotes three opinions—(1)

Some people accept this verse in its literal sense; (2) ‘our

teachers ’ hold that it is meant to forbid for the man ‘ with

the fire ’ the performance of that Shraddha only which is done

in the form of the ‘ Piniapitryajfla ’ ;—(3)
‘ our own opinion

’

is that it serves to lay down that if any Shraddha happens

to fall on other days, the Man ‘ with the fire’ should do it on

the Moonless Day;—in Purusdrthachintamani (p. 360),

which reproduces the note from Hemadri ;—in Hemadri
(Shraddha, p. 1679) which explains the meaning as

—
‘The

Agnihotri should not perform any Shraddha in which the

ritualistic details of the Darsha-Shraddha are not adopted

;

that is, he should perform the Shraddha only in the

manner of the Darsha-Shraddha
; it does not mean that

‘he should not perform any Shraddha except the Darsha’;

—and in Shraddhakriyakaumudi (p. 7), which rejects the

view set forth |>y Hemadri, attributing it to Halayudha.

VEESE CCLXXXHI
This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 391)

in support of the view that in case one is unable to perform

all the three rites of Tarpana, Shraddha and Bali, if he per-

forms even one of them, he is saved from the sin of neglecting

the ‘ offerings to the Pitrs ’ ;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha,

p. 946).

VEESE CCLXXXIV
This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 461), which explains

the meaning to be that the Father should be thought of as Vasu,

the grandfather as Eiidra and the great-grandfather as Aditya ;

—

in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 64) ;—and in Gadddharapaddhati

(Kala, p. 562) as setting forth the form of the Pitrs.

VEESE CCLXXXV
Compare the Mahdhharata 13. 93. 13 et. seq.
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VERSE I

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 562), which adds that the rule here laid down is on the

basis of the understanding that the ordinary span of man’s

life is a hundred years ;—and in Samskdramayukha, (p. 64),

which remarks that the span of man’s life being a hundred

years, one should devote twenty-five years to each of the four

life—stages,—such is the view of the writers of the Digests.

VERSE II

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on 1. 128), which

says that what is here stated is confined to the Brahmana only

;

—in Vidhanaparijata (II, p. 246) ;—in Madanaparijata

(p. 215) ;—and in Nfsimhaprasdda (Ahnika, p. 37a).

VERSE IV

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 309) ;—in Vidhanaparijata (II. p. 246);—and the

second half in Madanaparijata (p. 216).

VERSE V

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 309), which explains the difference between ‘ uflchha ’ and
‘ shila ’ by taking the former to mean the picking up of single

grains> of com and the latter that of ears of com Men
on the ground ;—and in Vidhanaparijata (H, p. 246),
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VERSE VI

The first half of this verse is quoted in Parasha-

ramddhava (Achara, p. 809) ;—and the entire verse in

Vidhanaparijata (II, p. 246).

VESRE VII

‘Kusuladhanyakah ’—Having as much grain as is con-

tained in a Kustila, a granary, i. e., enough to feed the house-

hold for one year ’ (not three as mentioned by Buhler)

[Medhatithi] ;—
‘ enough to last twelve days ’ (Govindaraja) ;—

‘ enough for three years ’ (Jvulluka and Raghavananda)

;

—
‘ enough for twelve, six or three months ’ (Nariiyana).’

‘Kunibhidhanyakah ’
—

‘ Having as much grain as may be

contained in a Kunibhi, i, e., enough to last for six months ’

(Medhatithi) ;— ‘enough to last for six days ’ (Govindaraja

and Narayana) ;
—

‘ enough for one year- ’ (Kulluka and

Raghavananda^

This verse is quoted in Apardrka, (p. 169) ;—in

Mitaksara, (on 1. 128), which adds that this refers, not to all

Bralimanas, but to those only who are ‘ ydydvara ’ i. e. ‘ who

devote themselves entirely to study, sacrifice and making

gifts, and do not have recourse to teaching, sacrificing for

others and receiving gifts, or amassing of wealth’ (accord-

ing to Devala) ;—also on 3.29, as describing the four

kinds of ‘ Householder ’ ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 216) ;

—

in Vidhanaparijata (H, p. 246), which explains ‘ Kusula ’

as ‘ Ko§thakam,’
—

‘ Kvrnbhi ’ as ‘ aqtrikd,’ and the whole

compound as ‘one who possesses grain enough to fill the one

or the other ’ ;
—

‘ tryahiha ’ as ‘ one who has grains enough

to last for three days,’ and ‘ ashvastana ’ as ‘ one not having

grains for the morrow’;—and in Nfsimhaprawda (Abnika,

p. 37 a).
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VERSE VIII

This verse is quoted in Aparnrka, (p. 169) ;—and

in Madanaparijata, (p. 216). .

VERSE IX

‘ Satkarma ’—Medhatithi is again misrepresented by

Buhler. (See Translation)
;
the ‘ six ’ described by him are

(1) ‘utlchha,’ (2)
‘ shila,’ (3)

‘ aydchitaldbha’ (4) ‘ ydchita-

labha,’ (5)
‘ / rsi

'

and (6) ‘vunijya ’
; and he adds that

‘ Teaching, sacrificing for others and receiving gifts’ are includ-

ed imder ‘ ydchita-ayachitaldbha ’—they are those mentioned

in verses 5 and 6, according to Govindaraja, which agrees

with Medhatithi ;—those mentioned in 5 and 6, except-

ing ‘ service ’ and substituting in its place ‘ money-lending,’

according to Kulluka and Raghavananda ;—according to

Narayana, those mentioned in verses 5 and 6, and also those

enumerated in 1. 88 ;—those mentioned in 1. 88, according

to Nandana, which explanation Medhatithi notes and

rejects.

‘ Tribhih ’—Here also Buhler misrepresents Medhatithi

;

Medhatithi does not restrict ‘ three ’ to the ‘ first three

mentioned in verses 5-6 ’
; what he clearly says is ‘ any

three out of those mentioned excepting agriculture and trade ’

;

—
‘ teaching, sacrificing and accepting gifts ’ (Govindaraja,

Kulluka, Raghavananda and Nandana) ;
—

‘ teaching, sacrificing

and accepting gifts, as also the first three mentioned in verses

5-6’ (Narayana).

‘Dvabhyam '—Here also what Medhatithi says is—any

two out of the three just recommended, excepting gifts

received for asking —and not ‘gleaning and accepting

voluntary gifts ’ as stated by Buhler ;
—

‘ sacrificing and teaching
’

(Govindaraja Kulluka, Raghavananda and Nandana)

;

‘gleaning ears and single grains
’
(Narayana).
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‘ Brahmasattra ’

—

4 Any one of the two, gleaning ears and

gleaning single grains’ (Medhatithi and Narayana) ;
—

‘teach-

ing ’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka, Raghavananda and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 169), which

adds the following notes:
—

‘

$atkarma

'

stands for the six

occupations of sacrificing for others, offering sacrifices and the

rest, that have been recommended for the Brahmana
;
and

these are referred to for the purpose of prescribing the three

occupations of receiving gifts and the rest ;

—

1

tribhiranyah’
—

i. e., for the
‘ kumbhidhanya’ also the three occupations are

enjoined ;
—

‘ dvabhyam ekah ’,—tliis permits sacrificing and

teaching for the Tryahaihika,—the receiving of gifts being

forbidden, as they may come from evil persons ;—the fourth,

‘ Ashvastana ’ should live by
4 Brahmamttra ’, i. e., teaching

alone. Thus it follows that the
4 Kusuladhanya ’ and the

rest are meant for the Brahmana only ; as the receiving

of gifts and the rest are not possible for any other caste.

Mitaksara (on 1. 128) quotes the verse in support of

the view that tjje first refers to
4

sacrificing, teaching, receiving

gifts, agriculture, trade and cattle-tending, ’—the second to
4

sacrificing, teaching and receiving gifts,
’—the third to

4
sacrificing and teaching ’ and the fourth to

4

teaching ’ only.

The verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 216),

which provides an explanation more in keeping with Medha-

tithi’s :—The Kusuladhyana has six occupations,—viz. uflchha,

shila, ayachita, yachita, kr§i and vanijya ;—the other,

4 Kumbhidhanya ’ lives by three

—

i. e. uflchha, shila and

ayachita ;—the
4 Tryahaihika ’ by two

—

i. e. uflchha and

shila ;—and
4 Ashvastanika ’ by the

4 Brahmasatlra ' i, e,,

by the uflchha alone, which leads him to the
4

regions of

Brahman, and as such is equal to the Sattra sacrifice

The verse is quoted also in Vidhanaparijata (IL

p. 247), which explains the
4

six occupations’ to be
4

sacrifidngi

teaching, receiving gifts, agriculture, trade and cattle-tending

;

—and in Samskaramayukha (p. 131), which explains
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the meaning as follows :—Some people live by the six means

—

officiating at sacrifices, teacliing, receiving gifts, agriculture,

trade and cattle-tending ;—others by three only viz., receiving

gifts, teaching and officiating at sacrifices ; others by two only

i.e., by officiating at sacrifices and teaching ; and others again by

one only, teaching ; among these each succeeding one is

superior to the proceeding ones.

VERSE XII

Tliis verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 170), which

remarks that in connection with all these ‘ vratas ’, it has to be

borne in mind that what is exactly meant by the term

‘ vrata

'

is the mental determination that ‘I shall do tins

—

I shall not do that ’,—and that all these have to be taken up

immediately after the Final Bath.

VERSE XIV

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 217), which adds

the following notes:
—

‘

Nitya ’ here stands for all that is

done without any desire for personal gain’;
—

‘

parama
gatih ’ means ‘deliverance —what is meant is that what leads

to Deliverance is the performance of duty along with the true

knowledge of the Supreme Self.

The verse is quoted also in Parasharamadhava

(Achara, p. 52);—-and in Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa, p. 48).

VERSE XV

‘Prasahgena’—‘Music, singing and such other things to

which man becomes addicted ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja,

Kulluka Raghavananda and Nandana) ;
—

‘with too great

eagerness’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Dana, p. 59).
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VERSE XVI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 217);—and in

Prayashehittaviveka (p. 10).

VERSE XVIII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa, p. 36)

;

—and in Samskaramayukha (p. 71).

VERSE XIX

* Nigamas ’—According to Medhatithi, the term Nigama*
does not mean the Ahgas, as stated by Buhler,—but it includes

Nigama—Nirukta—Vyakarana—Mlmamsa ;—Kulluka ex-

plains the term as ‘ works, called Nigama
, explanatory of

the meaning of the Veda.’

This vers# is quoted in Apararka (p. 127), which explains
‘ Nigaman’ as ‘the Nighantu and other works that help

in ascertaining the meanings of words’;—in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 509) as laying down what should be studied

;

—in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 155), which explains

‘b'uddhivrddhikarani' as ‘Tarka, Mlmamsa and the rest,’

—

dhanyani ’ as ‘the Arthashastras, which are conducive to the

acquisition of wealth,’
—

‘ hitdni ’ as ‘the Ayurveda and so

forth,’—and ‘ nigamah ’ as ‘ the Nighantu and other works
that help in the understanding of the meanings of words ’ ;

—

in Samskaramayukha (p. 71) ;—and in Smrtichandrikd

(p. 132).

VERSE XX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 155),
which explains * rochate ’ as ‘ becomes bright.*
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VERSE XXV

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 217), which

makes the following observations :—The ‘ ends of night and

day ’ being laid down as the times fit for the making of

the two Agnihotra offerings,—the points of time really meant

are also those immediately preceding and following the said

‘ ends ’
; it is on this understanding that the evening-offering

is commenced in the afternoon and finished after the evening

;

and for those who adopt the alternative of making the offering

‘ after sunrise,’ it is done after the sun has actually risen,

(which would naturally be after the end of the night).

Similarly as the exact point of time denoted by the term

‘ Darsha ’ would be too minute for any act, it stands for such

length of time as may be necessary for the entire offering.

Then follows a long disquisition regarding ‘ Paurnamasa ’

and ‘ Amavaaya.'

VERSE XXVI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 217).

VERSE XXIX

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Dana, p. 677 and

Shraddha, p. 438).

VERSE XXX

‘ Pa$andinah ’— Ascetics who wander about with ex-

ternal marks, such as nakedness, red-dresses, and so forth
’

(Medhatithi, who does not explain the term as ‘non-brahma-

nieal ascetics,’ as asserted by Buhler,—and also Govindaraja)

;

—
‘'Shakyas, Bhiksus, Ksapanakas and other ascetics outside

the Vedie pale’ (KullSka and Narayana) ;
—

‘ those who do not

believe in the 1 Vedas ’ (Raghavananda). The ‘ vahyaUhgin'

does not mean, as Hopkins says, ‘ those who bear the token of
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outcastes *
; what is really meant is the person who, without

possessing any real asceticism of the heart, makes a show of

it, by wearing external marks.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 170), which

explains ‘ vikarmasthdn ’ as ‘ those addicted to such acts

as are forbidden —in Mitaksard (on 1. 130), which

explains ‘ haituka ’ as ‘ one who, by argumentation, raises

doubts about everything ’,
—

‘

pasanfinah 1
as ‘those who

have recourse to such life-conditions as are opposed to the

dictates of the Vedas —and in Smrtisdroddhdra (p. 319).

VERSE XXXI

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 182).

VERSE XXXIII

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 33), which

adds that wljere the text says ‘ not from others ’, what it

means is that ‘in the event of those named here being

available, one should not seek for it from others —and in

Prayashchittaviveka (p. 402), which explains ‘ rajan ’ as

standing for ‘ the just king of the Ksattriya caste ’.

VERSE XXXIV

‘ Shaktah ’
—

‘ Who is able to procure food ’ (Narayana)

;

—
‘ he who is able to dine shall not stint himself through

avarice ’ (Nandana) ;
—

‘ a Snataka, who is a fit recipient of

gifts must not pine with hunger (so long as the king has

anything to give) ;—Raghavananda reading ‘ Yuktah ’ explains

it to mean ‘A Snataka suffering from hunger shall not

despair

This verse is quoted in Nityacharapradipa (p. 353);

—r$nd in Smrtisdroddhdra (p. 224).
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VERSE XXXV

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 249)

as laying down ‘ shaving of the head ’ for those who have

taken the Final Bath ;—and in Smrtisaroddhara (p. 224).

VERSE XXXVI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 176), which

explains ‘ vedam ’ ;is
‘ handful of kusha ’, and ‘ raukme ’ as

‘ golden in Mitaksara (on 1. 133) ;—and in Smrti-

saroddhara (p. 320).

VERSE XXXVII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 180) ;—in

Mitaksara (on 1. 135), in die sense that looking at the

Sun is forbidden only at stated times, not always, as seems

to be implied by Yajiiavalkya’s words ;—in Viramitro-

daya (Samskara, p. 494), which explains ‘ uparaktam ’

(v. 1. ‘ upasrstam ’) as ‘ eclipsed —again on p. 578, as

mentioning things that should not be looked at ;—in

Smrtitattva (p. 162), which adds that the prohibition of

looking at the eclipsed sun is not applicable to that see-

ing of the eclipse which has been clearly enjoined as conducive

to great merit;—in Vidhanaparijata (II, p. 476);—in

Purusarthachintamani (p. 346) ;—in Hemddri (Kala,

p. 388) as prohibiting the house-holder seeing the eclipsed sun

;

—in Samskaramayukha (p. 71);—in Smrtichandrika

(p. 124), which explains ‘ upasrstam * as ‘ eclipsed —in

Samskararatnamala (p. 292) ;—in Smrtisaroddhara (p.

320) ;—in Var§akriyakaumudi (p. 94), which says that

‘ ikqana *

cannot be taken as standing for mere knowing

(as some people have held), and that it does not prohibit the

first seeing of the eclipse, which is necessary to entide the

man to bathe; what is forbidden is only the unnecessary

repeated, seeing of the eclipse ;—and in Shuddhikaumuctt

(p. 218).
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VERSE XXXVIII

This verse is quoted in Samskaramayukha (p. 71),

which explains ‘ vatsatantri
’

as ‘ the rope to which a calf

is tied’, and quotes Haradatta to the effect that ‘ vatsa’ here

stands for the entire bovine species.

VERSE XXXIX
»

This verse is quoted in Apararka
, (p. 176), Which explains

that the ‘mud’ meant is that which has been dug out ;

—and in Mitaksard (on 1. 133).

VERSE XL

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 562);

—in Hemadri (Kala, p. 726);—and in Nrsimhaprmdda

(Samskara, p. 25 a).

„ VERSE XLI

This: verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 562), which explains it to mean that if he approaches her

during the first four days, he loses his wisdom &c. ;—in

Hemadri (Kala* p. 726) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada

(Samskara, p. 25 a).

VERSE XLII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p.

562), which explains it to mean that if the man avoids her

during the first four days, his wisdom and other things become

enhanced ;—and in Hemadri (Kala, p. 726).

VERSE XLIII

This , verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 180) p—in

Mitaksard, (on 1.125);—in Madanaparijata (p.. 123);
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—in Vlramitrodaya^ (4hnika, p. 479, and again in

Samskara, p. 578);—in Samskaramayukha, (p. 71);—and

in Smrtisaroddhara, (p. 320).

VERSE XLIV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 180);—in

Mitak^ara, (on 1.135) ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 123);

—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 578) ;—in Smrtisd-

roddhdra, (p. 320) ;—and in Samskaramayukha (p. 71).

VERSE XLV
‘ Gorraje ’

—
‘The path by which, or the place at which,

cows go to graze’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘cow-pen’ (Kulluka and

Govindaraja).

This - verse is quoted in its second half in Apararka
,

(p. 179);—in Vlramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 33), where

‘ Govraja ’ is explained as ‘ (roatha ’ ;—in Smrtitattva (p. 329)

;

—in Vidhdnapdrijdta (II, p. 153);:—in Nityacharapradlpa,

(p. 250);—and in Samskaramayukha (p. 71).

VERSE XLVI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 179) ;—in

Vlramitrodaya
,
(Ahnika, p. 33), which explains

‘

chityam ’

as the Shyena and other altars built of bricks, or ‘at a place

where a dead body has been cremated ’ (according to some)

;

and in connection with ‘dilapidated temples ’ it remarks that,

inasmuch as the making of water in all kinds of temples

is expressly forbidden, the addition of the epithet ‘dilapidated ’,

‘ jlrna ’, must be understood to have been added with a view

to the perceptible physical danger involved in the act,

—

i. c, of

loose bricks and other things falling and the like;
—

‘ Valmtka ’

is ‘the mound of mud collected by a particular kind of insect’

This verse is quoted also in Smrtitattva (p. 329) ;

—

in Vidhanapdrijdta (II, p. 153) ;—and in Nityacharapradlpa,

(p. 250), which explains ‘ chityam ’ as ‘ on a fire-altar.’
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VERSE XLVH

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 179), which

adds that, the ‘parvata ’ having been already mentioned in

the preceding verse, the ‘ top of the mountain ’ is mentioned

here with a view to indicate- that if, under certain circumstances, it

cannot be avoided, one may pass urine on a mountain elsewhere

than on the ‘top ’ ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 33),

which quotes only the first foot, and explains ‘ sasattvesu ’

as ‘ with living creatures ’
; the second foot being quoted on

p. 37, where ‘ sthitah ’ is explained as ‘ standing

VERSE XLVHI

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 43), which

explains
‘pashyan ’ as ‘before’, ‘ sammukhah ’ ;— and in

Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 37), which explains
‘pashyan ’

as ‘ looking at, in front of ’, in order to make it applicable to

thv wind, which is not ‘ visible ’ with the eye.

VERSE XLIX

This verse, which is 52 in Buhler, Burnell and Kulluka

and other commentators, is 49 according to Medhatithi, who

remarks that ‘some people do not read this verse in the

present Discourse It is interesting, in the light of this remark,

to note that this verse is not quoted in any of the important

Nibandhas.

This verse is quoted in Nityacharapradipa (p. 248),

which explains ‘ samvitahgah ’ as ‘ with the sacred thread

hanging by the neck.’

VERSE L

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 34), which explains

the meaning to be that ‘ one should cover the ground either

with sticks, or with clods, or with leaves, or with grass and1
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then ease himself, ’—-‘ samvitdhgah ’ means ‘ with body

wrapped’, and ‘ avagunthitah ‘with head covered’;—in

Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 25), which explains ‘ vdcham

niyamya' as ‘silent’,
—

‘ samvitahgah ’ as ‘with the sacred

thread hanging by the neck over the back —it notes

that Kulluka and others explain the word as ‘with body

wrapped’,—and
‘

avagunthitah

'

as ‘ with head covered
’

;—in

Smrtikaumvdt (p. 57) ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Ahnika, p. 3 a)

;

—and in Krtyasarammuchchaya (p. 45), which explains

‘ uchchara ’ as ‘stools’,
—

‘

samutsarga ’ as ‘evacuation’.

VERSE LI

Burnell is not right in saying that “ Medhatithi omits

this verse” (see Translation). He adds
—“The verse occurs

in the Mahabharata 13. 104. 76, following the one that is equi-

valent to Manu 52, but with the var. lec. (a) ublie mvtrapurise

tu (6) (in the second pada) tathahyayurna rsyate.”

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 27), which explains ‘ yatliddiva ’ as ‘facing the North’;

—and again on p. 30;—in Srnrtitattva (p. 328), which

explains
‘ uchchara ’ as ‘excreta’;—in Vidhanapdrijdta

(p. 152) ;—in Smftisaroddhara (p. 265), which notes that

the freedom herein set forth is meant only for occasions

when one is unable to determine the exact directions, and

when there is danger to life ;—in Krtyasarasamuchchaya

(p. 45), which explains
lpranabddhabhayem' as ‘when there is

danger to life from tigers and other things ’ ;—in Nrsimhapra-

sada (Ahnika, p. 3 b) ;—and in Nityacharapradipa (p. 250).

VERSE Ln

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 42), which

adds that. this applies to cases where, on account of mist

or fog, the man is unable to ascertain the directions.
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‘ It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 30),

which adds the following explanation :—During the night, in

shade or in darkness,—and during the day, in shade or

in darkness caused by fog etc.,—and during suffering to

life caused by disease etc.,—and in danger due to thieves, tiger

and such other things ;—Kulluka Bhatta reads ‘ pranabadhd-

bhayesu ’ and explains it to man ‘ when there is danger to

life at the hands of thieves etc.,’
—

‘ one should do ’

—

i. ft, the

‘ mutrochehdfasamvtsargam ’ (of the preceding verse). This

verse supplies an exception to the law regarding the facing

of the North or the East etc. ; so that this latter law remains

applicable to the day, when there is light, and also to :the night

when there is moon-light This view has the support of

Kalpataru. In view of the present verse specifying * day

and night ’, the facing of the North remains compulsory at

the two twilights. The author of Smrtichandrika, Madhav-

achilrya, Kulluka Bhatta and others have held the view

that the first half applies to cases where one has lost all

sense of direction ;
but this view has been rejected on the

ground that there is no authority for restricting the rule in

this manner.

This is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 329) -in Vidhdna-

pdrijata (II, p. 152), which also adds that this refers to

cases where the man has lost all sense of direction ;—and in

Apararka (p. 34).

VERSE LIII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 181) ;—and

in Mitak$ara (on 1. 137).

VERSE LIV

This verse is quoted in Mitakqara (on 1.137)

;

and in Apararka (pi 181).
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VERSE LV

The first quarter of this verse is quoted in Mitaksara

(on 3. 290).

VERSE LVII

This verse is quoted in Samskdramayukha (p. 71),

which explains ‘ avrtah ’ as ‘ without invitation from the

sacrificer’, he should not go to a sacrifice, with the purpose

of getting something ; there is nothing wrong in merely going

to see the performance, as distinctly stated by Gautama.

VERSE LVm

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Paribh^sa,

p. 90), which explains ‘ gavdm gosthe ’ as ‘ govishisfe

gosthe ’,—and ‘ dak^inarn etc.’ as ‘ he should place the

upper cloth on his left shoulder and keep the right one

outside the cloth’;—and in Samskdramayukha (p. 71).

VERSE LIX

This verse is quoted in Samskdramayukha (pp. 71 and 68)

;

—and in Nrsimhaprasdda (Samskara, p. 71b).

VERSE LXX

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (p. 20).

VERSE LXn

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 476),

which explains ‘ uddhrtasneham ’ as refering to ‘pinyaka’

(residue of seeds ground for oil) and things of that kind ; and
‘ atiprage as ‘ before the sun long risen ’ the third

quarter is quoted in Mitaksara (on 8. 290) ;—in Smrtitattva

(p. 30), as precluding the time of sunset and sunrise, and explains

37
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‘ Sauhitya ’ as ‘over-satisfaction’, ‘ satiation ’ ;—and in

Samskaramyukha (p. 71), which remarks that by this the

eating' of ‘ talera ’ becomes wrong ; as there is nothing to

justify an exception in favour of takra
;
it explains ‘ Sauhitya ’

as ‘ over-eating

VERSE LXIV

This verse is quoted in Samskdramyvkha (p. 71).

‘ Ksvedet ’

—

Grind his teeth ’ (Medliatithi) ;

—
‘ roar like

a lion ’ (Narayana)
;— snap his fingers ’ (Nandana).

‘ Sphotayet—1

slap ’ (Medhatithi) ;

—
‘ make Ms fingers

crack ’ (Nandana).

VERSE LXV

TMs verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 328),

wMch adds that the prohibition regarding the ‘ broken vessel
’

applies to vesselg of metal other than copper and the like

in Samskdrarndyukha (p. 71) ;—and in Shuddhikaumudt

(p. 339).

VERSE LXVI

This verse is quoted in Vidhanapdrijata (p. 671) ;

—in Nirnayasindhu (p. 195) as laying down certain rules

for the Accomplished Student;—in Shuddhikawnudi (p. 313),

wMch explains ‘ Karaka ’

as Ramandalu
, water-pot ;—in

Nrsimhapramda (Samskara, p. 7 1 b) ;—in Samskaramayukha

(p. 71) ;—and in Smrtisdroddhara (p. 319), which also explains

‘ Karaka '

as Ramandalu,

VERSE LXVn

This verse iB quoted in Apararka (p. 173)

;

—and

in Madanaparijdta (p. 126).
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VERSE LXVHI

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 126).

VERSE LXIX
‘Balatapah ’—The morning sun’ (Medhatithi) ;

—
‘the

Sun in the sign of Virgo, i. e., the autumnal Sun’ (Raghavananda).

'Na chhindydnnakharorndni ’—‘He should not clip his

nails or hair,’
—

‘himself, i. <?., he should employ a barber’ (Me-

dhatithi and Govindaraja),
—

‘before they have grown long’

(Kulluka),
—

‘except at the proper time for clipping’ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 183) ;—and in

Samskdramayukha (p. 71), which explains
‘Baldtapa>’

as the ‘autumnal Sun’ {‘Bald' standing for the zodiacal sign of

Kanya
,
Virgo, and it is during the month of Kdrtika that the

Sun (dtapa) is in that sign].

VERSE LXX

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 183), which

explains ‘dyati as 'parinama', ‘result’

—

'Karma' as Sahkalpa

‘volition’, ‘determination’; and this is ‘fruitless,’
‘

ni$phala’,

when it turns out to be fahe, i. when the determination is

not carried into practice ; as regards the crushing of clods etc.,

what is to be avoided is the habit of doing it
;—and in

Samskdramayukha (p. 72).

VERSE LXXI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 183),—and

again on (p. 253), as lending support to the idea that the man

himself becomes ‘unclean’ by dealing with ‘unclean things.’

VERSE LXXH
‘Vahirmalyam ’

—
‘Garland over the dress’ (Medhatithi);

—‘garland over the head’ (Kulluka) ;
—

‘garland on public roads

and such uncovered places’ (‘others’ in Medhatithi) ;—or ‘gar-

land without scent’ (‘others’ in Medhatithi).
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This verse is quoted in Samskaramayukha (p. 72),

which adds that going on carts drawn by bullocks is only

slightly reprehensible (not sarvatha, wholly, reprehensible, as

riding on their back is).

VERSE LXXIII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 184),—and in

Samskaramayvkha (p. 72).

VERSE LXXIV

'Na pdnistham'—
‘Placed in the left hand’ (Narayana);

—

‘served in the hand, and not in a dish’ (Medhatithi and

Kulluka).

VERSE LXXV

This verse is quoted in Samskaramayukha (p. 72).

VERSE LXXVI

This verse is quoted in Samskaramayukha (p. 72).

VERSE LXXVII

The last foot of this verse is quoted in Apararka

(p. 183).

VERSE LXXVni

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 183).

VERSE LXXIX

‘Pukkasa . . .Antyavasayirf—Defined under 10—12,39,49.

This verse is quoted in Nrsimhaprasdda (Samskara,

p. 71b).
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VERSE LXXX

“ Discrepancies between this verse and others in the work

(9.125) are explained by the commentators, who say that

the Shudra mentioned in the other rules is the family servant”

—Hopkins.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 220), which

explains ‘ vratam ’ as
iprdyaschittam ’,

‘ expiatoiy rite ’ ;—and

again on p. 1090, where it is pointed out that the giving of

advice regarding ‘expiation ’, that is forbidden here, refers to

those cases where the Shudra seeks advice without the

mediation of a Brahmana.

It is quoted also in Mitdksara (on 3. 262), which

remarks that the prohibition refers to those cases where the

Shudra does not seek advice in a meek and suppliant atti-

tude;—in Nrsimhaprasdda (Samskara, p. 71 6);—and in

Samskdramayukha (p. 72), which says that what is forbidden

here is ‘ direct teaching.’

VERSE LXXXI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 220).

VERSE LXXXH

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 183), which

explains ‘ tatah
’

as standing for the head.

VERSE LXXXIII

‘ Tailena ’—This, is construed by almost all the commen-

tators with ‘sprshet ’, ‘one should not touch with oil any limb

after having bathed his head’; by others with ‘ Shirah-

snatah ’, ‘one who has anointed his head with oil shall not

touch any limb
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‘This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 183), which

construes the second line to mean ‘ having anointed his head

with oil, he shall not rub that same oil over any other limb,

or he shall not, during the rest of that day, rub his body with

any oil at all

VERSE LXXXIV

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 218),

which adds that the ‘ king ’ here spoken of is one who

tyrannises over his subjects ;—and in Prayashchittaviveka

(p. 410).

VERSE LXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 185).

VERSE LXXXVH
a

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 185) ;

—

and in Prayashchittaviveka (pp. 403 and 410), to the

effect that one should not accept gifts from a Ksattriya

king who is unrighteous.

VERSE LXXXVin—XC

“ A varied list is found in Yajfiavalkya 3. 222 et. seq

^

Visnu 43. 1 et. seq. Others occur in our text, 4.81, 4. 197,

3. 249, 12. 7G”.—Hopkins.

Narayana takes ‘ nodi ’ as standing for the Vaitarim

river ;
while Govindaraja takes it as by itsef forming the name

of a' particular helL The Vippupurana has a hell named

‘ Dipanadi’.

All these three verses are quoted in Apararka

(p. 185) ;—and in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 15), which

adds the following explanation of the names :

—

1

Tdmisra.
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darkness, ‘ Andhatdrnisra'
,

dense darkness,— Maharau-

rava-Raurava’
,

abounding in hot sands,
—

‘ Kalasutra,’

resembling the potter’s cutting string,
—

‘ Mahdnaraka\ where

all sorts of dire sufferings are gone through,
—

‘ tiafljtvanam’,

where one is repeatedly killed and brought to life,
—

‘

Mahdvichi ’,

where large waves tumble about,

—

iTapana\ resembling

flaming fire,
—

‘ Satapratdpana
'

is another name for the

Kumbhtpdka,

—
‘ Samhdta ’ over-crowded,'

—

‘

Kdkoid
,

where

people are devoured by crows,
—

‘ Kw/ma/a,
’ where there is

whipping with cords,
—

‘ Putimrttikam

'

where the earth

smells like filth,
—

‘ Lauhashahku’, pricks like the needle,

—

‘ Rjtsa ”, where rotten Hour is* thrown,
—

‘ Panlhd\ where

one is constantly on the move,
—

‘ Shdlmafd

\

where people

;u’e pierced by thorns of the Shalmali tree,

—

1 Nadi

'

where one

is washed away by such streams as the Vaitarini and the like

—

’ Lohachdraka,' where there is chaining in irons.

VERSE XCJ

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 185).

VERSE XCII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 158) ;—in

Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p. 206), which explains

‘ Vedatattvdrtha ’ as ‘ the Supreme Self ’ ;—in Madana-
pdrijata (p. 204) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 13), which explains ‘ Brahma muhurta ’ as ‘ the last

quarter of the night’, and adds that the time is so called because

it is the time for the awakening of Brahnii, i.e., Bharati,

the goddess of speech
; and that the term ‘ muhurta ’ is to be

taken as standing for time in general, and not in the restricted

technical sense of a period of 48 minutes
; and this on the

ground that 48 minutes would not suffice for all those acts that

are prescribed for being done after rising and before sunrise.

It goes on to add that according to other Nibandhm, the last
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but One Muhurta (48 minutes ) of the night, is called * Brahma ,

because it is sacred to Brahman. The conclusion that it

arrives at is that those who have to perform all the acts of

Vedic study and the rest should rise in the beginning of the

last quarter of the night, «.e, at 3 a.m. while others in the

third Muhurta of that quarter, i.e., after 4-36 a.m. It

explains
‘Tanmuldn’ as ‘due to those acts that are done for the

sake of Dharma and Artha’ ;
and the purpose for which all this

is to be pondered over is that if the labour involved in a certain

act is much, while the resultant Dharma or Artha is little, then

it is to be avoided.
—

‘ Vedatattvdrtha ’—here the term

‘ tattva ’ has been added for* the purpose of excluding such

meanings as might be deduced by wrong methods of inter-

pretation; or ‘ Vedatattvdrtha ’ might stand for Brahman.

This verse is quoted in Achdra7nayukha (p. 4),

which explains ‘ Vedatattvdrtha ’ as god, but quotes Shridatta

to explain it as ‘ nydyapratitor'thah
'

;
it explains

1 hrahmamuhurta ’ as the last but one muhurta of the

night. o

verse xcm

This verse is quoted in Yiramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 13).

VERSE XCIV

This verse is quoted in Nitydcharapradlpa (p. 386),

which explains that ‘ dirghasandhyatva ’ is secured by

continuing the Japa till after sunrise.

VERSE XCV

This verse is quoted in Mitak§ard (on 1. 142) to the

effectthat the Veda is to be studied for four months and a half

;

4n Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 518), which explains
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the compound ‘ ardhapafichamdn ’ as
4 ardham pdflcharnam

ye$dm\ i.e., four months and a half ; and adds that if on the day

here specified there happen to be such conditions antagonistic

to study, as the non-appearance of the Venus and the like—then

the Upakarma should be performed on the Full-moon day of

the month of A§adha.

It is quoted in Vzramitrodaya (Bamskara, p. 499) ;

—and in Madanaparijata (p. 84), which also explains the

compound
4ardhapafichamdn ' as

4 ardhdh paflchamo maso

yesain ’ ;

—

i.e., for four months and a half, counting from

the day on which the Upakarma ceremony is performed.

It adds tliat this rule is applicable, not to the Student only, but

to the House-holder also.

It is quoted in Vidhanaparijata (p. 512), which

adds that according to the explanation provided by Hemadri,

the particle
4

apt ’ is meant to include the fifth day of the

month of Bhddrapada as another alternative day.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 186), which explains

the construction as

—

4 Chhandamsi upakrtya tani ardha-

pafichamdn mdsan adJuyita ’
; and explains the compound

4 ardhapafichamdn ’ as
4 ardhah paflchamo maso yesam ’ ;

—

the meaning being that from the day that the Upakarma

is performed, the man should go on studying the Veda for

four months and a half;—in Purusarthachintamani

(p. 298) as laying down Vedic study to be done during

four months and a half, during both the dark and the bright

fortnights ;—in Hemadri (Kala, p. 396), which adds that the

particle
4

api ’

is meant to imply the
4 Bhddrapada—Shravand

—Hastd and Paflchami ' ;—in Gadadharapaddhati

(Kala, p. 171), which says that the Chhandogas are to do

the Upakarma on the Full-moon day of Bhddrapada

,

while

all others are to do it on the same day in Shravana ;—and in

Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 147), which explains ‘yuktafy’

as ‘ with due application.’

38
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VERSE XCVI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 186), which adds

that ‘ if the Upakarma has been performed on the Full-moon

day of Shravana, then the Utsarjana should be performed

on the first day of the bright fortnight of Pauqa, while if the

Upakarma has been done in Bhadrapada, then the Utsar-

jana should be done in Magha \

It is quoted in Mitaksara (on 1. 143) to the effect

that if the Upakarma has been done in Bhadrapada
,
the

Utsarjana should be done in Mdgha ;—in Pardshara-

madhava (Achara, p. 521), which adds the same two options

as Apararka ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 95), which

also notes the same two options ;—in Purusartha-

chintdmani (p. 297), which says that if -the Upakarma has

been done in Shravana then the Utsarjana should be done in

Pausa, on the first day of the bright fortnight ; but if the

former lias been done in Bhadra then the latter should be

done in Magha on the same day ;—in Hemadri (Kala,

p. 405), which adds the same remark ;—in Smrtisd-

roddhara (p. 129), which has the same note ;—and in

Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 147), which says that ‘ shukla

pratipadi purvahne ’ goes with both, and adds the same

explanation as above.

VERSE XCVII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 187) to the

effect that after Upakarma and Utsarjana, one should observe

a holiday of either one day or three days ;—in Mitaksara

(on 1. 143);—in Smrtiehandrikd (Samskara, p. 154),

which says that this verse, along with verse 119, lays down

three alternatives—(1) ' Pakqint ratri\ i.e., one night with

& day preceding, and another following it,—(2) three days

(mentioned in verse 119) and (3) one day—the alternative to

be adopted being determined by one’s own Gfhyasutra in
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Hemadri (Kala, p. 761), which adds the same note;—and in

Samskaramayukha (p. 58).

verse cxvm

This verse is quoted in Mitak$ara (on 1. 143), to the

effect that during the rest of the year, one should study

the Veda during the bright fortnights and the Subsidiary

Sciences during die dark fortnights ;—in Madanaparijata

(p. 95), to the effect that the * dismissal ’ involved in the

Utsarjana ceremony does not mean that its study should

be totally abandoned during the rest of the year;—in

Pwusdrthachintdmani (p. 298) as laying down the method

of study to be adopted after Utsarjana ;—and in Smrtichand-

rika (Samskiira, p. 148).

VERSE XCIX

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 144) as laying down what should be avoided in the

leading of the Veda ;—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 525);—in Vidhanaparijata, (p. 526);—in Nrsim-

haprasada (Ahnika, p. 35 a) ;—and in Samskararatnamald

(pp. 313 and 323).

VERSE Cl

This verse is quoted in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala,

p. 194);—in Puru§drthachintdmani (p. 444);—and in

Hemadri (Kala, p. 776).

VERSE cn

This verse is quoted in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala,

p. 194).
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VERSE cm

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p.

529), which explains it as
—

‘ From the time of the phenomenon

to the same time next day, it is unfit for study’;— in

Smrtitattva (p. 834), which also gives the same explanation

of ‘ akalikam ’;—in Put'U$arthachintdmani (p. 443),

which explains ‘ etesu ’ as referring to ‘ vidyut ’ and the rest,

and notes that ‘ akalikam ’ goes with each of them ;—in

Hemadri (Kala, p. 701), which has the same note and

explains ‘ akalikam
'

as beginning from the time of the

phenomenon and extending upto th'e same time of the next

day ;—and adds that in seasons other than the rains, the

‘ holiday ’ is to be observed in the evening ;—in Gada-

dharapaddhati (Kala, p. 1 94) ;—in Samskaramayukha,

(p. 57), which adds the following notes :— all the three pheno-

mena are to be taken collectively here, on account of the

copulative compound—says Medliatithi ; according to Hemadri,

each is to be taken separately ; what is said here refers to

the rainy season ;

‘ akalikam ’ means ‘from the time of the

occurrence to the same time on the morrow ‘ Lightning and

the rest ’ are to be treated as
4

occasions of holiday ’ only when

they occur either in the morning or in the evening ;—and

in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 149), which takes

each of the three phenomena separately, and has the same notes

as above.

VERSE CIV

This verge is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 530), which notes that the ‘ agnipradu^karana ’ indicates

the morning twilight

;

and that this Anadhyaya also is

to be akalika. (see verse 103) ;—in Hemadri (Kala, p. 761)

;

—in Samskaramayukha (p. 58) in support of the view

that the phenomena referred to should occur in the evening,

or morning, and;that there is no ‘holiday ’ due to the mere

appearance of clouds during the rainy season; it quotes
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Dharmaprakasha to the effect that ‘ prdduskrtagnipx ’

(morning and evening) is to be taken with the ‘ appearance

of clouds ’ also;—in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 194);

—in Var$akriyakaunvudi (p. 566), which explains

‘praduskrtagnisu ’ as ‘at the times when the fire is kindled

for the morning and evening Libations i. e., morning and

evening, and the verse as meaning
—

‘ when the three pheno-

mena of lightning and the rest are perceived during the season

(Rains), then one day and night should be treated as ‘ holiday ’,

and apart from, the Rainy season, if mere clouds appear

in the morning or evening, one day and night should be

observed
;

but not so during the rains
; the particle ‘ cha ’

implies that when lightning and thunder are heard apart from

the Rainy season, there will be a holiday for one day and night

;

—and in Smrtiohandrikd (Samskara, p. 149), which

explains * praduskarana’ , as ‘ viharana ’, furbishing,—and

says it denotes the Twlights.

Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 197) quotes the opinion

of Kalpataru to the effect that on the appearance of each of

the phenomena individually, only the time of the appearance

is to be treated as holiday. It adds that the accepted practice

is that whenever dense clouds appear, apart from the Rains,

it is treated as a holiday.

VERSE CV

‘ Jyotisdflchopasarjane ’
—‘When there is a halo round

the planets, and when they strike each other ’ (Medhatithi)

;

—
‘ when there is an eclipse ’ (Narayana, Kulluka and

Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 188), which

explains ‘ rtau
*
as ‘ during the raniny season and ‘ dkalikan ’

as ‘during the time of the phenomenon in Virami-

trodaya (Samskara, p. 530), which explains
‘

Nirghata ’

as ‘sound in the sky’, and ‘ Jyotisamvpamrjanam ’ as
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‘ lialo round the sun or the moon ’, or ‘ the falling of meteors

—in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 151) which explains

‘ Nirghata *
as ‘a. peculiar sound in the sky’, and ‘ Jyoti$amu-

pasarjanam ’ as ‘ the appearance of a halo round the Sun

or the Moon and in Qodddharapaddhati (Kala, p. 194).

VERSE CVT

“ If these sounds are heard in the morning twilight, there

should be no study till the sun is up ; when they are heard in

the evening twilight, there is to be no reading till the stars

appear ;—or if the two disturbances occur, the intermission

lasts as long as the sun or stars remain ; but if it also rains,

then, as long as the day and night” (Kulluka).—For ‘ shese ’

Medhatithi notes another reading ‘ shesam ’ and explains it

to mean that ‘ on the day that one offers the Jyoti$toma

and other well-known sacrifices, the she$a, remainder of that

day, is to be regarded as unfitfor study.'

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 526), which adds that this refers to the Rainy season,

—

in other seasons, the whole day and night is unfit for

study;—in Hemadri (Kala, p. 763), which has the following

notes :—When the phenomenon appears in the morning the

holiday extends as long as the Sun does not set, and if in

the evening, then till the setting of the stars
;

‘ she$e i. e.,

if it comes to rain, then it is holiday during the day as

well as during the night ;—in Sdmskaramayukha (p.

56), which has the following notes
—

‘ Pradu$hrte?u etcj i. e.,

the morning and evening,
—

‘ sajyotih ’ means that if it happens

in the evening then the whole night is * holiday ’—
‘ shese

if it rains, then the whole day and night; all this only

when it occurs during the Rainy season ;
in other seasons,

these phenomena lead to a three days’ holiday ;—in

Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 150), which has the same

note, but explains ‘shew’ as
‘ rtau ’ ;—in Gadadhara-

paddhati (Kala, p. 194) ;—and in Var§akriyakaumud%
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(p. 506), which has the following notes :—This lays down

special rules regarding mere thundering during the rains:

it' there is thundering in the morning, the entire day time

is to be kept as holiday
;
and if it occurs in the evening,

then the night only
;

4

sheje ’, i. e., on the occasion of

the thunder and the rest developing into rain, both the day and

night are to be observed. The ‘ Rainy season ’ is here meant

to stand for all the four months during which there are rains.

—Gadddharapaddhati (Kala p. 197) notes that there is to

l>e holiday when there is not merely rain, but min accom-

panied by lightning and thunder, according to the rule as laid

down in the first part of the verse ; the last part sets forth the

rule for cases of rain only.

VERSE CVII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 534), which explains ‘ Dharmanaipunyakdmdh ’ as ‘those

who have not yet got up the Veda adding that for those who

have already got up the Veda, there would be nothing wrong

in reading it in the village ;—in Hemadri (Kala, p. 771),

which lias the following notes Those who have completed

their studies and cany it on further only for the sake of

acquiring spiritual merit are here spoken of as ‘ Dharmanai-

punyakama those still engaged in elementary studies are called

‘vidyanaipunyakamu ’
; it is for the former that reading in

villages and towns is here prohibited;—in Smrtichandrikd

(Samskara, p. 161), which has the same note and adds that

the implication is that for those who are
4 oidyanaipunya-

kama,’ reading in villages and towns is not forbidden;

—

and in Gadddharapaddhati (Kala, p. 194), which notes

that the holidays laid down for the dharmanaipunayakama'

are not meant for others.

VERSE CVHI

This Verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 535), Without any comment;—in Hemadri (Ola,
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p. 771), which says that ‘ vr$ala ’ here stands for unrighteous

persons reading in the presence of Sliudra s having been already

forbidden in verse 99 ;—in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala,

p. 194) ;—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 162).

VERSE CIX

This verse is quoted in Vivamitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 538);—in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 163);— in

Hemadri (Kala, p. 773);—and in Gadadharapaddhati

(Kala, p. 195), which explains ‘ madhyaratri' as during four

muhurtas at the middle of the night.’

VERSE CX

‘ Ekoddista’—Burnell was right in rendering this as ‘ to

one ancestor,’ and Hopkins is not right in changing it into

‘ to one recently deceased.’ As a matter of fact ‘ Ekoddista ’

is the name applied to the Shraddha to a single person,

—

as distinguished from the Pdravana winch is offered

to six ancestors,—whether he has died long ago or only

recently.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 190), which

explains
‘Ketanam ’ as ‘invitation’,—at this, and on an

eclipse, either one day or tluee days should be unfit for

study,
—

‘Rahusutaka ’ meaning ‘ the sign of Rahu;’—in the

Danakriyakaumudi (p. 99), as forbidding study for three

days from the day of invitation;—in Gadadharapaddhati

(Kala, p. 195), which adds the same note and explains ‘ Ketana ’

as ‘invitation’;— in Prayashchittaviveka, (p. 407),

which explains
‘ Ketana ’ as ‘invitation,’ and ‘pratigraha’

as ‘ the acceptance of a gift made by the donor for gaining

spiritual merit’;—in Samskdramayvkha (p. 58), which

has the following notes :—Some people say that it is not right

that in the case of the Shraddha on death, the invited should

desist from study only till the food eaten has become digested,
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and in that of subsequent JEkoddi$tas it should be for three

days; and they hold that the former is meant for cases

of unintentional eating and the latter for those of intentional

eating ;—the writer himself holds the view that the ‘ three

days’ are meant for cases of Jirst Shmldha also;’—in

Purusarthachintdmani (p. 442) ;—in Smrtichandrika

(Bamskara, p. 153).—in Mitdk$ara (on 1.146) to the

effect that an invitation to an Ekoddista means the omission

of study for three days ;—in Hemadri (Kala, p. 756) ;—and

in Shuddhikauniudi (p, 171).

VERSE CXI

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 190), where

‘ ekan'ulida ’ is explained as the ‘ Ekoddista Shrdddha ’ ;

—

in Hemadri (Kala, p. 756), which explains ‘ gandha ’ etc.

as ‘ the odour of the sandal-paint and the incense ’ ;—and in

Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 195).

VERSE CXTT

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (on 1.151);

—

in Vlramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 535), which explains

‘ praudhapadah ’ as ‘ with feet placed on a seat or over

his thighs ,’—
‘ avasakthikd ’ as ‘ tying up the knees with the

loin,’—and the second line as ‘indicating the time during which,

hands may be wet after washing and rinsing the mouth, or

having taken the food specified’ ;—in Nirnayasindhu,

(p. 194), which explains
‘ prau lhapdda ’ as ‘placing one foot

over another,’ or ‘ with feet placed on the seat ’, the latter

explanation being attributed to Haradatta ;—in Gadddha-

rapaddhati, (Kala, p. 195) ;—in Hemadri (Kala, p. 779),

which explains
‘ avasakthikd’ as ‘tying the knees together

with a napkin ’ ;—in Samskaramayukha (p. 56), which

explains ‘praudhapada ’

as ‘ spreading the feet or ‘ putting

one foot over the other,’ and
4
avasakthikd, ’

as ‘ tying the
39
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knees together with a piece of cloth;’—in Smrtichandrika,

(Samskara, p. 102), which explains
‘ praudhapada ’ as ‘with

a foot placed upon a seat,’ and ‘ avasakthika ’ as ‘ tying the

knees together with the waist by a piece of cloth or some

such thing’;—in Puru$drthachintdrnani, (p. 444), which

adds the same explanation of ‘ avasakthika 'and in

Samskararatnamdld (p. 235), which explains ‘praudhapa-

dah ’ as
4

with one foot placed over the other’, or ‘ with a foot

placed on a seat ’, as explained by Haradatta.

VERSE CXIII

Tliis verse is quoted in ‘ Ghxdddharapaddhati’ (Kala,

p. 195);—in Hemadri (Kala, p. 769), which explains
‘ nihdra’

as ‘ fog ’ ;—in Samskdrarnayukha (p. 53), winch notes

that tliis holiday is to continue the whole day and night;

—in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 159).

' ? VEESE CXJV

This verse is quoted in Purusarthchintamani

(p. 441), which explains ‘Brahma ’ as ‘Veda ’ ;—in Hemadri
(Kala, p. 755) ;— in Samskaramayvkha (p. 53),

which adds that this holiday lasts the whole day and night;

—in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 152), which adds the

same note ;—and in Gadddharapaddhati (Kala, p. 195).

VERSE CXV

‘Pahktau '—Buhler entirely misrepresents Kulluka;

Kulluka does not explain the term as ‘in a company ’
; he clearly

explains that what is meant is that ‘one shall not read the Veda

when seated in a line with horses, camels or asses’; while

Medhatithi explains the meaning to be that ‘that time is unfit

for study when the animals named cry out in a line
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This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 536);—in Hemadri (Kala, p. 774);—in Smrtichan-

drikd (Samskara, p. 163);—and in Ga/ladharapaddhati

(Kala, p. 195).

VERSE CXVT

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 534), which explains the third quarter to mean that ‘one

should not read the Veda when wearing the cloth that he had

worn at the time of sexual intercourse ’
; and adds that this

refers to cases where the cloth has not been washed after the

act;—in Hemadri (Kala, p. 770), which explains
*

ante ’ as

‘near’ and ‘maithunam vdsah’ as ‘the cloth, clad in which

he has had sexual intercourse’
;
he should not wear this

—

without its being washed—while reading;—in Samskara-

mayvkha (p. 56);—in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 160),

which reproduces the same remarks as those in Hemadri ;

—

and in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 195).

VERSE cxvn

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Kala, p. 757) ;—and in

Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 195).

verse cxvm

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 188) to the

effect that there should he option between (a) ‘ the duration

of the phenomenon’ and (b) ‘the day and night’;—in

Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 148);—in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 531) which explains ‘ adbhute$u ’ as ‘the rain of

blood and the like’;— in Puru$arthachintdmani (p. 443);

—in Hemadri (Kala, p. 762), which explains ‘ adbhute$u ’ as

‘the rain of blood’;—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 150).
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VERSE CXIX

For the ‘ Seasons see Suryasiddhdnta, 14. 10.

The first half of this verse is quoted in Viramitro-

daya (Samskara, p. 581);—in Nirnayasindhu (p. 198)

;

—in Hemddri (Kala, p. 760) ;—in Samskaramayukha

(p. 59) ;—in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 154) ;—in

Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 1 95) ;—and in Samskara-

ratnamald (p. 332), which explains ‘k^apanam' as ‘ ana-

dhyayah ’.

VERSE CXX

This verse -is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 535);—in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 162);—in

Hemddri (Kala, p.772), which explains ‘Irina' as ‘barren

ground’ ,—and in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala, p. 196).

VERSE CXXI
O

‘ Vivdde-kalahe ’
—

‘ Verbal altercation—actual fight
’

(Medhatithi and Kulluka) ;
—

‘ dispute on legal matters—alter-

cation ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 535);—in Nirnayasindhu (p. 194);—in Smrti-

chandrika (Samskara, p. 162), which explains ‘bhuktamatre'

as ‘ so long as one’s hands are wet ’ ;—in Hemddri (Kala,

p. 773), which has the same explanation ;—in Gadadhara-

paddhati (Kala, p. 772),—and in Samskaramayukha

(p. 56), which explains ‘ muktake ’ (which is its reading for

‘ shuktake', or ‘ sutake’) as ‘ mukhodgdre ’,
‘ where there is

eructation, or belching.’

VERSE CXXII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 536);—in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 164) ;—in
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Hemadri (Kala, p. 774), which explains the meaning as ‘when

the Brahmana arrives, the reader should offer him water etc.,

and then having obtained his permission, he should proceed

with his study’;—and in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala,p. 190).

VERSE CXXIII

The first half of this verse is quoted in Viramitro-

daya (Samskara, p. 533) to tlie (effect that the time, during

which the Sarnan is chanted, is unfit only for the reading

of the Rgveda and the Yajurveda.

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 100) ;—in Purusarth'tchintamani (p. 443) in

Hemadri (Kala, p. 708) ;—and in Gadadharapaddhati

(Kala,p. 196).

VERSE CXXIV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 534), which adds that according to a declaration by Apas-

tamba, the time, during which the Rk and other Vedas are

recited, is unfit for the chanting of the Saman ;—in

Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 100), as stating the reason

for what has been declared in the preceding verse ;—in

Purusarthachintdmani (p. 443) ;—and in Hemadri (Kala,

p. 768),—in all these to the same effect.

VERSE CXXVI

This verse is quoted in Purusarthachintamani

(p. I 443) ;—in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 158);

—

in Hemadri. (Kala, p. 767);—and in Gadadharapaddhati

(Kala, p. 196).

VERSE CXXVII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 193), which

adds that this refers to that ‘ Vedic study ’ winch forms part
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of the daily ‘ Brahmayajfia \ being based, as it is, on the

following Taittiriya text: ‘Tasya vaetasyayajflasya dvavana-

dhyayau yadatmd ’ shuchiryaddeshah,'—which bears specially

upon the Brahmayajfia ;—in Hemddri (Kala, p. 775), which

says that this refers to that Vedic study which forms part of

the daily Brahmayajfia ;—in Smrtichandrika (Sams-

kara, p. 164), which has the same note ;—and in Gada-

dharapaddhati (Kala, p. 196).

VERSE cxxvm

This verse is quoted in Mitak$ard (on 1. 79);—in

Apararka (p. 103), which adds that on the ground of the

terms ‘ Astami ’ and ‘ Chaturddashl ’ occurring along with

‘ Amavasya ’, it is understood that they stand for the eighth

and fourteenth days of the Fortnight,—not of the ‘ season ’ ;

—

and that the particle ‘ api ’ indicates that intercourse on the

dates mentioned is to be avoided, also when they happen to

fall outside the ‘ season ’ ;—and in Hemddri (Kala, p. 724),

which adds that ‘ Astana ’ and * ChaturddasKi ’, mentioned as

they are along with * Amavasya must stand for the eighth

and fourteenth days of the fortnight, not those of the wife’s

‘ period’

It is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 346) ;—in

Pa/rasharamadhava (Achara, p. 498), which adds that the

passage is to be construed as ‘ strisahgatyagena brahmachdrt

bhavet ’
; ‘on the dates of the month specified, one should be-

have like the Student by avoiding intercourse with his wife ’

;

—in Prayashchittaviveka (pp. 286 and 368), as for-

bidding sexual intercourse on ‘parva ’ days, and adds that

‘ snatakah ’ here stands for the House-holder ;—in

Samskdraratnamald (p. 683) in Smrtichandrika

(Samskara, p. 38);—and in Vtramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 155), which adds that the particle ‘ cha ’ is meant to include

the Sabkranti day,—and explains the term ‘ sndtaka ’ to

mean ‘one whose wife has bathed for her season.’
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VERSE CXXIX

This verse is quoted in Apardrha (p. 135) ;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 159), which adds that what the

first quarter forbids is ‘that bathing which one may do volun-

tarily, without any occasion, after having taken his food’ ; it

cannot refer to the obligatory daily bathing, which must

precede the breakfast
;
nor can it refer to the bathing that is

rendered necessary by the touching of a chant!ala or other

unclean things, since it has been laid down that ‘ one should

not remain unclean for a single moment.’ [Tlus it quotes as

from Medhatithi] ;—then even after food, if such occasions

should arise as an eclipse and the like, one must bathe ;

—

‘ dturah ’ is explained as ‘ one suffering from a disease likely

to be aggravated by bathing’,—and ‘ mahanisha ’ as the second

and third quarters of the night;—’the phrase 'na vdsobhih ’

is explained as indicating that on those occasions on which

it is laid down that one should bathe ‘ along with his clothes,’

there would be nothing wrong in doing so even when one

is wearing several pieces of cloth.’— Ajasram ’ means
‘ constantly.’—The bathing that is forbidden here is such as is

done by men either through sheer foolishness or through

false notions of purity,—and not that which becomes necessary

on one’s arrival at a sacred place.
—

‘ Avijflate ’—means those

‘water-reservoirs ’ in regard to which it is not known whether

they are deep or otherwise, free or not from alligators and

other animals, dug by respectable men or otherwise, and

duly consecrated or nob

It is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 246) ;—in

Kalaviveka (p. 340);— in Smrtitattva, on p. 88, where

it is added that what is forbidden is frequent, bathing
,

as is dear from the adverb ‘ ajasram ’ ;—on p. 160, where

it adds that the prohibition of bathing at night does not apply

to bathing at an eclipse ;— and on p. 365, where it is explained

as referring to that bathing which is done for the mere love

of doing it,—and not to that which is rendered necessary
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on cerfcun occasions and circumstances, nor to the daily

bathing ;—in Heniddri (Kala, p. 708), which has the following

notes :
— Bhuktvd,’ this prohibition does not refer to the

ordinary daily bath
;
nor to the bath necessitated by the

touch of the Chandala, as that impurity must be got rid of

immediately ;
it must refer to the voluntary bath for mere

pleasure ;—as regards the ‘ dtura,' sick-person, the full bath

is forbidden for him at all times ;

—
‘ ajasram ’ means

‘ constantly ’ ;—also in Heniddri (Shraddha, p. 857) ;—in

Nityacharapradipa (p. 800), which has the same note,

and says such is the opinion of Medhatithi ; it is only the

ordinary bath (not religious) that is forbidden at ‘ dead of

night. ’ and ‘ constantly,’ so also ‘ aoijfldte ’ &c.—which means

‘ that water-reservoir in regard to which it is not known how

deep it is or whether or not it is objectionable in any way ’ ;

—

and in Smrtisdroddhara (p. 278).

VERSE CXXX

‘ Babhrunah *
—

‘ Either the tawny cow or the Soma-

creeper ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘the tawny’ (Kulluka) ;
—

‘tawny cow

’

(Nandana);
—

‘a brown creature’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 193), which

explains ‘ babhru ’ as ‘ a tawny animal, such as the cow and

the like’;—in Mitahard (on 1. 152), which explains

‘ babhru ’ as ‘ the cow or any other animal which is of the

oolour of the mongoose’ or ‘the Soma and other such

creepers’;—in Madanaparijata (p. 120), which explains

< babhru ’ simply as ‘ kapila, tawny ’ ;—in Parashara-

mddhava (Achara, p. 523);—in Vlramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 575), wliich also explains ‘ babhru ’ simply as
‘

kapilah ’;

—

in Nrsirnhaprasdda (Samskara, p. 88 a) ;—and in Smrti-

mroddhdra (p. 321), which explains ‘ babhru ’ as ‘ of the

colour of the mongoose.’
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VERSE CXXXI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 193);—in

Madanaparijata (p. 121) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Sams*

kara, p. 576).

VERSE CXXXIT

‘ Apamanam 1—‘Water that has been used already’

(Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ water used for washing a corpse ’ (Narayana

and Nandana).

This verse has been quoted in Apararka (p. 183) ;

—

in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 576), which explains

apamanam ’ as ‘ water that drops from the body when one

is bathing,’
—

‘

nigthyutam ’ as ‘spittings’;—and in Smrti-

sdroddhdra (p. 321).

VERSE cxxxm

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 194);—in Pard-
sharamddhava (Achara, p. 523);—and in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 576).

VERSE CXXXV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 194);—and in

Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p. 523).

VERSE CXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 194).

VERSE CXXXVII

Of. 9. BOO.

The first half of this verse is quoted in Apararka

(p. 194).

40
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VERSE CXXXVTTT

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1(13) to the

effect that only such truth should be told as is agreeable
;

it

quotes the words of Vyasa to the effect that ‘only such truth

should be told as is beneficial to living beings.’

It is quoted also in Parasharamadhava (Aehara, p. 523)

;

—and in Smrtichandrikd (Sainskara, p. 14).

VERSE CXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 117);

—

and in Viramkrodaya
(Samskara, p, 573) neither of tliis

provides any explanations.

VERSE CXL

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 173);—in

Parasharamadhava (Aehara, p. 523);—and in Madana-
pdrijata

, (p. 12G).

o
r

VERSE CXLT

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 194);—and in

Parasharamadhava (Aehara, p. 523).

VERSE CXLII

Tliis verse is quoted in Nrsimhaprasada (Sainskara,

p. 71 b).

VERSE CXLIIJ

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 231), which ex-

plains that the term prana here indicates the holes in the head,

which form the lod of the ‘breaths’,—the term ‘gatra ’ indicates

the chest, the head and the shoulders, the touching whereof has

been described as purificatory ;—and adds that the ‘touching’

here laid down is for the purposes of purification.
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It is also quoted in Mitak$ara (on 1. 155) as laying

down the purificatory act to be done after water-sipping ;

—

and in Nityacharapaddhati (p. 36), as laying down the

expiation for looking by chance at the things mentioned.

VERSE CXLV

This verse is quoted in Apararha (p. 229).

VERSE CXLV1

This verse is quoted in Nityacharapradipa (p. 492).

VERSE CXLVI1

Cf. 2. 237.

This verse is quoted in Apararha, on p. 09, and

again on p. 229 ;—and in V'lramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 320),

which explains ‘ upadharmah ’ as ‘small dharma
;

i.e., such

penances as the Krchchhra and the like’.

VERSE CXLVIII

This verse is quoted in Apararha (p. 229), where ‘jati
’

is explained as * birth —and in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 320).

VERSE CXLIX

This verse is quoted in Apwdrka (p. 229) ;—and in

Virmitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 320), which explains
‘Brahma ’

as ‘Veda,’—and
‘ anantam ’ as ‘to be enjoyed for a long

time.’

VERSE CL

This verse is quoted in Apararha (p. 229), where it is

explained to mean that ‘one should offer on the fifteenth day
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of every fortnight the Ajya-homas to Savitr, which alleviate

the evil effects of sins;—and in Hemadri (Kala,p. 682), which

explains
1 Savitrai ’ as ‘those dedicated to the deity Savitr.’

VERSE CLI

‘ Ni$ekam ’
—

‘Bath-water’ (Medhatithi);
—

‘ Seminal dis-

charge ’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 211);—and in Viramitrodaya (Almika, p. 23), which

adds the following notes :

—
‘ Ni$eka ’ according to Kalpataru,

means ‘the throwing away of used up unclean tilings’ and
‘

Uchchhistdnna. ’ means ‘the throwing of the leavings of food’;

while Kulluka Bhattu explains ‘ Niseka ’ as ‘ seminal

discharge’.

VERSE CUT

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Almika),

on page 31, where it is noted that all this to be done in

the forenoon is meant for persons not otherwise engaged ;—that

the term
‘

Pqrrvahna ’, ‘forenoon’, really stands for ‘early

morning’, since ‘the evacuation of the bowels’, and ‘cleaning

of the teeth ’ have been laid down as to be done in the early

morning.—Hence the term ‘ forenoon ’ should be taken

to stand for such parts of the forenoon as have been

specifically prescribed for each of the acts ; thus it follows that

the ‘evacuation of the bowels ’, ‘cleaning of the teeth’ and
‘ morning-bath ’ cannot be done-after sun-rise in regard to the

‘worshipping of gods’, the term ‘forenoon’ should be under-

stood as standing for the first eighth part of the day.—The

verse is quoted again on page 148 ;—and in • Nityachara-

pradipa (p. 290).

VERSE CLHI

This verse has not been commented upon by Medhatithi.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 127) ;—and in Viramitro-

daya (Ahnika, p. 149), which explains ‘ abhigachchhet'
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as ‘should approach, with a view to worshipping; and

adds that the emphasising ‘eva
’

should be construed after

‘ abhigachchhit’

.

VERSE CLIV

This verse is

149).

quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p.

VERSE CLV

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 12),

which adds that
‘ dchdra' here spoken of is to be learnt

from the people of the ‘Madhyadesha* and other countries

mentioned in Discourse I.

VERSE CLVI

This verse Inis not been omitted by Medhatithi, as Buhler

has wrongly stated.

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 231);—in

Nityacharapradipa (p. 12);—and in Nrsimhapraxdda

(Samskara, p. 17 a).

VERSE CLVII

This verse Inis been quoted in Apardrka (p. 231);

—

and in Nrsimliapramda (Samskara, p. 17 b).

VERSE CLVIII

This verse has been quoted in Apardrka (p. 231).

VERSE CLIX

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 224) ;—and in

Madanaparijata (p. 14).

VERSE CLX

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 14) ,

—

and in Apararka (p. 224).
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VERSE CLXI

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 224), which

explains ‘Karma ’ as ‘Dharma — in Pardsharamddhava

(Acliara, p. 524) ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 14), which

adds that the ‘act’ here mentioned must be such as is not

incompatible with the teachings of scriptures
; though oven

in regard to such acts, there are exceptions
; <\ g., even though

an act may have been enjoined by the scriptures, it should

not be done if it is against popular opinion;—and in

JVrsimhaprasdda (Samskara, p. 71b).

VERSE CLXII

‘ Ilimsydt '—
‘ Strike, or talk in an offensive manner, or

act against ’ (Medhatithi);
—

‘ act against ’ (Kulluka);—‘ injure
’

(Govindaraja).

‘ Tapasvinah ’—‘All persons engaged in austerities, includ-

ing those engaged in expiatory penances ’ (Medhatithi and

Govindaraja);—‘ ascetics ’ (Xandana and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 223) ;—in

Mitakiard (on 2.21), dn the sense that no injury should be

inflicted upon the persons mentioned, even though they attack one

with murderous intent;

—

mVydvahdra-Bdlamhhattt (p. 118)

;

—and in Vlramitrodaya (Vyavahara, p. 7a), which explains the

meaning to be that the persons mentioned should not be killed,

even if they turn out to be
‘

dtatdyin ‘dangerous criminal’.

VERSE CLXHI

‘ Stambhara’—‘Want of modesty’ (Medhatithi, Govinda-

raja and Narayana) ;
—

‘ want of energy in the performance of

duties’ (Kulluka).

VERSE CLXIV

Cf. 8.298-299 and 4175.
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This verse is quoted in Apararka, (p. 231), which

adds:
—

‘

Shi$ya ’

liere means ‘one who has to be taught —the

‘ son ’ is mentioned separately with a view to emphasis ;—and

in support of this it quotes the rule of Visnu, which is in the

general form ‘ Shdsyam shaset tadayet

VERSE CLXV

Tliis verse is quoted in Apa,rdrka (p. 223.)

VERSE CLXVT

Cf. 11. 200-207.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 223).

VERSE GLXVII

Tliis verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 223);—and in

Mitaksara (on 1.155), to the effect that no one should

be struck who has given no cause of offence.

VERSE OLXVITT

Cf. 11. 208.

This verse is .quoted in Apararka (p. 223).

VERSE €LXIX

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 223).

VERSE CLXXI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (ParibhasS, p. 08),

which adds the following explanation :

—

‘Sidanr
, even though

one may be in difficulties regarding necessary expenses,

—

‘adharmena’, by improper appropriation of what belongs to

Others,

—

‘adharrnikanam’, of those who do not perform the
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prescribed duties,

—

(papdndm,’ of those who do what is for-

bidden,
—

‘

vipai'yayam ,’ loss of wealth and other things,—

‘ ashu ’ has been added only with a view to emphasise, as

calamity is actually found to overtake sinners after the lapse

of some time also.

VERSE CLXXH
iOauh>—Buhler is again unfair to Medhatithi. Both

Medhatithi and Kulluka take tliis term ‘gauti precisely as Buliler

says ‘it is not impossible’. (See Translation.) From what Buhler

says, Govindaraja, Narayana and Nandana take
lgauh’ only

as ‘the Cow, which at once yields its benefits by its milk &oJ

This verse is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Paribhasa,

p. 68), which says that, if the ‘ gauh ’ is taken as an example

per similarity, then it means ‘earth’,—the earth does not

produce the harvest immediately after sowing of seeds
;

if it is

taken as ‘ cow'’, then it is an example per dissimilarity, the

meaning being ‘the cow gives its products, in the shape of

milk &c. immediately, not so sin, w'hich takes time to fructify.’

VERSE CLXXm

Medhatithi (P. 356, 1. 20)
—

‘

Vaishvanaranyayah'
—This refers to Mimamsa-sutra, 4.38 et. seq, where it is

stated that though the Vaishvanara sacrifice is performed

by the Father, yet its results accrue to the Son.

This verse is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Paribhasa,

p. 68)—which adds ‘Krtodharmah’ should be construed

as
‘Kftah adharma’, as the context deals with Adharma,

—

‘ na nisphcdah,’ i, e., unless it is expiated.

VERSE CLXXV

(y. 4.164; 8,299.
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VERSE CLXXVI

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 159) ;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 11), which would restrict

the rule to only such ‘dharma’ as is VIrstdrtha!’, ‘prescribed

for the purpose of perceptible worldly results.’

VERSE CLXXVHJ

This verse is quoted in P<irdsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 524), as setting forth an epitome of what one’s ‘duty’ is
;

—in Vidhanaparyjata (I., p. 695),—and again in U, p.

204, in connection with tilaka marks on the forehead ;

—

in Smrtitattva (II, p. 275) to the effect that even when living

in foreign lands one should keep up the ways of his fathers
;

—in Ilemadri (Shmddha, p. 1680) ;—in Nitydchdraprn-

d'vpa (p. 68), which says that this refers to cases of optional

alternatives only ;—in Nrximhaprmdda (Samskara, p. 71a);

—and in Sm rtichandrikdt (Samskara, p. 9) to the effect

that family-custom is to be regarded as a guide in cases where

there is a difference of opinion among the various scrip-

tural texts.

VERSES CLXXIX-CLXXX

These verses are quoted in Viramitrodaya (Sams-

kara, p. 573);—and in Madanapdrijdta (p. 120).

VERSE CLXXXI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 573).

VERSE CLXXXII

Cf. 2.244

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 574), as setting forth reasons for not quarelling with

those mentioned in the preceding verses.

41
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VEESE CLXXXin

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 574).

VEESE CLXXXIV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 574).

VEESE CLXXXV

Cf. Aitareya Brahmana 7.13.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 574) ;—and in Vydrahara Bdlamhhatfi (p. 572).

VEESE OLXXXVT

This verse is quoted in Ddnamayukha (p. 0).

* VEESE CLXXXVIII

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 221);

—in Ilemadri (Dana, p. 60) ;—in Ddnamayukha (p. 0);

—

and in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 405), which says that this

prohibition refers to persons ignorant of mantras.

VEESE CLXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 405),

which has the same note as on the preceding verse.

VEESE CXC

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Dana, p. 60).

VEESE CXCI

This verse is quoted in Semadri (Dana, p. 60).
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VERSE CXCIT

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 285);—and

in Parashararnddhava (Achara, p. 74).

verse cxcrrr

This verse is quoted in Apwarhi (p. 285), which

explains
‘anarthe’ as ‘sin’;—and in Parashararnddhava

(Achara p. 174).

VERSE CXCV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 170) ;—in Mitdk-

tsard (on 1.130) ;—and in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 364).

VERSE CXCVI

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on 1. 130);—in

Apararka, (p. 170), which explains
‘

shatha ’ as ‘ stuck up’;

—

and in Samskdramayukha (p. 66).

VERSE CXCVIII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 1229).

VERSE CCI

This verse * is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 169), which adds the following notes :—In view of the term

‘ Nipanakartuh' in the second line, the term ‘Paraklya’

should be taken to mean ‘ made by another person ’
; as

Kalpataru holds that ‘ Parakiya’ must mean ‘ made by

another’,—whether consecrated or unconsecrated, since no

distinction between them is made anywhere ;- [This appears

to be agist of Medhatithi’s explanation of
1

Parakiya,' for

which see Translation]

;

—
‘ Nipana ’ means ‘ water-reservoir.’

This verse is quoted also in Kdlavivika (p. 328),

which too makes the same observations as Viramitrodaya

(just quoted).
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It is quoted also in Apararka (p. 234), which makes

the remark that the tank that has been consecrated and made

over to the public cannot be called ‘paraTaya ’
; and this

favours Medhatithi’s interpretation of the verse, which is

supported also by what follows in the next verse ;—in

Smrtikaumurti (p. bo), which explains 'parakiya,

'

as ‘dug bv

another,’ and says it cannot mean ‘ belonging to another as is

quite clear from what is added regarding the nipdnakartr ;—in

Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 874) ;—in Nitydchdrapradipa

(p. 300), which explains ‘parakiya' as ‘dug by others’ ;—and

is Shuddhikaumudl (p. 324), which says that ‘ Kadachana'

makes it clear that the prohibition is absolute.

VERSE CCI1

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 237).

VERSE CCI11

‘Garta'-£‘ Pits’ (Govindaraja and Narayana) ;
—

‘a small

brook whose course does not extend beyond a thousand

Dhanus, i.e., 2,000 yards’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 234), which, in

explaining the word ‘ garta ’, quotes from Katyayana to the

effect that water-streams that do not run beyond 2004 yards

are called ‘ garta'. This same text 'is quoted by Kulluka as

from Chhandoga-pariAiista. [Buhler wrongly puts down

this name as ‘ Chhandogya-prishista'
—‘Prasravana—is a

small water-spring running down from hills.

It is quoted in Mitdkmra (on 1. 159), which adds that

this rule refers to the daily compulsory bath ;—in Kala-

viveka (p. 330);—and in Vlramitrodaya (Almika, p.

181), which adds the following notes :— ‘ Nadi ’ should be

taken as standing for such streams as never dry up
; bathing in

small streams which dry up being forbidden;

—

‘devakhdta'

is that which is known as ‘dug by the gods’;—‘ tadaga ’
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is an artfidal water-reservoir, whicli is larger than 1,000

square yards ;—while ‘ Saras ’ is smaller than the ‘ Tatlagn ’

but larger than 500 square yards ; such is the explanation

given by llemadri. According to Kalpataru on the

other hand, the ‘ devakhata tadaga ’ is such tank as is

known to be connected with gods, at the Puskara lake (near

Ajmer), and the ‘ Saras ’ is a small stream;—the ‘Garta’ is

that which has lieen detined as runing upto 2,004 yards ;

—

and ‘ Prasravana

'

is the water-fall.

It is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 867), which has

the following notes :
—

‘ Nadi ’ means a flowing current

of water wliich never dries up completely, bathing in streams

that dry up during summer being forbidden
—

‘

devakhata ’,

such ditches and pools as are known to have lieen ‘ dug

by the gods’,

—

‘tadaga', an artificial, water-reservoir which

is over 1,000 and less than 2,000 cubits in size
;
and ‘ Sarah ’

is a tank wliich is over 1,000 cubits in size but smaller

than a Tadaga ;

4 Garta ’ is the name given to that

reservoir of water whence water does not flow out, and

which covers ground 8,000 ‘ bow-lengths ’ in size
;

and
4 Prasravana ’ is the waterfall, water flowing down a

mountain-side.

VERSE CCIV

4 Yarna '

and ‘ niyama ’ are best taken as explained by

Medhatithi ; though Kulluka and others quote the somewhat

artificial distinction made by Yajfiavalkya (ITT. 313-314).

VERSE CCV

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (on 3. 290);

—in • Madanaparijata (p. 944) ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Ahnika, p. 494), which explains ‘ ashrotriyatatV as ‘that

which is performed by such priests or sacrificers as are devoid

of Vedie learning ’
; this prohibition must mean that one
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should not eat at such a sacrifice, even after Agnisomtya-

Vapayaga
;

as regards the time before this, eating at a

sacrifice is already forbidden by the general rule that ‘ one

should not eat the food belonging to one who has been initiated

for a sacrificial performance ’ ;
—

‘
gramayajin ’ is one who

performs sacrifices for groups of men ; and one should not

eat at a sacrifice where such a priest makes the offerings ;

—

nor should one eat at a house where Vaishvadeva and

other offerings have been made by a woman
;

this must la*

taken as applying to cases where such priasts are available,

for where they are not available, even women are permitted

to make the offerings ;

—

1

kllba ’ is ‘impotent

It is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 770);—and in

Prayashchittaviveka (p. 259), wliich adds the following notes

—
‘ ashrotrlya ’, one who has not learnt the Veda,

—

‘ gramayajt ’, one who officiates as priest at the Shraddha and

other performances by several persons, or performs propiti-

atory rites for others
;
one should not go to a sacrifice where

such a man happens to be the Ilotr, priest

VERSE CCVI

Tliis verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 494),

which explains ‘ ashlila ’ as ‘ conducive to adversity ’,—and

‘pratipa ’ as ‘ disagreeable ’ ;—and in Prayashchittaviveka

(p. 250), which remarks that the entire verse is ‘ Arthavada

VERSE CCVII

The first half of this verse is quoted in Mitaksara

(on 3. 290) ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 944) ;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 494), which explains
imat(ah’ as

‘intoxicated, either by wine or by wealth etc.’—and
‘

aturah'

as ‘ afflicted with a very serious disease.’

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 451), which

explains ‘KeshakVdvapanna’ as ‘ defiled by the presence of
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hair or insects’ ;—and ‘ Kamatah ’ as ‘intentionally’;— in

Vlramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 517), which adds that since

the text has added the qualification ‘Kamatah?, there should

be no harm if the food happens to be touched by the foot

unintmtionally ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, pp. 610 and 770) ;

—

in Smrtuaroddhara (p. 296) ;—and in Prdyashchittaviveka

(p. 260), which explains ‘Keshakltavapannam? as ‘cooked

along with hairs or insects ’.

VERSE CCVIII

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 451), which

explains
‘hhrunaghna’ as ‘an outcast,’

—

‘

udakvyd ’ as ‘the wo-

man in her courses,’—and ‘patatrinaval'iffham* as Svhat lias

l>een eaten by the crow and other birds.’

It is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 518),

which explains
‘udakiyd!’ as ‘the woman in her courses,’

—

1

patatriri as ‘birds,’—and
‘dvaUdhand as ‘eaten’;—in Herna-

dri (Shraddha, p. 610);—in Prayashchittaviveka (p.

260) ;—and in Smrtisdroddhara (p. 296).

VERSE CCIX

The second half of this verse is quoted in Mitdk$ara

(on 3. 290).

The verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 451), which

explains ‘ ghustannam’ as ‘the food that is offered at sacrificial

sessions and other similar occasions, to all and sundry by

public proclamation’;—and in Vlramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 495), which explains ‘ ghustanna

?

in the same manner as

Smrtitattva, but quotes Medhatithi’s second alternative

explanation of it as ‘what had been previously promised to

another person’ ;
‘wsheqatati has been added with a view to

indicate the exceptional objectionability of the food ;

—

‘gana?

is ‘multitude,’—>this term is not applicable to blethers who have
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not separated ;
—

‘

ganikd

’

is a ‘ prostitute’ ;
—

‘what has been

condemned by a disinterested person learned in the Veda, even

without his detecting any of the specified defects.’

It. is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, pp. 510 and 771) ;

—

and in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 260), which adds die following

notes :•

—

‘Ghustannam’, that food which is ottered publicly with

such words as ‘who is there who will take this food?’,

—

‘ ganannam,' food cooked by several persons jointly.

ccx

‘ Baddhasya nigadasya'—‘One who is only verbally

confined and one who is bound with cords or iron chains'

(Medhatithi) ;
—

‘one bound with chains' (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Mitdk§ara (on 3. 290) ;

—

in Madanaparijdta (p. 944);—in Smrtitattva (p. 451)

;

—and in Vtramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 495) which adds

the following notes:
—

‘

Siena' is ‘one who takes away

what belongs to another,’—
•

gayana is ‘one who makes a liv-

ing by singing,’
—

‘ taksan ’ is ‘one who has earpentcry for

his livelihood,’—and
‘Vardhusika,’ is ‘one who makes a living

by charging improper rates of interest, or by making undue

profits by trade ; and adds that the term is also applied to

‘one who brags of his own superior virtues and decries odiers ’

—

this on the strength of a text quoted from Visnu ;

—

‘dtkqita'

is ‘one who has been consecrated by means of the Dikqaniya-

Igti,'—whose food should not be eaten prior to the ceremony

of purchasing the Soma, or before the Agniqomiya vapa-

ydga ;

—
‘ kadaryai is ‘the miser,’ defined by Devala as

‘one who, through greed for amassing wealth, causes

suffering to himself, his wife and children, as also hinders

the right fulfilment of his religious duties’;
—

‘

baddhasya ’

means ‘ bound with ropes,’ or ‘ bound only verbally,’—and

‘ nigadasya ’ means ‘one who is in chains'

;

though ‘

nigada ’

means ‘chains’ only, yet it stands here for one who is
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in chain# ; [this is as Medhatithi lias explained the terms] ;

—

or the genitive in ‘nigadasya ’ may lie taken in the sense of

the instrumental, so that the two words ‘ baddhasya

nigadasya ' may be taken together as
‘ nigadena baddhasya'

(one bound in chains) ;—this according to Kalpataru.

This is quoted in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 710);—and in

Prdyashchittaviveha (p. 260), which defines ‘ Vardhusika

'

according to Yuma as ‘one who buys tilings cheap, and sells

them dear, as also one who makes a living by lending money

on interest’; and explains 'dtksitah,' as ‘the person who has

performed the Dikmmya I$ti’
;
his food is forbidden till the

end of the sacrifice in connection with which that Isti has

been performed,—and ‘ kadarya ’ as ‘ he who amasses wealth

at the cost of much discomfort to himself, his religious per-

formances, his wife and children;

—

'baddhasya,' one who is

tied with a rope,
—

‘ nigada,' chain.

VERSE CCXI

‘ Shudrasyochchhistam'—‘Food of a Shudra, and the

leavings of any man’ (Kullnka and Narayana);— ‘the leavings

of a Shudra’ (Medhatithi, Raghavananda, Govindaraja and

Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Mitak$ara (on 3. 290) ;—in

Smrtitattoa (p. 451) which explains
‘paryuptam' as

‘food kept overnight’, and ‘ uchchhi$ta ’ as ‘leavings’;—and in

Vtraniitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 495) which adds the following

notes:
—

‘

Abhishasta ’ is ‘one accused of such crimes as make

one outcast,’
—

' §amfaka' is ‘hermaphrodite,’

—

'pumschalV is

‘unchaste woman,’

—

‘ddmbhika' is ‘the religious hypocrite,’

—

‘shukta' is that which has been very much soured by the

contact of the juice of other things,

—
'
paryuqita

'

is ‘food kept

over-night,’ even though not soured;—according to Haradatta,

food cooked during the day becomes 'paryuqita ’ after sunset,

and that cooked during the night becomes so after sunrise ;

—
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one should not eat the ‘ leavings ’ of a Shiidra; though the

eating of all ‘leavings’ has been forbidden, yet that of the

Shiidra has been specified for the purpose of indicating that

this is doubly objectionable;—or the meaning of the clause

‘ shudrasyochchhiftam' may be that ‘one should not eat

a Shiidra ’s food, nor the leavings of any person’;—or ‘out of

the dish out of which a Shiidra has eaten and left some food.’

It is quoted in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 772) ;—and in

Prayctshchit taviveka (p. 250) which explains
‘ sandakn ’ as

‘sexless’; and adds that of ‘ shaktu' and
1

pnryusitn ’ food,

only repeated eating involves expiation.

VERSE CCXII

1 Ugra ’—‘A man of the Ugru caste’ (Medhatithi,

Govindiiraja, Narayana and Nandana)
—

‘a king’ (suggested by

Medhatithi, and Govindaraja) ;
—

‘ one who perpetrates dreadful

deeds’ (Kulluka and Ragliavananda).

This versa is quoted in Mitdksara (on 3. 290);—in

Smrtitattva (p. 451), which adds the following notes:-—

The food that has been cooked for the newly-delivered woman

should not be eaten by members of her family ;

—

‘parya-

chanta ’—when several men are eating in a line, if any one

of them happen to rinse liis mouth, the others should not

continue to eat ;

—
‘ anirdathmu ’ is the food of a man who has

not got rid of the impurity due to child-birth.

It is quoted in Mndanaparijata (p. 945);—and in

Vtramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 495), which adds
—

‘ chikitsaka ’

is ‘one who makes a living by administering medicine’;

—

‘ mrgayu ’

is one who kills animals by means other than

arrows, ie.
t
by means of traps and such contrivances ;

—
‘Krura ’

is the man who harbours within him much anger, i.e., ill-

tempered;
—

‘ uchcKhi$tqbhoji ’—who eats such leavings as are

forbidden;

—

‘ugra' is one who does cruel deeds, or one who is

born of a Keattriya father and Vaishya mother, or a king;—
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' Sutikdnnam ’—the food that has been cooked for a

newly-delivered woman should not be eaten even by

members of her own family ;

—

lparydchdntam,'—when several

men are eating in a line, if some one should ignore the presence

of others and rinse his mouth, then the food before the

others becomes ‘paryachanta ’; but there is no harm if the

person rinsing his mouth happen to be one’s ‘ elder ’ ;—or
4

paryachanta' may be explained as that food over which the

water of mouth-washing has been thrown ;

—
‘ anirdasham ’

is the food of a person still impure by reason of child-birth.

Tt is quoted in Ilemadri (Shraddha, p. 772) ;—and in

Prayashchittaviveka (p. 200) which has the . following

notes:

—

‘sutikannam'

,

food cooked for a woman newly delivered

;

4

within ten days of the delivery ’ (‘ anirdasham ’), according

to the commentator who says that
4 anirdasham ’ qualifies

4 sutikannam ’ ;

—

4paryachdntam'
,
which is in close proximity

to the water dropped in rinsing the mouth.

VERSE CCXHI

4 Nagaryannam ’
—

‘ Food given by the lord of a city,

even though he may not be a king’ (Medhatithi)
; ‘food belong-

ing to a whole town ’ (Kulluka and Govindaraja).

This verse is quoted in Mitah$ard (on 3. 290);—and

in Smrtitattva (p. 451) which says

—

4

anarchita ’ is that

which is given in an insulting manner ;

4

vrtha-mamsa ’ is

that which has not been prepared for offering to the gods and

Pitrs ;—the
4

avira' woman is one who has no husband or son

;

this prohibition applies to only such women as are not

related to one’s self ;

—

4 nagaryanna ’ is the food belonging to

the master of a city;

—

4

avak$uta ’ is that over which some

one has sneezed.

It is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 945) ;—and in

Vlratnitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 495), which adds the follow-

ing notes :

—

4 anarchita —the food is so called when it is
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offered without due respect, to one who deserves respect ;

—

1

vrtharadmsa ’ is that meat which has not been cooked for

offering to the gods and Pitrs ;

—
‘ avira ’ is a Avoman without

husband or sons, or grandsons or great-grandsons ; this pro-

hibition applies to the case of an unrelated woman, such being

the custom, says Shulapani ;
—

‘ dvi$at —is one who causes

injury ;
—

‘ nagart ’ is the master of a city, even though he may

not be the king, says Medhatithi ;
—

‘
patita

’

is the Brahmana-

murderer and the like ;
—

‘ avak^utam ’—sneezed upon.

It is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 773) ;—and in

Prayashchittaviveka (p. 200), which adds the following

notes:—*Anarchitam \ rejected as bad,
—

‘ avira,', a woman

without husband or sons or any male relatives,
—

‘ nagari ’

means a ‘ person in charge of a city ’,
—

‘ avak$utarn ’, which has

been sneezed upon.

VERSE CCXIV

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on 3. 290) ;—in

Madanaparijatff, (p. 945) ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Ahnika, p. 495), which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Pishuna ’

is the back-biter,
—

‘ anrtV is the perjuror and such others,

—

the person who makes OA'er to another person the merit of

a sacrificial performance and receives money in return is called

‘ Krcttuvikrayaka’ ;
—

‘ shailusa
'

is one who makes a lmng

by dancing,
—

‘ tantuvaya ’ is one who li\-es by weaving cloth

;

—
‘ krtaghna ’ is the person who does not acknowledge the

good done to him ;—in Hemadri (Sbraddha, p. 773) ;—and

in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 260), which adds the follotv-

ing notes :—
•
Shailu$a ’ is defined in the Adipurana as ‘ an

actor who is looking out for a living
—

‘ Tunnavaya ’

‘one who

works with needles.
’

VERSE cexv

This verse is quoted in Mitak^ara (on 3: 290);—

in Madanaparijata (p. 945) ;—-and in Viramitrodaya
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(Ahnika, p. 495), which adds the following notes :

—

4Karmara

>

is

the iron-smith,
—

* niyada ’

is a particular mixed caste,

—

' rangavataraka ’ persons, other than the dancer and the

singer; who help in the stage ;
or, as Medhatithi says, one' who,

through curiosity, visits each and every stage;
—

‘

suvarnakartd'

is one who alters gold,
—

‘ Vaina ’ is the person living by

piercing bamboos, or, as Medhatithi says, one who makes a

living by making bamboo-flutes ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha,

p. 773);—and in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 260\ which

explains ‘ nisada ’ as ‘ an inversely mixed caste ’,
—

‘ rahga-

vatdraka

'

as
4

one who helps, in a subordinate capacity, at

theatrical performances by singing or dancing’,

—

‘vena \ one

who deals in articles made of bamboo.

VERSE CCXVI

‘ Nrshamsa '—
‘ cruel person ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja

and Kulluka) ;

—
‘ a bard ’ (Narayana and Raghavananda, also

suggested by Medhatithi).

This verse is quoted in Mitdkmrd (on 3. 290) ;

—

in Madanapdrijdta (p. 945) ;—and in Vtrarnitrodaya

(Ahnika, p. 496), which adds the following—•* Shvavdn ’ is one

who keeps dogs for hunting-purposes,
—

‘ Shaundika ’ is the

liquor-seller,

—

4 Chelanirne)ahi ’ is one who lives by washing

clothes,
—

‘ rajaka ’ is the cloth-dyer,
—

‘ nrshamxa ’ is one

devoid of pity—and the man in whose house a recognised

paramour lives;—in Hemadri (Hhraddha, p. 774);—and in

Prayashchittariveka
(p. 251\ which explains

4 Shvai'dn ’ as
4

one who keeps dogs for hunting purposes’ and remarks that
4Shaundika

’

and the other terms stand for the twice-born

person who follows these professions.

VERSE CCXVI!

This verse is quoted in Mitdk^ard (on 3. 190) ;

—

in
, Madanapdrijdta (p. 945) ;—and in Viramitrodaya
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(Ahnika, p. 496), which adds that one should not eat the food

of a person who brooks the presence of a paramour in

his house, as also of one who, in all things (sarvashah

)

is

under the sway of women,
—

‘ anirdasham pretdnnam ’ is

that food which has been offered to the dead within ten days

of the death,

—

4 atmlikaram ’ is that food the taste of which

is not agreeable;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 774);—-and in

Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 261).

VERSE ocxvni

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p.

507);—in Smrtitattra (p. 542) to the effect that the

eating of King’s food involves a heavy penance ;—in Hemddri

(Shraddha, p. 782) ;—and in PrayashcMttaviveka, (p. 352).

VERSE XIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 507)

;

—and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 782).

VERSE ecxx

Cf. 3. 180-181.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 507) ;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 782).

VERSE CCXXI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p.

507);—and in Hemddri (Shraddha p. 782).

VERSE CCXXII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 240), which

adds that the term
4 krchohhra ’ here stands for the

4

atikreh-

ehhta f on the strength of a text quoted from Shankha ;—
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in Parasharamadhava (Prayashchitta, p. 300), which

adds that what is prescribed in the first half is to be done

only in the event of the man being unable to throw out the

food eaten
;
and again on p. 305;—in Smrtitattva (p. 542);

—and in Prayashchittaviveka (pp. 252, 201 and 524).

VERSE (XXXIII

Tliis verse is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 341),

which explains ‘ ashraddhinah ’ as ‘ one who does not offer

the daily Shraddhas ’
; and adds that this is meant, to indicate

the compulsory character of these Shraddhas,—and

‘ ekaratrikam, ’ is explained as ‘ what is enough for

one day.”

Buhler notes that Narayana explains ‘ ashraddhinah, ’ as

‘ destitute of faith’. But. the reading thus explained must he

‘ ashraddhinah ’ which is a var : lec : noted by Medhatithi.

The verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 490) which adds that the term ‘ Shraddha ’ here must

he taken as standing for the Pakayajfla, which is

prescribed for the Shudra ;—he who performs that is

called ‘ Shraddhin ’ if a Shudra does not perform it, his
4

cooked food ’ should not be eaten ;—such is the explanation

given by Medhatithi. Kalpataru on the other hand, has

explained the term ‘ Shraddha ’ as standing for the daily

Shraddhas. In some places the word is road as

‘ Ashraddhinah ’, which means ‘ devoid of faith \—In the

event of ‘ abnormal distress
’— avrttau ’—one should receive

from him uncooked—not cooked—rice, or other grain, just

enough to last for one day.

It is quoted in Vidhanaparijata (II, p. 250) ;—in

Prayaschittaviveka (p. 253), which explains
4 ashraddhi-

nah ’ as the Shudra ‘ who is not entitled to partake of

Shraddha food ’ in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 785) ;—and in

Shvddhikaumudi (p. 320).
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VERSES CCXXIV-CCXXV

Cf. 10.73.

These verses are quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 508) ;—and in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 768).

They are referred to also in the Mahabharata (12. 264. 11)

as ‘ Brahmagita gdtha ’.

VERSE CCXXVI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 290) ;—and

in Hemddri (Dana, p. 86).

VERSE CCXXVH

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 165) ;—and in Hemddri (Dana, p. 7).

VERSE CCXXVIII

This ver& is quoted in Apararka (p. 385) ;—and

in Hemddri (Dana, p. 7).

VERSE CCXXIX

Cf. The Mahabharata, 13. 57. 22.

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 177) ;—in Apararka (p. 385) ;—in Smrtitattva (II,

p. 364) in Hemddri (Dana, p. 152) and in Danakriya-
kaumudt (p. 43).

VERSE CCXXX

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 177) ;—in Apararka (p. 386) ; in Smrtitattva H,
p.364,—in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 656);—in Hemddri
(Dana, pp. 152 and 567) ;—and in Danakriyakavmudi
(p. 52).

’
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VERSE CCXXXI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara

p. 177);—in Apararka (p. 3S6) ;—in Smj-titattva

(II, p. 364);—in Hemadri (Dana, p. 152);—and in

Danakriyakaumudl (p. 46).

VERSE CCXXXI1

This verse is quoted in Parasha/ramadhava (Achara,

p. 177);—in Apararka (p. 386);—in Smrtitattva

(II, p. 364) ;—in Hemadri (Dana, p. 152), which explains
‘ brahmamr^titam ’ as the ‘condition of a Brahmana ’ ;—and

in Danakriyakaumudl, (p. 66).

VERSE CCXXXII1

This verse is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 516) ;—and in Smrtichondrika (Samskara, p. 145).

VERSE CCXXXIV

‘ Bhdvena ’
—

‘ Disposition ' (Medhatithi, Govindaraja,

Narayana and Raghavananda) ‘ motive ’ (suggested by Medha-
tithi,and also Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Dana, p. 17), which

explains ‘ bhava ’ as standing for the predominance of one

or other of the three gunas, Sattva, Rajas and Tamas.

VERSE CCXXXV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 290) ;—and in

Smrtitattva (p. 894), which adds the following;—where

the giver gives with respect, and the receiver receives it with

respect,—both go to heaven ; while by giving or receiving with

disrespect, both go to hell ’—such is the explanation given by
Kulluka Bhatfa. Thus the ‘ archa ’, ‘respect’, which appeal's

43
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as an adverb, serves as an adjective also, qualifying the men

concerned ;
it is for this reason that Maithila writers have

declared that gifts should be made after the object to be given

as well as the Brahmana receiving it have both been worshipped

;

—and in Ddnakriyakaumudt (p. 8).

VERSE CCXXXV1

This verse is quoted in Hemddri (Dana, p. 90).

VERSE CCXXXVIT

This verse is quoted in Hemddri (Dana, p. 90).

VERSE CCXXXVIII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 232), which

reads ‘vaprikah' for ‘ puttikah’, and explains it as ‘a parti-

cular kind of art ’ ;—and in Viramitrodaya (ParibhasS,

p. 64), which, explains ‘puttika ’ as ‘ a kind of ail ’
; and

explains that this and the following verses are meant to

eulogise Dharma.

VERSE CCXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 232) ;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa, p. 64).

. VERSE CCXL

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 232) ;—and

in Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa, p. 64).

VERSE CCXLI

The verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 282);—-and in

Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa, p. 64).
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VERSE CCXLIJ

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 232);—in

Hemddri (Vrata, p. 14);—in Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa,

p. 04), which explains ‘ tamas ’ as ‘ sin ’ ;—and in Nrsimha-
prasdda (Samskara, pp. 17 a and h).

VERSE OCXLI V

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 587) ;—in Vidhanaparijuta (p. 074) ;—and in Samskara-
ratnamald, (p. 75). All these quote the following description

of the ‘ uttama ’

as from Manu ; but these verses are not

found in Manu

—

^rawi^raT: I

TO i

5fT: I

STOtW: gWT*T: u

and as description of ‘ adharma ’ they quote Manu 3.

150-152.

It is quoted in Samskaramayukha (p. 75) ;—and in

Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 205).

VERSE CCXLVII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 406), which
explains ‘ abhayadaksind ’ as ‘ abhayadana ‘ gift of

fearlessness ’ ;—in Mitafosard (on 1. 214) ;—in Parasha-
ramadhava (Achara, p. 190) ;—in Madanaparijdta

(p. 220), which adds the following explanations

•

‘ edha ’

is ‘ fuel ’,
—

‘ sarvatah * means ‘ even from the Shudra’,

—the ‘ gift of fearlessness ’ being acceptable even from a
Mlechchha

;

all this refers to one who is still engaged in the

receiving of gifts, not to one who has renounced the acceptance
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of gifts ;—in Vidhanapdrijdta (II, p. 249), which adds
—

‘ sarvatah ’ means ‘ even from the Shudra ’, the
1

gift of

fearlessness ’ being acceptable from the Mlechchha also ;—in

Nfsimhapt'asdda (Ahnika, pp. 35 b and 37 h) ;—and in

Hemadri (Dana, p. 50), which explains ‘ edhah ’ as wood

and ‘ abhyvdyataw ’ as ‘ presented unasked.’

VERSE CCXLVIII

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 407), winch

adds that the term
‘

bhiksd ’ here stands for ‘cooked food’;-

-

and in Hemadri (Dana, p. 56).

VERSE CCXLIX

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 407) ;—and in

Hemadri (Dana, p. 50).

VERSE CCL

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 406) ;
in

Mitaksard (on 1. 214);—in Pardsharamadhaya (Achara,

p. 190) ;—in Madanapdrijata (p. 220), which adds

—

‘ mani ’ stands? for those that serve as antidotes to poisons,—
‘ dhana ’ is ‘fried grain,’—these one should not refuse ;—-in

‘ Prayaschittaviveka ’ (p. 412), which explains ‘na nirnudet ’

as ‘should not refuse when presented unasked ’ ;—in Hemadri
(Dana, p. 56);—and in Nrsimhaprasdda (Ahnika,

p. 37 b).

VERSE CCLIV
Cf. 5. 253.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 492), which explains
‘

atmanivedana ’ as ‘declaring his

family, his character, his motive in seeking service and the

ways in which he is going to serve’;—and in Hemadri
(Shraddha, p. 785).

VERSE CCLX
Cf. 2. 244.

This verse is quoted in Hitydcharapradipa (p, 42),
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VERSE IV

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Pra-

yashehitta, p. 8) to the effect that laziness also is the source

of a ‘force’ that brings about untimely death;—in

Vimmitrodaya (Ahnika, p. a 10), which explains
1

(Vasya

'

as ‘ not being disposed to perform one’s duty, even when he is

able to do it’;

—

‘annadosa,' as standing for defective

production and so forth;—and in Smrtisaroddhdm (p.

294.)

VERSE V

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p.

510), which explains ‘ miedhyaprabhavani ’ as ‘ produced

directly from human ordure, or in trees growing from seeds

passed with human excreta’ ;—and in Smrtitattva (p. 448),

which reads ‘karakani’ (for kavakdni) and explains it as

‘ chhatraka,’ ‘mushroom
;
’and explains

‘

araedhyaprabhavani'

as ‘ produced from ordure and such things.’

VERSE V

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 247);—in

Mitdk$ara (on 1. 171), which notes that the addition of the

epithet ‘red’ makes it clear that the prohibition does not

apply to such exudations as assafoetida, camphor and the

like;—and in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 711), which

adds— the red exudations ’ meant are the lac and the rest,

—the epithet ‘red’ indicating that such exudations as are
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white, fi.g., assafwtida, camphor and the like—are not forbidden,—
‘ sheln ’ is sh/esmatakas,

—
‘
peyusa ’ is ‘new milk,’ i.e.,

the milk of the newly-delivered cow, whose blood-flow has

not ceased ; and in support it quotes verse 8 following.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 510),

which adds the following notes

—

‘ Vrhsaniryasa ’ is ‘the

solidified exudation from trees
—

‘ Vrcishchana’ is cutting, and

the exudations from cuttings are to be avoided even when

they are not red. The prohibition does not apply to such

things as assafoetida, camphor and the like,
—

‘ shdlu ’ is shles-

mdtakct,—and ‘ peyusa ’ is the milk of the newly dilivered

cow, which solidifies at the slightest contact with fire ;—in

Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 507) ;—and in Prayashchittaviveka

(p. 287).

VERSE VII

Cf. The Mahabharata 13.104.41.

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 448), which

explains 'vrth$' as 'what is cooked for oneself, and not for

being offered to gods or pitrs’,—and quotes the Chhandoga-

parishi?(a as defining ‘ hrsara ’ to be ‘ rice and sesamum cooked

together,’
—

‘ samyuva ’ is a preparation of ‘ butter, milk,

molasses, and the flour of wheat and other grains,’
—

‘ anupdkr-

tamamsa ’ is ‘ meat not consecrated by mantras’ ‘ devdnna

’

is ‘food prepared for offering to gods,’

—

’havis ’ is the ‘sacri-

ficial cake ’ and such things ;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha,

p. 610.)

VERSE VIH

‘ Sandhini ’

—

‘ a cow that gives milk only once a day
’

(Medhatithi and Govindaraja) ;
—

‘ a cow in heat’ (Kulluka,

who quotes Harita in support, NSrayana and Raghavananda)

;

—
‘ a cow big with calf’ (Nandana)

a

cow whose own calf

being dead, is milked with the help of another’s calf (‘some

one ’ mentioned in Medhatithi.)
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This verse is quoted in Mitakqwrd (on 3. 290), where

it is said that the unintentional drinking of these milks, if

done once only, makes one liable to the penance of a single

day’s fast, while if done intentionally, or if repeated, it entails

a three days’ fast.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 712),

where the ‘ Sandhint ’ is described as ‘ the cow that approaches

the bull i. e., the cow in heat’,—and the ‘ anirdaslia ’ as

‘ the one that has not passed more than ten days since delivery.’

It is quoted in SmrtitaUm (p. 448), which adds the

following

‘

anirdasha ’ is that which has not passed ten

days since its delivery the ‘ cow ’ stands for the goat and

the bufiallo also ;
—

‘ ekashapkct ’ are the horse and other

one-hoofed animals ;—the * wndhinl ’ is the cow that seeks

for the bull ; the avoiding of the second * goh ’ in the second

line indicates that it is the milk of the cow only that has

lost its calf, and not that of the goat or the buffalo.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 525),

which adds the following :
—

‘ nirdasha ’ is the cow that has

passed ten days since delivery;
—

‘

ekaxhapha ’ are the horse and

other one-hoofed animals—* avika ’ is ‘the milk of the ewe’;

—

‘ xandhini ’ is the cow in heat ;
—

‘ vivatxd ’ is one devoid of

her calf.

It is quoted in Machtnaparija t

a

(p, 929), which

contains the same remarks as Mitdk$ard ;—in Nrsimha-

prasada (Shraddha, p. 13 a) ;—in Hemddri (ShrSddha,

p. 567) in Shuddhikaumvdi (p. 323), which explains

‘ ekmhapha ’ as standing for tire Horse and the like, and

‘ScmdhinV as tire cow ‘which has been covered by the bull’ ;

—

and in Prayashchittavivika (p. 335).

VERSE IX

‘‘

Cf. Shatapatha Brahmana 1.2.3.9, for an early list of

animals whose flesh is forbidden ”—Hopkins.
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This verse is quoted in Mitdk$ara (on 3.290) ;—and in

Smrtitattva (p. 448), which adds that the term ‘ mrga '

here stands for animals, and not for the deer only ; since the

‘ buffalo ’ is cited as an exception ;
— shukta ’ is the name

of those things that, by themselves sweet, become soured

by keeping.

The first half is quoted in Apararkct (p. 246), which

adds that the phrase ‘payovarjyam '

has to be supplied.

The verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika

p. 525), which takes ‘ drahyanam mrgdnam *

together,

and explains it as standing for the Ruru, Maliisa, Prsata and

the rest in Nrsimhaprasada (Shraddha p. 13a);

—

in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 567);—in Prdyashchittaviveka

(p. 335) ;—and in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 323).

VERSE X

This verse is quoted in Mitakgara (on 3. 290) ;—in

Smrtitattva (p. 448), which explains ‘ dadhisambhavam'

as standing ior the takra and other similar preparations ;

—

and again on p. 182 ;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. CIO).

VERSE XI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika

p. 540), which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Kravyadah ’ are

the vulture and other birds that eatraw flesh only, and also the

peacock and others that eat both raw and cooked flesh ;

—

* gramanivdsinah ’ stands for such village-birds as the

pigeon and the like, which do not eat flesh ;—the term

Shahmm is to be construed with both ‘ kravyadah ’ and

‘ gramanivdsinah ’
;

—

ekashapha ’ are the horse and other

one-hoofed animals,—* anifdisfah * means ‘ those that are

not mentioned in the Shruti as fit for eating those that are

mentioned as such should certainly be eaten ; this refers to

such saeriticial animals as are mentioned in the Vedic texts like
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the following:
—‘One should sacrifice the horse to Tvastr’ ;

which implies that the flesh of the horse so sacrificed must be

eaten ;

—
‘ Titiibha

'

is the name of the bird that makes the
4

ti ft’ sound.

It is quoted in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 582) ;—and in

Smftisdroddhard (p. 298).

VER8E XII

This verse is quoted in Vir<tmitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 540), which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Kalavihka ’

is the chataka, the sparrow ; these being already included

under ‘ gramanivasinah', their separate mention is meant

to indicate that they are always to be avoided ; which

implies that the
4 chdsa ’ and other ‘ grdmanivasi ’ birds

may be eaten.
[
All this latter note is attributed to Medhatithi

by the writer ; but no words to this effect are found in

Medhatithi ; see Translation |.—The epithet
4 grama ’ in

4gramakukkutah

*

indicates that wild kukkuta is not forbidden

;

4

sdrasa ’ in the bird called
4 puskara,

’ which has a long-

neck, long feet and is of blue colour ;

—

‘‘Rajjuddla ’ is the

tvood-pccker ;

—

4 ddtyuha '

the black-necked bird ;

—

4 Shuka ’

is parrot
4

sdrikd ’ is well known by its own name.

It is quoted in Hemddri (Slmaddha, p. 583).

VERSE XIII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 540), which adds the following notes :

—
'
pratudah,

'

are

the birds that strike with the peak and then eat;
—

‘

jalapdda ’

is the web-footed bird, e.g. the chdsa and the like
i

koya?{i'

is a species of wild birds ;
—

‘ nakhaviskira ’ is the bird that

scratches out food with its nails ;

—

4

tiimajjya matsyadan ’ are

those birds that catch fish by diving under water ; e.g. the aquatic

crow and the like;

—

4

sunai is the slaughter-house
,
sind

1

sauna'

is that which is got from there ;

—

4

vallura ’ is dry Jish.

It is quoted in Hemddri (Shraddlia, p. 583).

44
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VERSE XIV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 543), which adds the following notes :—The ‘ vaka ’

and die

‘ balaka are well known birds ;

—

kdkola is the Drona-

kdka ;
—

‘ khdnjarita

’

is the khafljana ;•
—

‘ matsydddh ’

are

the alligator and the like ;—the prohibition of the ‘ vid-

vardha ’ implies the sanction of the wild boar.

—
‘ sarvashah'

means in eveiy way ’ ;—and in Ilemddri (Slu-addha, p. 583).

VERSE XV

This verse is quoted in Vtrmitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 546), which adds that this is an arthavdda to the prohi-

bition of eating fish that has gone before in the preceding

verse;—in Smrtitattva (p. 448);—and in Smrtisdrod-

dhara (p. 299).

VERSE XVI

Medhatitiii and Govindaraja explain the meaning to be

that “The Pathina and the Rohita are to be eaten only when

offered to the gods or Pitrs, and not ordinarily, while those

enumerated in the second half are to be eaten
‘

sarvasah'

at all times.”—Kulluka objects to this explanation on the

following grounds :—There is no authority for the view that

the two kinds of fish are to be offered at Shraddhas, eaten only

by the person invited at it, not by the performer of the

Shraddha or other persons, while the other kinds are to be

eaten by others also;—in fact all other authorities have placed

all those mentioned here on the same footing. Kulluka’s own

explanation is as follows:
—

‘The Pathina and the Rohita

should be eaten, as also tire Rajiva and the rest ’ ;—and

the plmise ‘niyuktau havyakavyoh' he takes as standing by

itself, in the sense that ‘ all things that are forbidden may be

eaten, when one is threatened with starvation, after they have

been offered to the gods and Pitre.’
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This verse is quoted in Mitakmra (on 1. 178), winch

goes one farther than Medhatithi, and adds tluit those

enumerated in the second line also are to be eaten only when

offered at Shraddhas and sacrifices ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Ahnika, p. 547), which adds the following notes :
—

‘ adyau ’

means ‘are to be eaten’—when they are
‘ niyuktau'—i.e., used

for the purpose of Shraddha and other offerings;
—

‘

Pathina ’

is that which is also called ‘ Chandraka,' ‘ Rajiva’ is red-

coloured, ‘ Simhatunda ’ is that which has its mouth like the

lion’s, ‘Sashalka 1

are fish covered with shell-like skin.

It is quoted in Smritattva (p. 449) ;—in Hemadri

(Shraddha, p. 577);—and in Smrtimroddhara (p. 300),

which explains ‘ niyuktau,’ as employed for Shraddha and

other purposes, and ‘ adyau

'

as ‘ may be eaten,’ ‘rajiva ’ as

red-coloured.

VERSE XVII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 544), which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Ekachara. ’ are

those animals which, as a rule, roam about alone, such for

instance as serpents ;
—

‘ ajflatah ’—whose name and species

are unknown, i.e., one should not eat unknown animals which,

though not falling under any species either generally or

specifically prohibited, are understood by implication to be

included under those that are permitted ;—nor should one

eat any five-nailed animals, with the exception of the shashaka

and the rest (enumerated in the next verse).

VERSE XVIII

This verse is quoted in Mitdksara (on 1. 177) ;—in

Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 545), which explains ‘ ekato-

datah ’ as ‘those that have only one line of teeth
’

;—and in

Smrtisaroddhara (p. 299).
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VERSE XIX

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1157), which

notes that the intentional eating of these things make the

twice-born person an ‘ outcast,’ i. e., disqualifies him from all

that is done by twice-born person*, and the expiation for this

would be the same as that prescribed for wine-drinking.

It is quoted in Mitdkxard (on 1.176), which says that

this refers to intentional and repeated eating of the things

;

also on 3. 229 in. Pardsharamadhava (Prayashchitta,

p. 317), as referring to intentional eating;—and in Mndana.

parijata (p. 825) to the effect that the intentional eating of

forbidden things is equal to wine-drinking; and again on

p. 927, to the effect that it ix intentional and repeated eating

that is equal to wine-drinking and hence makes one outcast,

while by intentionally eating these only once, one only becomes

liable to the performance of the Chdndrayana.

VERSE XX

Cf. 11. lk 213 and 219.

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (pp. 927

and 825) as laying down the expiation for the unintentional

eating of the things ;—in Pardsharamadhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 317) to the same effect, with the additional note that

the ‘ Santapana ’ meant here must be that which extends over

seven days.—The last quarter is quoted twice in Mitak-

{tarn on 3. 290, to the effect that if one eats forbidden things

other than those here mentioned only once, and that uninten-

tionally, he has got only to fast for the day ;—under 1. 175

to the effect that the eating of the forbidden birds uninten-

tionally makes one liable to fasting for the day ;—and the

first three quarters on 1. 176, where it is pointed out that it

refers to unintentional and repeated eating of the things

;

—also on 3. 229 as laying down the expiation for

unintentional eating.
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It is alwo quoted in Apararha (p. 1157), to the effect

that by unintentionally eating the things enumerated repeatedly

one becomes liable to the Yati-chandrayana, and by eating

other forbidden things to tasting during the day.

VERSE XXI

Cf. 11.21*2.

'Phis verse is quoted in Mitahyira (on 3. 290) as

laying down the expiation for eases of suspected, eating of

forbidden things ;—and in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 340).

VERSE XXII

This verse is quoted in Mitdhmrd (on 1. 179) to the

effect that just as there is nothing wrong in the eating of meat

which is the remnant of sacrificial and Shraddha offerings,

so also there is none in eating that which is left after the

dependents have been fed.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Aiinika, p. 537),

winch adds that animals are to be killed for feeding one’s

dependents, only when there is no other means of feeding

them ; and this implies also that there is no harm in one’s

eating the meat himself that is left after the feeding of depen-

dents ;—and in Smrtisdroddhdra (p. 301).

VERSE XXIII

Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 537) quotes this verse

as Arthavdda to the preceding verse, the meaning being as

follows :

—
‘ Inasmuch as in ancient sacrifices performed by

sages, edible sacrificial cakes used to be made of animals and

birds killed for the purpose, these may be killed by men of

the present day also.’ That the sacrificial cake is to be made

of the flash of animals has been laid down in connection with

the * Thirty-six-year Sacrificial Session’
, about which we read
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that “on the closing day of which, the master of the house goes

out a—-hunting, and out of the flesh of the animals killed there

the Savaniya sacrificial cakes are prepared.”

VERSE XXIV

This verse is quoted in Viramitroflaya (Ahnika,

p. 523) ;—in Smrtitattva (p. 452) ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha,

p. 616) ;—and in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 291).

VERSE XXV

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 452) ;—in

Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 523) ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha,

p. 616);—-and in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 291).

VERSE XXVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 526), which adds the following notes :—The rules regarding

eating that hayp gone before are meant for the ‘ twice-born ’,

not for the Shudra; hence for the latter there is no harm in

eating garlic and other things. But, according to Kal-

pataru, the eating of the crow and such like animals and

birds—even though included among those mentioned,—must

be considered wrong, even for the Shudra ;—being as they

are entirely condemned by all cultured men.—The mention

of the ‘twice-born’ in this verse implies that the forth-

coming prohibition regarding meat is meant for all the four

castes.

VERSE XXVII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 527),

which adds the following notes:
—

‘

Proksita ’ is that which

has been sanctified by means of mantras for being offered

at a sacrifice ;
—

‘ brahmandnaflcha kamyaya '—when one is

pressed by a Brahmana to eat meat, if he eats it but
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once, then there is no harm ; that this is justifiable once only

is clearly stated by Yama; if the same Brahmana should

press him again, then he is not to accede to this
; nor is he

to eat it, even though the second time he may be pressed by

another Brahmana
;

that he is to eat it once does not

mean that he is to take a single morsel
; what is meant is

that he may eat at a single meal ;

—
‘ Yathavidhiniyuktah ’

—

this means that when invited to the Madhuparka-offering or

to a Shrdddha, one may eat even unconsecrated meat ;

—

‘

prananameva, chdtyaye ’—meat may be eaten if during an

illness, or during food-scarcity, one’s life would be in danger

if meat were not taken.

The verse is quoted also in Smrtitattva (p. 449), which

explains ‘ yroksitam ’ as which has been duly consecrated

by means of mantras
,
being obtained from an animal killed

in connection with a sacrificial performance ;
— brahmananam

kamya ’—at the wish of a Brahmana one may eat once ;—
‘
yathavidhiniyuktah ’

—

i. e., at a Shrdddha ;—in the

Prayshchittaviveka (p. 280), which notes that ‘prananameva

chdtyaye ’ is meant to refer to Religious Students and to such

House-holders as have renounced meat ;—and in Smrti-

sdroddhdra (p. 300).

VERSE XXVHI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Alinika, p.

527), as reiterative of what has gone before;—and in

Smrtitattva (p. 449).

VERSE XXIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 527), which adds—the ‘char
a’

are the deer and the rest,

—

the ‘ achara ’ grasses etc.,
—

‘ damsfrn ’, the tiger and others,

‘ adamqtrn? the deer and the like,
—

‘ sahasta ’ are men and

the like,—and ‘ahasta' fish etc., ‘ shiira ’ are brave persons

—and ‘ bhiru ’ are the timid.
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VERSE XXX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 527).

VERSE XXXI

“ Of. this with the Malmbharata, 13. 114-116. In ib

116, 15, this is quoted as Shruti, but in 115, 53, its gist is

ascribed to Mann ” -Hopkins.

Tliis verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 527), which adds the following notes:
—

‘
yajfidya ’ means

‘ for purposes of sacrifice ’,
—

‘
yaydJii ’ means ‘ eating’,

—
* ato-

nyatha ’ means ‘ elsewhere than at a sacrifice —and in

Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 582).

VERSE XXXII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 527), which adds that * svayamutpadya ’ refers to the

Ksattriya alone;—in Smrtitattva (p. 449);—in Hemadri

(Shraddha, p?582) ;—and in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 276).

VERSE XXXHI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 531 );—in Smrtitattva (p. 449);—and in Smftied-

roddhara (p. 301).

VERSE XXXIV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya
,
(Ahnika, p. 531).

VERSE XXXV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 251), which

explains ‘ niyuktah
’

as ‘invited, at a sacrifice to the gods or

at a Shraddha’;—in Mitakmrd (on 1. 179) to the effect

that one must eat meat when invited to a Shraddha ;—in
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Nirnayasindhu (p. 294) as setting forth tire sinfulness of

iiot eating the meat, duly offered;—in Viramitrodaya

(Ahnika, p. 530), which explains
‘ sambhavan

’

as ‘births’;

—in Smrtitattva (p. 449) ;—in Hemadri (Slrraddha,

p. 577);—and in Prayashchiltaviveka (p. 279), which remarks

that this refers to such meat as is not forbidden.

VERSE XXXVI

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Slnaddha, p. 580).

VERSE XXXVII

‘Sahge’—‘On an occasion arising for the killing of an animal

(at a rite other than those laid down in the Veda) ’

(Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ if one has a strong desire to eat meat ’ (Kul-

luka and Narayanii). [It is difficult to see how a strong desire

for meat could be appeased by eating animal made of butter

or flour] ;

—
‘in the event of one being attacked by evil spirits

’

(Govindaraja) ;
—

‘ on the occasion of social gatherings
’

(Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 538), which quotes Kalpataru as offering the following

explanation :—In such ceremonies as the Sitayajfta and

the like, which are not prescribed in the Veda, and the killing

of animals at which, therefore, cannot have the sanction of

the Veda,—if, in view of the prevalent custom, it is found

necessary to sacrifice an animal, one should offer an animal

made either of butter or of flour ;—it then quotes Kulluka’s

explanation,—“and then the one given by Medhatithi, remark-

ing that this last is in agreement with Kalpataru.—It

then goes on to describe another explanation, by which ‘Sahge'

means ‘at a sacrifice’ and this is explained as laying down an

alternative to the killing of animals attire well-known sacrifices,

Agntffomiyu and the test—This last explanation, the author

rejects, on the ground (1) that there is no authority for fairing
-

45
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the word ‘sange’ in the sense of sacrifice, and (2) that it

would not be right for a Smrti to lay down an

alternative to a detail that has been laid down in the original

Vedic injunction of the sacrifices.

VERSE XXXVIII

Cf. The Mahabharata 13. 93. 121.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 538).

VERSE XXXIX
“ Ityapi shrvyate shrutih is the end of this verse instead

of svayameva svayambhuvd as found in the Mahabharata,

13. 116. 14. Quite a number of Mann’s verses are cited as

Shruti in the Epic.”—Hopkins.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 538).

VERSE XL

This ver^p is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 538),

which explains ‘ uchchhrtih ’ as ‘ advancement ’.

Medhdtithi (P. 403, 1. 22)—‘ Pratitisthantitivat
’—

This refers to Mimdmsa Svtra 4. 3.17 et, seq., which embodies

what has been called the ‘ Rdtrisattra-nydya' . .In connection

with the ‘ Ratri ’ offerings, it is said that ‘ he who oilers these

obtains respectability &c.;’ and in regard to this the

question arises whether this latter passage is a mere arthavada,

or. it.describes the result that really follows from the offerings ;

and the conclusion is that, inasmuch as no other mention of

the result of the offerings is found anywhere, the
..
passage in

question must be taken as describing the results actually:

foUomhg from them.
. .

// vimsE -XU

i: /phis.ye?se. is quoted in Aj2Ctrdrka>
: {p; 154), #8; settijag

i«ade the view that * the offering of, Madhupa/rka. does not
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necessarily involve the killing of the animal ’ ;—in Vlramitro-

daya (Ahnika, p. 538).

VERSE XLII

This verse is quoted in Vtrctmitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 531).

VERSE XLIJT

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Ahnika, p, 538).

VERSE XLIV

This verse is quoted in Vtrctmitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 538).

VERSE XLV

This verse is quoted in Vtrctmitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 538).

VERSE XLVI

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 539).

VERSE XLVII

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on 1. 181) as

laying down the indirect result of avoiding the killing of animals.

VERSES XLVni-XLIX

These verses are quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p, 7 19), . which adds that the prohibition contained here

pertains to the eating of meat obtained by such killing of

animals as is prohibited,—and not to that of meat obtained

by.purchase; and this on the ground that it is prefaced by the

deprecating qf the act of killing.

Verse 48 only is quoted in Prayashchittaviveka

(*>.279),
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VERSE L

Cf. The Mahabharata 13. 114. 12.

VERSE LI

“In the Mahabharata ( 13. 1 14. 30-40) this is ‘ as told of

old by Markandeya ’.”—Hopkins.

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 251) ;—in

Mitakmra (on 1. 181), as describing the eight kinds of

‘killer’;—and in Smrtisaroddhara (p. 301), which lias

the following notes :
—

‘
ghatakdh ’, partakers in the sin,

—

‘ anumantd’

,

who acquiesces in the act,
—

‘ vishasitd ’, who

cuts the limbs,

—

‘nihantd who actually does the act that

deprives the animal of the life,
—

‘

samskarta' who cooks

the meat,
—

‘ upahartd who serves the meat.

VERSE LII

“In the Mahabharata (13. 114. 14) this verse is ascribed

to Narada.”—IJopkins.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodmja (Ahnika,

p. 531) -and in Smrtisaroddhara (p. 301).

VERSE LIII

In the Mahabharata (13. 114. 15) this occurs as writer’s

‘matam mama ,’ but it lias ‘ mdse ’ for
4

var§e ’—says Hopkins.

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (on 1. 181), to

the effect, that the merit of the performance of Ashvamedha

accrues to one who renounces meat for a full year ;—and in

Vlramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 533), which adds that

according to Medhatithi, this is mere Arthavada, and not

the declaration of a result that actually follows from the act,—

this being based upon the principle laid down byJaimini

under 4. 3. 1; It goes on to add that this view1

is not right;

as this case is not analogous to that of Jaimini 4. 3, 1;
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A ‘ declaration of rewards ’ is regarded as an
‘Arthavada only

when there is some other passage mentioning another reward

in connection Avitli the same act ; in the present case, however,

we do not find any other passage speaking of any other

rewards accruing from the renouncing of meat for one year;

so that this comes under the Rdtrisattranydya (Jaimini

4. 8. 1 7 ot. xey. ; see note under verse 40). It concludes with

the remark that the reward accruing from the renouncing of

meat for one year,—even though of the same kind as that

following from the Ashvamedha—is of a much lower degree
;

-and quotes the following Karika of ‘Bliattapada ’

—

fitwn: 'mranittwriYfe'far ti

VERSE LIV

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 719), which adds that the renouncing of meat here spoken

of refers to meat other than the ‘ consecrated ’ and the rest that

have been spoken of before.

VERSE LV

Cf. The Mahabharata 18. 110. 35.

Tliis verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 531) ;—and in Srmtimroddhdra (p. 301).

VERSE LVI

Tliis verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 719) in support of the view that it is only the eating

of prohibited meat that is sinful ;—and in Vlramitrodaya

(Ahnika, p. 537), which adds the following notes:

—

imamsV
—i. such meat as is not forbidden;

—

‘

madye ’—for the

Kgattriya and other lower castes;
—

‘

maithmV— such

sexual intercourse as is not prohibited;
—

‘

nivrttih

’

—ie^ the
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determination to renounce

‘

mahaphala ’•

—

ie., conducive to

the attainment of Heaven and such other results as liave been

mentioned in the foregoing arthavada passages. Medhatithi

has remarked that the determination to renounce meat and

other things must be regarded as conducive to Heaven only,

on the basis of the principle of the Vishvajit (Mimdmsd-

mtra 4. 3. 15-10). But this is not right, as it is very much

simpler to accept the rewards mentioned in the arthavada

passages as the rewards meant here, rather than assume one on

the basis of the said principle.

It is quoted in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 277), which

remarks that this refers to such meat as is left after the

offerings to the gods and Pitrs have been made ;—as regards wine,

the abandoning of it is ‘conducive to great rewards’ only

for those for whom wine is not forbidden,—.and as regards

‘sexual intercourse,’ the abandoning that leads to great rewards

is that of the intercourse which is sanctioned ‘on all except

the sacred days,’ and ‘ that for the sake of pleasure.’

o
t

VERSE LVHI

‘ Anujate ’
—

‘Younger than one that has teethed ’ (Medha-

tithi, Govindaraja, Narayana, Raghavananda
; and Kulluka

also, who is not rightly represented by Buhler).

‘ Cha ’—This includes ‘ one whose Upanayana has been

performed ’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka, Narayana and Ragha-

vananda).

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 289),

which adds that according to this the imparity attaches, not

only to the Sapindas, but also to Scigotras, Samaruodakas,

paternal relations, maternal relations and so forth;
—

‘

anujata,'

literally meaning ‘ born after,’ means ‘ one born after the

dantajata, ’ this latter being the noun immediately preceding

the word*«-the presence of
‘

cha. ’ implies the ‘initiated! also*,

scmsthife’ means ‘dead.’
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%
It is quoted in Haraldta (p. 1), which adds the

following notes:

—

‘anujata’ is the child bom after the child

that has cut its teeth, i.e., a child that has not cut its teeth,

—

* krtachude cha' the ‘ cha ’ is meant to include one whose

Upanayana has been performed,
—

‘ samsthite ’ on his dying,

—

‘sutaka’ stands here for the impurity due to birth
, that dve

to death haying been separately mentioned.

VERSE LIX

“The commentators are of the opinion that the length of

the period of the impurity depends on the status of the mourner

;

and that a man who knows the mantras only of one Shdkhd

shall be impure during four days, one who knows a whole

Shdkhd (or two Vedas) during three days, one who knows

the Veda (or three Vedas) and keeps three or five sacred fires,

during one day. Medlratithi however mentions another inter-

pretation, according to which the four periods correspond to

the four ages of tire deceased, which have been mentioned in

the preceding verse. According to this view, the Sapindas

shall mourn for an initiated person for ten tlays,—for one who

had received the tonsure, four days, and so forth.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 893), which

explains the first half to mean that the Sapindas are impure

for ten days, and the second half as laying down three other

alternatives.;
—

‘ Arvdk (or as it reads o vd) saftchayandt

asthnam
’

it explains as indicating the period of four days, the

fourth day Ireing prescribed for the collecting of the bones of the

dead. Thus the four alternative periods are—ten days,

four days, three days and one day
;

and the rule regarding

the restriction of one or the other is tints laid down by

P<$rdshara—‘ The Brahmapa equipped with both the Veda

apd the Fire becomes pure in one day, one equipped with

the Veda only in three days, and one without qualifications

in ten days.’.
. ... .
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It is quoted in Mitaksara (on 3. 29), which remarks

that the four periods here specified are. meant respectively

for the
4 Kusuladhdnyaka, ’ the ‘ Kumbhldhdnyaka tlie

Tryahaihika ’ iind the
4 Ashmstanika ’ (described in 4.7

above). It quotes Parashara’s rule (just quoted), but rejects

it as unacceptable.

It is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 391), and again

on p. 426 ;—in Smrtisdroddhara (pp. 226 and 229) ;

—

in Nitydcharapradipa (p. 116);—in Haralctta (p. 3)

which reads
‘

asthi ’ and explains it as meaning ‘four days’;

—and in Shuddhimayukha (p. 37).

VERSE LX

This verse is quoted in Apardrka, (p. 893), as

providing the definition of the ‘ Samanodaka ’

relationship,

and explains the meaning to be that tliis relationship subsists

among all those people who clearly recognise a common

ancestor;

—

in 0 Mitafaara (on 1. 253);—in Parashara-

madhava (Xeliara, p. 590) ;—in Vydvaharmnayvkha

(p. 63) which construes
4 Saptame ’ sis

1 Saptame attte] so

that the seventh also becomes included in
4 Sapinda ’

relationship ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 427) ;—-in Shud-

dhimayu&ha (p. 37), which says that ‘ vinioartate ’ is

to be construed with the second line also ;—in Smpti-

saroddhdra (p. 230), which says that from the point

where
4 Samanodaka ’ relationship ceases,

4 Sagotra ’

relationship alone remains ;—in Nitydcharapradipa

(p. 104), which quotes Medhatithi to the effect that all those

who are descended from the great-grandfather of one’s own

great-grandfather tire his
4

Sapindas ’ ;—in Haralatd (p. 96),

which has the following note :— Six ancestors beginning

from one’s father are his
4

Sapipda/ the seventh ancestor

is not ‘ Sapinda ’
; and the reason for this lies in the feet

that one’s three immediate ancestor's—father, grandfather and

great-grandfather—are entitled to receive the
4

pinda ’ from
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him, and the next three ancestors

—

i. e., the father, grandfather

and great-grandfather of the greatgrandfather,—are entitled

to the ‘ siHearings of his pinda ;’ while the seventh ancestor

is not entitled to any share of Pinda ; it adds that the

man himself is ‘ Sapinda ’ of his own six ancestors ;

—

in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 52), which explains that the

‘ Sapinda ’ relationship ceases in one’s seventh ancestor, and
‘ Samdnodaka ’ relationship extends upto that person who

is known to he descended from ‘ my such and such ancestor,’

and from the point where no such descent can be specifically

pointed out, that relationship ceases and l»eyond that all

are ‘ gotraja ’ only;—in Gadddhampaddhati (Kills,

p. 250), which reproduces Medhatithi’s remark quoted above ;

—in Smrfiahandrikd (Samskara, p. 1 SI )
;—and in Vtrarni-

Irodaya (Vyavahara, 201) b).

VERSE LXI

Medhatithi and (rovindaraja. omit the first line of 61 and

the first line of 62 ; so that in the place of 61 and 62, they lead

only one verse made up of the second lines of both 61 and 62.

This verse is quoted in Hdraliita, (p. 15), which

explains ‘ evameva ’ as standing for
4

ten days ’ and other

periods ;—and in Shuddhimayukhu, (p. 87).

VERSE LXH
(Verse 68 of other commentators.)

According to the interpretation of Govindaraja, Kulluka,

Narayana and Raghavananda, the two halves of this verse

are distinct, the first half laying down that the man who emits

semen is purified by bathing, and the second half that he

who begets a child is purified after three days. According

to Medhatithi however, the first half supplies the reason for

what is asserted in the second half. (See Translation).

4

6
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This ver.se is quoted in Harasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 606), which explains ‘ baijika-mmbaudha ’ as ‘janyaya-

nakabhdva,’
4

the parental relationship.’

The Hdrnhitd, which has both lines of (62) explains

the meaning as
—

‘ The untouchability due to death pertains

to all mpindas, and that due to birth pertsiins to the parents ot

the child only, but the full period (ten days) of ‘ impurity
’

attaches to the mother only, that attaching to the father

disappears immediately on bathing.

VER8E LXIJ1

(Verse 64 of other commentators.)

“ According to Govindariija and Narayana, the rule

refers to such Brahmanas who for money cany a dead body

to the cemetery ;— according to hull uka mid Rughavananda,

to Sapinclas who in any way touch a corpse out of affection

;

—Medhatithi thinks that it applies to all who touch or

carry out a dead body, be it for love or for money. Raghava-

nanda flunks thqj the text mentions three alternative period*,

of impurity, one day, three days and ten days.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Apararka, (p. 883), which

explains it as laying down the period of impurity ot

ten days for those who touch a dead body ; it explains

“ ahnd chciikena ratrya ’ as meaning ‘ one day and night,’

and
4

tribhih triratraih ’ as
4

nine days ’ ;— thus ten days

is the period of impurity (for the Brahmana) touching the

dead body of the Brahmana ; for the Brahmana carrying for

money the dead body of other castes, the period extends to

that which has been prescribed for that caste—says the

Viqnupurana i—.Apararka quotes the verse again on

p. 893 to the effect that the period of impurity for Samatmla-
ka« is only three days.

It is quoted in Nirnayamulhit (p. 382), which also

explains it as laying down a period of ten days.
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VERSE LXIV
(Verse 65 of other commentators.)

‘ Pitrmedha ’—The Antyesti (Medhatithi, Govindaraja,

Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;— ‘ the entire Shraddha eere-

mony ’ (‘ others ’ noted by Medhatithi).

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 012), which

says that the 'guru’ meant here is Acharya, and that

‘ Pitrmedha ’ is Antyesti ;—in Mitalcsara (on 3. 24),

to the effect that, if the pupil performs Antyesti of his

guru, then he is to be impure for ten days ;—in Nir-

nayasiwlhu (p. 381) as reiterating the ‘ten-day ’ period for all

carriers of the dead body, the ‘ pupil ’ being- mentioned only

by way of illustration.

VERSE LXV
(Verse 60 of other commentators.)

“ Narayana and Raghavananda think that this ride refers

to miscarriages which happen during the first six months

of pregnancy ; and that from the seventh month, whether the

child lives or not, the full period of impurity must lie kept.

Narayana moreover asserts that in the first and second months

the impurity shall last three days ”.—Buhler.
—

‘ Sadhvi ’.—
4 Becomes pure ’ (Medhatithi and Kulluka) ;

—

4

chaste
’

(Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Mitakqara (on 3. 20), which

explains the second half to mean as follows:

—

4 The woman

in her courses becomes pure

—

i. e., fit for religious functions

—

on bathing after the cessation qf the menstrual flow ; but

as regards touchability, she becomes fit for it. by bathing on the

fourth day, even though the flow may not have ceased entirely.

The verse is quoted also in Nirnayasindhu (p. 369)

;

—in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 3)
;—in Hdralatd (p. 68), winch

says that fhe plural number in
4 rdtrihhih ’ indicates that

miscarriage is a source of purity only when it occurs in
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the third and subsequent months of the pregnancy, .and that

the mention of the ‘ woman ’ in the second line makes it

clear that the impurity due to miscarriage idso attaches to the

Avife only, and not to the husband ;—and in Nrrnnha-

prasada (Samskara, p. 25a).

VERSE LXVI
(Verse 07 of other commentators.)

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (on 3. 23), where

it. is explained that all that this means is that in the wise of all

before initiation, the impurity lasts for three days ;—in

Nirnayasindhn (p. 373) ;—and in Smrtitattva (II,

p. 271), which remarks that the second half of the \'orse

makes it clear to what case the following two verses refer.

Medhatithi offers tAvo constructions :—(1) By one the

verse is made to provide a rule for the impurity of the un*

(ensured child on the death of others ;—(2) by the other, for

the impurity of others on the death of the untonsured children.

? VERSE LXVU
(Verse 08 of other commentators.)

‘ Asthisahchayanadrte ’—
‘Place free from lames

’

(Medhatithi, also Mitaksara) ;
—

‘ without the rite of bone-

collecting’ (Kulluka, who quotes Vishvarupa’s explanation

which agrees with Medhatithi’s).

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 271),

which says that this refers to the case of the death of a child

who has had his tonsure performed during the first year ;

—

in Mitaksara (on 3. 2) which explains the meaning to be

that ‘ the child should be decked with garlands and sandal-

paint and should be buried in a clean place, away from the

burning grounds, but outside the village,—which sliould be

free from bonea

It is quoted in Haralatd (p. 121), which has the

following notes ‘ umdvivdrqikam ’, one whose tonsure has
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not been performed,
—

‘ alahkrtya ’, having endowed the dead

body with rings, clothes, flowers, garlands and so fortli, they

should bury it in some pure spot outside the village
; and

even though the body would soon become decomposed and

lienee the rite of picking of the bones might lie possible, it

should not be dona

VERSE LXVTIT
(Verse 09 of other commentators).

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (on 8. 2), which

explains ‘ a,range kasthavat tyahtva ’ as follows :
—

‘Just as

on throwing a log of wood in the forest, people take no notice

of it, so having buried the child, they should take no further

notice of him, in the way of performing his Shrdddha and

other after-death rites.’

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 870), which explains

the meaning to be that the child less than two years old,

which has not had its Tonsure, should be either buried or

thrown into the water, without any after-death rites ;—and

again on p. 91 1, where it is said that the digging <fcc. are meant

for the child who has had his Tonsure done during the first

year. It is difficult to reconcile the two statements.

It is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 271), which also

says that these two verses refer to the case of the child who

has had liis Tonsure performed during the first year ;—and in

Haralatd (p. 122), which explains
‘ aranye,’ ‘in forest,’

as meaning in ‘ uncultivated ground,’ and ‘ Kasthavat ’ as

implying that they should not grieve over it;—and in

Shvddhimayukha (p. (>).

VERSE LXIX
(Verse 70 of other commentators).

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 871) to the

effect that in the case of a child (less than three years old)
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whose Tonsure has not been performed, the water-offerings

(which imply also cremation. by Jire) is optional in a caw

where the ‘ naming ’ ceremony has l>een perfonned.

It is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 384), which

adds the following notes :
—

‘ udakakriya ’

indicates cremation

byJire also ; if the child had teethed, and had its Tonsure,

—

then whether it is cremated or not—its parents remain impure

for three days.

It is quota! in Nirnayasiiulhu (p. 372), which also notes

that
‘ udaka ’ includes cremation also;—and again on p. 374, to

the effect that (a) if the child dies before the ‘naming’ ceremony

it must be burned,—-and (b) if it dies after naming and before it

is three years old, it may be either burned or cremated ;—in

Shuddhimayukha (p. 0);—and in Haralatd (p. 122),

which draws the following conclusions from these three verses:

—‘In the case of the two-year old child, from the time of its

teething onwards, if cremation and the offerings are made, they

are helpful to the dead, but if the relations do not do all this,

they do not incyr any sin; but if the child lias completed its

two years, the rites are compulsory, and their omission involves

sin ;

—
‘ nd'umi rapid which emphasises the view that it is right

to perform the rites even on death occurring after the naming-

ceremony, and it is all the more incumbent when the child has

teethed. It combats Vishvarupa’s explanation of ‘ atrivarsa ’

as standing for ‘one whose age was over two, and below

three years’; as being incompatible with the qualification

‘jatadantmya!

It is quoted in Smrtimroddhara (p. 21 o), which

adds that
‘

udakakriya?
,
stands for

‘

agnikriya’, cremation also.

VERSE LXX
(Verse 71 of other commentators.)

This verse is quoted in Nityacharapradipa (p. 131) ;

—

in Haralata (p. 76), which explains ‘Vcodaka ’ as samano-

dttka ;—and in Shuddhimayukha (p. 37).
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VERSE LXXI
(Verse 72 of other commentators.)

‘ Yathoktena Jcalpena - According to the rale declared in

verse 67 ’ (Medhatitlii, Govindaraja and Nandana) ;
—

‘
just like

the husband’s relatives, i. e., after tlnee days’ (Kulluka, Nara-

yana and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 007), which

supplies the following explanation :—In the case of 'asamxkrta'

—i. e., unmarried—women, the ‘bandhaom’

—

i.e., their relations

on the husband’s side—become pure in tlu-ee days ; but their

sanabhayah—i.e., relations on the father’s side—become pure

according to the aforesaid rule. It is because the relations on

the father’s side are separately mentioned by means of the word
1sanabhayah ' that the generic term ‘bdndhavdti is taken in the

special sense of ‘relations on the husband’s side’. But, there can

be no such relations in the ease of unmarried women ; hence

the women meant here must be those that have been verbally

betrothed, but not yet formally married.
—

‘

Sanabhayah,’ the

relations on the father’s side, are puritied according to the rule

that has been laid down in connection with the death of a boy

before Upanayana,- —i.e., the impurity ceases after three days.

The analogy Ijetween the two cases is based upon the principle

that for women ‘marriage’ takes the place of the Upanayana ;

so that the unmarried girl stands on the same footing as

the uninitiated boy.

The verse is quoted in Mitdksard (on 3. 24), to the

eftect that in the case of girls who have been betrothed, but

not married, the relations on the father’s side are purified in

three days. Here also
‘bandhava’ and ‘sanabhH are explained

as in Apararka ; and. it is added that the ‘ten-days’ rule

could not be rightly applied before marriage.’

It is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara, p. 608), in

the same sense, and
‘bandhaodW is explained as patisapinddh,

and [sanabhayah ’ as ‘ pitrsapinddh\—and yathoktena

kalpena as the ‘three days’ rule’.
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It is also quoted in Smrtitattva (1 1, p. 264) in the sense

that in the wise of girls that have been betrothed, but whose

marriage-rites have not been performed, the sapindas of

her husband are pun’fied in three days, while the sapindas

of her father are purified by the said rule, e., by the

rule declared in the first half of the verse. It adds

that ‘ betrothal
1

must be a necessary condition, as before that

the unmanned girl can have no relations ‘ on the husband’s

side ’
; and that her father’s sapindas to only three degrees

are meant, because of the express declaration of Vashistha that
1

for unmarried girls the sapinda-relationship extends to

only three degrees.’

This is quoted in lldralaid (p. 49), which adds the

following notes :

—

Ascmskridnam,' unmarried,
—

‘ bdndhavdh ’

relations on the husband’s side
—

‘
yatlvoktena ,’ as described

in the first line of the verse, i. e., (hey are purified in three

days ;—the first half refers to the girl dying after betrothal, as

before betrothal, the girl can have no ‘relations on the husband’s

side ’
;
her ‘ sybnabhayah ,’ i. e., relations on her father’s side,

also become pure in three days.

VERSE LXXU
(Verse 73 of other commentators.)

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 885) ;—in

Mitakmra (on 3. 16) ;—in Madanaparijata (p.

415);—in Smrtisaroddhdra, (p. 2*24) as laying down res-

trictions for the sapindas of the dead ;—in Shuddhi-

kaumudt (p. 142), which has the following notes :

—

1 Tryaham

bn the third, seventh and ninth days they should all bathe

together, for the benefit of the dead ; all the supine}as should

not eat meat duing the period of impurity,
—

‘ K$itau ’, this for-

bids deeping on beds ;—and in Haralata (p. 157), which

explains
‘ Ksuralmana ’ as ‘all salts with the exception of

samdhava and sdmbhari ,’—* they should all bathe together

on the third, seventh and ninth days.’
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VERSE LXXIV

(Verse 75 of otters.)

This verse is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 386),

in support of the view that if one cause of impurity should

happen during the period of impurity due to another cause,

then the former should be regarded as over by the end of the

latter.

Videsha or Deshdntara is thus defined by ‘ Vrddha-

Manu ’quoted in Apardrka (p. 905):
—

‘That which is

interposed by a great river (a river falling directly into the sea)

or by a mountain, or where the language is different.’

It is quoted in Krtysarasamuchchaya (p. 70) ;

—

in Smrtisdroddhara (p. 232), which explains ‘vigatam’

as ‘dead’ and adds that this rule applies to cases of birth also,

and that ‘ ten days ’ stands for the full period of impurity

under normal conditions;—in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 36);

—and in Hdralatd (p. 32) which has the following notes

:

—
‘ videshastham ’ in another country, i. e., from where the

news of death cannot come quickly,
—

‘ anirdasham ,’ before

the end of ten days.

In regard to ‘ videsha ’, Krtyasarasamuchchaya

(p. 71) quotes Rudradhara as saying that even though there be

no intervening mountains or rivers, if the distance between two

countries is more than 60 yojanas—e.g., Tirhut and Prayaga,

—

they are ‘ videsha ’ to each other, but not so between Tirhut

and Kashi, the distance between which is only 30 yojanas.

VERSE LXXV
(Verse 76 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on 3. 21) in

support of the view that in the case of one hearing of the death

of a relative in other countries, after one year of the death*

he _ becomes purified by bathing and making the water-

offering ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 428), where ‘ dpah
47
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sprstva ’ is explained as ‘bathing’; and it adds that this

refers to cases of the death of relatives other than the Father

or the Mother ;—in Nirnaysimlhv (p. 385) ;—in

fi&ralata (p. 32), which explains the meaning to be that ‘ after

the lapse of ten days and upto one year, the Sapindas are im-

pure for three days, and after one year, the Sapindas

become pure by mere bathing, but not so the parents of

the dead;—in Krtyasarascmuchchaya (p. 70);—in

Nityacharapradtpa (p. 126);—and in Shuddhikaumudi
(p. 34 and 73), which adds that 'dashaha’ stands for the

full period of impurity.

VERSE LXXV1
(Verse 77 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 904), which

explains
‘ nirdasham ’ as ‘ from which ten days havf elapsed

—in Mitalcsard (on 3. 21);—in Nirnayasindhu (p.

385), in support of the view that for the Father, there is impu-

rity even on hearing of the birth of a son after ten days have

elapsed, though there is none for other relations ;—in

Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 188) ;—in Madanapari-

jdta (p. 427) to the same effect as Nirnayasindhu ;

—

in Parashramadhdva (Achara, p. 600), to the same

effect;—in Smrtitattva (II, p. 275) to the same effect;

—in Smrtisdroddhara (p. 232), which adds that the

mention of ‘putra son, makes it dear that the purification

applies to the Father only ;—in Shuddhikaumudi (p.

34) which says that ‘ nirdasham, jfldtimaranam ’

stands for

‘ the lapsing of the period of impurity —and in HaroXatd

(p. 32), which adds this explanation :—Tf one hears of the death

of a Sapinda after the lapse of ten days, he becomes purified

by bathing with dothes on,’ and ‘on hearing of the birth of

his son, after ten days, one becomes pure by mere bathing

it adds that the ‘purification meant here is only the cessation

of imtouchability
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VERSE LXXVII
(Verse 7S of others.)

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 905), which

notes that ‘ deshantamstha ,’ ‘ in a distant country,’ qualifies

both the ‘ hala ’ and the ‘ asapiryla -again on p. 909, where

the
‘prthakpinda ’

is explained as the ‘ non-sapinda and the
‘ bdla ’ as ‘one whose naming has not been done’;—in

Maralata (p. 83), which explains ‘ desJuintwastha ’ etc., to

mean that ‘ on hearing of the death of a Sapinda after the

lapse of ten days, those for whom the normal period of

impurity is one day only, becomes purified immediately, by

bathing only ;—and in Danakriyakammidi (p. 25).

The verse is quoted also in Smrtituttva (IX, p. 274),

VERSE LXXVIII
(Verse 79 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Nirnayamidhu (p. 386),

which notes that the period of ‘ ten days ’ here mentioned stands

for all periods of impurity as laid down in the several cases,

—

and not for that of ‘ ten days ’ only ;—and again on p. 388.

It is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p. 622)

;

—in Smrtitattva (II, p. 237), in the sense that when

there is a commingling of two causes of impurity, the later

one lapses with the earlier ;—again on p. 244 to the

same effect—

i

e„ the period of impurity due to a later cause

heoomes contracted within the limits of that due to a previous

cause ;—and again on p. 247 to the same effect ;—and in

Haralatd (p. 61), which says that the qualification
1punoh ’,

‘ again ’ applies to death only, and draws the following con-

clusion :

—
‘ If during the ten days of impurity due to a death,

another death or a birth should occur, then the impurity ceases

after the mid of the said ten days due to the former death

if goes on to say that such is not the case if death occur

during the, period of impurity doe to a birth as the impurity
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due to death is more serious than that due to birth, and

hence cannot merge into the latter.

VERSE LXXIX
(Verse 80 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 187), and again

on p. 912, where it is added that the rule herein laid down is

meant for the case where the pupil does not perform the

antye$ti for the Teacher ; in a case where he does perform it,

it involves an impurity extending over full ten days, as declared

above, under verse 64.

It is quoted in Mitaksara (on 3. 24), which also

makes the same remark as Apararka',—in Nirnaya-

sindhu (p. 380) ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 431) ;—in

Haralata (p. 76), which explains the second half as
—

‘on the

death of the Teacher’s son, from whom one has not read any-

thing, the impurity lasts for one day and night, and so also

on the death of the Teacher’s wife, other than the one for whom

Gautama ha# prescribed an impurity of three days ’;—in

Shuddhimayukha (p. 37) ;—and in Krtyasarasamuchchaya

(p. 63).

VERSE LXXX
(Verse 81 of others.)

‘ Upasampanne ’—(a) ‘ who lives with one out of friend-

ship or on business ’ or (b) * endowed with good character
’

(Medhatithi) ;—(c) ‘neighbour’ (Narayana) ’,—(d) ‘dead’

(suggested but rejected by Medhatithi).

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on 3. 24), which

adds the following notes

‘

Upasampanna ’ means either

‘related by friendship or neighbourliness’ or ‘possessed of good

character’;—the ‘matula’ indudes the maternal cousin and

other relations of that kind, and the ‘ bdndhava ’ stands for

one’s own ‘ bdndhava! as also those of his father and mother?—
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in NUydoharapradtpa (p. 129), which explains ‘ upasam-

panna ’ .as ‘living in one’s own house’, if a Vedic scholar

living in one’s house happens to die etc.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 610),

which explains ‘ Shrotriya ’ as standing for one who has learnt

the same rescensional text as the person himself,
—

‘

Upasan<-

panna ’ as one who is endowed with friendliness or neighbour-

liness;—in Madanaparijata (p. 431), as laying down the rule

relating to the case of the highly qualified Shrotriya, or such

near relations as the maternal uncle and the like ; it explains
‘ upasampanna' as one endowed with friendliness or with

good qualities ;—and in Haralatd (p. 76), which adds the

explanation :
—

‘ on the death of a Vedic Scholar belonging to

another family in one’s own house,—or on that of a Vedic

Scholar who is a near '’neighbour (‘upasampanna) etc.’

—

and in the case of the mother’s uterine brother, if the death

takes place in another place, the impurity lasts for two days

and one night,
—

* Shisya. one who, though initiated by

some one else, has learnt, from one a portion of the Veda or

the subsidiary sciences—in this case also the impurity lasts

for two days and one night,
—

‘ rtvilc ’ one who has officiated

at one’s sacrifices,
—

‘bandhava’, blood relation.

VERSE LXXXI
(Verse 82 of others.)

‘ Anuchdne tathd gurau ’—‘A guru who expounds the

Veda along with the subsidiary sciences’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka

and Raghavananda);
—

‘the guru and the person capable of

expounding the Veda ’ (Narayana) ;—Medhatithi construes.

'anuchdne’ with 'ashrotriye ’, and explains it to mean ‘one

who, though not learned in the Veda, is yet conversant with the

subsidiary sciences’;—Nandana (and also ‘others’ in Medhati-

thi) read ‘ agurau ’, and explains ‘ anuchdne agurau

'

‘one

who is teamed in the Vedas and tits subsidiaries, but is not

one’s guru ’,
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This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 215), which

explains ‘ Sajyotih ’ as that impurity which lasts ‘as long

as the light of the sun, or of the stars ;—in Mitak$ard,

which also explains the meaning to be that the impurity lasts

as long as the light ;
i. e., if death has occurred during the

day, then it lasts till sunset, while if it has occurred during the

night, then as long as the stars are visible ;—in Parasha-

rcmadhava (Achara, p. 613), which offers the same explanation,

and in the same words, as Mitaksara;—in Mctdana-

parijata (p.435), which explains the term
‘

Sajyotih ’ as

‘lasting as long as the light’, and adds
—

‘during the day, it

lasts till sunset, and during the night, till sunrise’;—and in

Haralata (p.76), which adds the following explanation:—That

Kfattriya king in whose territories one lives, if such a

king, who is not a Vedic Scholar, dies, then the impurity is

‘ Sajyotis ’, i. e., if the death occurs during the day, it lasts

as long as the sun is visible, and if it occurs during the night,

then as long as the stars are visible,—if the said king is an

expounder of the Veda, the impurity lasts the whole day and

night,
—

‘ anudiana ’ is one who has studied the Veda and is

capable of expounding it,—similarly if the ‘ guru ’ dies, the

impurity lasts the whole day and night, ‘ guru ’ is one who

has taught a little of the subsidiary sciences.

VERSE LXXXD
(Verse 83 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 245) as

laying down the period of impurity for each several caste;—in

Gfadadharapaddhati (Kala, p.288) ;—in Krtyasarasamuoh-

okaya (p. 64);—in Nityacharapradipa (p. 115);

—

in Danakriyakaunvudi (p. 21);—in Shuddhikaumudi
(p. 6), which says that the meaning is that on the death

of a Sa/pinda who is over six years and two months of age,

—for the survivor who is ignorant of the Veda and has not

set up the fires, but has passed through all the sacramental rites,
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the impurity in the case of the Brahmana lasts for ten days;

—it adds that if death occurs before sunrise, then the

preceding day is to be counted among the ten,—if the survivor

its an Agnihotri or Vedic scholar, it is over in a single day

;

—and in Haralata (pp. 4 and 9).

VERSE LXXXHl
(Verse 84 of others.)

*Pratyuhennagni$u kriydh ’—Medhatithi has been mis-

represented here, not only by Buhler, but by Kulluka also.

There is nothing in MedhStithi to show that Sandhyopd-

mna should be omitted for ten days. Nor is there any

difference in the interpretation of Medhatithi and that of

Kulluka and others. (See Translation.)

'Sandbhayah '—‘Sapindtf (GovindarSja, Kulluka, Nara-

yana and Ragbavananda) ;
—

‘ Sakodara’, ‘uterine brother’

(Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Apararku (p. 891), which

adds the following notes :—With a view to remaining idle,

without having to perform his religious duties, one should

not prolong the days of impurity
; nor should he abandon

those necessary acts that are prescribed to be performed in

the shrauta fires,

—

e.g., the Agnihotra offerings ; the meaning is

that all those should be done even during the days of

impurity the second half is added in anticipation of the

objection that “ in view of the rule whereby impure men
«re not entitled to the performance of religious acts, it would be

right ito abandon the acts during the period of impurity.”

What is meant is that it is quite true that the impure man
should not perform religious acts ; but on the strength

of the special texts (like the present one) bearing upon certain

well defined acts, one would be justified in concluding that

ha is not ‘impure so far as the performance of these acts

is concerned—The use of Atmanepada form ‘ kurvanafi
’

makes it clear that the actual performer of the religious
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acts is not impure—even though the person dead or horn

be a very near relation of his,—in fact he is quite pure. In-

asmuch as this absence of impurity refers to the performer

himself, it follows that so far as officiating at the performance

of other persons is concerned, the near relations of the dead or

the born must be regarded as impure and unqualified.

It is quoted in Mitakgard (on 8. 17), in support of

the view that there is no impurity regarding the performance

of those religious acts that are compulsory, the voluntary

ones, however, which are done for the purpose of gaining

reward, should not be performed during impurity ;

—

and it adds that since the text specifically mentions the acts

done ‘in the fires’, it follows that the ‘five great sacrifices,’

which are not done in fire, should cease dining impurity.

It is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 254) as affording

justification for the coalescing of ‘ impurities ’ due to more

than one cause ;—in Hdralata (pp. 7 and 25), which

notes that the expression ‘tat karma' implies that the impurity

means incapacity to perform such acts as Fire-kindling, gifts,

Homa and so forth, and adds the following notes :
—

‘

aghdhani’,

days of impurity, those should not be prolonged by the

Agnihotrin, for whom its curtailment is justified by distinct

texts ; and he should never observe the full period of ten days,

—even during the curtailed period, he should not entirely stop

the offerings into the Fires, he should have this done through

Brahmanas belonging to other gotras and hence not suffering

from the same disabilities,—and the reason for this lies in the

fact that in the performance of the said acts of disablity does

not attach even to the Sapinda,—what to say of persons

of other gotras ?

It is quoted also in Qadadharapaddhati (KSla, p. 278),

which explains ‘ sanabkayah

'

as Sapinda,

—
‘ tatkarma

'

as officiating as a priest,—the disability due to impurity

does, not attach to him, if no person of other gotras is available

for the work,—such is the implication of the particle ‘ api * :
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VERSE LXXXTV
(Verse 85 of others.)

* Tatspjrstinam ’—
‘ One who has touched these, i.e., the

Divakirti and the rest ’ (Medhatithi, Niirayana and Nandana)

;

‘ one who has touched a corpse ’ (‘ others ’ in Medhatithi,

Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 921), which

adds the following :—Even though through its proximity to the

term ‘ shava ’,

1

tatspr§tinam ’ would appear to mean ‘ one

who has touched a shava’, yet inasmuch as the Divakirti ’

and others mentioned before also belong, like the corpse, to

the category of ‘ unclean things ’, it is only right that one who

touches the person that has touched all those should bathe.

This agrees with Medhatithi.

It is quoted in Mitaksara (on 3. 30) to the effect

that even when between the man and an unclean thing, there

interposes a living thing (like the man who has touched

the unclean things) the man has to bathe.

It is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 258) to the

effect that the man who touches one who has touched the

Divakirti and the rest, should bathe ; i. e., the touch of an

unclean thing defiles also when it is indirect, being interposed

by a living object (like the man touching the Divakirti &c.).

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 202), which

explains Divakirti as * Chandala’ ;—and in Vidhanapdrijata

(p. 54), which reproduces the note made by Ma-
danaparijdta.

It is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Acliara, p. 257),

which explains * divakirti’ as ‘ Chandala’ ;—in Hemadri
(Shraddha, p. 796) ;—in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 327),

which explains ‘ divakirti ’ as * chandala ’ ;—in Achara-
mayukha (p. 42) ;—and in Prayashchittaviveka (pp. 159

and' 468), which explains ‘tatspr^tin’ as ‘ one who has touched

adeadbody*.

48
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VERSE LXXXV
(Verse 86 of others.)

Kulluka and others take the verse as referring to the

case where a man happens to see an unclean thing after having

done dchamana (preparatory to some religious act).—Medha-

tithi and Govindaraja take it as referring to the case already

noted in the foregoing verse,—*, e., the meaning being that

‘ whenever one happens to see any of the unclean things just

enumerated, he shall do achmana and then recite the verses

prescribed.’

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 1198);

—

and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 796).

VERSE LXXXV1
(Verse 87 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 924), which

notes that whit is meant is the combination of all the three

—

(1) dchamana, (2) touching of the cow, and (c) looking at the

sun ; and that this pertains to the case of touching the bone

unintentionally ; for intentional touching, there is impurity

for three days (when fat is adhering to the bone), and one day

(when the bone is dry).

It is quoted in Mitak$ard (on 3. 30), which remarks

that this refers to the bone of a twice-born person ;—in

Smrtitattva (If, p. 293), which, explains ‘ alabhya ’ as

‘ having touched,’ and adds that this refers to the unintentional

touching of the bone;—in Madanapdrijdta (p. 257),

which adds that ‘this refers to twice-bom persons’;—in

Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 214) ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha,

p. 796) in Shuddhikatmudi, (p. 329), which explains

‘ alabhya’ as
‘

having touched ’

;—in Nrsmhoprmdda

(Ahntka, p. 16 b) and in Prdyashchittawveka (p. 485),

which says that this refers to cases of unintentional tousltu^
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VERSE LXXXVH
(Verse 88 of others).

This rule does not apply to the ease of the mother

(Medhatithi),— father and mother (Govindaraja),— father,

mother and acharya (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Apararlca (p. 876), which

adds the following notes :
—

‘ adisti ’ is the ‘ Religious Student,
’

—1

dvratasya samapanat' means ‘till the Samavartana

ceremony has been performed’;—in Mitak$ara (on 3.5)

which adds that the Religious Student is called ‘ adisti ’ by

reason of his receiving such adista, ddesha, injunction, as

* Thou art a Religious Student, drink water, do your duty
’

and so forth ;—that this refers to the death of persons other

than the Father and others.

It is quoted in Madanaparijata
, (p. 405) as per-

taining to cases other than the death of the ‘mother and

others;’—it explains ‘adisti ’ as ‘Religious Student,’ but adds

that some people explain the term as ‘ one who is undergoing

expiatory penance.’ The second half means that on the

expiration of the ‘ vrata,’ he shall make the water*offering and

remain impure for three days.

It is quoted in Nirnayansindhu (pp. 195 and 392)

to the effect that after the Samavartana ceremony has been

performed, the Religious Student shall observe an ‘impurity *

for three days, for the death of persons that may have

occurred during his studentship;—in Gadadharapaddhati

(Kala, p. 313), which explains ‘ adisti ’ as the Religious

Student in Haralatd (p. 201), which has the following

note :
* ddi$ta ’ stands for the observances prescribed in

connection with VedicBtudy, and ‘ ddi$ti ’ stands for the

Religious Student, as also for other persons that may be

keeping certain observances ; so long as the course of the

observance has not been finished, the man should not offer
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the death-oblations even to his Preceptor;—in Samska-

raratnamald, (p. 295), which says that Mitakqara has

explained
‘

adi^tt ’ as the Religious Student;—and in

Smrtisaroddhdra (p. 216).

VERSE LXXXVHI
(Verse 89 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 877) ;

—

in Madanaparijata (p. 406), which adds the following

notes :

—
‘Vrthajatah ’ are those who do not perform the ‘Five

Great Sacrifices’ ;
—

‘ Sankarajatah ’ are those bom of castes

mixed in the reverse order ;—in Smrtisaroddhdra

(p. 217), which reads * nivapo na vidhiyate * for the last foot

and explains ‘ nivapati as Shraddha-Tarpana —in Shud-

dhikaumudi, (p. 80), which explains ‘ Vrthasahkarajata ’ as

bora of a lower caste father and higher caste mother ;—and

in Haralata (p. 202), which has the same explanation and

adds that such persons are precluded from all religious acts ;

it adds the follovfing remarks—Those born of higher caste

father andlower caste mothers are not called ‘Vrthdsankarajata’,

as these persons are permitted to perform all religious acts

to which their mother’s caste is entitled,
—

‘ atmatyagin ’ are

those who have committed suicide by hanging or poison or

some such means, or those who have renounced the duties of

their caste.
«

VERSE LXXXIX
(Verse 90 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Haralata, which has the

following notes :
—

‘ Polandamashrtah ’ applies to both men
and women ;

—
‘ Kdmatashcharantyah ’ are those who have

had intercourse with numberless men,-—for all those there

are no after-death offerings and in Shnddhikawmvdi
(pi 80).
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VERSE XC
(Verse 91 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 633) to the effect that there is nothing wrong in the

Religious Student carrying the dead body of the persons named

here ;—and in Nirnayasindhu (p. 391) ;—in Haralata

(p. 201) to the effect that when there are no other persons

available for carrying the dead body of the Teacher and the

rest and perform their cremation, then the person who has

undertaken vows and observances may do the needful, and

this does not interfere with his observances,—it explains

‘ acharya '

as the person who has done the initiation and

taught the entire Veda, the ‘ upadhydya ’ is one who has

taught a portion of the Veda Qr the Subsidiary Sciences, and

‘ guru ’ is the person who expounds the Veda and the

Sciences ;—and in Samskdraratnamald (p. 294).

VERSE XCI

(Verse 92 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 870),

which adds that the word ‘ Nirharamyah ’ is to be supplied

after * dvijatayah ’ ;—and that ‘ Yathdyogam ’ (for which

it reads ‘ Yathavarnam ’) means that the castes are to be

taken in the reverse order ; i.e., Brahmana through the eastern

the Ksattriya through the northern and the Vaishya through

the western gate,—this on the strength of a text quoted

from the Adityapurana.

It is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p. 634);

—

in Nirnayasindhu (p. 414) in Shuddhikaumudi

(p. Ill) ;—in Smrtisaroddhdra (p. 216),—and in

Haralata (p. 119), which notes that the castes are mentioned

in the reverse order because the subject spoken of is an

extremely inauspicious one, and by adopting this order the

writer avoids the use of the epithet ‘ dead ’ directly in
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connection with the higher castes ;—*-it explains ‘ Yathayogam ’

as ‘in the inverse order, i. e., the Vaishya, the Ksattriya and the

Brahmana respectively’.

verse xcn
(Verse 98 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 616).

verse xcm
(Verse 94 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara, (on 3. 27), in support

of the view, that the rale that ‘ no impurity attaches to the

Ving ’ holds only with regard to such acts of making gifts,

receiving and honouring people and hearing suits as are

essential for the safety of the people ; and it does not apply

to the performance of the ‘ Five Great Sacrifices ’ and other

religious acts.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 616) ;

—

in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 70), which explains ‘ mahatmika

sthana ’ as the seat of judgment, in connection with which

there can be no impurity ;—and in Haralata (p. 110)

which explains the meaning to be ‘for the king who is

occupying theposition of God, the Lord of all things,
imahat-

mikasthand’, there is immediate purification,—not so for one

who has lost his kingdom ; as the ground for the immediate

cessation of impurity lies in the fact that he occupies the

judgment seat when he comes to the work of administering

justice and protecting the people’

VERSE xcrv

(Verse 95 of others.)
,

‘Dinibahava’1—^ riot, or a fight without weapons (MedhS-

Uthij-^infants ^(Naaiamt).
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This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 916), as

laying down additional cases for ‘ immediate purity ’
; it

explains ‘ dimbahava ’ as ‘ weaponless fight ’ ;—in

Qadddharapaddhati (Kala, p. 317), which takes ‘ ahavahata ’

‘ killed in battle ’ and remarks that this refers to persons who

have been killed ‘ when fleeing from battle ’, as otherwise there

would be no justification for the offerings to the dead described

in the Mahabharata.

VERSE XCVI

(Verse 96 of others.)

Buhler wrongly attributes to Medhatithi the loading

lokeshaprabhapyayau
; the reading really adopted by Medha-

tithi is lokebhyah prabhavapyayau.

VERSE XCVII

(Verse 98 of others.)

‘ Yajflah '-
—
‘The Jyotistoma and other similar sacrifices’

(Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ the funeral sacrifice ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in M%talc$ara (on 3. 20), in

support of the view that in the case of people dying in battle,

there is ‘immediate purity —in Madanapdrijdta (p.393),

which explains ‘ yajflah ’ as ‘the offering of the funeral

ball and so forth ,’—and ‘ Santisthate

'

as ‘ completed —in

Nirnayasindhu (p. 381), which explains ‘ yajflah ’ as

‘ antyakarma
,’

* the funeral rite’, which is all done at the same

time;—in Shttddhikaurmidt (p. 71) which explains ‘ ksatra-

dhcmaahatatya ’ as ‘ killed in the forefront of battle
’

—

‘ yajflah ’ as ‘ Agni^toma and the like,
’—and ‘ santisfhate *

as ‘ becomes meritorious ’ ;—and in Smrtisdroddhdra

(p. 229) which explains ‘yajnah ’ as ‘ the ball-offering and

the like V—and ‘ Saniiffhafi ’ as * becomes accomplished
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—

ttorfis

verse xcvm
(Verse 99 of others.)

‘ Apah spr$tva ’.
—

‘ Having touched water ; i. e, having

bathed’ (Medhatithi, Kulluka and Narayana);
—

‘washed

hands ’ (Govindaraja).

This verse is quoted in Mitak$ara (on 3. 29), which

adds the following explanation :
—

‘ Krtakriyah ’

should be

construed with each of the four terms, ‘ viprah ’,
‘ kqattriyah ’,

‘ vaishyah ’ and ‘ shudrah ’
; the meaning being

—
‘ the

Brahmana, having passed through the period of impurity, having

performd the rites, and having bathed, becomes pure by touch-

ing water with his hands the term ‘ sprs{va ’ is to be taken

in its literal sense of touching, and not in that of either

bathing or sipping water ; as it is only the former that

would be compatible with the ‘conveyance and weapons’ ;—it

suggests also another explanation :
—

‘ krtakriyah ’,
‘ after

having duly made the offerings of water and other things dur-

ing the period of impurity, the Brahmana becomes pure by

touching wafer, this being a substitute for the bathing

which is ordained for ending all forms of impurity; and

the kqattriya becomes pine by touching the conveyance and

weapons and so forth.’

This verse is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 427);

—

in Smrtitattva (p. 278), which says that ‘according to

Mitaksara, ‘ krtakriyah ’ means ‘having bathed at the end

of the period of impurity ,’—also in II, p. 337 where it refers

to the same opinion of Mitak§ara and quotes Hcira-

lata, as explaining the term to mean ‘having performed the

rites of the tenth day;’—in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 154),

which explains ‘ krtakriyah ’ as ‘ who has finished the rites of

the tenth day’;*—in Haralata (p. 194) which explains

‘ krtakriyah ’ as ‘ who has completed the rites of the tenth

day ’, and ‘ apah sprstva ’ as standing for the mere teaching

of water, and riot for bathing,
1

pratoda *

as ‘ what is known
as pdkchrft, ‘ rdshmi '

as the yolring-rdpe and ‘ ya$\i ’ as
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the ‘ bamboo stick and so forth ’ ;—and in Smftisaroddhdra
(p. 226), which explains ‘ krtakriyadj, ’ as one ‘ who has per-

formed ’ the bath and other ceremonies at the end of the

period of impurity.

VERSE C

(Verse 101 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on 3. 14), which

deduces the following conclusions from this and the next

verse :—If, through affection for the dead, one after having

carried the dead body, lives in the house and takes his food

there, then he remains impure for ten days ;—if he remains

in the house but takes no food there, the impurity lasts for

three days ;—if he only carries the body, but neither remains

in the house nor takes food here, then the impurity lasts

for one day only;—in Shuddhimayukha (p. 17);—in

Smrtisaroddhara (p. 220) ;—in Shuddhikaumudt (p. 59),

which explains ‘ bandhuvat ’ as ‘ through affection ’, and adds

that if it is done merely as a meritorious act, then there is

mere bathing.

It is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 413), which notes

that the rule pertains to the carrying of the dead body

of a person belonging to the same caste as oneself;—in

Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 631), which deduces the

same conclusions as Mitaksara, and adds that it refers to

the dead of the Brahmana’s own caste
;
for those of different

castes, the rule is laid down by Gautama, that the impurity is

to be regulated according to the rules pertaining to that

caste;—and in Smrtitattva (II, p. 293), which explains
‘ bandhuvat ’ to mean ‘through affection’, and deduces the

same conclusions as Mitaksara, and adds that in the case

of ‘relations’ if one carries the dead body only with a view to

acquiring spiritual merit, the man remains impure for three

days, even though he may not live in the house or take

his food there.

49
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It is quoted in Apararka (p. 883), which adds that

from the rest of the verse it is clear that what is said here applies

only to that case where one does not take his food in the

house of the dead;—in iHaralata (p. 82), which has the

following notes:
—

‘

nirhrtya,’ 'having carried and burnt,’

—

1

bandhuvat,' through affectionate regard;—this implies that

if it is done by way of helping a helpless person, then this

rule is not applicable,
—

‘ mdturdptdn,' uterine brother or

sister or maternal uncle and so forth ;—and in Gada-

dharapaddhati (Kala, p. 820) which adds that this rule

applies to agas other than the Kali.

• VERSE Cl

(Verse 102 of others.)

This verse is quoted along with the preceding one in

Mitaksara (on 3. 14);—in Madanaparijdta (p. 413);—in

Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 632);—in Smrtitattva

(II, p. 294) ;—in Apararka (p. 883), winch adds

that the tetin
‘ dashaha

’

stands for ‘the full period of

impurity laid down for each caste —in Shuddhikaumudi

(p. 59), which says that the rule that ‘if the man does

not live -in 'the house, he becomes pure in one day ’ implies

that if he lives in the house, it will take three days ;—in

Haralata (p. 82), which adds this explanation
—

‘If one does

not sleep or eat in the house of a person under impurity, he is

impure for one day and night, and if he lives in the house

but does not eat there, then for three days ’ ;—in Gada-

dharapaddhati (Kala, p. 320), which says this refers to ages

other than the Kali ;—in Shuddhivnayukha (p. 17), which

interprets the rule to mean ‘ if one carries the body, lives in

the house, but does not eat, then it takes three days, and if

he lives in the house and also takes food, it takes ten days ’ ;

—

and in Smrtisaroddhdra (p. 220) which says that this

Applies to cases where the man is of the same caste as

the dead person.
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VERSE CII

(Verse 103 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Mitakqara (on 3. 26), which

explains
‘

jfidtp as ‘mother’s sapinda’;—in Apardrka

(p. 918), which adds that this applies to one who follows

the dead body intentionally, and not to one who happens to

go with it by mere chance ;—and in Vtramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 212).

This verse is quoted in Shuddhimayukha (p. 22),

which explains ‘jftdti’ as ‘one belonging to the same caste,’

not a sapinda, and adds that ‘eating of butter’ means fasting.

It is quoted in Smrtisaroddhara (p. 225), which

explains ‘ Jfidti ’ as ‘ mother’s sapinda’;—-in Nitya-

charapradipa (p. 332) ;—in Haralata (p. 86) which has

the following notes:

—

i

Pretam' a Brahmana dead,—if one

intentionally follows he becomes pure by touching fire and

eating not butter, this is what is meant, and not that the

impurity ceases on this alone, because even without following

the dead body, the death of a relative involves an impurity

for ten days; the following of a non-relative (‘ajfiati’) however

involves only the touching of fire and eating of butter, and no
further impurity.

VERSE CHI

(Verse 104 of others.)

According to Narayana this rale is meant for Brahmanas
only; but Medhatithi says that the

‘

vipra ’ is mentioned only

by way of illustration; the rale applies to all the three

higher castes.

This verse is quoted in Mitak§ara (on 3. 20);—in

Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 634), which reproduces

the remark made in Mitdk§ara that the phrase ‘ sve?u

ti$thatsu ’ is superfluous, in view of the assertion (in the

second hall) that the touching of the body by the lower castes is
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asva/rgya' which would imply that the body should not he
so touched, irrespective of the presence or absence of the

dead person’s ‘own people ’ ;—and in Shuddhimayukha (p. 17).

It is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 395), which also

adds the same remark;—and in Hdralatd (p. 120) which
says ‘ svesu that.su ’ means that if possible the dead body
of a Brahmana should be crrried by Brahmanas alone, in the

absence of Brahmanas by Ksattriyas, even by Vaishyas in

the absence of Ksattriyas, and by Shudras only when there

are no Vaishyas—‘ asvargyd,’ this also refers to cases where
twice-born persons are available.

VERSE CIV

(Verse 105 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 792);

—

in Smrtisaroddhdra (p. 249) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada
(Shraddha, p.#.6 b).

VERSE CV

(Verse 106 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 792) ;

—

in Smrtisaroddhdra (p. 249) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada

(Shraddha, p. 13 b).

VERSE CVI

(Verse 107 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 792)

;

—in Smrtisaroddhdra (p. 249) ;—in Nrsimhaprasada

(Shraddha, p. 13 b);—and in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 360).
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verse cvn
(Verse 108 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 536), which adds the following notes :—Some people have

understood the last quarter of the verse to mean that it is the

Brahmana only, not the Ksattriya or the Vaishya, that is

entitled to ‘Renunciation’; and in support of this there are

several Shruti and Smrti texts.—Others however have held

that all the four stages are meant for all the twice-born persons

;

and the texts that prohibit Renunciation for the non-

Brdhmana should be understood as prohibiting only the

wearing of the dull red garment and the taking of the staff

(which have been laid down in connection with the life of the

Renunciate).

The verse is also quoted in Parasharamadhava

(Prayashchitta, p. 116), in support of the view that the

woman’s sin of evil intentions is removed by her menstruation

—in Smrtisaroddhara (p. 249) ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha,

p. 792);—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Shraddha, p. 13 b).

VERSE CVIII

(Verse 109 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Smrtisaroddhara (p. 249)

;

—and in Nrsimhaprasada (ShrSddha, p. 13 b).

VERSE CIX

(Verse 110 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 805).

VERSE CX
(Verse 111 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 255), which

explains ‘ taijasani’ as ‘gold and the rest ;’—in Mitak$ara
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(on 1. 183), which remarks that this pertains to vessels that are

soiled;—that there is to be option between ‘ash ’ and ‘clay,’

but either of these has to be combined with ‘water,’—in

Nrsimhaprasada (Shraddha, p. 15 b) ;—in Hemadri (Shrad-

dha, p. 805) ;—and in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 305).

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Prayashchitta,

p. 134), which remarks that this pertains to soiled vessels ;

—

in Smrtitattva (p. 432) to the effect that eating out of a stone

dish is permitted ;—and in Nityacharapradipa (p. 96).

VERSE CXI
(Verse 112 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 446),

which explains ‘ anupaskrtam ’ as ‘ not chased, i. e., the

chasings whereof do not retain any such unclean thing as

wine, food leavings and so forth ’ ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha,

p. 805);—in Parasharamadhava (Prayashchitta, p. 134),

which explains ‘ anupaskrtam ’ as ‘unsoiled,’ and
‘ abiam ’

as ‘the conch and such things’;—in Nrsimhaprasada,

(Shraddha, p. 15 b);—in Apararka, (p. 254), which explains
‘ anupaskrtam ’ as ‘the chasings wherein are not filled with

copper or other metals'’;—in Mitaksard, (on 1. 193), which

explains ‘ anupaskrtam ’ as ‘ akhatapuritam ’ (the term

used by Medhatithi), '

i. e., ‘ the chasings in which are not

filled in ’ ;—in Nityacharapradipa, (p. 96), which explains

‘nirlepam ’ as absolutely unsoiled ;—and in Shuddhikaumudi,

(p. 305), which explains ‘ abja ’ as ‘ conches, shells and the

like,’
—

‘ cha ’ as including glass-vessels, and ‘ anupaskrtam ’

as ‘ not chased or otherwise modified.’

VERSE cxn
(Verse 113 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Nrsimhaprasada (Shraddha,

p. 15 b);—in Hemadri, (Shraddha, p. 802);—and in

Nfsimhaprasada (Shraddha, p. 15 a).
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VERSE cxm
(Verse 114 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Mitak$ard (on 1. 190) ;

—

in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 805) ;—and in Shuddhi-

ka/umudi
, (p. 305), which explains ‘ K§ara ’ as ‘ ashes

’

—
‘ andodaka ’ as the juice of lemon and such things, this

latter goes with ‘ tamra ’ and ‘ ksarodaka ’ with rest,

—

washing

goes with all,
—

‘
yatharham ’ sufficient to remove dirt and

soiling.

VERSE CXIV

(Verse 115 of others.)

‘ Utpavanam ’
—

‘ Throwing away of a portion ’ (Medha-

titlii)
;
—

‘
pouring another liquid into the vessel to overflowing,

so that some of the original contents flow out ’ (‘ others’ in

Medhatithi) ;—•* passing through it of two blades of kusha-grass
’

(Kulluka, Govindaraja and Raghavananda) ;— ‘ straining

through cloth * (Narayana).

This verse quoted in Mitak$ara (on 1. 190), which

explains ‘ utpavanam ’ as ‘ pouring over a piece of cloth

so that foreign source of impurity may be strained out —and

in Smrtitattva (II p. 297) which, reading utplavanam ’,

explains it as removing the insect or such other foreign

substances by straining the liquid through cloth —in Hemadri

(Shraddha, p. 805) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada, (Shraddha,

p. 16 a).

VERSE CXV
(Verse 116 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 805)

;

—and in Shuddhikaumudt, (p. 310), which explains

‘graha ’ as ‘ a particular vessel used at sacrifices.’
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, VERSE CXVI

(Verse 117 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 805) ;

—

and in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 310), which explains
‘chwrunam ’

as ‘ things smeared with boiled rice,’
—

‘ Sruh sruva and

other vessels’ as smeared with oily substances,
—

‘

sphya ’ as ‘a

particular kind of ladle used at sacrifices.’

VERSE CXVII

(Verse 118 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Mitak$ard (on 1. 184), which

adds that when a lager portion of the heap is defiled, then the

whole lot should be washed
; while if a smaller portion only

is defiled, then that small quantity should be washed ;

—

in Madanapdrijata (p. 453), which adds that what is

indicated by ‘ bahunam ’ ‘ large quantities ’, is that quantity

which is iqpre than what can be carried by one man ;—in

Pardsharamadhava (Prayashchitta, p. 136);—in Smrtitattva

(II, p. 297) ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 805);—in Nrsimha-

prasada (Shraddha, p. 166);—in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 310)

;

—and in Smrtisdroddhara, (p. 248), which notes that
‘ bahutva ’, ‘largeness of quantity’, is to be determined by

the consideration of what can be carried by one or more men.

verse cxvni
(Verse 119 of others.)

* Vaidalandm ’—‘Objects made of the bark of trees and

such things’ (Medhatithi and Govindaraja) ;
—‘made of split

bamboo ’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 139) ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 805) ;—and in

Shuddhikaumudi (p. 311) which explains ‘ Vaidalandm ’

as ‘ things made of split bamboo ’, which are purified like cloth.
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—and ‘ dhdnyavat ’ as ‘ large quantities by sprinkling water

and small quantities by washing ’.

VERSE CXIX

(Verse 120 of others.)

‘Amshupatta ’

—

4

Cloth made of thinned bark
5

(Govinda-

raja, Nandana and Narayana);
—

‘women’s garments made

of fine cloth ’ (Kulluka and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Pra-

yashchitta, p. 138), which describes ‘ avika' as
‘

kambala,

blanket ’,
—

‘ kausheya ’ as ‘ silk
—

‘ amshupatta ’ as netrapata
—

‘ arista ’ as ‘ the fruit of the Putrajlva beiry
—

‘ kutapa ’

as ‘a particular kind of blanket made of the wool of goats

common in the regions of Avanti (Ujjain) (or var : lec : in

mountainous regions)
;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 805).

VERSE CXX
(Verse 121 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 260) ;—in

Nitydcharapradipa (p. 99) ;—in Parasharamadhava

Prayashchitta, p. 138);—and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 805).

VERSE CXXI

(Verse 122 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 805

;

—in Nitydcharapradipa (p. 100);—in Shuddhikaumudt

(pp. 311 and 306);—and in Krtyasdrasamuchchaya (p. 83),

which explains ‘ vpafljanam ’ as ‘ smearing

VERSE CXXH
(Verse 123 of others.)

&c,—which forms verse 123 in Kulluka (and

also in Buhler and Burnell)—is not treated as Manu’s text by
50
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Medhatithi and Govindaraja,—both of them quoting it as from

Vashistha (3-59).—It is quoted, however, as ‘Manu’ in

Apararka (p. 263) ;—in Mitak$ard (on 1. 191) ;—in

Madanaparijata (p. 449) to the effect that, if an earthenware

pot happen to be defiled by the contact of the things mentioned

it should be thrown away ;—in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 306) ;

—

and in Smrtisaroddhara (p. 244) J.

VERSE CXXII

(Verse 124 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 821).

VERSE CXXIE

(Verse 125 of others.)

‘ Avadhutam '—‘blown upon with the mouth, or blown

upon with a peice of cloth ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ dusted with

cloth’ (Govmdaraja) ;—‘moved by the wind from a cloth,

the foot or the like
’ (Narayana);

—
‘defiled by the dust of a

broom or of the air moved by the wings of a bird
’

(Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Prayashehitta,

p. 105), which explains ‘ avadhutam ’ as ‘touched by the dust

raised by the shaking of a cloth ’,
—

‘ avak$utam ’ as ‘ touched

by drops of saliva dropped in sneezing ’ ;—it adds
.
that if

the food has contained hair or insects during cooking, then

it must be thrown away.

It is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 458), which •

adds that the ‘ bird ’ here meant is one that is among

the eatable ones ; it explains ‘ avadhutam ’ as ‘ that over

which doth has been shaken ’ or * that which has been

repeatedly picked up and thrown down by birds —‘avakputcm,

that ‘ over which some one has sneezed
’

‘ mfd \ ‘ mud
indudes ‘ ash ’ and ‘ water ’ also. It also adds that if the
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food has been cooked along with hair or an insect, it has to

be thrown away ; it has to be purified by clay, ash or water

only if the hair or insect has fallen into it after it has been

cooked.

It is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 827 )
;—in

Nrsimhaprasada (Shraddha, p. 15 b);—-in Shudhikaumudi

(p. 314), which says that ‘paksijagdharn' means, according

to Kulluka, ‘ eaten by an edible bird ‘ avadhutam ’ means
‘ breathed upon ’, and ‘ avaksutam ’ as ‘ sneezed upon ’;

—

in Shuddhimayukha (p. 2), which explains ‘ avadhutam ’ as

‘over which cloth has been dusted’;—and in Smrtisdroddhdra

(p. 244) which gives the same explanation of ‘ avadhutam ’

and says that ‘ mrtksepanam ’ includes water-sprinkling also.

VERSE CXXIV
(Verse 126 of others.)

This verse has been quoted in Apararka (p. 36) ;—in

Mitikmra (on 1.185) as laying down purification in general;

—in Madanaparijata (p. 47) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika,

p. 44) as laying down ‘ the removal of smell and stains ’ as the

purpose of ‘ purification ’ ;—in Parasharamadhava (Achara

p. 217) ;—in Parasharamadhava (Prayashchitta, p. 148),

which deduces the conclusion that the article is to be

regarded as pure so long as the ‘ defilement ’, though present,

has not been detected,—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 818) ;—in

Nityacharapradipa (p. 102) ;—in Acharamayukha (p. 13)

;

—in Smrtisaroddhara (p. 266) ;—and in Yatidharma

-

sahgraha (p. 52).

VERSE CXXV
(Verse 127 of others.)

This is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 469) as laying

down the means of satisfaction where defilement is only

suspected in Smftitattva (p. 454), which adds the following
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note :
—

‘ adrqtam ’ is ‘ that which has never been known to be

suspected of defilement —‘vacha prashas-yate’—when a thing

has been suspected of being defiled, if the Brahmanas declare

‘ may this be pure it has to be regarded as pure ;—such being the

explanation, it adds, provided by Dtpakalikd and Kulluka

Bhatta;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 818) ;—in Nityachara-

pradipa (p. 102) which explains ‘ adrstam as
1

not perceived

to be defiled i. e., where no defilement is known to exist by

any means of knowledge,
—

‘ nirniktam ’, washed, when supected

of being defiled,
—

‘ Vacha etc' if even after washing, there is

some compunction, this is removed when the thing is commend-

ed;—in Prdyashchittaviveka (p 292) ;—and in Shuddhikau-

mudi (p. 459) which says that ‘ brahmana ’ stands for all the

four castes.

VERSE CXXVI

(Verse 128 of others.)

This veife is quoted in Aptirdrka (p. 272) ;—in Hemadri

(Shraddlia, p. 618) ;—in Pardsharamadhava (Prayashchitta,

p. 119) ;—in Shuddhikaumudi (pp. 297 and 341), which says

that ‘ rupa etc. ’ means that one should shun that water

which has an evil smell, bad colour and bad taste

;

the natural colour and taste of water are white and sweet,

and though there is no natural smell, yet of transferred

smell only the agreeable one is to be accepted, hence the mean-

ing is that water should be used only when it is either odourless

or has an agreeable odour ;—in Nrsimhapramda (Shraddha,

p. 14 b) ;—and in Krtyasdrammuchchaya (p. 81).

VERSE cxxvn

(Verse 129 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Madcmaparijdta (p. 468),

which notes that ‘ brahmacharigatam lihaik^yam' stands
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for all that is permitted by way of ‘alms ’ ;—in Hemadri
(Shraddha, p. 838) ;—in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 355), which

explains ‘ nityam shuddhah ’ as ‘ even without washing, an

article made by an artisan may be used ’,
—

‘ karu ’ means

‘ artisan
—

‘

panyam ’ is ‘ merchandise ’,
‘ spread out ’ at the

place of sale;—among these, however, cooked food is an

exception ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Shraddha, p. 17a) ;

—

and in Smrtisuroddhara (p. 250), which says that

‘ brahmachari ’ stands for ‘ bhiksu in general.
’

VERSE CXXVIII

(Verse 180 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 835) ;

—

in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 355), which says the meaning

is that the woman’s mouth is clean, for the purpose of kissing
;

—and in Krtyasdrasamuchchaya (p. 84) which says ‘ women ’

means ‘ one’s own wife ’, and that ‘prasrave ’ means ‘ in

drinking the milk of the cow.’

VERSE CXXIX

(Verse 131 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Pra-

yashchitta, p. 146) ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 468), which

explains
‘ kravyat ’ as the ‘ Shyena and the rest’,—and

‘ dasyu ’ as ‘fowlers’;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 835);

—in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 356) ;—and in Shuddhi-

mayukha (p. 3), which explains that what is said regarding

dogs refers to its killing at a hunt ; and there also it refers

to only such animals sis have their flesh permitted for

eating.
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VERSE CXXX

(Verse 132 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 50) ;

—

in Viramitrodaya (Alinika, p. 103), which explains

‘ khani ’

as ‘ cavities ’ and adds that (though there are only

two cavities below the navel) the text uses the plural ‘ tani

'

by regarding the male and female generative organs as

distinct;—in Krtyasarasamuchchaya (p. 85), winch explains

‘ khani ’ as ‘ holes ’,
‘ medhyani ’ as ‘ clean ’, and ‘ adhah ’

as * below the navel ’ ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 842) ;

—and in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 359 \ which explains

‘ medhyani ’ as ‘ touchable ’, and ‘ amedhydm? as ‘untouchable
’

and ‘ dehachyuta-mala,
’

as standing for the nails and other

excrescences, which also are ‘ untouchable

VERSE CXXXI

(Verse 133 of others.)

‘ Viprmah!—‘ Drops of water, invisible, but perceptible by

touch only ’ (Medhatithi and Govindaraja) ;— drops of

saliva coming out of the mouth ’ (Kulluka, Raghavananda and

Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 469),

which adds the following notes :

—
‘ mak$ika ’

includes all

those insects whose touch cannot be avoided;
—

‘ vipru§ah ’

are those drops whose form is invisible ;
—

‘ ohhayd ’—other

than what is expressly forbidden ;

—
‘ rajah ’ other than what

is expressly forbidden.

It is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 296).

This verse is quoted in Nrsimhaprasdda (Shraddha,

p. 17a) ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 838) ,—and in

Shvddhikaumudi (pp. 350 and 358), which says that ‘chhaya ’

stands for the shadow cast by persons other than the

charedala.
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VERSE cxxxn
(Verse 134 of others.)

%

Tlxis verse is quoted in Apararka (p, 271), which

explains ‘ arthavat ’ as ‘ as much as may be needed for re-

moving the smell and stains,’ and adds that in the case of the

latter six of the twelve ‘ impurities ’ (enumerated in the next

verse) the use of clay is optional ;—in Madanaparijata

(p. 51), which adds that after the passing of urine and

faeces, washing with water is ‘ arthavat,’ ‘ useful’ ;—in

Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 45), wliich explains ‘ arthavat ’

as ‘fulfilling the purposes of removing the smell and

stains’ ;—and again on p. 104, to say that Manu should be un-

derstood to mean that out of the case of the twelve ‘impurities,’

in some both water and clay should be used, while in some

either of the two only ;—and in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 794).

VERSE CXXXIII

(Verse 135 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 271), which

explains ‘ karnavit ’ as ‘ ear-wax ’
; and adds that these are

‘ impure ’ only when they have gone out of the body, as

is indicated by verse 132 above;—in Mitak$ara (on

1.190);—in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 103), which adds

the following notes :
—

‘ vasa ’ is the oily substance in the

body ;
‘ asrk ’ is blood ;

‘ majjd ’ is the solidified fatty

substance within the skull ;
‘ duqika ’ is the rheum of the

eyes
;

‘ karnavit ’ is ear-wax
;

the term ‘ nr ’ here stands

for human beings only, and not for all living beings (as the

root nr, ‘ to go,’ might imply) ; if the latter were meant, then

the term ‘ nrnam ’ would be entirely superfluous ;—in

Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 794) ;—in Prayashchittaviveka

(p. ;

484);—in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 347);—in Achara

-

mjdyukha (p. 14),—which explains
‘

du§ika’ as netramalam’i—
and in Smrtitattva (II, p. 303).
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VERSE CXXXIV
(Verse 136 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 36) ;—in

Nityacharapradip*

t

(p. 255) ;—in Parasharamadhava

(Achara, p. 215) ;—in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 334), which

explains
‘

ekatra ’ as ‘in the left hand’;—in Smrtitattva

(p. 330), which explains
‘

ubhayoh' as ‘over the two hands’;—in

Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 46), which explains ‘ ekatra ’ as

‘over the left hand it notes the reading ‘ vdmakare ’
; and ex-

plains
‘ubhayoh

'

as ‘over the two kinds’ ;—in Madanaparijata

(p. 46) ;—in Smrtikaumudi (p. 57) wliich explains ‘ ekatra ’

as ‘ vame,' ‘ over the left luind ’ ;—in Yatidharmasahgraha
(p. 53) ;—in Krtyasarasamuchchaya (p. 46), which explains

‘ ekatra ’ as ‘over the left hand’ and, ‘ ubhayoh
'

as ‘ over both

the hands’ ;—and in Smrtisdroddhara (p. 266), which says

that ‘ shuddhi ’ here stands for purity, and not cleanliness or

freedom from smell &c., as this latter could be secured by

even a lesser number of applications.

O

VERSE CXXXV
(Verse 137 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 36) ;—inParashara-

madhava (Achara, p. 215) ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 47);

—

in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 52) ;—in Nityachara-

pradipa (p. 257) ;—in Acharamayukha (p. 13) ;—in

Shuddhikaumudi (p. 336);—and in Yatidharmasahgraha

(p. 53.)

VERSE CXXXVI
(Verse 138 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 223), the reading wherein however is different, except in the

first quarter ;—in Hemddri (Shraddha, p. 957), which has the
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following Inotes:
—

* krtvd ’, having vacuated,—-after evacuating

the bladder and bowels one should wash the anus and rinse the

mouth, and touch the ‘holes’, i e., the sense organs,

—

‘vedam etc,,'

while engaged in other ordinary works one should rinse his

mouth before reciting the Veda, also when going to take

food,—in Achdraniayvkha (p. 15) :—and in Nrsimhaprasada

(Ahnika, p. 8 b).

VERSE CXXXVI1
(Verse 139 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 40) ;—in

Madanaparijata (p. 53),—and in Ilemddri (Shraddha, p. 992)

which explains
‘muhham’ as ‘lips.’

VERSE CXXXVIII

(Verse 140 of others.)

4 Masibcm vapanam karyam ’ means, according to

Nandana, ‘shall offer the monthly Shraddha.'

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 906), which adds

the following notes :—The rule of purity pertaining to the

Vaishya means a period of impurity extending over fifteen,

days ;

—

'Nydyavartindrn' means devoted to the service of the

twice-born, the offering of the Five Great Sacrifices, the suppor-

ting of dependents, the loving of wife and so forth.

It is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. Ill) in Vidhana-

pdrijdta (II, p. 318), which reads 'dry
a'

(for ‘Vaishya’) and

explains it as Vaishya in lldralata, (p. 10), which has

the following notes:—That ‘Shudra’ is called Nydyavartin

who, with a purely religious motive, serves the Brahmana

honestly and earnestly, performs the Five Sacrifices with

‘namah’ as the mantra, avoids all forbidden food and forbidden

acts,—«uch a Sh/udra becomes purified in Fifteen days, in

the manner of a Vaishya,—he should shave every month,—or

mpanam may mean ‘ offering of Pindas’ i. e., the Shrgddha on
51
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the Moonless Day,—it is only such a Shudra that is entitled to

eat the food-leavings of the Brahmana,—this curtailment of

the period of impurity (from one month to fifteen days) is only

for the purpose of the man serving the Brahmana, and for that

of offering the Five Sacrifices and so forth,—in Var$akri-

yakawmvdi (p. 578), which explains vapanam as shaving

and says that the Shudra should not keep long hair,—or it

may stand for the Amdvaeya Shraddha ;—and in

Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 352).

VERSE CXXXIX
(Verse 141 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Shvddhikaumudi (p. 353),

which explains ‘ mukhyah ’ as ‘ those proceeding from the

mouth’ smd ‘ Dantdntaravistita/m ’ (which is its reading for

Dhiffthitam) as ‘.what, has entered between the tgeth’ ;—and

in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 972), which explains Dantanta

as between the teeth or in the teeth-cavities and adhi$(hitam as

attached.. o

VERSE CXL.

(Verse 142 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 276) :in

Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 228), which notes that padau

here include the other limbs also ;—and in Vircmitro-

daya (Ahnika, p. 113), which adds the following notes:

—

The construction is pardn achamayatah
;
—bhumigaiti

means ‘the drops of water falling on the ground’ ;—the use of

the term achamayatah implies that if the drops of water fallen

from the washings of one man happen to touch others than

the one who is helping in the washing,—then those latter do

become impure padau includes other parts of the body also,

—in Smrtisdroddhara (p. 251),—4n Hemadri, (Shraddha,

p. 972), which says that the construction is parandchamayatah

padau, and the meaning is that ‘ when one is pouring water
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for another person rinsing his mouth, then if the water

dropped by the latter falls upon the feet of the former, it does

not make him unclean, because that water is bhavmikaih samak,

t;lean as any ordinary water on the ground,—it follows that

this refers only to the man who is pouring water for the other

;

other persons standing by do become unclean by the water-

drops falling on their feet,—in Nitydcharapradipa (p.

281) ;—and in Shv/idhikatrnmdt (p. 358).

VERSE CXLI

(Verse 143 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 264), which notes

that this refers to cloth or such other substances being in

the hand ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 641) ;—in Acharct-

maytikha (p. 17), which quotes Medhatithi to the effect

that this refers to small things in the hand,—such

things as can not be kept aside;—in Vidhanaparijdta

(II, p. 861),—in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 118),

which notes that this refers to the hand being engaged in the

holding of things other than articles of food,—says

Kalpataru ;—in Smrtisdroddhara (pp. 246 and 251),

—

in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 476), which says that this

refers to articles of food ;—in Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 954),

which says that according to Medhatithi heavy objects are kept

aside, but not small objects, but according to Smftichandrika

it refers to such clothing and other things as can not be kept

aside ; or it may mean that sacred vessels may not be kept

aside, food and metallic things may be kept aside, and clothes

and other things may or may not be kept aside ;—in Nityd-

charapradipa (p. 281), which quotes Vishvarupa to the effect

that this refers to things other than food and vegetables ;•—and

in ShnddhikaumucTt (p. 317), which says that the man should

keep the thing on his body and rinse his mouth, by which he

himself, as also the thing carried, becomes purified;—according

to Ratnakara, this refers to milk only.
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VERSE CXLII

(Verse 144 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 922); and

again on (p. 926)> where it explains the meaning to be that ‘if

one vomits after having eaten food, he must wash’ ;—in

Mitaksara (on 3.30), which adds, like Apararka, that the

last clause refers to sexual intercourse during the wife’s

‘ courses’ ;—in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 106), which

notes that
‘

viriktah’ means ‘one who has abnormal purgings,’

—

and that the meaning is that ‘if one vomits after he has

taken his food, he should only wash, and not bathe ’ ;

—

and again on p. 199 where the construction of the second

half is explained as ‘ bhuktva annum vantah] whence the

meaning is that on vomitting immediately after food,

there should be washing only,—the particle
li»' serving

to preclude the bathing which is prescribed in the first half of

the verse for one who has * vomitted’ ;—the ‘sexual inter-

course,’ refers Jo that during the courses ;—
-in Shuddhi-

kaumudi (p. 331), which explains ‘ viriktah ’ as ‘ one who has

had many motions,’ and adds that if one vomits immediately

iifter taking his food, he is simply to rinse his mouth, and for

the man who has had sexual intercourse during the wife’s

‘ period,’ he is cleansed by bathing;—in Nityacharapradipa

(p. 334), which says that
‘

vantah ’ is understood after
‘ bhuktva annam] and adds the same notes ;—and in Hemadri
(Shraddha, p. 796).

VERSE CXLIII

(Verse 145 of others.)

Cf. 2. 70.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 1139), which
adds that the ‘water-sipping’ here laid down for lying ia to

be combined with the repeating of the Gaya&r\-~-the water-

sipping removing the uncleanliness and the Gdyatri removing
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the sin;—in Mitak§ara (on 1. 196) ;—in Vtrami-

trodaya (Ahnika, p. 1 15), which notes that though this verst*

clearly implies that water-sipping is not done for the purpose

of removing' impurity, yet it is absolutely necessary, when-

ever one eats or drinks;— in Parasharamadhava (Aehara,

p. 224) ;—in Parasharamadhava (Prayashchitta, p. 423),

which says that this refers to unintentional lying ;—in Vtra-

mitrodaya (Samskara, p. 523), which adds that
‘prayatopi ’

means ‘though he may have already washed;—and in

Shuddhikaumiid'i (p. 349), which explains
‘Adhye$yamanah ’

as ‘ going to read.’

VERSE CXLV
(Verse 147 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara^p.427);

—

in Madanaparijata (p. 192) ;—and in VarsakriyakaumurU

(p. 577).

VERSE CXLVI

(Verse 148 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 427)

;

—and in Parasharamadhava (Prayashchitta, p. 286),

which adds that a woman living on terms of intimacy with

any one other than her natural guardians should be

regarded as ‘ lost.’

VERSE CXLVTI

(Verse 149 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 427)

;

—in Madanaparijata (p. 192);—in Samskaramayukha

(p. 118);—and in Nrsimhapramda (Samskara, p. 67a).
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VERSE CXLVni

(Verse 1 50 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Madanparaijata^p. 192) ;

—

in Vivadaratnakara (p. 427) ;—in Var$akriydkaumudi

(p. 577), which explains
‘upaskara ’ as ‘household implements’

;

—and in Nrsimhaprasdda (Samskara, p. 67a).

VERSE CXLIX

(Verse 151 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Varqakriydkaumvdi (p. 579)

;

—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 223), which says

that the Father and the Brother are the chief persons to give

away a girl, and it does not preclude others from giving

her away.

VERSE CL

(Verse 152 of others.)

‘Svastyayjunam’—
‘ The recitation of benedictory verses’

(Govindaraja and Kulluxa) ;— ‘ the Punyahavachana and

the rest ’ (,Narayana) ;— ‘ the recitation of the texts that

precede the nuptial Homa ’ (Raghavananda and Nandana) ;

—‘that whereby welfare is acquired,’ (Medhatithi who does

not connect the word with ‘ yajnah ’).

‘ Prajapateh’—Medhatithi takes this as ‘ referring to the

oblations at marriage to Prajapati with the mantra Prajapate

na tvadetanya &c ’ (Rgveda 10. 121. 10), laid down in certain

Grhyasutras ;—Narayana holds that ‘ Prajapati’ here stands

for Manu, who is the guardian deity of the bride.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 853), which adds the folloiwng notes :

—
‘ Svastyayana ’

means ‘ the request to Brahmanas for the pronouncing of the

benedictory syllable svasti,’
—

‘ Prajapati-yajfla means

‘the offering of cooked rice into fire to Prajapati’;—and

in Vydvahara Balambkatfi (p. 529).
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It is quoted in Smrtitattva, (p. 130) which adds

the following notes:— 1 Svastyayanarn ’ stands for the

wearing of gold for the purpose of passing a happy life, or

for the request to Brahmanas for pronouncing the syllable

svasti ; and the offering ‘ to Prajapati ’ is that which is made
fluring marriage to Prajapati as the deity ;—the

‘

svaniyukarana’

is the ‘giving’, the actual giving away, not the mere betrothal.

VERSE CLII

(Verse 154 of others.)

Cf. 9. 78 et. seq,

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata
, (p. 193)

;

—in Samskdraratnamdld. (p. 675), which reads ‘ upacha-

raih ’ (for ‘ upueharyah '), and says that ‘ pvjantyah ’

‘ should be honoured is understood ;—in Nrsimhapra-

sada (Samskara, p. 67a) ;—and in Var$akriydkaumudi.

(p. 579).

VERSE CUI1

(Verse 155 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Gadadharapaddhati (Kala,

pp. 52 and 129), which says that if she does the fasting with

the husband’s permission, there is nothing wrong ;—in

Samskdraratnamdld (p. 675), which says that this refers

to the ‘ month-fast ’ and so forth, and not. to those in connection

with the Gaurlvrata and the like;—in Nrsimhaprasdda

(Samskara, p. 67a) ;—in V&r$akriyakaumud~i, (p. 579);

—in Pw^arthachintanmni, (p. 201) ;—in Smftisar-

oddhara, (p. 101);—in Hemadri (Kala, p. 176);—in

Kdlamadhava (p. 257);—in Apardrka (p. 602), which adds

that the wife may, with her husband’s permission, keep such

fasts and observances as are not incompatible with her atten-

dance upon him ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 193) ;—and in

Vidhdnapdrijdta (II, p. 729) to the effect that religious acts are

to be performed by the wife only in association with her

husband.
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VERSE CLIV

(Verso 156 of others.)

Cf. 9. 64 et seq ; 9. 29.

This verse is quoted in Madauupdrijata (p. 193).

VERSE CLV
(Verse 157 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Mitak$ara (on 2. 127), to

the effect that never for her livelihood should the widow

seek the shelter of another man ;—in Varsakriyakau-

mudi, (p. 576) ;—in Smnskarwnayukha, (p. 119) ;—and in

Virmnitrodaya (Vyavahara, p. 186 b).

VERSE CLVI

(Verse 158 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Mitak$ard, (on, 2. 127) as

forbidding th£ widow having recourse to another man for the

sake of off-spring.

VERSE CLVI]

(Verse 159 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Mitdkqard, (on 2. 127) to

the same effect as the preceding verse ;—and in Parashara-

madhava, (Prayashchitta, p. 45) as laying down a life of

continence for the widow.

VERSE CLVm
(Verse 160 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Mitakmrd (on 2. 127) to

the same eflect as the last two verses ;—in Madcmapdrijdto-

(p, 198) to the effect that a woman devoted to her husband

need not follow him in death;
—

‘ Sadhvl ’ means 'jxitivnUd'
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* one devoted to her husband ’
; if it meant simply ‘ chaste

then the phrase ‘ brahmacharye vyavasthita ’ would be a

needless repetition ;—in Var§akriydkaumudi (p. 577)

;

—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 67 b and Vyavahara,

p. 38 a).

VERSE CLIX

(Verse 161 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Mitak§ara (on 2. 127) as

deprecating Niyoga ;—in Parasharamadhva (Prayash-

chitta, p. 30);—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara,

p. 38 a).

VERSE CLX
(Verse 162 of others.)

‘ Napraja ’
—

‘Is not her offspring at all ’ (Medhatithi,

Narayana and Nandana) ;
—

‘ is not her lawful child
’

(Kulluka and Govindaraja).

VERSE CLXI

(Verse 163 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Praya-

shchitta, p. 30);—and in Vivadaratnakara (p, 452),

which adds that for being called ‘ Parapurva' the

only necessary condition is that she should have taken

another husband ; and not that this husband must be of a

Iowa' caste (as the words of the text would seem to

imply).

VERSE CLXI1

(Verse 164 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava

(Prayashchitta, p. 30) j—in Vivadaratnakara (p. 437) :

—

and in Var^akriyakaumudi (p. 579).

25
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VERSE CLXIH

(Verse 165 of others.)

It is not right to say that this and the next verse have

been ‘omitted' by Medhatithi, who says that he has not

explained them as they are easy. It is repeated in

9. 29.

This is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 436);—and

in Var§akriydkaumudt (p. 579).

VERSE CLXIV

(Verse 166 of others.)

This is repeated in 9. 30.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 436),

which adds that what is meant by ‘joatiloka' is that heaven-

ly region which she has won for herself by the religious

rites she has performed in association with her husband;

—and in Njrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 67a).

VERSE CLXVI

(Verse 168 of others.)

This verse is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 413)

to the effect that if a man with the Fire loses his wife and

wishes to marry another, he should cremate his dead wife

with the Fire that he had set up with her help;-—and in

Samskdraratnamdld (p. 591).
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VERSE I

‘ Niyatah ’
—

‘Taking a firm resolution ’ (Govindaraja and

Kulluka) ;
—

‘ devoted to the duties, austerities, reciting the

Veda and so forth ’ (Narayana).

VERSE n

“ Medhatithi notes that the Shistas insist on the necessity

that he who takes to forest-life must have sons and son’s sons,

and that hence ‘ apatya 7 offspring ,’ is to be taken in this

restricted sense (of grandson
,
not grand-daughter) ;—Nara-

yana holds that the verse gives three separate grounds for

entering the third order, each of which is sufficient in itself

;

while Medhatithi thinks that the three conditions must exist

together—[There is nothing in Medhatithi to indicate this],

‘ Others,’ mentioned by Medhatithi, took the verse to give

a description of the approach of old age, which entitles the

house-holder to turn hermit”—Buhler.

Medhatithi mentions,—but with disapproval—another ex-

planation, by which the whole verse serves only to indicate that

one should take to the hermit’s life neither ‘too early ’ nor

‘ too late.’

This verse is quoted in Mitakqara to the effect that

one should retire to the forest either when he has become

decrepit with old age, or has got a grandson ;—in Para-

sharamadhava (Achara, p. 527);—in SamskaramayWcha
(p. 131) ;—and in Nrsbnhaprasdda (Samskara, p. 68b).
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VERSE m
This verse is quoted in Mitakqara. (on 3. 46);—in

Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 527), to the effect that the

Hermit should live upon uncultivated food;—in Kala-

viveka (p. 427) to the effect that sexual intercourse is possible

for the Hennit also ;—in Samskaramayukhct. (p. 132) ;

—

and in Nfsimhaprasdda (Samskara, p. 68 b).

VERSE V

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 528).

VERSE VI

‘ Chiram

’

—‘Vastrakhanrfa, tattered garment’ (Medha-

tithi, and Govindaraja) ;
—

‘ dress of bark ’ (Narayana, Raghava-

nanda and Kulluka, to whom last Buliler wrongly attributes the

former explanation).

The second half of this verse is quoted in Mitak§ara
(on 3. 46).

verse vn

This verse is quoted in Mitak^ard (on 3. 45) in

support of the view that it is the Hermit’s duty to feed guests.

VERSE VIH

‘ Ddntah, ‘ Self-controlled, free from pride ’ (Medhatithi

and Narayana) ;—‘patient with hardships ’ (Kulluka).

VERSE IX

This verse is quoted in Mitakqard (on 3. 45) as touting
the purpose for which the Hermit is to carry with him his

Shrawta Fire;—-in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 528) ;

and in Apararka (p. 941).
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VERSE X

This verse is quoted in Apa/rarka (p. 941), which

explains * rhfe$li ’ as the Nak$atre$ti, the sacrifice to the

lunar mansions,—and the Uttarayana and Daksinayana as

the two six-monthly sacrifices pertaining to the two solstices ;

—

and in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 528).

VERSE XI

This verse is quoted in Mitdk§ara (on 8. 46), which

notes that even though the ‘ munyanna ’ is by nature pure,

yet the text has added the epithet ‘medhya ’ with a view

to indicate that the grains should be fit for being offered at

a sacrifice

;

—and in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 528),

which explains ‘ munyanna ’ as ‘uncultivated grams,’ and

‘ medhya ’ as ‘ fit for being offered at sacrifices.’

VERSE xn

Lavanam svayam hj-tam'—‘ Collected from saltmarshes
’

(Kulluka) ;
—

* collected from salt or alkaline elements of

trees and the like ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Mitak$ara (on 3. 46), winch

explains that the salt is to be collected from salt-marshes.

verse xm
This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 942) i—and

the second half in Mitafyara (on 3. 49) to the effect

that clarified butter and such ‘oils ’ should not be used.

VERSE XIV

*Bhaumani kavakani—Medhatidii prefers to take the two

separately
—

‘ bhaumdni ’ being ‘the vegetable known among

foresters as
*

gojihvika ’ and ‘ kavakam ’ as ‘mushrooms’;
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—Govindaraja, Kulluka and Narayana take the two together

‘ mushrooms growing on the ground.’

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 942) ;—and in

Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p. 529), which explains

‘ Kavakdni ’ as ‘ mushrooms.’

VERSE XV

‘ Artah ’
—

‘ In distress, i. e., not having anything else to

offer to the god’s’ (Medhatithi) ;

—
‘ tormented bv hunger

’

(Kulluka and Govindaraja) ;

—
‘ ill ’ (Narayana).

Tliis verse is quoted in Apararka
, (p. 942) ;—and

in Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p. 529).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 942), which

quotes Laugaksi enumerating the ‘ grdmajatani ’
—

‘ vrihayo

yava-godhumavubhau cha tilasarsapau ikpuh priyan-

gavashchaiva gramya oqadhayah smftah’

The verse is quoted also in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 529). o

VERSE xvn

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 942) ;—and the

first half in Mitak$ara (on 3.49).

VERSE XVIII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 942) ;—and in

Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p. 529).

VERSE XIX

This verse is quoted in Apararka

,

(p. 943), which

notes that the text provides several options, to be adopted

according to the physical strength of the person concerned

;

and the particular option selected in the beginning should he

kept up throughout the life-stage.
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The verse is quoted in Mitakqara verse XXI, which has

the same note as Apararka.

VERSE XXI
‘ Vaikhanasarnaie sthitah ’—This refers to the ‘ Vaikha-

nasa-shastra ’, says Medhatithi. The Vaikhanasa sutra

(Trivandrum Sanskrit Series) is the work most likely

referred to.

VERSE XXII
4 Sthanasanabhyam’—See note above on 2.248.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 943) ;—and in

Mitahjara (on 3.51) which explains ‘ prapadaih ’ as

'padagraih ’ (like Medhatithi).

VERSE XXIV
This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 944) ;—and

the second half in Mitafyard (on 3.52) to the effect

that the Hermit should perform severe austerities for the

purpose of emaciating his physical frame.

VERSE XXV
‘ Yathavidhi ’

—

4 By swallowing the ashes and so forth
’

(Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Kulluka) ;

—

4

by repeating the

vedic text, Taittiriya Samhita 2.S.8.8 ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 944), which explains
4

niketa ’ as ‘home ’,

—

4 muni ’ as ‘observing silence,’—and adds

that alms should be begged only in the event of his being unable

to obtain wild fruits and roots,—as is dear from what follows

in verse 27 below.

It is quoted in Mitak$ard (on 3. 54), which explains

‘wuwtV as ‘observing the vow of silence’; and adds that

in the event of his being unable to get roots and fruits, he

may beg from the houses of other hermits, just enough to

keep himself alive,

It is quoted in jPardsharamadhuvu (Achara, p. 581 )« •
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VERSE XXVI

The first half of this verse is quoted in Parashara-

madhava (Achara, p. 531).

VERSE XXVII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 945) as laying

down the means of subsistence for the Hermit, in the event of

his being unable to obtain fruits and roots.

verse xxvnt

This verse is quoted in Parasharmnadhava (Achara,

p. 531) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 68 b).

VERSE XXIX

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 943), which

explains ‘ dik$a ’ as ‘ determination to keep the penances ’ ;

—

and
‘ samsiddm ’ as ‘well-defined cognition’;—in Mitak-

$ara (on 3. 51), which explains
‘ atmasanmddhi ’ as ‘the

attaining of
#
Brahman ’ ;—and in Parasharamadhava

(Achara, p. 531).

VERSE XXX

‘ Brahmanaih grhasthaih ’—Medhatithi takes the two

together, in the sense of ‘Brahmana-householders’;—Kulluka

and Govindaraja take them separately, in the sense of

‘(1) sages knowing the Brahman and (2) hermits.’

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 943).

VERSE XXXI

‘ Yuktah.’
—

‘Intent on the practice of yoga’ (Govindaraja

and Kulluka),
—

‘firmly resolved’ (Narayana and Raghava-

nanda).
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This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 945), which

adds the following notes :

—
‘
yuktah ’ means ‘ samdhitah,’

‘intent, calm, collected’; this teaching regarding the ‘Great

Journey ’ is only by way of an illustration for all such means

of self-immolation as burning, drowning and the like.

it is quoted in Mitak$ara (on 3. 55) ;—ami in

Hemadri (Shraddha, p. 1000), which explains ‘ apardjita ’ as

‘the north-easterly direction,’ —towards tlnit he should go

straight on, till his body falls, living upon water and air and

with mind duly concentrated and calm.

VERBE XXXJi

' Asdm auyalamayd ’—
‘ The aforesaid austerities as also

the Great Journey ’ (Medhatithi) ; so also ‘others.’ There is no

difference of opinion among the commentators, as Buhlcr

makes out

Hopkins is wrong in translating ‘ bhrguprapdta ' as

‘drowning;’—Buhler has understood it rightly to mean
4

precipitating himself from a mount..’

This verse is quoted in Mitdk§ard (on 3.55), which adds

the following notes :—The ‘brahmaloka’ here meant is not

‘ the eternal Brahman ’, but a particular region ; otherwise

there would be no sense in the adding of the term ‘ loka

also because Liberation (which would be the ‘reaching of

the eternal Brahman’) is not held to be attained without the

fourth Life-stage of Renunciation ; as is clear from the Shruti

text (Chhandogya) which speaks of the first three life-stages

as 'punyalokah ’,
‘ leading' to sacred regions ’, and of the

‘Brahmasamstha ’ (Renunciate) alone as attaining immortality.’

This verse is quoted in Pardaharamadhava (Aehara,

p. 5.31) ;—in Apararka (p. 945), which adds that the
4

methods ’ referred to are those described under verse 23 et seq.

It adds that all that has been prescribed under the ‘ duties
53
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of the Religious Student’ has to be followed by the House-

holder, the Hermit and the Renunciate also, in so far as it

does not militate against anything that has been prescribed

specifically for any of these.

It is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 898).

VERSE xxxm
‘ Sanga ’

—

4

Attachment to sense-objects ’ (Kulluka)

;

—‘possessions’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadkava (Acliara,

p. 532) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 562) ;—and in

Samskaramayukha (p. 64), wliich says that the division is

to be made on the basis of the life-span of one hundred years.

VERSE XXXV

This verse is quoted in Mitak§ara (on 3. 57 ), to the

effect that until one has begotten offsprings he is not entitled

to the life of RenSnciation ;—in Vidhanaparijata (H,p. 873)
;

—

in Hetnddri (Kala, p. 808), which says that
4 mok§u ' here

stands for jnana, knowledge, as is clear from the use

of the term ‘ sevanianah ’—and in Yatidharmasahgrahn

(p. 3) along with the next verse (see below).

VERSE XXXVI

This verse is quoted in Yatidharmasanyraha (p. 3)

along with 35 which has .the following notes :—These two

verses mean that a man who has not already acquired dis~

passion towards worldly and celestial things should do all

things according to the scriptures and then have recourse to

Renunciation,
—

‘ vrajatyadhaJi ’ i. e., lingers in the satya

and other regions lower than Liberation,—the Jabala shruti

justifies Renunciation also for those who have not passed

through all the preceding life-stages.
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VERSE XXXVIII

The second hall' of tliis verse is quoted in Mitakqara

(on 8.57) to the effect that the Brahmana only is entitled to

the life of Renunciation.

The verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 588), in the sense that when going to enter the stage of

Renunciation, the man should perform the Prajapatya sacrifice

in which he should give away all his belongings as the

‘ sacrificial fee —and in Yatidharmasangraha (p. 13).

VERSE XXXIX

This verse is quoted in Yatidharmasangraha (p. 20),

which explains ‘ brahmavedinah ’ (which is its reading for

‘ brahrnavadinah ’) as ‘ knowing the Brahman with pro-

perties ’, winch is dear from its being mentioned along with

‘ effulgent regions ’ which could have no connection with one

who knows the absolute Brahman.

It is quoted also in Nirnayasindhu (p. 400).

VERSE XL

This verse is quoted in. Yatidharmasangraha (p. 20),

according to which this also refers to the knowledge of the

Brahman with properties, as no fear is possible for one who

knows the Absolute Brahman.

VEESE XLI

‘ PavitropavMtah ’
—

‘ Equipped with the purificatory

recitation of sacred texts, and also with such purificatory things

as kusha, water-pot and staff ; or equipped with purificatory

penances ’ ;

—
‘
provided with such means of purification as the

staff, the water-pot and so forth ’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka and

Nandana) ;
—

‘ made eminent during life as a Householder by
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such purificatory acts as austerities, Vedie recitals and so

forth ’ (Narayana) ;
—

‘
possessed of a rich store of sanctifying

knowledge taught in the Upanisads.’

'Munih ’
—

‘Wholly silent ’ (Govindaraja and Kulluka)

;

—
‘ intent on meditation ’ (Narayana).

‘ Samuporfhe$n '—‘Offered to him’ (Medhatithi, Govindli-

ra
j
a and Kulluka) ;

—
‘ collected in his house ’ (Nandana) ;

—

‘fully enjoyed by him ’ (Narayana).

VERSE XLII

#
This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 953), which

explains
‘

siddhim na jahati ’ as ‘he is not abandoned by

success ’ ;—and in Parasharamddhava (Achara, p. 557),

which adds the following explanation :—Coming to the con-

clusion that when a man moves about alone, without a com-

panion, he is free from any such obstacles as attachment

aversion and the like, .and thus becomes enabled to attain

‘ success ’ in the shape of True Knowledge;

—

i. e., he acts

without shackle! towards its attainment; and of that success

he is not deprived, i e., he attains it. If, on the other hand,

he moves about with two or three companions, then he be-

comes liable to attachment and aversion, and by reason of

these obstacles, he fails to attain' that success.

VERSE! XLIH

Munih ‘ with the organ of speech controlled ’ (Medha-
tithi) ‘ meditating on Brahman ’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 953).

VERSE XLIV

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 953) ;—and in

Parasharamddhava (Achara, p. 569).
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VERSE XI,V

This v(ts<* is quotal in Apararka (p. 953), which

explains ‘ nirvesham ’ as ‘ time limit’—in Parasharamadhava.

(Achara, p. 569) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasdda (Samskara,

p. 70 a).

VERSE XLVT

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 953) ;—and in

Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 569).

VERSE XLVII

This verse is quoted in Apararka, (p. 953) ;—in

Parasharamadhava, (Achara, p. 569) ;—and in Yati-

dharmasahgraha (p. 107).

VERSE XLVIIJ

‘ Saptadvara ’

—

(a) (1) Dliarma-Artha, (2) Dharma-

Kama, (3) Artha-Kama, (4) Kama-Artha, (5) Kama-Dharma,

((>) Artha-Bharma, (7) Bharma-Artha-Kama ;—or (b) The

seven life-breath in the head ;—or (d) ‘the six sense-organs

and Buddhi’ (Medhatithi) ;—Kulluka has only (c) ;—‘the five

senses, mind and Ahankara ’ (Narayana) ;—Govindaraja has

(a) only ;
—

‘ seven worlds ’ (mentioned by Kullaka).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 954), which,

reading na vacham samvdirayet (for na vachamanrtam vadet)

explains this much misunderstood second line as—he should

not utter words vitiated by (1) desire, (2) anger, (3) greed,

(4) delusion, (5) arrogance, (6) jealousy and (7) vanity.

This verse is quoted also in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 569).

VERSE XLIX

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p, 954) ;—and in

Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 569).
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VERSE L

‘ Nak$atrangavidya ’
—

‘Astrology and Palmistry’ (Medha-

tithi and Kulluka);
—

‘Astrology and the Science of Grammar

and other Vedic Subsidiaries ’ (Narayana) ;

—
‘Astrology

’

(Govindaraja).

‘ Anushasctna ’
—

‘Offering advice’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja,

Kulluka, and Raghavananda) ;

—
‘teaching of the Veda’ (Nara-

yana, and Nandana).

‘ Vdda ’
—

‘Disputation’ (Medhatithi and Narayana) ;
—

‘Ex-

position of the Shastras’ (Govindaraja and Kulluka) ;
—

‘Science

of Dialectics’ (Nandana and Raghavananda).

Buhler remarks
—

“This verse is historically important, as

it shows that in ancient as in modern times, ascetics followed

worldly pursuits and were the teachers and advisers of the

people”.

This verse is quoted in Yatidharmasahgraha (p. 80).

VERSE LI

This versed s quoted in Mitaksard on (3. 59).

VERSE LTI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 954) ;—in

Pardsharamddhava (Achara, p. 569).

VERSE LIU

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava, (Achara,

p. 567) ;—in Mitdk§ara (on 3. 60), which remarks that the

citing of the instance of ‘ Cups at the sacrifice ’ indicates that

the vessels may be considered pure for practical purposes ;

—in Apararka, (p. 964) in Madanaparijata, (p. 377) ;

—

in Nrsimhaprasada, (Samskara, p. 70 b) ;—and in Yatidhar-

masangraha, (p. 78), which shows that the example of

‘ chamasa ’ indicates that the things are ’ clean ’ only so

far as to be used.
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VERSE LIV

Hopkins is not right in saying that “Medhatithi has

no note on this verse.” (See Translation).

‘ Vaidalam'—‘Made of bamboo and such other things
’

(Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ made of tree-bark ’ (Govindaraja).

VERSE LV

'Plus verse is quoted in Mitakqara (on 3. 59) ;

—

in Pardsharamadhava, (Achara, p. 562) ;—in Madana-

pdrijata
, p. 375) and in Yatidharmasahgraha (p. 85).

VERSE LV!

This verse is quoted in Mitak§ard (on 3. 59) ;—in

Madanaparijdta (p. 375) ;—in Pardsharamadhava (Achiira,

p. 562) ;—and in Samskdramayukha (p. 135).

VERSE LV1J

‘ Mdtrd '— ‘Implements, vessels, staff and so forth’

(Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Kulluka) ;

—
‘
portion, mouthful’

(jSarayana and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Apararka, (p. 963), which

explains ‘ mdtrd ’ as ‘ upakaranadravyam, accessories ’

-

and in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 563), which explains
4

mdtrd ’ etymologically as *miyante iti\ as meaning ‘ objects

since he is free from attachment to all objects, therefore he

should be neither glad at getting them nor sony at not getting

them.

VERSE LIX

This verse is quoted in Apararka

,

(p. 954);—in

Parasharamddhava, (Achara, p. 570) anti in Yatidharma-

sahgraha (p. 34).
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VERSE LX

This is quoted in Apararka (p. 054) ;—in Parasha-

ramadhava (Achara, p. 370) and in Yatidhwmamh-

gralia (p. 34).

VERSE LX1

Tliis vei•se is quoted in Apararka (p. 008), which

explains ‘Yamakqaye ’ as ‘in Yama’s abode’;—and in

Yatidharmasahgraha (p. 34).

• VERSE LXI1

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 008) ;—and

in Yatidharmasahgraha (p. 35).

VERSE LXI11

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 0(58) ;—and

in Yatidharmasahgraha (p. 35).

VERSE LXIV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 008) ;—and

in Yatidharmasahgraha (p. 35).

VERSE LXV

This verse is quoted in Yatidharmasahgraha (p. 35).

VERSE LXVI

Cf. 3.50 and 12.102.

This verse is quoted in Mitahara (on 3.05);

—

and in Yatidharmasahgraha (p. 35), which reads

*

bbwitah' ioPdu$itah', explains it as
i adorned with the

staff and other signs of the Eenunciate’ and says that the
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particle ‘ apt ’ implies that even when without these, he should

meditate upon the identity of the individual and supreme

selves.

VERSE LXVIII

Cf. 6.46.

This verse is quoted in Parasharmnddhava (Achara,

p. 570.)

VERSE LXX
Cf. 2.74.

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 68).

VERSE LXXI

This verse is quoted in Mitak$ara (on 3.62) ;—and

in Vidhanaparijdta (II. p. 176).

VERSE LXXII

Ariirhvaran gunan ’
—

‘ The three attributes of the

Root Evolvent i.e,, Sattva,. Rajas and Tamas
; these are ani?h-

vara, independent (upon the Conscious Being) (Medhatithi);

—

‘ qualities of anger, greed etc., which are anishvara
, i.e., do not

reside in God’ (Kullaka and Raghavananda) qualities

opposed to virtue, knowledge, dispassion and power

'

(Govindaraja).

This verse is quoted in Yatidharrnasaagraha (p. 41 ),

which says that what this verse mentions are ‘ Yama—
niyama—dsana—pranayarna—pratyahdra—dharand and

dhydna \ all the accessories of Yoga except ‘ SamadhkVwhich

have been described in the ordinances as the means of

acquiring Right Knowledge.

VERSE LXXIV

This verse is quoted in Yatidharmasangraha (p. ’42).

54
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VERSE LXXV

‘ Vaidikaih karmabhih ’—‘the compulsory acts pres-

cribed in the Veda ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Kulluka);

—

‘ the compulsory and occasional, acts prescribed in the Veda’

(Narayana and Nandana).

‘ Tat padam'—‘The region of Brahman* (Medhatithi) ;

—

‘ Union with Brahman ’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka and

Raghavananda).

VERSELXXVI

This verse is quoted in Yatidharmasangraha

(p. 91).

VERSE LXXVII

This verse is quoted in Yatidharmasangraha

(p- 91).
»

VERSE LXXIX

Medhatithi has been misunderstood by Buhler (see

Translation).

This verse

(p. 41).

is quoted in Yatidharmasangraha

VERSE LXXX

This

(p. 48).

verse is quoted in Yatidharmasangraha

VERSE LXXXI

This

(p. 48).

verse is quoted in Yatidharmasangraha
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VERSE LXXXU

‘ Yadetadabhishabditam
'—4 What has been described

in the immediately preceding verses ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ what

has been described in the preceding one verse ’ (Kulluka) ;

—

4

what has been described in all the preceding chapters ’

(Govindaraja and Nandana) ;

—

4

what can lie expressed by

words ’ (Narayana).

‘Kriyaphalam*— 4 The reward of fulfilling the duties of the

Renunciate ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘reward of the act of meditation
’

(Kulluka) ;
—

‘reward of the performance of rites’ (Govindaraja,

Narayana and Nandana).

Buhler has misunderstood Kulluka, who does not explain
4

adhiyajflam ’ as
4 Brahma-veda ’

;
he explains it as

yajllam adhikrtya pravrttam brahma vedam ’—where
4 brahma ’ of the text is explained as

4

veda'.

VERSE LXXXVI
44

Govindaraja is of the opinion that the persons named above

(4.22) are here intended. But from what follows (verses 94, 95)

it appears that those Brahmanas are meant who, though

solely intent on the acquisition of Supreme Knowledge, and

retired from all worldly affairs, continue to reside in their

houses ; see also 4.257. Govindaraja and Narayana assume

that they remain Householders, while Kulluka counts them

among the ascetics.”

—

Buhler.

VERSES LXXXVH-XCII1
44

According to the commentators, the following discussion

(87-93) is introduced in order to show, (1) that there are

four orders only, and that the Vedasannyasika belongs to

these, and does not form a fifth order, or stand outside the

orders
; (2) that as the order of the Householders is most

distinguished, it is proper that a man may continue to live

in his house under the protection of his son. ”—Buhler,
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VERSE LXXXVII

This verse is quoted in Puru$drthachintdmani

(p. 445), which explains ‘ grhasthaprabhavdh ’ as ‘ depen-

dent' upon the Householder ’ ;—in Samskaramayukha

(p. 64), which has the same note ;—and also in Smrtichandrika
(Samskara, p. 1 73).

VERSE LXXXVHI

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrika (Samskara,

p. 173), which says that * kramashah ’ indicates that any

inversing of the order of the Life-stages is forbidden;—and in

Samskaramayukha (p. 64), which has the same note.

VERSE LXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 563), which explains the meaning to be as follows •*—As a

matter of fact we find that all the scriptures lay down in

great detail thl duties of the Householder ;
hence this is

recognised as superior to the other life-stages ;—and in

Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 175).

VERSE XC

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 563) ;—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 175).

VERSE xcn

‘ Dhrtih ’—‘Fortitude, calmness even on the loss of

wealth and such other calamities’;
—

‘firmness of purpose

in the discharge of duties ’ (Narayana and Nandana).

‘Damafy ’
—

‘ Humility ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘patience under

sufferings ’ (Govindaraja and Narayana) ;
—

‘subjugation ofthe

mind’ (Kulluka and Raghavananda).
; ;
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‘ Dhth *—
‘ True knowledge, free from doubts and errors

Vedhatithi and Govindaraja) ;
—

‘ knowledge of the true

meaning of the shastras ’ (Kulluka and Raghvananda) ;

—

Narayana and Nandana, reading ‘ hrih explain it as

£

modesty

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 972), which

explains ‘ shaueham ’ as ‘ purity of mind and body ’,
—

‘ dhth ’

as ‘ discrimination of right and wrong ’,
—

‘ dhrtih
9

as ‘ keeping

the mind from going astray —‘ damah 9

as ‘ controlling of

the mind by means of the Krchchhra and other austerties

ft adds that this verse enumerates the duties common to all

the four orders ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 16a)

;

—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 13), which has

the following notes ;
—

‘ Dhrti firmness,
—

‘ ksama 9

is non-

perturbation of the mind even when wronged,
—

‘ darna 9

is

control of the ‘ mind ’,
—

‘ asteya
9

is non-appropriation of what

is not given,
—

‘ shaucha ’ is cleanliness, both internal and

external,
—

‘ indriyanigraha ’ is keeping the senses from all

forbidden objects,
—

‘

hrt ’ (which is its reading for ‘dht’) is

cessation from improper acts,
—

‘ vidya ’ is self-knowledge—
‘ satya ’ is saying what is true, which should be agreeable

also,
—

‘ akrodha ’ is freedom from anger.

VERSE XCIV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 973);—and

in Yatidharmasahgraha (p. 5).

VERSE xcvn

Buhler is not right in asserting that “ according to Medha-

tithi the word ‘ brahmana ’

is not intended to exclude other

Aryans (dvtjas) —He has evidently been misled by the

words in which Medhatithi has set forth an objection to the

text using the word ‘ Brahmana See Translation.
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The first half of this verse is quoted in Mitdkqara

(on 3.57) in support of the view that the Brahmana alone

is entitled to enter the fourth stage of the Eenuneiate;

—

in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 564) to the same effect;

—in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 176),—which says

that
‘brahmana

'

here stands for all the twice-born persons ;

—and in Samskaramayukha (p. 65) which quotes ‘ my
grand-father ’to the effect that * brahmana ’ stands for all twice-

born men,—while it itself favours the view that it stands for

the Brahmana only.
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VERSE I

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Bajanlti, p. 10),

which adds the following notes :—We proceed to consider

the exact meaning of the term ‘ rajan ’,—the question for

determination being—(A) Is the name ‘ raja ’ applied to any

and every one doing the work of ‘ protecting the people ?’

(B) or only to one simply belonging to the K$attriya caste

(C) or to that Ksattriya alone who is duly anointed ?—Now
in support of (A) we have the following arguments:—In popular1

usage the name ‘ raja, ’ is applied to any one who owns and

performs ‘rajyaj the functions of the raja, king; and these

functions are actually performed by the Brahmana and other

castes also. In the Nirukta the etymological meaning of

‘ raja ’ is explained as
‘

rajate ‘ one who shines ,’
i. a, with royal

glory ; and this glory results only from the proper ‘ protection

of the people.’ The Veda also speaks of Soma as ‘ the raja

of Brahmanas ,’ and again as ‘ the raja among the Gandhar-

vas —in all these passages the term stands for the ‘ lord

the ‘ protector of the people.’—In support of (B), the view

that the term is applicable to the Ksattriya caste, we have

the following arguments :—Manu, having introduced the subject

as ‘ I am going to describe Rajadharma

'

goes on to describe

such duties as the protecting of the people and so forth, all of

which pertains to the Ksattriya, as is clear from the next

verse which speaks of ‘protection’ as the principal
‘

rdja-

dharma ’; from all which it is clear* that it is the Ksattriya

alone that is entitled to
‘rqjya ,’ the ‘functions of the Raja.'
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It is in view of the ‘protection of the people ’ being his duty

that the Ksattriya alone is entitled to carry arms and to

make a living by arms. Yajflavalkya clearly declares ‘pro-

tecting of the people ’ as the ‘ principal duty of the Ksattriya.’

Panini also lays down the affix yafi ’ in the term ‘rajya ’

in the sense of ‘function ’ of the raja, i. e., the Ksattriya.

Anointing also has been prescribed for the Ksattriya only

;

the texts speak of the ‘ anointing of the Raja,’ which means

that the ceremony is to be performed by one who is already

a Raja
;
and this can be true only of the Ksattriya who alone

is a ‘raja' (i. e., Ksattriya) even before being anointed.

Thus the primary denotation of the term resting in the

Ksattriya only, whenever it is applied to such Brahmanas

and other castes as do the work of the * raja ’ it should be

understood to be used in a secondary or figurative sense.—(C)

The third view has been held by Medhatithi and Kullluka,

both of whom hold that the term is applicable to ‘any man who

is equipped with anointment and such other qualifications,

and who does the work of protecting the people.’ So also

Haradatta orr Gautamasutra, and Mitaksara, the latter-

applying it to such ‘ Householder as is equipped with anoint-

ment and other qualifications.’ On the ground of commonsense

also the duties laid down for the
1

Raja' must be taken as

pertaining to every one who has to do the work of ‘ protecting

the people.’ If they did not, then what would be there for

the guidance of those non-Ksattriyas who happen to be kings

of men? Apararka also declares that the duties pres-

cribed pertain to these non-Ksattriyas also ; though it holds

that the name ‘ raja, ’ is applicable only to that Ksattriya

who has been anointed.

Having stated the arguments for the three views, the

author declares Ids . own conclusion as that the word ‘rajan'

in the present ..context must apply to one on whom devolves

the^duty of protecting the people ;—which is the. first of . the

thwee views stated above. • ; j
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Bee in this connection the Avetftyadhikarana (Mlmamsa-

sutra, 2. 3. 3.), where the conclusion is that the word ‘ rajan

'

is rightly and directly denotative of the Ksattriya, and as

the ‘ protecting of the people’ is prescribed in law-books as

the duty of the Ksattriya, this ‘protection ’ has come to be

called
‘Rdjya ’ (Kingship) the ‘function of the King’; and

thus when other castes are found, by chance, to perform this

function, they have the title ‘ raja ’ applied to them only meta-

phorically.—As for ‘ anointment ’, the Tantravartika (Trans,

p. 822) remarks that this also is prescribed for the Ksattriya

only. (See in this connection Tantravartika, Trans, pp.

815-831, where the whole subject is discussed in detail).

Though such is the conclusion of the Mimamsakas, the

commentators on Manu are agreed that in the present context

the term
‘ rajan ’ stands for any one who performs such func-

tions of the king as ‘ protecting the people ’ and so forth.

Apararka combines the two views that it applies to such K$at-

triyas as perform the function of protecting the people.

This verse is quoted in Rajanitiratnakara (p. 2 b).

VERSE II

' Samskaram ’—
‘ Upanayana, Initiation’ (Medhatithi,

(iovindaraja, Kulluka and Narayana) ;
—

‘ Sacrament of

Coronation ’ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 11), in support of the view that it is the Ksattriya alone

whose function it is to protect the people; and it adds the

following notes:
—

‘

Brahma ’ is Veda ; and the ‘samskdra,’

‘embellishment,’ ‘aptitude,’ brought about by the learning,

proper study and due understanding of the Veda is called

‘ brahma ’;—or the
‘

sainskdra,’ ‘initiation,’ which is undergone

for the purpose of learning the ‘Brahma’ or Veda, is called

the ‘ brahma samskara,’ i.e., the Upanayana ;
—

‘yathavidhi

'

means ‘ in accordance with the scriptures ; ’-—this is an adverb

55
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modifying ‘praptena ’
;

‘ yathanyayam ’ means ‘in strict,

accordance with the law relating to the infliction of punishment,

going to be set forth below’;

—

1pariraksanam,’ ‘guard-

ing the weak against oppression by the strong.’ This verse

shows that the function of Kingship belongs primarily to

the K$attriya.

It is quoted in Nitimayukha (p. 1), which explains

‘ brahmam samskaram ’ as ‘ the anointing done by the

Brahmanas
.’

VERSE in

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Acliara,

p. 391), to the effect that the king is the representative of

the strong hand of the Law;—in Parasharamadhava

(Vyavahara, p. 5), to the effect that the King comes down to

the earth for the suppression of the thief and other evil-doers ;

—in Vtramitrodaya (Laksana, p. 195), as to the effect that

the king was crated by Brahma for the purpose of protecting

the people;—and in Vtramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 15),

which adds the following notes:—‘ Arajake ’ means ‘without

a king’;—in
‘

sarvatah’ the affix ‘tasil ’ has the sense of the

Ablative, and the word means ‘from all strong individuals,’

—

‘abhidrute ’ means ‘oppressed,’
—

‘

asya ’ means ‘of this world’;

—‘prabhu’ is Brahma. In some places the reading is

‘

vidrute ’ (for
‘

abhidrvtV), which means ‘fallen off from

duty’; and in this case the affix in
‘

sarvatah ’ will have the

force of the Locative.—It then goes on to remark that the

reading adopted by Medhatithi is ‘ chak^urdharmasya sar-

vasya ’ (in the place of rak§drthamasya sarvasya’) under

which reading ‘ bhayat ’ will mean ‘ through, fear of adharma,’

—ldharma8ya chakquh, ’ will be the ‘ seer,’ ien the-propagator

‘of Dharma,’ i. e., the king who is known . as the ‘source of

Bharma.’ '

. ... .j ...

This is quoted in Rdjan'itiratndkara (p. 2 a).
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VERSE rv

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 392) ;—in the same work (Vyavahara, p. 5) ;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. G), which explains that

‘miila' is Vayu, ‘

vittesha is Kuvera,
—

‘

matra ’ means por-

tions —‘nirhrtya' means ‘ extracting ,’—
‘ shashvatih' means

‘most essential’ or ‘ most lasting.’—It adds that this verse

may be construed with verse 3, the construction being

‘ matra, nirhrtya (verse 4) rajanamasrjat ’ (verse 3).

This is quoted along with verses 5 and 6 in Rajani-

tiratnakara (p. 4 a).

VERSE V

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 392) ;—again in the same work (Vyavahara, p. 5)
;

—

and in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 16), which adds the

following notes :

—
‘ E§am surendranam *

—
‘these principal

gods, Indra and the rest’;
—

‘

matrabhyah ’
—

‘the king has

been created after extracting the most essential portions out

of the constituent portions of the said deities ; for this reason

in glory, he surpasses all beings, i. e. he is superior to all

things.

VERSE VI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 392);—in the same work (Vyavahara, p. 5)
;—and

in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 16) ; which adds the

the following explanation :
—

‘ By his lustre he burns, like

the Sun, the eyes and minds of the people that look at

him.’ ; though the verb
‘

tapati' is in the simple form, it

has the sense of the causal ;
what is said here is based

op. the.idea that people cannot look the king in the face ; this

is the purport of the second half of the verse, which paeans
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that ‘no one on earth can look the king straight in

the face.’—It proceeds
—

“Medhatithi has remarked that even

Brahmanas, who are of superior caste, and who are endowed

with Brahmic glory, cannot look him in the face;

and he bases this assertion on the words of Gautama

(11.7) that ‘people should sit below the king who sits

on high’. This however is not right, since Gautama has

followed up his assertion with the saving clause ‘anye

brahmanebhyah enam manyeran’, so that what the com-

plete sutra of Gautama means is-
—

‘while the king is sit-

ting high upon the throne, people should sit below, on the

ground,—all except the Brahmanas, and these latter should

honour him with benedictions.’

VERSE VII

Cf. 9. 303 et seq.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava

(Achara, p. 392f ;—in the same work (Vyavahara, p. 5);

—

and in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 17), which, adds

the following :—Inasmuch as the king has been created

out of their essential portions, he is all these gods ;

—

'dharmardt' is Yama
;
the meaning is that the king is simi-

lar to Agni and the other gods, being created out of their

portions :

—

‘

prabhavd’ means ‘extraordinary power.’

verse vm

This verse occurs also in the Mahabharata.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 392) ;—in the same work (Vyavahara, p. 5) ;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 17), to the effect that by showing

disrespect to the king one incurs the same sin that he does by

showing disrespect towards the gods.
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VERSE IX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 392) ;—in the same work (Vyavahara, p. 6)
;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 18), which adds the following

notes :—When a man carelessly approaches too near the tire,

he himself alone is burnt, not his sons or other relations

others have explained ‘ durupasarpinam ’ as ‘ one who appro-

aches the fire for the purpose of throwing himself into it,

with a view to escape from misery —better still than both

these explanations is the following one :

—
‘ When a man,

knowing himself to be guilty, proceeds, through bravado, to

touch Fire in an ordeal, it is he alone that is burnt by the

tire
;
but the king, becoming angry with him, destroys the

man himself as well as his son, brother and other members of

the family, along with his cattle and other possessions.’ It is

thus alone that the two halves of the verse become correlated.

VERSE X
This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara, p.

392); in the same work (Vyavahara, p. 6);—and in Viramitro-

daya (Rajaniti, p. 18), which adds the following notes :

—

‘ Karyam ’ means ‘ fitness for being pardoned or punished ’,

—

‘ shahti ’ is ‘capacity,

—

‘desha’ means ‘remoteness or proximity’,

—

‘

kalam’ refers to times of scarcity or opulence ;—having con-

sidered all this, he assumes various forms ;

—

i. e., in a moment

he is pleased, and in a moment displeased
; when he finds a

man weak, he becomes forgiving and if the man is strong, he

uproots him, i.e., he assumes a friendly, inimical or disinterested

attitude in accordance with the considerations of state

VERSE XI

‘ Padmd ’—‘Carrying a lotus in her hand ’ (Narayana) ;

—

‘dwelling in the lotus (Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ the great, the

magnificent ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Kulluka).
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This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 392) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 18) which

adds the following notes :—When a man seeks for fortune,

or liaving an enemy seeks to destroy him,—or seeks for

livelihood,—he has recourse to the king;—Medhatithi and

others have remarked that the term ‘ padma ’ being a

synonym of ‘ Shr

i

is added for the purpose of indicating

greatness-, that is to say, the term
‘padma ’ is superfluous;

—

in reality however it is ‘ padma, ’ that stands as a name for

the goddess of fortune, Laksmi, and the term ‘ shr'ih ’ stands

for ‘ bodily splendour or we may construe the words as

follows :
—

‘ In whose favours rests Padma, the goddess of

fortune, and in whose valour rest resplendence (shrih) and

victory (vijayah).’

VERSE XII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 392) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 23), which

adds the following notes :
—

*

Tam ’ stands for the king,

—

‘ dve?ti means ‘disobeys him’,
—

‘ Sa vinashyati’,
‘ he becomes

subjected by the king to death

VERSE XIII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 392) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 23), which

adds the following notes :—Inasmuch as the king is the

centre of all lustre and power, one should never transgress any

lawful and fair commands that his majesty may issue in

regard to his minister, priest or other favourites ;—such com-

mands for instance as
—

‘To-day should be observed by all the

people as a day of rejoicing, there is a marriage in the minister’s

house, all should be present there, butchers shall kill no animals

today,, no birds are to be caught, no debtors are to be impri-

soned by their creditors ’ and so forth [these in regafd - to jhfc-
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king’s favourites.]—Similarly in regard to one whom he

dislikes, he may issue such orders as
—

‘ none shall associ-

ate with him, he should not be permitted to enter any house-

hold,’ and so forth.—Such rules promulgated by the king

should not be disobeyed. In regard to the performance of the

Agnihotra and such religious acts, however, the king has no

light to interfere at all.

This verse is quoted also in Rajanitiratndkara (p. 42 b).

VERSE XIV

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p 393) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 283), which adds

the following notes :
—

‘ Tadartharn’ means ‘for the accomplish-

ment of the king’s purpose protecting of the people is the

king’s duty, and as this protecting cannot be done without

punishment, it is punishment itself that is called the ‘protection’

and it is eulogised by being styled ‘Dharma’ itself.—It is quoted

again on p. 292.

The verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 646),

which adds the following notes :—The merit arising from the

protection of the people is the king’s ‘ Artha ’ or ‘purpose’—-for

the sake of this the ‘Lord’, Creator of the people, created punish-

ment, which is ‘ brahmatejomayam, ’ the natural Power of

Hiranyagarbha, and which is ‘Dharma’ itself, i.e., the consolida-

tor of Dharma ;—both these epithets being purely valedic-

tory;—and in Vivddachintamani (p. 261), which explains
‘tadartham dharmam’ as for the purpose of establishing

Dharma;—and
‘

brahrnatejoniayam’ as ‘constituted of the

essence of Hiranyagarbha ’;—it adds that this is mere eulogy.

It is quoted also in Rajanitiratndkara (p. 37 b).

VERSE XV

'Bhogaya. kalpante ’—
‘ Become capable of providing

mjoyment’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘are enabled to enjoy’ (Kulluka).
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This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 646)

;

—in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 284), which adds the

following notes :
—

‘ Tasya ’,
‘ of the punishment

—

Question :

“Punishment, a source of fear, should have ended in the

Ablative”.—The answer to this is that all that is meant to be

expressed is relationship in general (and not the fact of being

a source of fear)
;
that is why we have the Genitive.—It is

quoted again on p. 292 ;—and in Vivadachintdmani (p. 261).

VERSE XVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p.

285), which explains
‘

Shaktiin as ‘capacity to bear’ ;—again on

p. 292 ;—’and in Vivadachintdmani (p. 261).

VERSE XVII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 646),

which adds the following notes:

—

Raja, so called because of his

giving satisfaction (raftjanat),—purusah
,

‘equal to the

Supreme Being’, residing in the hearts of the people ;—he is the

netd, the ‘leader’, the propagator of Dharma.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 292) ;

—

and in Vivadachintdmani (p. 261), which has the follow-

ing notes :

—

Raja, so called because he keeps the people

contented (prajdratljanat),—puru$ah, the Supreme Person,

because he abides in the heart (puri shete) of the people,—

neta, ruler, master,
—

‘

shasita

\

the propagator of proper

righteousness.

VERSE XVIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 646),

which explains jagarti as ‘being awake’ in the sense that it

serves the purpose of freeing men from all fear of thieves and

other mischief-makers ;—in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p.
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292) ;—and in Vivadachintamani (p. 261), which says

that ‘jagarti’ means that he does the work of quelling

thieves, which can be done only by a wakeful and watchful

person.

VERSE XIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 647),

which explains
‘

svadhrtah’ (which is its reading for sa dhrtah)

as ‘ deservedly inflicted ’ ;—in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 292) and also on p. 284;—find in Vivadachintamani

(p. 262), which explains ‘sudhrtah' (which is its reading for

sa dhrtah) as ‘properly administered,’

—

‘samtk#ya' as ‘according

to the scriptures’.

VERSE XX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 648),

which explains
‘dandya? as ‘one who deserves punishment’ ;

—

in Viramitrodaya, (Rajaniti, p. 292),—and also on p. 284,

where the following explanation is added :—Just as people

eat fish after cooking it on the spit, so would the strong in-

jure the weak and take away their riches and other belongings

;

—and in Vivadachintamani (p. 263), which explains

‘dandye^u' as ‘those deserving punishment’.

VERSE XXI

This verse is quoted in Vivdda/ratndkara (p. 648),

which explains
‘ adharottaram’ as ‘subversion of the natural

order of superiority and inferiority —in Viramitrodaya

(Rajaniti, p. 292) ;—and in Vivadachintamani (p. 263),

which, explains ‘ adharottaram’ as ‘the reversal of all standards

of superiority and inferiority.’
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VERSE XXII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 286), which adds the explanation that it is difficult to

have any one pure by his very nature ; in most cases it is only

through fear of punishment that people are kept on the right

path.—It is quoted again on p. 292 ;—and in Vivada-

chintamani (p. 263).

VERSE XXIII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 286), which lexplains ‘ bhogdya kalpante ’ as ‘ remain

fixed on their path.’—It is quoted again on p. 292;—and

in Vivadachintdmani (p. 263).

VERSE XXIV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 286), whj^h adds the following notes :

—
‘ Duqyeyuh ’

—

‘ men of the lower castes would have intercourse with women

of the higher ones and thus give birth to improperly mixed-

castes ’
;
and on this same account ‘ all bounds of propriety

indicated by the scriptures would be broken down.’ It is

quoted again on p. 293 and in Vivadachintdmani

(p. 263), which explains ‘ vibhrama ’ as ‘ non-infliction ’ or

‘wrong infliction ’ (of punishment).

VERSE XXV

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara, (p. 646),

which adds the following explanation :
—

* In the kingdom where

the dark-complexioned red-eyed Personification of Punishment

iR active* the people prosper,:—provided that the administrator,

the ruler, judges rightly’;—and in Vivadachintamani

(p. 261), which explains * netd .pashyati \ ‘if the adminis-

tator of justice judges rightly.’
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VERSE XXVI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 647)

which explains ‘ samiksya karinam ’ as ‘ one who acts

after due consideration of the exigencies of time and place.’ ;

—

and in Vivadachintamani (p. 262), which adds the same

explanation of ‘ samiksya karinam.’

VERSE XXVII

‘ Vi§amah ’—
‘Irascible* (Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Kul-

luka and Ragliavananda);
—

‘
partial ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara, (p. 647),

which explains ‘ samyak ’ as ‘ with due deliberation,’

—

‘ kamatma. ’ as ‘ one who acts just as he pleases ’— and
‘ Visamah ’ as ‘adopting the wrong course by reason of

partiality
;

’—and in Vivadachintamani ’ (p. 262), which

explains
‘ Kamatma ’ as ‘ if the king acts as he pleases,’

and ‘ Visamah. ’ as ‘ acting wrongly through partiality or

prejudice.’

VERSE xxvrn

Tliis verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 647)

which adds that punishment is called ‘ sumahattejah ’ in

the sens# that it is extremely sharp ;—and in Vivada-

chintamani (p. 262), which says that ‘ bandhava ’ here

stands for the son,— and that ‘ sumahat tejah * refers to its

forcible character.

VERSE XXIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 647), which

explains ‘ tatah ’ as ‘ after destroying the king along

with his relations’;—and in Vivadachintamani (p. 262),

which explains * tatah ’ as ‘after destroying the king and

his bdndhavas
1
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VERSE XXX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 647),

which explains ‘ mudhena ’ as ‘ devoid of right imagination’,

—

and ‘ akrtabuddhina ’ as ‘ one who has not learnt the

scriptures ’ ;—and in Vivadachintamani (p. 262), which

explains ‘ mudhena ’ as ‘lacking imagination,’—and ‘akrtabud-

dhinai,’ as ‘ignorant of the scriptures.’

VERSE XXXI

‘ Satyasandhah ’
—

‘Regarding Truth as predominant’

(Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ faithful to his promise ’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka

and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 647) ;

—

and in Vivadachintamani (p. 262).

VERSE XXXU

This verf^ is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti,

p. 121).

VERSE XXXVII

‘ Viduqdh ’
—

‘ Those who know the meaning of the Vedas
’

(Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ learned in the Sciences of Polity and the like
’

(Kulluka).

This verse is quoted, along with verses 38 to 42, in

Rajanitiratnakara (p. 56).

VERSE XXXVTTT

This verse is quoted tin Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti,

p. 119), which adds the following notes:
—

‘

vrddhan ’ as

* advanced in age, be they Brahmanas or non-Brahmanas * ;

—

‘ vipran ’ and * vedavidah ’ have been already explained
‘ shuchin ’ is ‘free from guile’;—Medhatithi adds that this
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qualification also is one that has not been mentioned else-

where ; but Kulluka Bhatta holds that all the rest are only

qualifications of ‘ vipran ’ [so that Brahmanas alone are

meant] ;—the meaning of the second line is that ‘ the king

is respected also by those reckless, merciless ruffians who art*

devoid of all virtues, not say by ordinary people.”

VERSE XXXIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 119), as describing the results proceeding from doing what

is prescribed in the preceding verse ; it adds the notes that

‘ even though the king be already well-disciplined, yet he should

learn discipline further, for the purpose of securing greater

efficiency.’

VERSE XL

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 1 19).

VERSE XLI

“ Vena is often taken as a type of an undisciplined king.

He was the son of Sunitha and father to Prthu Nahusa,

son of Ayus (the Mahabharata I and V), was ruined by love

and ambition...Sudas was king at the time of the great

Vashistha, and a leader of the Trtsu (Rgveda VII. 18)...

Sumukha is unknown to me. Nimi is said to be a Videha
king ”—Hopkins.

Gharpure notes the following references to the Mahd-
bhdrata ;—(1) Dronaparva (69) (2) Shantiparva (28-137,

58-102) ;—(3) Adiparva (63-5, 69-29) ;—(4) Udyogaparva

(101-12);—(5) Bhismaparva (6-14);—(6) Sabha-parva (8-9).

These are meant to refer respectively to the six kings'raen-

tioned in the text

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti.

p. 119), which notes that Sudasa was the son of Paijavana,
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VERSE XLII

“ Prthu (cf. 9. 44) was the title of several gods as well

as kings. The one meant is probably he whose happy reign

is described in the 7th and 12th books of the Mahabharata.

Mann needs only an exclamation [Hopkins evidently forgets

(1) that, the person speaking is not Manu himself, and (2)

that there have been several Manus]. ‘Kubera was god of

wealth and Gadhi’s son was Vishvamitra who was born a

Ksattriya. ”—Hopkins.

Gharpure refers to the Mahabharata, Shantiparva (58-107)

and Bhagavata (4-13, 145).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 120).

VERSE XLI1I

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on 1. 310), which,

reads ‘ atmavidbhyo *
(for ‘ dtmavidydm ’) and hence avoids

the confusion felt by the commentators on Manu ;—in

Madanapdrij&ta (p. 222), which explains ‘ dandariiti ’ as

‘ Arthashastra \ * Science of Polity ’,— varta ’ as ‘ agriculture,

commerce, cattle-tending and so forth ’,—and ‘ tray'% ’ as ‘ Rk,

Yayus and ‘ Saman ’ ;—in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 118),

wliich notes the reading ‘ vidyam ’, in which case, it says,

the whole is to be construed with ‘ adhigachchet ’ of

verse 39 ,—in Nrsimhaprasada (Ahnika, p. 36a) ;—and in

Rajcmitiratnakara (p. 6a).

VERSE XLIV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 118).

VERSE XLV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 148)

;

—in Parasharamddhava (Achara, p. 413) as describing

the ‘ vices ’ which are to be avoided by the king.
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VERSE XLVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 148) ;—in .Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 413) ;

—

and in Smrtitattva (p. 716 and again on p. 742), as describing

the vices.

VERSE XLVH

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 413) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 147), which explains

‘ parivddah ’ as ‘ describing the defects of other persons

—

‘ vrthdtya ’ as ‘ listless wandering ,’—and ‘ tauryatrikam ’

as ‘dancing, singing and music’;—in Viramitrodaya

(Laksana,p. 198) ;—in Mitaksara (on 1. 310);—in Smrtitattva

(p. 717), which explains ‘ tauryatrikam ’ as ‘dancing, singing

and music ’;—and again on p. 742, where ‘ aksa ’ is explained

as ‘gambling.’

VERSE XLVHI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 413) ;—in Mitaksara (on 1. 308) ;—in Smrtitattva

(p. 717), wliicli explains
‘paishunya' as ‘proclaiming the un-

known faults of others, malice ,’—
‘ sahasa ’ as ‘ punishing

the guiltless with imprisonment and so forth,’
—

‘ droha ’ as

‘ desire to injure others,’
‘

irsya ’ as ‘not brooking the good

of others
,’—

‘ asuya ’ as ‘ finding fault with the good quality in

others ,’—and ‘ arthadusanam ’ as ‘ seizing of property and

witholding of what is due’ ;—again on p. 742, where the same

explanations are repeated.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 148),

which notes that- the number ‘eight’ is made up by ‘vakpa-

ru$yam ’ and ‘ dandajam paru§yam and goes on to explain
‘pmshunyam’ as ‘ malice, proclaiming such faults of others

as are not generally known,’
—

‘ sahasa ’ as ‘punishing of the
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innocent with imprisonment and so forth
,’—

‘ droha ’

as ‘in-

juring the Brahmana —‘ irsya ’ as ‘ not bearing the good of

others,’
—

‘ asuya ’ as ‘ picking faults in the good qualities of

others

‘

arthadusana ’ as ‘ siezing the property of others

and witholding what is due to others
—

‘ vdkparu$ya ’ as

‘ reviling and so forth ,’—and ‘ dandapdru$ya ’ as ‘ harshness

of punishment, i. e., the imposing of heavy fines or corporal

punishment, for slight offences.’

VERSE XLIX

Tliis verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 413) ;—and in Virarnitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 148).

VERSE L

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 413) ; in Mitak$ard (on 1. 308) ,—in Viramitrodaya

(Rajaniti, p. 148) ;—and in Virarnitrodaya (Laksana, p. 198).

* VERSE LI

This verse is quoted in Mitakqard (on l. 301);

—

in Virarnitrodaya (Laksana, p. 198) ;—in Virarnitrodaya>,

(Rajaniti, p. 148) ;—in Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p. 413).

VERSE Lll

This verse is quoted in Virarnitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 148).

VERSE LIH

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 414) ;—and in Virarnitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 149), which

explains ‘ adhodho orajati
’

as ‘ falls into hell and adds that

hells have been described as located in the Nether Regions

(that is why they are spoken of as ‘ addudi l * down below ’).
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VERSE LIV

‘ Labdhalaksan’—•* Experienced ’ (Medhatithi) ;

—
‘ who

fail not in their undertakings ’ (Govindaraja, Nandana and

Raghavananda) ;
—

‘skilled in the use of weapons.’

‘Suparrik$itan ’
—

‘ Tried through temptations’ (Medhatithi);—
‘ tried as to incorruptibiliy ’ (Narayana) ;

—
‘ tested by spies

’

(Govindaraja) ;

—
‘ bound to fidelity by oath, by tohching the

images of gods and such sacred objects (Kulluka and

Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on 1. 311) to

the effect that the king should appoint seven or eight coun-

cillors ;—in Pardsharamddhava (Acharu p. 405) ;—in

Virarnitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 177), which explains, 'labdha-

laksan ’ as ‘paridrstakarmanah ’,
‘ who have seen action ’,

i.e., ‘experienced’ ;—in Nitimayukha (p. 61), which explains

‘ labdhalaksan ’ as ‘ clever ’,
—

‘ maulan ’ as ‘ hereditary ’ ;

—

find in Rajanitiratnakara (p. 9 b).

VERSE LV

This verse is quoted in Virarnitrodaya. (Rajaniti, p. 177);

—and in Virarnitrodaya (Laksana, p. 215).

VERSE LVI

‘Sthanaml—‘Halting’ (Nandana).—Buhler misrepresents

Medhatithi when he attributes to him the alternative explana-

tion of sthana as ‘loss of his Kingdom’, in reality Medhatithi-

says ‘stability of the Kingdom’ as rightly understood bv

Hopkins.

This- verse is quoted in Virarnitrodaya (Rajaniti, p.

316.), which, adds the following notes :

—

Taih, ‘with the said

councillors,-—chintayet, ‘the King should deliberate/

—

satndkih) ‘ idlismces’—vigrahah, ‘declaration of war’,-—stha-

nam, ‘consisting of the four factors of the army, treasury, capital

57
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city and Kingdom’,-—' samvdayah] 'agriculture, pasture?, out-

posts, traders, cattle, customs, fines and so forth,’

—

gvptih,

protection of his Kingdom,

—

labdhaprashamanam, ‘bestowing

of honours and gifts upon temples, hermitages and learned

men’;—the meaning of the phrase samanyam sandhivigrahom

is that ‘he should discuss questions of peace and war in

general, the detailed and specific details being discussed in

connection with the
l

$a<igunya.’

It is quoted also in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 405) and in Rdjanltiratndkara ;—(p. 10 b).

VERSE LVII

This verse is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p.

178);—in Parasharamadhava '

(Achara, p. 406);—and

in Nltm.ayv.kha (p. 53).

VERSE LVHI

This vegBe is quoted in Parasharamadhava (AchSra,

p. 406);—ana in Vlramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 178).

VERSE LIX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 406);—and in Vlramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 178).

VERSE LX '

This verse is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 185)J

—and in Nltimayukha (p. 53).

VERSE LXI

Adhyak$aprachdrey

(Medhatithi, p. 511, L 14)—This is

the name of one of the chapters in Kautilya’s Arthashdstrd.

It is referred to again in the Bhdsya on verse 81 below. -
-

. This verse is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 185) and in Nltimayukha (p. 53).
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VERSE LXII

‘ Karmdnta ’
—

‘ Bhaksya-kdrpumvdpddayah ’,
* Food-

stuffs, cotton fabrics, utensils and so forth’ or ‘sowing of seeds of

food-grains and cotton etc.’ (Medhatithi, to whom Buhler,

on the strength of his own Mss., attributes the explanation

‘sugar-mills, distilleries and so forth’) ;
—

‘store-houses of sugar-

cane, grains and such things’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p.

187), which adds the following notes :

—

Te$dm, ‘from among

the said assistants’ ;
—

‘

arthe,’ ‘in the work of collecting revenue’

;

which is further explained by the term ‘dkarakarmdnta ’ ;

—

‘blitrvn ‘those who are full of fear of this world as well as

of the next’

It is also quoted in Apardrka (p. 581) ;—and in

Nitimayvlha (p. 53), which explains '‘dkard! as ‘mines of gold

and other metals ’,
—

‘ karmantoC as
‘

granaries',—and ‘ antar-

niveshana’ as ‘the bed-room and other private apartments,* and

adds that there should be ‘ bhtru ’, cowards, as brave men might

kill the king.

VERSE LXin

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajanfti,

p. 188), which adds the following notes'
—

‘

Sarvashdstravi-

sharadavi ’, ‘expert in several sciences, scriptural as well as

temporal’ ;
—

‘

ihgitam ‘w ords and accents indicative of people’s

intentions’,
—

‘ dkdrah ’, ‘joyous or pale expression of the face,

indicative of joy or grief’ ;
—

‘

chestd\ ‘ such actions as the throw-

ing about of the arms and so forth, which are indicative of

anger and other emotions’ ;—the man appointed should know

.all these.

This verse is quoted also in Vtramitrodaya (Laksana

p, 225) j-^and in Rdjanttiratndkara (p. 28 b).
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VERSE LXIV

*

Anuraktah’—‘Loyal to the king’ (Medhatithi, Oovinda-

raja and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘attached to the people’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Laksana,

p. 225) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 188), which

adds the following notes :

—
‘ Anuraktah,’ ‘ attached to the

people and hence not likely to be disagreeable even to

enemy-kings ’ ;
—

‘ shuchih,
’ '

pure in his dealings with women

and money ’;
—

‘ dak$ah,’ ‘ one who never misses his opportun-

ity to act ;
—

‘ snirtimdni ‘ not likely to forget either

the instructions of his own king or the replies given by the

other party —‘ deshakdlavit ’, ‘ capable of alterir either

his own king’s message or the reply given by the oth#1 party,

or his own operations, in view of the altered conditions of time

and place in which he may find himself;

—

‘vapu$man ’, ‘ pos-

sessed of excellent physical features’,
1 —vitahhlh ’,

1 who is

capable of telling even disagreeable things to the king, if it is

likely to be beneficial to the latter’s interests.’

VERSE LXV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 188) ; and in Rdjanitiratndkara (p. 27 b.)

VERSE LXVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 188).

VERSE LXVn

* Nigudhehgitache$titaih ’
—

‘ By his own hidden gestures

and actions ’ (Govindaraja) ;
—

‘ through the gestures and ac-

tions of the confidential agents of the other party ’ (Kulluka)

;

—
* through men who hide their own significant gestures and

ft$(ms • (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 188).
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VERSE LXVIII

The Bha§ya on this verse has not been seen by us.

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 188).

According to Medhatithi (mentioned by Buhler), the

verse refers to the Ambassador who should so act as not

to bring evil upon his own party ; while according to others

it refers to the king. Kulluka leaves it doubtful.

VERSE LXIX

* Jdhgalam

'

—“The full definition of Jdhgala is,

according to a verse quoted by Govindaraja, Raghavananda and

Kulluka, as below
—

‘That country is called Jdhgala which has

little water and grass, where strong breezes prevail, the heat is

great, where rain and the like are abundant.”—Buhler.

‘ Andvilmn ’•
—

‘ Where the people are not quarrelsome
’

(Medhatithi, mentioned by Buhler ; though the Bhasya on

this verse also is not found in any of the printed editions,

nor in any of the Mss. consulted by us) ;
—

‘ not subject to

epidemic diseases ’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 197), which quotes the defintion of ‘ Jdhgala ’ noted

above, and adds that the qualification that ‘water should

be scarce ’ is meant to indicate that such a place would be

less likely to be attacked by the enemy ; in the capital itself

the supply of water should be abundant. It adds the follow-

ing explanatory notes on the text :—The place should be

fully supplied with * shasya \ i. e., with rich and fresh supplies

of grains from the autumn, winter, spring and rain harvests ;•

—

it should be ‘ aryaprayam i. e., full of virtuous people ;

—

* andvila ’, i. free from all dangers from serpents, tigers

and the like,— ‘ ramya,’ agreeable, pleasant,
—

‘ anatasdman-

ta ’,
‘ having all subsidiary kings fully won over by gifts

of presents and honors,—and ‘ svaj'ivya ’, ‘where means of
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agriculture and trade are easily procurable’;—in ‘ deshamdvazet,'

the accusative ending is due to the root ‘ vas ’ being preceded

by the preposition
‘

a*

VERSE LXX

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 406), as describing the various kinds of fortification ;

—

in Mitakjara (on 1. 320) as describing the six kinds

of fortification ;—in Vlramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 202) ;

—

and in Vlramitrodaya (Loksana, p. 239), which adds

the following explanations :

—

Dhanvadurgam ’ is ‘ the forti-

fication in the midst of a desert ’, called ‘ durga ’, because

of its inaccessibility due to absence of water and other

difficulties ;—it suggests another explanation of the name

—

‘ dhanva ’ is the name of a tract of land devoid of shelter

and water
;
and a fort that is surrounded by such a tract of

land is
‘

dhanvadurga'', the meaning being that the king

should make his fort, and then render its vicinity waterless

and shelterBss. It notes a third explanation of the name :

—

‘ Dhanvan, ’ ‘ bow,’ indicates the ‘ dhanvin ’, ‘ archer ’
; hence

‘ dhanvadurga ’ would mean a ‘ line of defence consisting of

of men armed with bows and arrows ’. This, it says, is not

right; as it involves the necessity of having recourse to meta-

phorical explanation
;
and also because we have never heard

of such a ‘fort’
;
again because such a ‘ line of defence ’ could

be very easily broken through ; and lastly because this would

be the same as the ‘ nrdurga ’ coming later.
—

‘ Naradurga '

is the line of defence consisting of the army; and this

.consists of elephants, chariots, horses and archers

;

and as this also would include archers, the separate name
‘ dhanvadurga ’ could not stand for the same sort of

defence.—The ‘ Mahtdurga ’ is the ‘fort made of bricks

and stones on the ground ’;—some people explain it

as a fort consisting only of an unevenly rugged tract of

land ;—the ‘Mahidnrga’ has been thus defined in Au&hanasa
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Dhanurveda—‘ That fort, is called Mahtdurga which

insists of a tract of land, portions of which are very high

and others very low ;
it is equipped with all accessories, well

guarded and filled with all means of offence and defence.

The ‘ Jaladurga' consists of that place which is surround-

ed by swift and unfordable streams of water.—The ‘Vana-

durga' is a tract of land surrounded by impenetrable forests

and trees.
—

‘ Baladurga or Nrdurga ’ is that line of defence

which consists in the dispositions of the army.—The ‘Giri-

durga ’ is erected either on the summit of a mountain, or in

a. tract of land surrounded by hills.

It is quoted in Nrsimhaprasdda (Samskara, p. 72 a)

:

—and in Nitimayvkha (p. 64), which adds that Kamandaka

mentions the Airana-durga also.

VERSE LXXI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (RajanTti,

p. 203)» which explains “ bdhugunyena ’ as ‘ by reason of

its having many apparent advantages, such as inaccessibility

and so forth’;—in Nrsimhaprasdda (Samskara p. 72 a);

—

and in Nitimayvkha (p. 65), which says that the genitive

in ‘ ete$am ’ (which is its reading for ‘ e.?dm hi)' denotes

selection.

VERSE LXXII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (RajanTti,

p. 202), which adds the following explanations :—From

among the first three kinds of fort, wild animals take

shelter in the fort consisting of the desert,
—

‘animals living

in., holes,’ i. rats take shelter in the fort consisting of

the ground, fish take shelter in the ‘fort’ consisting of

unfordable water ;—monkeys take shelter in trees, which

constitute their fort’,'—and man takes shelter under men,

who constitute his ‘fort’,—and the gods take shelter on
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mountain-peaks, like the Kailasha. What is meant is that

‘just as the gods and others take shelter under the

defences of the Kailasha peak and so forth, so should the king

take shelter in a fort

VERSE LXXIH

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 202).

VERSE LXX1V

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 202)

;

—in Viramitrodaya (Laksuna, p. 238) ;—in Nitimayukha

(p. 65), which says that even if the attack is made by men ten

times the number of the garrison, they are repulsed ;—and

in Rajamtiratnakara (p. 20a).

VERSE LXXV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 204)

;

—in Viramitrodaya (Laksana, p. 238) ;—in Parasharama-

dhava (Achara, p. 407) ;—in Nrsimhaprasdda (Samskara,

p. 72a) ;—and in Nitimayukha (p. 65), which explains

‘ mantraih ’ (v. I. ‘ yantraih ’) as ‘ persons well versed in, the

use of incantations for the cure of snake-bite and other ills ’.

VERSE LXXVI

-
‘ Sarvartukam ’—‘Provided with the produce of all

seasons’ (Medhatithi,Govindaraja,Kulluka and Raghavananda);

—• habitable in all seasons ’ (Nandana and Narayana).

.. This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 407) and in Nitimayukha (p. 65), which explains

‘ sarvartukam ’ as ‘ with gardens containing trees of fruits

of all seasons, or stocked with fruits and flowers of all seasons ’,

—and ‘ sarvavastusamanvitam ’ as ‘ stocked with things nead-

ed in several seasons ’.
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VERSE LXXVH

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 407).

VERSE LXXVIII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 407) ;—and in Rajanitiratnakara (p. 13 b).

VERSE LXXIX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 407).

VERSE LXXX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 407) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 187), which

explains ‘ samvatsarikam halim ’ as the ‘ yearly tax ’,
—

‘ lake ’

as ‘ among the people ’,—and ‘ dshrayaparah ’ us ‘ inclined

to provide livings for the poor and the helpless.’

VERSE LXXXI

. This verse is quoted in Apararha (p. 581), which

explains ‘ haryam

'

as ‘ good and bad deeds.’

VERSE LXXXIV

‘ Ghyavate1—
' Becomes spoilt’ (Medhatithi)

; Kulluka

leads ‘ vyathaQ ’ and explains it as ‘ dries up ’
; and

Raghavananda as ‘ causes pain ’.

This verse is quoted in Rajauitiratnakara (p. 14a).

5«
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VERSE LXXXV

‘ Samain '—
‘ Middling ’ (Medhatithi) ;

—
‘ neither more

nor less than what is described in the scriptures’ (Kulluka and

Govindaraja) ;
—

‘ equal to the kindness shown ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 286).

VERSE LXXXV1

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 303), to the

effect that the value of a gift varies in proportion to the

qualifications of its giver and receiver.

VERSE LXXXVO

This verse is quoted in Virawitrodaya (Rajanlti,

(p. 405).

VERSE LXXXVIT1

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara.

p. 413).

* VERSE LXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajamti,

p. 405), which explains ‘ mithati as ‘ vying with each other’;—

•

and in Rajaintiratndkara (p. 28 a).

VERSE XC

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti,

p. 405), which explains ‘ digdhaih ’ as ‘ poisoned’.

VERSE XCI

‘ SthalaruJham’—-‘Who is standing on the other ground'

(Medhatithi, Kulluka and Raghavananda) -j-r one Who, in

flight, has climbed on an eminence’ (Narayana). •

This verse is quoted in Viraimtrodaya (Rajanfti, p. 406)

;

and in Nitimayukha (p. 80).
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VERSE XCII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti,

p. 406) ;—and in Nitimayukha (p. BO).

verse xcra

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti,

p. 406) ;—and in Nitimayukha (p. 81).

VERSE XCIV

Nowhere in Medhatithi do we find any indication of the

explanation that is attributed to him by Hopkins.

This verse is quoted in Nitimayukha (p. 80).

VERSE XCV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya. (Rajanlti, p. 408).

VERSE XCVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti,

p. 409), which adds the following explanations :

—

‘ Sarvadravyani ’ stands for ‘clothes and other things’,

—

‘ kupya ’ for ‘ copper and metals other than gold and silver’.

VERSE XCVII

‘ Indro vai vftram <{?c.’ (Medhatithi, p. 522,1. 19).—This

quotation is from the Aitareya Brahmana, HI. 21—(Buhler).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti,

p. 409), which explains ‘ aprthagjitam ’ as ‘ what has been

won by the soldiers collectively.
’

VERSE XLIX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 413) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 131).
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VERSE C

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya, (Rajaniti, p. 131).

VERSE CHI

‘ Nityamudyatadandah syai ’
—

‘ Sliould keep his army

fit by constant, exercise’ (Medhatithi, Govindarajaand Kulluka);

— ‘ should be always ready to strike (Narayana and

Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya,
* (Rajaniti,

pp. 133-134), which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Udyata

-

dandah,’•
—

‘ danda ’ here stands for the training and exercise

of the elephants, horses and other compliments of the army

;

and this should be ‘ udyata ’, ever active, ready ;—or ‘ danda ’

may stand for ‘ punishment of the wicked,’ and this should

be ‘ udyata always inflicted in time.
—

‘ Vivrtapauru$ah ’

—

he whose ‘ paurusa ’ manliness
,

i.e., superiority in the

knowledge and use of weapons, is ‘ vivrta' displayed',- -

4 sambrtasamv^ryah ’—he whose secrets, i. e., councils,

appearances and' operations, are kept unknown to others.

VERSE cm

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya
,

(Rajaniti,

p. 134) which explains ‘udvijate ’ as ‘ becomes‘.afraid ’, which

means that his glory becomes proclaimed.

VERSE CIV

Buhler remarks that “ Medhatithi reads atandritah
,

”

hut there is nothing in Bha§ya to indicate this.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 134),

which explains ‘ amayaya ’ as
4
without guile’, ‘ varteta,’ as

‘ should behave*. &, towards his counsellors and others,—*’ and

in Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 413).
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VERSE CV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p.

117), which adds the following explanation :—He should try

liis best to keep his weak points from being known by the

enemy, and yet he himself should find out the weak points

of the enemy, such as disaffection among the people and so

forth
;
just as the tortoise hides within its body its head and

other limbs, in the same manner should he always keep won

over to his side, by bestowing gifts and honours, his own minis-

ters and other officers of state ;
and if, by chance, some dis-

affection should happen to arise among his people, he should

take remedial measures at once.

VERSE CVII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 404).

VERSE CVIII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 404),

to the effect that force should be employed only when all other

means have failed.

VERSE CIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 279).

VERSE CX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 253) which explains
‘

nirdata ’ as ‘he who weeds out grass

and other things growing in a cultivated field ,’—and
lKak§am ’

as * weeds.’

VERSE CXI

This verse is quoted in Pardftharamddhava (Achara,

p. 409);—and in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 254).
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verse cxn

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 409) ;—and in Viramitrodaya, (Rajanlti, p. 254).

verse cxm

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p.

248), which explains ‘ xangraha ’ as ‘ protecting, consolidation,

making one’s own.’

VEESE CXIV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p.

248), which supplies the following explanation :—In the midst

of two hundred, or three hundred, or five hundred villages, he

should establish an outpost, containing a detachment of infantry

and others;—if we read * rdstrasya xangraham ’ (in place of

‘ rdstrasya, guptaye) the meaning would be that, he should

establish a sahgraha, i. e., a ‘guard ’ consisting of a
‘gulmd an

outpost, and ‘ aiytxthita’ supervised by honest officers.—The
option regarding the extent of each charge is based upon

the diversity in the strength of robbers and other mischief-

makers in varying areas.

VERSE CXV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 248).

VERSE CXVI

“ This rule refers to offences with which the persons who

report them are unable to deal (according to Medhatithi,

Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghavananda)
;
Narayana thinks

that chiefly refusals to pay the revenue or disputes on such

matters are meant”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 250),
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VERSE CXVII

This vers« is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 250).

VERSE CXVII]

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 250), which explains the meaning to be that the ‘lord of

the village’ should receive for his living only the food, drink

and fuel and such other things as are due to be presented to

the king,—and not the annual rent ;—this annual rent being

realised by the king himself through a trusted official.

VERSE CXIX

‘ Kulaiu'- A portion of the village, known in some

places as ghatta, and in others as ‘ u§ta' ;
—

‘as much land as

can be cultivated with two ploughs ’ (Kulluka) ;
—

‘ as much as

is cultivated by one cultivator ’ (Nandana).

Tins verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 251), which adds the following notes:
—

‘

Kulam ’ is a portion

of the village, called
‘pddukd,’ says Kalpataru:—others

however hold that it stands for as much land as can be

cultivated by two ploughs. That much of land he should have

for his livelihood.

VERSE CXX

‘ Prthakkaryant—
‘
Quarrels among each other ’ (Nara-

yana) ;
—

‘the separate affairs of the villagers’ (Nandana).

‘ Snigdhah’—‘Impartial’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ loyal to the

king’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 249), which explains ‘prthakkaryani’ as ‘quarrels among
themselves ’ ;—it notes that if we adopted the reading ‘prthak-

kqydni’ the meaning would be ‘ matters on . which there is

a difference of opinion among them.’
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VERSE CXXI

‘ Graham’—
‘ The planet Mars ’ (Medhatithi) ;

—
‘ Planet,

Venus and others’ (Kulluka) ;
—

‘the Sun’ (Govindaraja) ;

—

‘the Moon’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 249), which adds the following notes:
—

‘ Uehchaissthanam ’

means ‘ highly placed in the matter of birth and so forth,’—or

‘ having a highly placed seat
—

‘
ghorarupam ’ means

‘ awe-inspiring.’

VERSE CXXII

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 250), which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Anuparikrdmdt ’

i.e., wherever the lawful people are being oppressed by unlawful

people, he should strengthen the former with his own forces

;

—
‘ vrttam ’ means ‘ behaviour

’

;
—

‘

parinayet means ‘report’;
‘

tachcharaih’g through the king’s agents.’

verse cxxni

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 253) ;—and in Vivadaratnakara (p. 367).

VERSE CXXIV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 367),

which explains ‘kdryikebhyah' as ‘men who have business,

suitors.’

VERSE CXXV

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

pp. 251-252).
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VERSE CXXVJ

‘Pana’—See 8. 136.

Drona—‘Four ddhakas, i.e., 10 seers’ (Medhatithi and

Kulluka) ;
—

‘ 512 pa-las ’ (Govindaraja).

“ Govindaraja and Kulluka state that the highest servants

shall receive six times as much grain and clothes as the lowest,

and the middle class servants three times as much as the

lowest”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 252), which adds the following notes:
—

‘

Avakrqtasya'

'of domestic servants’;
—

‘

vetanam,’ footling,

—

‘ achhddah’,

'two pieces of clothing’,
—

‘

dronah,’ ‘ four ‘ Adhakas ’;—and in

Shuddhikawnudi (p. 240).

VERSE OXXV1I

' Yogah>emam ’
—

‘Charges incurred for security of pro-

perty against royalty and thieves and robbers ’ (Medhatithi) ,

—

‘ net profits (yoga) and charges for seeming the goods against

robbers &c.’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 259), which adds the following notes:—What has been

paid for the cloth, salt and other articles of merchandise ?

What are likely to be the profits from selling them? From
what distance has all this been brought ? What quantity

of food and vegetables and condiments have been spent by

the man in importing the goods ? How much he has lost over

the charges incurred in securing his goods against robbers

and other dangers of the journey ? What is the profit he is

actually making ? What is he spending over the guarding of

his merchandise against robbers and thieves ?—the King

should take into consideration all this and then fix the taxes

payable by the traders.

This verse is quoted also in Pardsharamddhaya

(Achara, p. 404).

59
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VERSE CXXVII1

The order of verses 128 and 129 of Medhatithi is

reversed in the other commentaries and hence by Buhler and

Burnell.

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 404) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 260), which

adds the following notes:

—

-Adanti,’ ‘eat’;
—

‘

ddyam', ‘.what is

tit for eating, i. e., blood, milk and honey ’ ;
—

‘ varyoko-vatsa-

qatpadah,' ‘ the leech, the calf and the bee’;—in the same

manner should the king draw from his kingdom only a small

amount of annual revenue, so that the principal capital of the

people may not be affected.

VERSE CXXIX

This vei'se is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 404) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 260), which

adds the following explanation:—The king should impose

taxes in such^a manner that he himself gets some reward

for what he does in the shape of securing safety to life and

property, and also the transactors of business—the cultivator,

the trader and others—also obtain a fair return for the work

that they do, in the shape of tilling the soil, trading and so

forth again on p. 264, to the effect that the taxes may be

enhanced or reduced in consideration of the loss or gain

actually accruing to the people concerned.

VERSE CXXX
The second half of this verse is quoted in Viramitro-

daya (ftSjanfti, p. 262), which remarks that the option laid

down is in view of the varying fertility of the soil and the

consequent greater or less labour involved in cultivation
; it

explains ‘ dhanya ’ as standing for Vrihi, Yum and so forth

and adds that what is here mentioned is to be realised only

from cultivators. - . 1
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VERSES cxxxi—cxxxh
These two verses are quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanfti,

p. 101), which adds the following notes:
—

‘Dm

'

is tree,

- mamsa,’ flesh of the goat and other animals,
—

‘

madhu

honey, ‘ sarpih,’ clarified butter, ‘ gandha’ sandal-wood and

the like,
—

‘

osadhi
’
gutluchi and the rest,

—
‘rasa,’ salt and

the like,

—

"puspa', Champaka and the rest,
—

‘

mulani the

Haridrd and so forth,

—

‘patra,’ the palm-leaf and the like.

VERSE CXXXIII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanfti,

p. 201) ;—and in Pardsharam,adhava (Achara, p. 408).

VERSE CXXXTV

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (on 8. 44) ;—in

Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 408) ;—and in Vira-

mitrodaya (Rajanfti, p. 141), which remarks that though this

verse mentions the ‘ Bralimana ’ in general, vet from what

follows in the next verse it is clear that what the text means is

to speak of only the learned Bralimana.

VERSE OXXXV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanfti.

p! 141) as indicating that it is incumbent on the king to see

that no learned Bralimana in his kingdom suffers from

hunger ;—and in Pardsharamadbava (Achara, p. 408).

VERSE CXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Viraniitrodaya (Rijanfti,

p. 141) ;—and again on p. 272.
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VERSE CXXXVIIJ

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 274), which adds that the service herein mentioned being

the only tax payable by them, no other tax should be imposed

upon these men.

VERSE CXXX1X

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 275), which explains
‘

dtmanmiochchheda ’ as ‘not realising

revenues and taxes,’ and
‘paramu!oeh chheda ’ as ‘realising

more revenue and taxes than what is proper.’

VERSE CXL

This verse is

p. 134).

quoted in Viramitrodaya

VERSE CXL1

(Rajaniti,

Buhler attributes the reading ‘ Shantam', for 'prajflam ,

to Medhatithi; ®but there is nothing in Bhasya itself to

justify this conclusion.

VERSE CXLII

This verse is quoted in Parash a,ramadhava (Achara.

p. 414).

VERSE CXLITI

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 294),

which explains
‘

hriyante’ as ‘ are robbed’; and adds that

the Genitive in ‘ sampashyatati denotes disregard.

VERSE CXLV

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Acha-

ra, p. 409);—in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 155);—

in Nrsimhaprasdda (Samskara, p. 740) ;—and in

Smrtiehandrika, (Vyavahara, p. 43).
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VERSE CXLVI

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadtiava (Achara,

p. 410);—in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 159), which

explains
‘

tatra’ as ‘in the Court’;—and in Smrtichan-

drika (Vyavahara, p. 61).

VERSE CXLV11

‘Nihxhalake ’
—

‘ Free from grass or such other places

of concealment’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Nandana)

;

—
‘ solitary ’ (Kulluka, Narayana and Raghavananda).

This
, verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 410);—in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 159) as laying down

the place for holding the Council ; it explains ‘ Nihshaldke ’

as ‘solitary place;'—in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 72b)

;

—and in Rajanitiratndkara (p. 22 a).

VERSE CXLVTI1

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 308)

;

—and in Rajamtiratndkara (p. 22 b).

VERSE CXLIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 809),

which adds the following notes:
—

‘

Jada' is ‘one who

is devoid of intelligence, idiot.,’
—

‘

tairyagyonah ’,
—

‘parrots,

starlings and the like,’
—

‘

vayotigah,' ‘very old persons,’

—

‘ Mlechchha \ stands for ‘ persons whose language is not

intelligible ’ ;—for ‘ Mlechchho’, another reading is ‘ kUbo.'

It is quoted in Rajanitiratndkara (p. 22 b).

VERSE CL

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 309),

whieh explains ‘ Adfta * as ‘ suspicious,’
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VERSE CLI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 410) ; —and in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 159) as laying'

down the time for holding the Council ;—and again on

p. 317).

VERSE CLI1

The second half of this verse is quoted in Pardsha-

I'amadhava (Achara, p. 410) ;—the entire verse in

Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 159),—and again on p. 31 7, where

the following notes are added
—

‘ Tesam ’ stands for ‘Dliarma’

—Artha—Kama ’, among whom, in most cases, there is

conflict ;

—
‘ mmupdrjanam ’ means ‘ attainment, in the proper

manner, i.e., the attainment of one or the other out of the three,

without detriment to the other two factors.’

VERSE CLIII

This verse*? is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 410) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 159) ;—again

on p. 317, where ‘ pranidhi ’ is explained as ‘ spy.’

VERSE CLIV

‘Astavidham karma ’—Medhatithi offers three expla-

nations :—(A)—(1) Conciliation, (2) Division, (3) Force.

(4) Presents, (5) Attempting the undone, (6) Completing what

is done, (7) Bettering what is completed, (8) Consolidating the

fruits of the operation ; -(B) (1) Trading routes, (2) Bridge-

making, (3) Fortification, (4) Strengthening of forts, (5) Eleph-

iuit-catching, (6) Mining, (7) Settling unpopulated tracts, and

(8) Clearing forests ;—(C)—(1) Revenue-collection,

(2) Expenditure, (3) Dismissing undesirable servants,

(4) Prohibiting of wrong, (5) , Deciding difficult points,

(6) Inspection of judicial affairs, (7) Inflicting of punishments,
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(8) prescribing purificatory penances.—Of these (B) is adopted

by Nandana, and (C) by Govindaraja, Kulluka, Niirayana and

Raghavananda.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 411), which explains that the ‘ eightfold business ’ has been

described by Ushanas, and it quotes the verses cited by

Medhatithi, to which it adds the note that
‘

shuddhi

?

is ‘expiatory

penance.’ It proceeds to explain panchavarga as standing for

( 1) JcapaWca,
beggar (2) dambhika, the hypocrite, (3) grhapali,

the householder (4) vaidehaha, and (5) the disguised hermit

;

it goes on to point out that it may stand for—(1) The

commencement of an operation, (2) the supply of men, (3) supply

of material, (4) precautionary measures and (5) success.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 1551),

where also the verses of Ushanas are quoted, to which the

following explanatory notes are added :

—
‘ Adcinam ’—i.

of taxes and other dues,
— visarga ’,

‘ making gifts of wealth,’

—
‘
prai$a ’ is the activity of the Minister and others relating

to temporal and spiritual matters,
—

‘ nisedhah ’, prohibiting

of inimical acts,
—

‘ anuvachana ’,‘ the king’s orders regarding

doubtful points’—and ‘ shuddhi ’ is ‘ expiatory penance.’

—

It explains ‘ paflchavarga ’ as consisting of—(1) allies,

(2) means of success, (3) apportionment of time and place, (4)

prevention of trouble and (5) success.

It is quoted again in the same work, on page 317,

where also the same verses from Ushanas are quoted, but

with a fuller explanatory note :
—

‘ Adanam ’ is ‘ collection of

revenue and other dues ’,
—

‘ visarga ’ is ‘ the giving away of

prizes and other presents \—‘pre$a ’ is the deputing of servants

(v. \.prai§a) and others,
—

‘ arthavachana’ is ‘taking of measuies

for amassing wealth —some works read, for ‘ arthavaehanam',
‘ anuvachanam’, which means ‘the king’s orders on doubt-

ful points ’,
—

‘ shvddhi ’ regarding Punishments, consists in

their being inflicted in accordance with law ; and that regarding

die
*
Self ’ consists in expiatory penances.—Next it quotes
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Medhatithi’s first explanation (A) of the ‘ eightfold business

and then proceeds to explain ‘patlchavarga ’ (of the text)

as meaning the ‘ group consisting of five spies’, as follows:—

(1) Those trustworthy persons who are experts in geography,

juts, languages and so forth, (2 1 those disguised as dwarfs,

foresters, dumb and deaf, insane or blind, (3) dancers, musicians,

and singers, (4) Ascetics and so forth. It then quotes the

other explanation of * paflchavarga ’ as consisting of allies

and the rest (see above). ‘ Aparagah ’ (of the text) means
‘ disaffection the sense being that the king should make it

his business to learn everything regarding the affection and

disaffection that there may be among Ministers, Prfests, the

Oommander-in-Ohief, the Heir Apparent, the Porter and others.

VERSE CLV

Cf. Kamandakiya Nitisara, 8. 14, 18.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 320), which aidds the following notes :—In the ‘ circle ’ of

kings, there are four kinds of kings—(1) The king seeking

conquest (2) the three kinds of enemy—the natural enemy,

the artificial enemy and the neighbouring state, (3) the middle

state, which is capable of defeating either of the two parties

to a conflict, taken singly (4) the neutral, who is capable of

smashing any one of the above three.

This verse is quoted in Rdjanitiratndkara (p. 36a).

VERSE CLV1

“The eight other constituents Jire, according to Kamandaki

8. 16—17, (a) in front beyond the foe’s territory—(1) a friend,

(2) the foe’s friend, (3) the friend’s friend (4) the foe’s friends,

friend;

—

(b) in the real—(1) he who attacks in the rear, (2) he

who restrains the latter, (3) and (4) the supporters of these

two.”—Buhler.

The first half of this verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya

(Rajaniti, p. 320), where also the above eight are mentioned.
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VERSE CLVI1

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajanlti,

p. B23), which enumerates the 72 as consisting of the

(1) conquering king, (2) his minister, (3) his kingdom, (4) his

fortress, (5) his treasury, (6) his army ;—and so with each

of the other eleven states of the ‘ Circle’; this twelve times six

makes 72.

VERSE CLVm

The second half of this verse is quoted in Parasha

-

ramadhava (Achara, p. 411) ;—and the first half in

Vtramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 321).

VERSE CLIX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 411) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 323), which

adds the following notes :

—
‘Abhisandadhyat ’ means ‘should

win over to his side’;—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara,

p. 72 b).

VERSE CLX

See Kamandaka (11. 27).

This I verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 411) ;—and in Vtramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 324),

which adds the following notes:
—

‘

Sandhi ’ is ‘alliance,

entering into a compact, such as we shall help each other with

elephants, horses and so forth,
—

‘ vigralia ’ is ‘ war ’,
—

‘
ydna ’

is. ‘ marching against the enemy’,
—

‘ asana ’ is ‘ staying within

one’s own territories, not minding the war that may have been

declared,'—
4 dvaidhtbhava ’ is ‘ dividing one’s own forces into

two parts',—and in Nfsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 72b).
60
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VERSE CLXI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 411),—and in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 324), which

explains ‘ Samshraya ’ as ‘ seeking the shelter of a more

powerful king, when hard-pressed by the enemy.’

VERSE CLXI1

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti,

p. 325), which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Sandhi' ‘alliance’,

is of two kinds—(1) the compact that ‘both of us should

march against a common enemy ’, and (2) the compact that

‘ you march this way, I march the other way —‘ War ’ also is

of two kinds—(1) declared by one’s self against an enemy, and

(2) undertaken for helping an ally attacked by an enemy ;

—

‘Marching’ also is of two kinds—(1) singly, and (2) conjointly

with an ally; ‘ Halting ’ also is of two kinds—(1) done on

account of weakness and (2) done for the purpose of waiting

to help an ally ;
—

‘Division of forces’ is of two kinds—(1) the

king remaining with half the force in the fort and the

Commander-in-chief going out to meet the enemy and (2) the

reverse arrangement ;
—

‘ Seeking protection’ also is of two kinds

—(1) done for the rescuing of what has been lost and (2) done

for awaiting future aggression.

VERSE CLXIII

Narayana and Nandana take the term * tada tvayatisam-

yxiktati as referring to two different cases,
—

‘yielding dither (a)

immediate or (6) future advantages.’

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 825)

to the effect that the two kinds of ‘ alliance ’ spoken of

above (see preceding note) tire each again of two kinds, aw

leading to (a) immediate advantage or (h) future advantage.
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VERSE CLXIV

‘ Akale ’—This is taken by Medhatithi with the second

clause and by Govindaraja with the first

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 325)

to the effect that ‘ war ’ is of two kinds—(1) That under-

taken for some special purpose of one’s own—this being done

either in the proper season, such as during the months of

November or December, or even out of season
;
and (2) that

undertaken for helping an ally who has been attacked by

an enemy.

VERSE CLXV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya, (Rajanlti, p.

326), as setting forth the two kinds of ‘ marching ’

—

(a) alone

or (6) accompanied by the ally.

VERSE CLXVI

‘ Daivat purvakrtena '—‘In consequence of imprudence

during present life,—and in consequence of acts committed

during previous existences ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja and

Kulluka) ;

—
‘by an enemy made formerly ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p.

326).

VERSE CLXVII

“ The text really mentions only one method of ‘ Division.’

Hence Medhatithi thinks that, in order to obtain the two kinds

required, it must be understood that the measure may be resorted

to either for one’s sake or for the sake of somebody else.—

Narayana makes the two methods out by supposing that in

the one case the army stops in front of the enemy under

the command of a general, while the king marches with a

portion of his forces, and that in the other case the contrary
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takes place.—Govindaraja quotes Kamandaki, 11.24, where a

different meaning, ‘ duplicity ’ is attributed to the term ‘ dvai-

dhtbhava”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 326) which explains ‘ Hhitih ’ as ‘ dvidhaLhvya sthitih'

‘taking up a position with forces divided ,’ and adopts the

explanation attributed (in the above note) to Narayana ;—and

in Rdjarutiratndkara (p. 24 b).

VERSE CLXVm

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 326), as describing the two kinds of ‘ Refuge ’

—

(a) that

taken for the purpose of regaining of what has been lost to

the enemy, and (b) that taken for the averting of future

trouble.

VERSE CLXIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 326), which
0
adds the following notes :

—
‘ ayatyam ,* ‘in the

future/
—

‘ adhiHyam,’ ‘ superiority of force,’
—

‘ taddtve,’ ‘ at the

time.’

VERSE CLXX

Cf. Kamandaka, 8. 4.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 327).

VERSE CLXXI

Cf. Kamandaka, 10. 26.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya

,

(Rajaniti,

p. 327).

VERSE CLXXII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 327).
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VERSE CLXXm
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This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 327).

VERSE CLXXTV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p.328).

VERSE CLXXV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 328).

VERSE CLXXVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 328) ;—and in Nitimayukha (p. 58).

VERSE CLXXVIJ

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 328) ;—and in Nitimayukha (p. 58).

VERSE CLXXVHI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 328).

VERSE CLXXIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p.328).

VERSE CLXXX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 328).
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VERSE CXXXI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 400) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 330) ;—and in

Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 72b).

VERSE CLXXXII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (AchSra,

p. 400) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 330) ;—in Smr-

titattva (p. 713); and again on p. 742, to the effect that

if the king’s business is urgent, he may proceed on an expedi-

tion at any time ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p.

72b) :—and in Rajamtiratnakara (p. 26a).

VERSE CLXXXIII

Cf. Kamandaka, 11. 3.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 401) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 330), to the

effect that the ^ enemy’s difficulty ’ being itself laid down as

affording the best opportunity for marching against him, there

is no room for any other consideration ;—and in Smftitattva,

(p. 742) to the same effect.

VERSE CLXXXIV

‘ Upagrhyaspadam’—
‘ Having won over the disaffected

servants of the enemy ’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghava-

nanda) ;
—

‘ having established a camp in the enemy’s country
’

(NSrayana).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 401) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 396),

which adds the following notes
—

‘ mule’,‘at the base, in his own

kingdom’
—

‘ vidhdnam ’, ‘measures for defending, such as

garrisoning and so forth.’
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VERSE CLXXXV

‘ Sadvidham balarn *

—

(1) Elephants, (2) horses, (3)

chariots, (4) foot-soldiers, (5) army-treasury, (6) labourers ; or

(1) the maula (2) bhrtya, (3) shrew, (4) mitra, (5) amitra

jind (6) dtavika
;

(Medhatithi) ;—the latter enumeration is

found in Kamandaka, 16. 6, which is adopted by Nandana.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 401) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 396),

which explains ‘ sadvidham balarn ’ as consisting of the

maula
,
the bhrtaka and so forth,’—and ‘ Sarnparayika-

kalpena ’as ‘in accordance with the rules of war’.

VERSE CLXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 397).

VERSE CLXXXVH

See Kamandaka, 19, for the various kinds of tactical

disposition of the forces.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 401) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 400), which

adds that full descriptions of the several Vyvhas the reader

will find in Laksanaprakasha ;—and in Rdjanitiratnakara

(p. 26 a).

VERSE CLXXXVHI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 402) and in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 400).

VERSE CLXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 402) ;

—

and in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 400).
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VERSE CXC

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 402);—and in Vtramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 401).

VERSE CXCI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara.

p. 402) :—and in Vtramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 404).

VERSE CXCII

‘Sthale'—‘Ground free from stones, trees, creepers,

pits etc.,’ . (Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Kulluka) ;
—

‘ hilly

ground’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 402) ;—and in Vtramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 405).

VERSE CXCIII
O

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 402) ;—and in Vtramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 405).

VERSE CXCIV

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 402);—in Vtramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 405);—and in

Rdja/nitiratndkara (p. 27 a).

'VERSE CXCV

This verse is quoted in Mitdhara (on 1.342), in

support of the view that before a country has been entirely

subjected, the conqueror should do nothing for the sake of

the people of that country;—in Pardsharamadhuva (Achara,

p. 402) and in Vtramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 403).
’

^
"
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VERSE CXCVI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 402) and in Vtramitrodaya (RajanJti, p. 403).

VERSE CXCVI1

The second half of this verse is quoted in Smrtitattva

(p. 742) ;—the entire verse in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 402) ;—and in Vtramitrodaya (RajanJti, p. 404),

which explains ‘ upajapet ’ as ‘ should create dissension,

alienate.’

VERSE CXCVHI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 403) ;—in Vtramitrodaya, (RajanJti, p. 404) ;—and in

Smrtitattva (p. 742).

VERSE CXCIX

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 742) ;—in

Parasharamadhava (Achara, p. 403) ,—and in Vtrami-

trodaya (RajanJti, p. 404).

VERSE CC

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara

,

p. 403);—in Vtramitrodaya (RajanJti, p. 404);—and in

Smrtitattva (p. 742), which reading ‘ samyattah ’ (for

‘ sampannah ’), explains it as * with due effort’.

VERSE CCI

‘ Parihara'—‘ Exemptions from taxes and custom-

dues etc.’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘gifts to the gods and Brahmanas ’

(Govindaraja and Kulluka) ;
—

‘gifts of clothes and ornaments

to the inhabitants ’ (Raghavananda).

61
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“ The term ‘parihara ’ occurs very frequently in the

inscriptions (see e. g., Arch. Reports of Western India, Vol. IV,

p. 104 et. seg), and means ‘exemption from taxes and payments

as well as other immunities These parihdras were regularly

attached to all grants to Brahmanas or temples Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 403) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Eajaniti, p. 409), which adds

the following notes :

—
‘ Jitvd ‘ having conquered the enemy’s

territories ’,
—

‘ devan dharmikan brahrnanan ’

—

i. e., those

inhabiting the conquered country
—

‘ sampvjayet ’,
—

‘ he

should worship ’, i. e., offer them lands, gold, presents and

honours’ ;
—

‘
pariharan ’ means ‘ explanations of his own

action in conquering the country, such as it was not through

greed for conquest that I have conquered this kingdom, this

king of yours wronged me deeply, that is why I have couquered

him—thereby showing that he is not to blame or ‘parihara ’

may mean ‘gifts such proclamations, for instance, as ‘ all the

gold and wealth that I have won I present to the

Brahmanas’ ;—similary he should proclaim such amnesty

as ‘ all those who,' through loyalty to their late king, acted

against me, only did their duty, and they need not fear any

retaliation from me

It is quoted in Nr&imhaprasada (Samskara, p. 73 a).

VERSE CCD

This verse is quoted in Parasharatnddhava (Achara,

p. 403) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Eajaniti, p. 410), which

adds the following notes :
—

* Te$am, ’ * of the minister and

other office-bearers of the late king,’
—

‘ chikimitam,’
‘

wish,’

—
‘ samam,’

‘

unanimous,’
—

‘ viditva,’ ‘ having ascertained,’

—

4 tadvamshyam,’
4

one bom of the same family as the king

killed in battle’,— ‘ sthdpayet,’ ‘ should install him in the

place of the late king,’
—

‘

Samyakriyam,’ ‘a compact to

the effect that henceforward you shall behave towards me in

such and such a manner’ ;—and in Nfsimhaprasada (Sams-

kara, p. 73 a).
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VERSE CCI1J

This verse is quoted in Viramdtrodaya (Rajanlti,

p. 410), which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Tesam,’
‘

of the

other king,’
—

‘
yathoditan,’

‘

as handed down by his

family-traditions,’
—

‘ dharman,*
‘ practices, cmstoms,’—these

he should make the
1

prarndnani’, the authority
,
by way of

oath, i. e., he should administer the oath in such words as

—

‘if you act contrary to this compact of yours, you fall off from

such and such high morality and custom handed down by

your family-traditions.’—It suggests also another explanation

of the verse as as follows
—

‘ Tendin' ‘ of the former king’

—

‘ yathoditan dharman' ‘the administrative measures taken for

the grant of livings to Brahmanas, ministers and others,’—these

he should ‘prarnanani kurvita,’ ‘ declare to be inviolable.’

It is quoted in Nrsimhaprasdda (Samskara, p. 73 b).

VERSE CCIV

This verse is quoted in Vlramitrodaya, (Rajanlti,

p. 410), which adds the following notes:
—

‘ Abhipsitanam,’

‘required by, the king selected from among the family of the

late king, and by his ministers,’— ‘ arthanam,' ‘ of things,’

—

‘

addnam,' ‘the taking away,’—which is ‘ apriyakaram’—
‘ disagreeable,’—and ‘ danam ’, ‘ giving away ’—which is

‘priyakdrakam ’ to them ;—in as much as it is only if he were

fully equipped with the necessary elephants, horses and wealth

that die new king could hope to be safe against other kings,

the presentation of such things at the time of installation is

‘kale yuktam,’
‘

highly opportune,’—and hence ‘prashasyate, ’

‘ is commended.’

VERSE CCV

‘Kriya'—‘Action, for attaining success’ (Govindaraja

and Kulluka);— ‘remedial action’ (Narayaija) ;—
‘ effort

’

(Raghavananda).
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‘ Manufe vidyate kriya’—‘ It is only when there is

human effort, that fate becomes operative ’ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 312).

VERSE CCVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti,

p. 412), which adds the following notes :—The particle

W indicates that what the verse is speaking of is the

alternative to war;
—

‘

prayatnato yuktah,’ ‘having become

fully equipped with all the equipments, such as sending the

ambassador and so forth, necessary for marching on the con-

quering expedition,’
—

‘ saha, ‘with the enemy,’
—

‘ sandhim

krtva,’ ‘ having made peace ’ ;

—
‘ sampashyan,’ ‘ rightly dis-

cerning,’ the ‘ triple result ’ in the shape of ‘friend, gold and

territory’, and hence making peace on the acquisition of any

one of these three, he should ‘depart’, return to his own

kingdom.

' VERSE CCVII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya
, (Rajanlti,

p. 412), which adds the following notes :

—

‘

Mandate’

‘in

the circle of twelve enemies’;—the
‘

parsnigraha\ is the

enemy whose territory lies immediately in the rear of the king

who is marching on an expedition against a state in his front;

—
‘ahranda ’ is the king whose terrritory lies behind that of

the said parsnigraha,

—

‘ sampreksya’, ‘having duly exa-

mined the strength and weakness of both these’;
—

‘

mitrdt’,

‘from the king against whom he was marching and with

whom he has made peace;’

—

l

amitrat\ ‘from the enemy

against whom he was marching and who has not made

peace with him ’,—the king undertaking the expedition shall

obtain the point of his expedition—in the shape either of

victory ever the enemy, or one of the ‘three results’ of

peace, in the shape of ‘friend, gold and territory.’
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VERSE ccvrn

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanfti, p. 277);

—and in Rdjanitiratnakara (p. 29 a).

VERSE CCIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanfti,

p. 277).

VERSE CCX

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 743), as

describing the ‘ dangerous enemy’ ;—in Viramitrodaya

(Laksana, p. 218) and in Viramitrodaya (Rajanfti, p. 323).

VERSE CCXI

‘ Sthaulalaksyam ’
—

* Great liberality ’ (Kulluka, Nara-

yana, Raghavananda and Nandana);—Kulluka asserts that

both Govindaraja and Medhatithi explain the term as being

‘not sharp-sighted.’ As regards Medhatithi, whose explanation

Buhler could not decipher, his words are
—

‘ Sthvlalahah

prabhutasyapi arthame§am sarvakalam hamate
, which

means that the man who is ‘sthulalaksa’ looks with equa-

nimity upon the ever-increasing prosperity of these (i. e.,

other kings). This may imply absence of sharp-sighted

-

ness.—Hopkins says “Medhatithi and Govindaraja errone-

ously interpret as subtility ”. While Govindaraja is said

by Buhler to explain the term to mean ‘ suhmadars-hitvam ’

;

but this is evidently wrong; as the initial V Buhler

has failed to notice in the manuscript

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanfti, p. 323).

VERSE CCX1I

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanfti, p. 412).
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VERSE ccxm

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 413).

VERSE CCXIV

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 413),

which explains
‘Samyuktan ’ as ‘arisen together’,

—

‘

viyuktan

as ‘ arisen separately,’ and ‘ nayet ’ as ‘ should employ.’

VERSE CCXV

‘ Upetdram ’— ‘The employer of the means, i.e. the king

himself’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Kulluka, Narayana and

Raghavananda)
;— the king’s minister ’ (Nandana).

‘ Ashritya ’
—

‘ Undertaking ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ depending

upon ’ (Govindaraja and Kulluka) ;
—

‘
pondering over’ (Narayana

and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 413), whichexplains ‘ upetdram ’ as ‘ the employer of the

means, i.e., the'king himself,’—and ‘upeyam ’ as ‘ one who is to

be won by the means employed, i. e., the enemy ’—again, on

p. 319, where also the explanations are repeated ;—and in

NttimayuJcha (p. 50).

VERSE CCXVI

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 160).

VERSE CCXVH

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 160).

VERSE ccxvrn

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 161),

which explains ’’viejayeV (which is its reading for ‘shodhayet’)

as ‘should wash,’
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VERSE CC23X

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 161)

;

—and in Nitimayukha (p. 51).

VERSE CCXX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (p. 51).

VERSE CCXX1

This verse is quoted in Mitak$ara (on 1.328) ;—in

Madanaparijata (p. 224) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti,

p. 167);—in Nitimayukha (p. 51);—and in Nrsimhapra-

sada (Ahnika, p. 36a).

VERSE CCXXII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 167);

—and in Nitimayukha (p. 51).

verse ccxxm

‘ Rahasydkhydyinam ’
—

‘ Of the ministers and others

making secret reports ’ (Narayana) ;—
‘ of the citizens who

may have come to make secret reports ’ (Medhatithi).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 167)

;

—in Nitimayukha (p. 53) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada

(Ahnika, p. 36a).

VERSE CCXXTV

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on: 1.329);—in

Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 168) ;—and in Nitimayukha.

(p. 53).
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VERSE CCXXV

This verse is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 168)

;

—and in Nitivnayukha (p. 53).

VERSE CCXXVI

This verse is quoted in Mitakmra (on 1.330);—and

in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 169), which explains
i

etat

mrvam ’

as ‘ protection of the people and so forth’.
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VERSE J

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 600), which

explains ‘ mantrajflah ’ as ‘arthashastrajflah ’, Teamed in the

Science of Polity’, and deduces the sense that the person who

tiies cases should act up to the principles of the Science of

Polity, in so far as they are not incompatible with the

1 Miarmashastra, the Ethical Science.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 18),

to the effect that having entered the court, the king shall

cany on the work, in association with learned men and with

councillors ;—in Vyavaharamayukha ( page 2 ) ;—in

Nrsimahaprasdd

a

(Vyavahara, p. lb) in Krtyakalpa-

taru (3a), which has the following notes
—

‘ Vyavaharari
,

points of dispute between the plaintiff and the defendant,

—

‘ didrk$uh ’, with a view to determine,
—

‘
prthivlpatih,

’
in-

cludes nou-K$attrigas also,
—

‘ mantrajfiaih’

,

persons conver-

sant with the method of doing business in due accordance

with the exigencies of time and place,—this qualifies ‘ brdh-

manaih ignorant Brahmanas being prone to give hasty advice

and thereby create trouble,

—

‘mantribhih’ stands for experienc-

ed councillors ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, p. 4a).

VERSE II

‘ Raising his right arm ’—See 4.58.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 600) ;—the second

half in Vyavaharamayvkha (p. 2)
;—in Parasharamadhava

(Vyavahara, p. 18) ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (p. 2a);—in

Smrtichandrikd (Vyavahara, p. 52), which says that

62
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‘seated or standing’ is meant to preclude lying down and

walking ;—in Krtyakalpatarv (3a), which has the

following notes :
—

‘ Vinita ’

is calm and dignified ’—
‘
pdnimu-

dyamya’, taking the hand out of the upper wrapper, i. e.,

having gathered together his clothes,

—

pashyet ’ determine,

decide,
—

‘ karyani,’ non-payment of debt and so forth ;

—

and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, p. 40).

VERSE III

'Vinapt saksibhih etc.'—(Medhatithi, p. 793, 1. 24)

—

This -is a clear reference to Yajfiavalkya (Vyavahara, 89).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 18), and again on p. 31, in support of the view

that the king shall decide cases relating to all the eighteen

points of dispute, on the basis of local customs and also

of ordeals and other methods prescribed by the scrip-

tures ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara, p. 2a) ;—in

Smrtichandrika ( Vyavahara, p. 57 ) ;—in Krtyakal-

pataru (3a), which has the following notes:
—

‘ JDesha-

drsta hetu ’ are those special means of coming to a decision

which are effective in the place concerned,—of the custom

obtaining among the people of the North and those of the

Central land, of feeding the person who comes to ask for the

hand of a girl, which feeding means a distinct promise to

marry the girl,
— shastradrsta hetu ’

stands for witnesses

and the rest ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, p. 4a).

VERSE IV

This verse is quoted in MitShara (on 2. 5);—in

Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara, p. 3 b) ;—in Vyavaharama-

yvkha (p. 1) which explains ‘ anapakarma ’ as ‘ non-delivery’

;

—in Apararka (p. 596) ;—in Vivadachintamani (p. 1) ;—in

Smrtisaroddhara (p. 325);—in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara,

p. 3 V) ;—in Krtyaklapatarv (12b) ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, p. 89b).
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VERSE V

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p, 596);—in

Mitdksard (on 2. 5)
;—in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 1),

which explains ‘ anushayah ’ as ‘pashchdttdpah ‘revoking

—in Vivadachintdmani (p. 1.)—in Smrtisaroddhdra

(p. 325) ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara, p. 3b) ;—in

Krtyakaipataru (12b);—and in Ftramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

896).

VERSE VI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p, 596) ;—in

Vyavaharamayukha (p. 1);—in Mitdksard (on 2. 5);

—

in Vivadachintdmani (p. 1) ;—in Smrtisaroddhara (p. 325) ;

—in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara, p. 3b) ;—in Krtyakal-

pataru (12 b) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

89 b).

VERSE VII

‘ Vyavaharasthitau ’—
‘ Giving rise to law-suits ’ (Govin-

daraja) ;
—

‘ in deciding law-suits ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (on 2. 5);—in

Vyavaharamayukha (p. 1), which explains ‘ dyuta ’ as ‘gam-

bling with inanimate objects ’ and ‘ samahvayah ’ as ‘ gambling

with animals,’ and notes that though theft, adultery, defamation

and assault are all only forms of ‘crime’ (‘Sahara’) yet

they have been mentioned separately, also, on the analogy of

such expressions as ‘ Gobalivarda.'

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 596), which explains

‘ paddni ’ as ‘ sthdna, ‘ viqaya ‘ subjects ;’—in Vivada-

chintdmani (p. l) ;—in Smrtisaroddhara (p. 325) ;—in

Nrsimhaprasada ( Vyavahara, p. 3 b ) ;—in Krtya-

kalpataru ’
(12b) ;—and in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 89b.)
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On verses 1-7 Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, p. 4a)

has the following notes :
—

‘ Vyavahardn ,’ business described

above,—parthivah,’ the anointed Ksattriya ;—the term ‘nrpah'

implies that, what is here enjoined applies also to those

who, though not themselves kings, are appointed by the

king to work for him ;
—

‘seated or standing ’ may be options

to be determined by the king’s capacity, or by the respect-

ability or otherwise of the parties appearing before him ;

—

the raising of the right arm is for calling the attention of

suitors ;
the dress etc. are to be humble, so that the parties

may not be confounded by his gorgeous attire ;

—
‘
pratyaham ’

shows that cases should be tried every day;
—

‘ deshadrsta’

are those customs and arguments that may have local

application, such as the customs regarding the betrothal

of girls (described above) among ‘northerners.’

VERSE VHI

Q
This verse' is quoted in Apararka (p. 596) ;—and

in Krtyakalpataru (12b).

VERSE IX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 21), which adds that the Brahmana so appointed is

called the ‘ Pradvivaka ,’ ‘ judge,’ who is to try the suits

exactly in the same manner as has been laid down for the king.

It adds a text from Narada explaining the name ‘ Pradvivaka ’:

—
‘ The Pradvivaka is so called because he puts questions

(piiit) upon the subject-matter of the suit and investigates it

(vivaka).—It is quoted also in Smrtichandrika (Vyavahara,

p. 36) ;—in Krtyakalpataru (8a) ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, p. 10b).
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VERSE X

This verse is quoted in Pa/rdsharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 21) ;—in 8'mrtichandrika (Vyavahara, p. 37) ;—in Krtya-

kalpataru (8a);—in Viramitrodaya. (Vyavahara, 10 b) ;

—

and in Rdjanitiratnakara (p. 15 b).

VERSE XI

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 199), to

the effect that the court becomes a true ‘ Court ,’ only by reason

of the presence of the duly qualified Brahmana-judge appointed

by the king;—in Smrtichandrikd (Vyavahara, p. 40),

which explains
‘prakrtah ’ as the appointed judge;— in

Krtyakalpataru (8b);—in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 30

and lib), which says that no stress is meant to be laid upon

the number three, as thenumber may be larger, up to seven
;

what is meant is that they shall not be less than three ;—and

in Rdjanitiratnakara (p. 17a).

VERSE XU

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 5a

and 10 b).

verse xm

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 004);—in

Milaksara (on 2. 2), in support of the view that the assessors

duly appointed incur sin if they do not check the king in the

event of his taking an illegal course ; but as regards other

people present, these incur sin only if they either speak falsely

or suppress the truth,—and not for not cheeking the king

;

—and again on 2. 83 ;—and also in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, p. 12a).
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VERSE XV

This verse is quoted in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara,

p. 17 a);—in Hemadri (Vrata, p. 15);—in Smftichandrikd

(Vyavahara, p. 48) ;—and in Krtyakalpataru (11 b).

VERSE XVI

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 447), in support

of the interpretation of ‘ vr$ala

'

as ‘ one devoid of dharma ’;

—

and in Krtyakalpataru (11 a).

verse xvn

This verse is quoted in Hitopadesha 1, 59 ;—in Hemadri
(Vrata, p. 14) ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, p. 17 a);

—

and in Krtyakalpata.ru (11 a).

VERSE xvni

‘ Sabhasadah ’
—

‘ People assembled in Court ’ (Kulluka

and Raghavananda) ‘Judges’ (Govindaraja).

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on 2. 305), to

the effect that in the case of miscarriage of justice, every one

of those persons should be punished ;—in Pardsharama-

dhava (Vyavahara, p. 15) ;—in Smrtitattva (II, p. 200) ;

—

and in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara, p. 5a).

VERSE XIX

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 604) ;—in

Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 26), to the effect

that the king becomes absolved from all sin if he shows

complete impartiality;—in Smrtitattva (II, p. 200) which

adds the following notes :
—

‘ Kartaram
*

means the ‘ speaker ’,

the perjuror,—the term ‘ raja ’ here stands for the Judge,

—
‘ ariendh ’ means ‘ free from sin’;—in Smrtichandrikd

(Vyavahara, p. 48);—and in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 5a)*
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VERSE XX
4 Brahmanabruvah

'

—
‘ One whose origin is doubtful, but

who calls himself a Brahmana ’ (Kuiluka and Raghavananda)

;

—‘despicable Bralimana’ (Medhatithi and Grovindaraja) ;
—

‘an

initiated Brahmana who does not study the Veda ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 601) ;—in

Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 22) ;—in Smrtitattva

(II, p.200), which supplies the definition of ‘ brahmanabruvah ’

as ‘ the Brahmana who neither studies nor teaches (the Veda)

—in Krtyakalpatar

n

(9a) ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, p. 11a).

VERSE XXI

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 601) ;—in

Krtyakalpataru (9b) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

p. 11a).

verse xxn

‘ Shudrabhvyistham ’

—

Where Shfidras form a majority

among judges ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ where Shudras, i. e., disbelie-

vers, form the majority of inhabitants ’ (Kuiluka) ;

—
‘ where

Shudras form the majority among holders of high office’

(Nandana).

Medhatithi does not explain
‘Shudra ’ here as ‘unbelievers’;

he has been misrepresented by Hopkins.

verse xxm

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 41) ;—in Smrtitattva (II, p. 200) ;—in Nrsimha-

prasada (Vyavahara, pp. 2a and 5b) ;—in Smrtichandrika

(Vyavahara, p. 70) ;—and by Jimutavahana (Dayabhaga,

p. 4a).
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VERSE XXIV

‘ Arthanarthavubhau buddhva dhamiadharmau cha

kevalau ’—Medhatithi has given three explanations of this (See

Translation) :
—

‘ Fully realizing the worthy evils and advan-

tages, but paying due heed to Dliarma and Adharma as alone

conducive to spiritual results’ (Kulluka) ;
—

‘ discriminating

the righteous and the unrighteous, and taking up the righteous

first ’ (Narayana and Nandana) ;

—

1

knowing what will please

and what displease the people and understanding what is just

and what is unjust’ (Govindaraja).

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Vyavahara,

p. 46), as laying down the order in which the king is

to hike up the wises, when several come up at the same time ;

—

in Smrtichandrikd (Vyavahara, p. 80) ;—in Krtyakalpataru,

(16b);—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, p. 19a).

VERSE XXV

‘ Ihgitonjr Perspiring, trembling, horripilation and so

forth ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Raghavananda) ;

—

‘ casting down the eyes &c.’ (Kulluka) ;— ‘ aimlessly moving

about the arms &c.’ (Narayana).

‘ Akara ’
—

‘ Manner ’ compounded with ‘ svara-varna-

ingita ’ collectively, (Medhatithi and Raghavananda) ;

—

‘ aspect, e.g., pallor, horripilation, sweating’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka,

and Narayana) who take the term independently—copulatively

compounded with ‘ svara ’ &c.

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 620) ;—in

Smrtitattva (p. II, 218), which adds the following notes :

—

‘ Svara’ such as choking voice,
—

‘ varna

’

abnormal pallor and

so forth,

—

‘ihgita’ i. e., sweating, trembling and horripilation—
‘ akara’ disfigurement,

—
‘ ehaksus,’ timid or piteous look,

—

‘ chesfita,’ the manner of standing and moving. It adds that

all these, being uncertain indications, have to be regarded as

inferior to witnesses and other kinds of direct evidence ;—in
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Krtykalpataru
, (21 h), which has the following notes :

—

‘

Vibhdvayet,’ determine, ascertain,
—

‘ bhavarn,’ motive, intention,

‘ nrnam,’ of the two parties and of the witnesses,
—

‘ akara ’

transformation in the natural voice and other things,—that

of ‘ svara ’ appears in the form of trembling and so forth,

that of ‘ varna ’ in the shape of paleness and so forth ;

—

and in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara, p. 30a), which adds the

following notes :
—

‘ Svara ’ stands for the choking of the voice

iind so forth,

—

'varna' for the darkness of complexion,’ and so

forth,

—

'ingita' for perspiration, trembling and the like,

—

'ahara'

for the raising of the eye-brows and so forth—' chaksu ’

for the timid look,
—

‘

chestita

'

for the listless changing of position.

VERSE XXVI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 260) ;—in

Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 43) ;—in Smr-
tichandrika (Vyavahara, p. 112) ;—in Krtyakalpatarv

(22 a), which has the following notes:
—

‘ Ingita

’

stands for

perspiration, thrilling of the hair,
—

‘ vikdra

'

of the eye, the

look of love or anger,

—
' chesiita throwing about of the

hand and so forth,

—

'gatya

'

halting gait and so forth ;

—

‘ chestita inconsistent and contradictory statements,

—
‘vahtra

vikdra
', drying of the mouth &c ;—and in Vtramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, p. 30 b).

VERSE XXVII

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 598),

which explains 'Baladayagatam as ‘belonging to a minor"

and ' anupdlayet' as ‘should guard it against co-parceners’;

—

and in Vivadachintamani (p. 244).

verse xxvni

'Niqkvlasu ’—‘Those women who have no brother-in-

law, or unde to take care of them ’ (Medhatithi and

63
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Raghavananda) ;
—

‘harlots’ (‘others’ in Medhatithi) ;
—

‘those

maidens whose family is extinct’ (Govindaraja);
—

‘those who

have no Sapindas’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 512),

which adds the following notes :

—

‘Yasha’

,

barren woman,

—

‘aputra’, one who has lost her son,
—

‘

Ni$kula’ one who has

lost all her paternal and maternal relations.

VERSE XXIX

This verse is quoted in Mitakqara (on 2.147), in

support of the view that except the husband, no co-parcener

should lay hands upon the property of women during their

life-time ;—in Apararka (p. 752), to the effect that

when the woman is dead, her relations do have a right to

her Stridhana property;—in Vivadaratnakara (p. 512);

and in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 70).

VERSE XXX
This rule is meant for only such property as does not

belong to a firahmana—says Nandana.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 778),

which notes that the rule (relating to the keeping of the

property for three years) pertains to the case of property

belonging to Brahmanas with exceptional qualifications;—in

Mitaksara, on 2. 83, which notes that the meaning is that

for three years, the property must be kept in safe custody ;

if the owner turns up before the lapse of one year, the

entire property should be handed over to him ; but if he

turns up after one year then a portion of the property is

to be taken by the king as fee for keeping it; the propor-

tion being specified below in verse 33; it adds that the

last clause permits the king to spend the property after

three years, only in the case of the owner not turning up

at all.—It is quoted again under 1. 173, where it is noted that the

period of three years is meant for the case of the owner

being a Brahmana ‘endowed with learning and character.’
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It is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 226), which

notes that this only permits the king to make use of the

property (not to make it his own). In view of what the

Mitakqara, and Apararka^ have said, it is interesting

to note that Madnaparijata reads
lahdam' and ‘abddt’,

which clearly puts down the period as one year only.

It is quoted in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 87), which

also notes that the rules refer to the property of a Brahmana

learned in the Veda.

This is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 266),

which adds the following notes :—Reading this text along

with Ydjflavalkya (2-33), we take the rule to be that, if the

owner turns up before the lapse of one year, the entire

property should be made over to him, but if after that, the

king should take from it his own share ;—for three years

he should keep the property in the same condition in which

it was found
;
and after that he is permitted to spend out

of it ;—and if the owner turns up after three years, then the

king should take out of it his own share, which should be equal

to that of the owner,—giving the fourth part of the royal share

to the man who found the property.

It is quoted in Nrsimhaprasada (Ahnika, p. 36a

and Vyavahara, p. 27b).

VERSE XXXI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 347),

which adds the following notes’
—

‘ anuyojyah ’ ‘ should be

questioned’,

—

rupam ‘ white and so forth’,
—

‘ sahkhya,’

‘ four, five <fec’,—the term ‘ ddi ’ is meant! to include the ‘ kind
’

character and such other details regarding lost property.

It is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 226);—and in

Nrsimhaprasada (Ahnika, p. 36a).

VERSE XXXII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 347).
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VERSE xxxrn

Which particular part of the property is to be taken by

the king in any particular case shall depend upon the length

of time for which it has been kept by the king (Medhatithi

and Raghavananda),—or on the trouble involved in keeping it

(Medhatithi and Govindaraja),—or on the character of the

owner (Kulluka and Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Mitak§ara (on 2.33), which

concludes that during the first year, the king should hand

over to the owner the entire property, keeping nothing for the

state,—during the second year he should keep for the state

the twelfth part of it,—during the third year, its tenth part,—

,‘md during the fourth year and onwards, the sixth part ; and

in every case the fourth part of the royal share should be

given to the man who found the property.—This is again quoted

in the same work under 2.173, where also the same

explanation is accepted.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 778), which declares that

whether the king shall take the larger or smaller share

shall depend upon the trouble involved in the keeping of the

property.

It is quoted in Vyavaharamayvkha (p. 87), which

accepts the explanation given in the Mitaksara, and adds that

the rule that the king should take the whole property after

the lapse of three years is meant for those cases where the

owner of the property is not known
;
but in cases where it is

known that such and such an article has been forgotten

here by this or that man,—the property has to be handed

over to him, even though he may turn up after the lapse of

three years.

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 347), which adds

the following notes ;
—

‘ Prana&tadhigatat

'

means ‘ out of the

property that was lost, discovered and kept in custody —the

alternatives regarding the portion to be taken by the king
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sire based upon the amount of trouble involved in the keeping

of the property ;—this rule is meant for the case of pro-

perty other than the
4

single-hoofed ’ and the rest mentioned

in Yajfiavalkya (2. 174).

It is quoted in Madcmapdrijata (p. 220) ;—and

in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 205), which adds the

following notes :

—
‘ Prana§ta ’ means ‘ fallen away from the

possession of the owner —if some such property has been

found by {he customs-officer or other officers guarding the.

place, and brought over to the king,—then out of that, if

the owner should turn up to claim it during the first year,

the king should hand over to him the whole of it,—if during

the second year, he should keep for the state the twelfth

part of it,—during the third year, the tenth part, and during

the fourth year and onwards, the sixth part, adding that

the increased share is justified by the increased trouble

involved in keeping the property for a longer period.

It is quoted in Nrsimhaprasdda (Vyavahara, p. 27b).

VERSE XXXIV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. B47),

which adds the following notes :

—

1 Pranasiadhigatam ‘was

first lost and then recovered’;
—

‘

yuktaih ’, ‘ carefully devoted

to guarding the property ’,
—

‘ ibhena \
4

by means of an elep-

hant’;—and in Vivadachintdmani (p. 149). which notes that

the ‘ guarding ’ is to be done by the king’s officers, and

explains ‘ ibhena ’ as ‘ by an elephant ’.

VERSE XXXV

The amount to be taken depends ‘ upon the character

of the finder ’ (Medhatithi, Kulluka and Raghavananda),—or

‘on the caste of the finder’ ( Narayana ),—or, ‘on the

time, place, the caste of the finder and so forth ’ (Govindaraja).
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This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 641), which

adds that the amount of the royalty shall be determined in

due accordance with the character (of the claimant, and of the

treasure) ;—in Mitaksara (on 2. 34-35), which notes tlxat

the proportion of the royalty is to be determined by consi-

derations of the caste of the claimant, the nature of the

place and time and such other details;—-in Vivadaratna-

kara (p. 642), which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Nidhi ’ here

. stands for ‘ treasure buried underground long ago and forgot-

ten ’,—whether the king shall receive the sixth or twelfth

part shall depend upon the virtuous character or otherwise

of the person claiming it

It is quoted in Vyavaharamayvkha (p. 88), which

appears to take the meaning to be that the king shall take

the sixth part for the state, and aho the twelfth part for the

person who discovered the treasure.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 269),

which adds that the exact proportion shall depend upon

the time and upon the qualifications of the owner of the

treasure ;—and lliat this refers to treasure belonging to others

than the Brahmanas.

VERSE XXXVI

The amount of the fine depends on the circumstances

of the case and the virtues of the offender (Medhatithi),

—

or only on the virtues of the offender (Govindaraja, Kulluka

and Baghavananda).

The first half of this verse is quoted in Apararka

(p. 641) ;—and the whole verse in Vivddaratnakara

(p. 642), which adds the following notes :
—

‘Alpiyasm kalam’

implies that the fine is to be imposed in such a manner that

the entire treasure may not become absorbed,—this b&pg
meant for those eases where the exact extent of the entire

property is not known.
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VERSE xxxvn
‘Purvopanihitam’—‘Deposited by ancestors’ (Medha-

tithi, Govindaraja find Narayaua) ;
—

‘deposited in former times’

(Kulluka).

VERSE XXXIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 267),

which adds that this verse is supplementary to 38, and

notes that the second half, which the king should deposit

in his treasury (in terms of verse 38), is to be so kept

with the clear purpose of handing it over to the rightful

claimant when he turns up.

VERSE XL

This verse is quoted in Mitakmra (on 2.36),

which adds :—(a) If the king recovers the stolen property from

the thieves and keeps it for himself, he takes the sin of

the thief, (b) if lie ignores the theft, then the sins of the

people fall upon him
;

(c) if, having tried his best to re-

cover the stolen property, he fails to do so, he should make

good the loss out of his own treasury.

VERSE XLI

‘Jancvpada ’
—

‘ Of districts’ (Medhatithi, and Kulluka Go-

vindaraja) ;
—

‘of the inhabitants of one and the same village’

(Narilyana).

The customs here referred to are those that are not

repugnant to the Scriptures (Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Kulluka

and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrika (VyavahSra,

p. 65), which has the following notes :
—

‘ Shreni-dharma ’

customs established among such communities as those of the

tradesmen and artisans, e. g, ‘such and such things ate not
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to be sold on such a day —

‘

Kuladharma ;
’ e. g.,

‘ in this

family the piercing of the ears is to be done in the fifth

year ’ *in Krtyakalpataru (p. 6 b) ;—and in Virami-

trodaya (Vyavahara, p. 9 b), which has the following notes:

—

i

Jdtijdnapada\ laws relating to tribes, castes and to localities,

—
*Shreni ’ stands for the corporation of persons belonging

to the same profession,
—

‘ Svadharma’, the law promulgated

by the king himself.

VERSE XLI1

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (6 b).

VERSE XLm

‘Anyena ’
—

‘By another’,—i. e. the plaintiff (Medhatithi),

—‘the plaintiff or the defendant’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on 22'5), where

Bdlanibhatfi offers the following explanations of the second

half of the verse :—(a) The king should not entertain any

suit illegally brought up by any one ;—or (b) he shall not

ignore a suit brought forward by any one;—(c) (if we

adopt the reading ‘na chaprapitam1

) ‘Jae shall not admit

into the proceedings any facts not presented by either of

the two parties to the suit.’ The Subodhini reproduces

the same explanations.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 605), which adds the

following notes:
—

‘

Karyatn ’ here means ‘suit,’ ‘dispute’;

—

any proved fact that may be adduced during the hearing

of the suit, the king should not ignore or set aside ;—in

Krtyakalpataru (IB b), which explains ‘ na graset ’ as

‘he should not ignore ’ ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

15 b).

VERSE XLIV

Of. 12.104; also the Mahdbharata 12.132.21.
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‘ Padam ’— Footsteps ’ (Medhatithi and Govindaraja)

—and ‘lair’ (Kuildka and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Parasha?umadhava (Vya-

vahara, p. 30);—in Smrtichandrika (Vyavahara, p. 56);--

and in Kftyakalpataru (5 a).

• VERSE XLV

‘ Artham ’—The value of the suit and the motive be-

hind it’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘such suit as deals with things of

value, like cattle, gold andt he like ’ (Kulluka) ;
—

‘money

realisable by fine! (Narayana) ;

—
‘the aim’ (Nandana).

Atmdnam mkshinam ’
—

‘ Looking upon himself as the

witness or ‘looking upon his own position, and that of

the witness adduced’ (Medhatithi);—Kulluka and others

have the latter explanation only.

‘Desham kdlam’—‘Considerations of the place and time

(tf the offence committed’ (Medhatithi and Raghavananda)

;

‘what, is befitting the time and place’ (Kulluka) ;
—

‘customs

of the country and what is befitting the time ’ (Narayana)
;

‘place of offence and age of the offender’ (Govindaraja)

;

‘ Heavy and continued residence there’ (‘others’ in Medhatithi).

‘Rupam ''—
‘Aspect of the case’ (Medhatithi, Kulluka

;ind Nandana) ;

—
‘looks of the parties’ (Narayana and

Raghavananda) ;
—

‘beauty of the celestial damsels’ (‘others’

in Medhatithi),

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (p. 5 a),

which has the following notes :

—

‘Satyam pashyet’, the

meaning is that even though the statements of die two

parties are not clear enough to justify a decision, yet if,

by inference and other means, the king is able to form some

decision, he should fix upon that ;
—

‘ artham’, gold, cattle and

other kinds of property ;

—
‘ atmanam ’, he should look upon

himself as participating in the effects of the trial ;

—

‘rvpam\

form of the object in dispute, i. e., its importance or otherwise.

64
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VERSE XLVT

According to Medhatithi this verse permits the king

to admit, the authority of only such local and family customs

and practices as are not contrary to S/iruti and Smrti,

—

Knlluka, Narayana and Riighavananda, however, take it to

mean that he is to accept as authority only such scriptural rules

of conduct as are not contrary to local and family customs.

—According to ‘ others ’ (mentioned by Medhatithi) what the

verse means is that ‘ whatever virtuous practices the king finds

being followed in one country, those he shall introduce in other

countries also, if they are not contrary to scriptural texts.’

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 25), which says that family and country customs are to be

regarded as right, but only when they are not repugnant to

Shrnti and other authoritative sources of knowledge.

VERSE XLV11

This ve^sc is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 70),

which adds the following explanation ;
—

‘ when the debtor has

received something,—and the creditor approaches the king for

the recovery of that, then the king should have the creditor’s

dues paid to him by the debtor ;—if it is adhamarnavibhavitam,

that is, if it is proved by the creditor that the amount claimed

is really due from the debtor’ ;—and in Krtyahalpataru

(80b).

The clear meaning, specially in view of verse 51, appears to

be ‘ if the debt is admitted by the debtor.'

VERSE XLVIII

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 67), which

explains ‘ Sangrhya' as
‘

vashikrtya, ‘compelling’;—and in

Krtyahalpataru (78 b).
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VERSE &XLIX

‘ Vyavaharena' .
—

‘ By business-transaction : advancing

more money to the debtor with which, as capital, the latter

would carry on some trade, with the profits of which he would

gradually clear off the older debt also ’ (Medhiitithi) ;
—

‘by

law-suit ’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka and Narayana ; noted but

rejected by Medhiitithi);
—

‘ by threatening a suit’ (Nandana) ;

—

‘by forced sale of property ’ (Raghavananda).

Both Bidder and Hopkins represent Medhiitithi as ex-

plaining this term to mean ‘ forced labour’. But there is

nothing in Medhiitithi to show this. What Medhatitlu means is

quite clear, and it is made clearer by the illustration given by him

of
‘karnodaka

1

;
it -is a common practice in India that when

water gets into the ear and cannot be easily got out, people

pom more water into it, and along with this latter, the former

water also flows out.

This verse is quoted in and Apardrka (p. 645), which

adds the following notes:
—

‘

dharma’ is ‘truth’,

—

‘vyavahara ’.

stands for such evidence as is documentary, oral and so forth,

—

‘ chhala ’ is trick,— ‘ acharitam,' ‘ custom of the country’,—

‘ balam. ’ means oppression by starving and so forth.

It is quoted in Vivddaratuakara (p. 67);—and in Mitdk-

sard (on 2.40), which adds the following notes :

—

‘dharmena,’

i.e. ‘by truthful persuasion’,*

—

‘vyavaharena’
,

i. e., ‘by adducing

witnesses, documents and other kinds of evidence’,
—

‘

chha

-

lend’, i. e., borrowing from him ornaments and other things

under the pretext of some ceremonies &c. in the family,

—

‘

acharitena’, \T e., by starving,—the fifth method being the

application of ‘balai, force, in the shape of keeping him

chained and so forth;—by these methods is the creditor

to recover the money that he had advanced on interest

It is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 191);—in Nrsimhaprasad

a

(Vyavahara, p. 19a) ;

-

and in Rrtyakalpataru (78 6).
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VERSE L

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 74),

which explains the meaning to be that if a creditor adopts

any of the five methods mentioned in the preceding verse,

he should not be prevented by the king from doing so ;

—

and in Krtyakalpataru (p. 80 a).

VERSE LI

This verse is quoted in Vioddaratnakara (p. 76),

which adds the following notes :

—

‘Apavyayamdnam\

‘denying’,

—

Karanena,’ ‘ by evidence, documentary and other-

wise’,
—

‘

vibhavitam’,
‘ faced, convinced’ ;—such a debtor the

king shall compel to pay the amount to the creditor;

—

and by reason of the man having denied what was true,

the king shall exact from him a slight line also.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavaliant,

p. 153), which adds that this ride is meant for the case

where the debtor is a well behaved Brahmana in

Vyavaharatcfttva (p. 61);—and in Krtyakalpataru

(p. 80 b).

VERSE LII

'Desham ’—-There is no difference in the meaning assign-

ed to the word by Medhatithi and Kulluka,—both faking

it in the sense of ‘ witness’; the meaning ‘ place’, attributed

to Medhatithi, is however found in Nandana. In his

interpretation of Medhatithi, Buhler has been' misled by die

explanation that Medhatithi has provided by another read-

ing; (See Translation).

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (24 b),

which adds the following explanation :—When on being

questioned in court by the king or the judge, the debtor

denies all transaction with the creditor, then the latter who
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is the plaintiff, should name the witnesses and cite other

proofs in the form of written documents and so forth:

—

and in Vtramitrodayai (Vyavahara, 29 b), which ex-

plains
‘desham’ as ‘ witness’, expounding it as ‘disati artham

yathadrsiam’ and quotes Medhatithi’s explanation on

‘karanam’ also, which it explains as ‘ other proofs’ ; it

remarks that Medhatithi reads ‘ karanam va samvddishet.'

VERSE LIU

Medhatithi is again misrepresented by Buhler ; he does

not read
‘

apcideshyam’, the reading adopted by him being
‘

adesham’. Narayana also reads the same, not
4apcideshyam.’

—Nandana reads ‘adeyurn', not
4apadeshyam.’ Buhler has

apparently confused verse 53 with 54, where Medhatithi reads
4apadesham’ for

4apadeshyam.’

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrika (Vya-

vahara, p. 108), which has the following explanation

—

‘One who cites an impossible witness, or having cited a

possible one, says that he has not cited him, or one who

does not perceive inconsistencies in his own statement, is

to be non-suited;’—in Krtyakalpataru (p. 22 b), which

has the following notes:

—

‘Adesham' (which is its reading

for
‘adeshyam.’), a place where the parties have never met

;

—4

adharottaran arthan\ “ former and latter”

—

4

vigitan’, con-

tradictory ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, p. 31 b),

which adds tire following notes:

—

‘Adeshyam dishati\‘ says

what is irrelevant or indecorous,—he who having said some-

thing says he did not say it’
—

‘who does not comprehend

the inconsistencies in his own past and present statements’.

VERSE LIV

'Pranihitam ’—-‘Duly stated by himself’ (Kulluka and

Nandana) ;
—

‘stated by himself in the plaint’ (Govindaraja)

;

‘duly ascertained’ (Raghavananda and Narayana).
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This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru which has

the following notes :
—

‘ Apadishya ’, having put forward,

—apadesham', pretext,
—

‘

apadhdpat«*,—retracts,
—

‘ samyak

pranihitam artham,,’ what has been stated clearly and defi-

nitely,

—

‘prstati, questioned as to what he has to say as

iigainst the statement of the other party, or what proofs

he has in support of his own statement ;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 31 b), which has the following

explanations :
—

‘He who slinks away from the court under

some pretext’.
—

‘who does not pay heed—by answering,—

to what has been said by others, even though fully compre-

hending what has been said’;—it quotes Medhatithi as

reading ‘ adesham' and reproduces his several explanations.

VERSE LV

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (22 b), which

has the following notes:
—

‘

Asambhd$ye' ‘in a place

where no conversation should be held,’
—

‘

nupatet,
’

‘should

go away without mentioning his destination ’;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 31b).

VERSE LVI

' Purvdparam ’— ‘ The plaint and its answer ’ (Medha-

tithi);
—

‘the proof and the matter to be provet! ’ (Kulluka) ;

—

‘ what should be said first find what afterwards ’ (Narayana

and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (22 b)

which says that ‘ brithi ’,
‘ speak out ’ has to be reiterated for

the sake of firmness;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

31b).

VERSE LVII

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (22b), which

explains ‘ dharmasthaK as * one who is occupying the judg-

ment seat ’ ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 31 b),
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which explains the construction as
—

‘ md,’ mam, ‘gnatdrah ,’

persons knowing that what T state is true, &c., &e., as being',

according to Medhatithi, but goes on to add, that according

to the Acharya,’ ‘ nieti ’ stands for ‘ me-iti, ’ the sandhi being

explained as a Vedic anomaly. It notes the reading, 'SantijM-

tara Uyuktvd ,’ as found in Kalpafarv, but rejects it as

an unauthorised reading.

*

VERSE LVm

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpntaru (22b).

VERSE LIX

Verses 59-01 are not omitted by Medhatithi, as

wrongly asserted by Hopkins.

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 77),

which adds the following explanation :—When the defendant,

through dishonest motives, denies the claim,—or when the

plaintiff prefers a false claim,—both those are dishonest dealers,

and they should be punished with a fine, which is the double of

the amount of the claim ;—in Vivddachintamani (p. 24),

which says that this rule refers to cases where the culprit is

very wealthy ;—and in Krtyakalpntaru (<S0b).

VERSE LXI

This verse is quoted in Vyavahdra-Balambhatfi (p. 250)

;

—and in Smrtichandrikci (Vyavahara, p. 173).

VERSE LXn

* Mcmlah '—
‘ N atives of the place ’ (Medhatithi) ‘ heads

of families or friends.’

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 665) ;—and in

Vycwahara-Bdlctm bha{fi (p. 256).
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VERSE LXHI

This verse is quoted in Vyavahat‘a-Balambhatti (p. 250

and 281) ;—and in Smrtichandrika (Vyavahara, p. 177).

VERSE LXIV

‘Artkasambandhinah ’—‘Persons having money-dealings

with either of the .two parties ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja,

Kulluka and Raghavananda);— ‘having an interest in the

suit ’ (Narayana and Medhatithi, alternatively)
;

‘ who

have received benefits from the parties ’ (Nandana).

‘Sahayah’—‘Sureties and the like’ (Medhatithi);—

‘ Servants ’ (Kulluka and Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyava-

hara, p. GO) in Vyavahara-Balambhatti, (p. 281) ;— in

Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara, p. 10a) ;—in Krtyakalpataru

(29 b) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 49a), which

says that these texts set forth those qualities, which make

a man unreliable as a witness, and it reproduces Medhatithi ’s

explanations 'of the words.

VERSE LXV

,

‘ Kushilava ’—
‘Actors, dancers singers and so forth

’

(Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ actors ’ (Narayana) ;
—

‘ actors and so forth
’

(Govindaraja and Kulluka) ;
—

‘ singers ’ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 66);—in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara, p. 10 a);

—

in Vyavahara-Balambhatti (p. 281);— in Smrtichandrika,
(Vyavahara, p. 177);— in Krtyahalpataru (30b);—and

in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 49 b), which reproduces

Medhatithi’s, explanation.

VERSE LXVI
‘ Vahtavyah ’—* Son or pupil or such others as can be

ordered about ’ (Medhatithi and Ramachandra) ;
—

‘ one whose
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body is disfigured by leprosy or such other diseases’ (Medhatithi,

alternative) ;
—

‘ despised by reason of misconduct’ (Narayana,

Kulluka, Eaghavananda and Nandana).

4 Danya ’
—

‘ Servant receiving wages ’ (JMedhatithi,

Govindaraja and Eaghavananda) ;
—

‘ cruel man ’ (Medhatithi,

alternative, Kulluka and Eaghavananda) ;
* low-caste man ’

(Nandana) ‘ murderer ’ (Kamachandra).

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 66)—in Nrsimhaprasdda (Vyavahara, p. 10a) ;

—

in Vyavahara-Balambhatti (p. 281) ;—in Smritichandrika
(Vyavahara, p. 177) ;—in Krtyakalpataru (80 b), which

explains ‘ adhyadhinah '

as one who is held in bondage ;

—

and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 49b), which reproduces

Medhatithi’s explanations.

VEESE LXVII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 66) ;—in Nrsimhaprasdda (Vyavahara, p. 10a) ;

—

in Vyavahara-Balambhalfi (p. 281) ;—in Smrtichandrikd

(Vyavahara, p. 177) ;—in Krtyakalpatarn (30 b) :—and

in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 49 b).

VEESE LXVIIt

‘ Sad?shah ’
—

* Inhabitants of the same place, of the

same caste, same occupations, same qualifications’ (Medhatithi);

—

‘ of the same caste ’ (Kulluka) of the same caste and

equally virtuous ’ (Govindaraja).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 665) ;—in

Mitak^ard (on 2.68) ;—in Smftitattva (II, p. 214) ;

—

in Nrsimhaprasdda (Vyavahara, p. 9b) ;—in Krtya-

kalpataru, 30 b) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara.

47 a).

65
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VERSE LX1X

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 671), which

adds that ‘ anubhavi ’ means an eye-witness
, one who has

actually seen the occurrence;—in Smrtiiattva (II, p. 214) ;

—

in Smrtichandrika (Vyavahara, p. 181), which explains
1 anubhavi ’ as ‘ one conversant with the facts of the case ’ ;

—

in Krtyahalpataru (3a), which explains
4

anubhavi ’ as

‘ one who has had anubhava, experience’ ;—and in Vira-

mitrodayci (Vyavahara, 51a), which has the same explanation

of ‘ anubhavi,’

VERSE LXX

This rule refers to the cases contemplated in the preceding

verse (Govindaraja and Kulluka),
—

‘ to the last of these cases

only’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 671), which

adds that the women and others mentioned here to be admissible

as witnesses should be understood to be only such as are free

from the disqualifications of being prejudiced or wickedly

inclined and so forth.

It is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 214);—in Parashara-

mddhava (Vyavahara, p. 70) ;—in Smrtichandrika

(Vyavahara, p. 181) ;—and in KrtyakaIpataru (32a).

VERSE LXXI

Nandana is misrepresented by Hopkins.

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrika (Vyavahara,

p. 196), which explains ‘ Utsiktamanasam ’ as ‘ impatient’;

—

and in Krtyahalpataru (32b).

VERSE LXXH

This verse is quoted in Krtyahalpataru (32a)

and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 50b),
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VERSE LXXHI
4

Dvijottaman ’—Brakmanas’ (Govindaraja and Nara-

yana ;

—

4

righteous Brahmanas’ (Kulluka and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Vyavahara,

p. 211) ;—and in Krtyakalpataru (32a).

VERSE LXXIV

This verse is quoted in Vyavahdratattva (p. 26) ;—in

Krtyakalpataru (27a), which says that ‘ somakshadarshana

*

and
4 shravana ’ stand for all forms of valid knowledge,

hence the meaning is that that man is a witness who possesses

a right knowledge of the subject-matter of the enquiry ;—and

in Vlramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 44b).

VERSE LXXV
4 Sanisadi ’

—
'In the Court’ (Medhatithi);

—
'in an

assembly of Brahmanas ’ (Govindaraja).

4 Svaryat hiyate ’
—

‘ Falls off from heaven which he may

have earned by meritorious acts
'

(Medhatithi, Govindaraja.

Kulluka and Nandana) ;
—

‘even after passing through hell, he

cannot get into heaven ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Vyavahara,

p. 200) ;—and in Krtyakalpataru (38a).

VERSE LXXV1

4

Anibaddhah, ’

—

4 Not entered as a witness in the docu-

ment ’ (Medhatithi),
4—but accidentally present at the trans-

action’ (Kulluka, Narayana and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Vyavahdratattva (p. 26);

—

in Krtyakalpatam (28a) ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahafaj'46a), which explains
1

unibaddhafo:* *ndt cited

br entefed.’ - -
,

•
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VERSE LXXVII

This verse is quoted in Smftitattva (II, p. 213); which

adds the following notes :

—

-Eko ’ lubdhastu sdkfi ’ is the read-

ing adopted by Kidluka Bhatta ; the other reading
—

‘ eko

lubdhastvasak.fi ’—adopted by Jimutavahana, is not right

;

because as a matter of fact, even several avaricious men
would be asaktst, and hence there would be no point in the

term ‘ ekah.’ But admitting this reading, the verse could be

taken a,s not admitting the evidence of one ‘avaricious man’, and

thereby admitting that of one man who is free from avarice,

even though he be ignorant of law. It is for this reason

that VishviU'upa and others have explained the meaning to be

that when accepted by both parties, even a single man may
be admitted as witness, and they have not laid stress upon

the condition that he should be ‘ conversant with law ;

—

‘ JJoshaih ’ stands for theft and so forth.

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (32a).

„ VERSE LXXVHl
(J
t

' Svabhavena ‘ Quite naturally’
—

‘not out of com-

passion’ (Medhatithi, who says nothing regarding ‘depending

on women’ as Buhler wrongly puts it),
—

‘not out of fear and

the like ’ (Kulluka) ;
—

‘ the reliability or otherwise of the

witness is to be ascertained after due consideration of his

Svabhdva, character, and not from the manner of his giving

evidence ’ (‘others ’ in Medhatithi),
—

‘ without hesitation,

quickly ’ (Narayana) ;
—

‘ in accordance with truth ’ (Govinda-

raja and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 80) ;—and in Vyavahara-Balambhafit (p. 282)..

• VERSEILXX1X
"> This v^ree- is quoted iti Parasharamadhava- (Vyava-

hira, p. 75) *;—in Vyavaharamayukh

a

(p 18) rin
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Smrtichndrika (Vyavahara, p. 198) and in Kftyakal-

pataru (33b), which explains ‘ sdbhantah ’ as ‘ in court ’, and
‘ anuyufljita

1

as ‘ should question.
’

VERSE LXXX

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 75) ;—in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 18) ;—and in

Krtyakalpataru (33 b).

VERSE LXXX1

Hopkins is again wrong in saying that “ this verse is

omitted by Nandana.”

This verse is quoted in Pardshtvramddhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 75);—in Krtyakalpataru (33 b) ;-r-and in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, p. 53 b).

VERSE LXXX1I
“ Dropsy is a disease specially attributed to Vanina (see

Rgveda 7 . 89. 1, and the story of Sunahshepha, Aitareya

Brahmana 7. 15). The fetters of Varuna are mentioned as

the punishment of liars in the Atharva Veda, 4. 16. 6.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Vyavahara,

p. 199) ;—in Krtyakalpatan t (33 b), which explains

‘ shatam-djdtih ’ as ‘ during a hunched lives —and in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 53 b).

VERSE LXXXIV
This verse is quoted in Smrtiohandrikd (Vyavahara,

p. 199);—in Krtyakalpataru (33 b),—and in Vira-

mitrodaya (Vyavahara* 53 b).

VERSE LXXXV
This verse is

:quoted in Smftichandrika (Vyavahara,

p. Kftyakalpataru (33 b),—and in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, p. 53 b).
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VERSE LXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrika (Vyavahara,

p. 200) ;—in Krtyakalpataru (33 b),—and in Viramitro-

daya (Vyavahara, p. 53 b).

VERSE LXXXVI1

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 673) in

Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 78) ;—in Vyvakara-

mayukha (p. 18);—in Vyavaharatattva (p. 32);—in

Smrtichandrika (Vyavahara, p. 203) ;—and in Krtya-

kalpataru (33 b).

VERSE LXXXVIII

* Gohijakalichanaih
'—

‘ Threatening him with the guilt

of all offences committed against kine and the rest ’ (Medha-

tithi) ‘ with the guilt of the theft of kine etc.-’

(Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;•
—

‘with the loss

of his kine etc.’ (Narayana) ;
—

‘ by making him touch the

cow and other Ijiings ’ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 674) ;—and

in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 78), where however

the first half is read as wfcr qfw TO*ug$:
;—in

Smrtitattva (II, p. 215), which adds -The Vaishya is to be

admonished with the words :
—

‘ those sins would accrue to you

which are involved in stealing the cow etc. if you tell a lie

and the Shudra with the words
—

* all kinds of sins would fall on

you etc. etc.’;—in Smrtichandrika (Vyavahara, p. 204);

—

and -in Krtyakalpataru (33 b).

VERSE LXXXIX : '

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyava-

hanay pY 78) j—-in Smrtitdttvd (II, p.
r

215) ;—In

Smrtichandrika (Vyavahara, p. 204) ;—andift Kftyahalm

pataru (38 a). . 'V.y,
,

'
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VERSE XC

Of. 3. 230 and It. 122.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 674) ;—in

Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 78) ;—in Snirtichan-

drikd (Vyavahara, p. 204) ;—and in Krtyakalpatam
(35 a).

VERSE XC1

Qf. The Mahabharata 1.74.28.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 674);—and

in Smrtichandrika (Vyavahara, p. 204).

VERSE XCI1

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 674);—and

in Smrtichandrika {Vyavahara, p. 204), which explains

'KuruvC as
1

Kuruksetra.’

VERSE XCIII

Hopkins remarks that
‘grham’ is the reading of Medha-

tithi (for ‘Kulam'). But there is nothing in the Bha$yu
to show this.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 674);—in

Smrtichandrika (Vyavahara, p. 204);—and in Krtyakal-

pataru (35 a).

VERSE XCIV

This verse is quoted in Kftyakalpataru (35 a);—
in Apararka (p. 674) ;—and in Smrtichandrika, (Vyava-
hara, p. 204)

.

VERSE XCV

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrika
(VyavahSra, p. 205), which says that according to some
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people, this and the preceding two verses are to be addressed

to witnesses of the lower order only ; hence in ordinary cases,

after
lkurun gamah’, the exhortation should begin with

‘ yavato bandhavan <fcc.’ (verse 97) ;—these exhortations

are to be addressed to Shudras and to poverty-stricken twice-

born persons also ;—and in Krtyakalpataru (35 b).

VERSE XCV1

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 574);—and in

Krtyakalpataru (35 b).

VERSE XCVI1

‘Hanti’—‘Destroys—i. e., leads to hell* (Medhatithi

on 98, and Narayana and Kulluka);
—

‘makes to fall from

heaven, or makes to be born among lower animals’ (Raghava-

nanda);— ‘ incurs the guilt of killing them’ (Kulluka, alter-

native).
9

‘Saumya —Addressed to Bhrgu (Medhatithi), but

later on under 99, he rejects the view and says that it

must l>e taken as addressed to the witness giving evidence.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 674) ;—in

Srilrtichandrikd (Vyavahara, p. 205);—and in Krtyakal-

pataru (35 b).

VERSE XCVIII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 674) ;—in

Smftisdroddhdra (p. 336);— in Smirtichandrikd (Sams-

kara, p. 220), which says that 'paficha ’, ‘five’, qualifies

1 bandhavan’ ‘relations,’ who have been mentioned in the

preceding verse;—in Smftichandrika (Vyavahara, p. 205);—

and in Krtyakalpataru (35 b).
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VERSE XCIX

‘ Sarvam hanti'—‘ Destroys everything

—

i. e„ incurs tlu*

guilt of killing all animate beings' (Kulluka and Govin-

dariija) ;

—
‘ destroys even more than a thousand beings’

(Naravana);
—

‘destroys the entire universe’ (Nandaua).

• VERSE 0

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrika (Vyavahara,

p. 205),—and in Krtyakalpataru.

VERSE or

‘Afljasa ’
—

‘ Without hesitation or sliilly-shallying

(Medhatithi) ;
—

‘truly ’ (Govindaraja and Kulluka) ;
—

‘quickly
’

(Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 674) ;—in

Smrtichandrika (Vyavahara, p. 205), which explains

‘ afljasa ’ as ‘ with a clear heart’; —and in Krtyakalpataru

(35 b).

VERSE CII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 074), and

again on p. 681, as indicating that in certain eventualities

even a Brahmana may be condemned to death ;—in

Vyavaharamayukha (p. 10) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Raja-

nlti, p. 268), which refers to Apararka and adds that

the term
‘vipram’ here stands for the illiterate Brhamana.

who does cattle-tending <fcc., as also for such Ksattriyas

and Vaishyas as are addicted to degraded vocations;—

in Hemadri (Dana, p. 35 and Shraddlia, p. 359) ;—in Prayas-

chittavivekq, (p. 384) ;—in Smrtichandrika (Vyavahara,

p. 205).

66
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VERSE CHI

Buhler wrongly says that Nandana omits this verse

;

Hopkins is equally inaccurate in saying that Nandana

places this verse after 104.

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (38 a).

VERSE CIV

This verse is quoted in Prdyashchittaviveka

(p. 432), which says that this is to be regarded as mere

arthavada, as expiatory rites are prescribed for this

lying also ;—in Smrtichandrikd (Vyavabara, p. 207],

as an exception to the general rule regarding deposing

truthfully;—in Krtyaka/patam (38 a);—and in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavabara, p. 58 a), which explains that

this verse makes silence, or even lying, better than telling

the truth, under the circumstances.

? VERSE CV

‘Kapifijalaih’ (Medhatithi, p. 937, 1. 11)—This refers

to a case dealt, with in Mimamsa-sutra, where it is said

that whenever the plural number is used, we should

understand it to mean three
; for instance, when ‘Kapifijala

birds’ are spoken of as to be sacrificed. Medhatithi says

that this principle should not be applied to the present case

of the plural in ‘ Charubhih’

.

Nandana does not read the verse differently as asserted

by Hopkins.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 682), which

adds that the plural number in ‘ Charubhih ’ is due to the

plurality of the persons referred to here
—

‘ te ’, ‘they’ ;—in

Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 432), which says that this refers to the

three higher castes only.
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It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 390);—in Smrtitattva (II, p. 355), which adds

that ‘ Vagdevatd ’ here must be token as standing for

Sarasvati
,

the terms
l

Vak' and ‘ SarasvatV being synony-

mous, specially as it is only thus that the offering shall be

consistent with its name ‘ Sacrifice to SarasvatV
; it pro-

ceeds to add that the pronoun ‘ te' here stands for those

witnesses who tell a lie for saving a Bralmiana or a Ksat-

triya from death ;—in Smrtichandrika (Vyavahara, p.

207) ; and in Krtyakalpatarv (38 b).

VERSE CVI

'Kusmandaiti—i. e. Vajasaneya Samhita. 20 14-16,

or Taittiriya Aranyaka, 10. 3-5.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 682), which

adds that
‘vditV refers to the opening word of the mantra

‘Uduttamamvaruna pdshamasmat Ac! (Rgveda, 1. 24.

15);—in Parasharamadhava (Prayashehitta, p. 390);

—

in Smrtichandrikd (Vyavahara, p. 207);—and in Krtya-

kalpataru (38 b).

VERSE CV1I

Hopkins again misrepresents Nandana as reading
‘gatonarah ’ for ‘ Narogadah, ’ It is clear that Hopkins had

a very defective manuscript of Nandana’s commentary.

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (37 b) ;
—

in Apararka (p. 677), to the effect that it is only in

cases relating to debts and the like that the absentee wit-

ness who is fit to attend, does, not attend ;—in ‘ Mitakgara

(on 2.76) which adds that ‘ agadah ’ stands for freedom from

disease and state or divine oppression;—in Smrtichandrikd

(Vyavahara, p. 213), which explains ‘ agadah ’ as ‘in good

health tadrnam ’ as that which can be proved by means

of witnesses;

—

'sarvam' as ‘along- with accrued interest,
?
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and ‘prapnuydt ’ as ‘ should be paid ’;—and in Virami *

trodaya (Vyavahara, 54 b) which explains that
1 agadah ’

stands for the ‘ absence of obstacles arising either from natural

causes or from some action of the king.’

VERSE CVIll

Nimdana is again misrepresented by Hopkins.

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on 2. 80.)

VERSE CIX

‘ Shapathena’—‘ Supernatural proof’ (Medhatithi);

—

‘ oath ’

—

4

touching of the head and so forth ’ (Narayana),

—

or declaring ‘ may heinous sins accrue to me if what l have

said turns out to be untrue ’ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. (194), which adds

(bat
4

asaksikesu ’ means
4

in cases where no human evidence

is available’ and in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 7lb),

which explains# ‘ asakp'kem ’ in the same manner.

VERSE CX

4

JPaijaoana ’ is another name for king Sudas, say

Narayana and Kulluka.

For the stoiy of the seven sages, see the Mahabharata 13.

93; 13. “See Sayanaon Rgveda 7. 104. 15, which is considered

to contain the oath sworn.”—Buliler.

This verse is quoted in Vyavahara-Balambhafti (p. 406);

—and in Krtyakalpataru (62a).

VERSE CXI

4

Vrtha’—‘False’ (Medhatithi, Narayana and Nandana);
—n*edlessly, in small matters ’ (Raghavananda).
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This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 229),

—

in Vyavdhdra-Bdlambhatfi (p.406) ;—and in Vlramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, 89a).

VERSE CXII

'Phis verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 229),

vvliieh adds the following notes:
—

‘

Kdrnimsu,’ when conversing

with a woman in secret one may swear falsely for the purpose

of satisfying her ;—similarly for the purpose of bringing about

a marriage, for obtaining food for cows, for obtaining fuel

necessary for offerings, and for saving a Brahmana ;—and

in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhatfi (p. 40(i).

VERSE CXIII

This verse is quoted in Mitdkqard (on 2. 73), which

adds the following notes :—To the Brahmana he should ad-

minister the oath
—

‘ If you tell a lie your truthfulness shall

perish ’; to the Ksattriya, ‘your conveyances and weapons shall be

futile to the Vaishya, your cattle, seeds and gold shall be

useless;’ to the Shiidra, ‘if you tell a. lie all the sins shall accrue

to thee.’ It adds that verse 102 provides an exception to the ride

here hud down.

It is quoted in Vyavahdramayukha (p. 19), and

again on p. 38 ;—in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p.

78);—in Smrtitattva (II, p. 611), which adds the following

notes :—The Brahmana he shall cause to take the oath in the

form ‘ what I say is quite true ,’ and what he says after

this should be accepted as true ;—in Smrtisaroddhdra

(p. 336) ;—in Krtyakalpataru (62a) ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, 88 b).

VERSE CXIV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 694) ;—the

second half in Smrtitattva (II, p. 611) ;—and in Viramitro-

daya (Vyavahara, 71b and 88b), which says that the touching

of the head is to- be done with the right hand. -
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VERSE CXV

See Atharva Veda 2.12 ; Chhandogya Upanisad 6.16.1.

‘ Ksipram ’
—

‘ Within fourteen days’ (Medhatithi)
;

* with-

in three fortnights ’ (Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (62b).

VERSE CXV1

“This story is :told in Pafichavimsha Brahmana of the

Sama Veda”—Hopkins.

VERSE CXVII

This verse is quoted in Mitdkmra (on 2. 77), to the

effect that even though the case may have been decided, yet

if, even subsequently it is found out that the witnesses had
deposed falsely,—the decision should be upset ;—in Smrti-
saroddhara (p. 337);—in Krtyakalpataru

{p. 65a);— and
in Viramitrodgtya (Vyavahara, 39b).

VERSE CXV1I1

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 680), which

adds the following notes :—False evidence is given only through

these causes;—* lobha ’ is greed for wealth,—•* moha ’ is mis-

take,—* ajfidna imperfect knowledge,—* balabhava ’ extreme
youth;—in Krtyakalpataru (37a) ;—and in Virami-
trodaya (Vyavahara, 50b).

It is quoted also in Pardaharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 80).

VERSE CXIX

This verse is quoted in Parasharcmddhava (Vyava-
hara, p. 82) ;—and in Krtyakalpataru (37a).
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VERSE CXX

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddfiava (Vya va-

liant, p. 82);—and in Mitdk§ard (on 2.811), which adds

the following notes :

—

4 Lobha
1

is greed for wealth,

—

4 moha ’,

wrong information,

—

4 bhaya ’, fear,

—

4

maitri ’, too much

affection,

—

4

Tcdma ’, longing for intercourse with women,

—

4 krodha ’, anger. It adds that the 1,000 and other numbers

refer to so many copper panas.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 680), which adds the

following notes :—The numbers here mentioned refer to

karsapanax. Some people might think that there are two

kinds of perjury—one through greed and the rest, for which the

penalty shall be as prescribed by Manu, and another due to

other causes, for which the penalty would be that prescribed

by Yajfiavalkya (2.81). But this would not be the right view',

because as already shown by Manu (in 118), people commit

perjury only through greed and other causes enumerated there-

in.

It is quoted in Vivadachintamani (p. 191), which

says :—If the witness lie, through avarice, he should be fined

1,000 panas,—if through delusion, 250 panas,—if through fear

1,000 panas,—if through friendliness 1 ,000 panas ;—and in

Krtyakalpataru (37a), which says that
4

thousand ’ panas are

meant,

—

4 mohdt ’ means
4

through absent-mindedness ’—that
4purva sahasa ’

stands for 250 panas,

—
‘ dvau rnadhyamau

means
4 dvau rnadhyamau sahasau', which means 1,000

panas,—4 purvam ’ means . ‘first amercement’, four times

of which means 1,000 panas.

VERSE CXXI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 680) ;—in

Mitdk>ard (on 2.81), which adds the following notes :

—

Ajfiana’

is imperfect knowledge,—and
4

bdlixhya', wTant of experience

and knowledge ,—in Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara
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p. 82);—in Vivadachintamani (p. 191), which says
—

‘If

the witness lies through sexual passion for some woman, he

should be fined 2,500 panas,—if through anger, 2,000panas,

—

if through ignorance, 200 panas ;—and in Krtyakalpataru

(87 1>), which says ‘ trigunam param ’ means ‘ three times the

middle amercement, i. a., 1,500 panas,—ajfidndt', from a

wrong idea formed at the time of the transaction in question,

—
* balishya ’ means ‘ majority just attained a minor not

being admissible as a witness.

VERSE CXXI1

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 82);—in Vivadachintamani (p. 191);—in

Svrrtichandrika (Vyavahara, p. 5.1);—and in Krtyakal-

pataru (87 b).

VERSE CXXIII

‘ Pravdsayet’—‘ Banish ’ (all concur). But Medhatithi
Q

suggests ‘ put to death ’, as an alternative ; this is accepted by

Mitaksara (see below).

‘ Vivasayet*—
‘ Should deprive him of his clothes (Medha-

tithi and Govindaraja),
—

‘ or homestead ’ (Medhatithi, alterna-

tive) ;
— banish (without fining, as in the case of the other

three castes) ’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Mitdkqard (on 2. 81), which

adds the following notes:—This rule is meant for repeated

offence, as is clear from the present participle affix in

‘ kurvanan ’ (which implies habit)

;

on the three castes,

Ksattriya and the rest, the king should impose the aforesaid

fine and then put them to death',—the root
‘pravasa ’ is

used in the sense of killing in works dealing with political

science ; and this part of the law-book is a treatise on that

science. This putting to death is of various kinds—cutting

the lips, cutting the tongue and actual killing', which one
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of these is to be adopted in any particular- case will depend

upon the nature of tire case in regard to wliich the man

may have given false evidence. The Brahmana, on the other

hand, is to be fined and banished, removed from the king-

dom ; or
‘ vivdsayet ’ may mean deprive him of his clothes,

strip him naked ;—or again ‘ vasa ’ meaning the drveiling

house, ‘ vivdsayet ’ may mean ‘ should deprive him of his

house liis house should be demolished. In the case of the

Brahmana also, if the offence is the first one of its kind, and

the man is not found to have been actuated by any such

sordid motive as ‘ greed ’ and the rest,—only simple fine is

to be imposed ;
but if the offence is repeated, there is to

be fine and also ‘ vivasana ’, i. e., banishment, or stripping

naked, or rendering homeless
;
which one of these three is

to be adopted will depend upon the character of the parties,

the nature of the subject-matter of dispute and so forth.

If the Brahmana is not found to have been actuated by

greed or any such motive, if the offence is the first of its

kind, and if the subject-matter of the dispute is a petty

one,—then he also is to be only slightly fined, like the

Ksattriya and other lower castes ;
but if the subject-matter

of the dispute is an important one, then he is to be banished.

In the case of the offence being repeated, the punishment for

all the castes is to be as prescribed by Manu.

This verse is quoted also in Apararka (p. (580), which

explains the meaning as follows :—The three lower castes

are to be fined and banished, while the Brahmana is to be

only banished, not fined ;—though if the offence is repeated,

or if the issues involved in the case are important, the

Brahmana also may be fined.

It is quoted in Parasharamcidhava (Vyavahara, p. 82)

;

—in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhatti (p. 119);— in Vivada-

chintamani (p. 191), which adds the note :
—

‘ If a Ksattriya

or a Vaishya or a Shudra is found to depose falsely repeatedly,

he should, in addition to the aforesaid fines, be banished

67
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from the country,—and in the case of a. Brahmana, he should

be banished with all his belongings —in Krtyakalpatarn

(87 b), which explains ‘ vivasayet ’ as ‘ should be banished from

the kingdom ’;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 57a),

which adds the explanation that—persons of the three castes

other than the Brahmana are to be fined and then killed

—the ‘killing’ consisting either in cutting off' the lips or

lopping off the tongue or down-right killing, in accordance

with the gravity of the offence;—the Brahmana is to be

banished or rendered naked,—the verb
1

vivasayet

'

meaning

‘ deprived of vdsa, habitation or clothes It adds that fill this

refers to cases of repeated perjury.

VERSE CXXIV

This verse is quoted in Mitakmra (2. 20), as laying

down the forms of ‘ death ,’ which means ‘ corporal punish-

ment Balambhatfi adds that ‘ vrajet ’ means ‘ should

go away from home or from the city ’;—in Vivadaratnakara

(p. 630), which explains
‘

aksatah ’ as ‘without corporal

suffering’;—in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 293), as laying

down the spots of the body where corporal punishment is to

be inflicted upon all offenders, except the Brahmana ;—and in

Pardsharamadhava (Achara,p. 399 and Vyavahara, p. 155),

as laying down the ten forms of corporal punishment

VERSE CXXV

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 156) ;—in Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p. 399) in

Vivadaratnakara (p. 630), which adds that this should not

be taken to be an exhaustive list;—and in Viramitrodaya (Raja-

niti, p. 293), which adds that the punishment should be inflict-

ed upon that part of the body by which the crime might

have been committed.
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It has been quoted in Mitaksard (2. 26), which makes

the remark that has been reproduced in Vlramitrodaya ;

—Balambhatfi adds the following notes :

—
‘ Dhana ’ is

mentioned among the ‘ sthlinas ’ with a view to indicate that

when the crime committed pertains to wealth, the punishment

also should pertain to that only ; or it may be that the punish-

ment here meant is different from ‘ fine ’ (which is what has

gone before), and may be taken to stand for that physical pain

which is caused by the confiscation of some property ; in the

crime of adultery the punishment should fall on the sexual

organ,—in that of eating improper food, on the stomach, such

as starvation and so forth,—in defamation, on the tongue,

such as cutting it off,—in theft, on the hands,—in misbehaviour

with the feet, such as walking ahead of a superior person, on

the feet,—in trying to look at the king’s harem, on the

eyes,—in stealthily smelling his scents, on the nose,—in

eaves-dropping on the king’s councils, on tire ears,—in the case

of heinous crimes, on the body, i. e., death.

VERSE CXXVI

‘ Anubandham ’
—

‘ Motive or frequency ’ (Medhatithi

and Govindaraja)
—

‘ frequency ’ (Kulluka and Narayaria).

‘ Sardprddhau ’—Nandana reading ‘ Sardsdrau,’

explains it as ‘ strength or weakness of the offender.’

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 627), which

explains ‘ Sara ’ as strength and ‘ anubandha ’ as ‘ repetition

of the improper act’

VERSE LXXVII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 649).

VERSE CXXVIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 649) ;

—

in Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p. 391), as prohibiting
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the punishment of the innocent ;—in Parasharamadhava

(Vyavahara, p. 25) ;—in Mitakmra (2.1), to the effect that

the non-investigation of cases as well as the wrong investigation

of them,—both bring sin upon the king ;—in NitimayuTcha

(p. 59) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara, p. 5a).

VERSE CXXIX

This verse is quoted in Mitakmra (1. 366), which,

in quoting it, transposes, ‘ vdgdan<jam ’ and ‘ dhigdandarti ,’

—such reading is more in keeping with Yajanvalkya’s text

(1.356),—and it explains ' dhigadanda ’ as addressing such

terms as ‘ fie upon thee ,’—and ‘ vdgdanda ’ as ‘pronouncing a

terrible curse ’.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava l(Vyavahara,

p. 156) ; as laying down the order of sequence among the

various forms of punishment ; it explains vdgdanda as

pronouncing a terrible curse (reproducing the exact words

of Mitaksara) $nd ‘dhigdanda? as ‘chiding with such words

as fie and the like.’

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 630), which

adds the following notes :

—

'vdgdanda'

,

‘thou hast not done

right,’
—

‘ dhigdanda', ‘ fie upon thee, damned sinner.’

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 273),

which adds the following notes:—-The first two forms of

punishment are meant for light offences ;

‘vadhadanda means

corporal punishment, which has to be inflicted upon all

except the Brahmanas.

VERSE CXXX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 630),

which explains vadhena as ‘beating;’—and in Vyavahara

Bdlarnhhatit (p. 111).
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VERSE CXXX1

This verse is quoted in Parasharaviddhava (Vya-

vahara, p. 115) ;—in Viva<laratndkara (p. 065), which

explains the construction as ‘those that are generally used,

these I am going to describe, explain, for the purpose of

transactions among men’;—in Hemadri (Vrata, p. 53);

—

and in Nrsimhaprasada (Dana, p. 4 a).

VERSE CXXXI1

The ‘Trasarmu’, Triad,’ consists of three diads, each

‘diad’ consisting of two ‘anus’ or atoms.

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Vyavahara,

p. 115);—in Vivadaratnakara (p. 005) ;—in Smr-
titattva (XL, p. 580) ;

in Hemddri (Vrata, p. 53);—and in

Nrsimhaprasada (Dana, p. 4 a).

VERSE CXXX1II

This verse is quoted in Vivadavaindkara (p. 000);

—

in Pardsharamddhava (Vyavahara, p. 115);—in Hemddri
(Vrata, p. 53) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasdda (Dana 4 a).

VERSE CXXX1V

The Krsnala is the same as the Raktikdt (Vern. Patti),

equivalent to '122 grammes or 1.875 grains.

‘The tines in court were reckoned as so many panas,

one pana being the same as a karsa =16 Ma§a = 80

Krsnala. Some of the weights mentioned are confined to

gold—Suvarna and Ni$ka ; some to silvei—Purana and

Shatamana ; and some are used for both

—

krsnala, pana
md?a, pala, dharana, the last at times of copper.”—Hop-
kins.
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This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 666)

which explains
‘madhydh

?

as ‘neither large nor small’;

—

and in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 115), which

adds that the name ‘masa' is applied to the sixteenth part

of the ‘suvarna’, and
‘

krsnala’ to the third part of the

‘karsa’, which latter is the fifth part of the ‘ma$a\ It

remarks that ‘karsa? is one of the names of silver.

It is quoted in Hemadri (Vrata, p. 53);—and in

Nrsimhaprasdda (Dana, 4a).

VERSE CXXXV

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 115);—in Vivadaratnakara (p.666), which adds

that the construction is
‘dashapaldni dharanam ’ ;—in

Hemadri (Vratfi, p. 53) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasdda

(Dana, 4a).

VERSE CXXXVI

“Karsa— 1% Masas = 80 Krsnalas.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 115), which adds that the names ‘ purdna ’ and

‘dharana? stand for the tenth part of a
‘pala ’ of silver

;

the name, ‘masa? as applied to silver, stands for the fortieth

part of the ‘ kar§a.’

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 666), which ex-

plains the construction as
‘dharanam rajatam purana-

shcha rajatah ’; and explains that ‘karqdpana? and ‘pane?

are the names of the copper ‘kctr$a\

It is quoted in Mitafyard (1.364 and 365), to the

effect that
‘dharana’ is only another name for ‘purdna’;

and adds the explanation that a piece of copper one karsa

in weight is called ‘pana\ and also
‘

kdrsapana —in

Hemadri (Vrata, p. 53);—and in Nrsimhaprasdda

(Dana, 4a).
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VERSE CXXXVTT

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. GOG);

—

in Parasharamddhava (Vyavahara, p. 115), which

adds that, the terms ‘niska' and
‘

shatarndna? are applied to

one pala of silver;—in Ifemadri (Vrata, p. 53) ;—and in

Nrsimhaprasdda (Dana, 4a).

VERSE CXXXVIII

‘ Sahasram'—“ Copper panas are meant ”—Hopkins.

This verse is quoted in Mitdkmrd (1. 360), which

remarks that the fines here prescribed pertain to offences

committed unintentionally ;— in Apararka
, (p. 592), which

adds that these pertain to slight offences ;—in Vivdidaratna-
kara (p. 065) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 295),

which reproduces the words of Apararka ;— in Vyava-

hdra-Bdlambhalti (p. 938) ;—and in Vivddachintamani

(p. 192), which says that the numbers refer to copper

karsdpanas.

VERSE CXXXIX

‘ Taddvigunam'—
‘ Double of 5 p. c., i. e., 10 p. c.’ This

is the explanation, accepted by all the commentators. But

Medhatithi mentions ‘others’ as explaining the meaning to

be ‘double of the amount of the debt.’ This latter

would be more in keeping with what has gone before in

verse 59.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 77), which

adds the following notes :—The meaning is as follows : If

the debt is at first denied, and subsequently admitted, then the

debtor should be fined 5 per cent on the amount of debt ; but

if he does not admit it even subsequently—and yet the debt

becomes proved by the evidence adduced,—then the man

shall be fined the ‘ double of that,’ i. e., 10 per cent, It
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proceeds to add a note which serves to explain the inconsistency

of tliis rule with what has gone in verse 59 :—the diversity is

due to considerations of the nature of the debtor’s motives.

It is quoted in Vivadaehintamani (p. 34), which

adds the explanation that ‘ when a debt is denied at first and

subsequently admitted, the debtor is to be fined 5 per cent,

and if the man continues to deny the debt which is

subsequently proved, the fine is to be 10 per cent
;
and adds

that this refers to cases where the debtor is poor ;—and in

Krtyakalpataru (81 a), which has the following expla-

nation :—(a) If the man has denied the debt but admits

it when sued in Court, then he is to be fined 5 p. c., (b) if he

continues to deny it in the Court, but the debt is subsequently

proved, then the fine is 10 per cent;—this refers to cases where

the former denial has ‘been based upon some misapprehension

on the part of the debtor ; the case where the denial is through

perversity and intentional, has been dealt with under 59.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 111a),

which explains the meaning to be ‘ when the man having

denied the debt at first, admits it when sued and brought

before the Court, he should pay a fine of 5 p. c. and if he con-

tinues to deny it, but is subsequently forced by evidence to

admit, then 10 p. c.’

VERSE CXL

This rule, here attributed to Vashistha, actually occurs

in Vashistha-Dharmashastra, 2. 51.

“ According to Kulluka, (on 142), Narayana, Raghavii-

nanda and Nandana, this rale refers to a debt secured by a

pledge, and the correctness of this view is proved by the

parallel passage of Yajfiavalkya (2. 37).”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara, p. 7), which

explains ‘ masat ’ as ‘ after the lapse of one month,’ and

adds that this refers to debt that is secured by a pledge that

can be enjoyed (by the creditor).
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Smrtitattva (p. 349) quotes the second half and adds

that ‘ of 1 00 karxapanas, the ‘ eightieth part ’ would he

20 panas.

It is quoted in P.rayashchittaviveka (p. 420), wliich

explains ‘ ash itihh again as 20 panas ;—in Smrti-

saroddhdra (p. 325) ;
-and in Virannitrodaya (Vyava-

hara, 91b), which says that this refers to cases of mortgage,

and the meaning is that when 100 rupees have been advanced,

the creditor should charge rupeee after the lapse of one

month.

VERSE CXLJ

This applies to debts not secured by a pledge—say

Narayana and Ragliavananda ;—according to Medhatithi this

higher rate is permitted for those who have a huge family

to support, and hence require a large income from their loan-

transactions.

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 349), which

adds that
1

Dvikarn ’ means two Paranas',—in Viva-
daratndkara (p. 8) ;—in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 420),

which explains ‘ Dvikarn ’ as Parana* ;—and in Krtyakalpa-

taru (81 a).

VERSE CXLI1

This rule is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 8), which

adds the following notes :
—

‘ Dvikarn means
4

that in which

two Puranas per month are charged ’
;
so with

4

trika ’ and

the other terms.—From the Brahmana, Ksattriya, Vaishya.

and Shudra, one should charge an interest of two, three,

four and five Puranas respectively, for every hundred of the

debt ;—in Smrtisaroddhara (p. 320) ;—and in Kftya-

kalpataru (67 b).

VERSE CXLII1

“ According to Medhatithi (Tovindaraja and Narayapa,

the’ last clause refers to pledges which are not used; but

68
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Kulluka objects that this is contrary to the common practice

of the Shistas
;

and Raghavitnanda refers to Yajfiavalkya,

2.48. where it is clearly stated that beneficial pledges only

are never lost, while those which are merely kept are lost when

the original debt is doubled by unpaid interest.”—Buhler.

The first part of this verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara

(p. 23), which expliiins ‘ sopakare ’ as ‘what, is used or

enjoyed’;—in Apwrarka (p. 659);—in Vivadachintdmani

(p. 15), which explains ‘ sopakare ' as ‘used’ or ‘enjoyed,’

and the mere fact of the thing having been used deprives

the creditor of the interest, and if, through some act of the

creditor, the article mortgaged loses its usefulness, the interest

ceases ;—in Krtyakalpataru (70a) ;—and in Viramitro-

daya (Vyavahara, 95a).

VERBE CXLIV

Clothes etc. are meant, according to Medhatithi ;—clothes,

ornaments etc. according to Kulluka and Raghavananda ;

—

beds and so forth, according to Narayana, who adds that the

‘ value ’ standsfor “ the profit made by the use of the pledge
”

—(Buhler).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 24),

which adds the following notes :—If the creditor uses the

pledge without the debtor’s permission, then he loses only a

half of the interest ;
but if he uses it, even though actually

prohibited to do so, then he loses the whole interest ;—if he

does not give up the interest, then he should satisfy the pled-

ger by paying him the price, fixed by valuation, of the use

of the article pledged.

It is quoted in Vyavahdramayukha (p. 76);—and

in Krtyakalpataru (70 a), which adds that if the thing

has betfe only half used, and has not undergone change, £hen

the man loses only half the amount of his interest, but if the

thing becomes changed, then he loses the whole amount of the

interest
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VERSE CXLV

‘ Upanidhi ’—
‘ Anything lent through affection, for use

’

(Medhatthi, Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;

—

‘an additional pledge given in order to complete the security

for the loan ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (47a), which

explains ‘ adhi ’ as ‘ pledge<l property ’, and ‘ upanidhi ’ as

property mortgaged and allowed to he used, such as agricul-

tural land and so forth it cannot stand for property in the

form of a sealed packet, as such property cannot be used.

VERSE CXLVI

This verse is quoted in Srnrtichandrikd (Vyavahara

p. 157).

VERSE OXLVII

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 222), which

adds the following explanation :

—
‘ If the rightful owner of a

property looks upon his property being used by another, with-

out his presenting it to him as a friendly gift, or some such

thing,—and does not speak out, complain, —for ten years, then

he is no longer entitled to receive it ;
i.e., liis ownership over it

ceases ’ ;—in Vyavahara-Balambhatfi (p. 101),—and in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, G5 b).

VERSE CXLVIII

This verse is quoted in Apwdrka (p. 032), which

adds that, if the user of the property knows that it rightfully

belongs to another, then, even though he may have acquired

ownership by legal usage (vyavaharena), yet he should

hand it over to the rightful owner ;—in Smrtisaroddhara
(p. 334);—in Smrticharidrilcd (Vyavahara, p. 15b);—and

in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 66 a).
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VERSE CXLIX

‘ Shaslranfarena ’—(Medhatitlii, p. 965, 1. 1)—This refers

to Yajfiavalkya, 2. (55. ‘ Vdsan<idh<im,andkhydya haste

nyasya yadarpayet ’
;
and Niirada

—

amhkhydtavtavijfld-

tam samvdrain yannidluyate.

'

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 109), which adds that the term ‘ shrotriya, ’ includes also

.‘ill such persons who have their attention too much taken up

by other tilings to allow their looking after their belongings ;

—

in Smrtichandrikd (Vyavahara, p. 158), wliieli notes the

following reasons for neglect—(«) In regard to boundaries,

people are apt to be lulled into security by the ease with which

the boundary-line can be determined,

—

(h) in regard to

women, their natural shyness lulls men into security,—(c) in

the case of the king and the scholar, their minds are too much

taken up with their temporal and spiritual concerns respectively

;

—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 69 b).

VERSE CL
9

t

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 23) [for

whose explanatory note, see note on verse 144];—in

Apardrka (p. 659), which adds that what is here laid down

applies to cases where very little use has been made of

the thing ;
in cases where the pledged thing has been very

much used, no interest is to be paid
;
thus the reduction in the

interest has to be determined by the extent of the use to which

the thing may have been put;—and in Krtyakalpataru

(70 a).

'

VERSE CLI

‘ Smrtyantare ’—(Medhatithi, p. 967, 1. 30)—see Yajfia-

valkya (2. 39)
—

‘ Vastradhanyahiranyandm chatustri-

dvigund para *, and in Ndrada (107)

—

4

Hiranyadhanyavas-

trdndm vrddhirdvitrichatwrgund,'
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This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (on 2. 39), which

adds the following notes : —Capital invested for increase is

called '"knsida ',—the increase thereof is called ‘ vrddhi ’
;
—

and this never goes beyond, exceeds, the double,—if it is the

first original investment ; in the ease of the investment being

one that, has been transferred from one person to another, it,

earn exceed the double,—as it becomes, in this case, a fresh

transaction.—If we adopt the reading ‘ ahrta ’ (in place of

‘ aliita ’), the meaning would be that the amount cannot exceed

the double only in the case when* the interest is paid all at one

time, and that in a case where it is paid by gradual instalments

—daily, monthly or yearly,— it does exceed the double. It, goes

on—The rule applies to cases where the loan has been advanced

in one instalment, and is also paid back in one instalment
; in

cases where the loan has been transferred to another person, or

a fresh transaction is entered into by the same parties after

certain additions and subtractions, the interest does go on

accumulating even after the principal, along with the interest, has

reached the amount which is double of the original principal.

—

On the second half of the verse it remarks that in the case of

grains and roots and flowers and fruits, the quantity payable may
become five times of the principal. It explains ‘ shada ’

as agricultural products, fruits, flowers etc.,
—

‘ lava ’ as the

wool of sheep, the hair of the chamari cow and so forth,—
‘ vahya ’ as ‘ bullocks, horses and the like.’ Interest on these

cannot go beyond five times the principal.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 043), winch adds that the

term ‘ sakrt ’ makes it clear that the amount can exceed the

double, in a case where with the consent of the debtor the accrued

interest is added on to the principal and a fresh transaction enter-

ed into. It adds that this applies only to transactions in gold.

It is quoted in Vyavahararnayukha (p. 76), which adds

that Vijfianeshvara and others have held that in a case where

interest has been paid by instalments at intervals, the total

amount ofthe amount to be paid ultimatelymay exceedthe double,
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It is quoted in Vivadaratnabvra (p. 17), which adds the

following explanatory notes :
—

*

Dhanye
',

barley, vrihi and the

rest,

—

‘sade’, fruits and other products from trees,

—

‘lave, wool

of the sheep, hair of the Chamari and so forth, the etymolo-

gical meaning being ‘ what is shorn ‘ tuyate' ;—vahye
‘

what

is driven, the horse and so forth ;—if any of these things is lent

on interest, like gold and silver,—the amount to be paid should

not exceed five times the principal. It is just possible that some

one may borrow a hundredweight of grains, or a hundred horses,

on loan at the rate of 2 per cent interest ;—such a debtor, even

after a very long time, can repay only Jive hundred, not more.

The present text lays down ‘five times’ as the limit in the case of

grain; but Brhaspati has fixed this limit at ‘four times’; while

‘ three times ’ is the limit fixed by Visnu, Marichi, Vashistha and

Harlta. In view of these alternative limits, the decision in

any particular case will have to be determined by the character

of the debtor concerned, or the nature of the time, and

consideration of scarcity or affluence.

This verse is quoted in Nrsimhapramda (Vyavahara,

18 b) ;—in <? Smrtisaroddhdra (p. 326), which explains

‘soda' as the produce of cultivation, other than, com,—e. g.,

fruits and other things,
—

‘

vahyas’ as ‘bullock and the.rest’,—and

‘lava' as ‘ wool and the like ;—and in Vivadachintamani

(p. 11), which says that at one transaction, in the case of

gems and things of that kind also, the interest cannot go

beyond the double ;—that in grains etc. it can go upto five-

fold ; but in repeated transactions it can go beyond the said

‘double’; it notes the reading ‘ sakrdahita '
; it explains ‘vahya'

as ‘ bullock and the like ’,
—

‘ shada ’ as ‘ field-prodce,
—

‘ lava

'

as ‘that which is lopped off, i e., wool, except that of the sheep.

VERSE CLII

This verse in quoted in VivadaratnaJcara (p. 14),

which adds the following explanations :—Any interest, over and

above what has been prescribed in the scriptures,—such as
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2 per cent and so forth,—cannot be permitted, even though

agreed to by the debtor;—why ‘/—because they declare this to

be the ‘usurious way’. If, under the stress of business, the

creditor wishes to reap a large profit out of the debtor, then the

utmost that he can recover is 5 per cent,—and not more,

even though the debtor may have agreed to it;—and in

Krtyakalpataru (p. 68 b).

VERSE CLIII

‘ A creditor may take, for the term of a year, interest which

has been settled by the following agreement
—

“when one, two

or tlnee months have passed, the interest on the capital shall

be calculated and paid to me at one time but he shall not

take the interest according to the agreement, if the year has

passed’ (Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;— If the creditor does

not take the money due for two or three years, and the debtor

pays then, the creditor shall not take more interest than for

one year’ (Govindaraja).

‘Adrstam ’—
‘Not, found (in the Shastras)’ (Medhatithi,

Kulluka, and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘not accumlated (by the lapse

of several months ’ (Medhatith’, alternatively and Narayana).

‘Kalavrddhih ’
—

‘Periodical (i.e., monthly) interest’ (Medha-

tithi, Govindaraja, Narayana and Kulluka, who is not rightly

represented by Buhler).—See Narada

—

‘Pratimasam bhavantt

yd vrddhih sd kdlikd srmta ’ (‘ kdlikd ’ being the technical

name for monthly interest, kalavrddhih).

‘Kayikd?—‘ To be paid by bodily labour ’ (Medhatithi),

—

or ‘ by the use of a pledged animal or slave ’ (Medhatithi, alter-

native, Kulluka, Raghavananda and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 9), which

adds the following notes:

—

1

AtisdmvatsarV is that which has

gone beyond a year. The meaning is that if the creditor,

suspecting an early repayment of the loan, should stipulate

that the loan must continue for a certain time, then he cannot
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stipulate for more than a year. Halayudha, however holds the

meaning to he that however much be the eagerness of the creditor

to earn much interest, he should receive payment before

one year passes, and not beyond that.—Nor should he receive

an interest that is ‘ adrsta ,’ ‘ not permitted by the scriptures.’—
There are four kinds of interest not permitted,

—

chakravf'ddhi
,

kdlavrddhi
,
karitd and kdyikd ; these lie should not take.

It, is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 229) ;— in Vidhana-

pdrijatn (II, p. 252) ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Ahnika,

36 a) ;—and in Krtyakalpataru (67 b), which adds the

explanation.

—

4 The interest is to be calculated from the first

month opto the end of the year, and not beyond that..’

VERSE (XIV

‘Karana ’

—

4

Written bond ’ (Kulluka and Raghaviinanda)

;

4— written bond and witnesses ’ (Medhatithi).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Vyavahara,

p. 193), which! adds the following explanation:
—

‘ When the

time for repayment arrives, if the debtor, find liimself unable

to pay the wSole amount due—the principal along with accrued

interest,—and the creditor is unwilling to keep the loan hang-

ing,—and should wish to renew the transaction on the same

terms, he should pay the accrued interest and renew the bond,

dated afresh with the new date.’

It is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 72), as laying down

one of the methods of ‘compound interest.’ It adds the follow-

ing notes :

—
‘ Nirjitdm] legally due to the creditor; of this

accrued interest he should pay either the whole, or a part only,

and add the remainder to the piincipal and renew the bond

for the total;—in Nrsirnhaprasdda (Vyavahara, 19b);—in

Krtyakalpataru (80a), which explains
4

nirjitdrn ’ as ‘deter-

mined to have already accrued to the creditor,’—and 'jfeara-

nam parivartayet ’ as
4

should write another document

attested by fresh witnesses ’;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vya-

vahara, 104a).
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At the end of Adhyaya VIII, Mandlik has printed the

following verse with Medhatitlii’s explanation thereupon

—

nrfcftfl*; w* sswft

id wfam n

This verse, though commented upon by Medhatithi,

has been omitted by all other commentators.

It is found in Narada (131.) It is quoted in Viva-

daratndkara (p. 71) as from Narada
;

"it explains ‘ Shaktivi-

htnah' as ‘ without ability to repay the debt ,’ and ‘ Icalavipar-

yayat

'

as ‘ on account of famine and so forth.’

The verse is not Manu’s, it is Narada’s ; and it has been

only quoted by Medhatithi and explained by him in course

of his comment on verse 159.

VERSE CLV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 73), which

adds the following notes :
—

* adarshayitva hiranyam ’, not

bringing up the gold for payment,—not even a single pice,

—and hence not paying even the interest, he should add the

accrued interest to the original principal, and making this total

the new principal, he should enter it in the new bond that

he should write. Though the entire interest is actually due

to be paid at the time, yet, if he is unable to pay the whole,

he may pay just that much of it which he may be able to pay

;

—this is what is meant by the clause ‘ yavati sambhavet etc.'

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 194),

which adds the following explanation :

—
‘ Hiranyam adar-

shayitvd,—not having paid the interest that has been earned,

—he should have it included in that same bond ;—in Krtya-

kalpataru (80a), which explains ‘ hiranyam adarshayitva

'

as ‘ not paying any part of the accrued interest to the creditor

the meaning is that he should pay as much of the accrued

interest as he can, and then make out a fresh document ;—and

in Viraniitrodaya (Vyavahara, 104a).

69
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VERSE CLVI

* Chakarvrddhi ’
—

‘ Interest on wheeled carriage’ (Medha-

tithi, Govindaraja, Kulluka and Ragliavananda) ;
—

‘ compound

interest’ (Narayana as also ‘ others ’ in Medhatithi on verse 157).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 73),

winch gives a totally different explanation :
—

‘ Deshakalavyava-

sthitah chakravrddhim samarwjhoh ’ means ‘ having entered

into an agreement regarding chakravrddhi ’ to the effect that

“
at, such and such a place and time I shall take double this

amount,”—if the creditor asks for repayment of liis dues with

compound interest, before the stipulated time, or at a place other

than the stipulated one, then he shall not receive his dues

with compound interest;’—in Krtyakalpataru (80a), which

explains ‘ samarudha ’ as ‘ stipulated, agreed upon ,’ and
‘ tatphalam ’ as the effect of the chakravrddhi ;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 104a).

VERSE CLVII

This verfjp is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 11), which

adds that the term ‘ Samudraydnakmhatdh ’

stands for all

merchants ;
—

‘ deshakalarthadarshinah ,’ those who know

tliat in such and such a country such and such profit is to be

made ;
—

‘ adhigama ’ is ‘ decision ’
i. e., ‘ by tliat is the interest

to be determined ;’—and in Krtyakalpataru (084), which has

the following notes :

—
‘ Samudrayanakushalah ’

stands for

tradesmen in general,
—

‘ deshakalarthadarshinah ,’ one who

knows what profit is obtained at what time,
—

‘ adhigama ’ is

decision, finding.

VERSE CLVIII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 185).

VERSE CLIX

‘ Vrthdddnam '—
‘ Gifts promised in jest, or to clowns,

bards and such persons ’ (Medhatithi, Narayapa and Kulluka)
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—
‘
gifts promised not for religious purpose, but to singers

sind the like’ (Nandana).

—

“ Vashistha (16. 31) gives this verse sis a well-known

quotation. So Gautama (12. 41).” Hopkins.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 57), which

adds the following notes:—The term ‘pratibhavyam ’ refers

here to sureties of both kinds—surety for appearance
,
and

surety for trust ;
—

‘

vrthdddnam>

is useless gifts ;

—
‘ aksikam ,’

that due to gambling;
—

‘

saurikmn ’, that due to wine-thinking

;

—the ‘ gambling ’ and ‘ drinking ’ meant here are of the

improper kind ;—and in Krtyakalpatarn (7(>b).

VERSE CLX

The first half of this verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara

(p. 57), which adds that ‘ darshanaprdtibhdvya ’ includes the

surety for trust also [this is clear from Yiijfiavalkya, 254,

where both are put on the same footing] —the second half is

quoted on p. 4.4. where ‘ ddnapraiibhu ’ is explained as ‘ the

surety who had promised I shall pay ,’—and ‘ dayddan ’ as

‘ sons.’

(1) ‘ Darshana-pratibhu' is the person standing surety

with the promise ‘ I shall produce this man when required

•—(2) Pratyayapratibhu is one who says ‘ give him the loan

on my trust’;—(8) Danapratibhu ’—who says ‘give him the

loan, which, if he does not pay, I shall pay.’

The verse is quoted in Krtyahalpatarn (74a and 7<>b).

VERSE CLXI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 43),

which takes it as putting the question which is answered

in the next verse. It adds the following notes :— ‘ Add
tari ’, i. e., a surety other than the one for payment

(i. e., the surety for appearance and the surety for trust),

—

being ‘ vijftatoprakrti ’

—

i. e., being known to have stood

surety after having received something in pledge from the

debtor ;
and thus having its character fully known if such
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a surety dies,

—

‘ kena Ketuna ’—by what means—is the
1

data ’

—the man who advanced the loan, the creditor,—to receive

back the debt? The work goes on to quote Halayudha

as explaining the term ‘ vijtlatoprakrti ’ as “ l>eing known

that he became the lagnaka (?) on receiving a pledge’, and

regarding the verse as denying the creditor’s right to receive

payment from the surety’s heirs on his death. But remarks

that the net result of both explanations is the same.

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (74 a), which

has the following notes:
—

‘ Adatari ’, a surety other than

Ddnapratibhu,—‘data the creditor,
—

‘ vijfiatoprakrti ’, one

whose solvency is well known.

VERSE CLXII

‘ Alandhanah ’—Qualifies the surety (Medhatithi,

Govindaraja and Narayana) ;—it qualifies the surety's heir

(Raghavananda) ;—Nandana reads ‘ alaksitah
’

and explains

it as ‘ if the surety who received the money is not found.
’

This versi is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 43), as

providing the answer to the question put in the preceding

verse. It adds the following explanation :—If the surely,

to whom money had been handed over (niradi$ta) by the

debtor, is ‘ alandhanah —i. e., he has really got the money,

—

then, on his death, the ‘ nirddistah ’

—

i. e., the son of the

surety to whom money had been handed over—should pay

the debt lout of his own property. The term ‘ nirddistah ’

is applied figuratively to the son.

It is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (74 a), which has the

following notes :
—

‘ Niradi?tadhana ’, is the surety to whom
enough money had been handed over by the creditor, to cover

the amount of surety involved,

—
‘ alandhanah ’, possessed of

sufficient property,—the second ‘ nirddi$ta ’ stands for the

son of the person who had stood surety and has since died;

the meaning being that the son should make good the debt

for which his father had stood surety.
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VEBSE CLXIV

This verse is quoted in KrtyakaIpataru (65 b), which

adds the following exphination : —An agreement, even though

formally put in writing, has no legal force, if it is contrary

to the laws and customs prevalent among business-men ; and

such an agreement cannot be enforced,—such agreement, for

instance, as where a man who has children agrees to l>equeath

all his property to a stranger.

It is quoted also in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 21 b

and 39 b), which has the following notes
—

‘ Pratisthita ’, free

from the defect of being impossible and unknown and so forth,

—

‘ bhasa\ proposition, statement,—is not ‘ satya
,

’ accepted by

the king or the court,
—

‘ that statement which is contrary to

all rules of business, even though it be established by evidence,

oral and documentary, should not l>e accepted ’
; e.g., the state-

ment that
‘

this man has promised Iris entire property to me ’,

—

when the man concerned is one who has got sons and other

successors.

VEKSE CLXV

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 162), which explains ‘ Yoga ’ as ‘ obtain another’s property,

without any right to it, by means of begging and such

other means ’,— adhamana ’

as ‘ pledge ’ ;—and the compound
' Yogadhamanam ’ as

1 Yoge adhamanam ’,

‘

pledging of

what does not rightly belong to one.’

It is quoted in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 90), which

explains ‘ Yoga ’ as * fraud ’
;

and adds that the king shall

nullify every transaction in connection with which he detects

some fraud ;—in Kftyakalpataru (65b) which explains
‘

upadhi’

as fraud,— yoga, ’ as ‘ deceit ’ ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, 39b), which lias the following notes :

—

1Adhamana ’

is pledge,
—

‘
yoga ’ is deceit,

—
‘ upadhi ’ is fraud ;—and

adds that all fraudulent transactions are null and void,
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VERSE CLXV1

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 53), which

adds the term
4

svatah ’, which means ‘ out of their own

property and implies that in a case where even among divided

co-sharers, if one has Contracted a debt for the purpose of the

maintenance of all co-sharers, and he, for soipe reason or

other, such as death and so forth, is unable to repay it—then

the debt should be paid by all the other co-sharers.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 047) ;—in Smrtitattva (II,

p. 178), which explains ‘svdtah' as ‘from his own property;’

—

in Krtyakalpataru (76a);—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

110 a), which says that the explanation given by the ‘ Vrttikara
’

is that ‘when a man who borrowed the money goes away or

dies, and the money was spent by him for his family, then the

debt is to l)e repaid even by such of his collaterals as may

have been living separately from him,—what to say, regarding

those who might have been living with him. It demurs to this

explanation and quotes the explanation of the ‘Mahabhasya .

’

as that separated collaterals, like the uncle find so forth,

should repay the debt out of their own property.

VERSE CLXVII

‘AdhyadMnati—‘Servant’ (Medhatithi and Narayana);
—

‘slave’ (Kullfika);
—

‘Youngest brother and one in some

such position (Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 232) as

indicating the necessary character of the maintaining of the

family ;—in Vivadaratnakara (p. 55), which explains

‘Adhyadhma ’ as ‘ servants and others,’ and
*jyayan ’

as ‘ the

master’ ;—in Pardsharamddhava (Vyavahara, p.

164), to the effect that a debt cannot be repudiated if it has

been contracted for the support of the family, even if it may
have been contracted by a dependant without the master’s
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permission ;—in Kftyakalpataru (79 b), which explains

‘ adhyadhinah ’ as ‘the slave and the like —and in Virami-

trodaya (Vyavahara, 40a), wliieh explains ‘ adhyadhinah ’

as ‘ son, nephew, slaves and so forth.
’

VERSE CLXVII1

This verse is quoted in Smftitattva (11, p. 231);—in

Kftyakalpataru (05 b) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

39 b and 60 a).

VERSE CLXIX

‘ Kulam ’
—

‘ Judge ’ (Kulluka and (lovindaraja)
—

‘ undi-

vided family’ (Narayana and Raghavananda) ;
—
‘member of

a family’ (Nandana, who is misrepresented by Hopkins,

who wrongly translates ‘ Kulinah ’ (?) as friend).

VERSE CLXX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p.

275).

VERSE CLXXi

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p.

275).

VERSE CLXXI1

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p.

275), which adds the following notes :— ‘ Svddanat ’,
‘ by

taking what is his own legally, such as taxes and so forth’;

—

‘

va^rnasamsargdt ‘by marriages and such relationships

contracted by the Brahmana ’ and other castes with persons of

their own respective castes’ ; the
‘ samsarga

*

of different castes

is not meant, as that would lead to the evil of ‘mixed castes.’
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VERSE CLXXin

o

This verse is quoted in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara,

b).

VEE8E CLXXIV

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (6 b);—and

in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 39 a).

VERSE CLXXV

Hopkins refers to Rgveda 1. 32. 3 for a similar imagery.

This verse is quoted in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara,

2 b) ;—in Krtyakalpataru (4 a) ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, 39 a).

VERSE CLXXVT

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (80 b.)

o
»

VERSE CLXXVII

Of. 8. 49, and 9. 229

;

also 8. 415.

This verse is quoted in Mitak$ara (2. 43), which

explains the meaning to be that “ the debtor should"make him-

self ‘ samam ’, equal, to the creditor by putting an end to the

relation of creditor and debtor ” ;—in Apararka (p. 146),

which explains the meaning to be that “ even by doing some

work for the creditor, the debtor should make himself equal,

similar, to the creditor, by becoming free from debt ” ;—in

Vivadaratnakara (p. 70), which adds the following explana-

tion :—The debtor, who is either of the same caste with, or of

a lower caste than, the creditor, should, even by meansof 'work-

ihg, clear off his debt, and thereby render himself eqbdlih

the creditor. So long as the debt is not paid off, there is ah

inequality between them—one being the creditor and
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the other the debtor
;
but when by means of work, the debt

lias been paid off, both of them become ‘ equal \—But if the

debtor belongs to a higher caste, he should not lie made by the

creditor to work for him.

It is quoted also in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 89) ;

—

in Krtyakalpataru (79b), which explains ‘ mmam huryat'

as ‘remove his indebtedness, which puts him in a position lower

than that of his creditor, by doing such work for the latter as

would suffice to liquify the amount of debt ’—
‘ shreyan ’ is ‘one

belonging to a higher caste ’ and also ‘ one possessed of higher

qualifications ’ ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 104 b),

which also has the same explanation.

VERSE CLXXVIII

‘ Pratyaya '—‘Inference and supernatural proof’ (Medha-

tithi) ;
—

‘ inference, oaths and so forth ’ (Govindaraja) ;

—

‘ oaths ’ (Narayana and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. G18).

VERSE CLXXIX

This verse is quoted in Krtyalcalpataru (82b), which

explains ‘ mahdpaksa ’ as one who has a large family ;

—
in Pardsharamadhava (Vyavaliara, p. 204) ;— and in

Vivddaratnakara (p. 85), which explains ‘ mahapak^a! as ‘one

having a large family’,—and
‘niksepam ’ as ‘ nik^epyam,' i. e.,

the thing deposited ;—and in Vivadachintamani (p. 36),

which explains ‘ mahdpaksa ’ as ‘one who has a large number

of relatives.’

VERSE CLXXX

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 86),

which explains 'dayah' as depositing and ‘grahah’ as

receiving ;—in Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 205),

which explains ‘ dayah ’ as giving, depositing,—and * grahah ’

as receiving ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 113 b).

70 •
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VEESES CLXXXI—CLXXXJI
These verses are quoted in Apararka (p. CG4) ;—and

in Vivadaratnahara (p. 94), which explains them to

mean that
—

‘ If the person who calls himself the Depositor

demands the deposit from the person called the Deposit-holder,

—and the latter denies it, saying ‘ nothing was deposited with

me —and there are no witnesses to the transaction ;—then

the king, with a desire to ascertain the facts, should have re-

course to the following stratagem:—Through spies of the proper

age and appearance, trustworthy in word and appearance, he

should by some pretext deposit his own gold with the accused

person ;—after some days, he should have that deposit demand-

ed from him.

VEESE CLXXXHI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. G64) ;—and in

Vivadaratnahara (p. 94), which continues the explanation

(see last note)
—

‘ If the man admit the deposit and surrender

it exactly in the condition in which it had been deposited—

neither more nor less,—then the king should conclude that, the

former deposit, the subject-matter of the dispute, had not been

made over to him, and he should be acquitted of the charge

brought against him by the other party.

VEESE CLXXXJV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. GG4), which explains

the meaning to be that the man should be punished by being

made to surrender the two deposits as also their values.

It is quoted in Vivadaratnahara (p. 94) which ex-

plains the meaning to be as follows
—

“ If, however, the man

does not surrender the gold deposited by the king’s spies, then

the king should regard the charge as proved against him and

should make him surrender also the former deposit, the subject-

matter of the former charge.”
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It is quoted also in Parashcoramadfutva (Vyavahara,

p. 209), to the effect that if, relying on his power, the depository

does not surrender the deposit, he should be punished by the

king and forced to deliver it.

VERSE CLXXXV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 87),

which adds the following explanation :—If the depositor is

living, deposits, sealed or open, should never be given by the

depository to any such near relative of the depositor as may

have a share in the property,— during the absence of the

depositor himself ; for if the stud relative happen to die, the

deposits become lost, i. e., they do not reach the depositor himself

;

though if the relative does not die, they may perhaps reach

him. So that in the event of the relative’s death, it would

be open to the original depositor to demand from the depository

the value of the deposits ; and in order to guard against

tliis, the depository should always return the deposits to the

depositor himself, while he lives.

It is quoted in Krtyahalpataru (83a).

VERSE CLXXXVT

Tliis verse is quoted in Vivadaratnaharu, (p. 87), which

adds the following explanation :—On the death of the depositor,

if the depository deliver the deposit to the depositor’s heir, he

should not be blamed either by the king or by the dead man’s

relatives. The term ‘ svayameva ’ implies that during the

depositor’s life-time, he should not deliver it to die heir, even

though asked to do so by the latter ;—and that on his death

he should give it to the heir even widiout being ashed to da

so ;—and in Vivadachintamani (p. 37).

VERSE CLXXXVH
u
According to Narayana, the verse refers to cases where

one believes a deposit to be with another but has not made it
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over himself ;
according to Govindaraja and Kulluka, to cases

where there may be error. Govindaraja and Kulluka think

that the person who should act in the manner described is the

king, and they explain ‘ anvichchhet ’ by ‘ he should decide.’

Narayana and Raghavananda, on the other hand, think that

the depositor should act thus.”—Buhler.

This verse has been omitted entirely by Medhatithi;

neither the verse nor its commentary is found in the Mss.

Tins verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 94), accord-

ing to which the verse refers to what the depositors should

do ;
it means that ‘ the depository should keep the deposit

honestly and lovingly ; all the more so if the depositor is

found to be a man of thoroughly good character.’

It is also quoted in Parasharamddhava (Vyavahara,

p. 209), which says that this lays down what should be done

by the successor of the depositor, if the depository does not

of his own accord, surrender the deposit, after the depositor’s

death.

?

VERSE CLXXXVIH

The second half of this verse is quoted in Vivadarat-

nakara (p. 86), which adds the explanation that if the deposit

has been handed over to the depositoiy sealed,—then, unless

the latter extracts anything from it, he shall incur no blame

;

but if he does extract anything, then he certainly becomes open

to censure. In the case of an unsealed deposit, on the other

hand, even though he may have extracted something, if

he delivers it before the depositor, he does not incur

blame.

VERSE CLXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Apardrka, (p. 663), which

adds that if out of the property, the man extracts not even a

small part (then he shall not have to make it good) in
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Vivadaratnakara (p. 88), which also adds— ‘ if out of the

deposited property, the depository does not extract, take

out, anything ;
’— in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 206), which adds
—

‘ if he extract even the smallest part

of the deposit, then he shall have to make it good —and in

Vivadachintamam (p. 37), which says that in a case where

the deposit-holder takes for himself a portion of the deposit and

keeps the remainder secretly in some other place with a view

to evade the return of the trusty—then he is to be made to

refund the entire deposit.

It is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (p. 83 a), which explains

* tasmdt na mmharati ’ as ‘ does not take for himself any

part of the deposit’

VERSE CXC

‘ Sarvaih updyaih ’— ‘ All kinds of evidence, the four

expedients of kindness and the rest and also in the case of

wicked people, beating and imprisoning ’ (Medhatithi, who

is not rightly represented by Buhler) ;— ‘ the four expedients

of kindness and so forth’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka and

Raghavananda) ;

—
‘ spies and the like ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 208), as laying down punishment for the depositor and

depository if proved to be dishonest;—in Krtyakalpataru,

(84a);—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 113 a).

VERSE CXCI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 663) ;—and in

Vivadaratnakara (p. 91), which adds the following explana-

tion :—The depository, who, even when asked to do so, does

not surrender the deposit—or the other party who demands

the deposit without having delivered it—both of these should be

punished like a thief, if the property involved is a large one;
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but if it is a small one, then they have to be fined the value

of the deposit in question, and the depository is to be forced

to surrender the deposit also.

It is quoted in Vyavahdramayukha (p. 84) ;—in Para

-

sharamadkava (Vyavahara, p. 208) ;—in Vivddaehintdmani

(p. 39), which notes that in the same text the Matsyapurana reads

‘ dvigunam damam ’
; it says that Manu’s rule is meant for

cases where the persons concerned are poor and well-behaved
;

—in Krtyakalpataru (83 b) ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, 113 a), which explains ‘ shdsyau ’ as ‘should

be punished and fined.’

VERSE CXCII

This verse appears to be a mere repetition of 191.

According to Medhatithi, 191 lays down two alternative

punishments—corporal punishment (thief's penalty) and fine;

and 192 excludes the ‘thief’s punishment’ by specifying the

fine only. He repudiates the explanation that has been attributed

to him by HoplSns

—

viz., 192 is for the sake of freeing the

Brdhmana from the corporal punishment prescribed in 191.

Nor is there anything in Medhatithi to show that he takes

192 as referring to fresh offences,—a view that has been

attributed to him by Buhler.—Both these views are found

in Kulluka.

‘ Upanidhi ’
—

‘ Sealed deposit ’ (Kulluka) ;— ‘ something

lent in a friendly spirit ’ (Medhatithi, who repudiates, in the

present context, the technical meaning of ‘ sealed deposit.’)

‘Avishesena?
—

‘Irrespective of the character of the property

or the caste of the person’ (Medhatithi);
—

‘ irrespective of

caste’ (Narayana and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 92), which

adds the following explanation :—The reiteration of ‘ fine equal

in value to the deposit’ here—to the exclusion of the ‘ thief

s

penalty with which it has been coupled in the preceding
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verse,—should be understood as meant for the case where the

misappropriator of the deposit is a Brahmana. The terms

‘ tatha ’ and ‘ avishe?ena ’ mean that all that has been said in

regard to the misappropration of the deposit, should be under-

stood to be applicable to that of the Upanidhi also,—the

misappropriation of both standing on the same footing.

It is quoted also in Vyavahdramayukha (p. 85);

—

in Krtyakalpatarn (83b) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyava-

hara, 113 a).

VERSE CXCIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 92), which

adds the following notes :
—

‘ Upadliabhih ,’ by fraud ;

—

‘ sahaya ’ is one who helps in the misappropriation of other’s

property by fraud ;

—

prakasham\ in the public square and such

places;—it is quoted again at p. 316;—in Vivddachin-

tdmani (p. 39), which explains ‘ upadha ’ as ‘ fraud ’

—

‘ ftahaya ’ as ‘ abettor in the fraudulent appropriation,’—and
‘ vodka ’ as ‘beating, imprisonment and so forth;—and in

Krtyakalpatarn (84 a).

VERSE CXCIV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 664), which explains

‘ vibruvan’ as ‘ telling what is not true
;’—in Vivadaratnakara

(p. 94), which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Vibruvan ,’ declaring

it to be more when it was less ; from a parity of reasoning,

it follows that if the depository also declares the deposit to be

less where it was really more, he also should be fined ;—and

in Krtyakalpatarn (85 a).

VERSE CXCV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara

113 b), which has the following notes :
—

‘ Daya ,’ banding
over, pledging, depositing,

—
‘
graha receiving the deposit.
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VERSE CXCVI

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 95), which

adds the following notes :

—
‘ Aksinvan ,’ not harassing the

person who is believed to have been the holder of the deposit

;

—and in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 209), which

explains ‘ apraksinvan * (which is its reading for ‘ aksinvan ’),

as ‘not. chastising.’

VERSE CXCVH

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 103), which

explains the phrase * na tam nayet saksyam ’ as ‘ should place

no confidence in him ’ ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara,

26 b) ;—in Vivadachintamani (p. 41), which explains

‘ saksyam ’ as ‘ trustworthy evidence’ in Krtyakalpataru

(85 b), which explmns * na tam nayet saksyam as * no trust

is to be placed in him ’—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

115 b).

? verse cxcvm

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 103), which

adds the following notes :
—

‘ Avaharyo bhavet ,’ should be

fined ;—
‘ svanvayah ’ (which is its reading for * sdnvayah ’)

a son or some relation of the rightful owner ;—
* satshatam ,’

six hundred panas ;
—

‘ niranvayah ,’ not related to the rightful

owner ;

—
‘ anapasarah ,’ means the removing of the property

from the owner's house ;—and the man who does this

and sells what belongs to another should be fined six hundred

panas. If this seller is not a relative of the owner,—and

if the removing of the property from the owner’s house has

been done, not by any person related to the owner, but by the

seller himself,—then he should be punished like a thief. If

however the removing has been done by some one else, but

the selling is done by the owner’s relative, then the fine may
be even more than six hundred panas.—The author of
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Kalpataru has explained ‘ apasara ’ as the justification for

moving the article from the owner’s possession—such as its

being a gift and so forth by which property moves away

from the owner's possession (apasarati anena) ; and he

who has no such justification is * anapasara ’; and this writer

adds that this view has the support of Bhaguri, Medhatithi

and the Vrttikdra.

It is quoted in Vivadachintarnani (p. 41) which has the

following notes :
—

‘ Avaharyah ,’ should be made to give up,

—

' sdnvayah ’ belonging to the family of the owner of the pro-

perty concerned,
—

‘ niranvayah,' not a member of the owner’s

family,
—

‘ anapasarah ,’ ‘ who has not received the property

by any equitable method of acquisition, such as gift and

the like
’—

‘ satshatam ,’ he is to be fined 600 panas ;—and

in Krtyakalpataru (85 b), which explains ‘ avaharyah ’ as

‘ should be made to pay ,’—
‘ sdnvayah ’, as ‘ along with his

brothers and relatives,’
—

‘ satshatam ,’ i. c., 600 panas.

—It goes on to say what has been quoted in Vivddarat-

nakara (above).

VERSE CXCIX

Buhler wrongly asserts that “ Nandana omits this verse.”

This verse is quoted (as Narada’s) in Vivadachintarnani

(p. 40) ;—and in Krtyakalpataru (86 a).

VERSE CC

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 635), which

says that what is meant is that what is proof of

ownership is, not mere possession, but possession

accompanied by ‘title’

—

i. something that indicates actual

ownership.

71
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VERSE CCI

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 103), which

adds the following notes:
—

‘ Vikrayat from the market-place

;

—4

Kulasannidhau in the presence of trustworthy traders

and brokers ;
—

‘ Nyayatah qualifies ‘ krayena —‘ vishud-

dhah ’ (which is its reading for
4 vishuddham ,’) faultless ;

—

‘ labhate dhanam ’, i. e., from the seller ;—and in Krtyakal-

pataru (85 b), which has the following notes :

—

4 Vikrayat

‘from the ‘market place,' the word being explained as

‘ vikriyate asmin iti vikrayah —‘ kulasannidhau,’ in

the presence of a number of business-men,
—

‘ nyayatah *

is to be construed with * krayena ,’ and means a bonaJide

purchase, on payment of the proper price.

VERSE CCTI

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara(p. 103), which

adds the following notes:
—

‘

Mulam the original seller, who sold

the article which did not belong to him ;—if he is ‘ anahdrya

incapable of being produced by the purchaser, by reason of

his being in a foreign country ;—but the purchaser is one who

had made his purchase openly,—then this latter is not to be

punished ;—but the actual owner shall receive back his property

which had been fraudulently sold.

It is quoted in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 87), which

reading
4 anahdrya ’ for

4 anaharyam explains it as

‘not producing;’—the meaning being ‘even though the

buyer is unable to produce the original seller, if his purchase is

found to be bona fide by reason of its having been done in

public.’

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 77b), which adds the

following explanation :— 4 Mulam ’ is the original seller ;—if

he is incapable of bang produced by reason of his where-

abouts being unknown.
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It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 215), which adds that the rightful owner is to receive his

property from the purchaser, only on paying to him one half of

the price that had been paid for it ;— this opinion being

based upon a clear declaration to that effect by Katyayana ;

—

in Vivadachintamani (p. 43), which adds the following

explanation :— ‘ Where the selling has been done openly,—and

yet the original owner proves his. claim to the property con-

cerned,—and the property concerned is not returnable, by

reason of its having been exported to foreign lands, and so

forth—then the bona Jide purchaser is not to be punished,

but he is to be made to refund the price to the real owner ’;

—and in Krtyakalpataru (86 a).

VERSE CCIII

‘

Tirohitam'—‘Concealed’
—

‘in cloth or some such cover’

(Medhatitlii and Narayana),
—

‘in the earth’ (Nandana),

—

‘ covered with paint ’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghava-

nanda).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 199), which

reads samsrstam rupam for ‘ samsr§tarupam’ and adds the

following notes :— 1Anyat'

,

saffron and such costly tilings,

—

‘ anyena ’ the Kusumblia flower and such cheaper things,

—

* samsfftam,', adulterated,
—

‘ rupam,' commodity,— ‘ sava-

dyam' defective,—this last is meant to include all defects

other than those just specified ;
—

‘ nyunam

'

less in weight

—'dure,' being at a distance and hence incapable of having

its defects detected,
—

‘ tirohitam' covered by cloth or some

such thing;—and in Krtyakalpataru (110 a).

VERSE CCIV

“Yet he has emphatically inveighed against the sale

of women 3y 51, 9. 98 ’’-—says Hopkins. But he forgets that

‘ shulka

'

is not price, Buhler also has been similarly I misled.
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VERSE CCVI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 836) ;—in Vivada-

ratnakara (p. 118), which adds the following notes :

—

Sva-

karma parihapayet,’ i. e., through sickness or such causes,

a part of the sacrificial fee shall be paid to him, after duly

considering the total fee payable for the entire sacrifice and

the part of the work that may have been done by him ;—in

Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 222), which explains

‘ sahakartrbhih ’ as ‘ by his colleagues ’ ;—in Vivadachintd-

rnani (p. 48), which says that ‘ if a priest, through disease or

other disability, is unable to perform his work, then he is to

be paid his fee in proportion to the work actually done by

him ;—in Krtyakadpataru (89 b) ;—and in Viramitroda-

ya (Vyavahara, 120 a), which explains ‘ sahakartrbhih ’ as

‘ by his collaborators,’—or the meaning may be * he should

be paid his share of the fee, along with, at the same time as,

the other priests are paid.’

VERSE CCVII

* Karayet'—‘ The sacrificer should have it done by another

priest’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ the defaulting priest should have

it done by another (Narayana, Kulluka, Raghavananda and

Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 837) ;—in Para-

sharamadhwa (Vyavahara, p. 222), which explains ‘angina’

as* by some from among that group of priests to which he

himself belongs’;—in Vivadaratnakara (p, 118) ;—in Vivada-

chintdmani (p. 49), which says
—

‘if the priest leaves his

work after having received the fee after the midday rites,

then he is to return the entire fee, and get the work

completed by his son or others ;—and in Krtyakalpataru

(39 b).
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VERSE CCVHI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 119)

which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Pratyamshadaksindh ’

(which is its reading for ‘pratyahgadaksinah ’), the fees that

have been prescribed for a particular priesti in connection with

particular sections of an elaborate sacrifice; e. g., at the

ceremony of anointment two golden vessels are given to

the Adhvaryu priest ;—in regard to these, the question is—Is

the whole of that special fee to be taken by that one priest in

reference to whom it has been prescribed ? Or that individual

is only the formal recipient, and the fee has to be equally

divided among all the priests taking part in the performance ?

It is quoted in Krtyakalapataru (90 a), which explains

‘’pratyamshadaksind (which is its reading for ‘pratyahgada-

ksina) as ‘the fees that have been prescribed as the special

shares of particular priests’, and it adds that this rule is meant to

raise the question whether when, e. g., two gold Prakashas are

prescribed as to be given at the Abhi$echaritya Rites
,
to the

Adhvaryu,—are the two articles to be taken by that priest,

or are they to be divided among all the priests concerned ?

VERSE CCIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 120),

which adds the following notes :—For the followers of certain

rescensions it is laid down in connection with the fire-

kindling rites that the Adhvaryu is to receive the chariot, the

Brahmana priest a swift horse, the Udgatr priest, the cart, in

which the Soma is carried.

—

‘Kraye’ means at the purchase of

Soma.—Hence the answer to the question raised in the preceding

verse is that the special fee prescribed for a particular priest

is to be given to that priest only
;
as it is only thus that the

‘

giving’ would be done in its real sense ; the mention of the

priests in the texts prescribing the fees could not but be for this

perceptible purpose
;
while in any other case such naming would

have to be taken only as serving some transcendental purpose.
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This verse is quoted also in Parasharamadhava

(Vyavahara, p. 221), to the effect that it is only the general

fee prescribed in connection with the performance as a whole

that it is to be divided among the 'priests,—not so the special

fee prescribed in connection with a particular priest, who alone

is to receive this latter fee ;—and in Krtyakalpataru (00a),

which says that this answers the question raised in the

preceding verse, the answer being that wherever the texts

prescribe a certain article as to be given to a particular

person, it has to be given to that person only.

VERSE CCX

The total fee being 112, the shares are 56, 28, 16, 12

(Medhatithi) ;—the total being 100, the shares are 48, 24, 16, 12

(Raghavananda, Narayana and Kulluka)
;
[Buhler wrongly puts

the last figure as 8 ]

;—the total fee shall be divided into 25 shares

and the several classes shall receive 12, 6, 4 and 3 respectively.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnalcara (p. 118),

which adds the following notes :—At the Jyotistoma, 100 cows

have been laid ©down as the fee for the 16 priests; and the

present rule prescribes what part of it is to be given to which

priest ; the four ‘principal’ priests—e. g., the Hotr, Adhvaryu

Brahman and Udgatr—are
‘

ardhinah’, entitled to one half ;

with a view to the total available, this ‘one half must be under-

stood to be 48 ; so that 48 cows are to be given to the principal

priests ;—the next class, consisting of the Maitrdvaruna,

Pratiprasthatr, Brahmanachchhansi and Prastotv are to

receive half of the ‘ half-sharers’, i. e., 24 cows have to be

given to these ;—the next class, consisting of the Aohchhdvdka,

Netfr, Agntdhra and Pratihartr
, are entitled to a third

part of the ‘half-sharers’; so that they are to receive 16 cows;

—

the last class, consisting of the Gravastotr, Netr, Potr and

Subrahmanya, are to receive a quarter of the ‘ half-sharers’;

so that these receive 12 cows.—This division, it adds, his

based upon the text
‘ardhino d*k$ayati

>

which actually names

the priests
‘ardhinah

*

‘half-sharers’, and so forth,
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It is quoted in Mitdkgara (2. 265), which lays down
the same classification and division as the Vivadaratnakara.

It raises the following question :
—

“This division cannot be

acceptable, as we find neither any convention to the effect, nor

is the fee of the nature of capital jointly raised, nor is there any

Vedic text actually prescribing such shares. So that, under the

circumstances, the most equitable division would be that every

one should receive an equal share, according to the rule laid

down in Mimamsd-sutra

—

1 Samam syat ashrutaivdt\
‘ it must be equal, as nothing else has been directly prescribed’

;

or that each one should receive what is due to him in con-

sideration of the work actually done by him. ”—It answers

this objection as follows:—Unless we accept the division

suggested, we cannot account for the names ‘ ardhinah ’ (half

sharers), ‘ Trtiyinah ’ (tliird sharers), and
1

Padiruah ’( quarter

sharers), which we find in a text in connection with the

Dvadashaha sacrifice, which has the Jyoti§t<ma for its

archetype; these names would be meaningless if they were

not taken as indicating the share of the priests in the sacri-

ficial fee.

It is quoted in ApardrJca (p. 837), which adds that

though the first class of priests gets only 48, which is not

quite half of 100, yet it is very close to it
;
hence they may be

called ‘ Half sharers ’
; it has the same division as in

Mitdkqard.

It is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 739) ;—and in

Kftyakalpataru (90 a), which adds the following explanation :
—

‘ Sarve§dm\ among the sixteen priests engaged in the sarcri-

fice, out of the 100 cows, the prescribed sacrificial' fee, one half is

to go to the principal priests, viz.,. Hotr, Brahmana, Adhvaryu
and Udgatr

; even though they may receive a little less than
the exact one half, they may be called ‘ ardhinah ‘ Halfers ’

;

the second set, consisting of the Maitravaruna, Brahmana-
ehchhamsm, Pratiprasthatr and Prastotr, are entitled to half

of what is received by the former set; the third set, consisting
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of the Achchhdvdka, Aynidhra.
,
N&str and Pratihartr, receive

the third part of what is received by the first set ;—and the

fourth set, consisting of the Gravaxtut, Netr, Unw.tr and

Subrahmanya
, receive the fourth part of what is received by

the first set.

VERSE CCXI

This verse is quoted in Pa/rdsharamadhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 221), which remarks that this distribution pertains

to only cases where the thing to be divided is mentioned as

common to all;—in Krtyakalpataru (90 a);—and in

Virivmitrodaya (Vyavahara, 119 b), which says that this

refers, not to the fee that is prescribed for individual preists,

but to the common fee of 1200 cows, which is prescribed for

all the officiating priests.

VERSE CCXIi

‘ Kartdhhmetat karmeti ’—(Medhatithi, p. 1009, 1. 5).

—

The text of Narada (4. 10-11) is

—

‘ Kartahametat karmeti pratildbKechchhaya cha yat

Apatre patramityukte karye va dharmasamhite Yaddattam

syddavijfidnddadattam tadapi .smrtam .’

This verse is quoted in Vivada/ratnakara (p. 137),

which explains the meaning to be
—

‘ If the man begs money

for the performance of a pious act, but having got it, he

does not do the act, then the gift should be recovered from

him.’

It is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 348), to the effect

that when money has been given to a Brahmana who has beg-

ged it for the purpose of performing a sacrifice or some sueh

act,—buthe does not do such an act,—then the money is to

be taken back from him;—and in Krtyakalpataru (94 a).
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VERSE CCXIII

‘ Samsddhayet ’
—

‘ If he tries to enforce the fulfilment

of the promise by a complaint before the king ’ (Medhatithi)
;—

‘ if he tries to obtain the money forcibly or refuses to

refund it ’ (Kulluka, Raghavananda and Govindaraja) ;

—

‘ if he should withhold the repayment ’ (Ramachandra, who

reads
‘Sandharayet ’);

—
‘if the man should really perform

the act for which he had begged, then the man who

had promised to pay, but did not pay, (or having paid,

took it back), should be made to pay to him a Suvarna,

by way of fine, for not fulfilling his promise’ (Nandana,

who has been misrepresented by Hopkins).

This verse is quofed in Vivadaratnakara (p. 137),

which explains the meaning to be
—

‘if, through annoyance

or greed, he should accomplish the purpose (artham

sadhayet), then he should be fined by the king one

Suvarna.’

It is quoted also in Apardrka (p. 782), which

adds the following explanation :

—
‘If on being asked to

refund, the man, through annoyance or greed, does not re-

fund the money, but complain before the king with a view

to establish the fact that the gift should not be taken

back,—then he should be forced to refund the money —and

in Kftyakalpataru (94 a).

VERSE CCXV

‘ Kr§nala ’
—

‘ Of gold, silver or copper, according to

the nature of the case ’ (Medhatithi and Govindaraja);

Kulluka also has
‘

suvarnddf, ‘gold and others’, and not

‘ gold ’ only. Buhler has misrepresented him.

This verse is quoted in Mitakqara (2. 198) ;

—

in ‘ Vyavaharamayukha ’ (p. 92);—in Pardsharama-
dhava (Vyavahara, p. 233), which notes that this is

meant for a case where the hired man has left the work
72
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half undone; if he has done more than half, then only the

wages have to be withheld (and there is. to be no line) ;

—

in Apararka (p. 797), which • notes that he should not

receive the wages of even that part of the work which he

may have done and in Krtyakalpataru (102 a), which

explains ‘ andrtah ’ as not suffering from any disability imposed

either by royal command or by supernatural causes.

VERSE CCXVI

This verse is quoted in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara,

24 a):—in Krtyakalpataru (102 a), which adds the explana-

tion that the man who had stopped the work through some

disability—if, on recovery, he comes and completes the

stipulated work, then, if it were done after a lapse of time,

he should receive his wages.

VERSE CCXVII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 797), > which

explains ‘ Yqjhoktam ’ as ‘ as agreed upon ’ ;—in Mitak§ara

(2. 198), to the effect that
—

‘ if the man,—on recovery,

if he has been ill, or even while he is in perfect health,

—

does not complete the task of which only a little is left

undone,—either himself or through some one else ,—then he

should not be given any wages at all —and in Krtyakalpataru

(102 a), which explains ‘ karayet ’ as gets it done by another

person ’, and ‘ alponasyapi ’ as ‘ even though only a very little

be wanting in the completion of the work.’

VERSE CCXIX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava

(Vyavahara, p. 253), which explains ‘ satyena ’ as ‘ by swear-

ing ’ ;—in Mitah$ara (2. 187), which -adds that this

applies to cases where the cause of action is slight;

—

in Vivddaratnatyra (p. 182), which adds the following

notes:
—

‘ Qrdnma \ is well-known;

—

‘deshal consists of a group
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of villages, a district ;
—

‘ sangha ’

is a corporation composed

of several persons following one ‘ dliarma living in diffeient

places. It is also quoted in Krtyakalpataru (107 a) ;—and

in Virarnitrodaya (Vyavahara, .132 a).

VERSE CCXX

“ According to ‘ others ’ mentioned by Medhatithi, ‘ four

Suvarnas, or six Niskas, or one Shatamana ; Kulliika and

Raghavananda also think it possible that three separate fines

may be inflicted according to the circumstances of the case.”

—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 182), which

adds the following notes :
—

‘ Nigrhya ,’

having him hauled

up ;

—

chat'll,hmvarnan ’

qualifying ‘ sat ni$kan
’

means ‘ six

of those Niskas which consists of 4 Suvarnas each the

epithet ‘ chatuhsuvarnan ’

being added for the exclusion of

the other two measures of the ‘ Ninkas ’ that are found in the

Shastras

—

viz. (a) ‘the Niska consists of 108 Suvarnas *

(b) * the Ni$ka consists of 5 Suvarnas.’

—

1 Shatamana’

consists of 320 Raktikas.

It is quoted in Mitdksara (2. 187), which notes that

herein Manu mentions four penalties—(1) Banishment (verse

219), (2) fine of four Suvarnas, (3) fine of 0 Ninkas and

(4) fine of one Shatamana ; and any one of these may be

inflicted in accordance with the peculiar circumstances of

each case, such as the caste, the capacity and other things of

the persons concerned.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 253),

which also regards the four as distinct penalties, to be deter-

mined according to the caste, learning and other qualifications

of the persons concerned ;—in Krtyakalpataru (107 a),

which says that ’Shatamana’ is equal to 320 Rattis ;

—and in Virarnitrodaya (Vyavahara, 132 a).
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VERSE CCXXI

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 253) ;—in Vivadaratnakara (p. 182), which explains

‘ Jatisamuha ’ as ‘ community of several castes —in Krtya-

kalpataru (107 a) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

132 a), which adds that the penalty to be imposed in each

case is to be determined by considerations of caste, learning

and other qualifications of the culprit.

VERSE CCXXII

‘According to Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Kulluka, the

rule refers to things which are not easily spoilt, such as land,

copper etc., not to flowers, fruit and the like;—according

to Narayana, to grain and seeds.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Mitdksara (2. 177), which adds

that this refers to such things as get spoilt by use,

—

e. g., houses

beds, seats etc ;—and not to seeds, metals, beasts of

burden, gems, tlave-girls, milking animals and slaves, for whom
Yajfiavalkya prescribes a period of 10, 1, 5, 7, 30, 3 and 15

days respectively. It goes on to add that the provision

here made is applicable to only those cases where the

commodity was purchased without proper examination ; in

cases where it has been duly tested and examined before

purchase, the transaction cannot be rescinded.—The verse is

quoted again on 2. 254.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 831) ;—in Vivadaratnakara
(p. 190), which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Anushayah,’ desire

to withdraw, or, as some people hold, repentance ;

—
‘ dadydt,’

should return,—ie. the buyer to the seller ;
—

*

adaddta,’ should

take hack, i.e., the seller from the buyer ;—this refers to such

things as are likely to be spoilt by use, such as houses, fields,

conveyances and iso forth,—as also seeds; but not metals,

beasts of burden and such other things.
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It is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 515), which adds

that what is stated here refers to things other than those

enumerated by Yajnavalkya (2. 177) ;—in Vyavahdra-

Bdlambhatti (p. 947);—in Vivadachintamani (p. 88) ;

—

and in Krtyakalpataru (108 b).

VERSE CCXXIH

This verse is quoted in Mitdk§ara (2. 258) ;—in

Apardrka (p. 831) ;—and in Vivddaratnakara (p. 199),

which adds that the fine meant is 100 panas ;—in

Vivadachintamani (p. 88) ;—and in Krtyakalpataru

(108 b).

VERSE CCXXTV

This verse is quoted in ‘ Vyavahara-BaJambhatti ’

(p. 1019).

VERSE CCXXVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 741), to the effect that the mantric marriage rites are

meant only for those girls who are entitled to the name
‘ Kanyd * (virgin), i. e., those whose generative organs have

not been ‘ penetrated ’ ;—and in Vyavahdra-Bdlambha(ti

(p. 1019).

VERSE CCXXVII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 585), to the effect that ‘ marriage ’ is accomplished on the

reaching of the seventh step ;—and again at p. 836, to the

effect that the taking of the ‘ seven steps ’ is absolutely

essential.
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It is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 893), to the effect

that the taking of the seven steps constitutes an essential

factor in the sanctificatoiy rite of marriage ;—again in

Smrtitattva (II, p. 107), to the same effect;—again at

p. 130, where the following notes are added
—

‘ ni§tha,’ means

completion, of ‘ wife-hood,’
—

‘ saptame padV, i.e., on the

seven steps being reached by the girl ;—in Vyavahara-

Balambhatti (p. 529);—in Smrtichandrika, (Samskara,

p. 222) ;—and in Haralatd (p. 52) which has the follow-

ing notes :
—

‘ Niyatam ’, i. e., bringing about wife-hood, all the

other details being mere accessories.

VERSE CCXXVIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 191),

which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Yasmin yasmin ’, the

repetition of this general pronoun implies that even in trans-

actions other than sales,—such as loan and so forth,—if there

is ‘ desire to withdraw ’ or ‘ repentance ’, the same rules are

to be followed 'as those laid down in connection with the

Rescission of Sales,—such as returning, receiving back, fine of

GOO panas and so forth, in accordance with the circumstances

of each case; ‘anena’ i. e., by the method laid down in

connection with the Rescission of Sales and Purchases
;

—
in Vivadachintamani (p. 88) and in Krtyakalpataru

(108 b).

VERSE CCXIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 170),

which adds that ‘

.

pashuqu ’ stands for such cattle as

form tire subject-matter of dispute ;—in Parasharamddhava,

(Vyavahara, p. 262), which explains ‘ tmadam ’ as

method of settling the dispute;—and in Krtyakalpataru

(104 b).
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VERSE CCXXX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara, (p. 171) which

says :—If there is anything remiss in the safety of the cows

during the day, the ‘ vaktavyata, ’ responsibility, blame, lies on

the keeper ;
if it is at night, then on the owner ;—but if the

‘ yogakxemam ’ (which is its reading for ‘ yogakseme,' i. c.)

the agreement between the keeper and the owner, is ‘ otherwise,’

then during the night also, the keeper is responsible.’

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 772), which explains

‘ vaktavyata ’ as fault or blame ;—and in Smrtitattva

(p. 530), which quotes Kulluka, who explains the second half

as meaning that ‘ if during the night also the cattle are in

,

charge of the keeper, then if there is any thing wrong, the

blame lies on the keeper ’ ;—and in Vivadachinlamani,

(p. 81).

VERSE CCXXXI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 170),

which adds the following notes :
— ‘ Kfirabhrtah whose

wages consist of milk only ;
—

‘ duhyad daxhato varam ,’ he

should milk that cow (for himself) which is the best among ten

cows ;
—

‘ sa, ’ the said milk of the one cow ;— ‘ pale ’, for

the cowherd ;— * abhrte,’ who is not paid any thing else in the

shape of fooding, clothing, and so forth.

This is quoted in Apararka, (p. 772) wliich adds the

following explanation :—That keeper of the cattle who has

his wages paid in milk, shall, with the owner’s permission, milk

the best cow among ten milch cows, taking that for himself,

—

this being the ‘ wage ’ of the cattle-keeper who does not

receive wages in any other form;—in Vivddachintatnani

(p. 80), which explains ‘ Ksirabhrtah ’ as ‘ one whose wages

are paid in the form of milk only ’;—he shall milk the best

of ten cows;

—

(
ahhrtV, the keeper who gets no fooding

and clothing,—and notes that this refers to the keeper of
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milch-cattle only :—in Krtyakalpataru, (104 b), which explains

Kstrabhrtah ’ as ‘one whose wages consist of milk only; he

shall milk for himself that cow which may be the best among

ten cows—but only once \— l abhrtV one who receives no

food or clothing;—and in Vlramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 136b),

which says that the milk of the best among ten cows is to

be taken by the cowherd only when he receives nothing else

as wages.

VERSE CCXXXII

‘ Krmibhih ’
—

‘ A special kind of worm called

Arohakas ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ snakes and so forth
’

(Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 773), which adds

that the keeper is to make good the loss by paying die price

of the animal lost ;— and that ‘ nasha ’ of the animal here

meant is its being not found, lost ;—in Mitakqara (2. 164),

as describing the loss of cattle through carelessness;— in

Vivadaratndkara (p. 173), which adds the following notes:
—

‘ Nastam, ’ stolen ;—‘ vinastam, ’ destroyed—by whom ?

—

* by worms ’ ;— the * dog ’ stands for other animals also ;

—

‘ visanie,’ place difficult of access ; such as the hill-top and

so forth ;
—

‘

puruoakdrena,’ care and means of rescue adop-

ted by the keeper;—in Vivadachintamani (p. 81), which

has the following notes :— ‘Nastam' stolen by thieves and

others,

—

i. e., what became lost for want proper care on the

part of the keeper,—this negligence being the reason why
the man should be made to make good the loss ;—in Krtya-

kalpataru ’ (105a), which says that * shva ’ in ‘ shvahatam

stands for carnivorous animals in general ;—and in Vtrami-

trodaya (Vyavahara, 1362), which explains ‘ vi$ame ’ as

* in an inaccessible place,’ and ‘ htnm puru§akdrma ’

as

‘ what has been destroyed for want of that care which was

possible for man to give.’
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VERSE CCXXXIIT

This verst1 is quoted in Apararka, (p. 772), which

explains ‘ Kilvifi
1

(its reading being ‘ na palastatra kilvifd

for ‘ na pdlo dadumarhati ’) as ‘ blame-worthy ’ ;— in

Mitdk§ard (2.164) to the effect that the keeper should not

be inside to pay to the owner the value of such cattle as are

earned away by thieves ‘ by force, ' i. <>., openly, by beat of

drums and so forth ;—provided that be reports it to the owner

at the same time and places (this latter being added in

Iidlambhatfi as explaining the latter half of the verse) ;—in

Vivddachintarnani, (p. 81) which explains ‘ dedie ’ as ‘place

where a search could be made
;

’—and in Krtyakalpatam,

(105a);—and in Viravnitrodaya (Vyavahara, 137a), which

explains ‘ vighnsya' as ‘ with a flourish of the trumpet
’

and so forth,
—

‘ desh’e
'

as at ‘ the place where the master

lives —and kale as ‘ immediately after the robbery’.

VERSE 0(’XXXTV

This verse is quoted in Mitaksard (2. 164), to the effect

that if the cattle placed in charge of a keeper should die by

chance, then he should make over its ear and other things to the

owner ;—where Balambhatfi adds the following notes :

—

‘ Charma ’, skin;

—

l baldn\ hairs, as indicating the death

of the animal ;

—
‘ hasti' a part of the urinary organ ;

—

‘ snayu ’ is fat ;
—

‘
puyani ’ is another reading ;

—

‘

rochand

\

the yellow pigment in the cow’s eyes ;—all these should be

shown to the owner of the cattle ;—when these die
;
and

other parts of its body also should be brought up ; such

as the horns, hoofs and so forth, which would indicate

the particular animal that may have died. If we read

‘ Ankamshcha ,’ it would mean the marks made on the body

of the animal should be shewn ;
in the reading ‘ ankani ’

or
‘ ahgdni the meaning would be that while showing the

' marks, he should hand over the ears &e.

73
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It is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 1.75), which

notes that all that, is meant by mentioning the ‘ ears ’ &c.

is that the distinguishing features of the dead animal should

be shown. It explains
‘

mrtepu ’ as ‘in the case of those

dying at a distance’, and ‘ ahgani ’ as such comparatively

lasting parts of the body as the horns and so forth, It

notes that
1 ahgddi ' is another reading for

1 ahgani

\

in

which case ‘adi stands for such other signs of this animal

as may be well known.

It is quoted in Parashararnadhava (Vyavahara, p.

265), as laying down that in the case of animals dying

by chance, its ear &c. should be shown to the owner ;

—

in Vyavahdramayukha (p. 96), as laying down sure

evidence of the death of cattle ; it, explains
‘ahka’ as the

horn and so forth, ‘ as explained by Madana —and in

Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 137 a), which notes the read-

ings
1

ahgddi’, ‘ahgani' and ‘ ahkadi ’,—it explains
‘ ahka'

as ‘ such marks of recognition as the horn, the ears and so

forth ’,—and $dds that ‘ ddi ’ is meant to include witnesses.

VERSE CCXXXV
*

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 773):—in Viva-

daratnakara (p. 1.75), which notes that ‘ goats and sheep
’

stand for all such animals as are liable to be attack-

ed by wolves ’
;
and explains ‘ Samruddhe ’ as attacked ;

—

in Parashararnadhava (Vyavahara, p. 265), which adds

the following notes :

—
‘ Andyati not coming to ward

off the attack,
—

‘
yam \ animal belonging to the category of

‘ goats and sheep —this pertains to cases where the attack

takes place in easily accessible places; in the case of its

coming in a place which is inaccessible, no blame attaches

to the keeper ;—in Krtyakalpataru (105 b) ;—and in Vtrami-

trodaya (Vyavahara, 137 a), which explains ‘ andyati ’ as ‘ if

he does not, come to avert the danger.’
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VERSE CCXXXV1

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratudkara (p. 175),

which explains ‘ mithah ’ us * herded together —‘ tatra ’ i. <>.,

on the death of the cow ;—in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 205), which explains
‘ avarvddhandm ’ ;us ‘herded together

hy the keeper’ ;—and in Apardrka (p. 77.'!).

VERSE (X'XXXVII

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 774), which

adds the following notes :

—
‘ Shamya ’ is the piece of wood

which serves as the bolt keeping the bullock lixed to the

yoke,—and the distance covered by the throwing of this piece

of wood is what is called ‘ Shamydpdta.'

It is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 2.41), which,

reading ‘ Samyapdtah

'

(in place of ‘ Shamydpatah ’) notes

that the "Sami ’ is a wooden bolt, and three times the distance

covered by the throwing of it should bo the extent of the

pasture-land round the village, and three times this should be

the pasture-land surrounding a city.

It is quoted in Vyavaharamdyvkha (p. 96), which

explains ‘pathdra ’ as ‘ land reserved for the grazing of

cattle —and in Vyavahdra-Ba/ambhatfi (p. 817).

VERSE CC'XVIII

This verse is quoted in Mitakqara (2. 162), to the effect

that this impurity pertains only to cases where the crops

are not fenced.

VERSE CCXXXIX *

This verse is quoted in Mitakqara (2. 162) as laying

down the necessity of fencing fields and gardens
; and

Bdlambhalti adds the following notes :
—

‘ Tatra round the

field,—the fence should be so liigh that even a tall animal
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like the camel should not be able to see the crops from the

other side ;
—

‘ mukhdnugam enabling the mouth of the dog

or the hog to reach the crops,

—

4 mnkhonantam,' is another

reading ;—the meaning is as follows :—One should build a

fence, like a wall, round the Held, which should be so high

that the camel may not be able to see the crops ; and if there

are any holes there, large enough to enable the dog or the

hog to thrust its month into it, then ail these should l)e

securely closed up : If we read ‘ va varayet ’, then the second

half is to be taken as laying down another method of having

the fence.

VERSE CGXL

‘

Varayet ’—Ramachandra reads ‘ charayet ’ and takes

the whole verse as a single sentence
—

‘ If the cattle-keeper

takes the cattle to graze in a Held that is fenced, he shall be

lined along with his master.’

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 232),

which reads o ‘ charayet ’ for ‘ varayet it explains the

meaning of the verse to be
—

‘The field on the road-side or on

village precincts being duly fenced, if its crops are eaten (this

clause is to be added), then the keeper of the cattle is to be

fined one hundred {panas), and the stray cattle is to be caught

and tied up.’

It is quoted in Pardsharcvmadhava (Vyavahara, p. 2fifi),

which adds the following notes :—When a field on the road-side

has been duly fenced, if cattle break through the fence and

destroy the crops, the keeper of the cattle is to be fined a hundred

panas
;

similarly when a field on the precincts of a village

has been duly fenced, if cattle break into it and eat the crops,

the keeper is to be fined a hundred panas. This indicates that

there is to be no punishment if the field is unfenced.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 771), which explains

the meaning to be that when the field on the road-side and

other such places has been duly fenced, if it is damaged by
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cattle which is attended by their keeper, then the keeper is to

*be lined one hundred ; but if the cattle is unattended it shall

be driven off* ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 137 b),

which explains ‘pathi Jcsetre’ as ‘in a field close by the path,’

—and ‘ grdmdntiye ’ as ‘lying on the outskirts of the

village.’

VERSE CCXLI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 769), which

adds the following
—

‘The meaning of the verse is as follows:

—With the exception of those fields which have been speci-

fic-ally mentioned by Manu to be such that for damaging their

crops cattle are not to be punished ;—if the crops of any

other fields happen to be damaged, then the keeper is to be

fined one kdrsdpana and a quarter ’ ;—this should be under-

stood as referring to repeated and serious damage :
—

‘ and in

all cases of damage to crops by cattle, the estimated produce

' of the field damaged should be given to the owner.’

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 234), which

adds the following notes :

—
‘ Anyesu, ’ in the case of fields

other than those lying on the outskirts of the village and so

forth ;—die ‘ cattle ’ (to be final) should here be taken as

standing for the keeper of the cattle ;—it being impossible

for the cattle to pay a fine ; the fine should be understood

to be a pana and a quarter for each head of cattle ;—and

in Vtvadachintdmani (Calcutta, p. 65), which explains

‘ anyetfu,' as ‘ lying at a distance.’

VERSE CCXLII

,
This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 239),

which explains ‘deva-pashu ’ as ‘ cattle dedicated to the

gods’;—in Apararka (p. 771);—in Pardsharama-

dhava (Vyavahara, p. 268), which explains ‘ vrm ’ as (a)

‘ mahokm,

’

t. e.,
‘ large bull, ’ or (b)

‘ bulls dedicated by the
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rite called vr$otmrga ’ ;—and in SmrtitaUva (p. 530),

which adds that the cattle mentioned here, if they do

any damage, are, simply to be driven away;—and in

Vyavahara-Bdlambhattl (p, 811);—and in Vivadachin-
tdmani (Calcutta p. 08), which explains ‘ vr$an ’ as

‘ breeding bulls.’

VERSE COXLiV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 170);

—and in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahiira, 130a).

VERSE CCXLV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 201),

which adds the following notes :

—

4

Nayet',
4

should find out ’ ;

—

‘ .setu ’ here stands for any mark of boundary,—where these

are
4

mprakdsha,' i. e., quite perceptible by reason of water

having dried up ;—the word ‘ Jyaixtha ’ also should be

taken as standing for any time which makes it possible for

the boundary-mdrks to be perceived.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 758), which adds the

following notes :—The term
4 grama ’ should be taken in-

cluding cities, fields and houses in regard to which boundary-

disputes arise, so that boundary-disputes fall into these

four classes ;—when the text mentions the month of
i

Jye§tha\ it does not mean that it must be done during

that month
;
all that it means to imply is convenience, that

month being the most convenient for the purpose of deter-

mining boundaries ;

—

4

setu ’ stands for bunds and other

boundary-marks ;—in Vivadachintamani (p. 92) ;—and

in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 142 a), which says that

the month of
4

Jye$iha ’ is mentioned only by way of illustra-

tion ; all . that is meant is that it shall be done at a time

when . the boundary-marks may l>e pereeptible,—-flnd that
4 grama ’ stands for city also.
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VERSE CCXLVT

This verse is quoted in Mitaksard (2. 151) as describing

visible boundaries;—in Vivddaratndkara (p. 202) ;—in

Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 270) ;—in Vivada-

chintamoni (p. 73) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

139 b).

VERSE dCXLVIT

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 202),

which adds the following notes :— Gulmah ’, branchless

shrubs,
—

‘ vailyah ’
; the guduchi and other creepers,

—
‘ stha-

ldni ’, artificial earth-mounds,
—

‘ kubjaka gulma ’, bushes

of kubjaka (Rose).

It is quoted in Mitdkqara (2. 151), whereon Bdlam-

bhatti has the following notes :

—
‘ Gulma ’ is shrub without

branches, or merely grass-clump,
—

‘ sthala ’ is artificially

elevated ground,
—

‘ dandakagulma ’ (which is one reading

for ‘ kvhjakagulma ’) is not the right reading, the correct

one being ‘ kupyakagulma ’, which means ‘ such shrubs

as are related to (used in the cleaning and polishing of) copper

and other metals (except gold and silver) ’ ;
—

‘ tathd ’, i. c„

‘ on this being done ’ ;—and in Vivddachintamani (p. 93).

VERSE CCXLVHI

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 202), which

adds the following notes :
—

* Taddga \ large water-ieservoirs,

— vdpi \ smaller tanks,
—

‘ udapdna ’ wells,
—

‘
prasrmwtna ',

water-streams other than rivers.

It is quoted in MUdk&vrd (2. 151), where Bdlam-

bhaffi adds the following notes :

—
‘ Udapdiva \ well,—* rapt

long ponds 'with stone-walls,

—
‘
prasravcma ’, springs;

—

and in Vivddachintamani (p. 93).
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VERSE CCXLIX

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (2.151), where

Bdlambhalti adds the following notes :

—

4 Upachchhanndni
,'

almost, hidden,

—

-niXyawH, at all times,— ‘ viparyayam’, mistake,

—this indicates the reasons for establishing other boundary

marks.

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 203), which

explains * Upachchhanndni '

as hidden,—and ‘ anydni ’ as

standing for ‘ stones ’ and other tlungs mentioned in the

following verses ;—and in Vivadachintamani (p. 93).

VERSE CCL

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 203), which

adds the following notes :

—

4 Kapdlikd ’ is karpard, tiles,

—

‘ angara', extinguished cinders, known as
4

koila,' coal,

—

‘ sharkara ’ is small pieces of broken earthenware.

Tt is quoted in Mitaksard (2.151);—and in Vivada-

chintdmani (pi 93).

VERSE COLT

“ According to Kulluka, who relies on a passage

of Brhaspati, these objects are to be platsed in jars.”

(Buhler.)

This verse is quoted in Mitaksard (2*151), whereon

Bdlamhhatti has the following notes :—
' Yani ’ other

things similar to those just mentioned,

—

4 simaydm \ on the

Ixmndary that lias got to be marked,

—

4 sandhi', meeting

point of the boundaries.

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 203), which

adds the following notes :

—

4

Bvamprakardni,' such as

pebbles and so forth ;—and in
4

Vivadachintamani '

(p. 93).
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VERSE CCLn

ThiR verse is quoted in Mitdksara (2. 151), which adds

the following explanation :
—

* By means of these marks, visible

and invisible, as indicated by his ministers and others, the king

should determine the boundaiy for those quarrelling over it.
’

It is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 204), which

adds the following notes:

—

‘ Satatam upabhuktyd’, by long

unbroken possession—* he should determine ’, ‘nayel’ ;

—

1 udakasyagamah ’ is flowing current of water ;—in

Vivadachintdmani (p. 03) ;—in Krtyakalpataru (110 b) ;

—

and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 130b).

VERSE CCLIII

This verse is quoted in Mitdksara (2. 152), winch

notes that the primary course is to settle the boundary on the

evidence of witnesses, and it is only the secondary course

to settle it according to the advice of samantas.

It is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 205), which

explains ‘ saksipratyayah ’ as * decision dependent upon

witnesses;’—in Vyavahara-Bdlambhalti (p. 790) ;—and in

Krtyakalpataru (110b).

VERSE CCLIV

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 205), which

adds the following notes :

—

• Grameyaka’ are ‘village-residents,’

—their ‘ kula* means ‘crowd’,

—

vivddinah’,
* of the disputants’,

is to be construed with ‘ samaksam ’,
‘ in the presence of.’

It is quoted in Mitdksara (2. 151) to the effect that

the witnesses and Sdmantas should be put on oath

and then questioned regarding the boundary, in the pre-

sence of corporations, guilds and so forth. Balarn-

bhatfi has the following notes :
—

‘ Grameyakah ’ are the

residents of the villages,—their
‘

kula ’ are crowds; or

‘kula’ may be taken as standing for guilds and corporations

&c.,
—

‘ Stmani,’ ‘ in regard to the boundary.’

74
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It is quoted in Apararka (p. 759);—in Krtya-

kalpataru (p. Ill a), which explains ‘ grameyaka ’ as

‘inhabitant of the village’ ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyava-

hara, 141a).

VERSE CCLV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 759) ;—in

Mitak$ara (p. 152), to the effect that when the witnesses

thus questioned unanimously declare the boundary point,

the king shall, for fear of the settlement being forgotten,

record this settlement in writing, setting forth therein all

the boundary marks shown by them as also the names of the

witnesses.

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 205);—in Krtya-

kalpataru (111 a) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

141 a).

? VERSE CCLVI

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (p. 152), to the

effect that the witnesses, the Samantas and others should

indicate the boundary after being put on oath.
*

It adds that the plural number in ‘ nayeyuh ’ indicates

that the boundary cannot be determined on the basis of only

two witnesses; the admission of one being permitted by

Narada.

Balambhatti adds the following notes :
—

‘

Svaih

svaih ’ means 4 by the deeds of the caste to which each of

them belongs ‘‘urvirn a piece of earth,

—

4

tarn ’ (which is

its reading for
4
torn ’) boundary,

—

‘

Samatljasam ’ is an adverb

modifying the verb
4 nayeyuh ’

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 762);—in Krtyakalpa-

taru (p. Ill b) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

141 a).
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VERSE CCLVII

This verse is quoted in Mitak$ard (2. 153), as laying

down the penalty for witnesses lying in connection with

boundaries ;—in Vivadaratnakara (p. 211), which explains
‘

Satyasak$inah ’ as ‘those persons who depose truthfully to

the boundary,’—and ‘ dvishatam ’ as ‘two hundred panas —
in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 97) ;—in Vivadachintamani

(p. 95) ;—in Krtyakalpatwu (112 a) ;—and in Vtramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, 141 a).

VERSE CCLVIII

“ Men from the four surrounding villages are meant, as

Kulluka suggests. The correctnes of this opinion is proved

by the fact that the land grants usually mention the four

boundaries of the villages given away.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Mitakmra (2. 152), which

remarks that neighbours are to be called in only in the ab-

sence of regular witnesses. Balambhatfi adds the note that

the number ‘ four ’ stands for ;uiy number from four upwards,

—and tliat the epithet ‘ prayatdh ’ precludes the calling of

wicked men.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 760) find in Vivadarat-

nakara (p. 206), which adds the following notes :—
‘ Gramah,’

villagers,
—

‘ simantavasinah ,’ persons living near (the disputed

boundary),
—

‘ vinirnayam kuryuh,’ should determine the

boundary on the basis of the tradition current among them. It

explains * sdmanta ’ as ‘ persons living near the disputed

boundary.’

Apararka, (p. 759) has explained the term ‘ sd-

manta ’ as ‘people seen near the spot,’ ‘ samantatah ye

upalak$yantV Hence Medhatithi’s reading ‘samanta/odsinalf

is to be explained as ‘ gramasya samantat vasinafy, ’ ‘ people

living near about the village.’

It is quoted in Kftyakcdpataru (111a).
,
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VERSE CCLIX

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 209),

which explains ‘ maulah ’ as ‘ persons who have lived inthe

village ever since it came into existence,
’—and ‘ anuyufijita ’

as ‘ should question ’ ;—in Parasharamadliava (Vyvahara,

p. 272) ;—in Vyavahara-Bdlanibhatfi (p. 790) ;—in

Krtyakalpataru (111b);—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

140 b), which says that the foresters and others are to be

asked only when there are no such persons available

as are cultivators of lands lying near the disputed boun-

dary.

VERSE CCLX

‘ Vanaoharinah ’
—

‘ Those who roam about forests in

search of flowers, fruits and fuel ’ (Medhatithi)
;— shabaras

and other foresters ’ (Narayana).

Medhatithi does not read ‘ shatashah ’ as Hopkins

says.

This verse is quoted in Mitaksard (2. 152), on which

Balambhatfi has the following notes :

—
‘ Vyddhan, ’ fowlers,

—
‘ shakunikdn

,

’

those who live by killing birds,

—

‘kaivartan,’

those who live by digging tanks etc.,
—

‘ rmlakhatakan
,

’

those living by digging up the roots of trees etc.,

—

‘ wyalagrahan
,

’ serpent-catchers,—' ufichhavrttinah
*

those

who live by gleaning corn,
—

‘ vanagochardn
,

’ those who

roam about in forests in search of flowers, fruits and such

things.

It is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 209) ;—in Para-

sharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 272), which adds that ‘anyan’

includes persons whose business it is to dig up and raise

boundary marks;—in Krtyakalpataru (111b);—and in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 140 b). >
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VERSE CCLXI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 210) ;—and

in Krtyakalpataru (111 b).

VERSE CCLXn

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 218)

—and in Vivadachintdmani (Calcutta, p. 62).

VERSE CCLXIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 211),

which adds the following notes:
—

‘ Setu,’ boundary,

—

1

prthak

prthak, ’ each severally, each one individually being the

‘ witness
;

’—in Vivadachintdmani (p. 95) ;—and in Krtya-

kalpataru (112a).

VERSE CCLXIV

This verse is quoted in Mitdkmra (2.155), according to

which ajfianat is meant to cover those cases where a man
takes possession of another’s garden <fee. under the impression
that they really belong to himself; in which case the fine is

to be only two hundred. Balambhatti has the following

notes Bhlsaya,’ threatening with dangers from some other
source ; this includes greed also.

It is quoted in Avardrka (p. 766);—in Vivddaratnd-
hxra (p. 222), which explains ‘ bhi$ayd; as ‘by arousing fear
in him,’—‘ ajfidndt ’ as ‘ through mistake ’ in Vyavahdra-
mayukha (p. 98) ;—in Vivddaehintamani (Calcutta, p. 64),
which explains that ‘if one robs the house after having
threatened the owner, the fine is only 500panas

;

’—and in
Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 143 b).
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VERSE CCLXV

This verse is quoted in Mitaksard (2.153), to the effect

that between the two villages (disputing over their boundary),

the king shall allot the disputed plot to that one to which it

would be more useful than to the other.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 764), which adds the

following notes :

—
‘ Avisahya,’ without any means of determin-

ation, in the shape persons or proofs,
—

‘
pravishet ’ (which is

its reading for
1

pradishet ’), is equivalent to ‘praveshayet,’

put into possession,
—

‘ upakardt,’ on the ground of utility.

It is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 216), which adds

the following notes :

—
‘ Avisahya ’, unascertainable in the ab-

sence of witnesses,
—

‘ ekesam pradishet upakarat,’ he

should give it to one party, on the ground of ‘ utility ’ i. e., to

that party which is likely to derive greater benefit from the land

in dispute ; when this benefit is found to be equally possible for

both parties, then he should divide the land between both.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhavd (Vyavahara, p. 275),

which explains* ‘ avisahya ’ as ‘ there being neither witnesses

nor any other indications helping to determine it;’—in

Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara, 31a) ;—and in Vtramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, 142,) which explains ‘ avi§ahydyam ’ as ‘ that

for which no determinent is available in the shape either of

witnesses or marks.’

VERSE CCLXVII

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 808), which adds

that ‘ vodka’ here means ‘cutting off the tongue’;— in

Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 295) ;— in Mitaksard,

(2,207), where Pdlamhhatft adds the following notes

‘Adhyardha,’ 150,—whether it should be 150 or 200 in any

particular case is to depend upon the lightness or gravity

of the offence,
—

‘ vadha,’ beating and so forth*
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It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 250), which adds

the following notes :

—

‘Akrushya ’ stands for the ‘ middle ’ kind

of defamation—says Parijata ;

—
‘ adhyardham shatarn \

150,
—

‘ dve va ’, this alternative is prescribed in view of the

comparative gravity of the defamation ;
—

‘ vadha ’, beating,

cutting off* of the tongue and so forth.

It is quoted in Vyavahdramayvkha (p. 99) ;—and

in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara, 44 b);—in Vivadachin-

tamani (Calcutta, p. 70), which explains * adhyardham ’ as

‘ one and a half and ' vadha ’ as ‘ beating and says

that the punishment, in the case of the Vaishya and the

Shudra also, is for defamation ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, 149 a).

VERSE CCLXVm

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (2. 207), to the

effect that the Brahmana is to be fined 50 for insulting

a Ksattriya, 25 for insulting a Vaishya and 12i for insulting

.a Shudra ;—in Apararka (p. 808), to the same effect, adding

that so many panas are meant ;—and in Vivadaratnakara
(p. 151), which adds that ‘ dbhishamsana ’ means ‘ defaming,’

* insulting.
’

VERSE CCLXIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 149),

which adds the following notes :—No special stress is meant

to be laid here on the mention of the ‘ twice-born ’ (what is

stated being equally applicable to all castes) ;—
‘ vyatikrame ’

means defamation

,

other than the divulging of a secret
,

which latter is what is spoken of by the phrase ‘ vade

machanvyi.''

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 49 a).
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VERSE COLXX

This verse is quoted in Apararha (p. 809) ;—and in

Vivadaratnakara (p. 158), which adds the following notes:

—

‘ Ekajdti ’, ‘once-born’, is the Shudra, since he has no

upanayana (which is the second birth),
—

‘ darunaya ’, heart-

rending, insinuating a heinous crime and so forth,
—

‘
jaghan-

yaprabhavah ’, the Shruti having described the Shudra as

born from the feet This implies that in the case of the

mixed castes insulting the twice-born also, the same penalty

is meant, since these also are ‘ low-born.
’

Bdlambhatfi (on 1. 107) remarks that, inasmuch

as in verse 177 the cutting of the tongue is excluded in the

case of the Shudra insulting the Vaishya, what is said in

the present verse must be restricted to the Shudra, insulting

either a Brahmana or a Ksattriya.

VERSE CCLXXI

This verae is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 153), which

adds the following notes :
—

‘ Abhidrohena ’, in an extremely in-

sulting manner,
—

‘ ayomayah ’, made of iron,
—

‘ shahkuh ’, nail

It is quoted in Apararha (p. 809), which says that this

is meant for very frequently repeated offence.

VERSE CCLXXn
Of. 11 115.

This verse is quoted in Apararha (p. 809), which

adds that * asya ’ stands for the Shudra ;—and in Vivada-

ratnakara (p. 254).

VERSE CCLXXm
Cf. 2. 19-11.

1Karma shariram’—‘With reference to occupation and
to the body’ (Medhatithi) ;

—
‘bodily sacraments’ (Kulluka and

others).
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This verse is quoted in Vivddatatnakara (p. 254), which

adds the following notes :

—
‘ Karma ,’ austerities and the like

;

—
‘ shartrarn ,’ limbs of the body,

—
‘ vitathena ,’ falsely,

—

the meaning being that if one, through arrogance, spreads

false reports regarding the learning, country, caste, austerities,

and limbs of another, he shall be fined 200. The Instrumen-

tal ending in ‘ Vitathena ’ is in accordance with Pdninf*

Sutra ‘ Prakrtyadibhya upasahkhyanam ’
;
—

‘ Shruta
‘ learning ’ and the rest are mentioned by way of illustration

of the false reports; e. g.
—

‘ This man has not learnt the Veda,’

‘ he is not an inhabitant of Aryavarta,’ ‘he is not a Brah-

mana ,’
‘ he has performed no austerity at all

,’
‘ his skin is

not free from disease ’ and so forth.
—

‘ Darpa ’ stands for the

high opinion that one has in regard to his own qualifications

and consequently the low opinion that he has with regard

to other persons.

VERSE CCLXX1V

This verse is quoted in Mitak$ara (2. 204), which notes

that this rule refers to a case where the .defamer is a very wicked

person ; and Bdlambhatfi has the following notes :

—

‘ Tathyena ,’ even in truth,
—

‘ karsapanavaram ,’ at least

one kar$dpana, never less than that ; this refers to cases

where a wicked and ill-behaved person insults a caste-fellow.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 806), which adds that this

refers to a case where the insulter is a man with very superior

qualifications, or where the motive of insulting is very insigni-

ficant.

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 247), which ex-

plains
‘ karsapanavaram ’ as ‘that than which one kdv$&-

puna is lower ,’
i. e.,

‘ two kdrtfdpanas —in Pardsharamd-

dhava (Vyavahara, p. 205), which adds that this refers to an

extremely wicked person ,—in Nrmnhaprae&da (Vyavahara,

44 b) ;—and in Vlramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 150 a).

75
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VERSE CCLXXV

‘ Ak$arayan ’
—

‘ Defames, by musing dissension ’ (Me-

dhatithi),
—

‘ accuses of a heinous crime ’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka

and Raghavananda),
—

‘accuses of incest ’ (Narayana),
—

‘ makes

them angry’ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Mitdksara (2. 204), which (reading

‘Shvashuram ’ for ‘ tandyam ’) adds that tliis refers to cases

where the wife is innocent of what is said against her, and

where the mother and the rest are even guilty of what is

alleged. Bdlambhatti adds the following notes :

—

‘ Akqdrayan ,’ defaming,
—

‘ adadat ,’ not leaving in favour

of;—-what Mitdksara says in regard to this rale answers

the objection taken against it by Kulluka, that some explana-

tion should be found for the same penalty being prescribed

for insulting all the persons mentioned here;—Medhatithi,

on the other hand, adopting the reading ‘ tanayam ,’ has

explained ‘ aksarayan ’ as causing dissension among the

persons mentioned.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 149 b), which

explains ‘ bhrdtaram ’ as ‘elder brother,’ and adds that this

refers to cases where the elders have done some mischief, and the

wife has done nothing wrong ;—in Pardsharamadhava

(Vyavahara, p. 295), which adds the same note as

Mitdksara ;—and in Vyavahdramayvkha (p. 99), which

adds that the ‘ brother meant here is the elder one, since

he. is mentioned along with the father and the rest,’

and adds that Mitdksara and other works have declared

that this refers to the wife only when she is innocent,

and to the mother and others even when they are

goiltyA .

It is quoted™ in Vivddaratnakara (p. 250), "which

reads ‘ tanayam ,’ and explains ‘ dk$drayan‘ 'as ^sub-

jecdng’’ito insult ’;—and < in Nfsimhaprasada (Vyavahara,

44 b).
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VERSE CCLXXVI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 255),

which adds the following explanations :—In a case where a

Brahmana and a Ksattriya have insulted one another, the

‘first amercement ’ on the latter.—According to Bdlani-

hhatti (2. 207) the rule refers to eases where the defamtion

is in regard to a heinous offence;—It is quoted in Viva-

dachintdmani (Calcutta, p. 71), which says that, this refers -to

cases of mutual defamation between the Brahmana and the

Ksattriya, and adds that the same law holds good as between

the Vaishya and the Shudra also ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, 150 a).

VERSE CCLXXVII

Tliis verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 250),

which adds the following :—The rule laid down in the

preceding verse is applicable to the Vaishya and the

Shudra also ;
—

‘ Svajatimprati'—‘as between persons of the

same caste ’ (the punishment is to be inflicted) ‘ tattvatah ,’

in accordance with the superiorty or inferiority of position

and qualifications ;
—

‘ chhedavarjam ’, this precludes the

cutting of the tongue.

It is quoted in Mitdksard (2. 207), to the effect that when

the Vaishya abuses the Shudra, he is to be fined 50 panas.

Bdlamhhatfi has the following notes :
—

‘ Vitshudrayoh

in the case of the Vaishya and the Shudra
—

‘ Svajdtim

prati ’—insulting each oilier,
—

‘ evameva the case is to be

treated as in the case of the Brahmana and the Ksattriya,—

i &, when the Vaishya insults the Shudra, he should pay . the

‘ first amercement ,’ and when the Shudra insults the Vaishya,

he should pay the ‘ middle amercement ,’—this should be the

penalty inflicted, and there is to be no cutting of the tongue

;

—
‘ tattvatah this is the legal punishment.—This verses as

also the preceding one,, refers to a case where the defamation

is in regard to a heinous offence,
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It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 150 a).

VERSE CCLXXIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 258),

which explains ‘hiimydt as ‘ strikes,’
—

‘ shrhyantsam ’ (which

is its reading for ‘ chickeh resthan i ’

) as ‘one of the three

higher castes
,’—and ‘ antyajah ’ as the ‘ Shudra —and in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 140 b).

It is quoted in Vyaoaharamayukha (p. 100) ;—in

Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 288) ;—in Apw'drba

(p. 813), to the effect that the limb should be cut off, if a

Shudra causes pain to a Brahmana, or a Ksattriya or a

Vaishya ;—and in Mitaksard (2. 215), to the effect that if

a Shudra causes pain to the Brahmana, or to the Ksattriya,

or to the Vaishya, his limb should be cut off ; and adds that

inasmuch as this lays down the cutting of the limb of a

Shudra who strikes any twice-born person, it follows, from

the parity of reasoning, that this same punishment is to be

inflicted upon the Vaishya striking the Ksattriya

Balambhatti has the following notes:
—

‘ Shreyamsam ,’

higher caste, twice-born caste,
—

‘ antyaja ,’ he who is born of

the lower-most (‘ antya ’) limb, or one bom of the lowest

caste,—t.e., the Shudra. This same rale is applicable also to

the Vaishya striking the Ksattriya, as the former is * antyaja ’

* low-born,’ in comparison with the latter, who therefore is

* shreyan,’ *
superior.’

It is quoted in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara, p. 44 b) j

—and in Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 75), which explains

* shreydmsam ’ (which is its reading for * sfvre$tham ’) as ‘ the

three higher castes,’ and * antyaja ’ as * Shudra. ’

VERSE CCLXXX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p, 288) ;

—

in Parasharomddhava (Vyavahara, p. 288), which addte
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that, though in the case of other castes raising a weapon to

strike one of a higher caste, the penalty is to be the ‘ first

amercement,’ yet for the Shudra it has to be the cutting of

the hand and other limbs.

This is quoted in Apardrha (p. 814);—in Mitdhmra (2.

215), to the effect that in the case of the Shudra for merely

raising’s weapon, thehand is to be cut off ;—in Vivadachin-

tdmani (Calcutta, p. 75);—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

146 b).

VERSE CCLXXXT

This verse is quoted in Apardrha, (p. 814) ;— and in

Vivadaratndhara (p. 268), which adds the following notes;

—

‘ SahdsancMnabh'iprepsuh’ sitting on the same seat,
—

‘ abhi-

jrrepsu ’ (lit. desirous of getting at) standing here for actually

getting at itself,—the man sitting upon the same seat with

his superior should be ‘ branded on his hip and banished —
‘utkrsta' the Brahmana,

‘

apahr$taja the Shudra,

—

‘ krtan-

kah, branded with red hot iron,
—

* sphicha,
’

a part of the loin

;

—and in Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 75), which says that

the ‘ branding ’ is to be done with iron, and that ‘ sphicha ’ is

a part of the waist

VERSE CCLXXXII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndhara (p, 268), which

adds th% following notes :— ‘ Avantyhivato darpdt\ through

arrogance spitting on the superior,—' avamvtrayatah sprinkl-

ing urine,

—

avashardhayatah, ’ passing wind through the

anus with a loud sound;—in Apardrha (p, 814), which

takes it as prescribing the penalty for the Shudra doing these

things upon twice-born persons in Pardsharamddham
(Vyavahara, p. 288)i—in Mitak§ard, (2. 115) where

Bdlambhajft remarks that the acts here mentioned are

indications of disregard and contempt and in Vivddd-
chintdmani (Calcutta, pp, 75 and 73).
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VERSE CCLXXXIII

It. is difficult to see why Hopkins calls the reading

‘ dadhikayam, ’ ' obscure.’

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 814), which adds the

following notes :

—

Dddhikayam'—on the heard,
—

‘ Vrsane^u

scrotum and the rest ; if the scrotum alone were meant, then

the plural ending could not be justified ;— in Vivada-

ratndkara (p. 268), which remarks that the dual ending

has been used in ‘ hastau ’ with a view to indicate that both

hands are to be cut offeven though the beard be held by one

only ; and it explains ‘ datjhika,’ as beard ’—and in Vivada-

chintdmani (Calcutta, p. 7 6), which explains these two verses

to mean that ‘ if a Shudra insults a man of any of the higher

castes by spitting at him, his lips should be cut off —if by

urinating on his body, his urinary organ should be cut off,—if

by passing wind over him, the anus should be cut off,—and if

by catching hold of his hair, then his hands should be cut off.’

- VERSE CCLXXXIV
“
According to Raghavananda. the rule refers to Shudras

assaulting Shudras. According to Narayana, the last of-

fender’s property shall be confiscated’—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara, (p. 164),

which remarks that in view of the law laid down by Visnu,

that for causing bleeding the fine shall be 64panas,—the penalty

here laid down should be understood to be applicabl%to cases

where there is much bleeding caused by the tearing of the skin.

It is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 287);

—in Apararka (p. 815) which adds that, the bleeding

is due to grievous hurt, then the fine is to be 100, other-

wise 64 ;—in Mitafyard (2. 218), where Bdlambhafti

remarks that the penalty here laid down applies to cases where

the hurt has been inflicted on some vital part of the body ;

—

and in Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 74), which explains

‘ ni$ka’ as equivalent to four ‘ sumrnas'
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VERSE CCLXXXV

“ According to Govindaraja the fine for injuring trees

which give shade only is to be very small ; in the case of

flower-bearing trees, middling
; and in the case of fruit trees,

high”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Vyavahdramayukha (p. 100) ;

—

and in Apararka (p. 819).

VERSE CCLXXXV1

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 266), which

adds that ‘ duhkhaya ’ means ‘ with the intention of giving

pain and the addition of this implies that- there is no crime

if the hurt is caused by chance ;—and in Vivddachintdmani

(Calcutta, p. 75), which explains ‘ duhkhaya ’ as ‘ with the

intention of causing pain.’

VERSE CCLXXXVII

* Prana ’
—

‘ vital strength ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ breathing

power ’ (Govindaraja and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 270);—and

in Vyavahdra-Balambhatti (p. 912).

VERSE CCLXXXVm

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 820) ;—in

Vivadaratndkara (p. 352), which adds that each case lias to

be taken on its merits, in relation to the quality of the pro-

perty damaged ;—in Mitakxard (p. 264);—and in Vivdda-

chintdmani (p. 151).

VERSE CCLXXXLIX

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 352),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Ckdrmikam shoes and
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other leather goods,’—some people explain that in the expres-

sions
lcharmacMrmikam\ the first ‘charma? serves tire purpose

of making the meaning clearer,
—

*

kasthamayam’, the Prasiha

and such things,

—

lo$lramayam\ the jar and such things,—the

fine equal to five times the value of the flowers eta is one that

has been laid down by Brhaspati also, but elsewhere Manu has

laid down the fine to be hundred and more times the value of

the flower etc.,—and these are to be reconciled by the view

that the exact fine in each case is to be determined by the

quality of the flower etc., damaged ;—it has to be noted that

the satisfaction of the injured party has to be secured in

these cases also.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 820).

VERSE COXC

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 280),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Yana ’, the chariot and the

rest,

—
‘
yantr ’ the charioteer,

—

‘

ativartanani
,
‘lying beyond

punishment’, i'. e., not to be punished ;—and in Vyavahara-

Balambhatti (p. 1040).

VERSES CCXCI-CCXCII

These verses are quoted in Apararka (p. 863) ;—in

Mitaksard (p. 299), to the effect that the man is not liable to

punishment as the damage is not due to any act of his.

Bdlamhhatti notes that under the ten circumstances here

enunciated, neither the owner nor the driver of the chariot

deserves any punishment ;—the adjectives ‘ chhinnanasye ’

etc., refer to the bullocks or other animals yoked to the

chariot,—the ‘yuga ’ is a piece of wooden pole,—if the piece

of wood inside the wheel should happen to be broken on

account of the unevenness of the road,—if the ropes with

which the several parts of the chariot are bound should be

snapped,—similarly on the snapping of the yoking-strap or
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the reins,—the ‘yoktra ’ being the yoking-strap with winch

the shaft is tied to the back of the bullock,—the tenth

circumstance is that when the driver or some one in the

chariot has been crying aloud ‘turn aside’ ;—if under any of

these ten circumstances, the chariot should happen to

do damage to any living being or to any property, the driver

and the rest are not liable to any punishment.

It is quoted in Vivadaratnahara (p. 281), which

adds the following notes :
—

‘ Chhinnanasye’ the string

connected with the nostrils snapping,
—

‘ bhinnayuge1

, the

wooden yoking-shaft breaking,—movement caused by some-

thing coming up either sideways on in front, i. e., if by

reason of something else coming up sideways, or in front,

the chariot should be turned aside and thereby do damage,

there is to be no punishment,
—

‘ ahja ’ is the piece of wood in

the wheel (the axle),
—

‘
yantranam', the thongs with which

the yoking shaft is tied up,
—

‘ rashmi ’, the reins,—if the

driver or some one else calls out loudly ‘ move off’, and yet

disregarding the warning, some one comes too near the

chariot and becomes hurt, then the driver and others are not to

be punished.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p, 290),

to the effect that in a case where the hint is caused by some

one who is helpless in the matter, he is not to be punished.

VERSE CCXCIH

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 863), which

explains
1 prajaka ’ as the driver and ‘ swami ’ as the man

riding in the chariot ;—in Smrtitattva (p. 530), which

explains the meaning to be that, in a case where the chariot

goes astray on account of the inefficiency of the driver, and

causes hurt to some one, a fine of 200 should be imposed on

the owner of the chariot for the offence of having engaged an

inept driver ;—in Bdlambhatfi (2. 299) which adds

the same explanation as the one just given;—and in

76
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VivadaratnaJcara (p. 282), which adds the following notes:

—

In a case where the owner of the chariot has employed an

inefficient driver, and the horses go astray by reason of the

driver’s inefficiency, and if there be any damages caused by

this, then the owner should be fined 200.

It is quoted in Vyavahara-Balanibhatti (p. 1041).

VERSE CCXCIV

This verse is quoted in VivadaratnaJcara (p. 282), to

the effect that in a case where the driver is efficient, the

punishment shall be inflicted upon him
; and it explains

‘ aptaJi ’ as ‘ fully expert ’ ;—and in Mitak$ara (2. 300)

which adds, that if the owner employs an expert driver, then it

is the driver that is to be punished, not the owner ;—and

in Vyavahdra-Bdlambha tft (p. 1042).

VERSE CCXCV
a

This verse is quoted in VivadaratnaJcara (p. 282),

which explains the meaning to be that in a case where being

inefficiently driven by the driver, the chariot happens to be

obstructed on the road by another chariot or by an animal,

and thereby causes hurt to a living being, the punishment

is to be inflicted on the driver, * avicharitah ,’ most surely.

It is quoted in ‘Balambhaffi ’ on 2. 300.

VERSE CCXCVI

This verse is quoted in VivadaratnaJcara (p. 283), which

adds the following notes :—The term ‘ cJiauraVat ’ indicates

the fine that has been prescribed in connection with the

‘highest amercement’,—and not mutilation or death ; as

there could be no ‘half’ of the latter,—such a half being

prescribed in the latter part of the verse for causing hurt to

cows and such other animals.
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It is quoted in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 109) ;—in

Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 291) ;—and in

Mitak$ara (2. 300), where Balcmbhatti adds the following

notes :—If a man is killed by a chariot going astray

by reason of the careless driver, then he at once bewmes as

great an offender as a thief, and liable to be punished as a thief

Kttviqam ’ is another reading for ‘ kilvifi ’|; and the penalty

meant here must be the ‘ highest amercement,’ not death,

since the second half of the verse speaks of the ‘ half ’ of the

said penalty, by which ‘ half a fine of 500 is meant, for the

offence of killing such larger animals as the cow • and the

like.

VERSE CCXCVII

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (2. 300), where

Bdlambhatti adds the following notes :
—

‘ Ksudra-pashv ’

are smaller animals,—these smaller ones being either in age,

c.g., calves &c., or in quality, e.g., goats &c. ; but it is the former

that are meant here ; so that for the killing of a young calf

the fine would be 200 ; in the case of birds that are

auspicious—in shape or in quality,
—

‘

mrga', the ruru, the

prsata and other species of the deer,—birds, such as the

parrot, the swan and so forth,—the fine is 50.

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 283), which adds the

following notes :
— Ksudra ’

means small
; and ‘ smallness

’

is of two kinds—due to age, as in the case of the elephant

cub, and due to quality, as in the case of the goat and the

like ; the ‘ shubha mfga ’ are the Ruru, the Prsata and so

forth ; and * shubha ’

birds are the parrot and the like.

It is quoted in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 109) ;—and

in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 291).

VERSE CCXCVIII

This verse is quoted in Vivddtjvratndkara (p. 283),

which noted that the ‘ mdqaka

'

is equal to two kr^nalas,
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as declared by Parijata ;—in Parasharamadhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 291)-;—and in Mitdk$ard (2-300), where Bdlambhattl

adds the following notes :—For the killing of a donkey,

or goat or sheep, the fine consists in silver

,

5 Masas in

weight, and not gold, and for the killing of a dog or a pig, one

Masa of silver. It notes both the readings, ‘pdflchamd$ikah

. . . masikah ’ and ‘paflchamdsakah mdsakah \

VERSE OCXCIX

Cf. 4. 164.

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 271),

which explains that the younger ‘ brother ’ is meant ;—in

Vtramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 514) ;—in Apararka (p.

610, and also p. 817) ;—in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhafti (pp. 572

and 919) ;—in Samskaramayukha (p. 52) ;—in Sams-

kararatnamdld (p. 314), which says that the specific

mention of the ‘ uterine ’ brother indicates that the half-brother

shall not beobeaten;—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 142), which says that this beating should be done only

when the boy proves intractable to chiding and other means

;

—and in Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 76).

VERSE CCC

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 514) ;—in Apararka (p. 610), which explains that
‘

kilvi$am’ means ‘an offence deserving punishment ’ ;—again

on p. 817, where ‘ kilvi$am
’

is explained as ‘ punishment ’ ;

—

in Vivddaratnakara (p. 271), which explains
(pr§thatati

as ‘not in a vital part, ’ and ‘ uttamange ’ also as ‘ in a vital

part ’ ;—in Vidhanapdrijata (p. 530) ;—in Mitdkqara

(2. 32), in support of the view that, if, in a fit of passion, the

Teacher should strike the pupil in a vital part of the body,

and the boy should complain before the king, then it becomes

an admissible suit ;—in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhaffi (pp.
f 572
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and 919) -in Nrsimhapramda (Samskara, 47 b) ;

—

in Samskdramayukha (p. 52) to the effect tliat no one

should be struck on the head;—in Samskavaratnamdld

(p. 315), which says that ‘ uttamdhga ’ means ‘ head ’ ;—in

Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 142);—and in Vivdda-

chintdmani (Calcutta, p. 76).

verse eccr

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 286).

VERSE CCCII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 293) ;

—

and in Vivddachintdmani (p. 124).

VERSE CCCHI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 293),

which adds that this act is (jailed
‘Sattrd’ on the ground

of its having to be done day after day; and
‘ abhaya

-

dak$indm '

means ‘ Sattra at which security is the sacrificial

fee’ ;—and in Vivddachintdmani (p. 124).

VERSE CCCIV

“ This is that famous ‘sixth’ of good or evil which the

king draws upon himself by protecting or neglecting his

people ;
he receives a sixth of the produce as tax (7.130), and

in return, it may be, must give security to the realm, or he

gets the same proportion of the fruits of their bad deeds
; or {cf.

verse 308) he takes all the sin of the world. Yajfiavalkya

says (1.334—336) he takes one-sixth of the fruit of their

good deeds, but one half of their sin in case he does not protect

them. Similarly the sixth or the twelfth part (8. 35), or

half (8.39) is the share of the treasure the king receives; and

again in 8t 18 he receives a fourth of the fruits of the sin
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caused by a wrong decision in court”—Hopkins, who refers

to die Mahabharata (13. 61. 34-35), where, in regard to the

sin, different views (fourth part, half, whole) are set forth

and then the conclusion stated in favour of the fourth part,

which, it is said, is in accordance with the ‘ teaching of

Manu.’

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 397);—in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 255);—in

Nrsimhaprasada (p. 73 p)
;—and in Vivadachintamani

(p! 263).

VERSE CCCV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p.

254);—and in Vivadachintamani (p. 263).

VERSE CCCVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p.

254);—in Pafdsharamddhava (Achara p. 397);— and in

Vivadachintamani (p. 263).

VERSE CCCVII

lBalim’—“The share in kind, i. e., the sixth part of the

harvest’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Kulluka, Narayana and

Raghavananda);
—

‘choice portions of grains and cattle &c.’

(Nandana).

*Kararn’—"Tax in cash’ (Medhatithi, whose expression

‘dravyddana’ has been misread by Buhler as ‘jahgha-

ddna’);
—

‘taxes, paid monthly, or at fixed times by the villages’

(Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghavananda).

‘ Shulham ’—‘Tolls and duties payable by merchants’

(Medhatithi).

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 397);—and in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 255).
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VERSE CCCVIII

Thin verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p.

255).

VERSE CCCIX

‘Vipralurnpakam’—‘Deserter of the Brahmana’ (Nan-

dana, whose reading is ‘vipralopakam’’)-,—‘who takes pro-

perty even from a Brahmana’ (Narayana);
—

‘rapacious, i. e.,

who takes (grains &c) improperly’ (Medhatithi).

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p.

255), which explains
‘vipralopakam ’ (which is its read-

ing for
l

viprahi:inpakamH') as ‘one who injures the livelihood

of the Brahmanas’,—and
i

attaram\ ‘one who enjoys.’

VERSE CCCX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 630),

which adds the following notes :

—

‘Adhdrniikam’ means,

from the context, the thief,
—

‘

nydyaih ’, restraints, checks,

—

‘nirodhana’, throwing into prison,

—

kbandha\ restricting

freedom by means of chains and so forth,

—

‘vwdhena

vadhena’, in the form of beating and the like.

VERSE CCCXI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 618),

which explains ‘papdh’ as sinners,—and
*Sddhavah ’ as

‘persons acting in accordance with the scriptures.’

VERSE CCCXH

This verse is quoted in Smrtuhaudri'kd (Vyavahara,

p. 66);—and in Krtyakalpataru (14 a), which explains

‘ ksipatam' as ‘shouting.’
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VERSE CCCXIH

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (14 a).

VERSE CCCX1V-GCCXV

Cf. 11. 199-201.

These verses are quoted in Apardrka (p. 1078):—and

in Mitdk§ard (2.267, where only 315 is quoted).

VERSE CCCXVII

Mss. N and S place 317 and its Blta§ya after 318 but

lx)th add a note to the effect—layam shloko rajabhiritym-

mat pttrvam lekhamyah’, ‘this verse should be written

after the verse rajabhih &c.\ This is apparently a conec-

tor’s note on the mistake committed by a copyist

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 5091,

which adds the following note :

—
‘ Kilvixam ’ is to be construed

with each of the four
—

‘ anndda ’, ‘ pati ’, * guru ’ and

‘ raja ’—and
4 mar$ti

’

means ‘ passes on.
’

It is quoted in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 146), which

explains ‘ marMi ’ as ‘ transfer ’ ;—and in Hemddri (Shraddha,

p. 781).

VERSE CCCXVIII

This verse is quoted in Mitak^ard (3. 259), which notes

that this refers to the death-penalty;—and in Prayash-

chittaviveka (p. 120), to the effect that punishment serves to

absolve one from the sin of the crime.

VERSE CCCXIX

‘ Ma$am ’
—

‘ Of gold ’ (Kulluka)
;— the exact metal has

not been mentioned
;

it has to be determined on the merits

of each case, according as the institution damaged happens

to be in a desert or in a country with plentiful water-supply

and so forth ’ (Medhatithi, whom Buhler has misrepresented)*
’
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This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 328),

which adds the following notes :—The meaning is that
—

‘ that

the damaged article,—in the sliape [of the rope or the jar

—

he shall restore to the well. The Parijata, in view of the

later pronoun ‘ tat
’

has read ‘ rajjughatam ’ and has ex-

plained it as a ‘ collective copulative compound ’ ;—and in

Vivddachintdmani (p. 141), which reads ‘ rajjughatam ’ and

explains it as ‘ the rope or the jar ’, and explains the rule

as that ‘one who steals the rope or the jar should replace it, and

he who damages the drinking-booth should l>e lined a Ma$a.’

VERSE CCCXX
‘Kumbha

’

—‘Equivalent to 20 or 22 Prasthas of 32

Palas each ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ to 2 Dronas of 200 Palas

each ’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 513), where,

Katyayana is quoted as making ‘ kumbha ’ equivalent to 20

dronas ;—in Apararka (p. 846), which has the following

notes :—The kumbha is equivalent 52 dronas ;
—

‘ vadha
t

is to be inflicted on the man who steals more than 20

kumbhas of paddy ; in ‘ other cases ’

—

i. e., where the

quantity stolen! is not large—the thief should be made to

pay a fine which is eleven times that which is prescribed

for cases of stealing paddy (?) ;
and the quantity stolen has

to be restored to the owner.

It is quoted in Mitdk§ara (2. 275) as indicating the

feet that the penalty varies with the quantity of grain stolen

;

it adds the following notes :—The kumbha is equal to 20

dronas,—'whether the ‘ vadha ’ prescribed here is to be

beating or mutilation or death shall depend upon (i) the

qualities of the thief, of the corn stolen and! of the owner

of the oorn, and (ii) upon the time, whether it is a time of

scarcity or plenty;—and in Vlramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 151a),

which explains
1 kumbha ’ as 10 seers, ‘ shifi ’ as ‘ less than

ten kumbhas —‘ tasya
*

as ‘ to the owner of the grain/

77
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It is quoted in Vivcidaratndkara (p. 311), which has

die following notes :—The kutnbha consists of 10 prastha.%

—

‘ shese ’, less than 10 kunibhas,—the property that had been

stolen should be restored to the owner.

It is quoted in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 101), which ex-

plains
‘Jeumbha as 10 prasthas ;—and in Prayashchittaviveka

(p. 341), which says that this refers to eases of serious crime.

VERSE CCCXXI
‘ Dharimameyandm, suvarnarajatddmam ’

—
‘ Articles

weighed by scales such as gold, silver, &c.,’ (Medhatithi, Govin-

daraja and Kulluka) ;
—

‘ articles measured by weight, i. e.,

copper and the rest, other than gold and silver, and of gold,

silver, &e.’ (Narayana and Ragliavananda).

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 847), which adds

the following notes —‘ Dharimameya ’ are those diings that

are measured by scales,

—

i. e., ‘ gold, silver and so forth ’;

—

If the author had only die expression ‘ suvarnarajatddmam ’,

‘gold, silver <&$.,’ then iron and other metals also would become

included
; similarly if he had only ‘ dharimameyandm ’

‘ things weighed by scales ’, then molasses and such other

things also would become included ; by having both, even such

articles as pearls, corals and the like, which also are ‘ weighed by

scales,’ become included; these latter also belong to the same

category as ‘ gold and silver ’ by reason of their being highly

valuable ; the term ‘ adi ’, means ‘ and the like thus it is that

such things as molasses, even though they are ‘weighed by scales’,

become excluded; because, being cheap, they have no similarity

to ‘gold and silver’; for the same reason such cheap metals as

iron, lead and so forth are not included here,

—

-uttamdni

vdsamsi ’,
‘ excellent clothes ’, clothes of patra, (?) urna (wool),

netra (?), pafi (silk, and so forth).

It is quoted in Vyavahdramayuhha (p. 102);—in

Vivadaratnakara (p. 323), which explains ‘ dharima ’ as

‘weight’;—in Vyavahara-Balambhatti (p. 987) -and in

Vlramitrodaya (Vyavahara,152 a).
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VERSE CCCXXII

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 323);

—

and in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 152 a).

VERSE CCCXXI1I

This verse is quoted in Vivadartnakara (p. 317), which

explains ‘ KuUndnam ’ as ‘ born of good families —and
4 mukhyanam ratnanam ’ as ‘ emerald and the like ’,—again

at p.324.

It is quoted in Mitdkmra (2. 275), where Balam-

bhatti has the following notes :—The reading of the third

foot accepted by all is ‘ mukhydndflchaiva ratnanam’, and
‘ ratnanaflchaiva mrvesam ’ is wrong reading ; the meaning

is that ‘ for stealing persons born of great families, specially

ladies of great families, and also of diamond, sapphire and

other valuable gems, the thief deserves the death-penalty
’

in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 344), which says that this

clearly refers to the enticing away of boys and girls of good

families, and not of slaves,—in Vivddachintdmani (p. 134),

which explains ‘ mukhya-ratna ’ as standing for the emerald

and the rest;—and in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 152 a).

VERSE CCCXXIV
Cf. 8. 26.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 319),

which adds the following notes:
—

‘

Mahapashu ’ are the

elephant and other large animals,
—

‘kalam ’, whether it was

stolen at the time of war, or during ordinary use and so forth,

—'karyam', smallness or largeness of the use to which the

stolen thing was being put,
—

‘ dandam ’, heavier or lighter.

VERSE CCCXXV
‘ Kharikdyashcha bhedane'— Medhatithi is misrepre-

sented by fiuhler. Medhatithi’s reading is
4

kharikayah ’

and the
4

kharika ’ he explains as * yaya goraksaify
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kqetradau vahyate hativardah ‘ that whereby the ox

is driven by the ox-keeper in the fields and other

places so apparently the driving goad is meant Buhler

has relied upon the reading of Ms. S, which reads the

sentence as ‘ sthurikd yo gorathak§etradi$u vahyate bati-

vardah’
;
this reading involves the discrepancy of the feminine

noun ‘ sthurikd being taken as the ox ; which discrepancy

need not be accepted in the face of the better reading in the

printed text (of Mandlik) ;
‘ bhedahe ’ thus means ‘ piercing

’

(with the goad) ;—Kulluka and Raghavananda, reading

‘ chhurikd and ‘ sthurikd
’

explain it as ‘the barren cow ’ and

‘bhedahe ’ as piercing of the nose ;—Narayana explains it as

the load qf the ox, and 'bhedane' as ‘cutting open and stealing’;

—Nandana explains the word as a particular spot on the

back of the ox.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 319), which

adds the following notes :
—

‘ Sphurika ’ (which is its reading

for
‘

kharikd1’) is the barren cow,—‘ bhedana ’ is ‘ the piercing

of the nose lor purposes of driving —
‘
pashundm the

animals meant here are all smaller animals except the sheep,

the cat and the mongoose ;—and in Vivddachintdmani (p.

135), which says that ‘ tulika ’ means ‘ the nostrils and

bhedana ’ means ‘ boring.
’

VERSE CCCXXVI—CCCXXIX
These verses are quoted in Vtvdda/ratndkara (p. 326),

which adds the following notes :

—

Anye$dmevamddtndm \ i.

pastries and the like,
—

‘ anyat pashusambhavam ’, skins,

tusks and so forth ;—in Vyavahara-Bdlambhaifi (p. 989)

»

—and in Vivddachintdmani (p. 140), which says that this

refers to the case of the theft of small quantities of yarn

;

and such as have been made ready for use.

VERSE CCCXXX
'

' Anye^u '— Medhatithi does not read ‘ alplipu
’

as assert-

ed by Hopkins.
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‘ Pafiehakrmatah ’

—

4

Medhatithi says that the kfpialas

meant may be gold or silver, in accordance with the gravity of

the offence ’— that ‘ it is meant to be gold only ’ is the view

that he quotes as held by the ‘ancients.’ Buhler therefore

is not right in attributing this latter view to Medhatithi

himself.

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 325)

which adds the following notes:
—

‘

Harite dhanye ’, which

is still lying unripe in the field ; on this being stolen for pur-

poses of fodder,
—

‘ naga\ tree,
—

‘ alpesu ’ (which is its reading

for ‘ anye$v ’), quantity even less than what can be carried

by a man,

—

4

apariputesu ’, unhusked,

—

4dhanye ’, in constru-

ing the sentence the number is to be changed into the plural,
4

dhdnyesu. ’

VERSE CCCXXXI

‘ Niranvaye’—‘(a) Friendly leading, or, (b) neighbour-

liness, or (c) absence of watchman ’ (Medhatithi) ;

—

Govindaraja and Narayana have (a) ;— and Kulluka and

Raghaviinanda have (h).—See 198 above.

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 324),

which adds the following notes :

—

4

Paripute§u
,

’ husked,

—

4

niranvaye,’ (the appropriating being done) without any

such justification as friendship and the like
;
in view of the

present rule being inconsistent with what Manu lias himself

said in regard to
4 vadha ’ being the penalty for stealing more

than 10 hmbhax of grains, and
4

eleven times ’ the fine for

stealing lesser quantities,—people have held that the present

rule is meant for thefts from the luu-vesting yard, the heavier

penalties being for thefts from the houses.

VERSE CCCXXXII

4 Ata iva sandhichckhide etc.’ (Medhatithi, p. 1069
, 1. 10)

—See Manu 9. 276.
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This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Vyavahara,

p. 298), which adds the following explanatory notes :—When
the misappropriation of other’s property is done openly by

force, even in the presence of watchmen and the king’s officers,

then it is ‘ Sdhasa\ robbery,—‘ theft’ consists in misappropriat-

ing secretly during absence, or by fraud ;—and when the man,

after avoiding the king’s officers and taking away the property,

subsequently through fear, hides it, then also it is a case of

‘ theft*

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 286), which adds

the following notes :— ‘ Anvayavat ’ in the presence of the

men guarding it,
—

‘
prasabharn, ’ by force ;

—

i.e., it is ‘ robbery’

when the misappropriation is done without any attempt

at concealment ;
—

‘ apavyayate ’ hides, denies ;—wherever

there is misappropriation, it is ‘ theft’ which is of two kinds

—

(1) done in the absence of watchmen, and (2) done even in

the presence of the watchman, but afterwards hidden.

The same work quotes it again on p. 350 where it adds

the following explanation :—When the property is taken

away in the presence of the watchman, this is what is called

‘sdnvaya apahara,' which is robbery, but where it is taken

away in the absence of the watchman, and then denied, it is

theft.

It is quoted in ‘ Mitaksard' (2. 266), which adds

the following notes :— ‘ Anvayavat,’ in the presence of the

guardians of the property, the state officials and others,

—

‘prasabham, ’ by force—where another’s property is taken

away—it is called ‘ robbery ’; different from this is ‘theft,’ which

is ‘ niranvaya ’

—

i.e., done either in the absence of the guardians

of property and others, or through fraud;—and whenever

the act, though committed in the presence of these

persons, is .concealed through fear, this also is ‘theft’

Bdlcmbhatfi has declared ‘ krtvapavyayate cha yat ’

to be the generally accepted reading, and explains it as

‘conceals.’
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It i.s quoted in Smrtisdroddhdra (p. 329), which ex-

plains ‘ anvayavat ’ as ‘ before the owner’s eyes,’ and ‘ niranva-

ycm ’ as ‘behind the owner’s back —and in Vtrarni-

trodaya (Vvavahara, loO b), which adds the same explana-

tion and adds that even in cases of robbery, if the accused

denies the act in the court, it becomes a case of ‘ theft.’

VERSE COOXXXIII

‘ Upaklrptdni ’- —(a) ‘Ready for being put to use, in the

way of gift, enjoyment and so forth, or {b) specially prepared

or embellished ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ Ready for use ’ (Kulluka

and Raghavananda). No commentator explains the term as

‘ thread worked into cloth’; Buhler has no justification for

attributing it to ‘ Medh., Gov7
., Kull., and Ragh.’

‘ Agni’
—

‘ Consecrated fire ’ (Medhatithi and Kulluka) ;

—

also the ordinary fire (Govindaraja).

Tliis verse is quoted in Vivddachintamani (p. 140),

which says the ‘ fire ’ meant is that which has been consecrated

by either Sfiranta or Smarta rites.

VERSE CCCXXXIV

‘ Pratyddeshaya ’
—

‘ By way of making a deterrent

example’ (Medhatitln) ;
—

‘ for the purpose of preventing

repetition’ (Kulluka).

VERSE CCCXXXV

This verse is quoted in Pardftharamadhava (Achara,

p. 391) ;—in Vlramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 291), which adds

that the father and mother must be exceptions to this rule,

as is clear from the following Smrti-text quoted by Vijfia -

neshvara :
—

‘The following are unpunishable—Father, Mother,

Accomplished Student, Priest, Wandering Mendicant, Anchorite,

<fcc.’ Similarly the ‘very learned man ’ should not be punished.
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It is quoted in Vivddaratncikara (p. 628).

VERSE CCCXXXVT

Tliis verse is quoted in Vivddaratncikara (p. 654),

which adds that the ‘rajas’ meant here are the subsidiary

kings.

VERSE CCCXXXVII—(rcxxxvm

These verses are quoted in Mitaksara (2. 275), in

support of the view that the fine imposed for theft, should vary

with the caste of the thief ; whereon Balambhatti notes two

different readings (see Note I) ;—in Parasharamadhava

(Vyavahara, p. 302) :—and in Vivddaratndkard (342),

which adds the following notes :

—
‘ A$tapddyarn ’ means

‘ multiplied eight times, ’—
‘ kilvi$am, ’ the amount of fine

imposed as punishment ; the meaning thus is that the fine to

be imposed upon a learned shudra should be eight times that

on an ignorant shudra ; similarly in the case of the

Vaishya and others also ;—for the Brahmana the fine is to be

either full one hundred, or twice 04 ;—the reason for this

is ‘ taddosagunaviddhi sah, ’
—

‘ because the Brahmana is fully

cognisant of the evil character of theft —thus the fact of the

culprit being cognisant of the evil being a ground for enhanced

penalty in the case of the Brahmana, the same principle is to

be applied to the case of the Shudra and others also. That

offence for which the legal penalty for the Shudra, is me,

for the Vaishya, the Ksattriya and the Brahmana, it should be

double the amount of the preceding ; so that the penalty

for the ignorant Shudra being one, that of the learned Shudra

is eight times—and that of the learned Vaishya 16, the

learned Ksattriya 32 and the learned Brahmana 64 times.

These are quoted also in PrdyasheMttdviveka (p. 348),

which says that all that is meant is to deprecate the act, and

to show that the gravity of the offence is in proportion to the
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caste of the delinquent ;—it explains ‘ astapadyam

'

as ‘that

which is multiplied by eight ; a§tabhih apadyate guiyyate

iti,'—the single unit being meant for those lower than the

Shudra;—in Vivddachintamani (p. 144), which attributes

them to Yajflavalkya, and says that ‘ taddosagunavit
'

is to

be construed all through ; so that the meaning is that the fine

in the ease of the Shudra who is cognisant of the seriousness

of the offence is to l>e eight times that of the ignorant man,

arid so on, the fine varying with the qualifications of the

offender.

VERSE CCCXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Vidhanaparijata (II, p. 262);

—

in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 116), which says that what is

meant is that the sin of the act is removed by the use men-

tioned, and not that it is not a case of ‘theft’ ;—and in Vivadct-

chintamani (p. 147), which says that the ‘fruits' meant

should be such as do not belong to another person.

VERSE CCCXL

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 340), which

explains ‘ adattadayin ' as the thief, and adds that ‘ apt *

includes also gifts and so forth ;—and in Mitakqara (2. 113),

which remarks that if
‘
proprietary right’ were something

purely temporal, then there would be no justification for the

penalty being inflicted on the Brahmana who acquires wealth by

teaching and sacrificing for thieves, as laid down in the present

text Bdlambhatfi has the following notes

‘

Adatta-

dayin' means ‘one who takes (adaddti) another’s property

when it is not given (adattam) by him ’ ;—in ‘ yajanddhyd*

pariena ’ (or
‘

—

nat' as read in Mitaksara) we have the

causative copulative compound;
—

‘

apt' includes gift also.

. It is quoted in Vyavahara-Bdlambhaifi (p. 992)

and in Vivddachintamani (p. 144).

78
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VERSE CCCXLI

Tliis verse is quoted in Mitdk§ara (2. 276), to the effect

that there is no punishment for way-farers stealing some

little things on the way. Balambhatfi adds the following

notes :
—

‘ Adhvaga, ’ way-farer,

—

1

kfinavrttih, ’ with his food-

supply exhausted.

It is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Vyavahara, p. 314) ;

—in Vivadachintamani (p. 146), which explains
l

kfinavrttiti

as having no food for the journey ;—and in Sarnskara-

mayukha (p. 124).

VERSE CCCXLII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 319),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Sandhdtd, ’ one who ties

up with a view to taking it away ;—similarly ‘ vimoksakah ’

(which is its reading for ‘ cha mokfakah ’), is one who sets

it free with the intention of taking it ;
—

‘ chaurakilvi§am, ’

the penalty for |heft, corporal or monetary ;—and in Vivada-

chintamani (p. 136) which explains the meaning to be that

the punishment is to be meted out to (1) the person who
tethers untethered cattle for the purpose of taking it away, or

(2) one who untethers those that are tethered, for taking them

away, or (3) one who deprives one of any one of the

properties mentioned,

—

i. e. the share and the rest.’

VERSE CCCXLVin-CCCXLIX

These verses are quoted halfand half in Apararka (p. 1043).

They are quoted in Madamparijata (p. 784), which

adds the following notes :

—
‘ Kalakdrite viplave’, ‘if there

is interference with the sacred duties due either to the

tendencies of the king or to the tendency of the times,’

— tat paritrane sangare ’, ‘if fighting ensues for the safety

of those —‘ abhyupapatti ’

is ‘ preservation —‘ dharmena \

‘not by dishonest weapons or by dishonest methods.’
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The first half of verse 348 is quoted in Mitaksara

(2. 286) in support of the view that, in certain cases—when,

for instance, one finds the paramour with his wife, and there

would be delay if he were to lodge a regular complaint

before the king,—the man would be justified in taking

up a weapon and killing the paramour. Balambhatfi

explains the entire verse:
—

‘(1) When arrogant persons prevent

Brahmanas from performing their sacred duties; (2) when,

on the waning of royal authority due to foreign invasion,

one lias to take care of himself, (3) when one has to enter

a fray for the pi*eserving of cows &c., (4) or for the safety

of women and Brahmanas ;—if one fights in a lawful manner,

he incurs no sin.’

VERSE CCCL

• “According to Kulluka the condition is that one must

be unable to save one self by fight;—according to Nara-

yana one must not wound such a man excessively

—

Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 784),

which adds the following explanation :

—
‘ When even the

Teacher and the rest, if they are assassins, may be slain

—what to say of others ;’—which only means that there

is nothing wrong in the slaying of assassins other than the

Teacher and the rest ; it is not meant that these latter are

to be slain
; because we have the general prohibition that

‘no Brahmana shall be killed.’

It is quoted in Vyavahdramayukha (p. 104);—in

Apwarka (p. 627, and again at p. 1043) ;—in Vyavahdra-

BaUmbhatti—(p. 1011) ;—in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 59),

which says that ‘eva’ has been added for the purpose of

emphasis ;—and in Nttimayukha (p. 77).
, ;
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VERSE CCCLI

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (2.286) as permit-

ting the weilding of weapons by the Brahmanas ;—in Niti-

mayuhha (p. 77) ;—and in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 60),

which explains the last clause to mean that ‘the case is

not that of one man killing another, but the animosity of one

man (the killer) destroying the animosity of another (the

killed) ;’ it adds Vashistlia’s definition of the atatayin
—‘one who sets fire to houses, or administers poison, or who

is going to strike with a weapon, or who robs one of his

property, or who takes forcible possession of one’s fields, or

of one’s wife,—these six are atatayins.’

VERSE CCCLII

This verso is quoted in Apardrka (p. 853);—in

Vivadaratnakara (p. 388) ;—and in Vivddachintamani

(p. 174), which explains ‘ trin ’ (which is its reading for

‘ nrrn ’) as ‘ parsons of the three lower castes, i.e., all except

the Brahmanas,’—and ‘ vdvejanakaraih ’ as the ‘cutting of

the ears, nose, and so forth.’

VERSE CCCLIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 388) ;

—

and in Apardrka (p. 854).

VERSE CCCLIV

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 854);—in

Vivadaratnakara (p. 384), which adds the following notes

:

—
‘ Purvamaksaritah \ already previously suspected of enter-

taining longings for that lady ;—the punishment is to be

inflicted only in a case where the conversation.is not held

undo: circumstances unfavourable to intercourse and

in Viramitrodaya (VyavahSra, 156 la), which explains
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‘ dosaih ’ as ‘tendency to ran after women,’ and adds that this

refers to cases where the conversation is held with evil intentions.

It is quoted in Vyavahdramayukha (p. 106), as

laying down the penalty for a man of wicked character

holding conversation with another man’s wife ;—and in

Vivadachintamani (p. 172), which explains the meaning

to be that ‘if a man who has been once suspected of illicit

connection with a woman should meet her in private and

talk to her longer than ordinary courtesy demands, he

should be punished with the first amercement.’

VERSE CCCLV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 384) ,
to the

effect that no blame is to be attached to, and no punishment

inflicted in a case where a man, not previously suspected,

engages in such conversation for other purposes ;—in Apardrha
,

(p. 854), which explains ‘dosaih’ (which is its reading for

‘purvam ’) as ‘such improper tendencies as a longing for

a particular woman and so forth ’;—and in Mitak$ara (2.284),

to the same effect.

Balamhhatti supplies a full explanation :

—
‘ If the

man is one who has not been suspected of entertaining

any improper desire towards a woman, and he engages in

conversation with that woman for some purpose, and in the

presence of other persons, then he should not be regarded

as culpable, since he has done nothing wrong.’

It is quoted in Vivadachintamani (pp. 172-173) which

has the same explanation as the one just stated.

VERSE CCCLVI

This verse is quoted in Vyavahdra-Balambhafti (p.

1002);—and in Vivadachintamani (p. 173), to the effect

that, even though not suspected, if one converses with a woman
in secluded places, he is guilty of an offence.
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VERSE CCCLVII

Tliis verse is quoted in Vivadaralnakara (p. 381),

which explains * upakdrakriyd ’ as ‘ behaving agreeably ,’

—

and ‘keli’ as ‘flirtation.’

VERSE CCCLVIII

‘

Adeshe '—‘At an improper place or on a improper part

of her body’ (Medhatithi);
—

‘breasts or hair &c.' (Nara-

yana);
—

‘breasts, tliighs and such parts of her body’

(Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ in a lonely place ’ (Nandana).

Tliis verse is quoted in Mitakqara (2.284), to the

effect that that man also is to be punished who permits him-

self to be touched by a woman ; whereon Balambhatti

has the following explanation :
—

‘ (1) Tf the man touches

the woman’s breasts, thighs or such other untouchable

parts of the body, (2) or if the man permits his own pri-

vate parts to %e touched by her,—all being done by mutual

consent,—it is to be regarded as adultery ;’—and in Vtrami-

trodaya (Vyavahara, 155 a).

VERSE CCCLIX

‘ Abrahmanati— Ksattriya and the rest’ (misbehaving

with a woman of the higher caste) (Medhatithi and Nandana)

;

—
‘ Shudra misbehaving with a Brahmana woman ’ (Kulluka

and Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 388),

which says that this refers to the ‘ non-Brahmana ’ misbe-

having with a woman of a superior caste ;—in Vyavahara-

Bdlambhatft (p. 115) and in Vivadachintamani (p. 174)

as laying down the penalty for one of the lower caste misbe-

having with a woman of the higher caste.
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VERSE CCCLX

This verse is quoted in Vivddwatnakara (p. 386),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Vandinah ,’ hards singing

the praises of people,
—

‘ dlk$itah persons initiated for a

sacrificial performance,
—

‘ karavah ’

professional artisans ;

—

and in Vyavahara-Balambhatti (p. 1002).

VERSE CCCLXI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnaka/ra (p. 386) ;

—

in Vyavahara-Balambhatti, (p. 1011) ;—and in Vivada-

(‘hintamani (p. 173), which explains
i

nisiddhah
,

as ‘for-

bidden by the husband or other relatives of the woman.’

VERSE CCCLXI1

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratuakara (p. 387),

which adds the following notes :—In the case of the wives

of Charanas and other people of that class, and also in that

of the wives of those who make a living by ‘ their own ’

(wife’s beauty),— the aforesaid rule prohibiting conversation,

or that prescribing the punishment for conversing, does not

apply,—because it is the business of these people to help their

wives to come in contact with other men, and themselves to

bring about their intercourse in secret.’

It is quoted in Mitaksard (2. 285), where Balambhatfi

has the following notes:
—
‘The said rale is not applicable

to cases where conversation is held with the wives of

actors, singers and people of that class who make a living

by the beauty of their own (wives), i. e., those who permit

other men to have intercourse with their wives,—the wife

being called ‘ dtman ,’ in accordance with the dictum that ‘ the

wife and son of a man are his very self,'
—

‘ for the purpose

of making money, and help their wives to meet' other men,

and even connive secretly—showing as if they did not see it

—at other men coming to their wives.’
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It is quoted in Vivadachintamcmi (p. 174), which has

the following notes :
—

‘ Charana,’ dancer,
— atmopajtvin ’ is

the professional actor, who makes a living by his ‘ dtman ,’

i. e., his wife,—these two classes of men deck up their wives

for the purpose of entrapping young men, and hence conver-

sation with their wives is not to be penalised, though inter-

course with these also is to be punished;—and in Vtratni-

trodaya (Vyavahara, 156 a).

VERSE CCCLXIII

‘ Pravrajitasu ’—
‘ Women without protectors’ (Medha-

tithi) ;
—

‘ Female mendicants (Narayana) ;

—
‘ nuns ’ (Kulluka)

;

— Buddhist and other nuns ’ (Raghavananda and Ramachan-

dra).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 387), to

the effect that even in the case of the said women, if the man

holds conversation secretly, he is to be punished. It adds

the following* notes :

—
‘ Praisyasu slave-girls,

—
‘ ekabhak-

tasu,’ a woman kept by one man only,
—

‘

pravrajitasu ,’

‘Buddhist and other nuns
—

‘

kiftchit, i. e., something less

than the ‘ Suvarna ’ which has been prescribed (in verse

361) as the fine.

It is quoted in Balambhatfi (p. 285), to the effect that

even in the case of the wives of actors and the rest, if a man

holds conversation in solitary places, he should be fined some

little amount ; as these also are ‘ wives of other men similarly

some little fine is to be imposed for conversing with such

women as kept slave-girls, nuns and so forth.

VERSE CCCLXIV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p; 401),

which explains ‘ akamdm ’ as ‘ unwilling —and ‘ tulyah ’ as a
‘ man belonging to a caste intercourse with which is lawful/
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It is quoted in Apa/rarka (p. 858), which adds the

following notes :

—
‘ Akamam ,’ ‘ unwilling ’—

‘ kanyam ,’ ‘ un-

married girl who retains her virginity’—if one violates,

—

he, whether he be of the same caste as the maiden, or of a

different caste, deserves death, if he is not a Brahmana ;

if he is a Brahmana, some other penalty has to be imposed

upon him.—If however the maiden is willing and is violated

by a man who is her ‘ equal ’—belongs to the same caste as

herself—then the penalty shall be, not death, but the ‘ highest

amercement’

It is quoted in Mitaksara (2. 288) to the effect that even

in the case of a maiden of the same caste, if one has intercourse

with her, when she is not willing, the penalty is death
; but

Balambhalti adds that this refers to non-Brahmanas,—and

that the ‘ death, vadha ’ means the cutting off of the

male organ and so forth;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

157 a).

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 321) J

—and in Vivadachintamani (p. 175), which explains the

meaning to be that
4

if a man despoils a virgin of the same

caste without, her consent, he deserves vadha, not if he does

it with her consent.

VERSE CCCLXV

4 Samyatam’— Kept away from amusements and guarded

by chamberlains ’ [not
4

relatives ’ as stated by Buhler] (Medha-

tithi) ;

—

4

bound ’ (Narayana). Kulluka is misrepresented

by Buhler : he says nothing about
4

fettering he only says

that she is to be kept in the house
4

with care’.

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 404), which

explains ‘ Sevamanam ’ as
4

winning him over to herself

for the purposes of sexual intercourse’,—and ‘samyatam’ as
4

imprisoned.’

79
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VERSE CCCLXVI

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 402),

which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Uttamam ’ has to be

qualified by ‘if willing ’ ;
—

‘ samam’ belonging to the same

caste as himself ;

—
‘ shulham ’, fee agreed upon by both the

parties, as in the ‘ Asura ’ form of marriage.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 321), to the effect that when a man of the lower caste has

intercourse with a maiden of a higher caste, whether willing or

unwilling, his penalty is death, but when one has intercourse

with a willing maiden of the same caste as himself, then he shall

present to her father a cow and a bull, if the latter be willing

to accept it (and the man has to marry the maiden in this

case, adds Bdlambhatti) ; but if the father is not willing to

receive the fee, its equivalent shall be paid as fine to the king

(and in this case also the maiden is to be married to the man).

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 157a).

° VERSE CCCLXVTI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 321), to the effect that two fingers are to be cut off if

the man only defiles the maiden with his fingers ;—in

Apararka (p. 858), which adds the following notes :

—

‘ Abhisahya \ forcibly,
—

‘ kuryat’ defile the maiden by the

introduction of fingers,—the two fingers (its reading being

‘ kartye ahgulyau ’) with which he defiles her should be

cut off at once, without delay ;—in Vivadaratnakara

(p. 403), which has the following notes :

—
‘ Abhisahya ’

inso-

lently,

—

‘kuryat,’ should defile,
—

‘

kalpye

’

(which is its

reading for ‘ kartye ’), should be cut off ;—and in Miidk-

sara (2. 288), to the effect that when a man defiles an unwilling

maiden of the same caste as himself by thrusting his fingers

into her, he should be fined 600 and two of his fingers should

be cut off

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 157a).
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VER8E CGCLXYin

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 403), which

adds that this applies to the case where the maiden is of a

lower caste ;—in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 321) ;—in Mitaksara (2. 288) as providing for a case

where the finger-defilement occurs in the case of a willing

maiden. Balambhatfi adds that * tulyah ’ means a man
of the same caste as the girl ;—he is to be fined 200 with a

view to prevent repetition.

It is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 157a).

VERSE CCCLXIX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 321) ;—in Vivadaratnakara (p. 403), which adds that

‘ dvigunam ’ means ‘ double of 200’ ;—and ‘ shipha ’ stands

for ‘strokes of creepers, ropes and such other things —in

Apararka (p. 859), which adds the following explanation :

—

If one maiden happen to penetrate another with her fingers or

some such thing, she shall pay a fine of 200 to the king,

and that fee or price which the defiled maiden is worth, three

times (its reading being ‘ trigunam or ‘ dvigunam ’) that shall

be paid to her by the other girl, who is, in addition, to receive

ten stripes

—

i.e,, strokes of rope or creepers.

It is quoted in Mitaksara (2. 288) to the same effect

;

where it adds that ‘ double the fee ’
(dvigunam shulkam) is

to be paid bythe offending girl to ikefather of the defiled .girl.

It is quoted in Vyavahara-Balambhatfi (p. 1016) ;

—

and in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 157a).

VERSE CCCLXX

According to ‘ others ’ in Medhatithi and Narayana, the

verse' describes three distinct penalties for women of the

three distinct castes. iGovindar^ja and Kulluka hold that
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in any one case, whether one or the other of the three penalties

shall be inflicted will depend upon the circumstances of that

case.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 321 ;—in Vivadaratnakara (p. 403), which explains

‘ strl ’ as a woman who is herself not a maiden ;—in

Apararka (p. 859), which says stri meant here is ‘ other than

a maiden’, the ‘ maiden ’ having been already dealt with in the

preceding averse ;—in Mitak§ara (2. 288), which

explains ‘ stri ’ as ‘ a grown up experienced woman ’ ;—and

in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahiira, 157a), which explains ‘jora-

kuryat ’ as ‘ causes penetration.’

VERSE CCCLXXI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 119) ;—and in Vivadaratnakara (p. 399), which adds the

following notes:
—

‘ Lahyhayet disregarding her husband,

if she goes to another man,
—

‘
jfLatistrigunadarpita ’, being

insolent on account of her relatives and such feminine qualities

as beauty and the like.

VERSE CCCLXXII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 857), which adds

that this applies to men other than Brahmanas ;—in

Vivadaratnakara (p. 39), which explains ‘ abhyadadhyuh ’

as ‘ should scatter round him ’—and adds that this is to be

done by the executioners.

VERSE CCCLXXin

‘ Vratya ’
—

‘
(a) A public woman, or (b) a woman who

belongs, as slave, to several men, or (c) ‘ unmarried ’ {the

last bring rejected) (Medhatithi who is misrepresented by
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Buhler) ;
—

‘ tlie wife of a person, who, though of a twice-

born caste, has not had his sacraments’ (Govindaraja and

Kulluka).

Tliis verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 394),

which adds the following explanatory notes :—If a man is

found to persist in the intercourse for one year, after having

been convicted of it,—he should suffer double the penalty

prescribed for the first offence of its kind
;
and the penalty

should be enhanced in proportion to the period of duration

of the connection. ‘ Vratyd ’ is the woman fallen from virtue,

who has abandoned all meritorious acts; but Halayudha

explains ‘ vratyd ’

as a maiden that, has passed her marriage-

able age.

VERSE CCCLXXIV

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara

p. 378), to the effect; that when a Shudra has intercourse with

an unguarded woman of a higher caste, his organ is to be

cut off and all his property confiscated, and if he has recourse

to a guarded woman of the higher caste, he shall suffer

death and Ins entire property shall be confiscated.

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 395), which adds

the following notes :

—
‘ Dvaijatam varnam \ a woman of

the twice-born caste,
—

‘ avasan ’, having recourse to,
—

‘ agup-

taikdngasarvasvi

'

(which is its reading for ‘ aguptamah-

gasarvasvi ’), if the woman is one who is not guarded
,

the

man shall be deprived of one limb and also of his entire

property
;
and of his entire property as also of his entire body

(if the woman is one who is guarded).

It is quoted in Mitak$ard (2. 286), which has the same

explanation as the one in para 1 above ;—in Vyavaharama-

yukha (p. 106), which also has the same explanation ;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 156 a).
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VERSE CCCLXXV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 396),

which adds the following explanatory notes:—For having

recourse to a guarded Brahmana woman, the Vaishya is

to be imprisoned for one year and his entire property is to be

confiscated,—the Ksattriya is to be fined 1000, and shall have

liis head wetted with urine and then shaved;—and in

1Vyavahara-Bdlambha tft (p. 1009).

VERSE CCCLXXVT
This verse is quoted in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 106) ;

—

in Mitaksara (2. 286) ; where Bdlambhattt adds that

in ‘paftchashatam ’ we have Bahuvrthi compound
; and

notes that the penalty for a Ksattriya is double that for a

Vaishya, because it is the function of the former to protect and

guard people from all kinds of harm ; and that the fine of 500

prescribed for the Vaishya is meant for that case where he

does it under the impression that the woman is a Shudra, or
(J

for that where the woman concerned is merely Brahmana

by birth and is entirely devoid of all Brahmanical virtues.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 156a). •

VERSE CCCLXXVII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara

p. 318) ;—in Vyavaharmnayukha (p. 106) ;—and in Mitab-

sard (2. 286), where Bdlambhatfi adds the following

notes :—If a Ksattriya or a Vaishya have intercourse with a

guarded Brahmana woman, he should be punished like a

Shudra, i. e., deprived of his whole body and his entire pro-

perty (according to 874) ; i. e., his entire property should be

confiscated and he should be put to death ;—another alterna-

tive penalty prescribed is that he should be
t
put to death,

without any confiscation of property ; and it is by means of

the ‘ Katdgni ’ that he is to be put to death.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya ((Vyavahara, 155 h).
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VERSE CCCLXXVin

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 317), which remarks that this refers to cases where the

woman is not the wife of one’s teacher or friend;—in

Vivadaratnakara (p. 393);—in Vyavahdramayvhha (p.

105), as laying down the penalty for forcible intercourse with

a chaste Brahmana woman ;—in Mitak$ara (p. 256)

where Balambhatti notes that inasmuch as the latter

half contains the epithet ‘ ichchhantya,’ ‘ willing,’—which is

in contradistinction to ‘ balat,’
*

by force,’ of the former half,—it

follows that in case the first half refers to the guarded woman,

the second half must refer to the unguarded one
; the mean-

ing being that if a Brahmana has connection only once with

a willing woman of the same caste, he should be fined

500;—in Smrtisdroddhara (p. 330) ;—and in Vlramitro-

daya (Vyavahara, 144 b and 155 b), which explains
‘guptam’

as ‘ properly guarded ’; and adds that this refers to cases of

adultery other than those with the wife of the guru or the

friend, for which latter other penalties have been prescribed.

VERSE CCCLXXIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 393),

which adds the explanation that ‘ for an offence in connection

with which death penalty has been prescribed, the Brahmana

shall only have his head shaved’;—in Parasharamadhava

(Achara, p. 399);—in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 159) ;—in Apararka (p. 681), which adds that banish-

ment from the city and such other penalties are equal to the

death-penalty, so far as the Brahmana is concerned;-—in

Vyavahara-Balambhatfi (p. 115) ;—and in Vtramitro-

daya (Vyavahara, 58 b).

VERSE CCCLXXX
This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 681), to the effect

that even though actual death has been prohibited as a penalty
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for the Brahmana, yet there are other penalties which are

equal to, and substitutes for, that penalty ;—again on p. 842,

where it notes that the banishment here laid down is meant for

cases other than the ‘ mortal offences.’

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p.
‘ 632);—in

Mitaksara (2. 81), which remarks that corporeal punishment

is never to be inflicted on the Brahmana
;

this is the general

law laid down here; and again on 3. 267 ;—in Vyavahdra-

Balambhatfi (p. 115);—and in Prayashchittaviveka

(p. 183), to the effect that for the Brahmana there is no death-

penalty.

VERSE CCCLXXXI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 632) ;—in

Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 59) ;—in Apardrka (p.

681) ;—in Mitaksara (2. 281) ;—and in Vyavahara-

Balambhatti (p. 115).

f VERSE CCCXXXI1

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 393),

which remarks that ‘ danda ’, ‘punishment,’ meant here is the

‘ middle amercement ’;—in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 106) ;

—

in Apardrka (p. 857), which remarks that the meaning is

that in the case of the Vaishya having intercourse with an

unguarded Ksattriya woman who is entirely corrupt, the fine is

500 ; while if the woman is guarded and chaste, then death-

penalty ;—if the woman belongs to the same caste as himself,

the penalty is the ‘highest amercement.’

It is quoted in Mitaksara (2. 286) ;—in Pardshara-

madhava (Vyavahara, p. 319), to the effect that between the

Ksattriya and the Vaishya, if one has recourse to the woman
of the other caste, the penalty is a fine of 1,000 and 500

panas respectively;—and in Viramitrodya (Vyavahara

156 a).
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VERSE CCCLXXXIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 393) ;—in

Vyaoahdramayukha (p. 106), which remarks that this refers to

the case of a chaste woman ;—in Parasharamadhava

(Vyavahara, p. 317) ;—and in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

155 b), which explains ‘ te
’

as ‘ Ksattriya and Vaishya.

VERSE CCCLXXXIV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 396),

which adds :tW following explanation :—If a Ksattriya has

recourse to an unguarded Ksattriya woman, his head shall be

wetted with urine and then shaved, or he may be fined, like the

Vaishya, 500 panas. It adds that Lak$rriidhara has read

‘ maundyameva’ for ‘ dandameva’;—and in Vyavahara-

Balambhatfi (p. 1008).

VERSE CCCLXXXV

‘ Antyajastriyam ’
—

* Chandala woman ’ (Medhatithi,

Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;

—
‘ woman belong-

ing to such castes as washermen, cobblers, actors, basket-

makers, fishermen, Madas and Bhillas ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 394),

which adds the following notes:
—

‘ Kqattriyavaishye ’ is the

dual form in the Accusative ;
—

‘ antyajastri ’, washer-

woman and the like;—in view of what is said here the death-

penalty laid down elsewhere for having recourse to the

‘ antyaja ’ woman should be understood as meant for men
other than Brahmanas ;—in Vyavahara-Balambhaitt (p.

1008) ;r-and in Vivadachintamani (p. 108), which explains

* antyaja ’ as * the washerwoman, the cobbler, and so

forth*’

ao
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VERSE CCCLXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 408),

which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Duqtavak, ’ defamer of

people,
—

‘ dandaghna, ’ one who strikes people with a stick,

i. e., an assaulter;—and in Vivddachintamani (p. 264).

VERSE CCCLXXXVH

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 408),

which explains ‘ mjatefu ’ as ‘ among persons of the same

class with himself ’ ;—and in Vivddachintamani '

(p. 264).

VERSE CCCLXXXVIH

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 122), which

adds that whether the fine is to be 200 or 100 is to be deter-

mined by the^offence being intentional or unintentional, and

also by the richness or poverty of the offender.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 837), which adds that this

rule applies to such priests as are hereditary, or have been

appointed by the man himself ;—in Krtyakalpataru (01 a)

;

—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 120 a).

VERSE CCCLXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 367), which

notes that ‘ tydga, ’ ‘ abandonment,’ here means ‘ not accord-

ing such treatment to them as has been prescribed in the

scriptures’;—and that ‘ stri ’ here standsfor the wife.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 823), which remarks that

this rule refers to the abandoning of all the four collectively

and in Vivddachintamani (p. 164).
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VERSE CCCXC

‘ Ashramesu ’

—

The hermitages of Vanaprasthas and

other hermits living in the forest ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘the House-

holder’s and other life-stages ’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Vyavahdrarnayukha (p. 4)

;

—in Vtramit't'odaya (Vyavahara, 10a), which explains ‘ashra-

me§u karye ’ as
4

business arising out of the life-stages ’ ;—and

in Krtyakalpataru (10 a), which explains
1

ashramequ’ as

‘ in the matter of the life-stages’,—and ‘ na vibruydt, ’ as

‘ should not apportion victory and defeat.’

VERSE CCCXCI

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (10 a), which

explains ‘ sdntvena prashamayya ’ as ‘ having allayed all

anger and ill-feeling by means of conciliatory words ;—and

in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 10 a).

VERSE CCCXCIT

‘ Prativeshya-anuveshya ’
—

‘ Neighbour living in front

—neighbour living at the back ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ the next

neighbour and the neighbour next to him ’ (Kulluka, Nara-

yana and Raghvananda).

4 Ma$akam ’

—

4 Of gold ’ (Medhatithi) ;

—

4

of silver
’

(Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 358),

which adds the following notes:

—

‘Kalyane vimshatidvije

‘at which twenty Brahmanas are entertained’;—at such a

festival if one does not feed his front neighbour and back

neighbour,—both of whom are perfectly fit persons for being

entertained,—he should be fined one ‘Maga ’ which should be

understood to be of silver, in view of the fact that Manu in the

next verse prescribes the golden
4ma§a ’ as the fine for the

offence of not feeding the neighbours at a rich entertainment.
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VERSE COCXCIII

4

Shrotriyam ’

—

4Who is not a neighbour* (Medhatithi)

;

—‘a neighbour* (Govindaraja and Kulluka) ;

—

4

a resident of

tlie same village ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 359),

which adds the explanation that the quantity of food

that he might have eaten should be made to be given to the

uninvited man.

VERSE CCCXCIV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 272),

which adds the following notes :

—

4

Pithasarpi ’ is the lame ;

—

‘shrotriyesupakurvan,' he who accords to learned Brahmanas

grain and monetary assistance.

VERSE CCCXCV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 252), which adds the following notes :

—

4 Sampujayet, ’

honour them ‘frith presents ; this implies that he should not

take anything from them.

VERSE CCCXCVI

This verse is quoted in Apararha (p. 823), which adds

the following notes :—The washerman shall not carry clothes

tying them in cloth;

—

4

na vasayet, ’ nor should he keep

them in his house, or he should not allow them to be used by

others on receiving cash-hire from them.

It is quoted in Mitdigara (2. 238), which adds the

following explanation :—The washerman shall wash clothes

by rinsing them on a plank of cotton-wood, and not on stone

;

he shall not mix them up, i- e., shall not exchange them among

the diverse owners, says Balcmbhatfi,—nor shall he keep

them in his house;*—-if he does any of these things, he should

be punished*
,
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This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 313), which

adds the following notes :— ‘ Shalmale,’ made of cotton-wood,

—
‘ shlafyne,’ soft,

—
‘ nirnijyat' should wash,

—
‘ riejakah,’

washerman,— inacha vasamsi vasobhimirharet

*

he should

not carry clothes tied up in other clothes, to the washing-

place,
—

‘ na cha vdsayet,’ he should not let the clothes of one

person be worn by another. The meaning is that if he does

not act up to these rules, he becomes liable to punish-

ment

It is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Vyavahara, p. 311),

as laying down rules for washermen.

VERSE CCCXCVII

‘ Dvadashakam’— * Twelve panas ’ (Kullaka and

Medhatithi, who does not say ‘palas,’ as asserted by Buhler) ;

—

‘twelve times the value of the yarn’ (Govindaraja) ;
—

‘one-

twelth of the value of the yarn ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Apararka, (p. 785), which ex-

plains dvadashakam ’ as ‘ fine consisting of 12 karsapanas’

;

—and in Vivadaratnakara (p. 311), which adds the following

notes :
—

“ Tantuvaya,’ the weaver of cloth, having received

10 palas of yarn, shall, after weaving it give to the owner

cloth weighing 11 palas
; otherwise acting,— i.e., having

received 10 palas of yam, if he gives cloth weighing only

10 palas,—he should pay a fine. It adds that this rule refers

to coarse yams.

verse cccxcvm

‘ Tatati—‘ ()f the amount thus fixed ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘out

of the profit on that amount’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 304), which

remarks that this refers to commodity . imported from other

countries ;—in Apararha (p. 833) ;—in Vtramitrodaya,

(Rajanlti, p. 164), which adds that, though from the words
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it would seem that the twentieth part of the value of the

commodity is meant, yet, in fact, it is of the profit over and

above the value fixed ; for if the king were to take the

twentieth part of the value, then the trader would have no

profit at all, and his business would be ruined ;—and in

Vyavahara-Balambhatti, (p. 954.)

VERSE CCCXCIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 300),

wliich adds the following notes :—Those objects that are specially

fit for a king’s use—such as large elephants, and so forth

—

as also those the export of which is prohibited, such as grains

and other things difficult to obtain in the country, and hence not

to be sold to foreign countries,—if, through greed, merchants

should export such articles to foreign countries, they should

have all their property confiscated by the king, i.e., he

should take away all that the man may have earned over the

commodity.

It is quot# in Apararka (p. 817) ; and again on p. 834;

—in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 174) ;— in Vyavahara-

Bdlanibhatti (p. 954) and in Vivadachintamani, (p. 119),

which has the following explanation
—

‘ Such elephants, horses

and other things as are fit for the king only,—and things

of which all buying and selling have been prohibited by

the king,—if any one sells these in open defiance of the royal

command, all that he obtains by this selling should be confis-

cated by the king.’

VERSE CD

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 297),

which adds the following notes:— ‘ Shulka ’ is the duty

realised by the king on all sales and purchases,—the ‘ sthdnas
’

of this are the customs-outposts established by the king

on rivers, in cities, on mountains, and so forth ,—when the
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merchant reaches these out-posts, he should pay the custom ;
he

should never seek to avoid their payment by going by

untrodden tracks ;—if with a view to avoiding customs-out-

posts, the merchant should seek to carry on his sale and

purchases at the improper time

—

e.g., at night,—or if he

declares his goods falsely,—then he should be made to pay

a fine which is eight times the value of the commodity in

question.

It is quoted in Vyavahdra-Balambhatfi
, (p. 955).

VERSE CDI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara, (p. 301),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘

Agamam' the import of

foreign commodities from countries either remote and inacces-

sible, or proximate and easily accessible
—

‘ nirgamam, ’ export

of commodities of the country to the said foreign countries;—
‘ sthanam,’ the determining- of the expenses incurred

in the storing of the commodity during the larger or shorter

interval between its purchase and sale ;—similaiily
‘

vrddhi-

ksayam,’ the profit or loss actually accrued;— ‘ vicharya,’

having fully considered all this,—the king shall so regulate

buying and selling that there may be no undue profit or loss

to the traders.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 827) ;—and in Vya-

vahara-Bdlambhatti (p. 942).

VERSE CDII

Buhler is not right in saying that ‘Medhatithi omits

this and the next four verses ’—(See Translation).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 301),

where it is remarked that the prices should be settled

every fortnight for such commodities as take a long time

to dispose of, and every five days for those that are

disposed of quickly.
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It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p.

315), which adds the following notes :—In the case of

country-produces which are disposed of the same day, he

should fix the profit at 5 per cent
;
and in that of foreign

products disposed of the same day, 10 per cent; in the

case of commodities which take sometime in being dis-

posed of, the amount of profit is to be fixed in accordance

with the time likely to be taken in their disposal ;
and in

the case of commodities imported from foreign countries,

the cost of the journey both ways, of the customs and other

duties paid, should be totalled up and added to the price

paid, and upon this the prices should be so fixed that

the trader makes a profit of 10 per cent on the total

outlay. In short the king shall so fix the prices that

the interests of neither the consumer nor the supplier may

suffer.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 827) ;—and in Mitak-

sara (2'251), where Balambhatti adds the following

notes :—For f commodities that cannot keep long, every five

days, for those that can keep a little longer, every fortnight,

and for those that can keep much longer, every month,

—

the king should have the prices fixed by trustworthy offi-

cers in the presence of himself as also of the expert mer-

chants;—what the repetition (‘paficfiardtre paflcharatre ’)

means is that the prices are to be fixed after five days or

‘ after a fortnight ’, &c.r always throughout the king’s life.

VERSE CDIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 301),

which explains ‘pratimamm ’

as prices of stone and other

materials stamped with a royal mark, which are used for

determining the exact weight of gold;—and in Vyava-

hcn'd~Bdlambhatfi (p. 940).
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VERSE CDIV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p.

270), which adds the following notes :—This rule applies

to the case of unladen carts ;— an empty cart, for

crossing a ferry, should be made to pay one pana a

man with load, one-half of a.pana, cattle and women, a quarter

pana and a man without load the eighth part of a pana.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 834), which adds the

following explanatory notes :—The Palki and such convey-

ances, for crossing a ferry, should be made to pay one

pana,—a man should pay one-half of a pana ,—cattle and

woman should pay a quarter pana,—as also a man, with

only his two hands, i. e., without any load.

It is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 640), wliich adds

that ‘ ydnam ’ here stands for the empty chariot, and so

forth ;

—

‘paurmah’, load carried by one man,

—

‘pdddrdham\

the eighth part of a pana.

It is quoted in Mitak?ara (2.263), where Bdlam-

hhatft has the following notes :—An 'empty cart should pay

a pana,— a. man with a load, one-half of apana,—cattle and

woman (with the exception of those specified below in 407)

a quarter pana; and a man without load, the eighth

part of a pana. It adds that tins refers to river-cross-

ings ; the rates for sea-voyages are different.

VERSE CDV
This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (2.263), where

Balambhattihas the following notes :—Carts laden with mer-

chandise should be made to pay according to the value of the

merchandise they carry ; those that are empty as also
‘

aparich-

chhaddh,’ poor persons, may be made to pay some'little amount

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 834), which has the

following notes ::—Carts laden with merchandise should each

pay according to the value of the merchandise carried

;

when they are empty, they may pay a small amount ; so also

persons without accoutrements,

81
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It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 270), which

adds the following explanations :—Carts laden with mer-

chandise should be made to pay in accordance with the large or

small value of the merchandise carried ; empty carts and poor

persons may pay some amount smaller than the eighth part of

a pana. It adds that the rule applies to river-crossings.

For voyages by river the rates are different (see next verse).

VERSE CDVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p.

270), which explains the meaning to be that for voyages by

river, the freight, etc. payable is to be determined by consider-

ations of place and time
;
and in the case of voyages by sea,

there is no such hard and fast rule, the freight payable being

what is agreed upon in each case.

It is quoted in Vyavahara-Balambhatfi (p. 203), which

has the following notes :—What has been said in the preceding

verse applies to river-crossings ; in the case of long voyages by

river the fares are to be determined by such considerations as

whether the river is sluggish or swift, whether the season is

summer or the rains ;
for voyages by sea, no rates can be fixed.

VERSE CDVII
This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 835), which adds

that this is an exception to the preceding rules ;—and in

Vyavahara-Balambhafti (p. 957).

VERSE CDVIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 642),

which explains
( dasha ’

(or as it reads
‘dasa ’) as ‘the fisher-

man and others engaged for rowing the ferry.’

VERSE CI)IX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 641).

VERSE CDX
This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 625).
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VERSE CDXI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 253),

which explains ‘ svani karmani ’ as ‘ duties prescribed for

their respective castes —in Apararka (p. 789) ;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 126 a), which says that the

meaning is that ‘if a Ksattriya or a Vaishya has become a

slave through want of living, his master should treat him well

and take light work from him.’

VERSE CDXII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 153),

which has the following notes :

—
‘ Prabhdvatvdt * (which is

its reading for * Prabhavatyat ’), on account of being power-

ful,
—

‘ samskrtan ,’ endowed with character and learning ;

—

if a Brahmana employs such twice-born men in work unsuit-

able for them he should be fined 600 by the king.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 789), which explains

‘prabhavatyat as'prabhavato bhavah,’ being powerful ;

—

600 panas are meant ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

126 a), which explains
‘prabhavatyat ’ as ‘ prabhutvat ’,

and adds that' the mention of ‘dvijdti* makes it clear that

the penalty here prescribed does not refer to the case of

&A5<2ra-slaves.

VERSE CDXIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 154),

which explains the meaning to be that a fihudra may be

made to do even the meanest service.

VERSE CDXIV
This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 146),

which adds the following:—Eyen through the favour of the

•dWner of the Shudra-slave, there is no freedom for the latter

from the lowest service or slavery.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 786) and in Kftyakal-
pataru (97a), which explains the meaning as that ‘ the master,
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howsoever favourably inclined he may be towards either the

bom Shudra or to the bought slave, cannot absolve him

from servitude.

VERSE CDXV
Cf. 8. 49, 177 and 9. 229.

‘ Dhvajahrtati—‘ Captured in war ’ (Medhatithi) ;

—

‘ who has become a slave by marrying a slave-girl ’ (Narayana).

‘Dandaddsah ’
—

‘ Enslaved for debt ’ (Medhatithi) ;

—

‘enslaved for having abandoned a religious order’ (Narayana

and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 789), which explains

‘ dandaddsa ’as ‘one who lias been enslaved in payment of fine

imposed,’ and adds that the list here given is not meant to be

exhaustive.

It is quoted in Mitdk§ard (2. 181), which remarks

that the list is not exhaustive ; and Bdlambhalfi explains

‘ dhvajadasa ’ as ‘ a captive of war ,’—
‘ dandaddsa ’ as ‘ one

who has abandoned a religious order and has not performed

the consequent expiatory rite, and has thereupon, by way of

punishment, been made by the king a life-long slave.

It is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Vyavahara, p. 240),

which also notes that the list is not exhaustive.

VERSE CDXVI
This verse is quoted in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhatti

(p. 572).

VERSE CDXVIH
This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndhara (p. 625).

VERSE CDIX

‘Karmantan'—‘C-ompletion of his undertakings’ (Kulluka) ;—
‘the works, such as agriculture and the rest’ ; (Medhatithi,’

Govindaraja and Nandana) ;
—

‘ workshops ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 155).

VERSE XDXX
This verse is quoted in Pardsharcmadhuva (Vyavahara,

p. 396).
'

' '



Adhyaya IX

VERSE I

This verse is quoted in Vyavahara-Balambhatli

(p. 10B4).

VERSE II

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (2.195), which adds

the following notes :—As a matter of fact, this appearing of

husband and wife before the king as plaintiff and defendant

is forbidden, find as such there is no room for this subject

under the present head
;

but what is meant is that if, from

other sources, the king should happen to hear of the misbe-

haviour of the one or the other of the party, he

should interfere, and by means of judicious punishment bring

them back to the path of righteousness ; otherwise he becomes

involved in sin.—Balambhatfi has the following explana-

tory notes :

—
‘ Svaih ’, the women’s own brother and other

relations,
—

‘ divanisham always,
—

‘ vixayem ’, even such

objects of enjoyment as are not actually forbidden, such as

beautiful things, tasty food, and so forth,
—

‘ mjjantyati

addicted,—they should be kept under control.

It is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Vyavahara, p. 322)

;

in Smrtisdroddhdra (p. 330), which adds that ‘ though

a regular law-suit between husband and wife has been pro-

hibited, yet if the king happens to learn from other sources, of

quarrels between them, he should intervene and make

them keep to the right path, ’—in Krtyasdrmamu-

chchaya (p. 98) which explains ‘ mjjantyah ’ as becoming

‘addicted’—and in Nrsimhapraadda (Vyavahara, 31 b).
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VERSE m
This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 286) ;—in Vivadaratnakara (p. 410) in

Vyavahara-Balambhatti (p. 608) ;—in Nrsimhapra-

sada (Samskara 66 b) ;—and in Samskararatnamdla (p.

674).

VERSE IV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 412) ;

—

and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 158a), which has the

following notes :

—
‘ Kale ’ at the time suitable for giving away

the girl
—

‘ vachyam

'

is to be blamed,
—

‘ anupayan not

approaching.

VERSE V
0>

This verse is quoted in Vioadaratnakara (p. 412) ;

—

Pardsharamddhava (Vyavahara, p. 323), which adds the*

following notes :
—

‘ If they are not guarded, they bring grief

to the families of their husbands and fathers ; hence for the sake

of both families, special care is to be taken of them.;—in

Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, 66b) ;—in Samskdraratnamald

(p. 674);—in Kftyasdrasamuchchaya (p, 98) ;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 158a).

VERSE VI

This verse is quoted in Vioadaratnakara (p. 411)

;

—in Pardsharamddhava (Vyavahara,. p. 323) ;—in

Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara, 32a) ;—in Krtyasdrasamuch-

chaya (p. 98) and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 158a).
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VERSE VII

‘ Kulam ’
—

‘ Ancestors who can obtain offerings only

from legitimate descendants ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja and

Kulluka) ;
—

‘ relatives, who are dishonoured by ladies of the

family misbehaving ’ (Medhatithi, alternatively, and Raghava-

nanda) ;
— position of the family ’ (Narayana) ;— property

’

(Raghavananda).

‘ Atmanam ’
—

‘ Himself,’ ‘ as only legitimate cliildren

can offer Shrdddhas' (Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghava-

nanda) ;
—

‘because an adultress and her paramour may attempt

his life ’ (Medhatitlii).

‘ Dharmam ’
—

‘ Tending of the sacred fires, to which

the husband of an adultress is not entitled ’ (Govindaraja,

Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;

—
‘ the duties of the House-

holder ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 411);

—

in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 323) ;—in Krtyasa-

rasamuchchaya (p. 987) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyava-

hara, 32 a).

VERSE VHI

Cf. Aitareya Brahmana 7.13.6.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 417).

VERSE IX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 414) ;—and

in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 159 a).

VERSE X

This verse is quoted In Vivadaratnakara (p. 416) ;

—

in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 323), which adds the

explanation :

—
‘ Inasmuch as it is not possible to guard them
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by force, they should be employed in such work as will not

leave them time for thinking of other men ;—thus would tliey

be guarded against evil;—in Madanaparijata (p. 192);

—

in Nrsimhaprasdda (Vyavahara, 32 a) ;—and in Viramitro-

daya (Vyavahara, 158 b), which explains ‘ prasahya ’ as

‘ by force, by keeping cooped up’ ; it adds that what is meant is

that even though by forcible detention you can guard her

body from misbehaviour, yet that cannot guard against the

uncleanliness of her mind.

VERSE XI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 416), which

explains ‘ parinahyasya ’ as ‘ ear-rings, bracelets, and so

forth ’;—in Paraxharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 323) ;

—

in Smrtitattva (II, p. 147), which explains
‘parinay

-

ya ’ (winch is its reading for ‘ parinahya ’) as ‘ bed-stead and

other household funiture’;—and in Madanaparijata (p. 191).

t VERSE XII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 416),

which explains ‘ aptakaribhih ’ as ‘ trustworthy and alert.’

VERSE XIII

‘Durjanasamsargah ’—‘Associating with wicked people,

e.g-, other unfaithful wives ’ (Narayana) ;
—

‘ with adulterers
’

(Raghavananda)

.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 108) ;—and in

Vivadaratndkara (p. 430), which adds that what are men-

tioned here are only by way of a few illustrations of what leads

to the deterioration of a woman’s character.

VERSE XIV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 412) ;

—

and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 158 b).
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VERSE XV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 412) ;

—

and in Firamitrodaya (Vyavahara, 158 b).

VERSE XVI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 413), which

adds the following notes :
—

‘ Prajapatinisargajam
,

’ Praja-

pati is Brahma, what comes about
,
jugate,' at the time of crea-

tion by him(nisarge) is ‘prajapati nisargajam' ;—in Krtya-

sarasamuchchaya (p. 99);—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyava-

hara, 158 b).

VERSE XVII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 412);

—

and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 158 b).

VERSE XVIII

The second half of this verse has been taken as a corruption

of the line faftfepir «r*r«n*T: fawfofh Hopkins

remarks :

—
“ This is supported by the sutras ; cf. the text

and quotations given by Mandlik, Mayukha, 2. 366-367

;

also Baudhayana, 2. 3.46.
”

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 412),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Nirindriyah,

'

devoid of

the faculties conducive to steadiness, truthfulness and so forth

;

—“ striyonrtam," women are called ‘untruth’ in the sense of

being addicted to lying and in Viramitrodaya (Vyava-

hara, 158 b).

VERSE XIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara,

158 b), which has the following notes :
—

• Shrutayafy,' Vedic
82
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texts,
—

* nigamesu,

’ in the Vedas,
—

‘ listen to those rites that

are referred to in the Vedas as expiatory of the misbehaviour

of women,—and these will give you an idea of the character

of women.’

It is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 412), which adds

the following notes :
—

‘ Shrutayah ’, Vedic texts ;

—

‘nigame?u,’

in the Vedas ;

—

‘svdlaksanyam,' characterestic ;— ‘ tdfjdm etc.,’

listen to that Vedic text, from among the said texts, which is in

the form of an expiation for the sin of unchaste thoughts, this

text being indicative of the character of women in general.

VEBSE XX

“ This verse is a slightly altered mantra which occurs in

Shahkhdyana Grhyasvtra ’3. 13. 5, and in the Chdtxirrndsya

portion of the Kathaka rescension of the Krsna Yajurveda.

According to the former, it has to be recited by the ‘ son

of a paramour.’ But the Kathas prescribe its use by

every sacrificer^who offers a Chdturmdsya sacrifice.
”—Buliler.

‘ Retah ’

—

(a) ‘ The semen of the legitimate husband,

or (b) the husband himself, or (c) the secretions of the mother

herself ’ (Medhatithi). [In the case of (c) the word is in

the accusative case] ;
—

‘ secretions of the mother on her sexual

desires being aroused ’ (Kulluka, Govindaraja, Baghavananda,

Narayana and Nandana).

See also Apastamba, Shrauta-sutra 1. 99 and Visnu

Smrti 73. 12.

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 412),

which adds the following notes This quotes the Vedic

text referred to in the preceding verse;
‘

tat,' is the sin

of desiring another man
;

the meaning thus is as follows :

—

‘ Inasmuch as my mother entertained a longing for another

man, the sin due to this—may the ‘ seed ’ of my father

remove; in ‘pita ’ the nominative ending has the force

of the genitive ;—and in Viranritrodaya (VyavahSra, 158 b).
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VERSE XXI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 413) ;

—

and in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 158 b).

VERSE XXII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 416).

VERSE XXIII

“The story of Mandapala is told in the Mahabharata

1. 8335, adhyaya 229 ”—Bidder.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 416), which

reads ‘ sharhgi ’, with Medhatithi.

VERSE XXIV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 416).

VERSE XXVI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 416) ;

—

in Madanapdrijdta (p. 190) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasdda

(Samskara, 66 b).

VERSE XXVII

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 191);

—

in Vivadaratnakara (p. 417), which notes that the

construction is
lpratyaham lokaydtrdyah nibnndhanam

strV
, and that both the bringing forth and the rearing of

children are her function and in Nrsimhaprasdda (Sams-

kara, 66 b).
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VERSE XXViri

Tliis verse is quoted in Vivadarcitnakara (p. 417);

—

in Madanaparijata (p. 191) ;—and in Nrsimhaprascida

(Samskara, 66 b).

VERSE XXXIV

Compare 10. 72.

VERSE XXXV

This verse is quoted in Vyavahara-Balambhatfi (p.

675).

VERSE XLI

‘ Vijfianam ’—
* Treatises on logic, arts, and so forth

’

(Medhatithi) ;—
‘ subsidiary sciences ’ (Kulluka).

• VERSE XLIV
t

Hopkins says
—

“ The kings subsequent to Prthu, accord-

ing to Medhatithi, have no legitimate claim to possession. ”

—

But there is nothing in Medhatithi to this effect.

VERSE XLVI

This verse is quoted in Sraftitattva (H, p. 149), which

explains * niskraya ’ as selling and ‘ visarga ’ as renouncing,

divorcing.

VERSE XLVII

This verse is quoted in Pwrasharamddhava (Achara,

p* 490), which adds that this rule regarding the betrothal of

a girl pertains to cases where the bridegroom to whom tire

girl has been betrothed has no disqualifying defects -in
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Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 388), which adds that

the irrevocability of a partition here spoken of is meant for

those cases where all doubts regarding its fairness can be set

at rest by reasonable arguments ;—in Smrtitattva (U, p. 145),

and again on p. 182, where it is added that this irrevocability

of partitions is meant for cases where the partition has been

made by the objector himself ;—'and in Smrtichandrika

(Samskara, p. 218), which explains the first clause to mean that

‘ a man obtains his share in a property only once ,’ and adds

that what is said in regard to the ‘girl ’ applies only to those

cases where there is 'no defect in the bridegroom (to whom the

girl has been betrothed).

VERSE XLVIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 578)

and in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhatti (p. 574).

VERSE XLIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 579).

VERSE L

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 579).

VERSE LI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 579) ;—
and in Vyavahara-Balambhatfi (p. 521).

VERSELII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 579),

which explains the meaning to be:
—

‘In a case where the

owner of the*field and the sower of the seed are not parties

to an agreement, the benefit accrues to the former and

not to the latter.’
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It is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Vyavahara, p. 350),

which adds the following explanation :—In a case where

the ‘ field-owner ’ and the ‘.seed-owner ’ have entered into

an agreement that * the child born would belong to both of

us ,’ the child that is born of the connection between the

former’s wife and the latter shall belong to both ; but where

there has been no such agreement, and yet the latter ‘ sows bis

seed ’ in the former’s ‘ field ,’ and a child is born, it will belong

to the ‘field-owner,’ and not to the ‘seed-owner;’ because

the * receptacle ’ is more potent than the ‘ seed ,’ as is

found in the case of the cow, the sheep and other

animals.

It is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 656),

which adds that ‘ phaldnabhisandhana ’ means the ‘ absence

of any such agreement as that the child born of

tliis connection shall belong to both of us;’ so that

the son thus born would be ‘ kfetraja ’ and not

‘ doyamusyayana’

It is quoted in Mitak§ara (2. 127), which adds a note

the exact wording of which has been reproduced in Para~

sharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 350) [see above]. Bdlam-

bhatfi has the following explanation of the verbal construc-

tion ‘ Ksetrindm bijinam ,’ ‘from among field-owners and

seed-owners ,’ if either party has not agreed to the understanding

regarding the lending of the ‘ field ,’ then the child born

belongs to the ‘ field-owner and the reason for this lies in

the fact that ‘ the receptacle is more potent than the seed

—and the reason for this is declared to be ‘ pratyafycm ,’

‘ ordinary perception ’, i. e., such is actually found to be the

case in ordinary experience ;—the ‘phalam ’ spoken of in the

test stands for the agreement regarding the child ;—-it goes

on to add that according to Medhatithi this verse serves to point

out the special circumstance under which, the ‘.benefit does

not accrue to the seed-sower ,’. which has been stated in

general terms in the preceding verse,
,
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It is quoted in Vyavahara-Balanibhatfi (p. 653) ;

—

and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 185 b), which adds the

following explanation
—

‘In a case where there has been no

agreement regarding thephala, i. e., the expected offspring,

—

the child belongs to the woman’s husband, just as we find in

the case where, without the knowledge or consent of the owner

of the field, if some one sows his own seeds in that field, the

outturn of the field belongs to the owner of the field, and not to

that of the seeds.

VEKSE LIII

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (2. 127) which adds

the following explanation :—In a case where the ‘ field ’ is

lent to the seed-owner for sowing, on the mutual understand-

ing that the child born would belong to both parties, both

of them will be owners of the child, as has been (drsta

)

held

by the great sages.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 656),

which adds that the term ‘ kriyd ’ here stands for the agree-

ment that ‘ the child born would belong to both of us and

adds that it is only sons born under these conditions tliat

can be called ‘ Dvyarnmydyana!

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 350),

which adds the following explanation :
—

‘In a case where the

owner of the field lends his field to the owner of the seed, after

entering into an agreement with him to the effect that the child

bom shall belong to both,—the child is held to belong to both

the parties.’

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 557), which adds

that this rule applies also to the case where the ‘seed-owner*

concerned may already have sons of his own;—in Vyavahara-

Balambka{tt (p. 653) ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara

38 a) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 185 b), which adds

the following explanation:—A man has agricultural land, and

another baa the seed-grains,—the two enter into an agreement
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‘let us, combine our resources and cultivate the land conjointly

and the out turn shall belong to both of us,’—in this case

the crop belongs to both
;

similarly when the husband

of the wife enters into an agreement with another man that

‘you beget a child on my wife and the child shall belong to

both of us,’ the child that is born belongs to both, and having

two fathers, he is called
* Dvydmmyayana'

VERSE LIV

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 150) ;—in

Vivddaratnakara (p. 579), which explains ‘ ogha ’ as ‘cur-

rent of water ’ and 4 dhrtam ’ as ‘ carried,’ and adds that

this also only serves to indicate the greater importance of the

‘field —and in Vyavahara-Bdlanibhatti (p. 521).

VERSE LV

This virse is quoted in Vivadratnakara (p. 580), which

explains
‘

e§a dharmah', as ‘the principle that the owner of

the seed does not obtain the fruit;’—also in Smrtitattva

(13, p. 150), which adds that the term ‘ dost ’ here stands for the

slave-girl married to another slave ; the child of such a slave-

girl belongs to the owner of the girl, not to that of the father;

—and in Vyavahara-Balambhatti (pp. 521 and 574).

VERSE LVHI

This verse is quoted in Vyavahara-Balambhatft

(p. 522).

VERSES LIX—LX

‘ Santana&ya ’
—

‘Son, and also the appointed daughter
*

(Medhatithi) ;
—

‘Son’ (Govindaraja and RaghavSnanda).
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“This practice is forbidden in Apastamba 2. 27. 2-7
; if the

husband is alive ; but with the widow, it is expressly enjoined by

Gautama 78. 4 and 28. 21*22, and Vashistha 17. 56. Narada

gives an elaborate account of the formalities. See Jolly, Recht.

Stellung S. 18, where the passage is discussed.”—Hopkins.

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (2. 127) as propound-

ing the practice of ‘niyoga’ for the purpose of forbidding

it under verse 04 et seq.—Bdlambkatti adds the notes :

—

1Samyakf in accordance with the scriptures,

—

‘ipsitd,’ in the

form of a son,
—

‘ ksaye
,

’ in the event of threatened extinction

of the family; this means that the practice is sanctioned

only under very abnormal circumstances;

—

‘vag-yatah,’ silent;

—it then goes on to quote Medliatithi.

(59) is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 445) ;—and

both the verses in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 350)

;

and in Virarnitrodaya (Samskara, p. 737) which remarks

that the term * vidhavd ’ in this verse stands for the girl whose

betrothed husband has died after the betrothal, but before

actual marriage.

Both verses are quoted in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhatt'i

(p. 700);—in Nrsimhaprasdda (Vyavahara, p. 38 a);—and in

Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, pp. 224-225), winch explains

the meaning as
—

"The widow, when directed by the father-in-law

or other elders, may beget a desired (i.e., male) child from her

husband’s (elder or younger) brother,—but only one ; although

some people hold that she may secure two sons.’

VERSE LXI

This verse is quoted in Vyavahdra-Bdlarnbhaifi
(p. 700) ;—and in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 225) which

notes that this view has been held by some people on the

ground that one son is as good as nonet at all

VERSE LXni

This verse is quoted in Vyavahdra~Bdlambhatt\

(p. 523) ;—and in Dattakaniimamsa,

8?
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VERSE LXIV

“ Verses 64-68 flatly contradict the rules given in the

preceding ones. But it by no means follows that they are

a modern addition, as held by Hopkins. For the same view

is expressed by Apastamba, 2. 27. 2-6, and was held, accord-

ing to Baudhayana, 2. 3. 34, by Aupajandliani. Moreover,

Brhaspati Smrti states expressly (Colebrook Dig. CLVH)
that the contradictory statement occurred in the Manava

Dharmashatra as known to the author.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (2.136), as prohibiting

niyoga ;—again under 2. 327, to the same effect, where Bdl-

ambhatti adds that ‘anyasmin’ means ‘other than the husband.’

It is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 737), which

remarks that the term ‘ vidhava ’ here stands for the woman,

whose husband has died after the marriage has been performed

;

—then it seeks to reconcile the apparent contradiction between

verses 59 and 60 (permitting Niyoga) on the one hand, and

verses 64-68 (forbidding it) on the other ; the sanction is

meant for the %irl who is widowed after verbal betrothal, before

marriage; while the prohibition applies to one who is widowed

after marriage ; this, it adds, is made clear by verso 65, which

refers to the ‘mantras recited during the marriage-ceremony.’ It

concludes therefore that there is no room for any doubts regard-

ing the opinion of Manu, adumbrated in Mitaksara.

It is quoted in Nfsimhaprascida (Vyavahara, 38 a) ;

—

in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 226), which says that this

prohibition is meant for the Kali-age ;—and in Viramitro-

$aya (Vyavahara, 186 a).

.VERSE LXV

This verse is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 737,

which notes that this verse supplies the reason for what has been

asserted in the preceding verse in Nrsimhaprasdda (Vyava

-

hara, p. 38 a);—and in Vlramitrodaya (Vyavahara,186a).
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VERSE LXVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 738) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 186 a).

VERSE LXVII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 738 and in Vyavahara, 186 a).

VERSE LXVin

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 738 and Vyavahara, 186 a).

VERSE LXIX

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara, (1. 69), as

enunciating the view that the sanction of the ‘ kfeiraja’ son

pertains only to those cases where the bridegroom has died after

the verbal betrothal ;—again under 2. 127, as describing the

case in which alone * niyoga ’

is permissible ;—and it adds

that this verse implies that the man to whom a girl has been

betrothed has become her ‘ husband ’ even before the

marriage rites have been performed.

Mitaksara adds the following notes :—When the
‘

husband ’ to whom the girl has been betrothed dies, then

his ‘ own ’ i.e^ uterine brother, elder or younger, ‘ vindeta

shall take her, i. e., marry her. It construes ‘ ariena

vidhanena ’ with the next verse.

It is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 129), to the effect

that the child born under this rule belongs to the person

to whom the girl had been previously betrothed;—in

Apararka (p. 78), which also notes that this verse serves to

restrict the sanction of ‘ niyoga
’

or of ‘ marriage of widows ’

to cases of mere betrothal, not of actual marriage in Pard*

sharamadhaixx (Vyavahara, p. 361), to the same effect ; and
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it adds that for this reason the foregoing conflicting verses

59-68 should not be understood as setting forth two optional

alternatives and in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 737), to the

effect that ‘ niyoga ’ does not mean mere intercourse, with-

out marriage, it means marriage and then intercourse ;—and

again on p. 756, as laying down the marrying of the girl by

her younger brother-in-law, on the death of her (betrothed)

husband.

This verse is quoted also in Nrsimhaprasdda (Yyavahara,

38 a).

VERSE LXXX

This verse is quoted along with 69 in Mitak§ard (2.

127), which adds the following notes:
—

‘

Yathavidhi,’ in

accordance with the scriptures ,
—

‘ adhigamya ’, having

married,
—

‘ anena vidhanena,’ (of the preceding verse) i. e.,

‘

besmearing himself with clarified butter, with speech held in

check and so forth,
—

‘ shuklavastram shuchivratam ,’ with

her mind and^body under full control,

—
‘ mithah,

,

in secret,

—

shall approach her once during each course, till conception

takes place. It proceeds to declare that all this does not make

the woman the actual ‘ wife ’ of the brother-in-law ; hence the

child born of this union belongs to the real (i.e., the former)

husband ;

—

Balambhatti adds that the action of the

brother-in-law is purely for the purpose of providing a child for

his dead brother ; it goes on to add the following notes

Kulluka Bhatta remarks that the fact of the child born

of the intercourse here sanctioned belonging to the dead

betrothed is clear from the restriction imposed, that there is to

be intercourse only once during the course, and that also only

until conception takes place.—Having thus stated the view of

the older writers, Balambhatti enters into a long discussion

and comes to the conclusion that the sanction of remarriage

must refer to a regular widow—who loses her real husband

after full marriage, and not only after betrothal; and it
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naively remarks that the opinion of the older writers is due

to prejudice against ‘ niyoga,’ by reason of its having been

forbidden during the Kaliyuga.

It is quoted in Smrtitattoa (II, p. 129), which also

quotes Kulluka Bhatta’s remark (quoted in Balambhatti

above). It goes on to add that what is here laid down should

be done only if the woman concerned is willing to do it, not

otherwise ; as is clearly declared by Vashistha.

It is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Vyavahara,

p. 351);—and in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 737).

VER4E LXXI

See above, 8. 98.

“ Medhatithi and Nandana say that the verse is meant to

forbid marriage of a girl whose betrothed has died. But

Kulluka thinks that it refers to all cases yhere a betrothal has

taken place, and that it removes a doubt which might arise

through a too strict interpretation of 8. 227.”—Buliler.

This verse in quoted in Vyavahdra-BalambhatCi

(p. 326) ;—and in Smrtichandrikd < Samskara, p. 220).

VERSE LXXH

‘Vipradustam’—
‘ Blemished, by bodily defects ’ (Medha-

tithi, Kulluka, Raghavananda and Nandana)
;

‘ belonging to

a base family
5

(Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 492), to the effect that it is not only the giver of a defective

maiden that is to be punished, but the girl herself is to be re-

nounced;—in Madanapdrijata (p. 154), which adds the follow-

ing notes :
—

‘ Vipradu$td ’ is one who entertains longings for

another man,
—

‘ Chhadmana ’, by showing to the bridegrom

a girl other than the one to be married ;—in Viramitrodaya

(Samskara, p. 744), which adds the following notes :

—
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* Vigarhitam ’, already previously married, but ‘ unpenetrated;'

it quotes Medhatithi’s words as
ipurvam pratigfhttam

ak§atayonimapi’
;

* vipradu$lam ,’ having her affections

centred in another man ;•—in Samskaramayukha (p. 106),

which explains ‘ vigarhitam ’ as ‘ defective —and in

Smrtichandrikd (Samskara, p. 221), as laying down the

divorcing of a girl, after the detection of some defect in her,—it

explains ‘ vipradustam ’ as ‘ vividham prakarfena du§tamf

< * having several serious defects.’

VERSE LXXIV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 418),

which explains ‘ stKitimati ’ as ‘ endowed with modesty and

other virtues.’

VERSE LXXV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 438),

which explains the construction as ‘ vrttim vidhdya prosite

and explains jivet ’ as ‘should maintain herself by the

means provided for her by her husband.’

VERSE LXXVI

Kulluka, Narayana and Raghavananda hold that after the

expiration of the terms mentioned, the wife shall go to seek

her husband. Nandana says
—

‘ the meaning is that no sin

is committed if she afterwards takes another husband’.

—

Medhatithi, having noted and dismissed two other explana-

tions—(a) that ‘ she should maintain herself by blameless

methods ’ [which is the explanation attributed to Medhatithi

himself by Buhler], and (b) that * she may have intercourse

with another man’,—propounds the explanation that ‘ she

may take service under another man as a toilet-woman in his

house, and On the return of her husband, she may return to

him, if he can induce her to go.’ He also notes and rejects the ex-

planation of the ‘ ancients ’ that ‘she may marry another man.'
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VERSE LXXVII

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 42B).

VERSE LXXVIII

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 423).

VERSE LXXIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 423).

VERSE LXXX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Aehara,

p. 508), which explains ‘ vyadhita
’

as ‘ suffering from a

long lingering disease —in Madanaparijata (p. 188), which

adds the following notes :

—
‘ Madyapa', the woman who is

addicted to drinking what is forbidden for the caste to which

she belongs,
—

‘ asatyavrttd, ’ whose conduct is not good,

—

* pratikula ,’ in the habit of doing tilings disagreeable to her

husband and of beating her children, servants and others,

—

* arthaghni,’ prone, through idleness, to lvasting money,

—

‘ adhivedana ’ means the taking of another wife.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 100), which adds the

note that ‘ vyadhita ’ means suffering from a lingering

disease ;—it quotes this verse in support of the view that what

is meant to be a ground for superseding the wife is not the

drinking of liquor, but the drinking of any intoxicant
; the

drinking of wine being one of the ‘serious ’ sins, it would

make the woman liable to be renounced, and not only superseded.

It is quoted in Vlramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 871), which

adds that
‘Madyapa, ’

here has been held by older writers to refer

only to women of the twice-born castes ;
but in reality it refers to

all the four castes, for all of whom the drinking of all the three

kinds of ‘ wine’

—

Gaudi, Madhvi and Paitsfi—is forbidden ;

—

‘asatyavrttd’ is ill-behaved or untruthful ;
—

‘

pratikula acting
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in ways injurious to her husband vyadhita,’ suffering

from such diseases as render her unfit for household work ;

—

*

himsrd ’, addicted to beating children and maidservants;

—

‘

arthaghrii ’, ‘prone to wasting the wealth acquired;’

—

‘ sarvadd ’ is to be construed as qualifying ‘ asatyavrtta ’

and the other epithets,—the meaning being the wife who is

always untruthful.

It is quoted in Samskararatnamdld (p. 592), which

explains
‘

vyadhita ’ as a ‘confirmed invalid.’

VERSE LXXXI

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 188),

which adds that ‘ adhivcttavya ’ has to be supplied at the

end ;—in Viramitrodaya ( Samskara, p. 873 );—in

Apararka (p. 100);—in Nirnayasindhu (p. 230);—in

Pardsharamadhava (Achiira, p. 508);—and in Vidhdna-

parijata ( II, p. 363 ).

VERSE LXXXII

Tliis verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 100), which adds

that the qualification ‘sick’ includes also the ‘barren’ wife,

and ‘one who gives birth to female children only’;—in

Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p. 508), as laying down a

special consideration in the case of the devoted wife;—and

in Viramitrodafi (Samskara, p. 872) which adds that

‘ hitd ’ is mentioned only by way of illustration.

VERSE LXXXIH

‘ Kula ’
—

‘His own relations as well as the wife’s

parental relations’ (Medhatithi );
—

‘either the family members

br the public, according to circumstances’ (Raghavanapda),
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This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava ( Achara,

p. 69), which adds that ‘casting off’ means ‘sending her to

her fa,ther’;—in Pardsharamddhava ( Prayashchitta, p.

288), which explains
‘

tydjya ’ as ‘left among her own
paternal relations, till such time as she is free from her

defects’;—in Vidhdnapdrijdta (II, p. 59);—in Apardrka

(p. 101), which explains ‘ Jculasannidhau ’ as ‘pitradi-

kulasannidhau ’, in the presence of her father and other

members of the family ;—in Nirnayasindhu (p. 230);—in

Viramitrodaya (Samskilra, p. 874) ,
which explains ‘ kvleC as

‘lierfather and other relations’;—and in Madanaparijata

(p. 189).

VERSE LXXXIV
This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 437).

VERSE LXXXV

Cf. the Mahabhilrata 13.47. 31.

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 509), as laying down the order in which the several

wives of a man are to be honoured ;—in Smrtitattva (p.

298) as declaring who is to be regarded as the ‘Senior’ wife,

‘ Jyestha ’;—also in Vol. II, p. 191;— in Vivddaratna-

kara (p. 419), which explains
l

svdh’ as ‘belonging to

the same caste as her husband ,’ and ‘ svavarah ’ (which is its

reading for ‘ aparah ’) as ‘ belonging to a different caste’ ;—in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 198 a);—and by Jimutavdhana

(Dayabhaga, p. 257), which says that the wife of one’s own caste,

even though married later, would be the Senior and hence

entitled to associate with the husband in his religious acts.

VERSE LXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p.

509);—in Vivddaratnakara (p. 419);—in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, 198 a);—and by Jimutavdhana (Dayabhaga,

p. 259).

84
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VERSE LXXXVII

‘Purvadr$tah ’—‘Known by the ancients’ (Kulluka,

Raghavananda and Nandana) ;
—

‘known from olden times’

(Medhatithi );
—

‘ declared in the Puranas (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 419);

—

in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 198 a) ;—and by Jtmutava-

liana (Dayabhaga, p. 259).

VERSE LXXXVni

‘Apraptam'—
‘ Who has not attained the marriageable age,’

(Medhatithi and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ who has not attained eight

years of age ’ (Kulluka and Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 481), which explains ‘ apraptam ’ as ‘ one whose marriage

time has not arrived, i. e., who is still a child’;— in Smrtitat-

tva (II, p. 124), which explains ‘ apraptam' as ‘ one who has

not attained t%e age that is most commended for marriage ’;

—

in Viramitrodya (Samskara, p. 755), which reropduces

the explanation of ‘ apraptam' given in Parasharamadhava ;

—in Smrtikaumud'i (p. 39), as countenancing the marrying of a

girl even before she is of the proper age ;—in Shvddhikaum'ud'i

(p. 30) to the same effect ;—and in Samskaramayvkha

(p. 103), which explains ‘ apraptam ’ as ‘ one who has not

attained the right age,’ who may be given away in consideration

of the special qualifications of the bridegroom.

VERSE LXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 93), which adds

that what is meant is that ‘ so long as a man with good quali-

fications is not available she shall not be given to one devoid of

qualifications,’ and not that there is nothing wrong, under the

cricumstances, to keep the girl unmarried even after puberty

;

as tihis latter view is contrary to other texts.
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It is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 124), which adds that

all that is meant is that the girl should not be given to a man
devoid of qualifications ;—in Smrtikaumudi (p. 38) ;—in

Hemddri (Kala, p. 804), which says that what is meant is that

‘ she should not be given to a man without qualifications

when a qualified man is available,’ and it is not meant that a

girl should never be given to a man without qualifications ;—in

Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 216), which has the same

note;—in Samskdraratnamdla (p. 456), which also has

the same note ;—and in Samskdramayukha (p. 102), which

says that ‘ api ’ and ‘ kdmam ’ indicate that the verse is not

to lie taken in its literal sense
;
all that is meant is to eulogise

the marrying of the girl to a qualified man.

VERSE XC

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 484);—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 772) ;—in

Hemddri (Kala, p. 805)—in Smrtichandrika (Samskara,

p. 217);—and in Samskdra-ratnamald (p. 501).

VERSE CXI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 772);—inParasharamddhava (Achara, p. 484), which says

that the meaning is that the man whom she takes as husband

does not incur any sin in marrying her;—in Hemddri (Kala, p.

805), which explains the last clause to mean that the man

also incurs no sin ;—in Smrtichandrika (Samskara,- p. 217),

which has the same note;—and in Samskdraratnamdla
(p. 501) which explains ‘ adiyamdnd ’

as ‘not given away ’,

either on account of the absence of a giver, or on account of the

giver, though present, being disregarded, and reproduces

Madhava’s explanation.
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VERSE XCII

‘ Stenah ’ is not the muling of Medhatithi, who only

notes it as a var. lee.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 772);

-—in Nirnayasindh

u

(p. 223);—in Apararka (p. 94);—in

Madanapdrijata (p. 148);—in Smrtiehandrika (Samskara,

p. 217);—and in Samskdraratnamdla (p. 601).

VERSE XCIII

Cf. 3, 23, 24, 51 and 52 ; 8.366;—9, 46, 71, 97 and 98 ;—

11.62.

“According to .some people, this verse does not form

part of the text of Manu ”—says Medhatithi. This is not

his own opinion, as Hopkins wrongly asserts.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 772);—in Madanapdrijata (p. 149) ;—in Nirnayasindh

u

(p. 223) ;—in Apararka (p. 94), which explains ‘ shulka ’ as

the price ;—sSnd in Smrtikaumudi (p. 38).

VERSE XCIV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 766), which says that the following is the upshot of the

texts bearing on tins subject :—If the age of the girl is 8 years

or less, she should be married to a man whose age is three

times that of hers; if it is between 8 and 12, the age

of the bidegroom should two and a half times ;—if her

age is between 12 and 16 then that of the bridegroom shall

be two years less than the double of her age. Of the sentence

‘ dharme sldati satvarah,’ it gives two explanations :—(a)

if he finds that his religious duties would otherwise suffer, he

may marry earlier ; and (b) if he marries in haste,

—

i. e., if

he marries before he has reached the prescribed age, or if he

marries a girl whose age is lower than the one prescribed,

—

then he suffers in spiritual merit.
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It is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara, p. 474),

as laying down the extent to which the bride should be

younger than the bridegroom ; —in Pardsharamadhava

(Prayaslichitta, p. 121), which adds that this verse applies

to cases where the girl has not menstruated upto 12 years ;

—

in Nirnayasindhu (p. 215) ;—in Samskdramayukha (p.

82), which explains ‘ tryastavarsah ’ as ‘ twenty-four years

old’;—iu Hemddri (Kiila, p. 801);—in Smrtichandrikd

(Samskiira, p. 112), which explains ‘ satvarod as ‘ one of lower

age,’ and deduces the conclusion that there is nothing wrong if

the girl is married before her menstruation;—and in Gadd-

dharapaddhati (Kala, p. 222), which explains ‘ satvardh ’ as

one who is in a hurry to enter the Householder’s stage.’

VERSE XCV
‘

Deva-datia’—‘Given by the gods, Bhag;i, Aryaman,

Savitr and the rest mentioned in the Vedic text recited during

marriages’,
—

‘ from Agni ’ (Narayana) ;
—

‘ from Soma, Agni

and the Gandharvas ’ (Medhatithi and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 481).

VERSE XCVI

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 418), which

adds that the term ‘prajana ’ here stands for the act of

conceiving and ‘ santdna ’ for the act of depositing the seed,

fecundating.

VERSE XCVII

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 153) ;

—

in Nirnayasindhu (p. 227) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 739) ;—in Samskdramayukha (p. 105), which explains

the meaning to be that ‘if the girl agrees she may be given to

the younger brother, but if she prefers to be given
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to some one else, she should be given to this latter ;—in

Purugarthachintamani (p. 454);—in Vyavahdra-Bdiam-

bhatti (p. 530) ;—in Gadddharapculdhati (Kala, p. 227) ;

—

and in Smrtichandnkd (Samskara, p. 219).

VERSE XCVIH

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (II, p. 140).

VERSE XCIX

This verse is quoted in Samskaramayukha (p. 104),

which says that this refers to cases where no defects have been

discovered in the bride-groom;—in Samskdra-ratnamdld

(p. 503), which has the same note;—and in Smrtickcmdrikd

(Samskara, p. 218), which says that this refers to cases where

the bride-groom has no defects.

VERSE C
9

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara,

p. 232), which says that this refers to cases where the father

receives tire money for his own benefit

VERSE Cl

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 110), which adds

that fidelity to each other is an obligatory duty, the trans-

gression of which necessitates expiation;—and in Vivada-

ratnakara (p. 421).

VERSE CII

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara(p 421).

verse cm

This verse is quoted by Jtmutavahana (Dayabhaga, p, 6).
•
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VERSE CIV

“The father’s estate is to be divided after the father’s

death, and the mother’s estate after the mother’s death’ (Kulluka

Raghavananda, Narayana and Nandana).
—
‘The mother’s

estate devolves on the sons, only on failure of daughters’.

(Narayana).—The word ‘ vrdhvam ’ indicates by implication

that the rule holds good in the case of the father’s turning

an ascetic (Raghavananda).—The equal division takes place

if the eldest does not desire to receive an additional share

(Kulluka).—The last clause shows that division of the property

may tafce place with the parents’ permission during their life-

time. (Kulluka, Narayana and Raghavananda).”—Buhler.

Of the Bhasya on this verse we have a single short

sentence ; on the next verse it is wanting in all the Mss. liitherto

found
; so also on several other important verses bearing on

inheritance. It seems it has been purposely destroyed by the

‘ Editors ’ who reconstructed the Bhasya under King Madana.

And from the fact that the pruning knife began to

operate with the verse dealing with the rule regarding the

larger share of the eldest brother, one feels justified in assuming

that the conclusion arrived at on this point by Medhatithi was

detrimental to the interests of the said King, who therefore

set himself systematically to collecting all available Mss. of

the work and destroying this portion.—In the absence of some

such strong motive, one fails to see why the Bang should

have taken all this trouble regarding the ‘ reconstruction ’ of

Medhatithi’s commentary.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 455),

which adds the following notes:

—

‘Samctm’, equal, there

being no setting aside of the twentieth part (for the eldest

brother).—It might be argued that since Manu has himself

laid down that the twentieth part should be set aside as the

additional share for the eldest brother, when they are

dividing the paternal estate after the father’s death,

why should he speak of ‘equal shares’?—But the fact
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of the matter is that* the said additional share is meant

only for those cases where the eldest brother happens to

possess special qualifications.

—

Udayakara has however

explained the present verse to mean that what of is to

be divided into ‘equal’ shares is only that part of the property

which remains after setting aside the said twentieth part,

—

Halayudha and Parijata have read ‘ saha' in place of ‘samam'

and Parijata has explained it as ‘among themselves’.—The

term ‘paitrkam' is to be expounded as ‘mdta eha pita eha

pitarou, tayoh idam paitrkam so that the ‘mother’s estate’

also becomes included,—so says Halayudha.—Though the

text uses the term ‘ paitrkam riktham', ‘father’s estate’, it is

meant to include the estate of the grandfather and other fore-

fathers also ;
in which latter also the brothers have shares.

—

Though it is true that both the father’s and the mother’s estate

are meant, yet it has to be borne in mind that to the

mother’s estate, the sons are entitled only in the absence of a

daughter or her descendants.
Q _

It is quoted in Vyavaharamayvkha (p. 41), which

adds that even though the text, repeats the particle
l

cha\ yet

it does not mean that both the parents should die before the

property is divided.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 326),

which adds the following notes :

—

‘Pituh vrdhvam’, this

phrase indicates the time for the division of the father's pro-

perty ;
and ‘matuh urdhvarn' indicates that for the division of

the mother's property ; thus the meaning of the verse comes to

this:—On the death of the Father, his estate is to be parti-

tioned, even though the Mother may be living ;
similarly on the

death of the Mother, her estate is to be partitioned, even though

the Father may be living; there being no reason why the parti-

tion of the estate of the one should await the death of the other.

It is quoted in Vyavahara-Bdlambhatfi (p. 443) ;

—

in Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 124) which has the

following notes

—

‘Samam’, equal,

—

i.e., without setting apart
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20 per cent for the eldest ;—it might be argued that Manu
has actually sanctioned 20 per cent as the special share of

the eldest brother, in connection with the partition that is done

after the Father’s death;—but this sanction should be taken

as referring either to eases where the eldest brother has very

special qualifications, or where he is specially desirous of having

a special share ;—it explains the mention of the ‘mother’ as

being due to the terra
i

paitrkani
>

meaning ‘parental’, and

hence including the mother’s property also, which can be parti-

tioned only after the death of the ‘mother.’

It is quoted in Smrtixdroddharo (p. 831);—in Ddya-

kramasahgraha ;—in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 170 a),

which adds the following notes:
—

‘

PaUrkcmC, belonging

to the Father and the Mother ; the sense being that the

Father’s property is to be divided after the Father’s death, and

the Mother’s property after the Mother’s death;—the

particle ‘cha' does not imply that ‘ after the death of both the

parents is another time for partition ’; for the simple reason

that the Mother or the Father being alive can be no obstacle

in the partitioning of the property of the other ;—and in

Jimutavahana (Dayabhaga, p. 23), which says that this

verse is meant to answer the question ‘ why the sons should

not partition the property during the life-time of the parents’?

—

the reason being that during that time they have no proprietary

right over it.

VERSE CV

What is said here refers to cases where ‘the eldest son is

specially virtuous’ (Kulluka and Raghavananda),—or ‘pos-

sesses eminent qualities, and the others are less distinguished
’

(Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Mitakmra, (p. 117), where Ba-

lambhatti has the following notes :

—

\Pitryam\ inherited from

the father,

—

‘She$ah\ brothers other than the eldest,

—

Upaji-

vegufy, should follow him, like their father. Mitak^ara adds
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that such unequal division, even though sanctioned^by the

scriptures, should never be adopted, being opposed to popular

sentiment, and also to Vedic texts.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rujaniti, p. 35), in

support of the view that the eldest son should succeed to

the kingdom ;—in Apardrka (p. 722), which adds that this

rule is meant for cases where the younger brothers art1 still

in status pupillari, or are not entitled to any share by reason

of being idiots and so forth, or are inexperienced ;— and in

Vivadaratnahtra (p. 457), which adds the following notes:

—

What is meant is that in partition, the eldest brother, if

he happens to be possessed of all the qualities of the superior

brother, should be treated as the sole master, like the Father

liimself ;
—

‘ tamvpajiveyuh ’ means that ‘ they should live on

the subsistence provided by him.’

It is quoted in Smftitaitoa (II, p. 170) ;—and in Vivd-

dachintamani (Calcutta, p. 125), as laying down an ulterna-

tive course;—in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara, 171 b) j—and

by JimutfMdhaua (Rayabhaga, pp. 35 and 103).

VERSE CVI

Cf. Shruti
—

‘ Naputrasya lokosti ’ (Aitareya Brahmans

7. 3. 9).

This verse is quoted in Virddaratnakara (p. 457),

which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Putribhavati \ becomes

one who has fulfilled the dictates of the scriptures regarding

the begetting of offspring;—the addition of ‘ mdtra ’ is

meant to indicate that, the man becomes ‘ with son ’ even

before the child has had its sacramental rites performed ;

—

‘ anrnah ’, becomes freed, by the birth of a single son, from

one of the three kinds of debts which have been described

in the Shruti as besetting a man from his very birth.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 35) ;—in
Pardsharamddhava (Achara, p. 501);—in Viramitrodaya
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(Samskara, p. 163) ;—in Nirnayasindhu (p. 439) ;—in

Sams^ira-ratnamdl

a

(p. 686) ;—in Smrtichandrika

(Samskara, p. 43) ;—in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhatfi (p. 656) ;

—in Nrsimhapraxada (Samskara 25 b) ;—in Shrdddha-

kriydkaumvdi (pp. 450 and 491), which explains ‘putribha-

vati ’ as ‘ becomes saved from the hell called Put —in

Shuddhikaumvdt (p. 86) :—in Viraraitrodaya (Vyavahara

171b);—and by Jlmutaviihann (Dayabhaga, pp. 37 and 250)

as lending support to the view that one’s title to another’s

property is determined also by the benefits conferred by the

former on the latter.

VERSE cvir

“ This verso alludes to the Vedic text quoted, Vashistha

1 7. 1 ; Visnu 1 5. 43 ”•—Rubier.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 457),

which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Sannaynti ’, concentrates,

—
‘ dnantyam \ endless bliss,

—
‘ ashnute ’, obtains, i. <?.,

becoming fiwd from debt,
—

‘ Kdmajan ’, this is a mere

exaggerated statement, because it cannot Ik1 taken to mean

that the younger sons have no share* in the paternal estate,

since it has boon distinctly declared that they do have such

share.

It is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 163) ;
—

*

in Vyavahdrd'Bd /arnbhatfi (p. 656) ;—in Smrtichandrikd

(Samskara, p. 43) ;—in Viramitrodaya (Vynval iara 172 a);

—by Jimutavahana (Dayabhaga, p. 37) ;—and in Rajarii-

liratnakarct (p. 40 b).

VERSE CVIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 457),

which adds the following explanation :—The eldest brother

should take eare of the younger brothers, as if he were

their father, apd he should not separate them;—

‘

putravat
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varteran ’, they should not entertain feelings of hatred towards

him;—in Vyavahara-Bdlambhatft (pp. 513, 050 and 691);

—in Smrtiehandriha (Samskara, p. 90), as attributing the

qualities of father and son to the elder and younger brothers

respectively ;—and in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara 172 a).

VERSE OTX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnahara (p. 457),

which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Knlam vardhayati ’, the

prosperity of the family being brought about by the :idopting

of proper business*methods and the biking care of the

younger brothers ;
—

‘ vindshayati all that this means is

that, he is in a position to ruin the family ; —in Vyavahdra-

Bdlambhatfi (p. 050) ;—and in Virmnitrodaya (Vyavalmrn

172 a).

VERSE OX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnahara (p. 457),

which adds Yhe following notes :—The ‘ behaviour of the

eldest ’ consists in lovingly maintaining and taking (“are of

the youngers ;
—

‘ bandhuvat \ like the maternal uncle and

other relations, he should be treated with respect and saluted

and so forth, and he should not be treated disrespectfully ;

—

in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhattt (pp. 513 and 091) ;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 172 a).

VERSE CXI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnahara (p. 459),

which has the note that what is meant is that separation

is considered desirable, because it affords the opportunity

for several performances of sacrifices
;

it is not meant that

the separation itself is conducive to merit, like the performance

of the Jyoti§toma, or that non-separation is sinful* like the

eating of the flesh of the animal killed by a poisoned arrow*
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It is quoted ill Apararka (p. 719), which adds that

conjoint, life is meant, for those eases where some of the

brothers may he still studying ; in cases where all of them

have read the Veda and are capable of taking the fires,

it is far better that they should live separately ;—again on

p. 722, to the effect that. it. is not necessary that the brothers

must divide immediately after the father’s death ;—in Vivd-

daehintdniani (Calcutta, p. 125) as sanctioning partition as

conducive to religions merit;—in Viramitrodayu (Vyavahara

172 a);—and by Jvmvtavdhdna (Dayabhaga, p. 37), which

says that this is a clear case of voluntary option.

VERSE CXIJ

This verse is quoted in Mitakmra, (2. 114), which notes

that this unequal division pertains to cases where the Father

himself is dividing his self-acquired property among his

sons,—no such division being permissible regarding ancestral

property.

It is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. (545), which supplies

the following explanation :—The twentieth part of the pro-

perty going to be divided, as also the best thing among

the articles, should be given to the eldest brother
; to the

second brother, the fortieth part of the estate and also an

article of the second quality
; and to the youngest brother,

the eightieth part of the estate and a third-rate article ; the

property that, remains after this is to be divided equally ;

—

it goes on to add that, though tills unequal division has

been sanctioned by several texts, yet it should never be

adopted in practice, as it is contrary^ to popular sentiment,

and what is against popular sentiment should not be done.

It is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 468), along with

the next two verses which adds the following notes.—This

deduction of special shares pertains to cases where the eldest

brother is endowed with superior qualifications;—the law

on this point may lie thus summed up : In a case where
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there are several sons born of the same mother, and every

one is endowed with qualities,—but there is a gradual inferiority

in the qualities,—then the eldest brother should receive

as his special share, the twentieth part out of the whole

property, as also the best among the articles in the property
;

the second brother is to receive half of that, i. e., the fortieth

pari, and also one article of the second quality ; and the

youngest brother, the eightieth part, and also an article

of the lowest quality ;—when however the eldest and the

youngest alone are possessed of superior qualities, then the said

special shares are to be given to these two only, the second

brother receiving only his ordinary share, the special share

prescribed for the qualified second brother

—

i. c., the fortieth part

of the property,—being equally divided among the three ;—in a

case where there are several brothers between the eldest and

the youngest, and many of them are possessed of superior

qualities, each one of the middle brothers is to receive a

fortieth part as his special share ;—when the eldest brother

is possessed <^f very superior qualities, while the others are

entirely devoid of qualities, he shall take as his special

share the best among the articles,—the best of every

kind of articles, e. g., ruby among the gems and so forth,—and

also one among each kind of cows, buffaloes and other cattle.

It is quoted in Vyavaharamayukha, (p. 43) ;

—

in the Smrtitattva II (p. 193) ;—in Vivadachiutamrmi

(Calcutta, p. 128), which notes on p. 125 that this refers

to cases where the elder brother is endowed with special

qualifications, or where he is specially desirous of having

the extra share ;—in Smrtisaroddhara, (p. 331), which

says that this refers to the pi’operty acquired by the father

when he divides it among his sons during his own life-time

;

—and by Jimutavahema (Dayabhaga, p. 64), who says

that equal partition is to be made after all these ‘ special shares’

have been extracted, as is made clear by verse 116 ; the special

share of the eldest brother being the twentieth part of the

property along with the ‘ best article V
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VERSE CXIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 468), which

adds an explanation [see preceding note].

VERSE CXIV

‘Yachcha satishuyam. kiflchit.’
—

‘A dress or an orna-

ment’ (Medhatithi);
—

‘ something impartible, like an idol’

(Nandana).

‘ Daqhatah varam '—‘The best among ten animals’

(Medhatithi, Kulluka, Narilyana and Raghavilnanda) ;

—

4

ten superior articles ’ (‘ others ’ in Medhatithi ; the reading

for ‘ varam] in this case, being ‘ varan ’).— ‘Everything shall

be divided into ten shares and the eldest shall receive one

such share in excess ’ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 469),

which adds an explanation (for which see note on 1 1 2).

VERSE CXV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara
, (p. 476),

which adds the following explanation :—The additional share

prescribed in the last quarter of the last verse, ‘the best among

them ’, is not to be taken if all the brothers are equal in learning

and other qualities. This is only by way of illustration

;

it means that none of the additional shares mentioned in

verses 112—114 is to be taken; as is clear from the clause

‘ yat kiftvhideva deyam sydt ’
;
which means that some little

tiring is to be given to the eldest brother, as a mark of respect

due to his superior age. When there is no difference among

them on account of qualities, then ‘Seniority’ among the

brothers is to be determined by the portion of their mothers,

the son bom of the senior-most wife having been declared

to be the ‘ senior.’ That this is the finally adopted view (and

not a mere tentative one) is proved by the fact that both
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Lakqrriidhara anti the Parijata have accepted the view

that ‘ the son of the senior wife, even though younger in age,

is to be regarded as senior.’

This is quoted by a Jimutavahana, (Diiyabhiiga,

P- 74).

VERSE CXVI

This verse is quoted in the Vyavaharamayukha (p. 43)

;

—and by Jimutavahana (Dayabhaga
, p. 64).

VERSE CXVII

This verse is quoted in the Vyavaharamayukha (p. 43)

;

—in the Smrtisaroddhdra (p. 331), which has the following

notes
—

‘ ekadhikam ’, i. e., two shares,
—

* adhyardham ’, i. e.,

a share and a half,
—

‘ tatah anujah ’,
‘ born after the eldest

brother ’,
—

‘ aniyhamamsham ’, i. e., one fehare each ;
this

refers to cas$s where no ‘ special share ’ has been taken —and

by Jimutavahana (Dayabhaga, p. 64).

VERSE CXVIH

4

If there are several brothers and only one sister, the

former must deduct from their several shares as much money

as will make up the fourth part of one brother’s share’

(Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 731), which adds the

following notes :
— ‘

Svebhyomshebhyafy’ means ‘from out of

the share of one brother ’
; tire plural number is used in view

of the plurality of daughters ;

—

‘svdt svat’, the repetition is in

reference to daughters of diverse castes ;—thus the meaning

comes to be as follows :—When a Erahmana has wives of all

die four castes, and each of these has daughters, then the

daughter born of the BrShmana wife is to receive the fourth
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part of the share accruing to the son of the Brahmana

wife; similarly the daughter of the Ksattriya wife is to

receive the fourth part of the share of the son of the

Ksattriya wife. This however is not the sister’s ‘ rightful

inheritance

It is quoted in Mitdk§cird (2. 1 24), which adds the follow-

ing explanation :—The Brahmana-sons should give to the

Brahmana-daughters the fourth part of the share that accrues

to them in accordance with their castes,—whereby 4 parts go to

the Brahmana, etc. (see verse 153 below) ; it does not mean

that each brother should give a fourth part out of liis own

share ;„what is meant is that the daughter of a certain caste is to

receive the fourth part of what is prescribed as the share of

the son of that caste ;—the last clause ‘patitah vyuraditsavati

indicates the obligatory character of the rule. For this same

reason it is not right to hold that all that the daughter is to

receive is money enough for her marriage. It goes on to add

that the explanation provided by Asahiiya and Medhatitha

is the right one. Thus it is decided that after the father’s death,

the daughter is actually entitled to a share.

It is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 494), which adds

the following explanation : It does not mean that the brother

should take out a fourth part of his own share and give it

to lois sister ; what is meant is that the daughter of a eertaind

caste is to receive the fourth part of what is prescribed as the

share of the son of that caste ; which thus is to be given to her,

for the purpose of her marriage. Thus the meaning comes to

be that out of the ‘four shares ’ and the ‘ three shares ’ to

which the sons of the Brahmana wife and those of the Ksattriya

wife respectively are entitled,—-out of the combined total of

these—a ‘ fourth part ’ shall be given to the daughter ; so that

while it is the ‘fourth part ’ that is to be given, the real

purpose of this gift is to enable her marriage to be performed.

Such is the view of Visnu, the Kalpataru and the Mitaksara
;

while Halayadha holds the opinion that no stress is meant to

be, laid on the ‘fourth part’, all that is meant is that

86
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the daughter is to receive what would be needed for the per-

formance of her marriage*' And this is the view that appears

to be most proper ; for whatever the ‘ fourth part ’ may be,

the performance of the marriage would be necessary in any

case.

It is quoted in Pardisharmadhava (Vyavahara, p. 345),

which supplies the following notes :—The meaning is that

the brother belonging to the Brahmana and other castes should

each give to the sisters of the Brahmana and other castes,

the fourth part of his own share ; that is to say, (a) in a case

where a man has only one wife, and that of the Brahmana caste,

and from her he has one son and one daughter,—the son shall

divide Ixis father’s property into two parts, and having divided

one of these two parts into four parts, he shall give one of

these four parts to his sister and take the rest for himself ;

—

when there are two sons and one daughter, the property shall

be divided into three parts, and one of these three parts being

divided into four parts, one of these four parts is to go to the

daughter, an^ the rest the two sons shall divide between them-

selves ;—when there is one son and two daughters, the father’s

property shall be divided into three parts, and one of these

three parts being divided into four parts, two of these latter

parts shall be given to the two daughters, and the rest shall

be taken by the son.—(&) But in a case where the man has

left one son of the Brahmana wife and one daughter of the

Ksattriya wife,—the father’s property shall be divided into

seven parts (‘ four shares ’ accruing to the Brahmana son and

* three shares ’ to the Ksattriya son), if there be one, the ‘ three

shares ’ (accruing to the Ksattriya son) shall be divided into

four parts, one of these four parts shall be given to the Ksat-

triya daughter, the rest of the property going to the Brahmana

son ; where there are two Brahmana sons and one Ksattriya

daughter the father’s property is to be divided into eleven parts

(4 shares for each of the Brahmana sons and three for the

Ksattriya if there be one), and the three parts (accruing to

the Ksattriya son) being divided into four parts, one of these
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four parts shall go to the Kmttriya daughter, and the rest of

the pi’operty shall be divided between the two Bralnnana sons.

On the same principle is partition to proceed when there are

brothers of different castes or sisters in varying numbers; such

is the explanation provided by Medhatithi, and approved by

Vijfianeshwara also ;—Bhilruchi on the other hand holds that the

‘fourth share’ only stands for ‘such amount as maybe necessary

for her marriage ,’ and that therefore unmarried girls have no

right to the inheritance as such. This same view has been

held also by the author of the Chandrilca,—of these two views,

people may accept the one that appears to be the most reasonable.

It is quoted in Nrsimhapraxdda (Vyavahara, p. 36a);—in

Vivddachintdmani (Calcutta, p. 134), which says that the

meaning is that, ‘ each daughter should receive the fourth part

of what forms the share of a son of the same caste as himself,’

and adds that stress is not meant to be laid upon the ‘fourth

part ,’ what is meant is that so much should be given to her

as would suffice for her marriage ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara, 179b), which says'that this does not mean that ‘in

the case of either form of partition among the brothers, each

brother should give to the sister a fourth part, of his share ’;

as, if there were so, if there are several brothers to a single

sister, she would have a very large property,—or if there were

a single brother to many sisters, he would have nothing left

for himself ;—till therefore that is meant is that the brother

should give to the sisters just enough to suffice for her marriage

—so says the Vivadaratniikara, the Vivadachintamani and the

rest ;—this is not right ; as the text is clear on the point that by

not giving to the sister the fourth part of his share, the brother

incurs a sin which is quite different from that incurred in not

providing for her marriage ; the right explanation is that which

has been provided by Medhatithi and the Mitaksara. (It

then proceeds to quote these).

It is quoted by Jimutavahana (Dayabhaga, p. 114), which

says that the root ‘ da ’ used makes it clear that the sisters

have no claims over the property.
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VERSE CXIX

Tliis verse is quoted in Mitalmrd (2. 119), to the effect

that of the animals mentioned, if an odd one remains after

partition, it is to he given to the eldest brother;—in Madana-

parijdta (p. 08(5), to the same effect;—in Apararka (p. 723),

which explains ‘ vimmam

'

as a number different from (not a

multiple of) the number of brothers;—in Vivddaratnakara

(p. 498), which says that the odd animals are not to be parti-

tioned by being sold and the value divided, they should be

taken by the eldest brother ;—and in Vyavaharamayukha

(p. 57).

VERSE CXX

This verse in quoted in Mitdksard (2. 130), which says

that this refers to eases where the brothers (the one dead and

his younger brother who beget the son on his sister-in-law)were

not divided, while verse 140 below pertains to cases where they

have been divided;—and in Vivddaratnakara (p. 542),

which adds the following explanation :—The undivided elder

brother having died without a son, if the younger brother

begets, by commission, a son on his widow, then, when there

comes about partition between this son and his uncle-pro-

genitor, it will be done in equal shares, and the son shall not

obtain any special share by reason of his dead father having

been the elder brother.

VERSE CXXI

1 Pradhdnasya'.
—

‘ The principal, body-born, son
’

(Medkatithi) ;
—

‘ The father, the husband of the widow ’

(Kulluka, Narayana and Raghavananda).

“The subsidiary son has not the same rights as ithe princi-

pal, his dead father, the husband of his widow-mother ; it is

tins father, the husband of the widow, who is the ‘ principal

etc.,’ (Kulluka and Narayana);
—

‘ the i father is the principal, not
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the mother, hence even though the mother is the elder sister-

in-law, yet the son does not have the same right as his dead

father ’ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 542) as-

supplying a reason for what has been said in 120 ; it adds the

following explanation :

—

vpasarjcma ’ is subsidiary, i. e., the

Ksetraja son,—it is not lawful that this son should be treated

like the principal, the ‘ body-born ’, son; because in this case

(of niyoga) the father, the progenitor-uncle, is the ‘ principal

—such is the explanation given by the author of the

Prakdsha. Laksmidhara construes ‘ Upasarjanam

'

as

‘ Upasarjanatvam but that makes no difference in the

meaning.
—

‘ Dharmena ’, according to the injunction of the

scriptures.

VERSE CXXII—CXXIII

These verses are quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 473),

which adds the following explanation : The question here

raised pertains to the case where there are several sons

bom of several mothers belonging to the same caste as the

father; the term ‘purvajah’ (in verse 123) stands for the

younger son born of the senior wife, as is clear from the latter

half of the verse
;
which means that the next best bullocks

—

those not the very best—shall belong to those brothers who
are ‘ junior ’ by reason of the junior position oftheir mothers

;

i. e., whose mothers are junior to the mother of the aforesaid

brother;—and in Vyavahara-Bdlambhatti (p.461).

VERSE CXXIV

Medhatithi reads ‘ ajye$thdydm ’ and remarks that it

is another ‘ special share ’; but it adds that this may be only

another special share for the son of the senior wife (the

reading in this case being )

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 473),

which reads ‘ Jye$thdyam ’ and remarks that this lays down
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another special share for the brother who is ‘elder’ by

reason of being born of the senior wife.
—

‘ Vrsabhaqodashah ’

means ‘ cows that have a bull for their sixteenth ’, these

cows being the animals that are most cognate to the

animal mentioned, ‘bull’.
—

‘ Shesdh the remaining brothers,

by reason of the non-seniority of their mothers, should each

take a bull which is not the very best.—It goes on to

<add that, according to the author of the Prdkdsha, what

is here stated by Manu is the opinion of ‘others’,— his

own view being stated in the next verse, where seniority

among brothers is made to rest upon the priority of their

birth.—lialayudlia however explains the three verses {122

—

124) as follows :—When the younger brother is born of

the senior and the elder from the junior wife, then the

former shall have the best bull as his ‘ special share ’,

—

of the other bulls, which are not the veiy best, one each

should be given to the other brothers, the quality of each

being in accordance with the respective seniority of their

mothers,—and the remainder is to be divided equally among

the brothers Sfl23)
;—but when the elder brother is born

of the senior wife, then we have the rule laid down in

124 : the cows ‘ with a bull as their sixteenth ’ goes to

the eldest brother, and each of the other brothers receives

as his ‘ special share ’ one bull, the quality of which is to be

determined by the relative seniority of their mothers.

It is quoted in Vyavahara-Bdlambhatfi (p. 461).

VERSE CXXV

“As this verse and the following one contradict the rules

given in verses 123-124, the commentators try to reconcile

them in various ways. Medhatithi thinks that verses 123-124

are an Arthavadct, and have no legal force, and Raghava-

nanda inclines to the same opinion.—Narayana and Nandana

hold that the seniority according to the mother’s marriage is of

importance for the law of inheritance (verses 123-124), but
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that it has no value with respect to salutations and the

like, or to prerogatives at sacrifices (verses 125-126). Kul-

liika, finally relying on Govindaraja’s opinion, thinks that

the rules leave an option, and that their application depends

on the existence of good qualities and the want of such.

It is, however, probable that according to the custom of

Hindu writers, the two conflicting opinions are placed side

by side, and that it is intended that the learned should find

their way out of the difficulty as they can.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Vlrarnitrodaya (Rajniti, p. 36)

;

—in Nirnaya-dndh

u

(p. 177);—and in Vyavahdra-Balam-

bhatfi (p. 461).

VERSE CXXVI.

Forthe ‘Suhrahmanya verses’ see AitareyaBrahmana 6. 3.

According to Raghavananda the meaning of the second

half is that since between twins the one born first is the

last conceived, the right of primogeniture is given to the son

born last. This is the view hinted at by a passage in the

Uttaracharita, where Lava says of his brother ‘prasvakra-

mena m kila jydydn (Act IV).

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodya (Rajaniti,

]>. 37), which adds the following notes—That mantra is

called ‘Subrahmanyd ’ which, at the Jyotistoma sacrifice, is

recited for inviting Indra; in this the ‘eldest’ son is repre-

sented as addressing the father; and it is the senior by

birth that is regarded as the ‘eldest’; and in a case where

the sacrificer has twin sons, even though the conception of

both may have been simultaneous, yet the son that is born

first is held to be the ‘eldest’; this is the made clear by a

text of Devala’s where it is declared that of twins, that child is

to be regarded as the ‘ elder ’ whose face is seen first In the

Samskara section we find the other view stated (see below).

It is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 477), which

has the following notes—The 'Subrahmanyd’ is the mantra

recited at the Jyotistoma by Chhandoyas, when the
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form employed is ‘ so and so, the father of so and so is

sacrificing’; and here it is the elder son that is named; and he

is the one that is born first.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskiira, p. 161), which

adds the following notes:—Between twins seniority is deter-

mined by birth in the womb
;

i. e., that child is ‘ elder ’ who is the

first to be born in the mother’s womb; while the one born, i. c.

conceived, later is regarded as junior', and it is not that

seniority belongs to the child that comes out of the womb first

;

this conclusion is based on the fact that the child born

later has been conceived earlier and would have been born

earlier also, had not its passage outside been obstructed-by the

second child conceived later
;

the order of conception being the

reverse of that of birth. It is only when both children are born

simultaneously that seniority belongs to one whose face the

father sees first.—It goes on to add that this view has been held

by ‘ some people ’ and in reality seniority must be determined

by the priority of actual birth coming out of the womb.

It is quoted in Vyavahara-Bdlambhatti (pp. 461 & 702);

—and in Samskdraratnamdld (p. 828), which has the follow-

ing notes
—

‘ Subrahmanya ’ is the name of a mantra used, at

the Jyotistoma sacrifice, for inviting Indra
; it is recited along

with the name of the sacrificer’s son, and the rule is that it

is the name of the eldest son that is pronounced ; and it is

the eldest by age that is taken
;

so in partition also ; and

between twins also, though they are conceived simultaneously,

yet one that is born first is regarded as the elder of the two.

VERSE CXXVH

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 475) as a clear indication that the ‘ appointment ’ of the

daughter is undisputed in a case where it has been done in ac-

cordance with a clear agreement between the father of the bride

and 'the bridegroom ;—in Nfsimhaprasada (Vyavahara

38a) ;—in Vyvahdra-Balambhatti (pp. 651 and 633)
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and by Jimutavahana (Ddyabhaga, p. 223), to the effect that

the appointed daughter offers the Ball to her appointing

father through her son.

It is quoted in the Vidhanaparijata (p. 699) ;—in the

Vivddaratnakara (p. 561) ;—in the Smrtichnndrikd (Sams-

kara, p. 182), as laying down the mode of appointing the

daughter;—in the Sarnskdraratnamu /

d

(p. 414), to the effect

that it clearly implies that there should be an express stipulation

with the girl’s husband in Dattakannniamsd (p. 7)
;—and

in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 185a), which says that the son

that is born of the Appointed Daughter after stipulation,

belongs to the father of the girl
;
though the opinion has been

held that this is so also in cases where there has been no

open stipulation to the effect.

VERSE CXXVIII

This verse is quoted in Vyavahara-Bdlambhatii (p. 654),

—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 185a).

VERSE CXXIX

This verse is quoted in Vyavahdra-Bdlamhhatti (p. 654)

•and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 185a).

VERSE CXXX

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 591) ;—in

Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 152), to the effect that like the

son, the daughter also serves the purpose of propagating the

father’s race;—in Haralata (p. 179);—in Vyavahara-

Bdlambhattl (pp. 663 and 691) ;—in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara 203 a) ;—and by Jimutavahana (.Ddyabhaga,

p. 270).

$7
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VERSE CXXXI

“ According to Medhatithi, Kulluka and Narayana, all

Stridhana is meant;—according to ‘others’ mentioned by

Medhatithi, Nandana and Raghavananda, the so-called

‘ sauddyika ’ or property derived from the father’s family.”

—

Buhler.

‘ Kumdri ’
—

‘ an unmarried daughter'(Medhatithi and Kul-

luka);
—

‘a daughterwho has no sons’ (Narayana).

The first half of this verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara

(p. 517) which adds the following notes:

—

Yautakam ’ here

stands for what has been given to the girl at the time of her

marriage, by her father and other relatives. Halayudha however

holds that it stands for what has been given to the woman for

such household purposes as the purchase of vegetables and other

things, out of which, by her clever management, she may have

saved and increased by judicious handling. To such property

of the mother either the sons or the married daughters can have

no right, as a rule
;
but if among the married daughters there

be such as «re childless or otherwise ill-conditioned, these are

to have an equal share in the property.

It is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Vyavahara,

p. 372), which explains ‘ yautakam ’ as ‘ property obtained

from the father’s family’;—in Apararka (p. 721), to the

effect that when the mother’s property comes to be divided

among her daughters, the unmarried ones have the preference

over the married ones ;—in Sraritattva II (p. 186), which has

the following note :—The term ‘ yautaka ’ is derived from the

root ‘yu’ (to join), and hence signifying junction, or union,

it stands for ‘ what is given at marriage ’ ;—in Vyavahara-
Balambhatfi (pp. 631 and 750) ;—in Dayakramasahgraha
(p. 21) ;—and by Jimutavahana (Ddyobhaga, p. 132), which

says ‘yautakam ’ stands for the dowry obtained at marriage

—

this being indicated by the root ‘ yu ’ (to join) from which
the word is derived,—marriage being the ‘joining ’ of the

husband and wife,
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VERSE CXXXII

Of. 136 and 140.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 560),

which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Aputrasya ’ i. e., one who

has no ‘body-born’ son ;—the second half is a mere reiter-

ation of what goes before—says Prakdsha; it is an Arthavada

providing a reason for what has gone before—says Udayakara

in his commentary on Manu. [These remarks are based on

the reading of the second line as frffcr § gfrggwwfag

It is quoted in Vyavahara-Balambhalli (pp. 631 and

664) ;—in Hemadri (Shradba, p. 87) ;—in Gadadharapad-

dhati (Kala, p. 427), which says that the two ‘ balls’ are

to be offered to the father and to the mother’s father ;—in

Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 153) which adds that this

refers to cases where neither of the parents of the deceased

is alive ;—and by Jhnutavahana (Dayabhaga
, p. 278) as

indicating that the grandson is entitled to the property of

his mother’s -father by reason of the mother deriving her body

from that father.

VERSE CXXXIH

‘ Na loke...nci dharmatah —‘ Neither with regard to

worldly aftairs nor to sacred deities’ (Kulluka),
—

‘with respect

to sacred duties, according to law ’ (Raghavananda and Nan-

dana].

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva II (p. 191), to the

effect that the son’s son and the daughter’s son being on the

same footing, just as in the absence of the son, the

property goes to the son’s son, so also in the absence of

the daughter it should go to the daughter’s son;—again

on p. 894,—and in Vyavahara-Bahmbhatti (pp. 631, 664

and 752).
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VERSE CXXXIV

This verse is quoted in. Vivadarntndkara (p. 541), which

adds the following notes:—The ‘putra ’ here stands for the

aurasa, ‘ body-born,’ son ;

—
‘ auu, after the ‘ appointment ’ of

the daughter ;

—
‘ striyah’, of the ‘appointed daughter’ ; who the

appointed daughter’ is, is described by Manu in verse 127.

It is quoted in Mitdksard (2. 132) to the effect that

when both the sons—the body-born son and the son born of

the ‘ appointed daughter ’—are there, all the property is

not to go to the former only. The Bdhimbhatfi adds that the

meaning of the last quarter is that the ‘special portion’ ordained

for the ‘ eldest son ’ does not accrue to the ‘ appointed

daughter ’ or her son.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 739) ;—in Pardsltnramd-

dhava (Vyavahara, p. 347), which has the same note as the

Mitakscira ;—in Madanapdrijata (p. 654) ;—in Vivddachi-

utamani (Calcutta, p. 150);—in Dayakramamhgraha (p. 51 )

;

—by Jimuta^ahan (Ddyabhaga, pp. 223 and 67), as setting

forth a reason why the Appointed Daughter should offer the

Ball through her son.

VERSE CXXXV
‘ Dlmnam.’

—
‘ What the appointed daughter received

from her father either during his life-time or on his deatlc’

(Narayana).—But Kulluka says that this prohibits the father

inheriting the appointed daughter’s estate on the plea that she

was his ‘son.’—According to Xandana it precludes the paternal

uncle and other relatives from inheriting the property of an

appointed daughter.

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p.754), which adds that

this refers to the rase of the daughter who has been ‘appointed’

under the terms that ‘ the son born of this girl shall be mine’,

and not to that of one who is ‘appointed’ as herself being the

‘son’; in the case of the latter the husband is precluded from

inheriting her property, by Paithinasi.
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It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 520), which adds

that this rule is meant for cases where the dead sonless

daughter has no unmarried daughter or sister ;—in Parashara-

mddhava (Vyavahara, p. 374), which adds that tliis refers to

cases where no brother is born to the lady, even subsequently

;

—in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhatti (p.742 and 765);—and by

Jlmutavilhana (Ddyahhdga p. 276), which says that this refers

to eases where a son has been born to the Appointed Daughter

and has died.

VERSE CXXXVI

'(a) Akrtd vd (b) krld .’

—

-(a) Daughter not appointed

explicitly, and (b) one appointed explicitly’ (Kulliika);
—

‘(b)

‘ unappointed, i. e., any ordinary daughter ’ (Govindaraja and

Nariiyana Nandana);—the ‘ unappointed - daughter’ is added

only hyperbolically, the meaning being that ‘ when even the

unappointed daughter is entitled to inherit, the appointed one

is all the more entitled ’ (Medhatithi).

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (2. 136), to the effect

that in the absence of the son and the daughter-

,
the property

goes to the daughter’s son. The Bdlambhatti adds that

Vijflaneshvara had taken the verse as applying to all

daughters, but Medhiltrtln has come to the conclusion that

the rule is meant for the ‘ Appointed Daughter’ only.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 435), to the effect that

the ‘daughter’s son’ who inherits his grand-father’s property

must offer Shrdddhas to him ;—in Nrsimhaprasada

(Vyavahara 40 b);—in Virarnitrodaya (Vyavahara, p. 190 a

and 205 b), which explains that the Appointed Daughter

being a ‘ son ’, her son, even though the ‘son of a daughter’

(idauhitra

)

is virtually the ‘ son’s son ’
(pautra) ; and hence

just as the son’s son inherits the property on the failure

of the son, so does the daughter’s son also, on the failure

of the daughter ;—and by Jimutavahana (Dayabhaga

.

p. 224).
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This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 103), which

explains ‘Bradhna ’ as the sun;—in Vyavahara-Baldmbhalti

(pp. 657 and 707);—in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 199 b);—

and by Jim utavahana (Ddyabhaga, p. 249).

VERSE CXXXVIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 583) ;

—

in Smrtitattva II (p. 389), which (adopting the reading

^tt) takes the verse as enjoining

the begetting of a son for the purpose of being sav&l from

the hell ‘ Put ’;—in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhatfi (p. 658 and

707);—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 199 b).

VERSE CXXXIX

Cf. verse 133.

The second half of this verse is quoted in Smrtitattva

II (p. 185), a$ attributing the character of the ‘son’s son’ to the

daughter’s son.

It is quoted in Ddyakramasangraha (p. 25) ;—in

Dattakamimansa (p. 40) ;—and in Vyavahdra-Balam-

bhatti.

VERSE CXL

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 563) ;

—

in Apardrka (p. 435), as referring to the case of the

‘grandson’ whose mother herself had been an ‘appointed

daughter’ in the sense that she herself was made a ‘son’;

in Madanaparijdta (p. 609) ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara 185b).

VERSE CXLI

“ Medhatlthi, Kulluka and Raghavananda refer this

rule to the case where a man has a legitimate son and an
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adopted son, and think that in such a ease the latter, being

eminently virtuous, shall receive, like the Ksetraja, a

fifth or sixth part of the Estate. Medhatithi remarks that

some think he is to have half, but that this opinion is

improper, and finally that Upadhydya, i. e., his teacher,

allots to the adopted son less than to the Ksetraja.—Kulluka

and Raghavananda state that Govindaraja took the verse

to mean that the eminently virtuous adopted son shall

inherit on failure of a legitimate son and of the son of the

wife, but that this explanation is inadmissible on account of

verse 165.—Narayana says ‘it has been declared that the

adoptetj son receives a share like the chief son, when he is

eminently virtuous —Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 567), which

adds the following note :—-Ounath ’, such as caste, learning and

character;—the fact of this adopted son being entitled to inherit

being patent from the fact of his being a ‘son’, the specific

mention of ‘ being endowed with virtues ’ is meant to indicate

that in a case where a body-born son happens to be born

after the adoption, the adopted son is to have a share

in the inheritance only if he is ‘endowed with virtues’, while

if he is not so endowed, he is entitled to maintenance only.

It is quoted in Dattakamimdmsd (p. 28) as countenanc-

ing the adopted son’s inheritance of the entire property of

the adoptive father, when the latter leaves no ‘ body-born
’

son ;—in Puru$drthachintdmani (p. 370), to the effect

that the adopted son is entitled to an equal share with the

‘ body-born ’ son ;—and in Samskdra-ratnamald (p. 769) to

the same effect as Dattakamimdmsa.

VERSE CXLH

“ The general moaning is that, all connections with the first

family ceases. Nevertheless, according to Katyayana and the

later usage, if there is a special agreement to that effect, the son

may belong to both fathers (dvydmu$yayana) —Hopkins,
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Tliis verse is quoted in Mitdhsnrd (2. 132), which

notes that * adopted son ’ is here mentioned as representing

all kinds of secondary ‘ sons all of whom are entitled to

inherit the ‘ father’s ’ property, as is clear from verse 186

below.—The Bdhmbhatii has the following notes :

—

‘ Datri-

mah ’ is the same as ‘ dattaka ’, the adopted son ;
—

‘
jana-

yituh \ of the progenitor;—according to Medhatilhi
‘janayitvh’

is to be taken as with the Ablative ending; thus then the

adopted son is not affected by the impurity consequent on

the death of his progenitor. This verse permits the adopting

of sons even of gotras other than the adopter’s own.

—

‘ Finda ’ means the offering of shrdddha, and this offering

of shrdddha follows the gotra and the inheritance, i. o.

shraddha is to be offered to that ‘ father ’ whose ‘ gotra
’

and ‘ inheritance ’ one receives ;—it is for this reason that

the ‘ svadha ’ i. e. shrdddha, offered by the adopted son,

ceases
—

‘ vyapaiti ’—from the person who gave the son to

be adopted by another
;

i. <\ the adopted son shall not offer

shrdddha to that, person.—In reality however the term

‘joinda’ hepe stands for ‘ sapindya ’; if it is taken in the

sense of
1 shrdddha ’, then the subsequent sentence

1

vyapaiti

svadha ’ becomes a superfluous repetition. It is for this

reason that all cultured people treat, in all matters, the

adopted son as belonging to the gotra of the adoptive

father, and on the death of the adopted son, it is the sapindas

of the adoptive father that observe impurity for ten days

;

and in all matters he is regarded as a ‘ sapinda ’ of the

family of the adoptive father. It is for the same reason

that the adopted son is regarded as having ceased to be the

sapinda of his progenitor’s family.—All this however holds

good in a case where the progenitor lias got other sons

;

in cases where he has none such, his property must go to

his begotten son, even though adopted by another person

;

and he must perform his shrdddha also. It is in this

sense that the ‘ dvyamusydyana ’ has been held to benefit

both the families.
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The verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 351), which adds the following notes:—The ‘adopted’

son is mentioned only by way of illustration, it stands for

all the secondary sons.—Though there are texts that lay

down that the secondary sons are entitled to inherit the

property of the ‘ father ’, yet these must refer to other Yugas,

except so far as the ‘ adopted ’ son is concerned, who inherits

in Kali-yaga also.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 208), as

indicating the legality of adopting sons of other gotras also.

It proceeds to set forth the order of preference among the

several .alternatives regarding the gotra &c. of the son to be

adopted :—(1) One who is both mgotra and sapinda of

the adopter,—(2) who is sapinda but not mgotra,—(3) who
is mgotra but not sapinda,—(4) who has the same pravaras,

—(5) who is neither sagotra nor sapinda nor sapravara.—
It is quoted again on p. 686, as likely to be understood as

prohibiting the performance of shraddha for the progenitor, and

hence implying that the son adopted by another person ceases

to be the
‘sapinda ’ of his progenitor.—It is quoted again on

p. 716, where the following notes are added:—The adopted son

is not to take the
1

gotra ’ or the ‘estate’ of his progenitor, and

the
1sapinda character’ as also the ‘performance of shradha’ of

the person who gives away the son to be adopted,—becomes

removed from the adopted son; and the reason for this is that

‘ the Plnda follows the ‘gotra and the estate ’ and hence ceases

when these two cease.

It is quoted in Smrtitattva II (p. 38), where the

clause ‘gotrarikthanugah pindah’ only is quoted in support

of the principle that inheritance is based upon the benefit

conferred by the inheritor upon the original owner of the

property.—It is quoted again on p. 384 as indicating

the superiority of the Daughter to the adopted and other

secondary sons;—and again on p. 391, as laying down

that the liability to offering Pindas is based upon the inherit-

ance of property
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It is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 278), which notes

that what is here stated refers to cases where the progenitor

has other sons.

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 568), which adds

that in view of the general principle that the ‘offering of

Pindas’ follows ‘gotra and inheritance’, the former ceases in the

<ase stated;

—

vodka’ stands for shraddha and other offerings.

It is quoted in Vyavahdramayukha (p. 51), which

adds the following notes:—The meaning is that the Pinda’

is concomitant with ‘gotra and inheritance’;- -this refers to

the ‘purely adopted son’, the Dvyaniu$yayana retaining the

gotra, etc., of his progenitor also;

—

lPinda’ stands for the

shraddha and other after-death rites, according to Medhatithi,

Kulluka Bhatta and others; while, according to others,
1pinda’ stands for the ‘sa/>m^«-eharaeter’ and ‘svadha for

the shraddha and other after-death rites; as a matter of fact,

however, what the terms
“
gotras-riktha-pinda-svadhd” stand

for is all that is due to the relationship of the progenitor

;

and all this is precluded in the case in question; thus it

follows that tfce adopted son ceases to have the relation of

‘uterine brotherhood’ with the other sons of his progenitor, and

so forth.

It is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 135) as indicating

the change of gotra for the adopted son ;—in Gotrapra-

varanihandhakadamba (p. 185), which says that this applies

only to the offering of Shraddha and such things;—in

Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 185) as laying down the cessa-

tion of the generator’s gotra ;—in Samskdramayukha (p. 79)

as lending support to the view that the son adopted in an-

other family loses the Sdpihdya also of his progenitor’s

family;—in Somskdraratnamald (p. 455), which says that

tins is meant for cases where the progenitor has got another

son;—in Dattakarnirmnsa, (p. 30), which explains the second

line to mean that ‘ in giving his son for being adopted by

another person, he relinquishes the shraddha that that son

would have offered’;—in Dattakachandrika (p. 53), which
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explains the verse to mean that
—

‘By the mere act of being

given to be adopted the son ceases to be a son to his pro-

genitor, and thereby relinquishes all his gotra and all claims

to his property —and in Nrsimhctprasdda (shraddha 4a).

VERSE CXLIII

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava, (Vyava-

hara, p. 368) ;—and in Vivadaratndkara, (p. 586), which

adds the following notes
—

‘ Aniyuktasutah ’ is the son be-

gotten by the widow without the permission of her elders ;

—

‘ bhagam ’ share in the property of the husband of the widow;

—this means that such a son is precluded from the offering

of Pindas and other rites also. This refers to cases where

the widow has been bought over to the connection.

VERSE CXLIV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara, (p. 587),

which explains
4

avidhanalah ’ iis
4

not in accordance with

the method prescribed for Niyoga ’ ;—and in Dattaka-

mtmdnsd, (p. 29) as referring to the Ksetraja son.

VERSE CXLV

“Medhatithi and Kulluka state that the object of this

verse is to teach that a Ksetraja, if endowed with good

qualities, may even receive (against verse 120) the additional

share of an eldest son ;—Narayana says the expression ‘like a

Intimate son ’ is used in order to establish the title to an

equal share.”—Buhler.

VERSE CXLVI

This verse occurs in Vivddaratndkara, (p. 542),

which adds . the following notea :—The man, who takes care

of the property and widow of his brother who had separated
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from him, should beget a ‘ Ksctrajci ’ son on that widow and

make over the property to that son, he should never take the

property for himself.

It is quoted in the Mitakmrd, (2. 136), which says that

the meaning is that even when the brother is divided, if he

dies, his widow is to be in touch with his property only

through the child, and not by her own right. The Balam-

bhatii adds the following notes.
—

‘ Bihhriyat ’, should take

care ;
—

“

taineva cha ’ is another reading (for eva taddhanam’)

;

—

‘

taddhanam! the brother’s property;
—

‘

taxyciiva,’ to the

son ;—the use of the word ‘ dadyat ’ implies that the rale

refers to the ease of divided brothers ; as in the case of

undivided brothers, there would be no property belonging

separately to the dead brother.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 742), which explains

‘ taxyaiva ’ to mean ‘ to the child only, not to its mother’

;

—in Pardsharamddhava (Vyavahara, p. 357), which

adds that the meaning is that when a divided brother has

died, his widow can have anything to do with his property,

only througl? her child ;—in Nrsimhaprasdda, (Vyavahara,

p. 41a) ;—and in Vircwiitrodaya, (Vyavahara 196a).

VERSE CXLVIII

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 527),

which adds that ‘ ekayonisu ’ means ‘ those belonging to

the same caste ’,
‘ ekajatandm ’,

‘ begotten by one man ’,

—

‘ bahvi$u\ ‘on. wives belonging to diverse castes’;—and

notes that ‘ ekajatandm ’ is to be construed with ‘ bahvi$u ’

also.

VERSE CXLIX

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 527) ;

and in Nfsimhaprasada (Vyavahara 35b).
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VERSE CL

‘ Ekamshasheha pradhanatah ‘one most excellent

share
’

(Medhatithi and Kulluka);
—

‘one share consisting of

the best part of the property ’ (Narayana and Nandana) ;

—

‘ one share, because of his being the chief person ’ (Raghava-

nanda).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 527),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Kmasha ’ is the ploughman
—

‘
ydnani ’, the horse and the rest;—thus the meaning is that

the son of the Brahmana mother should receive the plough

man the cow, the bull, the conveyance, the ornament and

the house; and among the ‘ three shares ’ of the inheritance to

which he is entitled, one should be made specially important

by containing the most important and the most valuable

things ;—the cow and bull etc. are to be given only if it be

possible to do so.

VERSE CLI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 528) ;

—

and by Jimutavahana (Dayabhuyha, p. 212).

VERSE CLH

“According to Naravana this rule refers to the case where

each of the wives has several sons, while the preceding one is

applicable where each wife has one son only.—Rilghavananda

thinks that the first rule shall be followed when the son of

the Brahmana possesses good qualities, the second when he

is destitute of them ”.—Bidder.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 528), as

containing the sanction for partition with ‘ special shares ’ ;•

—

in Parasharamadfiava (Vyavahara, p. 353) ;—and by

Jimutavahana (Ddyabhaga, p. 212).
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VERSE CLIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 528),

which adds that no significance attaching to the singular

number in
4

riprah ’ this same rule applies to cases where

there are several sons from the Brahman! wife.

It is quoted in Parasharainadhava (Vyavahara, p. 343),

which adds that this pertains to lands other than that which

may have been received by the father as a religious gift, to

which latter, the non-Brahmana sons are not entitled ;

—

in Vivadachin tdmani (Calcutta, p. 144) ;—in Dayalcrama-

sahgraha (p. 51) ;—and by Jimutaviihana (Dayabhagci,

p. 212).

On the failure of other sons, the rest of the property

goes to the Sapindas (according to Medhatithi),—to the widow

and the rest (according to Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 535),

which adds the following notes :

—

4 Saputrah ’, one having sons

of the twice-born castes,

—

4 aputrah ’, one having no sons

of the twiee-^>orn castes ;—Halayudha and Parijata have taken

this verse to men that no part of the property goes to such

son of the married Shudra wife as is entirely devoid of good

qualities.

It is quoted in Parasharainadhava (Vyavahara, p. 344),

which adds that this refers to such 8hudra-born sons as are

not obedient to the father.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 735), which adds the
1 adhikam ’ means ‘more than the tenth share;’—also on

p. 740 where it is added that the implication of this rule is

that in the case of the man 4

without sons,’ the property

besides the
4

tenth share which goes to the Shudra-born son,

goes to the
4

widow and the rest’

It is quoted in Mitak$ara (2. 132-133), which explains

the meaning to be that even though the son of the Shudra

wife is a
4 body-born ’ son, yet he cannot inherit anything more

than the tenth share, even when there are no other sons, ft
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adds the following explanation :
—

‘ Satputrah ’ means ‘one

having sons of wives of the twice-born castes
,’—

‘ aputrab ,’

‘one who has no sons from the twice- born wives,’—when

such a person dies, then his sons

—

K§etraja and the rest

—

or sapindm, shall not give to his son from the Shudra wife,

any more than the tenth share.—This implies that the sons

of Kmttriyn and Vaishya wives inherit the entire property,

if there is no son from the Biahmana wife

It is quoted in Nrsimhnprmada (Vyavahara 35b) ;—in

Vyavahdra-BdlambhxtUi (p. 088) ;—in Vtramitrodayu

(Vyavahara 192b) which explains ‘ mtputra ’ as having ‘son

born ofrthe wife of one’s own caste and ‘ aputra ’ as ‘ having

no son born of the wife of one’s own caste, and adds

that on the death of such a person, the Ksetraja and other

sons will inherit his property, but the son born of Shudra

mother will not get more than the tenth part of the estate :

—

and by Jimutavahara
(
Ddyahhdga

, p. 219), which says that

even in the absence of a son of a twice-born caste, the Shudra

son shall not get more than the tenth part.

VERSE CLV

“The son of a Shudra wife receives no share of his father’s

estate in case the mother was not legally married ’ (Medhatithi;

‘ others ,’ in Kulluka),—or in case he is destitute of

good qualities (Kulluka and Raghavananda). According to

Medhatithi and Narayana ‘ na rikthabhdk ’ means ‘ receives no

larger share than one-tenth, except if the father has given

more to him.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 535), which

adds the following notes :—According to Lak^midhara the

meaning is that * if the father gives anything to the son of his

Shudra wife, he should give only the tenth part of his pro-

perty ’;—Halayudba and Parijata hold that the verse denies

all share to the son of the Shudra mother who is not a married

wife,
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Ifc.is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 343)

;

which adds that this refers only to such property as may be

given by way of an affectionate present ; and hence there is

no incompatibility with those texts that deny to the said son

any part of the landed property.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 735), which notes that this

debarring from inheritance is meant for those cases where the

son in question has already received some affectionate presents

from the father ;—or that the verse may be taken to mean

that the son is not entitled to anything more than the tenth

share of the property.

It is quoted in Vyavaharmnayukha (p. 45) as debarring

from all inheritance the son of a shudra mother, who is not a

legally married wife ;—and by Jimutavahana (.Ddyabhdga,

p. 219), which says that this denial of heritance refers only to

those cases where the shudra son has already got the tenth

part of the father’s property, during the latter’s life-time, through

his favour.

f
VERSE CLVI

4

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 532),

which adds the following explanation :—In cases where twice-

born men have many sons from several wives of the same

caste as themselves,—or (as indicated by the term * vd ’)

many sons from several wives of diverse castes,—the sons

shall divide the property equally after having given some-

tiling to the eldest brother as his ‘additional share.’

It is quoted in Smrtitattva II (p. 193).

VERSE CLVn

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 532); 1—and
in Smrtitattva II (p. 193), which quotes and accepts the

explanation given by Kulluka that this is meant to preclude

the ‘ additional share’ prescribed in the preceding verse,
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VERSE CLVIII

This verse is quoted iu Vivadaratnakara (p. 549),

which adds that the diversity of opinion on this question

among the various Smrtis—as regards the exclusion or

inclusion of certain kinds of sons—is to be explained as based

upon consideration of the qualifications of the sons ;—in

Vyavahara-Balambhatti (p. 552,666 and 687);—in Dattaka-

chandrika (p. 61);—and in Vivddachintamani (Calcutta,

p. 147).

Medhatithi, Narayana and Nandana take the latter half

to mean that the six sons are neither bandhu (kinsmen) nor

ddyada (heir) ; Kulluka says that this explanation would be

against the declaration of Baudhayana ;—Narayana goes on

to explain ‘ bandhuddydda ’ as ‘heir to the kinsmen, i. e.,

inheritors of the estates of kinsmen, such as paternal uncles,

on failure of sons and wives of these latter.’

VER8E CL1X

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava, (Prayashchitta,

p. 37);—in Pardsharamddhavn (Vyavahara, p. 349), where

it is added that though the sons have been divided into

these two sets, yet the duty that devolves upon them, as

‘ sapindas ’ or ‘ sugoiras,,’ devolves equally on all the twelve,

—such as the offering of water and so forth ;—and as for

inheriting the father’s property, the latter set also are entitled

to it, in the absence of the former set

Tt is quoted in Vivadaratnakara
, (p. 549) ;—and

in Mitdkqard, (2. 132), which has the following notes:

—

The implication of this is that, in the case of the death also

of the Sapinda or the Samdnadaka of the father, the

property goes to the first set of six sons and not to the second

;

though the duty of offering water and so forth devolves

equally upon both sets. The Bdlambhattl adds that from

the last remark it follows that the compound ‘ addyddabdn*

dhavah ’ is to be expounded as ‘ addyada ’ (non-inheritors)

89
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-f bdndhava (relations),’ i. e. though they don’t inherit the

property, they make the offerings required of the Sapintfa

or Sagotra.

This is quoted in Vivddachintdinani, (Calcutta, p. 147) ;

—and in the Dattakachandrikd, (p. 01).

VERSE CLX

This verse is quoted along with the last, in Pardsha-

ramadhava (Prayasliachitta, p. 37) ;—in Parasharama-

dhava, (Vyavahara, p. 349) ;—in Vivadaratndkara, p. 549)

;

—and in Mitakqard, (2. 132).

The latter half of this is quoted in Viramitrodaya
,

(Samskara, p. 211) which has the following notes :—This

justifies the view that the ‘ Shaudra ’ also is a ‘ secondary son ’

;

but it adds that this can be understood only in the sense that the

son begotten by a Shudra on a slave girl (not married) is to be

regarded as a ‘ secondary son ’ only in the absence of a

‘ primary son.’

The vei|ie is quoted in Vyavahara-Bdlambhatti, (p. 006

and 087) ;—in Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 147) ;—and

in Dattakachandrikd
, (p. 01).

VERSE CLX1

Tins verse is quoted in Vyavahdra-Balambhatti, (p. 701).

VERSE CLXII

Medhatithi Iras been mis-represented here by Kulluka and

also by Buhler. (Bee text). Narayana and Nandana hold

that the rule refers to the case of two undivided brothers,

where one having died, the other, who has sons of his own,

begets on the other a Kqetraja son
;
in which case on the death

of the second brother, the K$etraja is entitled to receive only

the share of his mother’s husband, not any in the estate of

his natural father.
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This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 543), which

lias the following notes :—The ‘ Kqetraja ’ meant here is

one begotten by one not ‘ commissioned ’ (by the elders) ;

—

ipaitrkam riktham
’

means ‘that property which the father

gave to the mother for the purpose of maintaining the son.’

Others however construe the verse as it stands, in the direct

sense
—

‘ Each takes the property of his own father.’

It is quoted in Apararka
, (p. 739), as laying down that

the Dvydmusydyana-Ksetraja is entitled to inherit the

property of his progenitor-father.

It is quoted in Smrtitattva
, (p. 169), which explains the

meaning to be that each is to take the property of the man

from whose seed he was born ;—and by Jimutavahana

(Ddyabhdga, p. 229), which says that the son shall inherit

the property of that person from whose ‘ seed ’ he may be

bom.

VERSE CLXITI

‘ Pradadyatjivanam ’.
—

‘ And if one does not maintain

them, he commits sin ’ (Medhatithi and Kulluka),
—

‘ but not,

if they have other means of subsistence ’ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Mitdk$ard (2. 132), which notes

that this rule is meant for those cases where the ‘adopted’

and other ‘ secondary ’ sons are either not friendly towards

the ‘body-born’ son, or entirely devoid of good qualities. The

Balambhatfi has the following notes :
—

‘ dnrshamsya ’ means

‘ avoidance of sin ’; so that the meaning is that if mainten-

ance is not provided, sin is incurred.

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 542), which has the

following notes :

—

‘‘Shesdndm', those precluded from inheri-

tance;
—

‘

anrskamsya’ is pity,
—

‘

prafiranam’
,

maintenance ;

—in Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 348), which adds

that the verse is meant to be a mere eulogium on the ‘body-

bom’ son, it does not really preclude the fourth share for the

Other sons —in Nrsimhaprasdda (Vyavahara, 40a) ;

—
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in Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 149), which explains

‘ anrshamshyam ’ as ‘pity’, and ‘prajivanam’ as ‘main-

tenance ’ and by Jimutavahana, (Ddyabhaga, p. 229).

VERSE CLXIV

This rule refers to the case where the Kxetraja was born

before the ‘ body-born ’ son, and received no property from his

progenitor-father (Raghavananda) ;—It refers to the case

where a man dying leaving several widows, one of those is

‘ commissioned ’ to bear a son, while another gives birth to a

‘ body-born ’ son (Narayana). <

This verse is quoted in Viradarntnakara (p. 543),

which adds that the option of ‘ fifth ’ and ‘ sixth ’ share is

meant to be determined by the presence or absence of good

qualifications in the Ksetraja son concerned;—in Paraahara-

inadhuva (Vyavahara, p. 348), which deduces the following-

conclusion :—Tf the Ksetrajn son is endowed with exception-

ally good qualifications, he receives a fourth share
;

if he is

devoid of gdfrd qualities and also unfriendly to the ‘ body-

born’ son, then only a sixth share; if he is only devoid of quali-

ties, but not unfriendly,—or if is he unfriendly but not devoid

of qualities,—then a fifth share,—and by Jimutavahana (Ddya-

bhaga, p. 229).

VERSE CLXV

‘ Gotrarikthamshabhaginah. ’
—

‘ Become member’s of the

gotra and also inherit’ (Medhatithi, Kulluka and Nandana) ;

—

‘share the family estate’ (Narayana) -‘they receive such

share in the estate as will suffice for their maintenance ’ (sug-

gested by Narayana and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 544),

which adds the following notes ’The first half of the verse

is merely a reiteration of what has been prescribed before j the

‘ten’, beginning with the ‘adopted’ son, in due order, i. each
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in the absence of the one preceding,—become *gotrabhdginah’

—
i. e., ‘ entitled to do all that behoves a blood-relation as

explained by Asahayacharya,—and * rikthamshahhaginah ’,

i. e., ‘ entitled to inherit the father’s property This rule refers

to cases where there is no ‘body-born’ son, nor ‘ the appointed

daughter ’, nor the ‘ Kqetraja ’ son ;—in Dayatattva (p. 14)

;

—and in Vyavahara-Bdlambhatfi (pp. 55 and 652).

VERSE CLXVI

‘Svakfdtre ’
—

‘On his own wife’ (Medhatithi);
—

‘on his

wife of the same caste as himself’ (‘others’ in Medhatithi,

Narayana and Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnahara (p. 553) ;

—

in Parasharamadhava (Prayashchitta, p. 38);—in Vyava-

hara-Balanibhaifi (pp. 538, 557 and 089);—and in Nrsim-

hapramda (Vyavahara 38a)

;

VERSE CLXXVII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnahara (p. 555),

which has the following notes
—

‘ Talpa’, wife,
—

‘

vyadhi-

tasaya va ’, the disease meant is of the incurable type,

—

‘

si'adharmena’, according to the rules laid down, i.e. ‘smearing

his body with clarified butter’ and so forth;—in Para-

sharamadhava (Prayashchitta, p. 38);—in Vyavahara-

Balambhatti (p. 540 and 557) :—in Nrsimhaparasada

(Vyavahara 38a);—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 187b).

VERSE CLXVIII

1Sadr$ham ’.—‘Equal by virtue, not by caste ’ (Medha-

tithi);
—

‘Equal by caste’ (Kulluka, Narayana, Raghavananda

and Nandana).

‘Matd pita cha\-—‘Mother and father, mutually agree-

ing’ (Kulluka),
—

‘mother, if there is no father’ (Raghava-

nanda).
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‘ Pritisamyuktam ’.
—

‘ Affectionately, not out of greed
’

(Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ not out of fear and so forth ’ (Kulluka and

Nandana) ;
—

‘ not by force or fraud ’ (Raghavananda).

‘ Apadi —‘ If the adopter has no son ’ (Kulluka and

Raghavananda) ;
—

‘if the adoptee’s parents are in distress
’

(Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Madnapdrijata (p. 652), which

adds the following notes:
—

‘ Sadrsham ’, of the same caste

;

if the father is dead or gone to foreign lands, and the mother

finds herself in distress, she is by herself, entitled to ‘ give

away’ the son; similarly- if the molher happens to be in-

. sane or dead, the father, by himself, is entitled to give him

away ; in other cases the child can be given away only by

the consent of both parents ;—the addition of the term

‘ apadi ’ means that no son can be given away in normal

times ; if he be given in normal times, the sin of it falls

upon the giver, not the receiver, of the son.

It is quoted in Mifdk$ara (2. 132), which adds that no

son should be given under normal conditions,—this being

a prohibition meant for the giver
,
not for the aflopter (adds

the Balambhatti), who therefore incurs no sin;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 188b).

It is quoted in Vimmitrodaya (Samskara, p. 224),

which adds the following notes
—

‘ Apadi ’, during a famine

and so forth ;—if the child is given in normal times, the

sin lies on the giver ;—or it may refer to the adopter, in

which case ‘apadi’ will mean ‘when he has no son’,

—

also on p. 211, where
‘ mdrsham ’ is explained as ‘of the

same caste’;—it rejects the view of Medhatithi that the

Ksattriya can be adopted by the Brahmana, and also that

of the Kalpataru that the Brahmana can adopt a Shudra,

on account of their being opposed to Shaunaka, Gautama

and Yajfiavalkya.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 736), which adds the

following notes :
—

‘ Adbhih ’ stands for all those details that

accompany gifts ;—* apadi during a famine and so forth

”
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or ‘ apadi ’ may refer to the <adopter

,

in which case it

will mean ‘ in the event of his having no son ’;
—

‘ sadrsham ’,

of the same caste as the giver and the adopter ;
—

‘
priti-

samyuktan ’, not moved by fear or any such motive.

It is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 176) ;—in Viva-

daratndkara (p. 567), which adds the following notes—

‘Apadi’, when the adopter has no son;

—

‘sadrsham’,

of the same caste
;

but Medhatithi holds that the

‘equality’ is in qualities, not in caste;

—

‘pritisamyuk-

tam ’, free from all fear and such other motives ;—and in

Vyavaharamayukha (p. 47), which reads ‘ vd ’ (for ‘cka’)

and remarks that in the absence of the mother, the father

alone may give away the son, or the mother may do it

in the absence of the father
;

it goes on to controvert

Vijftaneshvara’s view that the sin of giving away the son in

normal times accrues to the yiver, not to the adopter ;

—

‘ Sadrsham ’, equal in family-status and other qualifications,

says Medhatithi
;
hence according to him the Ksattriya also

may be adopted by the Brahmana. But it prefers the view

of Kulluka by which ‘ sadrsham '

means ‘of equal caste’.

This is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Prayashcliitta,

p. 38);—in Vyavahdra-Balambhatli (pp. 557 and 692) ;

—

in Dattakachandrika (p. 48), which explains ‘ apadi ’

as

‘when the adopter has no son’,—and ‘ Sadrsham

’

as ‘be-

longing to the same caste,’—it notes Medhatithi’s opinion

that ‘ Sadrsham ’ means ‘ possessed of equalities in keeping

with the traditions of the family ,’ and hence even a Ksattriya

could be adopted by the Brahmana, and adds that what

this means is that ‘ when the Brahmana, has a body-born

son, his other sons of the Ksattriya and other castes, even

though not entitled to the offering of Balls and water, yet

for purposes of perpetuating his name, they serve the purposes

of a son ’;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara 38 a—and

Shraddha 4 a);—in Krtymarasamuchchaya (p. 73), which

explains adbhih
'

as ‘water’ and notes that it includes Tila

and the other ingredients also,—it explains ‘ sadrsham ’
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as ‘ of the same caste’, and ‘ apadi ’ as ‘in the event of the

adopter having no son —it adds that ‘ Pritisamyuktam ’

(which is its reading for ‘ pritisamyuktam ’) means that

the father or mother should make over the child through

love and not through fear or covetousness ;—and in Datta-

kamimansd ’ (p. 9 and 20), which explains * apadi ’ as

‘ dining a famine or some such times of distress ’,—and adds

that if the parents give away the child during normal times,

they incur sin.

VERSE CLXIX

‘ Gunadosavichakqanam ’.
—

‘Knowing that by perform-

ing or not performing Shraddhas &c. merit or sin will follow
’

(Kulluka);
—

‘knowing himself to be the son of such and such

a person and hence likely to become an out-cast if he did not

serve him properly ’ (Raghavananda);
—

‘ not a minor’ (‘ some
’

in Medhatithi and Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 738), which

explains ‘ s&drsham ’ as referring to caste

;

—and in Vivdda-

ratndkara (p. 572), which adds the following notes :

—

Here also, according to Medhatithi,
‘ sadrsham ’ means ‘of

similar qualifications’;
—

‘ Gunadomvichaksanam ’ means

‘knowing that there is merit in performing the after-death

rites for the parents, and sin in not performing them .’—

‘putragunaih \ obedience and such qualities.

It is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Prayashchitta, p.

38),—in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhat(i (pp. 546 and 557) ;—in

Krtyasdrasamuchchaya (p. 74), which quotes Vtodda-

chandra to the effect that ‘ sadrsham ’ means ‘ of the same

caste ’;—and in Nrsimhaprasdda (Vyavahara 38a).

VERSE CLXX

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 560);

—

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Tcdpaja

\

born of the
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wife;—the actual progenitor of this child being unknown,

it belongs to the same caste as its mother ; this is the

case when there is no suspicion of the mother having had

intercourse with a man of a lower caste ; in the case of

there being such suspicion, the child must be regarded as

‘bom in the reverse order’, and hence not capable of

serving any useful purpose.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Prayashchitta,

p. 38);—in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhatti (pp. 541 and 557);

—

in Nrsimhaprasdda (Vyavahara 38a) ;—and in Vtramitro-

daya (Vyavahara 187 b.)

VERSE CLXXI

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 739), which

explains the meaning to be that the ‘Apaviddha ’ son is

one who is taken up on being abandoned by the parents

for some cause, other than his having become an ‘ outcast —
and in the Vivddaratnakara (p. 571), which adds the

following notes :
—

‘ Utsrstam ’, abandoned,—for some such

reason as extreme poverty and consequent incapability to

maintain him, or the presence of some defect in him
; the

acceptance also by the receiver should be for the definite

purpose of making him his son ;—also in Pardsharama-

dhava (Prayashchitta, p. 38) ;—in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhatti

(pp. 547 and 557) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasdda (Vyavahara,

p. 38 a).

VERSE CLXXn

This verse is quoted in Mitak§ard (2. 129), which

adds that if the girl remains unmarried, then the son belongs

to her father ; but if she is married subsequently, the son

belongs to her husband ;—in Parasharamadhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 38);—in Vyavahdra-BalambhaiCi (p. 557);—in

Nrsimhaprasdda (Vyavahara 38 a);—and in Vtramitro-

daya (Vyavahara 187 b).

90
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VERSE CLXXIH

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 567),

which adds that the term * samskriyatV stands for the

rites of offerings etc. other than those performed with

mantras prescribed in connection with marriage ;—it quotes

the opinion of others to the effect that the rites meant are

those laid down in the Atharvan texts

:

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 189 b) ;

—

in Parasharamadhava (Prayashchitta, p. 38) ;—in Vyava-

hara-Balambliatti (pp. 547 and 557) ;—and in Nrsimha-

prasada (Vyavahara, p. 38a).

It is quoted in Apardrha (p. 738) ;—and in Viramitro-

daya (Samskara, p. 742), which remarks that the ‘rites’

spoken of here are with a view to just qualify the son thus

born to serve as the ‘ son ’ of his mother’s husband ;

—

and it does not stand for the regular marriage-rites.

? VERSE CLXXIV

‘ Sadrsho ’ sadrsho ‘pivd\—‘Equal or unequal, by

good qualities, not by caste ’ (Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;

—

‘ whether of equal or lower caste ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Mitak§ard (2. 131), which

adds that ‘ sadrsha ’ and ‘ asadrsha ’ should be understood

to be in regard to qualities, not caste ;—in Apardrka

(p. 738), which also adds the same remark ;—in Vivadarat-

ndkara (p. 570), which adds the following notes :

—

‘Sadrshah’,

of the same caste, ‘ asadfshah ’, of a different jcaate,-*-says

the Parijata
;

the author of the Prakasha adds that even

though the text contains the term ‘ asadrsha£ ’ yet one

should mot buy a son either of a lower or a higher (paste

than his own;—and Medhatithi has -said that
‘

sadrsha ’

and ‘ asadrsha ’ refer to sons of the same caste, hutM
diverse qualifications.
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It. is quoted in Madanaparijatu (p. (>53), which also-

explains ‘ sadrxha ’ as referring to qualifications ;—in the

Pardskaramadhava (Prayaslichitta, p. 38) ;—in Vyavahdra~

Bdlambhatti (p. 557) and in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara

38 a).

VERSE CLXXV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya, (Samskara,

p. 743), which explains the construction as ‘p<ttya svech-

chhaya parityalta —in Pardsharamddhva (Prayaslichitta,

p. 38);—and in Vijavahara-Bdlambhatfi (p. 558).

VERSE CLXXVI

“ Raghavanada, relying on Yajfiavalkya 2. 130, thinks

that the word ‘ vd ’ at the end of the first half-verse, permits

the insertion of or not a virgin.’
”—Euhler.

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 00), which adds

the following explanation :—If, on the death of her flawless

husband,—or even during the life-time of a husband who is

either impotent or insane or out-cast,—a woman has recourse

to a second man, that man is called her
1

paunarbhava ’

husband, and the woman who is formally married to such a

husband is called
1punarbhvh ’

;

or the meaning may be that

if a woman abandons the husband of her youth,—who has

no defects and is fully capable of maintaining her,—and has

sexual intercourse with another man, but returns again to

her former husband, she is
i

gatapratyagatd ’ and also

‘ kqatayoni’; and the husband (deserted and resumed) is

ipaunarbhava\ —Both these kinds of the ‘paunarbhava ’

ore described by Vashistha.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 740) to

the effect that re-marriage is permitted only so long as the

girl is still ‘ akgatayoni ’ ‘virgin’. It adds the following

notes If the virgin- here described marries again, it is the

second husband that is called ‘paunarbhava and it is this
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man, and his sons, that are excluded from shraddhas and

gifts etc.; the name cannot apply to the former (deserted)

husband or his sons. Though the woman being
‘punar-

bhuh ’, both the husbands, being related to her, are liable to

the title ‘paunarbhava ’ (‘ related to the Punarbhu ’), yet the

most reasonable view appears to be to apply the title to that

particular husband by virtue of whose connection the woman

herself becomes
‘punarbhu \ Apardrka has applied the

title to both the husbands
;
but this view becomes annulled

by the above considerations. Though in the explanation

provided by us, there would appear to be no dis-

tinction made as to whether the gatapra tydgata girl is or

is not still a virgin, yet both Narayana and Medhatithi have

held that the epithet ‘aksatayonih ‘ virgin ’, is meant to be

construed with the ‘ gatapratyagatd ’ also. And this is the

correct view.

It is quoted in the Nrsimhaprcisdda tVyavahara 38a.)

VERSE CLXXVII
f

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 738), which explains

that the ‘ Havana ’, cause, for abandoning, consists in the

child having become an out-cast,—and * sparshayet \

offers, surrenders.

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 571), which has

the following notes :
—

‘ Akdranat ’, without fault,
—

‘ dtmdnam
sparshayet ’ should offer himself with the words.

—
‘ I am your

son —in the Parasharamddhava (Prayashchitta, p. 38) ;

—

in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara 38a) ;—in Vyavahara-

Bafambhatti (p. 546) ;—in Shraddhakriyakaumudi (p. 455);

—in Shuddhikaumudi (p. 92) ;—and in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara 189b), which says that the abandoning of the

child should be only because of inability to support it, and

not by reason of the ohild having become an out-cast and so

forth.
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VERSE CLXXVHI

“The designation ‘a corpse’ indicates that his father

derives imperfect benefits from his offerings (Kulluka, Nara-

yana and Raghavananda),—or that he is blameable (Raghava-

nanda).”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava, (Prayash-

chitta, p. 38) ;—in Vivadaratnakara (p. 574), which adds the

following notes :

—

• Parayan,' conferring some benefits upon

the man whom he regards as his father,—he is called ' shava ’

‘corpse,’ because of his being capable of conferring very

little benefit upon his father;—in Vyavahara-Balambhatti,

(pp. 552 and 688) ;—in Nrsimhaprasdda (Vyavahara 38a) ;

—

in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 189b) ;—and by Jimutavahana

(Ddyabhaga
, p. 220), which says that this refers to the son of

a Shudra woman who is not a married wife.

VERSE CLXXIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 537), which

adds the note that the son meant is born to a slave from

a slave-girl not married to him ;—the Kalpataru holds that the

son meant is that born from the slave-girl belonging to a

personal servant;—-in Vyavahara-Balambhatti (p. 566);

—in Nrsimhapramda (Vyavahara, p. 38a) ;—and by Jlmu-

tavahana (.Ddyabhaga

,

p. 222), which says that in the absence

of the said sanction, the son is to have only half a share.

VER8E CLXXX

“These substitutes are not to be taken if there is a

‘body-born’ son (Medhatithi),—or an ‘appointed daughter’

(Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 574),

which adds the following notes:— ‘

Putrapratinidhln,'

‘ substitutes of the Body-born Son and the Appointed Daugh-

ter’,—they perform the necessary functions only in the absence
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of these two ;—the reason for this is supplied by the term
‘ Kriyalopat '—which means ‘ on account of the risk of

transgressing the injunction that one should beget children

—the injunction is an obligatory one
;
and as such has to be

obeyed by some means or the other
;
hence when the primary

method of having children fails, one must have recourse to

the secondary method of having substitutes.

It is quoted in Smrtitattva , II, (p. 262), to the effect

that the name ‘ son ’ is applied to the substitutes only figur-

atively;—in Apararka (p. 97) ;—in Mitaksara, (3. 259),

to the effect that the substitutes are not really sons, they !U
-c

so called because they perform the functions of the .son ;

—

in Vtramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 207), which notes that

those ‘sons’ whose bodies are made up of the constituents of the

body of one of the two parents,

—

e.g. the
4

Ksetraja,’
4

Gudhaja,’

‘Kanlvn’
4

Paunarbhava ’ and
4

Saliodha ’—are called ‘substi-

tutes because the constituents of the body of the other parent

are wanting;—and in the case of the Appointed Daughter,

even though her body is made up of the constituents of the

bodies of Jpth parents, and as such she would appeal’ to be

exactly like a regular
4

son,’ yet she has been regarded as a
4
substitute ’ or

4 secondary son,’ on the ground that being a

girl, she has a body wherein the constituents of the father's

body are less than those of the mother's
; it is for this reason

that Yajfiavalkya has called her ‘equal’ to the ‘Body-born’

Son;—the son of the Appointed Daughter is
4

secondary,’

the constituents of the bodies of his grandparents existing in

his body indirectly (through his mother). In the case of the

‘Dattaka,’ ‘Krfta,’ ‘Krtrima,’ ‘Svayam-datta’ and ‘Apabiddha/

on the other hand,—where the
4

son ’ is not born of either

of the adoptive parents,—there is no connection at all with flic

constituents of the bodies of these latter
;
and in their case,

their character of
4

secondary son’ would rest entirely upon the

verbal authority of the texts, and in their case the term
lpm$midhi,

’

4

substitute,’ would mean 4

anuhalpa, ’
4
‘ secondary

alternative.’
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It is quoted in Mada/naparijata i(p. 837), which motes

that these sons are not regular ‘ sons,’ the name being applied

to them only on the ground of their performing the functions

of the eon ;—in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhattl (pp. 552, 652

and 683) ;—in Dattakamlmdnsa (p. 29) ;—in Dattaka-

chcmdrikd (p. 48);—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara

189b), whieh says that the reason for their being called

‘secondary substitutes ’lies in the fact that there have been

no marriage and other rites performed.

VERSE CLXXXJ

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 574);—and

in Apararka (p. 97).

VERSE CLXXXII

Medhatithi on verses 182—202 is wanting in all Mss.

But Kulluka criticises his view on 187 ; and Vivadaratma-

kara (p. 522) quotes him on 194.

“ Hence no subsidiary sons (Kulluka and Raghavananda),

or no K$etrjas (Narayana) are necessary in such a case. Kul-

luka and Raghavananda add that the brother will take the

estate and give the funeral offerings on failure of a wife,

daughters and so forth (Yajfiavalkya, 2. 135).”—Buhler.

This verse ’is quoted in Vivddaratnkara (p. 582) ;—in

Smftitattva, H (p. 389), which explains
‘

ekajatanam ’ as

‘ born of the same father and mother ’*;—in Mitdk$ara,

(2. 132), to the effect that the verse is meant to prohibit tire

adopting of any other person as ‘ son,’ so long as the brother’s

son can be adopted ; it does not mean that the nephew is a

regular'
1

son.’

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 211), which

adds the 'following notes :—:The term ‘putrinah* indicates

some action -taken by the man Who adopts the ‘ sOn ’
; so that
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the meaning of the sentence comes to be this :—Among uterine

brothers, if a son is born to even one, the others, havingno sons

of their own, should adopt that son as theirs
;
nor would this

be repugnant to the prohibition that there can be no adopting of

one who is the only son of his parents ; as the only ground

for this prohibition lies in the consideration that if the only

son becomes adopted by another person, the line of his own

father becomes extinct
;
which consideration is not present in

the case in question as the ‘ line ’ of all uterine brothers is one

and the same ; then there is smother reason also ; what the

prohibition interdicts is the giving of the only son to be

adopted, while in the case in question there is no giving away,

the son being regarded as belonging to all the brothers, only

by mutual understanding.

It is qupted in Vyavahdra-Bdlamhhatfi (p. 068);—in

Dattakamtmdmsd (p. 10) as lending support to the view that,

so far as possible, one should adopt his own brother’s son, and

adds that ‘ ekajdtdndm. ’ makes it clear that the adopting is

to be done by the uterine brother, not by a brother born of

different fathers or different mothers, and that ‘ bhratrrndm ’

implies that there can be no mutual adoption by the brother

of the son of the sister ;—and in Virmitrodaya (Vyavahara

108b).

VERSE CLXXXIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 582) ;

—

in Smrtitattva (p. 300) as attributing the character of the

regular ‘son’ to the son of the co*wife;—in Smrtitattva II

(p. 187) ;—again on p. 388, where * ekapatnindm ’ is ex-

pounded as ‘ ekah patih ydsam’;—in Hemadri (Shraddha,

p. 97);—in Shrdddhakriyakaumudt (p. 459 and 465), to the

effect that a woman’s property is inherited (1) by her son,

(2) by her grandson, (3) by her great-grandson, (4) by her

daughter and (5) by her step-son; and also as entitling the

step-son to do the ‘ sapiipfanaj ‘ amalgamating’ Shraddha for
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his step-mother ;—in Krtyasdrasavmchchaya (p. 76), to the

effect that the step-son is as good as a son ;—in Dattaka-

rmmamsa (p. 14), to the effect that the step-son is a ‘son’,

even without lieing ‘appointed’, because he is constituted by

the elements of her own husband’s body;—in Dattaka-

chandrikd (p. 50) ;—in Srnrtisdroddhdra (p. 200), to the

effect that if a woman has no son of her own, her after-

death rites are to be performed by her step-son ;—in Shwldhi-

kaumudi (p. 103) ;—and in Vyavahdra-Balambh atti (p. 668).

VERSE CLXXXIV

“ Kulluka and Ritghavananda add that, as the son of

Slxudra wife is enumerated among the twelve, and not consi-

dered, like the son of Ksattriya and Vaishya wives, a legiti-

mate son, he inherits only on failure of all other subsidiary

sons.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 552),

which explains ‘ Sadrshah ’ as ‘equal in qualifications’;—in

Vyavahdra-Bdlambhalti (pp. 555, 69 1 and 698) ;—and in

Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 192a).

VERSE CLXXXV

“Kulluka and Riighavananda insert, after ‘who leave

no son,’ ‘ nor widow and daughters ’, and before ‘ brothers ’,

‘who leaves no parents.’ Narayana, who (as also Govindaraja

and Nandana) reads ‘ era vd ’,
‘ or brothers’, says that the father

inherits the estate of an undivided son leaving no male

issue, or the brothers with his permission, and that the estate

of a divided son descends to his wife and other heirs men-

tioned in Yajfiavalkya II, 135-136.”-—Buhler.

The first half of this verse is quoted in Mitaksard

(2. 132) to the effect that all sons, ‘ body-born ' as well as

others, are entitled to inherit the father’s property. The

Bdlambhalft quotes verse 184 and notes that * son ’ cannot be

91
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taken as standing for the body-bom sons only
; because the

rights of the body-born born have been declared in another

verse already.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p, 653);—and in Vivadarat-

nakara (p. 552), which quotes the first half only ;—it quotes

the second half on p. 592, where ‘ aputrasya ’ is explained

as ‘ without sons, primary as well as secondary.’

The second half is quoted in Mitak$ara (2. 136), as

laying down that the property of a sonless man goes to his

Father or Brother;—again as justifying the conclusion that,

if the man leaves a large property, his wife is to receive

enough for her maintenance and the remainder is to

go to his brother;—again, where the view is expressed

that all that is meant is that both the Father and die

Brother are entitied to inherit
; and no priority or preference

is meant to be implied by the order in which the two are

mentioned ;—on this the Balambhatti notes that this

view is supported by the use of the particleW again, where

it is explained as meaning that brothers inherit only in the

.absence of 4lie father.

It is quoted in Vyaoahdra-Balambhatti (p. 650 and

651); in Dattakachandrikd (p. Ol);—and by Jhnutava-

hana Dayabhaga, (p. 253 and 293), to the effect that it is this

brother that inherits, not the brother’s son.

VERSE CLXXXVI

According to Kulluka and Raghvananda the verse is

meant to indicate the right of the hetraja and other second-

ary sons to inherit the estate of grand-father and others

dying childless.—According to Xandana it indicates the right

of grand-sons and great grand-sons to inherit before brothers

and the rest.

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 592) ;

—

in Apardrka (p. 744), a*s describing the ‘nearest sapindas ’

;

the sense being that that sapinda is the ‘nearest ’ who makes.
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water-offerings to the same persons (father, grandfather and

great-grandfather) ; so that the uterine brother would be the

‘nearest’; the son of the uterine brother would be one step

removed, as his ‘father’ would be different ;—still one further

removed would be the brother’s grandson, as his ‘father’

and ‘grandfather’ would both be different ; so on with the

others.

It is quoted in Smrtitattva IT (p. 134), to the effect

that the father, the grandfather and the great-grandfather,

irrespective of their wives, are the
‘

deities' (i. e., recipients) of

the water and other offerings ;—and again on p. 195 ;—and

in Vypvaharri-Balamhhatfi (p. 055) ;—in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara 198b) ;—and by Jimutavaliana (Dayabhaga,

pp. 157 and 253).

VERSE CLXXXVII

‘Sapindat ’.
—

“ In the text the word is masculine. Kulluka

begins by taking it generally as masculine or feminine, then,

after giving the law of inheritance for the sons, he begins by

taking the wife as the first female inheritor, quotes seven verses

of Brhaspati and Vrddha Manu, and also Yajfivalkya (2. 135-

1 36) to prove the statement ; and ends by giving a list of

female sapindas, after denouncing Medhatithi, because he denies

the wife the right of sharing the inheritance ”.—Hopkins.

Raghavananda agrees, in substance, with Kulluka ; but in

order to make the rule still more fully agree with Yajfiavalkya

(2. 135-136), he asserts that the cognates (Bandhus) are also

implied by the term ‘ sakulya ’.—According to bandana, the

‘sakulyas’ are Samanadakas.

The first half of this verse is quoted in Mitahmra (2.136),

as lending support to the view that among brothers, the first

claim is that of the uterine one, those born of other mothers

being a step further removed ;—in Apararha (p. 744) to the

effect that the nearer sapinda has the prior claim,
—

‘nearness’

having been described under 186,
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It is quoted in Vivadaralnakora (p. 592), which adds

the following notes :

—

1

Ancintarah ’, near,
—

*

dhana/m ’, of

the man without son,
—

‘ sakulya ’ here stands for Samd-

nadaha ;—in Vyavahdramayukha (p. 63), in support

of the view that the claim of the sister comes next to

that of the grandmother (paternal) ;—in Smrtitattva II

(p. 195), which explains the meaning to be that ‘from

among the Sapindas of the dead man, the nearest will inherit

his property’;—in Ddyakramamhgraha (pp. 10 and 28);

—

in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara, p. 40b) ;—in Vyavahara-

Bdiambhatfi (pp. 570 and 662);—in Vivadachintamani

(Calcutta, p. 154) ;—and by Jimutavahana (Dayabhdga, p.

332), which, explains ‘ sakulya ’ as ‘ beyond the Sapinda ’, and

also as ‘the descendant of great-great-grandfather’.

VERSE CLXXXVI11

‘ Sarvesdm \
—

‘Of all the heirs mentioned in the preced-

ing verse’ (Raghavanada) ;
—

‘of all males and females

related in aqy way to the deceased ’ (Nandana) ;—the term

indicates that other persons, not named here, such as fellow-

students and so forth, are also entitled to the inheritance

(Kulluka).

“ Narayana points out that this rule refers solely to the

property of a Bralimana —Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 675),

which says that it refers to any Brahmana neighbour of the

deceased;—in Mitdk$ard (2. 136), to the effect that on the

failure of blood-relations, a fellow-student, and a learned Brah-

mana, the property shall go to any ordinary Brahmana ;

—

in Vyavahara-Bdlambhatfi (p. 605) ;—in Dayakrama-

mngraha (p. 12);—and by Jimutavahana (Dayabhdga,

p. 333).

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 597);—and in

Parasharamddhava (Vyavahara, p. 354), which makes the

same remark as Mitak§ard.
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VERSE CLXXXIX

The first lialf of this verse is quoted in Mitdk^ara (2. 136),

which remarks that this only means that the king shall

not take the Brahmana’s property, and not that even a son

may not inherit the Brahmana’s property;—again, to the

effect that no part of the Brahmana’s estate shall be an escheat

to the king.

It is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 675), to the effect

that the property of the K%attriya caste, in the absence of

legal heirs, shall go to the king, and not to the Braliraana;

—

in Vivadaratnakara (p. 597) ;—in Parasharamadhava

(Vyavahara, p. 355) to the effect that on the failure of

legal heirs, the Brahmana’s property shall never go to the

king, while that, of the other castes shall go to the king ;—in

Dayakramasahgi'cdtn (p. 12) ;—in Nrsimhaprasada

(Vyavahara, p. 41a);—and by Jimutavahana (Dayahhagu

,

p. 338).

VERSE GXC

According to Kullukaand Raghavananda, this verse refers

to the case in which a duly authorised widow bears a son

to her husband through a sagotra
;
and the former adds that

this practice having been already sanctioned under verse 59,

it is mentioned here again with a view to make it clear that

the son may be obtained by the widow, not only “from

the younger brother-in-law or a Sapinda”, but also from

a remoter sagotra.—Narayana holds the meaning of this

verse to be that the son that the widow bears, even without

authorisation, to a sagotra, shall inherit the property of

the husband of that widow. He adds that some people apply

this rule to Shudra females only.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 589),

which adds the following notes :—The widow of a deceased

person should bear a son from a ‘ sagotra ’

—

i. e. eitherfrom

the younger brother-in-law or a sapinda—should make
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over the property owned by her dead husband to that son,

and she should not take it herself ; such is the opinion of

the Parijata ;—the author of the Prakdsha on the other

hand holds the meaning to be that the king himself should

make the widow bear a son through a sagotra, and hand

over to him the father’s property ;—the final result of both

the explanations is the same.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 742), which explains

‘ tasmai ’ (which is its reading for ‘ tannin ’) as ‘to that

child —and in Vyavahara-Balambhattt (p. 758).

VERSE CXCI

Kulluka and Nandana hike this verse as referring to

the case in which a woman married twice successivly two

husbands and bore a son to each of them ; in this case,

on the death of the husbands, the property of each should

be given by the mother to his own son.—Raghavananda,

while accepting this explanation, proposes another:
—

‘ If

two sons begotten by two different men contend for the

separate property of their mother, &c^ &c. ’.—Narayana holds

that the verse refers to a contention between a ‘ body-born
’

son and a ‘ gotaka '

or ‘ Paunarbhava ’ son for the estates

of their respective fathers held by their mother.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 588),

which notes that the term
4

stri ’, according to the Parijata,

stands for the prostitute, the re-married widow or the

dissolute woman ;—and in Vyavahara-Bdlambhatti (pp. 483

and 758).

VERSE cxcn

According to Kulluka and Raghavananda, this rule

applies to unmarried daughters only, the married daughters

receiving only a fourth of a brother’s share (see 118 above).

—

Narayana holds that
4 matrikam riktham ’ refers to property

other than the
4

strtdhana ’, and qualifies the
4

sisters ’ as
4

without son ’.
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This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 667), which

adds the following notes :—The meaning of the verse is that

the mother’s estate is to go (1) to her own daughters, (2)

on their absence to her daughter’s sons, (3) in the absence

of these latter to her own sons, not to the sons of her co-

wives, (4) in the absence of her sons, to the sons of her own

son ;—the expression ‘ samam sarve sahodarah *
is meant

to preclude the brothers born of different mothers ;—the sons

of co-wives being entitled to inherit only in default of the

woman’s own sons (or grandsons).

It is quoted in Mitakqara (2. 145), as asserting the

title of* both sons and daughters to the estate of their mother;

it explains the construction as
—

‘ Matrkam riktham sarve

sahodarah samam bhajeran sunabhayo bhaginyashcha

samam bhajeran ’;—it does not mean that the ‘ sons

and daughters together shall divide the property equally ’;

if this were the meaning then the words used would have

been * bhrdtrbhagiyah ’ or
4

bhratarah ’;—the term samam
is meant to preclude the special additional share’ (of the

eldest brother), and
1 sahodarah ’ to preclude the brothers

born of other mothers :—The Balambhatfi reproduces the

remarks noted above from the Madanaparijdta, attributing

it to the Kalpataru

.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 721), which remarks that

the particle
4

vha ’ (‘ bhaginyashcha ’) denotes option

,

not

combination and in the option, the first title is of the

unmarried daughters;—in Vivadaratndkara (p. 515),

which adds the following notes
—

‘ Samam ’, without any

additional share being allotted to the eldest,

—

4 bhaginyah \

those that are unmarried and those that have had no

children,
—

‘ Sanabhayah ’, uterine ;—in Vyavaharamayu-

kha (p. 70), which states the opinion of ‘some’ that the

verse lays d6wn the conjoint title of biethers and sisters

to such proparty of their mother as she had received as

presents from her husband;—in Vivadachintamani (Cal-

cutta, pp. 125 and 142), which explains *samam* as ‘not
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in unequal shares’,

—

‘‘Sanahhayah' as ‘uterine and notes that

this refers to unmarried sisters only,—in Nityacharapaddhati

(p. 296);—in Viramitrodaya (Vyavaliara 216a), which says

that the sense is that all uterine brothers and sisters are

entitled to equal shares in the mother’s property,—and all half

brothers and sisters are excluded;—and by Jimutavahuna

(Ddyabhdga, p. 126), which has the same note.

VERSE CXCHJ

The grand-daughters should be unmarried (Kulluka);

—‘when the married daughters are dead, their daughters

shall be presented at will by their maternal unclds with

the share which their mothers would have received as a

token of respect ’ (Narayana)
;
—

‘ Pritipurvakam ’ means

‘at the pleasure of the sons’ (Raghavananda);—the gift to

the grand-daughfers is absolutely compulsory (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 666)

which explains ‘ tdsdm ’ as ‘of the daughters of the deceased

lady;—in Apardrka (p. 722);—in Vivddaratnakara (p. 51C ),

which add# the following notes :
— ‘ Tdsdm ’, of the daughters

mentioned in the preceding verse,
—

‘
yathamshatah ’, accord-

ing as the property is large or small ;—in Vyavahara-

mayukha (p. 71) as laying down that some pari of tins

woman’s property should be given to her grand-daughters ;

—

in Vivddachintamani (Calcutta, p. 142) ;—and in Vtrami-

trodaya (Vyavahara 216b), which explains ‘ yatharhatah ’

as ‘in consideration of their poverty and other circumstances’.

VERSE CXCIV

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 368), which notes that the term ‘six-fold’ is meant

to preclude a lesser, not a larger, number;—in Mitdksard

(2. 135-136), as setting aside the view that women have

no rights to property except through their husband or son ;

—

Bdlambha{fi explaining ‘ adhyagni’ as that obtained near
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the fire at the marriage ceremony,

—

adhyavahanikam ’ as

that obtained at the time of her coming to her husband’s

place ;—It is quoted again under 2. 143, where it is noted

that the six kinds mentioned are meant only as denying a

lesser number ; it goes on to quote Katyayana as explaining

each of these terms :—(1)
* That which is given to the girl

at the time of marriage near the fire is called adhyagni,—
(2) what she receives at the time of being carried away
from her father’s house is called adhydvahanika,—(3)

what she receives as a loving present from her father-in-law

or mother-in-law at the time of offering’ obeisance is

called • pritidatta,—(4) (5) (6) whatever the married girl

receives from her husband or from her parents or brothers is

called Savdayika'

It is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 522), which offers

the following explanations :

—
‘ Adhyagni ’, what is given

by anyone at the time of marriage,
—

‘ adhydvahanika',

whatever is carried behind her when she is being carried

away from her father’s house,—Medhatithi however holds

that adhydvahanika is what she receives from her parents-

in*law at the time of returning to her father’s place ; and
this view also may be accepted ;

—
‘
prititah dattam ’, what

she receives from the father-in-law and other elders as a

reward for her character, efficiency and other good qualities

;

—the mention of ’six kinds’ is for the purpose of precluding

a lesser, not a larger, number; in fact a seventh kind,
‘ ddhivedamka ’—what she receives by way of compensation

for being superseded by another—has also been mentioned

by Yajfiavalkya.

It is quoted in Vyavahdramayukha (p. 68), which

also remafks that the ‘six’ are mentioned only for the pur-

pose of denying a lesser number ;—and in Hemddri (Dana,

p. 51), which explains ‘ adhyagni ’ as ‘ what is given to the

woman before the fire ’,
—

‘ adhyavahanikam ’ as ‘ given to her

by her father and relatives at the time of her marriage,’

—

‘prUikarmcthi ’, ‘given by the husband as a token of conjugal
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love ' —and—

‘

praptam ’ as given to hex', even after her

marriage, by her brother and others.’

VER8E CXCV

According to Narayana and Kulluka what is said here

refers also to the * stridhana ’ described under 194.

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 51 0),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Anvddheyam ’ is going

to be defined later on,—Halayudlia holds that this verse is

meant to show that the husband has no connection with

the two kinds of property here mentioned, over which the

married woman has absolute right, even during her husband’s

life-time.

It is quoted in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 70) as laying

down the persons who are to inherit the ‘ anvadheya ’ pro-

perty of a woman;—in Vyavahdra-Bahmibhatfi (pp. 755

and 759);—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 216 b),

which explains the force of the locative in ‘patyau jivati’

to express disregard, the meaning being that the husband

Inis no rights over the property,—and adds that all brothers

and sisters (married as well as unmarried) are equally

entitled.

VERSE CXCVI—CXCVII

‘ Vasu ’—includes, according to Narayana, all kinds of

property, ‘ stridhana

'

as well as what is not ‘ strtdhctna ’.

These verses are quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 373), which explains the meaning to be that on

the death of a woman married by any of the forms of

marriage here named, without leaving any heir—’beginning

from the daughter down to the son’s son,—her properly

goes to her husband, and not to her mother or other relations*

-—while the property of an heiriess woman, who has been

married by the Asura, Raksasa or Paishacha forms, goes

to her parents.
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They are quoted in Apararka (p. 753), which remarks

that the devolution of the property on the husband should

be regarded as an optional alternative ; it apparently takes

* dsurddisu ’ of verse 191 as including all those mentioned

under 196.

They are quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 519), which

explains
‘

aprajasi ’ as ‘childless’; and the verses to mean

that (a) in the case of those married by the forms of

marriage mentioned in 196, the property goes to the husband,

and (b) in that of those married by the forms mentioned

in 197, it goes to her father ;—it goes on to remark that

this infers to what the woman had received at the time of

marriage.

They are quoted in Vyavahdramayukha (p. 72) ;

—

in Smrtitattva II (p. 186), which explains the meaning

to be that the ‘ strldhana ’ obtained at the time of the mar-

riage under the forms mentioned in 196 goes to the husband,

while that obtained at the time of marriage imder the forms

mentioned in 197 goes first to her mother, and in her absence

to her father ;—in Vyavaharct-Balambhatti (p. 756) ;

—

in Ddydkramasahgraha (p. 23);—in Vivadachintamani
(Culcutta, p. 143), which explains

‘ aprajdydra ’ as ‘childless’;

and by Jimutavahana (Daynbhaga, p. 141).
*

Verse 197 is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara

219 a), which says that the ‘mother ’ being placed first in the

compound implies that the father is to inherit the property

only after the mother.

VERSE CXOVTII

This verse is quoted in. Madanapdrijdta (p. 667),

which makes the following remarks :—The term ‘ stri ’ here

stands for the step-mother and ‘ kanya ’ for the step-

daughter Brahmam ’ stands for higher caste in general,

so that the property of a shudra step-mother will go to the

daughter of her Brdhmant or Kqattriyd or Vaiskyd co-wife.
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that of the Vaishya step-mother will go to the daughter

of Brahmant or Ksattriya co-wife, and that of the Ksattriya

step-mother to the daughter of the Brahmant co-wife,

—

inasmuch as die present text makes the property inheritable

by the step-daughter of a higher caste, it follows that step-

daughters of the lower caste are not entitled to inherit the

property of the step-mother of a higher caste, so long as Uiis

latter has a son.

It is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 372),

to the effect that, when a woman dies childless, her property

goes to the daughter of that co-wife of hers who is of a higher

caste, and in the absence of such a daughter to the children of

that daughter.

It is quoted in Smrtitattva II (p. 186), which has the

following notes :—In view of the qualification ‘given by the

fadier ’, the rule must lie taken as referring to all that she

receives from her father at other times than that of her

marriage;—the term Brahmant Kanya' stands for daughter in

general ;—or the meaning may be that if a Ksattriya or Vaishya

woman dies? childless, her property goes to her step-daughter

born of her Brahman! co-wife, and not to her husband.

It is quoted in Mitaksard (2. 145) to the effect that on

the death of a childless woman her property goes to her step-

daughter born of a co-wife of the higher caste, and in the

absence of such a daughter, to the child of that daughter.

It adds that the term ‘Brahmant' stands for the higher

caste

;

so that the property of a childless Vaishya woman goes

to the daughter of her Ksattriya co-wife The Bdlambhatii

adds that the property goes to the step-daughter, not to the

step-son
;
and it goes on to reproduce the exact words of

Madanaparijdta and of Parasharamddhva. It remarks

that this rule is meant to be an exception to what has

gone before, by which the property of the childless woman
would go to her husband or brother, etc.;—further, that the term

‘ kathanchana *
is meant to include property even other than

that received from her father.
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It is quoted in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 71), which adds

that ‘ vd ’ here stands for ‘ cha so that the property is to

be divided between the step-daughter and the step-daughter’s

child ;—it has been held that the term ‘ Brdhmam ’ stands

for equal and higher caste#; but we find no authority for

this.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 721), which adds the fol-

lowing notes:

—

i Pitra\ this is mentioned only by way

of illustration ;
—

‘ Kanya ’, step-daughter ;—again on p. 753

;

—and in Ddyakramasahgraha (p. 26).

VERSE CXCIX

“Kulluka and Raghavananda take the first clause to

refer to the property of a united family, and the second to the

separate property of the husband.—But according to

Narayana and Nandana the translation should be as follows :—
‘ Wives should never take anything (for their private

expenses) from their husband’s property destined for the

support of their families, over which many have a claim, nor

from their own property which is not stridhana, without the

consent of their husbands —Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 509),

which adds the following notes:—The term ‘ Kutumba ’

stands for the family-property
; hence the meaning is

that ‘out of the property that belongs to many persons,

women shall not make an extraction, withdrawal, without

the consent of the owners of that property’; similarly

* svakdt ’

—

i. e., out of the property that belongs exclusively

to her husband, and not to the other members of the family,

—she shall not make an extraction without the owner’s

consent

It is quoted in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 69), which

explains ‘ nirhara ’ as expenditure

;

—and in Vtramitrodaya

(Vyavahara 215a), which explains * nirhara ’ as ‘ vyaya \
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VERSE CC

Buhler mispresents Nandana, being misled by the wrong

reading ‘ bhartrbhave ’ (while the husband lives) for ‘ bhartra-

bhave ’ (on the death of the husband). There could be no

division of the property by the heirs while the husband was

alive.

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 686), which

adds that ‘ Dhrtam ’ means ‘ possessed as her own private

property, having been given to her as a loving present’;— and

in Vyavahdramayukha (p. 70), which explains ‘ dhrtam ’ as

‘ presented to her by her husband or other relatives aqd worn

by her.’

It is quoted in Mitdksara (2. 147) in support of the view

that ‘if a woman has been living apart from her husband, her

property shall hot be taken by her heirs’ ;—in Vivadarntnd-

karn (p. 509), which notes that the Prakasha has stated

that Medhatithi has explained the meaning to be that ‘ the

heirs shall not take even those ornaments that may have

been worn l^y the woman with her husband’s consent, even

though not actually given to her’;—in Apararka (p. 752),

which adds that this refers to such ornaments as have been

worn by the woman constantly ;—in Smrtitattva II (p. 184),

which also reproduces the aforesaid remark of Medhatithi,

that an ornament worn by the woman with her husband’s

consent becomes her property even though not actually given

to her ;—in Smrtisdroddhdra (p. 332), which says that the

phrase ‘ dhjrto bhavet ’ implies that what was not actually

worn by her should be divided.

VERSE CCI

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva II (p. 385), as

enumerating persons not entitled to inheritance, and hence to

the offering of funeral oblations ;—in Pardsharamadhava

(Vyavahara, p. 201, and again on p. 366), where ‘nirindriydti

is explained, as ‘ whose organs have become deficient through
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some disease ’ ;—in Mitdkqard, (2. 140), which has the

following notes;
—

‘

Nirindriya ’ is one whose organs have

disappeared by reason of some disease ;—these persons are

debarred from inheritance, being entitled to mere subsistence

and clothing
;

if they are not supported, his relations become

degraded. The Bdldmbhatft adds the following explanations

:

—
‘ Jatyandha-badhirah ’ are those who are blind and deaf

by birth,
—‘muka’ is one who is incapable from birth of

uttering words,—thus are these two distinguished from 'nirind-

riya,’ which means those who have lost some organ as the result

of disease.

It iis quoted in Vivadaratndkara, (p. 487), which adds

the following notes :—The term ‘jdti ’ is added with a view

to denote incurability,— one who is incapable of.

distinguishing what is his own and what belongs to others,

—

‘ nirihdriyah
'

includes the lame and the like, who are not

entitled to the performance of shrauta and smdrtu rites

;

—and in Ddyakramamhgraka (p. 29).

It is quoted in Vyavahdramayukha, (p. 73), winch ex-

plains
1

nirindriyah' as devoid of the olfactory and other

organs ;—in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 40), which explains

‘ nirindriya

'

as one who has lost his oigans through

disease;—and in Madanapdrijata, (p. 682), which has

the same explanation of ‘ nirindriya

'

and adds that all

these men have no share in the property, but they have to

lie supported.

VERSE COII

1

AtyuntanC—‘For life’ (Medhatitlii and Kulluka);

—

‘ at all ’ (taken with ‘ adadat ’,
‘ not giving ’)

[
Narayunaj.

This verse is quoted in Mitdhjara, (2. 140) to the effect

that if the persons mentioned in the preceding verse are not

properly maintained the persons responsible become * degraded,’

—* atyantam ’ means ‘ for life ’
; it goes on to add that these

persons are debarred from inheritance only if they are found
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to have the said disqualifications before the division of the patri-

mony,—not after the partition has taken place ;
and that if the

said disqualifications are subsequently removed by medication,

they get their share in the property. It concludes by saying that

the said disqualifications are applicable in the case ofwomen also.

It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara, (p. 487), which adds the

following notes :

—
‘ Sarveqam] of the eunuch and the rest,

—

‘ atyantam? for life;—in Vyavaharamayukha, (p. 73), to

the effect that those who are not entitled to inheritance are

yet entitled to maintenance throughout life ;—in Parashara-

madhava, (Vyavahara, p. 366), which explains ‘ atyantam ’

as ‘ for life’ ;—in Madanaparijata
, (p. 682), which adds the

following notes :
—

‘ Sarve?dm’ those not entitled to inherit-

. anee,
—

‘ atyantam for life ;—the said disqualifications are

effective bars only if found before partition, not if they

are found after partition, or if they are cured by medication,

or if the necessary expiatory rites are duly performed

;

—in Vyavahdra-Balamhhatti, (p. 349 and 575);—and in

Vtramitrodaya, (Vyavahara, 221b).

?

VERSE CCIII

‘

Kathaflchana’.—This indicates that the eunuch and

the rest are not worthy to marry (Kulluka).

‘ Apatyam \—The K§etraja son (Kulluka, Raghavanantla

and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 488), which

explains ‘ tantu ’ as child ;—in Apararka (p. 750), to the

effect that marriage is legal for the persons enumerated in 201

;

it remarks that in view of the epithet ‘jati ’, ‘bom’, in the

term ‘ jatyandha ’, the present verse cannot be taken as refer-

ring to cases where the disabilities appear after marriage; it

tomes to the conclusion that the disability to inheritance can-

not thus be due to their not marrying and hence not being

able to perform religious rites ; it must be due to the mere

authoritative assertion of the law.
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It is quoted in Vimmitrodaya (Samskara, p. 195) as

indicating that the marriage of the said persons is sanctioned,

VERSE CCIV

This refers to a united family—as rightly remarked by

Kulluka.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 507), which

explains the meaning to be that, if after the death of the

father, the eldest brother should happen to acquire some pro-

perty by means of exceptional learning or such other means,

in that property the acquirer shall have two shares, and each

of the* younger brothers one share, if they are devoted to

study.

It is quoted in Mitahsard (2. 118), which notes the ex-

planation of the verse as that ‘ on the death of the father, or

even during the father’s life-time, if any brother, eldest, youngest

or the middle one, happen to die, his shares are to go to the

other brothers, and that the implication is that wealth obtained

from friends and so forth is partible ’,—and then goes on to

criticise it as unwarranted, and concludes that the verse sets

forth an exception to the general rule that property acquired by

each brother separately is impartible.

It is quoted by Jimutavahana (Dayabhaga, p. 192), which

adds that the younger brothers are as much entitled to inherit

the property of the eldest brother as that of the father,—but

with this difference that the father’s property they inherit

even when they are not learned, but to the brother’s property

only those are entitled who are learned.

VERSE CCV

‘ Apitrye —This is construed by Nandana as apitryah

in the sense ‘ since the division has not been made by the

father ’ ;—this rule refers to acquisitions by trade (Medhatithi,

Kuliaka and NSrayana), by agriculture (Medhatithi, Kulluka

and Nandana), or service of the king (Medhatithi),
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This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 507),

which explains the meaning to be as follows :—In a case where

all the brothers are unlearned, if they acquire wealth, this

wealth, which is not inherited from the father, is to be divided

equally among them, and there is not to be any additional

share to any one on the ground of any additional amount of

work that he may have done.

It is quoted in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 57), which has

the following notes :
—

‘ Iha, ’ agriculture and the rest,

—

‘ apitrye,’ which does not form part of the ancestral property.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 727) ;—and in Vivdda-

chintamani (Calcutta, p. 187), which explains ‘ iM ’ as

‘agriculture and the rest,’—and ‘mmah ’ as ‘not unequal,’ which

precludes the special share of 20 per cent.

VERSE CCVI

“Instances in which land was given as Vidyadhana

occur in the inscriptions, see, e. g. Indian Antiquary XII,

p. 195b, 1. —Buhler.

‘ Audvuhikam ’—Nandana is misrepresented by Buhler

;

he says nothing about ‘ stridhana ’ here.
—

‘ What is received

at one’s marriage from the bride’s relatives’ (Medhatithi and

Narayana),—or ‘ from anybody ’ (Medhatithi, ‘others’).

‘ Mddhuparkikam ’.
—

‘ Fee given for a sacrificial per-

formance ’ (Medhatithi) ;

—
‘ any present, e. g., a silver vase,

received along with the Honey-mixture ’ (Kulluka, Nara-

yana).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 499), which

adds the following notes:
—

‘ Vidyadhana’ and
‘ audvahika ’

are going to be described later on,
—

‘ Maitra ’ is what is

obtained from a friend,
—

‘ Mddhuparkikam ’ is what is

obtained as a mark of respect at the time of the offering

of the Honey-mixture,
—

‘ tasyaiva bhavet ’ should be im-

partible;—in Dayakramasahgraha (p. 35);—and in F«/o-

vahara-Balambhattl (p. 476).
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It is quoted in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 55) ;—in

Apararka (p. 724), to the effect that what one lias acquired

entirely by his learning he shall not give to his co-sharers

;

—in Vivddachintdmani (Calcutta, p. 135), wliich explains

‘maitram’ as ‘what has been obtained as a friendly present ’

;

—and ‘ Mddhuparkikam ’ as the arhand offerings received at

the time of Madhuparka-offering ;—and by Jlrautavahana

(Dayabhaga, pp. 108 and 179).

VERSE CCVII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 720), which

explains
‘ Svakad amshdt’ as ‘from the property acquired

by the brothers —in Smrtitatlva II (p. 171), in the sense

that one, who, by reason of his own capacity (to earn) is

not desirous of any share in the ancestral property, shall

be given some such thing as a seer of rice, and be sepa-

rated from the family, as a safeguard against trouble arising

from his sons and descendants ;—and by Jimutavahana

(Dayabhaga
, p. 110).

VERSE ccvni

‘ Ihitalabdham ’.
—

‘ Obtained by such labour as agri-

culture and the like ’ (Medhatithi, Kulluka and Nandana) ;

—

or ‘by any occupation entailing trouble’ (Narayaua).

‘ Anupaghnan ’.
—

‘ Without using * (Nandana) ;•

—
‘ with-

out living upon (Ragliavananda) ;

—
‘without detriment to*

(Kulluka).

Nandana says that the rule given in this verse may

be reconciled with that given in 205 by assuming that the

latter presupposes that all brothers exert themselves according

to them ability.—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Mitdkqara (2. 118), which

explains ‘ Shramena’ as ‘by service, by fighting and so

forth and it reads the second line totally differently, the
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meaning of which is ‘that shall not be given to the co-sharers,

nor what is gained by learning —The Bdlambhatfi adds

that *anupaghnan ’ is to be construed as
‘anupaghnatd.’

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 723), which explains

‘shrama* as ‘soldiering, agriculture and so forth;’—and ‘5ha’

as ‘work without much labour’;—in Vivddaratndkara

(p. 501);—“in Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 377),

which explains ‘shrama ’ as ‘agriculture and so forth’ and notes

that ‘ pitrdravyam ’ here means ‘ undivided property ’;—in

Madanapdrijdta (p. 085), which explains ‘ shramena ’ as

‘ by service, soldiering anti so forth ’;—by Jimutavahana

(Ddyabhdga, -p. 178);—and in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara

220b), which explains’ ‘ shramena ’ as ‘ by service and other

means.’

VERSE CCIX

This verse has been taken by Narayana to imply that

ancestral property may be divided by the sons even during

the life-time of the father, even though the latter may be
•

unwilling. \

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (2. 121), which

explains the meaning as follows :

—
‘If a property was acquired

by the grandfather, but taken away by some one else

and not redeemed during his life-time, when such property has

been redeemed by the father (the grandfather’s son), this is

as good as ‘ self-acquired ’ by the father, and hence the father

may not divide this with his sons, unless he is himself willing

to do so’; and it takes this to imply that in the case of other

kinds of ancestral property the sons may force partition on

the father.—The Bdlambhatfi adds that ‘ svdrjitcim ’ being

explained as ‘ as good as self-acquired ’, the explanation of it

given by Medhatithi—as ‘ acquired by his own learning &c.’

—

becomes unacceptable.

It is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 461), which adds

the following notes;
—

‘Pmtrham \ ancestral
—

‘ anat>apyam ’
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(which is its reading for ‘ anavdptam’), which is hard to be

recovered by the father ; such property being ‘ self-acquired
’

by the father, he shall not divide it with his sons, except when
he is quite willing.

It is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Vyavahara, p. 339),

which has the same explanation as Mitakqara ;—in Ddyatattva

(p. 9)
;—in Nrsimhaprasdda (Vyavahara 35a);—in Vivada-

chintamani (Calcutta, p. 120), to the effect that in regard to

the property acquired by the father, independently of his

ancestral property, sons have no voice, he himself being the

sole disposer of it;—in Vtramitrodaya (Vyavahara 177b),

which explains ‘ svayamarjitam ’, (1) as ‘ svayamarjitamiva',

‘it is as if it were his self-acquired property’
; and (2) as

giving the reason for the law laid down, ‘ since,' ‘it is his self-

acquired property’;—and says that ‘ akdmah ’ implies that

if the father so wishes, he may divide the property among

his sons;—and by Jimutavahana (Ddyabhaga, p. 201).

VERSE CCX

This verse is quoted in Mitaksdrd (2. 139);—in

Madanaparijdta (p. 078), to the effect that in the case noted

there is no unequal division ;—in Apardrka (p. 748),

which adds that this prohibits only that unequal division

which is in the form of additional shares for the eldest brother,

—and not other kinds of unequal division; so that each

brother obtains, on partition, that part of the property which

was his when they entered into joint life.

It is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 001), which adds

the following notes :

—
‘ Saha jlvantah ’, living after joining

together,

—

‘ samastatra vibhagah ’, i. e., there is to be no

additional share for the eldest, and so forth.

It is quoted in Vyavahdramayvkha (p. 05), which

mentions two opinions—one, is that which has been set forth

in Apardrka, .and another that there is to be absolutely

equal division all round ;—in Nrsimhaprasdda (Vyavahara,
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p. 41b) ;—by Jfmutavahana {Dayabhaga, p. 342), which says

that the equal partition is meant for brothers of the same

caste as the father ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara

210a), which explains the implication of the last clause to be

that there is no unequal division due to seniority
,
but there is

unequal division on other grounds.

VERSE CCXT
‘ Hiyetamshapradanatah]—‘On account of having

become an outcast and so forth ’ (Medhati+hi),
—

‘ by be-

coming an ascetic ’ (Kulluka and Nandana),
—

‘ by having

emigrated’ (Nandana),
—

‘by becoming an eunuch after the first

partition’ (Narayana).

‘ Bhago na lupyate.’
—

‘ His share must not be divided

by liis co-parceners among themselves’ (Narayana); ‘the

disposal of his share is prescribed in the next verse ’ (Medha-

tithi, Raghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Mitakmrd (2. 139), which

explains the meaning as follows :
—

‘ among united brothers, if,

at the tii^e of partition, one—either the eldest or the middle

or the youngest—should happen to be disqualified from

receiving his share—either by entering another stage of life or

by committing such heinous sins as the killing of a Brahmana,

or if he happen to die,—then his share is not lost, i. «., it has

to be set aside, and not divided among his co-parceners.

It is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 678), which adds

the same explanation as Mitdkqara

;

but as grounds of

disqualification, it mentions ‘entering of another life-stage or

becoming an outcast ’
; it adds that the next verse lays down

what is to be done with the share thus set aside.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 749), which explains

‘ amshapradana ’ as partition
; and points out that ‘ htyate ’

means disqualification by reason of ‘ renunciation ’,
‘ becoming

an outcast ’ and so forth ;
his share however is not lost, does

not disappear,—it has to be determined and disposed of as

laid down in the next verse.
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It is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 001), which

explains as follows :
—

‘ Hence among united brothers, if any one

should take to renunciation, or by some such cause become

deprived of his share, or should happen to die, his share does

not disappear —and in Ddyatattva (p. 55).

It is quoted in Vyavahdramayuhha (p. 07), which

explains ‘ layate ’ as ‘ by reason of entering another state or

becoming an outcast —and in Pardftharamddhava (Vyava-

hara, p. 362), wliich adds the following explanation :

—

‘ Among united brothers, who are sons of different mothers,

if any one,—either the eldest or the middle or the youngest

—

should be deprived of his share at the time of partition

—

by reason of his having gone to a foreign country and such

other causes—his share does not disappear ; it has to be set

aside, and not divided among the co-parceners.’

VERSE CCXII

The share of a deceased or disqualified united brother

goes first to the reunited brothers of the full blood and to

such sisters of the full blood as are not married, next to

such brothers of the full blood as had not been reunited,

and finally to the reunited half-brothers (Medhatithi and

Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;—first to the reunited full

brothers, secondly to the reunited half brothers, then to the

full sisters (Narayana and Nandana).

The said persons inherit the property only on the

failure of sons, wives, daughters and parents (Kulluka, Ragha-

vananda and Narayana).

According to Narayana what is here said refers to the

property of one who dies before partition ; but according to

others to that of a reunited brother only.

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (2. 139), which

adds the following explanation :
—

‘ This verse lays down the

maimer, of disposing of the share set aside in accordance

flritb the preceding verse
j
which is as follows :—The uterine
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brothers shall divide it ;
e. it, shall be divided equally

among all his uterine brothers, those that, were united with

him as well as those not so united and those who may

have gone to foreign lands ; they should all come together

and divide the said property equally among themselves ;

—

also those step-brothers who had been united with him,

and his uterine sisters
;

all these should divide it equally

among themselves.—The Bdhimbhatti has the following

notes :—That the un-unite

d

full brothers are meant by the

first half is shown by the mention of the ' united ’ in the

second half ;—that the second half refers to half brothers is

shown by the mention of ‘ uterine ’ brothers in the first, half

;

—the half-brothers meant here must be understood to be of

the same caste as the original owner.

It is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 679), which has

the following notes :—The mention of ‘ uterine ’ in the first

half and of ‘ brothers’ in the second half indicate that the latter

stands for half-brothers ;—the mention of ‘ united ’ in the

second half, and the omission of it in connection with the

‘ uterine brothers ’ indicate that the uterine brothers meant

are those that were unlimited. Thus then the meaning

of this verse comes to be this :—The property that lias

been set aside as the share of the disqualified person, shall

be divided equally by his un-united uterine brothers, who

should all—even those who may have gone to other lands

—

come together for the division ; as also the step-brothers

of the same caste as the original owner, who were united with

him, and also his uterine sisters. All these, beginning from the

un-united uterine brothers and ending with the uterine sisters,

should divide the property equally among themselves. That

the half-brothers meant here are those of the same caste as the

owner is shown by the fact that for the brothers of different

castes, different shares have been laid down.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 749), which adds the follow-

ing explanation—The said share should be taken by those

Uterine brothers who were united with the original owner, and
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not those who were not united, even though they be his uterine

brothers ; if there be no united uterine brothers, then it

shall be divided among all his uterine brothers equally—
without any inequality due to seniority and so forth -if

there be no uterine brothers, then it shall go to the uterine

sisters and if there be no uterine sisters, then it shall go

to the step-sisters and step-brothers.

It is quoted in Vivadarcvtnakara (p. 601), which adds

the following notes
—

‘ Sodaryah ’ qualifies ‘ bhratarah ’ (of

the second line) ; so "that the meaning is that among his

‘ brothers ’ only those will divide the said
1

property who fulfill

the conditions of being both ‘ uterine ’ and ‘ united and also

the uterine sisters who are unmarried.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 362),

which explains the meaning to be that the said property shall

be taken by the un-united uterine brothers, and the united

half-brothers, and the uterine sisters,—all coming together,

even those who may have gone to other lands ; it being

divided among these equally ;—and in Vivadackintamani

(Calcutta, p. 158), as countenancing the view that brothers,

even though uterine, have no share, if they did not live

jointly.

VERSE CCXIII

This verse is quoted in Mitdk$dra (2. 126) as having been

understood by some people to mean that ‘ misappropriation
’

of the entire property is wrong only for the eldest brother,

and not for the younger brothers. This view, it says, is wrong;

the verse clearly implying that, just as it is wrong for the eldest

brother who is in the place of father for die younger brother

to misappropriate the property, so it is also for the younger

brothers, who are as ‘ sons ’ to the eldest brother.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 383),

which takes it to mean that when even the eldest brother, who

is indapandant, is held to commit a wrong if h& does . the

94
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mis-appropriation, it is all the more culpable in the case of the

younger brothers, who are not independent.

It is quoted in Vivadwratnakara (p. 478), which ex-

plains ‘ vinikurvita ’ as ‘should defraud,’ and ‘ ajye$thah’ as

‘ not to be respected as the eldest brother —and in Vyawx-

haramayukha (p. 58), which remarks that the term
1

jye&thah ’

stands for all the heirs to a property, the meaning being that

when the eldest also is held culpable, how much more so the

younger brothers?

•VERSE CCXIV

‘ Vikarmasthah.’
—

‘Addicted to gambling, drinking and

similar vices’ (Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ who following

despicable modes of living; such as cattle-breeding, serving

shudras and the like’ (Narayana).

‘ Yautakam.’
—

‘ Separate hoarding ’ (Medhatithi and Kul-

luka;
—

‘shall not, out of the common property, give a

dowry to his daughter ’ (Nandana).

The (jrst half of this verse is quoted in Apardrka

(p. 720 and p. 749) ;—in Vivadaratnahira (p. 486),

where ‘ Vikarmasthah ’ is explained as * addicted to gambling

and so forth
’—and it is noted that others have explained

it as meaning ‘ behaving in a manner calculated to ruin the

family’;—in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 73)* in the sense that

so long as well-behaved sons are present, the property

cannot go to the ill-behaved ones ;—and in Vlramitrodaya

(Vyavahara 222 a).

VERSE CCXV

‘Saha utthanam,.'
—

‘ Joint acquisition—one earning by

agriculture, another by receiving gifts, another by service,

another taking care of what others bring in and so forth
’

(Medhatithi);
—

‘joint concern,—such as joint trading and so

forth ’ (Narayana).—Explained by Jfmutavahana (Ddyabhdga

,

2. 86) ns ‘effort i.e., desire to have a division ’ (Hopkins).
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This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 468),

which explains * utthanam ’ as * action tending to the acquisi-

tion of wealth —in Apardrka (p. 719 and p. 727) as an

exception to the general that the father may make an unequal

division;—and in Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 129),

which says that this refers to cases where the property has

been acquired by the equal efforts of all the brothers, and

hence it does not conflict with the text which lays down that

the brothers are to accept without demur even an unequal

partition among them by their father, of the property acquired

by him.

VERSE CCXVI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 538),

which adds the following explanation.—If a son is bom to

the father after partition of the property between himself and

his sons, then on the death of the father that son shall inherit

the entire share of the father
;
but during his father’s lifetime

he shall be entitled to only a part of the father’s property ;

—

it adds that the particle * eva ’ has been added with a view

to emphasise that the new-born son would not be entitled

to any part of the share of the divided brothers.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 340),

which explains ‘pitryam’ as ‘ belonging to the parents —in

Madanaparijata (p. 655), which also adds the same explanation

of ‘pitryam’;—in Apardrka (p. 729), which adds the explanation

that ‘if a son is born after partition has been made he shall take

only his father’s, not the brothers’ property, and if there be no

brothers, he shall share the father’s property with those who

may have lived jointly with his father’;—in Vyavaharamayukha

(p. 46); —in Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 159), which

remarks that the first half of the verse having definitely made

the new-born son the sole heir to the father’s property, his joint

brothers, mentioned in the second half, could be entitled to it

only on the death of that new-born son ;—in Nrsimhaprasada
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(Vyavahara 35a):—in Smrtisdroddhard (p.332);—and by

Jlmutavahana (Ddyabhaga, p. 203), which explains the mean-

ing to be as follows
—

‘ If the father, after having divided his

property among his sons and taken his own share, obtains

another son, then the share taken by the father devolves upon

this son, and if the father had been living with some other sons,

then the new-born son shall receive his share out of the share

of all those with whom the father may have been living.’

VERSE CCXVII

“Kulluka, Narayana and Nandana all three hold that the

mother inherits only on failure of sons (grandsons and great-

grandsons, adds Nandana), widows and daughters ; but they

disagree with respect to the sequence of the next following heirs

:

Kulluka holds that the mother and the father, whose right

has been mentioned above, verse 85, follow next, inheriting

conjointly, then brothers, afterwards brothers’ sons, and

after them the paternal grandmother ;—Narayana gives the

following <^xler : 1. Mother, 2. Father, 3. Brothers,

4. Brothers’ sons, 5. Maternal grandmother.”—Buhler.

Hopkins is wrong in saying that verse 185 is not in

Medhatithi’s text As a matter of fact, Medhatithi’s gloss on

that verse has shared the same fate as that on all die other

important verses bearing upon inheritance.

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (2. 135-136) as laying
down the rights of the mother and grandmother to the son’s

property. The Bdlamhhatti explains ‘ vrttdydm ’, as
‘ dying

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 744) ;—in Vivadaratnd-

kara, (p. 591), which adds the following notes:—‘Child-

lessness’ meant here is ‘ absence of sons and wife and others’;

—the grandmother inherits only in the absence of father,

brother or other Sapindas ;—the father inherits in the

absence of the mother ;—‘ddyddyam ’ means ‘ property in-

heritable by heirs’,,
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. It is quoted in Vyavahdramayukha (p. 63) to the effect

that in the absence of ‘ brothers ’ sons ’, the first claim is that

of the grandmother;—-and in Smrtitattva II (p. 196) to the

effect that in the absence of ‘brothers’ sons’, the property goes

to the grandfather, and in his absence, to the grandmother;

the rights of the grandfather being superior to those of the

grandmother, just as those of the father are superior to those

of the mother.

VERSE CCXVIII

According to Narayana, this verse applies also to debts

discovered after partition.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 525)—in

Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 382) ;—in Ddyakrama-

sangraha (p. 54)—in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara 37b)

;

—in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 220 a) ;—and by Jimuta-

vahana (Daydbhaga, p. 345.)

VERSE CCXIX

‘ Striyah ’—‘Female slaves ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ wives ’ (Na-

rayana).

(a) ‘Yogahgemam (b) prachdram\—{a) ‘agencies securing

protection ; such as councillors, parents, old ministers, who
protect people against thieves ; (ft) pasture land ’ (Medhatithi,

who is badly misrepresented by Buhler
; Kulluka and Ragha-

vananda) ;

—

(a) ‘ means of gain, e. g., a royal grant, and means

of protection, (6) and roads ’ (Narayana) ;
—

‘(a) sources of

gain, persons for whom one sacrifices, and means of protection,

(6) path leading to fields/ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 685),

which adds the following notes—Only those clothes are impart-

ible which are worn ;

—

‘patram,' conveyances, e.g^ horses, palan-

quins and so forth; of these also those are not to be divided

which have been in the constant use of any one exclusively ;

—

or ‘patra ’ may be taken as ‘ property consisting of A written
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document ’;—in Dayab'ama-sahgraha (p. 87) ;—and in F*r«-

mitrodaya (Vyavahara 221 a), which explains ‘patram’ as

conveyance.

It is quoted in Mitaksara (2. 118) as describing

property that cannot be partitioned it goes on to add that

of clothes those only are impartible which have been worn

by some one ; the clothes that were worn by the father should,

on his death, be given away to persons fed at his

Shraddha. The Balanibhatti adds that the view of Medlin-

tithi and Kalpatarn—that valuable clothes are not included

here—is to be rejected.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 725), which adds that

the explanation by some people of ‘pairam’ as conveyance is

opposed to the text of Katyayana, by which the word stands

for ‘ property entered in a written document.’

It is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 504), which

adds the following notes:
—

‘ Patram' is ‘property entered

in a written document,’ as is clear from the texts of Katyayana;

though Halayudha has explained it to mean ‘ conveyance ’ ;

—

KrtannanC flour and rice, says the Parijata-,— Striydh,’ those

that are * Samyukta,’ attached to,’ any one in particular ;

—

‘ Yogak$emam ’ stands for ministers and priests who are the

agents of protection ;
—

‘ Pracharah' paths for the passing of

cattle ;

—

Halayudha has explained ‘ Yoga ’ as ‘ boats and such

things ’ and ‘ Kjema ’ as ‘ forts and such means of safety.’

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 380),

which has the following notes
—

‘ Clothes ’ that are worn ;

—

the clothes worn by the father should, on his death, be given

away to the persons fed at his Shraddha.

VERSE CCXXI

Medhatithi appears (from his remarks on 228) to have

intentionally omitted to comment on 221—227.

This verse is quoted in Fivadaratnakara (p.611);

—

in Vtramitrodaya (RajanTti, p. 152);—and in Vyavahara-

Bdlambhaffi (p. 880),
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VERSE (XXXII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 611);

—

in Vyavahdra-Balambhatti (p. 880) ;— and in Vivadachin-

tdmani (Calcutta, p. 166).

VERSE CCXXI1I

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 610);

—

in Parashararnddhava (Vyavahara, p. 388), which explains

‘ apranibhih,’ as ‘ by dice, leather-tablets, sticks and so forth,’

and ‘ pranibhih ’, as ‘ by cocks and other animals ’ ;—in

Smrtilattva (p. 27) ;—in Apa/rarka, p. 802 ;—in Mitdk-

$ard (2. 190);—in Viramitrodaya (Rajanlti, p. 153), which

adds the following notes
—

‘ Apranibhih ’, with dice, tablets

and so forth ;

—
'
pi'anibhih ’ with rams, cocks and other ani-

mals ;

—
‘
gambling ’ and ‘ prize-fighting ’ are names applicable

to only such acts as are accompanied by betting; where there

is no betting, the act is called ‘sport’ and not deprecated among

people ;—in Snirtisaroddhara (p. 333) ;—in Nrsimhapra-

sdda (Vyavahara, p. 44b) ;
in Vivadachintamani (Calcutta,

p. 166), which explains * apranibhih ’ as dice and the like

—

in Smrtichandrikd (Vyavahara, p. 19);—and in Viramitro-

daya (Vyavahara 223b).

VERSE CCXX1V

‘ Ghatayet.’
—

‘ Shall cause to be flogged ’ (Narayana) ;

—

‘ shall cause then1 hands and feet to be cut off and so forth

according to the gravity of the offence’ (Kulluka and Raghava*

nanda).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 804), which notes

that this refers to such gambling as is not done under the

supervision of the King’s Officers ;—in Parashararnddhava

(Vyavahara, p. 392);—in Mitdksara (2. 202), which notes

that all these rules pertain to such gambling as is accompanied

by fraudulent practices, or is conducted without the guidance
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of game-house-keepers appointed by the king ;—in Vivadarat-

nakara (p. 611);—and in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 109),

which explains ‘ dvijalinga ’ as consisting of the wearing

of the sacred thread, the reciting of the Veda and so

ford).

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 153), which

explains the meaning to be that the king should inflict such

corporeal punishment as the cutting off of the hands and feet, in

accordance with the nature of the act actually committed, on

those who themselves do the gambling and the betting, as

also on those who as keepers of gaming houses, abet others to

do it ;

—

dvijalihginah ’ are men who wear the marks of

the twice-born, such as the sacred thread, die sandal-paint

and so forth ;—in Nrsimhaprmada (Vyavahara 44 b) ;—in

Vivadaehintamani (Calcutta, p. 166) ;—and in Smrtisarod-

dhara, (p. 334).

VERSE CCXXV

* Kruraft ’.—Narayana and Ragliavananda read * kerdn ’

and explain it as
4 men of crooked behaviour.’—Nandana reads

4

kailan ’ and explains it as ‘men addicted to sporting.’
4 Shaundikdn ’.

—
‘ Liquor-vendors

5

(Narayana and

Kulluka) ;
—

‘Drunkards ’ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 315),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Kitavdn ’, fraudulent

gamblers;— * kmhtlavdn ’, here stands for those men

who are sharp enough to entrap even unwilling people;

—

‘kerdn, go-betweens between strange couples ;

—

‘pa$andasthdn ’,

men belonging to the Ksapanaka and other heretical

sects;
—

‘

Vikarmasthdn\ men addicted to entirely forbidden

occupations;

—

4 shaundikdn', men addicted to exoessive

drinking.

It is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 153)

and in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhatti (p. 880).
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VERSE CCXXVI

Tiiis verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 315), which

explains ‘ prachchhannataskarCih,' as men who are as bad as

thieves ;—in Viramitrodaya (Rajamti, p. 153) ;—and in

Vyavahara-Balambhatfi (p. 880).

VERSE CCXXVII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. till) ;

—

in Viramitrodaya (Rajnfti, p. 153);—and in Vyavahara-

Balambhatfi (p. 880).

•

VERSE ccxxvm

“Raghavananda and Nandana point out that not only cor-

poreal punishment (according to verse 224), but also a fine

may be inflicted,”—(JBuhler).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 611), which

explains ‘ yatheqtam ’ as ‘ in accordance with the king’s wish’

;

—in Viramitrodaya (RajanJti, p. 153), which adds the

following notes:
—

‘ Yathe$tam ’ i. e. after duly examining the

nature of the guilt, whatever punishment,—corporal or mone-

tary—the king decides to inflict, that is to be regarded as

lawful ;—and in Vyavahara-Balambhatfi (p. 880).

VERSE CCXXIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 658),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Karmana,’ by such service

as may be a proper recompense for the money owed ;—the

Brahmana is not to liquidate the debt by service ; he must

pay it off, by and bye ;—and in Vyavahara-Balambhatfi

(p. 880).

VERSE CCXXX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 658), which

adds that the term ‘ daridra ’ here stands for that impecunious

95
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person who is unable to render any compensatory service
;

—in Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 159) ;—aqd in

Vyavahara-BalambliatCi (p. 880).

VERSE ccxxxn

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 8(52), which adds

the following notes :
—

‘ Pralcrtmdm
,

’ of the various ‘ members ’

of the state ;
— dvitsevinah,' those who serve persons disloyal

.to the king;—and in Vivddaratndkara (p. 370), which

adds the following notes:
—

‘ Shdsnna ’ here stands for royal

proclamations;

—

‘prakrtmdm,

’

of the Minister and other

members of the State;

—

‘dvmkan,' defamers without justification,

those who attribute delinquencies, when in reality, there are

none;
—

‘

dvitsevinah,
’
persons serving men inimical to the

king.

verse ccxxxnr

“Medhatithi and Kullfika refer this prohibition to cases

which have been properly decided in the King’s Courts, while

Narayana thinks that it applies to orders passed by former

kings.—Nandana gives a different explanation of the words

‘ tlritam ’ and
i amahistarn ’ according to Avhich the former

means ‘a cause or plaint declared to be just or unjust by

the assessors,’ and the latter ‘ a catisc or plaint confirmed by

witnesses.”—(Buhler).

This verse is quoted in Srnrtitattva (II, p. 231),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Anuslriqtam? confirmed

by witnesses and other evidence, and hence ‘ tiritam,’ decided

by the assessors ;—such suit the king shall not reopen.

It is quoted in Mitdkqard (2. 306), which explains

the meaning to be that the king shall not have a suit reopened

simply with a view to exact a heavier fine ; he may however

have a decided suit reopened when the losing party applies for

reconsideration and stipulates that he would be prepared to

pay a double fine in the event of the suit being again decided

against him.
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It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Vyavahara, p. 161),

which adds that the verse refers to eases where the finding

of the Court has been accepted by the parties concerned ;

—

in Krtyakalpataru (64 b), which has the following notes

—

‘

Tlritam' decided and finished,

—

1

anushislam? deposed to by

the witnesses,
—

‘
yatra kvachana in the village-assembly

or other places ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 38 b),

which says 1,000 Panas are meant.

VERSE CCXXXIV

“Medhatithi andKulluka think that the rule refers to cases

where the cause of the unjust decision is not a bribe, because

the punishment of corrupt judges has been prescribed above,

verse 231 ;—But Narayana and Raghavananda think that

it applies to cases of bribery also, and that the fine shall

vary according to the nature of the ease, 1,000 Panas being

the lowest punishment.”—Bidder.

This verse is quoted in Krtyakalpataru (65 a) ;

—

and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 38 b).

VERSE CCXXXV

‘ Surapah .’—Refers to the Brdhmana only (Medhatithi),

to the Ksattriya and the Vaishya also (Narayana and

Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 634),

which adds the following notes :—The * taskara ’ here stands

for the stealer of gold
;

—
‘
prthak\ severally;—and in

‘ Vyavahdra-Balambhatti (p. 116).

VERSE CCXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 634) ;

—

pad in Vyavahdra-Bdlambhatti (p, 116),
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VERSE CCXXXVII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 635)

which adds that all this branding is to be done on the forehead

;

—in Mitahiara (2. 270), which adds that this is meant

for those cases where the culprit is unwilling to perform the

prescribed expiation;—in Pardsharamadhava (Vyavahara,

p. 304), which also adds the same remark;—in the

Apararka (p. 842) ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Vyavahara

42b) ;—in Smrtisdroddhdra (p. 329) ;—and in Virami-

trodciya (Vyavahara 152b), which says that all this

penalty is meant for those who refuse to undergo the prescribed

expiations.

VERSE CCXXXVIII

,
This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 635),

which iidds the following notes :
—

‘ Asambhojydh\ i. e., people

should not^ join with them in any convivial gatherings ;

—

‘ amrnpdih’ydh \ they are unfit for teaching ;—
‘ asamydjyah \

unfit for sacrificing;
—

‘

avivahinah ’, not entitled to marry ;

—

in Vyavahara-Balambhatfi (p. 116);— .and in Prdyash-

chittaviveka (p. 37), to the effect that one who has

committed a ‘ heinous ’ crime is not entitled to any of the acts

to which the twice-born are entitled.

VERSE CCXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 635),

which adds the following notes :

—

\Tfbdti ’ are paternal relations;—
‘sambandhi \ maternal relations ;

—
‘ krtalaksandh\ branded;—‘nirdayah undeserving of the sympathy of gentlemen,

even when suffering from diseases ;
—

‘ nimamaskarah not

deserving of salutations even though possessing seniority anti

such other qualifications,
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VERSE CCXL

* Uttnma-mhamra ’ see 8. 188.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 685) ;

—

in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 102) ;—in Mitak$ara,

(under 2. 270) ;—and again under 3. 259, to the effect that

the performance of expiatory rites is necessary even when the

culprit has paid a fine for his guilt (the present text exonerat-

ing the man only from branding) ;—in Vyavahara-Bdlam-

idiatti (p. 117) ;—and in Prayaxhch ittavivela (p. 120).

VERSE CCXLI
<•

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 635) ;

—

and in Vyavahara-Bdlambhatti (p. 117).

VERSE CCXLII

Persons who perform no penance shall have their pro-

perty confiscated if the crime was unintentional, and if it was

intentional, they shall lie banished also. (Narayana and

Nandana).—There is to be confiscation of the entire property

only in very bad cases, instead of the fine of 1,000 Panas

prescribed under 240. (Kulluka and Raghavananda).

‘ Pravasanam.'—‘Death ’ (Medhatithi, Kulluka and

Nandana)
;

‘ banishment ’ (Narayana and Raghavanada, who
criticise Medhatithi’s explanation).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 635) ;

—

and in Vyavahdra-Bahmbhatti (p. 118).

VERSE CCXLIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 637) ;—in

Vyavahara-Balambhatti (p. 1053);—and in Prdyashchit-

taviveka (p. 121), which says that what is forbidden is the

confiscation of the property by the king for his own use, and

not the taking of it for other purposes, such as is mentione4

in the next verse,
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VERSE CCXLIV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 037);

—

in Vyavahara-Balambhatfi (p. 1053);—and in Prdyash-

chittaviveka (p. 122), which says that the expiation here

prescribed refers to the stealing of gold more than 16 mdsas

in weight

VERSE CCXLV

Of. Taittiriya Brahmana III, 1. 2. 7; also Manu 1. 98—101.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 638) ;

—

and in Vyavahara-Balambhatfi (p. 1053).

VERSE CCXLVI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 638) ;

—

and in Vyavahara-Balambhatfi (p. 1053).

VERSE CCXLVII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 638),

which explains ‘ vikrtam ’

as being maimed of hands, feet

and so forth ;—and in Vyavahara-Balambhatfi (p. 1053).

VERSE CCXLVIII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhav

a

(Vyava-

hara, p. 396) as prescribing the punishment for one who

harasses a Brahmana.

VERSE CCXLIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 649

\

which explains ‘ niyachchhatah ’ as ‘encompassing the punish-

ment of the guilty and acquittal of the not guilty.’

VERSE CCL

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 618),
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VERSE CCLI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 618).

VERSE corn

Cf. 7. 69-70.

VERSE CCLIII

Cf 8. 807, 386-387.

- VERSE CCUV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 294),

which adds that the subject of
‘

parih'iyate ’ is ‘raja, the king;

—and in Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 80), which says

that ‘parih'iyate ’ is to be construed with ‘ sah ’ understood.

VERSE CCLV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 294).

VERSE CCLVI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p. 289).

VERSE CCLVir

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratndkara (p.29l), which

has the following notes :
—

‘ Prachchhannavaflehakdh those

who commit burglaries by breaking through walls and so

forth ;
—

‘ dtavyah ’, thieves who frequent the forests and

commit thefts even during the day ;
—

‘ ddi ’ is meant to

include the thief living in one’s neighbourhood and such

others.
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VERSE CCLVin

‘ Aupadhikah ’.
—

‘ Deceitful persons, who say one thing

and do another * (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ those who extort money

by threats’ (Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ those who

cheat by using false weights and measures’ (Narayana and

Nandana).

‘ Vaflchakah .’
—

‘ Cheats, those who promise to do some

thing but don’t do it ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

* those who pretend

to change base metals into precious ones ’ (Raghavananda

and Kulluka) ;
—

‘ men who take money under false pretences
’

(Narayana).

‘ Mahgaladeshavrttah ’.
—

‘ Astrologers and others who

prescribe auspicious rites etc. ’ (Medhatithi, Kulluka and

Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ men who live by reciting auspicious

hymns ’ (Narayana) ;
—

“ those who pronounce the auspicious

formula ‘ be it so ’ (‘others’ in Medhatithi.)
‘ Bhadraprekqanikah ’.

—
‘Palmists who always praise

the fortunes of others’ (Medhatithi);—Narayana, reading

‘ bhadrushcheksanikah ’, explains ‘ bhadrah ’ as ‘ persons who

tempt womfen’, and ‘ ikmnikdh ’ as actors and the rest;

—

Kulluka and Raghavananda and Nandana adopt the same

reading and explain ‘ bhadrah ’ as ‘hyprocritical men who pose

as pious men and cheat people’ and ‘ ik$anika ’ as palmists.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 291),

which adds the following explanations :
—

‘ Aik$anika ’ (which

is its reading for ‘ iksanika ’), is that fortune-teller who

makes money by making false agreeable predictions.

VERSE CCLIX

‘ Mahdmatra ’.
—

‘ Courtiers ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ Ministers
’

(Narayana) ;
—

‘ elephant-drivers ’ (Kulluka).

‘ Shilpopacharayuktah ’.
—‘Men living by such arts as

painting and the like ’ (Medhatithi and Kulluka) Narayana

and Nandana, read ‘ shilpopakarayuktah ’ and explain- it' as
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people living by shilpa, the arts of painting and the rest, and

by upakara, hairdressing and other arts of the toilet

;

Nandana explains it as ‘umbrella and fanmakers’.

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 291), which

adds the following notes :
—

‘ Asamyak-karinah

*

who obtained

their wages without honestly working for it ;
—

‘ mahdmdtrdh, *

chief officers of the king who act dishonestly (asamyak-

karinah ’) through avarice.

VERSE CCLX

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 291), which

explains ,
andrydnaryalihginah ’ as persons who, while not

being mil religious students, pretend to Ik- such and make
money by it

VERSE CCLXI

‘ Protsddya V—Naraynna and Govindaraja read
l

pro-

tsdhya and explain it as ‘causing them to be instigated
’

Raghavananda, who adopts the same reading, explains it as

“ having inspired them with energy, by saying ‘ you must give

up this livelihood and earn money by agriculture, trade and

other lawful means

‘Ahekasamsthdnaih’.—‘Wearing various disguises’ (Nara-

yana and Nandana) ;
—

‘ stationed in various places (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 293).

VERSE CCLXII

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratndkara (p. 293),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Ahhikhyapya, ’ having got

it proclaimed by the people;
—

‘ sara ’ stands for the stolen

property
;
hence the meaning is . that the king should inflict

the punishment in accordance with the nature of the property

stolen ;—and in . Vivddachintamani (Calcutta, p. 79), which

explains ‘ te§dm ’ as ‘ of the thieves, ’ and adds the explanation

that ‘ the king should inflict punishment in accordance with the

quality of the property stolen \

96
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VERSE CCLXHI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p, 293)»

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Papavinigrahah, ’

pre-

vention of theft;
—

‘

papabuddhinam, ’ people who are by

nature inclined to be sinful ;
—

‘ nibhrtam, *
secretly.

VERSE CCLXIV

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 336),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Apupashdld ’ is the place

where cakes are sold ;

—

‘vesha,
’
the house of the prostitute ;

—

*madyannavikraya] places where wines and grains are sold ;

—

‘ charityavrksa,’ large tree;

—

‘samaja,’ must be taken as

standing for assembleges other than the ordinary ‘ mbha ’ or

meeting place, this latter having been already mentioned

;

such other assemblages also are likely to lie frequented by

thieves ;

—

‘prek$ana ’ are places of dancing and other

amusements.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 841).

o
t

VERSE CCLXV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 841) ;—and in

Vivadaratnakara (p. 336), which explains ‘ Karukavesha-

nani ’ as the shops of artisans.

VERSE CCLXVT

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 841) ;—and in

Vivadaratnakara (p. 336), which adds the following notes*—
‘ Qidmaih \ companies of soldiers ;—these are qualified by

the epithet * sthavarajangamaih the meaning thus is ‘ by

companies of soldiers, located in a fixed place, as well as,

operating in moving eloumns —‘ charaih etc., for the preven-

tion of theft the king should have all possible haunts of

thieves watched by spies.
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VERSE CCLXVn

‘ Utsadayet \—Govindaraja and Narayana read ‘ utsdha-

yet ’ ‘ should incite them to commit crimes

VERSE CCLXIX

‘ Mulapranihitdh ’.

—

4 Who suspect the old thieves

employed by the king ’ (Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;— who

have been sent by ministers and others staying in his kingdom ’

(Narayana) ;
—

‘ who have discovered the root, L e., the reasons

of the proceedings of the spies ’ (Nandana).

VERSE CCLXX

Tliis verse is quoted in the Apardrka (p. 849), which

explains ‘ hodhum' as ‘ stolen property ’,—and ‘ upakaranani ’

as implements of thieving.

VERSE CCLXXI

‘Ifhanddvakasliaddh ’
—

‘Who give them room for conceal-

ing their implements ’ (Kulluka) ;
—

‘ who give them money

for buying arms and other things, as also other shelter ’ (Nara-

yana).

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 849);—in

Vivddaratnakara (p. 338), which adds the following notes :

—

‘ Bhakta ’, cooked food;
—

‘

hhanda’, thieving implements other

than arms ;
—

‘ avakasha ’ sheltering place ;—and in Vya-

vahara-Bdlambhalfi (p. 991).

VERSE CCLXXII

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 850) ;—in

Vivadaratndkara (p. 341), which adds the following

notes

:

— Ra$(rddhikrtdn’ i. e. inhabitants of the village;

—

4 deshitan deputed to guard the village;
—

‘ madhyasthan

those mm who are looking on while people are being robbed
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by thieves and harassed;—all these the king shall punish like

thieves ;—in Vyvahara-BdlambhatCi (p. 991) ;—and in

Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 93).

VERSE CCLXXIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 625), which

adds the following notes :
—

‘ Samaya ’, scriptural conven-

tions;
—

‘ dharmajivanah ’ Brahmana and the rest;

—

4 dpio-

set\ should burn i. e., inflict pain;—and in Vyavahdra-Ba-
iambhatti (p. 991).

VERSE CCLXXIV

This verse is quoted in
4 Apardrka ’ (p. 850), which

explains
4 hiddbhange ’ (which is its reading for

4 hitabhahye ’

as the destroying of crops in a held belonging to others ;
—

•

in Vivadaratnakara (p. 341), which adds the follow-

ing notes

—

4 Grdmaghate ’ during village disturbances ;
—

4

hitabhahye ’, the breaking of dams set up for the protection

of crops;-$-‘ mo-sabhidarshana ’, looking on theft being com-

mitted ;

—

4

niva§ydh \ should be banished from the country

;

—4

saparichhadah ’, along with their families and belongings;

—and in Vyavahara-Balambhatfi (p. 991).

VERSE CCLXXV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 853), which notes

that
4

rdjflah ’ is to be construed with each of the other terms;

—again on p. 864, it adds the following notes :

—

4 Upajdpakah’

supporters,

—

4

Vividhaih. daryjaih ’
. i. e. every form of

punishment should be inflicted in accordance with the nature

of the offence.

It is quoted in Mitaksard (2. 302), which explains

'vividhaih dandaih ’ as
4

such penalties as confiscation of

the entire property, cutting off of limbs and death;’—dh

Vivadaratnakara (p. 367), which explains ‘ko$a’ as the ‘king’s
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amassed wealth ’,—and ‘ upajdpakan ’ as persons creating

dissension in the kingdom (among the soldiers
,

‘ virandm *

which is its reading for ‘ arinam ’) ;—in Vyavaharamayukha

(p. 110);—in Parasharamddhava (Vyavahara, p. 395) ;—in

Vyavahara-Balambhatti (p. 991);—and in Viramitrodaya

(Vyavahara 225 b).

VERSE CCLXXVI

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (2. 275), as illustrat-

ing the principle that the severity of the penalty is to be

determined by the seriousness of the offence ;—in Apardrka

(p. 845), which explains the meaning to be that the nails

are to be fixed on the points where the two hands have

been cut off';—in Vivddaraindkara (p. 310), which adds

that when construed with ‘ shule niveshayet ’,
‘ tesaiv, ’ is

to be taken iis
‘ tan ’ ;—in Vivddachintdmani (Calcutta, p.

86) ;—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyavahara 151 b).

VERSE CCLXXVII

‘ AnyuWj ’—Eagliavananda reads ‘ angvJt ’ (Dual) and

explains that the thumb and the index-finger are meant ;

—

the same view is held by Kulluka also ;—according to Nandana,

the ‘ two fingers ’ are the index and the middle fingers,

—

Medhatithi adopts the reading in the plural.

This verse is quoted in Vioddaratndkara (p. 321),

which reads ‘ anyu/t ’ (Dual) ;ind explains it as the thumb

and the index finger ;
—

‘
graha ’, detection ;—in Pardshara-

madhava (Vyavahara, p. 302), which explains the ‘two

fingers ’as the thumb and the. index finger;—in Apardrka

(p. 845) ;—in Mitaksard (2. 274) to the effect that a pickpocket

detected thrice should be put to death;—in Vivddachintd-

mani (Calcutta, p. 87), which adds the following explanations

—

‘If one is detected in untying cattle for stealing it, then, if it

is the . first offence of its kind, his fingers should be cut
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off', in the second offence, his hands and feet, and in the

third, death-penalty is to be inflicted ;—and in Nfsimhapra-

sada (Vyavahara 42b).

VERSE CCLXXVHI

‘ Agnidan —‘Those who givre fire to the thieves,—so

that they may warm themselves, or for similar purposes ’ (Me-

dhatithi),
—

‘ so that they may put fire to houses ’ (Narayana).
‘

Mo$a$ya sannidhatrrn \
—

‘ Receivers of stolen goods’

(Kulluka) ;
—

‘abettors of theft ’ (Medhatithi and Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Vivadciratnakara (p. 338),

which adds the following notes:

—

iAvakasha\ lodging,

—

‘ agni ’, fire as helping the act of stealing,
—

‘ mosasyn

mvnidhatrfn ’, those who help in bringing about conditions

conducive to the stealing of property;— it adds that the

cases referred to are those in which the culprit has not

been led either by fear or by ignorance to do what he

has done.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 849) ;—and in Vyava-

hdra-Bdlainbhatfi (p. 991).

VERSE CCLXXIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadciratnakara (p. 365),

which adds the following notes
—

‘ Apsu ’, i. e., by drowning

in water,
—

‘ shuddhamdhena ’, by strangulation or such

means of capital punishment, apart from water ;—the penalty

of ‘ highest ;unercement ’ is to be inflicted along with that

of making him do the necessary repairs.

VERSE CCLXXX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 320),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘Kmthdgdram ’, granary,

—

‘ avicharayan \ there should be no delay when once it has

been ascertained that the man has committed the offence.
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It is quoted in Mitahsarn (2. 273), where Bdlambhatfi

has the note that
—

‘ avicharayan' means without delay.

VERSE .CCLXXXI

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 365),

which adds the following notes :

—
* Purvaniviqtasya ’, which

has been in existence already, i. which has been used for

bathing, drinking and so forth ;
— agarna ’ the channel by

which the tank is filled with water ;—he who blocks or

obstructs this should lie fined with the ‘ first amercement ’.

VERSE CCLXXXII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 221);—

in Vyavaharamayukha (p. 97) ;—in Parasharamadhava

(Vyavahara, p. 279) ;—in Apardrka (p. 765) ;—in Vivdda-

chintamani (Calcutta, p. 63) ;—and in Vtramitrodaya (Vya-

vahara 143 b).

VERSE CCLXXXITI

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 765), which

explains
1paribhaqana ’ as ‘ reproof ’;—in Vivadaratnakara

(p. 222), which explains ‘paribhasana ’ as reprimanding

—

‘ don’t do this again *—•without punishment,
—

‘ shodhyani

i. e., by the person who committed the act under urgent

necessity;—in Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 63), which

explains ‘paribhasana ’ as * warning never do so again—
without any punishment’;—and in Virarnitrodaya (Vyava-
hara 143 b).

VERSE CCLXXXIV

This verse is quoted in Smftitattva (p. 535).
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VERSE CCLXXXV

‘ Ya§ti \
—

‘ The flag-staff of a village ’ (Narayana) ;

—

such poles as stand in tanks and other places (Kulluka).

‘ Pratimd ’.
—

‘ Statues of men, the penalty for breaking

1 the image of gods being death ’ (Narayana) ;
—

‘ common

images made of clay and so forth ’ (Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 363),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Sankramah \ bridge

built of wood and other materials for crossing over water,

which is commonly known as ‘ Sdhkam ’ (V. L. Sank);

—

‘dhvaja \ that which marks a temple or such other places;-

—

‘ Yasti ’, planted in market-places or tanks or houses;

—

‘ pratimd images of gods,

—

pratikurydt ’, should restore

to its former position.

It is quoted in Apararka (p.822);—in Vivddachin-

tarnani (Calcutta, p. 101), which adds the following notes

—

‘ Sahkrama ’ is what is known as ‘Sakama\ ‘ dhvaja ’ is

the garuda-dhvaja and like things dedicated to some deity,

—

‘ yastt ’ is <the post marking a market-place,
—

‘
pratimd ’, image

of some deity,—one who breaks any one of these things should

be fined 500 ;—and in Prdyaschittaviveka (p. 247).

VERSE CCLXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Vivddaratnakara (p. 362), which

adds the following notes :—For spoiling unspoilt articles by

adulterating them with defective articles,—for boring such gems

as are broken by the boring,—and for the wrong boring of

pearls and such gems,—the fine is the ‘ first amercement ’.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 821);—and in Vivada-

ehintdmani (Calcutta, p. 100).

VERSE CCLXXXVH

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 825), which

adds the following explanations:—That man suffers the * first
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amercement’ who deals with honest customers—who pay

the right price—dishonestly, giving them cheaper articles;

and the
4

middle amercement ’ is the penalty for the man who,

selling the right commodity, receives a higher or lower price.

It is. quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 296), which adds

the following explanation :—The man, who, receiving the

same price from a number of purchasers, sells to them

articles of varying qualities, suffers the ‘ first amercement and

the man who sells commodities of the same quality to a number

of persons, but charges them varying prices, suffers the ‘ middle

amercement It goes on to quote Halayudha as explaining

(with Medhatithi) the verse to mean that the man who deals dis-

honestly ;

4 vi§amam ’

—

i. e. in exchanging things with a man, he,

taking advantage of the needs of the other party; gives less of

his own commodity and receives more of that of the other man,

—when in reality both commodities are recognised to be of

equal value,—or when the vendor, taking advantage of the

needs of the customer, sells to him a cheaper article at a higher

price,—he should suffer either the
4

first ’ or the
4

middle
’

amercement, according to the value of the commodity concerned.

It is quoted in Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 80),

which explains
4samaih’ as ‘ordinary’, and adds the explanation

—4

one who replaces a valuable article by an ordinary one,

should be fined 250 Panas if the other party is put to a loss

of the seventh part of his outlay, and 500 Panas if the loss is

the fifth part or more’.

VERSE CCLXXXVIII

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 630),

which explains
4 bandhanani ’ as

4

places of imprisonment’

VERSE CCLXXXIX

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 367);—in

Apardrka (p, 853);—and in Vyavahara-fialamhhatji (p.

919).

97
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VERSE CCXC

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 362),

which adds the following notes :—(a) In the case of ‘ abhicha-

ras ’—the Shyena and other murderous rites—performed

against persons who have done no harm,—(6) in the case of

‘ mulakarma ’—administrating of medicines—done by

persons with the intention of causing harm,—and (c) in

the case of * krtyd ’,—various kinds of sorcery, such as

forcible transportation and the like,—the operator is to be

fined 200.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 821) ;—and in Vivada-

chintavnani (Calcutta, p. 100).

VERSE CCXCI

Buhler remarks “ all the commentators give more or less

correct readings”,—and declares that the correct reading

“ seems to be
”

‘ bijotkrastd ’. This is amusing to read, when

we find Medhatitlii, Narayana, Raghvananda, Nandana and

Ramachaifdra all adopting the reading ‘ bijotkrastd'.

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 296), which

adds the following notes :
—

‘ AbijavikrayV, one who sells, as

need, corn which is unfit for sowing,
—

‘ bijotkarsi ’, one who

forcibly takes out the seed that has been sown,

—

‘maryada*

bhedakah ’, one who trangresses the customs of his country,

caste and family, the scriptures and popular practices,

—

‘ vikrtam vadham ’, corporal punishment in the form of the

cutting off of ears and other limbs of the body.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 825), which explains

‘ abijavikrayV as ‘one who sells as seed what is not seed’,—and

‘ bijotkrastd
’

as ‘ one who digs out seed that has been already

sown’;—and in Vivadachintamani (Calcutta, p. 81), which adds

the explanation
—‘He who (a) sells as seed what is not seed, or

(6) takes forcible possession of a field sown by another, or (c)

breaks a local or tribal or family custom, or a scriptural or royal

injunction, should have his ears and nose and otherlimbs cut off.
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VERSE CCXCII

This verse is quoted in Mitakqara (2. 297), which adds

that it refers to cases where the gold belongs to a temple, or

to a Brahmana or to the king ;—in Apardrka (p. 862), winch

remarks that it refers to the case of a goldsmith stealing gold

belonging to a Brahmana ;—in Vivadaratnakara (p. 309),

which explains ‘ Kantaka ’ as an open thief, and adds that

people have held that the penalty prescribed being very

heavy, it must refer to cases of repeated theft ;—and in Vira-

mitrodaya (Vyavahara 151b).

VERSE CCXC1II

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 324).

VERSE CCXCIV

This verse is quoted in Virarnitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 278).

VERSE CCXCV

This verse is quoted in Virarnitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 278),

which explains
‘ vyasanam ’ as ‘ vyasanakaranam’, ‘source

of trouble ’—and adds that these are so only when they are

defective.—It is quoted again on p. 319, where the same notes

are repeated and ‘ prakrtinam ’ is explained as ‘among the

factors

VERSE CCXCVI

This verse is quoted in Virarnitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 320).

VERSE ccxcvn

This verse is quoted in Virarnitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 320).
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VERSE CCXCVIII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 328).

VERSE CCXCIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 328).

VERSE CCC

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 329).

VERSE CCCII

Cf. Aitareya Brahmana 7. J 5.

VERSE CCCITI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 19),

where
‘

tejovrttam’ is explained as ‘conduct in keeping with the

portions offlndra and other gods.’

VERSE CCC1V

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 19),

where ‘ ohaturah ’ is explained as the four months beginning

with Skrdvana.

VERSE CCCV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 19),

where ‘agtau’ is explained as eight months beginning with

Jldargashirsa.

verse cecvi

This verse is quoted in Virapiitrodaya (Rajaniti,
. p. 19V
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VERSE CCCVII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 19).

VERSE CCCVIH

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 19).

VERSE CCCIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 19).

. VERSE CCCX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Raj;mlti, p. 19).

VERSE CCCXI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 19),

which adds the following explanation:
—

‘ Just as the earth

supports all sorts of lieings, animate and inanimate, high and

low,—so also does the king protect all men, those who are

capable of paying taxes as well as the poor and the distressed

;

and this is called his Pdrthiva-vrata ’.

VERSE CCCXI1

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 20),

which adds the following notes :

—
‘ Atandritah ’, free from

idleness,
—

‘ stendn ’, thieves.

VERSE CCCXIH

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 151),

which adds the following explanations:
—

‘ Pardm dpadam

’

the worst calamity, brought about by the depletion of his

treasury and by being attacked by a more powerful King ;

—

even though fallen in such, the king should not ‘provoke the

Brahmanas to anger’, by forcibly seizing their property or by

treating them with disrespect
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It adds that from 313 to 321, it is mere Arthavada, and

all that it means is that even when a Brahmana commits an

offence, he should not be punished.

VERSE CCCXIV

See Mahiibharata, Moksadharnia 12. 344,55,57-58,60-61.

Tliis verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 151).

VERSE CCCXV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 151).

VERSE CCCXVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 151), which explains ‘ Brahma chaiva dhanam yexam ’ as

that for the Brahmana the Veda is the sole treasure, inasmuch

as it is the Veda that accomplishes all prosperity for them,

and becomes the means of acquiring wealth by teaching and

sacrificing ; and as such the Veda should be acquired and

guarded ;—what man, wishing to live, shall give trouble to

such Brahmanas ?

VEESE CCCXVII

This verse is quoted in Viramitordaya (Rajaniti, p. 151).

VERSE CCCXVHI

This verse isrquotedin Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 151).

VERSE CCCXIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 151).
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VERSE CCCXX

This verse is found in the Mahabharata 12-78-28.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 152).

VERSE CCCXXI

“According to Raghavananda the statement that the

Ksattriyas sprang from the Brahmanas is based on a Vedic

passage. But Narayana thinks that it alludes to a Pauranika

story, according to which the Brahmanas produced with the

Ksattriya females a new Ksattriya race after the destruction

of the second varna by Parashurama.”—Buhler.

Tlus verse is found in the Mahabharata 5-15-34; 12-56-24.

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti,

p. 152).

VERSE COCXXII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 143).

VERSE CCCXXIII

Cf. Mahabharata 6-17-11 ; also Vikramdhikacharita
4-44-68.

This verse is quoted in Rajanitiratndkara (p. 40a).

VERSE CCCXXVI

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 227) ;

—

and in Parasharamddhava (Achara, p. 417), which

explains the term ‘ varta ’ as standing for agriculture, trade

and cattle-tending;—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Ahnika 36a).

VERSE CCOXXVII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 417)

VERSE CCCXXVIII

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddjia,va (Achara,

p. 417).
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VERSE CCCXXIX

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 227),

which explains ‘ loh dndrn ’ as metah ;—in Pardsharamd-

dhava (Achara, p. 417) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Ahnika,

36a, and Samskara 74a).

VERSE ccexxx

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 227);

—

and in Parasharamddhana (Achara p. 417).

VERSE CCCXXXI

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 227),

which explains ‘ bhanddnam ’ as ‘ saleable commodities —in

Pardsharamddhava (Achara, p. 417);—and in Nrsimha-

prasdda (Ahnika 3Ga).

VERSE CCCXXXII

This Verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p. 417);—and in Madanapdrijata (p. 227).

VERSE CCCXXXIII

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 227) ;—and

in Pardsharamddhava (Achara, p. 417).

VERSE CCCXXXIV

This verse is quoted in Mradanaparijata (p. 230) ;—in

Pardsharamddhava (Achara, p. 418) ;—and in Nrsimhapra-

sdda (Ahnika 36 b).

VERSE CCCXXXV

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Achara,

p* 418),
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VERSE I

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodayn (Samskara, p.

512);—in Samskaramayukha (p. 52),. which says that this

text contains three sentences (and statements)—(1) The
three hastes should learn from the Brahmana (this latter

phrase being understood),’ (2) ‘The Brahmana alone shall

expound’, and (3)
‘ The other two castes—i. c. the Ksattriya

and the Vafshya—shall not do the expounding —and in

Smrtiehaudrikd (Samskara, p. 143), which says that this rule

refers to normal times.

VERSE III

‘ Vaishesydt ’.
—

‘ Through pre-eminence,—of qualities
’

(Medhatithi) ,
—

‘of race’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka, Narayana and

Raghavananda).
‘Niyamasya dharandt ’,

—
‘On account of the observant*

of the restrictive rules, i. e., those prescribed for the Accom-

plished student’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Narayana and

Raghavananda);
—

‘on account of his possessing superior

knowledge of the Veda’ (Kulluka).

VERSE V
‘ Anulomyewx ’.

—
‘In the direct order, i.e., by a Brah-

mana on a Brahmant and so forth ’ (Medhatithi, Govinda-

raja and Kulluka) ;
—

‘ the bridegroom being always older

than the bride’ (Narayana).

98
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This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Aehara,

p. 511), which explains the meaning to be that children

born of a Brahmana couple are Brahmana by caste; so also

in the case of Ksattriya couples and so forth;—and in

Nrsimhaprasada (Samskiira 70 a).

VERSE VI

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Acliara,

p. 512), which explains the meaning to be that the child

born to a Brahmana from a legally married Ksattriya wife,

is ‘like the Brahmana’, not quite a Brahmana,—its inferior-

ity being due to the inferior caste of the mother.

VERSE VII

“Regarding the term Parashava, see above, 9.178.

Govindaraja and Karayana remark that the second name

Parashaya is added in order to distinguish the Nisada, who

is Pratiloma and subsists by catching fish.”—Buhler.

VERSE VIII

Bidder is not right in saying that “ Medhatithi does not

give this verse ”.

VERSE IX

This verse is quoted in SmrtitaUva (p. 541).

VERSE X

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Aehara,

p. 512), which adds that these are called
‘

ajpasada, ’ ‘base*

born,* on account of their being devoid of the pure caste of

the Father;—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara 76a).
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VERSE XI

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 540) ;—and in

Parasharamddhava (Achara, p. 513).

VERSE XII

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 540) ;—and in

Parasharamddhava (Achara, p. 513).

VERSE XIV

This verse is quoted in Smrtikaumvdt (p. 4), which adds

the following notes:
—

‘

Anantarastrijah,’ born of wives of

inferior castes;
—

‘

mdtrdomt] by reason of the inferiority of

the mother’s caste,
—

‘ anantarandmnah ,’ named after the

mother’s caste.

VERSE XVI

“ Kulluka thinks that the Pratilomas are enumerated

once more in order to show that they are unfit to fulfil the

duties of sons.”—Buhler.

This verse' is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 513).

VERSE XVII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Achara,

p. 514).

VERSE XIX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Prayaschitta,

p. 56).

VERSE XX

This verse is quoted in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 87).
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VERSE xxn

“ As ‘ a ’ and ‘i* are constantly exchanged
‘

lichchhivi *

may be considered as a vicarious form for * lichchhavi, ’ and it

may be assumed that the Manusamhita considered the famous

Ksattriya race of Magadha and Nepal as unorthodox.”—(Buhler).

VERSE xxvin

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 405).

VERSE XXXI

“ Kulluka tliinks that the terms vahya and htna may
either refer (a) to two sets of men or (b) to one only ; (a) under

the former supposition, the Vahya

s

must be understood to be

the Pratiloma offering of a shudra

,

i. e., Ayogavas, Ksattrs

and Chandalas,—and the Hinas the Pratiloma offspring of

K§attriyasand Vaishyas i. e., Sutas, Magadhas and Vaidehas.

Each of thgse two sets produce fifteen lower races by union with

women of the four chief castes and of their own (verse 27) ;

—

(h) But if the two terms vahya and lima are- referred to one

set of males only, they must be understood to denote the six

Pratilomas,Chandalas, Ksattrs, Ayogavas, Vaidehas, Maga-

dhcts and Sutas; and it must be assumed that the verse refers to

unions between these six Pratiloma races alone. Then the

lowest among them, the Chanddla may produce, with females

of the five higher Pratiloma tribes, five more degraded races

;

the Ksdttr with the four above him, four ; the Ayogava with

the three above him
;
the Vaideha, ‘ two, and the Magadha

one. The total of 5+4+3+2+ 1 is thus 15.—Raghavananda

agrees with this interpretation.—Narayana, on the other hand,

refers the terms vahya and hina to one set of males, the

three Pritilamas springing from the Shudra ; and assumes

that the verse refers to unions of these three with females

of the four principal castes and of their own,”—Buhler,
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VERSE XXXII

‘Dasyu ’—‘One of the tribes described under verse 45 ’

(Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Kulluka);
—

‘one of this above-

mentioned 15 Pratiloma races’ (Narayana and Nandana).

VERSE XXXV

* Vaidehikat ’
—

‘ From a Vaidehika father, by women

of the Karavara and Nisada castes (Medhatithi and Kulliika)

;

—by women of the Vaidelia caste’ (Govindaraja).

VERSE XXXVIII

‘ MuJavyamnavrttimdn”—‘ Who lives by executing

criminals.’ (Govindaraja and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ who lives by

digging roots for selling them as medicines or for curing

homorhoids’ (Narayana and Nandana).

VERSE XLI

‘This verse is quoted in Vyavahara-Balambhatti (p. 570).

VERSE XLTT

i Yuyeyuge>—‘In successive births
’

(Medhatithi, Nara-

yana and Nandana) ;
—

‘ in each of the ages of the world
’

(Kulluka).

VERSE XLIH

This verse is quoted in Smritattva II (p. 268) to the

effect that even in tmodern times Ksattriycis can become

degraded to shudrahood.

VERSE XLVH

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 119),
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VERSE XLVm
“ Govindaraja quotes a verse of Yama according to which

the Chuckuka is the son of a Vaishya by a Kasttriya female

and the Madgu the offspring of a Shudra and a Ksattriya.”

—

Buhler.

This verse is quoted in the Apararka (p. 119.)

VERSE LIV

“ Govindaraja and Naiayana take the beginning of the

verse differently—Their food shall be given to them by others

in a broken vessel.”—Buhler.

VERSE LV

‘ Chihnitah ’
—

‘ Distinguished—by a thunder-bolt or some

such weapon carried on the shoulder’ (Medhatithi),
—

“ by sticks

and so forth (Govindaraja),
—

‘ by iron ornaments and peacock’s

feathers ’ (JiTarayana),
—

‘ branded on the forehead and other

parts of the body’ (Raghavananda).

VERSE LXII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 119):—and in

Nrsimhaprmada (Prayashchitta 7b.)

VERSE LXIV

If the daughter of a Brahmana from a Shudra female

and all their descendants marry Brahmanas, the offspring of

the sixth female descendant of the original couple will become

a Brahmana (Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghava-

nanda).—If the son of a Brahmana from a Shudra female

marries a similar girl possessed of excellent virtues and if his

descendants go on doing the same, the child born of the sixth

generation will become a Brahmana (Narayana and Nandana.)
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VERSE LXVI

‘ Anaryayam’—
‘A Shudra female’ (Medhatithi, Govinda-

raja, Kulluka, Raghavananda and Nandana) ;
—

‘ the daughter

of a Vratya and the like’ (Niirayana).
1 Yadrchchhaya’—

‘ By chance, i. e. even on an unmarried

one’ (Medhatithi and Govindariija) ;
— unknowingly (Niira-

yana).

VERSE LXV1I

This verse is quoted in ‘Viramilrodaya’ (Samskara,p. 390).

VERSE LXVIII

This verse is quoted in Viramilrodaya (Samskara,

p. 390).

VERSE LXXIV

‘ Braltmayonisthahi—‘Intent upon the source of the

Veda ’ (Medhatithi),
—

‘ Intent upon the means of union with

Brahman ’ (Kulluka) ;

—
‘ of pure Brahmanical race ’ (Narayana

and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ who abide by what springs from the

Veda, i. e. the sacred law,—or who are the abode of the

Veda ’ (Nandana).

VERSE LXXV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Paribhasa,

p. 45).

VERSE LXXVI

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata, (p. 215);—in

Mitak§ara, (1. 118) to the effect that three out of the six

functions are conducive to merit and these are to be practised

as means of livelihood ; so that while the former are obligatory,

the latter are not so ;—in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 140), to the same effect ;—in Vyavahara-Balambhatii,

(p. 424) ;—and in Samskdra/mayuhha (p. 122).
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VERSE LXXVH

This verse is quoted in Nrsimhaprasada (Ahnika,

37a).

VERSE LXX1X

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Aehara,

p. 397), to the effect that the wielding of weapons for the

protection of the weak is the duty of the Ksattriya only ;

—

and in Mitdkqard (1. 119).

VERSE LXXX

Vdrtd — * Trade ’ (Nandana) ;— ‘ trade and cattle-

tending* (Kulluka) ;
—

‘trade, cattle-tending and agriculture
’

(Govindaraja).

VERSE LXXX1

This verse is quoted in Madamiparijdta (p. 231);

—

in Viramitrodaya, (Rajaniti, p. 13), to the effect that Kingship

is not altogether forbidden to the Brahmana ;—and. in

Nrsimhapramda (Ahnika, 36b).

VERSE LXXXII

Narayana thinks that ‘ Krsi ’ means here that agriculture

whereat the Brahmana himself does not do any

manual work; but Govindaraja and Kulluka reject this

view.

This verse is quoted in Mitak&ara, (3. 35), to the effect

that in abnormal times for purposes of livelihood the Brah-

mana may have recourse to the functions of the Valshya,

but never to those of the Shudra ;—in Madanapdrijdta,

(p. 232) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Ahnika, 36b).
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VERSE LXXXHI

This verse is quoted in Apardrka, (p. 930), to the effect

that even when taking to the Vaishya’s livelihood, the

Brahmana shall avoid cultivating land himself ;—and in

Pardsharamddhava (Achara, p. 420), as prohibiting the

Braliinana’s cultivation of land by himself.

VEEBE LXXX1V

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Achara,

p. 120);—and in Apardrka, (p. 937) as supplying the

reason* for forbidding land-cultivation by the Brahmana.

VERSE LXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta
, (p. 232),

which explains 'vyupoheta' (which is its reading for ‘ apo-

heta ’) as ‘ should avoid ’ i. c. ‘ should not sell ’
; it adds that

‘ rasa ’ having been already mentioned, ‘ lavana '

is mentioned

again for the purpose of indicating that the selling of salt

is more blameworthy.

VERSE LXXXVI1

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta, (p. 232),

which adds that ‘ vyapoheta ’ of the preceding verse is to be

construed with all that follows ;—in Mitak?ard, (3. 38)

;

—and in Samskaramayukha, (p. 123), which says that ‘ all

these should not be sold.’

VERSE LXXXVIII

The second half of this verse is quoted in Mitaksard

-(3. 38), which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Dadhi and

hira ’ stand for all preparations of milk and curd ;
‘ ghftam ’

for all oily substances in Madanapdrijdta (p. 232),

99
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winch adds that ‘ kmudram ’ stands for bees-wax, honey

itself being , mentioned separately (‘ madhu ’) ;—and in

Samskdramayukha (p. 123).

VERSE LXXX1X

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 232) ;

—

in Apardrka (p. 931), which adds that this prohibition is

meant for the Bralnnana only ;—in Mitdkfard (3. 38) ;

—

and in Samskdramayukha (p. 123).

VERSE XC

‘ Shuddhdn ’
—

‘ unmixed ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja,

Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘white’ (Naudana);
—

‘of

good quality ’ (Nariiyana).

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamdidhava (Acliara,

p. 431) as permitting the selling of sesamum. It notes on

this point two views—(a) that what is said here refers to

cxchanyii^y, and (b) that it permits the selling only for the

purpose of paying off a debt not otherwise payable ;—and it

prefers the latter.

It is quoted in Mitdksard (3. 39), which adds that

‘ dharma ’

stands for such necessities as medication and the

like.

VERSE XCl

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 933) ;—in Mitak-

$ard (3. 39), to die effect that the selling of sesamum otherwise

than what is mentioned in the preceding verse is sinful ;—in

Parasharamddhana (Acliara p. 431);—and in Samskara-

tnayukfta (p. 124).

VERSE XCII

This verse is quoted in Mitakfard (3. 40) ;—in Para

•

jsharamadhava (Acliara p. 422) ;—in Apardrka (p. 934),

where it is pointed out that this refers to a Brahmana who
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has not performed the requisite expiatory rites ;—again on

p. 1046;—in Smrtitattva (p.353)—in Madanapdrijdta

(p. 232) ;—in Samskdramayuhhn (p. 1 24) ;—in Nraimhaprn-

sdda (Ahnika 36b);—and in Prdyashach ittnvh 'elect (p. 427),

which says that only strong deprecation is what is meant.

VERSE XCIII

Tins verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 232);

—

in Mitak§ara (3. 40)—and in Sarnshdramayukha (p. 124),

which explains ‘ itaresdm ’ as
1

all aforesaid articles except

milF;—and adds that all this refers to normal times.

VERSE XCIV

This verse is quoted in Mitaksard (3. 39), which adds

the following notes:
—

‘ Krtdnna ’ is cooked food, and this

should be exchanged with cooked food ; it notes the reading

‘ KrtdnnaftcJidhrtannena’, and explains it as ‘cooked food

should be exchanged for uncooked rice and other grains ’.

It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 933) ;—in Madanapdrijdta

(p. 233), winch explains * nimdtavyah
'

{is ‘ should be

exchanged —in Pardsharamddhava (Achara p. 431), which

adds that the law laid down regarding the selling of sesamum

applies to that of rams also;—in Sarnsldramayvkha (p.

124) ;—and in Prayashachittavivcka (p. 429).

VERSE XCV

This verse is quoted in ApardrJca (p. 934), which

explains ‘jydyasi vrtti ’ as the ‘ functions of the Brahmana.’

VERSE XCV!

This verse is quoted in Vivadaratnakara (p. 363),

which adds the explanation that
—

‘ if the Vaishya or other

lower castes should have recourse to the modes of living
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ordained for the higher castes, he should have all his property

confiscated’ and then banished from the kingdom ;—and in

Vwddachintdmani (Calcutta p. 101).

VERSE xcvn

This verse is quoted in Mitdksara (3.41) ;—in Apararka

(p. 935) ;—in Madanapdrijdta (p. 233), to the effect that

even in times of distress it is better for the Brahmana to

stick to his own functions than take to others ;—and in Sams-

kdrarnaydkha (p. 123).

VERSE xcvm

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 233).

VERSE XCIX

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 233).

‘ VERSE C

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (3. 35) and in

Madanapdrijdta (p. 233), which notes that the verb
‘

kurvita
’

means ‘ should perform ’.

VERSE CT

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 233) ;—in

Apararka (p. 935) ;—in Smftitattva I (p. 353) ;—in Smrti-

tattva II (p. 362) ;—and in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 408).

VERSE CIT

Tliis verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 935) ;—in Madana-

pdrijdta (p. 233);—in Parasharamddhava (Prayashchitta,

p. 326) ;—in Smrtitattva II (p. 362) and in Prdyash-

chittaviveka (p. 409).
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VERSE CIII

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdta (p. 233) ;—in

Apardrka (p. 935);—in Smrtitattva II (p. 362), which notes

that Kulluka Bhatta explains ‘jvalandmhusamah ’ as ‘like

water and fire’;—in Pardsharamadhava (Achara, p. 183),

which notes that the reading is ‘ agarhitat '

;

—in Parashara-

madhava (Prayashchitta p. 326) ;—and in Prdyashchitta-

vivelca (p. 409).

VERSE CIV

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva I (p. 353) ;—in

Apardrka (p. 935) ;—in Pardsharamadhava (Prayasahchitta

p. 326) ;—in Pardsharamadhava (Achara p. 183) ;—in

Madanaparijdta (p.233);—and in Yatidharmasahgraha

(p- 75).

VERSE CV

See Aitareya Brdhmana 7. 13—16.

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 935) ;—and in

Pardsharamadhava (Prayasahchitta p. 326).

VERSE CVI

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Prayasha-

cliitta p. 326) and in Apardrka (p. 935).

VERSE CVII

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 935) ;—and in

Pardsharamadhava (Prayashachitta p. 326).

VERSE CVIII

See Mahabharata 12. 141. 28 etc. seg.

This verse Is quoted in Apardrka (p. 935) ;—in Madana-
panjata (p. 234). which explains ‘shvajdghanV as the loins of

a dog;—and in Pardsharamadhava (Prayashachitta p. 326).
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VERSE CIX

Tlxis verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 935).

VERSE CX

This verse is quoted in Apamrka (p. 93G) ;—and in

Prayashchittavivelca (p. 408).

VERSE CXI

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 936) ;—in . Mita-

ksara (3. 35) ;—and in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 404).

VERSE CXIII

Cf. 4. 84* which is rescinded by this verse, according to

Govindaraja and Kulluka.

‘ Kupyam \
—

‘ Pots, kettles, wooden stools, and the like
’

(Medhatitra) ;
—

‘ Beds and seats and such articles of small

value’ (Govindaraja) ;
—

‘also grain and clothes’ (Kulluka,

Raghavananda and Nandana) ;
—

‘ Brass, copper and other

common metals ’ (Narayana).

‘ Tyagamarhati ’.
—

‘ The realm of such a king should be

abandoned by the Brahmanas ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja,

Narayana and Raghavananda) ;—•* such a king is to be exclud-

ed from teaching and sacrifices ’ (Nandana) ;
—

‘ must be left

to himself, i. e. not asked again ’ (Kulluka).

VERSE CXV
‘ Lahhah ’.

—
‘Friendly present’ (Medhatithi, Govinda-

raja and Kulluka) ;
—

‘ acquisition of treasure-trove ’ (Nara-

yana and Nandana).

‘ Jayah ‘ Conquest in war ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ winning

law-suits ’ (Nandana),
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‘ Prayogah.’
—

‘ Money-lending,’ (Medhatithi) ;—
‘ Teach-

ing ’ (Nandana),
‘Karmayogah

'

—‘Trade and agriculture
5

(Medhatithi) ;

—

‘Sacrificing for others’ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Paras/taramadhava (Achara,

p. 809), which adds the following explanations:
—

‘ Ayah’,

ancestral property,

—

‘labhah finding of a treasure-trove ;

—

inheriting ancestral property, finding of treasure-trove and

purchase are for all the four castes, ‘conquest’ is for the Ksattriya

alone,
—

‘
prayoga ’ is lending money on interest,—and

‘ karmayoga ’ is trade and agriculture ;—these two are for the

Vaishya only ;—and ‘acceptance of gifts from righteous persons
’

is for the Brahmana only.

It is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Vyavahara,

p. 830);—in Smritilattva II (p. 350), which adds the following

notes:

—

''Day
a'

is inheritance of ancestral property,
—

‘

labha ’

is finding of treasure-trove turd such things,

—

'jay
a’

is conquest

of war,
—

‘
prayoga ’ is money-lending,

—

‘

karmayoga ’ is trade,

agriculture, sons and daughters;—in Vidhanaparijata II

(p. 245);—in Mitakqara (2.113);—in Ilemadri (Sliraddha,

p. 525);—in Ilemadri (Dana, p. 41), which explains 'prayoga'

as ‘monetary transaction for earning interest,’ and ‘karmayoga’

as ‘officiating as priests at sacrifices’;—and in Nrsimhaprasdda

(Ahnika 37a).

VERSE CXVI

“ Govindaraja thinks that teaching for a stipulated fee is

also permissible under tills rule.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 930) ;—and in

Mitaksara (3. 42), both of which read ‘ girih ’ for
1

dhrtih
;

’

‘ girih ’ is explained by Nandana as ‘ selling of fruits and

roots growing on hills.’

VERSE CXVIII

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 203).
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VERSE CXIX

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Rajanfti p.263).

VERSE CXX

“ According to Medhatithi, the first Jine refers to the

profits of subjects dealing in corn or in gold. From the

former the king may take, in times of distress, one-eighth, and

from the latter one-twentieth ; the second line indicates that

artisans who, according to verse 7. 138, in ordinary times,

furnish one piece of work in each month, may l>e made to

work more for the king.—According to (Jovindaraja and

Kulliika, husband-men shall give from the increments on

grain one-eighth (instead of one-twelfth, and in the direst

distress one-fourth, according to verse 118), from all increments

on gold and so forth amounting to more than a Kdr$dpana,

one-twentieth, instead of one-fiftieth, as prescribed above,

7. 130.—Narayana says that the tax on grain is to be one-

fourth in the case of Shudras, and one-eighth in the case of

Vaishyas^that the tax on every thing else is to be at least

one Karmpana ‘ in twenty,’ and that artisans who work for

wages shall pay the same rate.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Vtramitrodaya (Rajaniti, p. 203),

which adds that the verb ‘dadyuh ’ is to be supplied.

VERSE CXX1

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 101).

VERSE CXXIII
4*

The first half of this verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 161)

;

—in Mitaksara (1. 120) ;—and the whole verse in Para

-

sharamddhavu (Achara p. 421), to the effect that the highest

duty of the Shudra is saving the Brahmana, that of the Ksat-

triya and the Vaisliya being meant only as a means of liveli-
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hood ;—in Vidhaanapdriiata II (p. 728) ;—in Samskdra-

mayukha (p. 126) ;—and in Viramilrodaya (Paribhasa,

p. 46), which explains ‘ vishistam ’ as ‘ excellent ,’ as conducive

to both merit and livelihood, and
‘ nisphalam ’ as ‘very little

effective,’ as conducive to livelihood only.

VERSE CXXV

This verse is quoted in VarsaJcriyakaumdi (p. 571),

which explains
1

pvlcihdh ’ as ‘chaff,’
—

‘
parichchhadah ’ as

‘ umbrellas, beddings and so forth ,’—and adds that the inten-

tion appears to bo that all this should be given to such Shudras

as are one’s servants.

VERSE CXXVI

‘Na patakam ’
—

‘ no sin, in eating garlic and other for-

bidden vegetables and fruits ’ (Govindaraja and Kulluka),
—

‘in

keeping a slaughter-house ’ (Raghavananda),

This verse is quoted in Viramilrodaya (Samskara

p. 134) and in Nirnayasindhu (p. 235).

VERSE CXXVII

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva II (p. 381), as

prohibiting for Shudras the performance of rites accom-

panied with the reciting of mantras ;—and in Shdntima-

yukha (p. 2), which quotes Medhatithi’s view that ‘ this verse

entitles Shudras only to Fasts and such acts as are done with-

out the use of Vedic mantras, and it is not meant that they

are to do even those acts that require the use of mantras, but

they are not to use mantras,’—and says that this view is not

correct, because to Fasts and other such acts they are entitled

by virtue of the injunctions of those acts themselves, and the

present verse would be superfluous,

100
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VRRSE CXXIX

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattm (p. 353);—and

in Varsahriyakaumdi (p. 571), which adds that thero

would be nothing wrong in the Shudra amassing wealth for

the benefit of ‘ Brahmanas and others.’
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;

VERSES I and II

‘ Gurvartham ’.
—

‘For the purpose of maintaining his

Teacher ’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘in

order to procure the fee for Jiis Teacher ’ (Narayana).

Tljese verses are quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 408),

which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Sdivtdnika, ’ ‘ for the sake

of offspring’ ;
—

‘ Sarvaredam ‘one who has given away all

his belongings ’ ;
—

‘upatdpi ’, one who is ill;—this is meant

to permit only that much of wandering on the road and other

deviations without which alms cannot be obtained.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 77) ;—and in Pcira-

Aiaramddhava (Achara p. 429), which adds the following-

notes :
—

‘ Santanika, ’ one who seess wealth for the purpose

of marrying with a view to obtaining children ;
—

‘

Sarvavedam,’

one who has been reduced to penury on having performed

the sacrifice at which all his belongings have been given awray

as the sacrificial fee,
—

‘
pitrmdtrartham ’, one who seeks to

serve his parents,
—

‘ svadhyaydrlhi, ’ who seeks wealth for

the keeping up of the teaching of the Veda,
—

‘ upatdpi ’, in-

valid;—the compound ‘ svadhydyarthyupatdpi ’ is to be

expounded as ‘the upatdpi
,
invalid, as along with the svadhya-

yarthi ’, i. a, both of these.

It is quoted in Hemadri (Shraddha p. 354, and Dana p. 30),

winch explains
‘ mntdnikdn ’ as ‘those who seek to marry

for the purpose of begetting offspring ’,
—

‘ adhvaga ’ as ‘ one

who has started on a pilgrimage ’,
—

‘sdrvavedasa
*
(which is

its reading for ‘mrvavedasa ’) as ‘one who is performing

sacrifice at which one’s entire property is given away as the

sacrificial fee,—and ‘ upatdpi ’ as an ‘ invalid
’
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VERSE JII

According to Kulluka, the meaning is that ‘ to these

most excellent Brahmanas food together with presents must

be given inside the sacrificial enclosure ’ ;—according to Nara-

yana,
1

the nine mendicants, mentioned in verses 1 and 2

shall always receive what they ask for, and other mendicants

ordinary food only, but that if they beg at the performance of

a sacrifice, other property also must be given to them ’.

[
Verse VI of Kulluka is omitted by Medhatithi and the

other commentators
;

but the numbering of Mamjlik and
Buhler has been retaincd.\

VERSE VII

This verse is quoted in Apardrbi (p. 105);—anti in

Parasliaramadhavn (Achara p. 157), It) the effect that the

Soma-sacrifice is to be performed only by one Avho is rich

enough for the purpose.

' verse vnr

This verse is quoted in Apararbi (p. 105) ;—and in

Mitdkmrd (1. 124), to the effect that a man devoid of wealth

should not perform the Soma-sacrifice.

VERSE IX

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 283) ;—and in

Hemddri (Dana p. 40).

VERSE X

This verse is quoted in Apararha (p. 283).
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This verse is not commented upon by the Commentators

;

it is quoted by Medhatithi under 2. 189, and in several import-

ant Nibctndhas.

It is quoted in Apararkct (p. 283) ;—in Mitaksard (1.224)

to the effect that one who abandons his wife and children

stands on the same footing as one who abandons his parents ;

—

again on 2. 175, as indicating the obligatory cliaracter of the

duty of maintaining one’s family-members ;—the Balambhatti

adds the following notes :

—
‘ Vrddhau ’, over 80 years old,

—
‘ ahishvh ’, less than 10 years old,

—
‘ Akdryashatarn ’,

many such reprehensible acts as receiving improper gifts and

so forth.

It is quoted in Smrtitattva I (p. 349) ;—in Smrtitatloa

II (p. 361 ) as mentioning persons who must be supported ;

—

in Pardaharamddhaca (Achara p. 186) ;—and in Para-

sharamddhava (Prayashchitta, p. 384), which adds that this

refers to abnormal times of distress.

VERSE XII

According to Narayana and Nandana, ‘ the king ’ is the

jigent to be understood with the verb ‘ aharet

\

‘may take’

;

—this being supported by a parallel passage in the Malia-

bharata which ends with ‘ Yajfbdrthamparthivo haret ’.

VERSE XIV

According to Medhatithi, Kulluka and Raglmvananda,

this refers to Ksattriyas as well as Brahmanas ;—according to

Govindaraja it refers to the former alone.

VERSE XV

‘Addnanityah’.
—

‘Men of all castes who constantly amass

wealth* (Medhatithi and Narayana);
—

‘ Brahmanas who
always accept gifts ’ (Kulluka, Govindaraja and Raghavananda).
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VERSE XVI

This verse is quoted in Mitakqard (2. 275), where

Bdlambhatti has the following notes:
—

‘

lihakta ’ is food;

‘ mptame bhahle,
’ on the fourth day ;

—

‘ashvastanavidhariena,'

in such a way that there may be nothing left over for the second

day;—'‘/nnctkarnianah,’ from a man whose religious acts are very

poor.—It is quoted again under (2*43), where the meaning is

explained as that ‘if, in the absence of food, a man has gone

without food for three days, he should wrest from a man

deficient in reilgious acts just enough for one day.’

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 938), which explains the

meaning as
—

‘if a man has gone without food for six meals,

then at the time of his seventh meal, he should take by force

just enough for the day from a man of lower caste and also

from one who is deficient in religious acts.’

It is quoted in Smrititattva II (p. 352), to the effect

that if a man has gone without six meals, he may steal food

;

and notes that this sanction implies that one may even per-

form the Vuishvadeva rites with such stolen food.

VERSE XVII

This verse is quoted in Mildksard (2.43), to the effect

that if, under circumstances mentioned in the preceding verse,

one has stolen food, he should confess if asked;—and in

Apurdrka (p. 938), to the effect that the food spoken of in

the preceding verse, may be taken from the thresliing-yard

and other places.

VERSE XVIII

This is quoted in Apararka (p. 938), {is an exception

to what has gone in the preceding two verses.

VERSE XXIV
This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 165) ;—in

Pardsharamadhava
.
(Achara p. 185);—-and in Hemddri

(Dana, p. 60).
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VERSE XXV

This verse is quoted in Mitdksara (1.127), which explains
‘

bhdsa ’ as the Shakunta bird.

VERSE XXVI

Tin's verse is quoted in Hemddri (Shriuldha p. 1035).

VERSE XXVII

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 107);—in Mitak-

sara (3.205), which explains
‘ abdaparyaye

’

as ‘at the end of

the year’;—and in Prayduhchittaviveka (p. 393).

VERSE XXVIII

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 107).

VERSE XXIX

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 107);—and in

Smrtitattm II (p. 87.)

VERSE XXX

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 108);—in

Smrtitattva II (p. 87) ;—and in Parasharamadhava (Acha-

ra, p. 084), which explains ‘ sdmpardyikam ’

as future effect,

in the shape of accession to Heaven and so forth ;—in Hemd-
dri (Dana p. 88), which explains ‘ sdmparayilam ’ as

‘pertaining to’the other world’ ie., supernatural;—in Shraddha-

kriyakaumdt (p. 288) ;—in Ddnamayukha (p. 8) ;—in

Yatidharmasangraha (p. 8);—in Samskararatnamald (p.

14);—in Smrtisaraddhdra (p. 306);—in Viramitrodaya

(Paribhasa, p. 29 and 71), to the effect that the secondary

course is effective only when the primary one is impossible,

—

it explains ‘prdbhuh ’ as ‘ capable ’ and ‘ sdmparayikam, ’
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as ‘ pertaining to the other world’;—in Varsakriyakawmdi

(p. 352) ;—in Hemadri (shraddha, p. 452) ;—and in Nitya-

charapradipa (p. 9 and 190), which explains the meaning

to be that ‘so long as one is able to adopt the primary

course, he is not entitled to the adopting of the secondary

one

VERSE XXXI

This and the following verses rescind the rules given

above “(9. 290).”—Bidder.

VERSE XXXIT

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 232).

VERSE XXXIV

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 232).

e
l VERSE XXXV

‘

Vidhata ’.
—

‘Creator’ (Medhatithi and Narayana);

—

‘performer of the prescribed rites’ (Govindaraja and Kul-

luka) ;
—

‘one who is able to do, to undo and to change’

(Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ the performer of magic rites ’ (Nan-

dana) ;

—

‘ Shasitd ’,
—

‘ Punisher, controller, adviser’—of the king

(Medhatithi),
—

‘of his sons and pupils’ (Kulluka);
—

‘ins-

tructor in the sacred law ’ (Narayana) ;
—

* the instigator of

incantations ’ (Nandana).

‘ Vaktd ’.
—
‘One who gives wholesome advice * (Medha-

tithi) ;
—

‘ the teacher ’, (Govindaraja and Narayana) ;
—

‘ the

expounder of the sacred law’ (Kulluka and Raghavananda).

VERSE XXXVI

See 2. 172 ; 5. 155 ; 9. 18.
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VERSE XXXVIII

‘ Prajapatyam ’.
—

‘ Dedicated to Prajapati ’ (Govinda-

riija, Kulliika, Narayana and Ragliavananda) ;—the epithet

is merely laudatory ; or it may mean ‘ neither very good

nor veiy inferior ’ (Medhatithi) ;

—

VERSE XLT

‘

Viva ’—‘Son’ (Govindaraja, Kulliika, Narayana and

Ragliavananda) ;
—

‘ a Ksattriya ’ (Nandana) ;
—

‘ a deity ’ (sug-

gested by Ragliavananda).

this verse is quoted in Apnrarka (p. 1154), which

adds the following notes :—The construction is ‘ masamngntn

apavidhya —1 vim' is the sacrificer;—if the omission

lasts longer than a month, the man should perform the

‘ Three monthly Goghna expiation —in Vidhdnapdrijata II

(p. 115) ;—in Pardsharaniddhava (Prayashchitta p. 425) ;

—

and in Prayashchiffaviveka (p. 391), which explains

‘apavidhya' as ‘ abandoning ’,
—

‘

virahatyd ’ as ‘ murdering

the sacrificer’.

VERSE XLTT

This verse is quoted in Apararla (p. 1 08) ;—and in

Hemadri (Dana, p. GO).

VERSE XLITI

This verse is quoted in Apardrha (p. 1(58).

VERSE XLIV

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (3. 220), which

notes that the use of the general term ‘ narah

'

implies that

what is here said is applicable to the case of men horn

of reversed parentage ; such general sins as those of killing

m
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and the like being possible in their case also ;—in Pard-

sharamadhava (Achara p. 50), which adds that the verse

is indicative of those sins that accrue from the omission,

through sloth, of the obligatory duties ;—in Pardsharamd-

dhava (Prayashchitta p. 6)
;—in Prdyashrhittaviveka (p.

10), which says that the meaning is that the act is sinful,

and hence involves expiation ;—and in Smrtisdroddhdra (p.

851).

VERSE XLV

Of. Aitareya Bralimana 7. 28.

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 705),‘which

quotes a Vedic text to the effect that once Indra gave away

certain sages to be devoured by the ‘ Shdldvrka ’ dogs, for

which sinful act Prajapati ordained for him the expiatory rite

called ‘ Upaliavya ’, which is taken as implying that for inten-

tional offences also there is ‘ expiation.’.

It is quoted in Milakmrd, (8. 220), as indicating that

expiatory jites are to be performed in the case of intentional

offences also,—and not that the sin accruing from such offences

is wiped off by these rites, in the case of ‘ degrading
’

offences.

It is quoted in Pardsharaniadhava, (Prayashchitta, p. 152),

to the effect that in the case of intentional offences, there can

he expiation, only according to some authorities, not all;

—and in Prayashchittaviveka, (p. 18), which says that

stress is meant to the laid upon ‘ akamakah ’ as it is only

for unintentional delinquencies that there is expiation, and

in reference to ‘ Shrutividarshandt,’ it quotes the Shruti-

passage describing the story of Indra and the Slialavrkas.

VERSE XLVI

This verse is quoted in Mitdk$ara, (3. 226), to the effect

that the sin accruing from ‘ non-degrading ’ offences even

when intentional, is wiped off by the performance of expiatory
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rites;—in Apardrka,
, (p. 1040)—in Madanapdrijdta, (p.

705);—in Prayashehittaviveka, (p. 18), which says that all

that is meant by the mention of ‘ Vedabhyasa ’ is that the ex-

piation of unintentional delinquencies is lighter than that for

intentional ones,—it explains
1prthagvidhaih ’as ‘other kinds

of expiation ’ ;—ami in Smrtisdroddhara, (p. 354).

VERSE XLVi I

This verso is quoted in Madanapdrijata

,

(p. 774), which

adds the following notes:

—

‘ Daivdt,’ i.e. for the sake of some

offence committed during the present life,—or for that of some

offence the antenatal committing of which is indicated by the

presence, in the person, of such defects as consumption, rotten

nails, black teeth and so forth,—one should perform the

expiatory rites prescribed by Vashistha ; but the expiation

performed should be that prescribed for the presence of the

said defects, not that for the offences of which those defects

are known to be the effects,—e.g. the presence of rotten nails

has been held to be the effect of stealing gold in a previous

life, or consumption is held to be the effect of Brahmana-

slaughter committal in a. previous life.

It is quoted in Nrsimhaprasdda
, (PrayashchittH, p. 2a)

;

—and in Prayashchittaoioeka, (p. 141 and 148), as forbidding

association with sinners.

VERSE XLVIII

This verse is quoted in Prdyashv/tittaviveka, (p. 0).

VERSE LI

‘ Vdgapaharakah'—‘ Stealer of speech,

—

i. c. one who

learns the Veda by stealth ’ (Govindaraja, Kulluka and

Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ a plagiarist ’ (Narayana).

[The additional verse, relating to the ‘ stealer of a lamp ’

has been translated by Buhler as part of the text
; it has
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been so accepted by Raghavdnanda and Ramaclutndra, but

not by the other commentators. We havefollowed the text

of Medhdtithi here; hence from, this verse onward our

verse-numbering will be one less than that in Buhler\.

This additional verse is quoted in Smrtitatlva, (p. 248).

VES8E LIU

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard, (3. 220), to the effect

that the omission of an expiatory rite involves sin ;—in

Pardsharamddhaoa (Prayashchitta. p. 3) to the same effect.

—

in Smrtitattva
, (p. 473);—and in Prdyashchittaviveka,

(P• 17).

VERSE L1V

Cf. 9. 235.

This verse is quoted in Madauapdrijdta, (p. 780).

—

in Apararka, (p. 1014), which adds that ‘ sura ’ stands here

for the
‘

Pai.gd

'

?. c. liquor distilled from grains;—in

Nrsimhapnmida, (Prayashchitta, 3 0)
;—and in Pi'dyash-

chiitavioeka, (p. 39 and 140).

VERSE LV

‘ (JnroshchdltkattirL imdha

h

—
‘ Wrongfully going to law

;ig;dnst the teacher’ (Medlmtithi), or ‘falsely accusing , the

teacher ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Kulluka) ;
—

‘Repeatedly

doing what is disagreeable to the teacher ’ (Narayana and

Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Parashuramadhava (Prayash-

chittn, p, 419), as enumerating offences on the same footing

as Brahmana-slaughter ;—in Apararka (p. 1047), which

adds the following notes :—On the occasion of the examination

of the disputed superiorty of qualifications of two rivals, if

the Judge pronounces a false judgment, this act is as sinful

as the killing of a Brahmana; ‘ atikanirbandha

'

is false
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accusation;—and in Madanaparijata (p. 807), which adds

the explanation that ‘when a man without knowing the four

Vedas, represents himself to the king as knowing them,

—

and some one is asked to examine the validity of the claim

—

if this latter should make a false report, the sin incurred by

him is equal to that involved in Bralimana-slaughter’.

It is quoted in Prayashchitlaviveku (p. 177), which

adds the following notes
—

‘ Anrtaftcha samutkarse ’ lueans

the misrepresentation of oneself as possessing qualities

which are not really possessed, e.</,, when a Shudra says ‘I

am a Brahmana’ and wears the sacred thread,—or misrepre-

sentation regarding the qualifications of another person

e.y., if one were to say of a learned Brahmana that

he knows nothing,—this is equal to ‘ Brahmana-murder ’,

—

i. c. involves the twelve-year penance;—this refers to

eases of intentional and repeated acts,
—

‘
paiahnna ’ is

backbiting to the king, and ‘ yuroh &c.’ is fidse accusation

of one’s father.

VERSE LVI

This verse is quoted in Mitahsara (8.281), to the effect

that though the offences here enumerated have been placed

by Yajfiavalkya in the same category as ‘Bralimana-

slaughter’, while Manu classes them with ‘ wine-drinking ’,

—

yet all that this implies is that there are alternative ex-

piatory rites.

It is quoted in Apardrha (p. 1047), as placing on the

same footing as ‘wine-drinking’, such offences as ‘forgetting’

and ‘reviling’ the Veda and the killing of a friend; and

the meaning of this is that there are alternative expiatory

rites;—it explains
1 anadyam '

as uneatable on account of

bad smell and the like.

It is quoted in Pardxharamadhava (Prayashchitta p.

293) in support of the view that these offences are ‘ctnu-

patakrn ’ ‘ancillary sins ’, as distinguished from ' upapatakas'
‘ minor sins
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It is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 807), which makes

the same remark as Mitcilc$ara\—and again on p. 825,

where the following notes are added :—According to Sm,rti~

maftjari, ‘ gnrhita ’ stands for onions and such other for-

bidden food, and ‘ anddya’ for impure food ; while according

to Kalpataru ‘ gnrhita ’ stands for such food as, though

not forbidden by the scriptures, is deprecated by the

people:
—

‘

anddyam ’, garlic and such things;—the eating

of these things is equal to wine-drinking, only when it is

done intentionally.

It is quoted in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 177), which

has the following notes
—

‘ Brahiiiojjhatd ’ means ‘ forgetting

the Veda through neglect of proper study-,’
—

‘ Vedaninda ’,

passing deprecatory remarks agaiast the words and con-

tents of the Vedas
—

‘ Snhrdvadha ’, murdering of a friend

other than the Brahmana,
—

‘
garhitdnna ’ is ‘food of the

lowest born ’,

—

garhitadya ’, is forbidden food, e.g., mush-

rooms and so forth, of which repeated eating is meant

here. It notes the residing ‘ gwhitdnddya ’ as adopted by

Judpnlnr'ti, which explains
1

gnrhita* as ‘what is forbidden

by the scriptures ’, and ‘ anddya. ’ as ‘ what is very much

deprecated among the people, such as garlic &c.’

VERSE LVll

This verse is quoted in Mitakqard (8. 2(35), as rejjjjrring

to the stealing of property belonging to the Brahmana ;

—

in Pardsharamddhara (PriTyashclritta p. 421) ;—in Apa-

rarka (p. 1048);—and in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 177 and

344), which has the following note
—

‘Deposit’, belonging to

the Brahmana.

VERSE LV1II

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (3. 231), to the

effect that the ‘ intercourse ’ meant here is the actual con-

summation of the act, as is clear from the use of the term
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‘ retahseka —in Apardrka (p. 1048), which also adds that

if the intercourse ceases before actual emission, the offence

is not equal to the ‘ violation of the Teacher’s bed —in

ParasharamddhavH (Prilyashchitta p. 251), which adds that

this refers to cases where the act is repeated for fifteen

days ;—in Mndanaparijata (p. 844), which notes that the

use of the expression ‘ retahseka ’ indicates that if the act

ceases before emission, it involves an expiation lighter than

that in the case of ‘the violation of the Teacher’s bed —
and in PrayashcMttaviveka (p. 177), which has the

following notes
—

‘ Svayonydsu ’, Sapinda-women, and such

women as are blood-relations of one’s father or mother,

—

‘ kumdrtsu ’ Brahmnna virgins,
—

‘ Antyajasu ’, Ohandala and

other low-born girls,
—

‘ Sakhyuh str%su\ wives of .Brahmnna

friends,

—

‘pntrnstrlsu', wives of sons born of wives of

different castes, or wives of sons other than the ‘ body born

VERSE LTX

This verse is quoted in Prdyrishchklavivekd (p. 192),

which has the following notes
—

‘ Aydjya-samydjya \ in-

cludes improper gifts and teaching also,
—

* tyagn ’ of parents,

i.o. neglecting to take care of them,

—

lSvddhydy<i-iydga ’, for-

getting the Veda that has been learnt,
—

‘ agnitydga

through slothful ness,
—

‘ xutatydga ’, neglecting his feeding

and ‘education,
—

‘ chn ’ is meant to include the ‘abandoning of

the wife' also.

VERSE LX

This verse is quoted in Prayashchiitaviveka (p. 192),

which has the following notes
—

* Parivittitd ’, of the elder

brother who remains without wife and fire while his younger

brother has taken both,

—
‘
parivedana ’ of the younger

brother, in the said circumstances,
—

‘ cha' indicates that
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these two ‘offences’ apply in the case of sisters also,—the

marrying of one’s daughter to either of the two persons just

mentioned,—and officiating as priest at marriages and other

rites of the said two persons.

VERSE LXT

‘ Vratalopanam ’.
—

‘Breaking a vow voluntarily taken’

(Medhatithi and Nariiyana) :
—

‘breaking the vow of Student-

ship’ (Govindariija, Kulluka and Eaghavananda).

This verse is quoted in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 192),

which has the following notes
—

‘ Kanyayd ditsanam ’ calling

a. virgin a ‘ non-virgin ’, or piercing with the finger her

private parts,
—

‘ vdrdhnsiivani ’ (which is its reading for

‘ rdrdhvsyma ’) for the Bralnnana or the Ksattriya,
—

‘ vratat

chyvtih ’ (which is its reading for ‘vratalopanam ’), ‘avaJcir-

nitvam’, sexual delinquency of the Religions Student,

—

‘ ddrandm ’, even such as have not been married by one,

—

‘ apatyasya ’, of the various kinds of children.

VERSE LXII

Sec 10. 20.

This verse is quoted in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 192),

which has the following notes
—

‘ Vrdtyata ’, whose Upana-

yana has not been performed at the prescribed age, and one

who has not performed the Soma-sacrifice,
—

‘

handhava

-

tyaga\ abandoning, without reason, of Sapinda and other

relatives,
—

‘ bhrtakddhyapana ’ (which is its reading for ‘bhr-

tyadhyapana ’,) imparting knowledge in exchange for

wages received
—

‘ bhrtadhyayana ’, learning under a Teacher

who teaches for wages received,
—

‘ apanyanam vikrayah ’

selling of lac and other things even once, and repeated selling

of milk and other things,—this is an ‘ offence ’ for the Brah-

mana.
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VERSE LXIII

‘ Mahayantrapravartanam.’
—

‘ Executing great mechanic-

al works, e. g., constructing dams across rivers in order to

stop the flow of water ’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Kulluka

and Raghavananda) ;
—

‘ making machines for the killing of

large animals, such as boars’ (Narayana);
—

‘making such

machines as sugar-mills and the like’ (Nandana).

‘ Stryajivah.’
—

‘ Subsisting on one’s wife’s earnings

by making her enter service ’ (Nariiyana and Nandana) ;
—

‘ by

turning her into a harlot
’
(Kulluka );

—
‘maintaining one-

self by the separate property of his wife ’ (Medhatithi) ;

—

‘ living on money obtained by selling his wife ’ (Raghava-

nanda).—Nandana who reads ‘ himsrausadhistryupdjivah ’

(for ‘ hinisaumdhindrn stryajivah’), explains the compound

as ‘ subsisting either on money earned by the sale of noxious

herbs, or on the earnings of one’s wife.’

This verse is quoted in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 192),

which has the following notes
—

‘ Sarvnkarexu adhtkdrah,’

employment in mines,
—

‘ mahdyantrapvavartanam^ working

of oil and other mills, or of machines for the sharpening of

weapons and so forth,’
—

‘ aumdhinam hinsd,’ destroying the

crops,
—

‘ stryajivah,’ living on the earnings of women,

—

‘ ahhichdra,’ doing of japa, hotna and such acts with the

motive of bringing harm to others,
—

‘ mulakarma,' rites for

captivating other persons and such other purposes.

VERSE LXIV

See 3. 118.

‘ Ninditduna.’
—

‘ Forbidden food ’ (Medhatithi and Kul-

luka) ;
—

‘ food given by persons from whom it should . not be

accepted, e. g. by a king, a gambler and so forth’ (Narayana,

Raghavananda and Nandana).’

This verso is quoted in Prdynshchittaviveka (p. 192),

which has the following notes—The cutting of many trees

102
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for purposes of fuel,—cooking for one’s own benefit, not for

the purpose of offerings to Vishvedevas,
—

‘ ninditanna ,’ the

food given by tribes or thieves and such people.

VERSE LXV

This verse is quoted in Smrtilattva (p. 538) ;—and in

Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 192), which has the following notes

—
‘ andhitdgnitd ’, omitting to kindle the fires by Shrauta or

Smarta rites, when one has the capacity to lay them,

—

‘ steyam,' appropriating of articles other than gold, slaves,

horses, silver, hind and deposits,
—

‘ rndndm anapakriyd,'

the non-payment of debts due to Gods, Rsis and Pitrs,

—

‘ asachchhdstrddhigamanam ,’ the study of heterodox litera-

ture.
—

‘ Kaushtlavasya krtyd,’ constant addiction to dancing,

singing and music.

VERSE LXVI

This verse is quoted in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 1.92),

which has the following notes
—

* Kupya,’ articles of copper

and so forth,—and the Brahmana serving a drunkard man

or woman.

VERSE LXVII

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (3. 242) ;—in Mada-
naparijata (p. 924) —in Nrsimhaprasada (Prayascliitta

30a);—and in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 42 and 464), which

explains
‘ rujah krtyd,' as ‘causing pain,’

—

‘

aghreya '

as

garlic and the like,
—

‘
jaihmyam ’ as dishonest dealings with

friends,
—

‘ Maithunam purnsi,’ as ‘ vulgarity.’

VERSE LXVII1

This verse is quoted in Mitdk^ard (3. 242) ;—in Madar
napdrijata (p. 924) ;—in Nrsimhaprasada, (Prayasbchitta

30a);—and in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 42 and 465).
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VERSE LXIX

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (3. 242) ;—in

Madanapdrijata (p. 924) ;—in Nrsimliapramda (Prayash-

chitta 30a.) ;—and in Prayashchittavivehi (pp. 42, 403, 424

and 465.)

VERSE LXX

Tliis verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 1129), whicli adds

that this refers to such ‘ insects ’ as have no hones ;—in

Mitaksara (3. 242) ;—in Madanapdrijata, (p. 924) ;—in

Nrsimhaprasdda (Prayashchitta 30a) ;—and in Prdyash-

chittaviveka (pp. 42, 238 and 465), which explains ‘ madyd-

nugatabhojanam' as ‘such fruits and roots and other

tilings as are brought up at the time of drinking wine,—and

‘ adhairyam,

'

as ‘ being too much perturbed at even a very

slight loss.’

VERSE LXXrr

The first half of this verse is quoted in Parasha,ra-

mddhava (Prayashchitta, p. 399).

It is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 787) ;—in

Apararka (p. 1053), to the effect that the man should place

a human skull on the top of a flag ;—in Mitaksara (3. 243),

which explains the first half as prescribing living in the

forest and the plirase ‘ krtvd shavashirodhvajam ’ as meaning

that the man shall carry a staff placing at its top the skull

of the man murdered by him ;—in Shuddhikaumdt (p. 241),

which says that the year meant here is the ‘ savana ’ one ;

—

and in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 62 and 522), which says

that he is to have recourse to ‘ begging alms ’ only when wild

growing fruits are not available.
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VERSE LXXTTT

“ According to the Bhavisya Parana, which Kulluka and

Raghavananda quote, these two penances and that mentioned

in the next verse are to he performed by a Ksattriya who

slew a Brahmana,—those ending in death by an offender

who, himself destitute of good qualities, killed a learned

Shrotriya, and the lighter ones by an eminent king who

unintentionally caused the death of a worthless Brahmana,”

(Bidder).

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 405), which adds that the various alternatives here

laid down are to be understood to vary with such circum-

stances of each case las that' of the act being intentional or

otherwise, the person killed being learned or ignorant and so

forth ;—in Aparnrha (p. 1000), which explains ‘ vidusam ’

as ‘ persons prescribing the expiation for him ’
; and adds that

in the absence of such persons he should voluntarily make

himself the target of persons who may be engaged in fighting.

It is qpoted in Mitahiara (3. 244) as indicating that

there is freodom of choice for the man who has committed

the offence ;—again under 2. 247, where the meaning is

explained as the man should throw himself into the fire by

plunging into it headlong three times.

VERSE LXXIV

‘ Svarjita.’
—

‘ Svarjit ’ is the name of a sacrifice, accord-

ing to Narayana and Kulluka ;—according to others the term

is only an epithet of ‘ gosavena.’

‘ Trivrta ’.—Qualifies the ‘ Agnistut ’, according to

Medhatithi ;—but stands for a distinct sacrifice, the

Tfvritstoma, according to Govindaraja and Narayana.

For the Gosava see Katyayana-shautasutra 22.11.3

for the Abhijit, Ashvalayana-shautasutra 8.5.13 ;—for the

Agni$ut, Ibid 9.7.22—25,
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This verse is quoted in Mitdkmrd (8. 248);—and in

Parashnramndhnva (Prayashchitta, p. 405).

VERSE LXXV

Tins verse is quoted in Prdyashehittaviveka (p. 172).

VERSE LXXVT

This verse is quoted in Mitaksard (8. 250);—in

Apararka (p. 1001), which adds the following notes :—One

who is unable to provide property enough for his lifelong

maintenance, should give a house with furniture, and if unable

to give this latter, he should give away all that, he possesses
;

—in Madanapdrijdta (p. 802), which also adds the same

note;—in Pardftharamddhava (Prayashchitta, p. 399), which

adds that the rule is that one who is soilless shall give away

his entire property, while one who has a son shall give only a

house with furniture ;—and in Nrsimhaprasdda (Prayash-

chitta 0 a.)

VERSE LXXVIl

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (3. 249), to the effect

that the food to lie eaten should be ‘ havisya ’ only ;—and

in Apardrkd (p. 10G0), which adds that ‘ niyatahara ’

means that the food should be either small in quantity or of

‘ havisya ’ kind only ;—the man becomes purified by reciting

the text of the Veda three times,—or by being restrained in

food and going along the Sarasvat! from its mouth upwards

to its source.

VERSE LXXVTTI

This verse lays down an option regarding observances during

the twelve years of penance (verse 72)—according to Medha-

tithi, Govindaraja and Kulluka ;—according to Narayana it

provides a general rule for all penances,
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This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (3. 243), which says

that this is an option to what has been said in verse 72 ;—in

Madanapdrijata (p. 788), which also adds that this lays

down an option ;—and in Parasharamadhava (Prayash-

chitta, pp. 399—400), which notes that theW of the ‘Krtava-

panah’ indicates that ‘shaving’ is an option to the wearing of

matted locks.

VERSE LXXIX

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 797), which

adds the following explanation :—Here the text lays down

separately, (a) ‘immediate surrendering of his life for the sake

of a Brahmana,’ and (?>)
‘ saving of the cow and the Brahmana’

;

from which it follows that

—

(a) if the man succeeds in saving

the cow or the Brahmana, he becomes purified, even though

his own life may have been saved, and (b) even though he

may not succeed in saving the cow or the Barhmana, he be-

comes purified, if he has trial his best and lost his life in

the attempt to save them.

ft is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1058), which adds the

following nbtes:—This is to be taken in connection with the

‘ Twelve years penance even though the man may not succeed

in saving the cow or the Brahmana, if he has tried his best,

and perishes in the attempt, he becomes purified ; and if he

has succeeded in saving them, he becomes purified, even

though he may not have lost his life in the attempt.

It is quoted in Mitaksara (3. 244), which adds that

‘ saving the Brahmana ’ and ‘ perishing for the sake of the

Brahmana ’ are two distinct tilings.

VERSE LXXX

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara, (3. 246).

VERSE LXXXI

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara t3. 244) as summing

up the twelve years’ penance.
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VERSE LXXXII

This verse is quoted in Mitak§ara (3. 224), which adds

the following notes :—* Bhumideva ’ are Brahmanas, the

sacrificial priests,
—

‘ naradeva ’ is the king of these priests,

i. e. the master of the sacrifice ;—in an assembly of all these

—
‘ Shi$lva having proclaimed, his ‘ enah,' guilt,—he shall

take the final bath of the Ashvaniedha sacrifice, if permitted

by the aforesaid persons, and thus become purified.

It is quoted in Apararkn (p. 1057), which .adds the

following notes :

—

‘

Bhumidevah,' Brahmanas,
—

‘ Naradeva'

the apnointed Kqattriya,,—at an assembly of these persons,

—

‘ svam enah,’ his guilt, of Brahman-slaying,
—

‘ shistva,' having

proclaimed,—and taking the avabhrtha bath,—he becomes

purified.

VER8E LXXXV1I

This verse is quoted in Mitaksard (3. 251), according

to which
1

(ivijfidta garbha ’ indicates the stage of pregnancy

before the sex of the child has lieen determined;—it adds

that though the fact of the child in the womb belonging to

the Brahmana-caste would make the offender liable to the

expiation for Bralimana-slay ing,—yet, in as much as the

possibility of the child being female might lead one to think

that the guilt of killing a female would be a ‘minor sin,
’

and hence involve a lighter expiation,—it becomes necessary

to emphasise the necessity of performing the heavier

expiation.

It is quoted in Prayashchittaviveka (pp. 87, 179 and

228), which adds the explanation that, having killed the Brah*

mana embiyo, btfwc its sex has been determined, one should

perform the rites laid down in connection with Brahmana-

murder,’ as also for killing a Ksattriya or a Vaishya—while

they are performing a sacrifice,—and also for killing an
‘ atreyi,’ i. e., a Brahman!.
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VERSE LXXXVTII

This verse is quoted in Mitakmrd (3. 244), which adds

the following notes :—This refers to cases where the false

evidence leads to the death of men ;

—
‘
pratirabhya, ’ becom-

ing passionately angry with ;
—

‘ nihjfepa,

’ the deposit placed

by a Brahmana,
—

‘ strl ’ here stands for the wife of a person

who has token the fires, who is endowed with the quality of

being devoted to her husband and so forth ;—in Prayash-

vhittaviyeka (p. 179);—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyava-

hara 56b).

VERSE LXXXIX

‘ lyam —According to some this refers to verse 72, and

these people hold that “ in the case of wilful murder the

penance has to be made severer by doubling or trebling the

term of twelve years.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Mitakmrd (3. 226), where it

is put forward (hy the Purvapaksin) in support of the view

that in thdf case of toilful murder there is no expiation at all;

—

but the Siddhanta yiew is that ‘iyam, ’ refers to the Twelve

Years ’ Penance mentioned before (verse 72), and the latter

half of the verse does not entirely deny all expiation
;
since

several texts have definitely prescribed expiation by death

in such cases.—It is quoted again under 3. 243, in support

of the view that the ‘Twelve Years’ Penance is meant to meet

cases of unintentional murder ;—in Vyavahara-Bdlambhatfi

(p. 77) ;—in Nrsirnhaprasdda (Prayashchitto 2a) ;—in

Smrtisdroddhdra (p. 354), which says that this precludes

only the ‘ Twelve Years Penance,’ and not all kinds of expia-

tion,' as micide is actually laid down as the expiation for

intentional Bralimana-murder ;—and in Prayashchittaviveka

(p. 65), which says that the meaning is tliat the '* Twelve

Years ’ and other- penances are precluded from intentional

Brahmana-murder, and the implication is that there is • no

expiation for it.
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VERSE XC

The liquor here meant is that distilled from ground

grains, according to Medhatithi, Govindaraja and Kulluka ;

—

according to Narayana the death-penance is meant for all

twice-born men partaking of liquor distilled from grains, and

by Brahmanaa who have drunk any of the three kinds of

liquor described under verse 95.

‘ Mohat ’.—Nandana reads ‘ amohdt ’ and explains it as

‘ not unintentionally ‘ intentionally.’

This verse is quoted in Mitakgard (3. 253), wlxich

explains * mohat ’ {is meaning ‘ ignorance of scriptural

injunctions —It enters into a long discussion regarding

the exact connotation in the present context, of the

term ‘ surd,’ and comes to the conclusion that it stands

for the liquor distilled from ground grains ; the partaking

of which is equally heinous for all the three higher

castes,—the drinking of the other two kinds, tliat distilled

from molasses and that from honey, being sinful for the

Brahmana only.

It is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 815), which adds

the following notes :
—

‘ Mohat ’ stands for ‘ignorance of the

scriptures,’ and not for ‘ ignorance of the nature of the liquid

chunk’ ;— agnivarndm,’ ‘ heated to the extent of becoming

red-hot —in Nrsimhaprasdda (Prayashehitta 9a) ;—and in

Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 93), which explains ‘ agnivarndm ’

as ‘ hot as lire,’ and quotes Jikana to the effect that ‘ mohat ’

means ‘ intentionally.’

VERSE XCI

This verse is quoted in Parasharaniddhctva (Prayash-

chitta, p. 412), which adds that this refers to the same

case as the preceding verse ;
* e. to the intentional drinking of

liquor distilled from grains;—and in Prdyashchittaviveka

(p. 93), which says that the ‘ milk ’ and ‘ clarified butter ’ meant

are those of the cow only.

103
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VERSE XC1I

This verse is quoted in Mitakmra (3. 254), which adds

that this refers to a case where wine has been drunk by mistake

and then vomitted ;—again, as referring to a case where the

wine has been taken unitentionally but thrown out, after it

has merely touched the palate.

It is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Prayashchitta, p.

412), to the same effect,

—

i. e. as referring to a case where

the wine has only touched the palate ;—in Nrsimhaprctsada

(Prayashchitta 9b) ;—and in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 98),

which says that this refers either to cases of unintentional but

repeated thinking of the Gantft and Madhvt wines, or to

those of intentional drinking, only once, of those wines.

VERSE XCII1

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika p. 548)

;

—in Apardrka (p. 1044), which adds the following notes :
—

‘Being the refuse of grains’ is applicable only to that liquor

which is
1
distilled from ground grains, and not to those

distilled from molasses and honey, as neither of these two

latter is ‘ grain,’ which name is applicable only to Vrihi and

other corns ; thus then the drinking of liquor distilled from

grains is forbidden for all twice-born men, and the other two

kinds for the Brahmana only.

It is quoted in Mitaksara (3. 253), firstly to the effect

that ‘ Surd ’ is the name of that liquor which is distilled

from grains ;—secondly to the effect that this liquor

is forbidden for all the three higher castes, while that

distilled from honey or molasses is forbidden for the Brah-

mana only -in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 89), which adds

that ‘ anndnam ’ stands not only for rice, but for barley, wheat

and. other grains also,—hence it is that the wine produced by the

fermentation of grains is called ‘ Surd —and in Smrtisdrod-

dhara (p. 355), to the effect that the name ‘ Surd

'

directly denotes wine made from grains only.
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VERSE XCIV

‘ MadhrV.—‘Distilled from honey’ (Medhatithi) ;

—

‘distilled from Madhuka flowers (Kulluka);
—

‘distilled either

from grapes and from Madhuka flowers or from honey’

(Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Apararkct (p. 1044), which adds

that the liquor distilled from grains is here made an example

of proliibitod drink
;
which means that this is the principal

kind of liquor, and the other two are only secondary ; it is

for this reason that though all the three are equally forbidden

for tjie Brahmana, the former alone is forbiden for the

Ksattriya and the Vaishya.

It is quoted in Mitdksard (3. 253), to the effect that

liquor distilled from grains is the principal kind of liquor;—and

again, in the sense that the sin involved in the drinking of

liquor distilled from honey and molasses is as heavy as that

in drinking that distilled from grains.

It is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Prayashehitta, p.

411), which notes that the name ‘ Surd ’ is applied primarily

to liquor distilled from grains only, and only indirectly to

those distilled from honey and molasses *in Viramitro-

daya (Ahnika, p. 548);—in Madcmaparijdta (p. 814), which

notes that ‘ dvijottania ’ stands for Brahmanas
;

hence the

meaning is that all kinds of liquor are forbidden for the

Brahmana from his very birth;—in Prayashchittaviveka (p.

89) in support of the view that the name ‘ Surd ’ applies to

wines of all the three kinds;—and in Smrtisaroddhdra (p. 355)

to the effect that the name ‘ Surd ’ applies directly to these tliree

kinds of wine only, and only figuratively to other kinds.

VERSE XCV

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (3. 253), as implying

that it is for the Brahmana alone that all the three kinds of

liquor are equally forbidden ;—in Apardrka (p. 1069), to the
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effect that (a) the Surd is to be avoided by all the twice-born,

even before initiation, (b) the Madhvi and the Gaudi are to

be avoided by the Brahmana at all times, but by the Ksattriya

and the Vaishya only during the period of studentship.

It is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 225);—in Viramitrodaya

(Ahnika 548) ;—in Madanapdrijdta (p. 814), to the effect

that the Madhvi and the Gaudi are forbidden only for the

Brahmana, not for the Ksattriya and the Vaishya ; but they

are forbidden for all the three higher castes during the period

of studentship ;—and in Smrtimroddhdra (p. 855).

VERSE XOVI

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika, p. 548).

VERSE XCVII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Ahnika p. 548).

o VERSE XCIX

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Prayash-

ehitta p. 414);—and in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 117).

VERSE 0

‘ Tapasaiva tu —“ Kulluka thinks that it indicates that,

while a Brahmana must never be slain by the king, other

Aryans also may perform austerities.—According to Raghava-

nanda it refers to the optional recitation of the Gdyatri 700,000

times ;—according to Narayana to other penances, even such

as end in death ;—Govindaraja takes it as referring to those

prescribed in the next verse.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 414), which adds the following notes :—The alterna-

tive of ‘ killing ’ is meant for one who is a Brahmana in name

only, while ‘ austerity ’
.
is for one who is endowed with

such qualities as bang deyoted to sacrifices and so forth, It
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goes on to add that the death-penalty is meant for cases of

intentional stealing; unintentional stealing of gold being-

possible in cases where a man steals a piece of cloth, to which

(imknown to him) a piece of gold may be tied. It adds that

the particular ‘ austerity ’ is meant as described by Maim

himself in the next verse.

It is quoted in Apararha (p. 1079), which adds that

the term ‘ viprah ’ does not preclude the other castes
;

it is

emphasised only with a view to indicate that what is here

stated is an exception to the general prohibition ‘ the Brah-

mana shall not lie killed this general prohibition is of that

act of* killing to which one is prompted by mere passion
; in

the case in question the killing is done as an act of justice,

and at the request of the culprit himself. Tn fact the omission

of this act of justice would involve the king in sin.

It is quoted in Mitahsara (3. 207), which adds the

following note—On being struck once, if the culprit dies,

he becomes absolved from his sin
;
but even if he do not die

when struck, he becomes absolved from the sin ;—and again,

to the effect that the killing of the Brahmana under the said

circumstances is permissible ;—and in Prayash( hittaviveha

(p. U7).

VERSE 01

“ According to Narayana this verse refers to an uninten-

tional offence ; according to Kulluka and Raghvananda, to the

theft of a small sum.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 415), as describing the ‘ austerity ’ mentioned in the

preceding verse -and in Apararha (p. 1080), which remarks

that this refers to a case where the gold stolen belonged to

a Brahmana devoid of good qualities, or where the theft has

been committed by a Brahmana possessing good qualities

in times of distress for the support of his family ;—and that

in a case where one without qualities has stolen gold belonging
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to a Brahmana with good qualities, in large quantities, or for

such evil purposes ns gambling and the like, the expiation

must be one that ends in the culprit’s death.

VERSE OUT

This verse is quoted in Apardrka, (p. 1083), which adds

the following notes :—The culprit should openly proclaim

his offence of having violated his Guru’s bed * svrmt ’ is a

female image made of iron or some such metal.

It is quoted in PardsdiaramadJutva (Prayaslvhitta,

p. 255);—in Miidanapdrijdta (p. 830 and 837), which

notes that there are two expiations prescribed here :—(a) lying

down upon a heated iron-bed, and (b) embracing the red hot

image;—in Nrfdmhaprasdda (Prayashehitta 11a);—and

in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 137), which explains
‘

gnrutalpah ’

(which is its reading for ‘ gvrutaJpi ’) as * gurofy tedpam
tafpam yasya, ’ ‘ surriii ’ as an iron image.

VERSE CIV

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (3. 259), which offers

the following explanation :—He should himself cut off his

testicles and the organ, take them in his hands and go away

straight onwards towards the South-West, till his body falls

off; it adds that the man should go towards the South-West

backwards and with eyes bandaged.

It is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 836), which also

adds that the man should go backwards and with eyes

closed ;—in Apardrka (p. 1083) ;—in Parasharamadhava

(Prayashehitta, p. 253) ;—in Nfsimhapramda (Prayash-

chitta, p. 1 la) ;—and in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 137),

which says that the ‘ cutting ’ should be done with a razor as

distinctly prescribed by Shankha-IAkhita.
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VERSE CV

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 840);

—

and in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 140), which says that this

refers to unintentional intercourse with the guru-patm who

is unchaste.

VERSE CVI1I—CXVI

These verses are quoted in Purdsharamddhnra (Pra-

yashchitta, p. 191), which adds that this refers to the case of

intentionally killing a cow belonging to a Brahmana ;—in

Madanapdrijdta (p. 800), which notes that what is laid

down in verses 108 to 118 refers to cases of intentional killing

of a cow belonging to the Ksattriya, and what is declared

in verses 115 and 110 to cases of killing any cow

belonging to a Brahmana. It goes on to add the following

notes:—Since the text mentions no other food, the man

should live upon fruits and roots only ; or the meaning

may be that ‘ anena vidhiud
'

(of verse 115) refers lo the

two months’ course detailed in the foregoing verses

;

and the sense is that the man who is unable to give

ten cows with a bull should give away all his belongings.

When however one unintentionally kills a cow, young and

well-fed, belonging to a Brahmana, he should observe the

three-monthly penance prescribed by Ahgiras.

They are quoted also in Smrtitattva, (p. 519) ;—in

Smrtisaroddh dra. (p. 858) ;—and in Prdyashchittaviveka

(pp. 196—197), which says that this refers to the ordinary

killing of the cow, and not to its killing for sacrifices ;—and

adds the following explanation:—He should shave his head,

cover himself with the skin of the cow he has killed, and

drink gruel of barley cooked in cow’s urine’, and thus live

in the cow-pen, for one month, and during- the next two

months he should fast during the day and eat a little in the

evening,—
4
vtrdsanct ’ is sitting without any support,—

‘ abhishmta ’ attacked,

—

4

bhayaih ’ by dangerous animals,—
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‘ sarvapranaih ’ (which is its reading for ‘ sarvapdpaih ’),

to the best of his power— gam na kathayet with a view to

have her driven away,
—

‘ mcharitavratah ’, he who has

followed these restrictions in the right manner,—he should

give ten cows along with one bull.

Verse 115 only is quoted in the Shuddhikaumdi

(p. 241).

VERSE CXVII

This verse is quoted in Mitdtyard (3. 205), as referring

to cases of intentionally committed offences, and as standing

for the ‘Three Years Penance’;—in Apararka (p. 1105),

which also notes that this stands for the ‘ Three Years

Penance’;—in Parasharamddhava (Prayaslichitta, p. 425)

as referring to the Three Years Penance ’;—in Prdyaslichitta-

viveka (p. 394. and 403) ;—and in Smrtisdroddhara (p. 302),

which says that ‘ etat ’ stands for the ‘ Three monthly

Penance ’ prescribed for cow-killing.

VERSE CXV1II

This verse is quoted in Parasharamddhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 430);—in Vidhanaparijata (p. 507);—in Nirna-

ywindhu(p. 191);—in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,p. 554);

—

in Apararka (p. 1140), which notes that what is emphasised

here is (a) that the ass should be one-eyed, and (b) that the

entire procedure of the Pdkayajfta sacrifice laid down in

(rfhyusutra should be earned out ;—in Madanapdrijata

(p. 909), which explains ‘ pdkayajfiavidhdriena’ as the

entire procedure consisting of the ‘ Parisamnhana ’ and

‘ Paryuksana ’ and ending with the ‘ Principal offerings ’ to

Vata and the other deities ;—it notes that the ‘night ’ meant

is that of Amdvdsyd day ;—and in Smrtisdroddhdra (p.

363).
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VER8E CXIX

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 909), which

notes that (a,) according to Apararka the ‘ ajya—honia ’

siiould i>egin with ‘ Vdtdya svdhd ’ and end with ‘ Vahnaye-

tod/td
’

and after these * Principal offerings ’ there should he one

more offering of Ajya with the mantra ‘ Samdsinchantn etc-.,’

—(b) while according to Smrtimanjart

,

after the ‘ Prin-

cipal offerings ,’ the offering of clarified butter with the

mantra ‘ Sarnasiuchantu etc.,’ should ho made to Suvarchala

and other deities ;— so that in view of these two views, this

is a case of option.

It is quoted in Parddairainddhaoa (Prayashchitla, p.

•130);—and in Apararka (p. 11 JO), which adds the following

notes:—The lirst offerings to be made are (he offerings of

Ajya with the mantras ‘ Vdtdya sedihd ’ and so forth ;—the

time for the offering is the ‘ night,’ and that on the Amavaxya

day.

VERSE CXX

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 1110), which

explains that this ‘ emission of the seed ’ is meant to be

‘in a woman’;—and in Madanapdrijdta (p. 909.)

VERSE CXXI1—CXXIII

These verses are quoted in Apararka (p. 1111), as

laying down an ‘ yearly penance ’ for the unchaste student ;

—

in Mitdksard (3. 280), as referring to the case where the

woman with whom the student has misconducted himself

is either the wife of an unlearned Brahmana or that of a

learned Vidshya ; the expiation in the case of the wife of

a learned Brahmana or learned Ksattriya consisting of the

three or two years penance.

- They are quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Prayashdiitta,

p. 430);—in Prdyashchiltaviveka (p. 387);—and in Smrti-

mroddhara (p. 303).
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VERSE CXX1V

The ‘ Jatibhramshakara
'

offences have been enumerated

above in verse 07.

This verse is quoted in Mitdkmrd (3. 254),—and again

under 8. 290) ;—in SmrUtattva (p. 542) ;—in Pardtsliara-

mddhava (Prayashchitta p. 441), as laying down the expiation

common to all ‘ Jdtibhrunixhakara ’ offences;—and in Prd-

yaxhehittaviveka (pp. 404 and 542), which says that when

the offence is committed intentionally
,
the penance to be per-

formed is the Sdntapana, and when it is committed uninten-

tionally, it is Prdjdpatya.

VERSE CXXV

The ‘ Hahkankarutia', ‘ apdtrikaranu ’ and
‘

mulivl-

karana

'

offences have been enumeialed above, under verses

08, 09 and 70.

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (3. 290) ;—anti in

I’rdyaKhchflttaviveka, (p. 408 anti 431).

VERSE CXXVI

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (3. 200-207), as

referring to such Vaishyas anti Shudras as are possessed of

only a few gootl qualities ;—it explains the term ‘ vrtta
’

as

qualities of the heart and so forth, such as ‘ reverence for

superiors, purity, cleanliness, truthfulness, control of organs

and goodwill towards all —and in the Prayashchittaviveka

(p. 215).

VERSE CXXVII

This verse is quoted in Mitdkmrd (8. 200) ;—in

Pardshanwiddham (Prayashchitta, p. 73) ;—and in Prd-

yashchittaviveka (pp. 215 and 534).
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VERSE eXXVITT

According to Medhatithi and Raghavananda this verso

only reiterates what has been prescribed in verse 120, all the

details of which are meant to he observed in the present

connection ;—but according to Oiovindaraja and Kulluka, the

special details, of carrying the skull and so forth, which are not

expressly mentioned here, are not meant here.

This verse is quoted in Purazhar*middluivn (PriTyash-

chitta, p. 128);—and in PrdyiishchiUamveht (pp. 210 and

52,4).

• VERSE f’XXTX

“ According to (lovindariija and Kulluka, the two

penances are to be performed optionally, in case a virtuous

Vaishya has been killed unintentionally.—Medhatithi says

that the first penance is to be performed for the murder of a

Vaishya who was less distinguished than the one referred to

in verse 120.—Narilyana thinks that the verse refers to a

Vaishya engaged in the performance of a sacrifice, and that

the particle
1 rd ’ takes the place of the cupola, and thus one

penance only is prescribed.”—Rubier.

This verse is quoted in Prdyashchittninveht (pp. 210

and 531), which explains ‘ al-ashaturn'
1

as ‘a hundred and

one’.

VERSE (.’XXX

This verse is quoted in Pi•dyas/ieh rttavive.ka (pp. 210

and 584).

VERSE CXXX1 ‘

This verse is quoted in Apardrha (p. 1130), which

adds that this refers to intentional repetitions of the act ;

—

and in Mitdk$ard (3. 270) as laying down the ‘Six-

monthy Penance ’ for the killing of all the animals mentioned,

collectively.
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VERSE CXXXTT

“According to Ciovindaraja, TCulluka, Niirayana and

Raghavanandn, these penances are to he performed if the

.animal 1ms been killed unintentionally.—According to Medha-

titlii they have to expiate the slaughter of a single animal.

—

The choice among the four penances depends, according to

Kulluka and Raghavanandn, on the strength of the offender,

according to Ciovindaraja and Niiraynna, on his caste and

other circumstances.
”—Rubier.

This verse is quoted in Mitafaara (3. 270), as laying

down the penances for the killing of each of the animals

severally ;—in Apardrla (p. 1181) as referring to the killing

of a cat ;—and in M<<danapdrijata (p. 949), which explains

‘ npatpartha ’ as bathing, and adds that this refers to uninten-

tional killing; intentional killing involves double the expiation

here prescribed.

o VERSE cxxxm
•*

This verse is quoted in Pardtharamddhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 07);—in Aparavla (p. 1182), which explains

*pnlala ’ as paddy-stalks without grains ; —in Mitaltard

(8. 278) ;—in Madanapdrijata (p. 950), which adds

llmt the ‘ paldlabhdra' and ‘one mdsa of Simhp are

optional alternatives ;—and in Prayashvh.ittmnvehi (p. 527),

which says that the gift prescribed removes the sin of the

killing.

VERSE CXXXIV

Tliis verse is quoted in Pardaharamddhava (Prayash-

chitta p. 04), which adds that this refers to cases where the

offender is a wealthy person ;—and in Prayashchittdviveka

(p. 240).
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VERSE. OXXXV

This verse is quoted in Pardshurarnddha.va (Prayash-

ehitta, p. G2), which notes tliat this refers to eases whore the

offender is a wealthy person unable to do any fasting ;

—

in Apardrka (p. 1132);—in Mitakmrd (3. 272);—in

Madanapdrijata, (p. 050) ;—and in Prdyashchittaviveka

(p. 230).

VERSE ('XXXVI

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhnva (Prayash-

ehitta* p. GO);—in Mitakmrd (3.271);—and in Prdyash -

chittiwivehn (p. 230), which explains the meaning to he

that for the killing of an ass, a ram or a goat, one should give

a one year old bullock.

VERSE C'XXXVIT

'Phis verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1132) ;—in Mitdk-

sard (3. 272) ;—in Madanapdrijdta (p. 050) ;—and in

Prdyashehi/taviveka (pp. 232 and 527), which says that

this refers to unintentional killing, and that once only.

VERSE C’XXXVTTT

'Phis verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1128), which

explains ‘ ana.vasthit.dh ’ as ‘ not faithful to their husbands,’

i. e., ‘adulterous ’ ;—and in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 227).

VERSE CXXIX

This verse is quoted in Prdyashchittaviveka (pp. 30

and 50) which explains the meaning to he that, if the offender is

not in a position to give the male cow or other things prescribed,

he becomes absolved from the sin hyperforming the Krchchlira

penance.’
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VERSE CXL

Tliis verso is quoted in Pardsharamddham (Prayash-

chitta, p. 00) ;—and in Prdyashchittariveka (p. 241), which

explains the meaning to lie that for the unintentional killing

of 1,000 insects with bones, or a cartful of boneless insects,

one should perform the ‘six-montly penance’, which Manu
has prescribed in connection with the killing of a Sliudra;

if it is done intentionally, then the ‘one year penance’ is

to he performed.

VERSE CXL I

‘ Kinch.it '—
‘ ( )ne puna ' (Narxyana) ;

—
‘ eiglit handfuls

of grain ’ (Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Pardishnrrmiddltava (Praynsh-

chitta, p. 00) ;—and in Prdyashchittuviveka (p. 241), which

says that this refers to the killing of only one insect.

VERSE OXLTT

‘ lH.diUUan!
—

‘ (One hundred verses, the (layalrt and

the like ’ (Kulluka) ;
—

‘ the Gdyotri itself rejx'ated a hundred

times ’ (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Mitakxrmt (3. 270) ;—in Pard-

sharamddhara (Prayashchitta, p. 434), which notes that, this

refers to the cutting of trees etc., other than that for sacrificial

purposes;—in Apnrdrka (p. 1134), which notes that

*puspitdndrn ’ goes with ‘ rirudhdrn ’;—in Madannpdrijdtri

(p. 920), which notes that there is nothing wrong in cutting

the trees etc., for the purposes of the five great sacrifices and

other religious purpose ;—and in Prayashchittavweka (p.

243), which says that this refers to the cutting of trees with

very few fruits.

VERSE CXIJn

This verse is quoted in Apnrdrka (p. 1138), which

adds that
1

gh ate,' ‘on cutting,’ is to be construed with
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this verse ;—and in Frdyashchittaviveka (p. 242), wliich

explains ‘ anddya ’ as xhaktu and the rest,
—

‘ ram ’ as

‘molasses and the like,’
—

‘

pheda ’ as ‘the jujube and so

forth,’

—

1puspa ’ as the Madhuka anil the rest,—if one kills

the insects produced in these things unintentionally, one

should eat clarified butter and then fast for a day.

VERSE CXLV1

' Anirdixhyand—‘What is stated in the first half is not

to be prescribed in the case of the intentional drinking of

Varuni’ (Medliatithi and Nandana) ;

—
‘Any expiation involv-

ing death shall not be prescribed even in the case of the inten-

tional drinking of Vanun ’ (Karayana and others.)

This verse is quoted in Apardka (p. 1074\ which ex-

plains the meaning to be
—
‘The intentional drinking of Surd

is an offence for which no expiation can be prescribed by

any Assembly
;

it has to be found out by the offender himself.’

It adds that the re-performance of the sacramental rites in

itself cannot absolve the man from the sin; these rites have

to be performed after tire man has undergone the expiation

spcilically prescribed for wine-drinking.

It is quoted in Mitaksard (3. 255), which adds that the

sacramental rites are to be performed after the performance

of the Tapta-Krchchhra.

It is quoted in Parayashch ittaviveka (p. .100), which

explains the second half to mean that ‘ if one drinks wine

intentionally, then the expiation just prescribed will not

serve his purpose, his only expiation will consist in giving

up his life.’

VERSE CXLVIl

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1074), which

explains that ‘payah, ’ here stands for milk ;—again on p. 1160,

where it is added that this refers to cases where the water

has been drunk find vomitted by women or children, and
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it was contained in a vessel that had contained wine, hut was

not wet with it, so that the water had not imbibed either

the taste or the smell of the liquor.

It is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Prayashchitta, p.

349), which adds that this refers to cases of unintentional re-

peated drinking of the water ;—and in Prayashchittaviveka (p.

324), which says that
1payall ’ means milk; ‘ Shahkhapuspt ’

is a particular herb.

VERSE CXLVI11

‘ Vidliioat ’—
* Pronouncing a benediction on the giver’

«

(Govindacaja and Kulluka) ;
—

‘at the Sautramani sacrifice’

(Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 11(54.)

VERBE CXLIX

This verse is quoted in Mitaksard (3. 255), which

remarks that this refers to the case of a Boma-sacrificer

unintentionally smelling the liquor; if it is intentional, the

expiation is to be doubled ;—in the Madanapdrijata (p. 822),

which also remarks that this lefers to unintentional smelling;

intentional smelling involving double the said expiation ;

—

in Apardrka (p. 1104) ;—in Pardsharamddhava (Priiyash-

cliitta, p. 349), as referring to the case of the smelling of the

mouth of the man who has drunk wine ;—and in Nrsimha-

pramda (Prayashchitta 9 b).

VERSE CL

This verse is quoted in Mitaksard (3. 254), as referring

to cases where the twice-born eats dry grain which has

come into contact with liquor ;—in Apardrka (p. 1074),

where ‘ surasamsprstam ’ is explained as
4

that in which the

taste of liquor is absent e. y. water contained in a vessel

which had contained liquor; the eating of what bears the
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taslo of liquor being as bad as the drinking of liquor itself ;

it adds that here also the re-initiation is to folhnv the

proscriljed expiatory rites ;—again on p. 1 104 ;—in Nirnaya-

siudhu (p. 191) ;—in Vidhdnaparijata (p. 488) ;—in

Viramitrodaya (Samskara p. 545) ;—in Pardsharamddhava
(Prayashchitta p. 298) ;—in Prdyashchillaviveka (p. 104) ;

—

anti in 8amskararatnamdld (p. 279), which says that the

‘pnnuh samskara ’ is always to be preceded by the perform-

ance of the Tapta-Kreliehhra.

VERSE ('Ll

»

This ‘verse is quoted in Smrtitaltva (p. 550);—in

Apardrka (p. 1075) ;—in Smrlikaumdt (p. 87), as laying-

down in wluit respects the expiatory sacrament differs from

the ordinary initiatory sacrament;—in Prayash At itlavieeka

(p. 104), which says that all this refers to things that

had come into contact with wine sometime in the past ;

—
and in Gtolddharapaddhati (Kala p. 825).

VERSE I’Ll I

Of. 4. 222.

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1107);—in

Mitdk§ara (8. 291), which adds that this refers to inten-

tional and. repeated acts ;—and in Prdyashchittaviveka (pp.

209 and 281), which says that this refers to unintentional

eating.

VERSE CLI1I

This verse is quoted in Mildksard (8. 291).

VERSE CLIV

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1104);—and in

Pardsharamddhava (Prayashchitta p. 290).
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VERSE CLV

‘ Ajfiatam ’.
—

‘ Unknown ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ unintention-

ally ’ (Govindaraja and Raghavananda)

;

‘ Bhavmani kavakdni —To be taken together according

to Medhatithi
; separately, according to Raghavananda, who

takes ‘ bhanmdni ’ as ‘ mushrooms growing on the ground,’ and
‘ Kavakdni ’ as ‘ mushrooms growing on trees

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1100), which

adds that the expiation here prescribed is for the eating of

mushrooms growing on the ground, not those growing on

trees ;—and in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 285).

VERSE CLVI

Of. 5. 19-21.

For the Taptu-Krchchhra see 11. 215.

This verse is quoted in Apardrka, (p. 11 BO);— and in

Mitdksara (3. 291).

a VERSE CLVU
9
n

‘ EkahaTivhodake vwiht ’.—This is to be done, on tire

fourth day (Medhatithi),—on any one of the three fasting days

(Govindaraja and Kulluka),—on the first day (Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1144), which

explains ‘ Mdsikn ’ as standing for the Shraddha that is

done every month during the first year on the date of death,

and not for the Amdvdsyd shraddha ;—and in Prdyash-

chittaviveka (p. 807), which says that this refers to the

act being unintentional, and adds that ‘ masikannam ’ refers

to food given at all after-death shraddhas,—and that what

is meant by ‘ ekahwnudake vaset ’ is that ‘ he should fast

for three days and live on water on the fourth day.’

VERSE CLIX

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 932), to

the effect that on eating die uehchhista of tho cat and other
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animals one should drink the /irahmmwarchala for one

day ;—in Prayashchittavir'eka (p. 820), which explains

‘ Brahniasurarchala ’ as the yellow sun-flower,—the offender

should pass one day living on this ;—and adds that this refers

to eases where the act, is unintentional
; where it is done

intentionally, the penance should be kept for three days ;

—

and in Shvddhikavmdt (p. 810).

VERSE CLX

‘ Shodhanaih. ’

—

Penances ’ (Medhatithi, (lovindaraja,

Kullpka and Riiglmvananda)
;

purgative decoctions’ (‘ others
’

in Medhatithi, Narayena and Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Smrtitnttm (|>. 548) ;—and in

Prayafth chittmnveka (p. 842).

VERSE CLXII

This verse is quoted in Mitakmrd (8. 205) ;—in

Madanapdrijdla. (p. 874), which adds the following notes:

—

‘ Diana’ stands for valuables other than gold,
—

‘

dvijottania,'

Brahmana,—his ‘ xvajati ’ is Brahmana ;— this refers to eases

where the Brahmana has stolen ;—in Pardfharamddhara

(Prayashchitta p. 427);—and in Prayadichittavineka

(p. 842), which explains ‘ anna ’ as cooked food, and ‘ dhana. ’

as cattle.

VERSE CLXIir

This verse is quoted in Mitdkttard (3. 205), which notes

that it refers to a case where the quantity of water stolen is

such as could lie obtained for 250 Panas ;—and in Madanci-

parijdta (p. 870), which notes that this refers to the stealing

of men belonging to Ksattriya and other castes ; the stealing

of the Brahmana being regarded as on the same footing

as the stealing of gold ;
—

‘ vapi ’ ami ‘ kupa ’ have been

added as qualifications for the purpose of excluding water
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contained in jars and other vessels. It quotes Apctrarka

as holding that the expiation here proscribed i*efers to the
‘

stealing ’ of tanks and wells full of water,—and also the

above-mentioned remark of Mitakqara. It adds that this

expiation is to be performed after the stolen article has been

returned to the owner.

It is quoted in PrhyaxhchiUnviveha (p. 344), which

says that ‘vi/muxya ’ and ‘ xtrt

'

stand here for male and female

slaves.

VERSE CLXTV

This verse is quoted in Mitalsara (3. 205), <is referring

to the stealing of such things of small value as tin, lead and

the like,—which thus becomes excluded from the expiation

prescribed for ‘ theft ’ in general ;—and in Mcidanaparijata

(p. 874), as referring to the stealing of lead, tin and other

things worth less than 25 Punas.

VERSE OLXV

This verse is quoted in Miiakxuvu (3. 205), as referring

to cases where the quantity of food stolen is just enough

for one meal;—anddn Madannpdrijnta (p. 875), which has

the same note, and adds that, in as much as the ‘ conveyance
’

and other things have been mentioned in the same context,

these also should be understood to be of just that value

which would be equivalent to the value of a single meal.

VERSE OLXVI

This is quoted in Mitdk§ara (3. 205), which adds that

since the expiation here prescribed is thrice as heavy as

that prescribed in the proceeding verse, the ‘grass’ and other

things mentioned here should be taken to be of that quantity

which would be obtainable at a price three times that of the

single meal, : <
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It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1110), which notes that

this refers to the stealing of ‘grass’ and other things whose

value is three times that of the single meal of one man;

—

in Madannparijata (p. 875) ;—and in Prdyashchitta-

viveka (p. 345), which explains
‘ Shuskdnna' as ‘ rice &e.

and adds that the ‘two days penance’ is for stealing grains

sufficient for two meals, for stealing more than that, there

should be heavier expiation.

VERSE CLXVn

This verse is quoted in Mitdksard (3. 205), which adds

that, inasmuch as the expiation is twelve times as heavy

as that prescribed in 1 05, the articles mentioned should l>e

understood to be twelve times the value of the single meal ;—

•

in Madanapdrijata (p. 875', which makes the same re-

mark;—in Nrsimhaprasdda (Prayashchitta 74a);—and in

Prayashchitta, viveka (p. 341), which explains ‘ Kandnnatd*

as ‘living on small pieces of grain

VERSE CLXVIIT

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 875);

—

and in Mitdksard (3. 205), which notes that, since the

expiation is thrice as heavy as that prescribed in 105, it

should be understood as referring to the stealing of the

things mentioned, when their value is three times that of the

single meal.

VERSE OLXX

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 544);—in

Pardsharamddhava (Prayashchitta, p. 252), as referring

to cases where the act is repeated for one month ;—and again

on p. 264, where it says that it refers to cases of repeated

acts when unintentional , but a single act when intentional;

—

also in Prdyashchittaviveka, (pp. 181 and 187), which says
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that this refers to case's other than those where the inter-

course lias been within the forbidden circle,—it explains
‘ Svnyonim' as ‘one’s own paternal and maternal relatives’—

‘ antyajasu ’ as ‘Chandala women’,—and
‘

Gurvtafpavratam ’

as the ‘twelve years penance.’

VERSE OLXXI

This verse is q noted in Vtramifrodaya (Samskara, p.

714);—in Nirnayadndhu (p. 108);—in Vidhdnapdrijdta

(p. 091);—and in Parasharnmndhav<

i

(Acharn, p. 470),

which has the following notes:
—

‘The term
‘

bhagiiii ’ quali-

fies ‘
j
oaitrsvaxeyi ’ and the rest,

—
‘ dptasya ’ qualifies

‘

the

mother’s brother’, after which ‘daughter’ is to be understood
;

npiaftyn ’ means ‘ Sapinda ’; the ‘mother’ is one who has

lieen married by the ‘ yandharta ’and other forms of marriage;

—in the term ‘paitrsvmeyV also the ‘pitrsvasa ’, ‘father’s

sister’ meant is one who is still within the limits of ‘Sapinda'

relationship, and who had been married by the Gdndkaraa

form ;—it i£ only when the term is taken in this sense that

the qualification ‘ bhagiiii ’ has some significance.

It is quoted in Nrsimhapramda (Samskara 52a) ;

—

and in Smrtichandrihd (Samskara, p. 187), which explains

‘dptmya ’ (which is its reading for ‘ fannydm ’) as ‘a near

mpinda ’.

VERSE CLXXII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p.

714) ;—in Nirnayamndhu (p. 198) ;—the first half in Pardi-

ftharamadhava (Acharn, p. 470).

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrihd (Samskara,

p. 187).

VERSE CLXXIII

This verse is quoted in Apctrarka (p. 1149), as referring

to the act done intentionally and repeatedly;—and in Pard-

shararnadfuwa (Prayashchitta, p. 272).
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VERSE 0LXX1V

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Priiyash-

eliitta p. 276) ;—and in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 869).

VERSE CLXXV

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 848),

which adds the following notes :—By doing the act uninten-

tionally the man ‘falls’,
1

patati ’, i.c. becomes sinful; hence the

repetition of the act involves the ‘Twelve Years’ Penance’;

—

when done intentionally, the act makes the man turn into

the same caste ; hence the repetition of this would involve

expiation by death ; which however applies only hr the act

repeated during a long period of time.

It is quoted in Apurdrka (p. 1121), which notes

that the said ‘equality’ involves expiation by death;—in

Snirtitatlva (p. 548) ;—in Pardisharamadhaix t (Piayash-

ehitta, p. 88), as referring to cases of intentional continuation

of the act for a long time ;—and in Prdyashchittaviveka (pp.

160, 187, 258, 412), which says that this prescribes the

‘Twelve Years’ Penance.’ for the unintentional eating of the

Chandiila’s food ;—that the accepting of gifts also that is

meruit is twenty-four unintentional repetitions of the accept-

ance.

VERSE CLXXV1

The second half of this verse is quoted in Mitdkmrd

(1. 70), and again under 8. 265, as laying down the ‘ Three

Years’ Penance ’ and such other penances for the woman’s

offence of adultery with a man of the higher caste ;—and in

Apararka (p. 98) ;—and the first half is quoted in Pard-

sharamddhava (PrayasNchitta, p. 285), which explains that

the first half of the verse lays down what is to be done

by the husband of the offending woman, and the second half

what is to be done by the woman herself ;—and in Prayash

*

chittuviveka (p. 370), which says that the meaning is that
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the husband should keep her in a room, without toilet or

bath, meanly dressed, sleeping on the ground, with food

just enough to keep her alive,—all this till her next mens-

truation.

VERSE CLXXV1I

• This verse is quoted \n Apararia (p. 1125);—and in

Praya: h ehittariveka (p. 373), which says that this refers

to her fourth repetition of the act, done against her wishes.

,r
-

VERSE CLXXVIII
c

c

‘ Vr$aU ’

—

'Chary!a/i' (Medhatithi and Kulluka) ;

—
‘a

Sliudra woman ’ (Cfovindaraja and Xarayana).

This verse is quoted in Mitdkyard (3. 2(30), which

explains ‘ vr$ali

'

as Chdnddft ;—and in Prdyashchittaviveka

(p. 3(53), which says that this lays down the expiation for

the marrying of a Sliudra yirl
,
in a manner not sanctioned hy

the scriptures.

VER8E CLXX1X

This verse is quoted in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. HI).

VERSE CLXXX

“Cfovindaraja and Narilyana explain the verse different-

ly :

—
‘ He who associates with an outcast by sacrificing for

him, or by forming a matrimonial alliance with him, himself

becomes an outcast after a year, but not by using the same

carriage or seat, or eating with him.”—Buhler.

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijata (p. 849),

which explains the meaning .as follows:
—‘By associating

with an outcast on conveyances, seats and dinner's after

one year,—but by associating with him in sacrificing, teaching

and the like, he becomes an outcast not after one year,

but immediately
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It is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1087), which offers the

following explanation :—By associating in any way with a

known outcast, himself becomes an outcast ; that is, becomes

like him ;—there are some acts in which associating with the

outcast makes one an outcast, irrespective of all other consi-

derations; and such acts are ‘ sacrificing, teaching and marrying’;

each of these acts by itself makes the associator an outcast

;

—the acts of going on the same conveyance, sitting together

and eating, on the other hand, do not by themselves make him

an outcast ; they do so through other acts.

It is quoted in Mitdkmrd (3. 201), as meaning that

only «such acts as those of ‘ travelling together and so forth
’

make one an outcast by being continued for one year;—it

adds that ‘sitting’ includes ‘ sleeping ’ also. It remarks that

the passage is to be construed as follows:

—

Samvatmrena
[utfati patitena mthdc/taran ydndmndxhaudf ’

; and ‘ Ydja-

nddhydpf(nd< ly<

i

1mat na tn s<nnvaU<irena palati, kiutn

sadya evn and concludes thus
—

‘ By sacrificing and other acts

the man becomes an outcast at once, while by sleeping and other

acts he becomes so only by continuing it for one year’.

It is quoted in Prayash ch itt <iviveka (pp. 149 and 150),

which construes ‘ Yundsandshaudt ’ as ‘ YimasanCishanut

utpanuam samyogam dcharan \—and adds that these three,

when (lorn; all together and intentionally, do degrade the man.

VERSE ULXXX1

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrija/a (p. 851), wliieh

notes that in all these cases the lightness or heaviness of the

expiation will depend upon the caste and capacity of the

person concerned ;—in Mitdkqard (3. 201) ;—in Pardsharx-

madhava (Prayashchitta, p. 23), which defines ‘ samsarga ’ as

travelling together, sitting together and so forth ;—in Prdyash-

ehittaviveka (pp. 141 and 105), whicli says that this refers to

the Mahapdtakas only,—and that Patitd here stands for the

mere ‘.offender ’ or ‘ sinner ’ (not literally, the outcast) j—and
in Sniftisdroddhura (p. 350). . ’
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VERSE CLXXXII

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 904), which

explains ‘ nindite ahani ’ as on the 4th or 9th or 14th day of

the month ;
and such other forbidden days ;—in Nirnayasin-

dhu (p. 408) ;—in Apararka (p. 1200) ;—-and in Mitakqard

(p. 295), to the effect that the rites in question are to be

performed near elders during the fifth part of the day and on

such forbidden days as the 4th or 9th or 14th of the month.

VERSE CLXXXII I

t

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 904), which

explains ‘ pretarat ’ as wearing the upper cloth over the right

shoulder and so forth ;—in Mitah^ara (4. 295), to the effect

that the slave-girl may make the offerings under orders of the

paternal relations of the outcast ;—it explains ‘ pretavat ’ as

implying that the offender should face the south, wear the

upper clotl^ over the right shoulder and so forth ;—and in

Nirnayamtdhu (p. 408).

VERSE CLXXX1V

This verse is quoted in Mitdk.sard (3. 295) to the effect

that the outcast should thenceforward be kept outside the pale

of conversation, sitting together and other forms of associa-

tion;—and in Nirnayasindhu (p. 409).

VERSE CLXXXVI

This verse is quoted in Mitakmrd (3. 290), to the effect

that the aforesaid offering should be made after the offenders

haw taken a bath in a sawed tank in Nirnayasindhu

(pp. 402 anti 409);—in Srnflituttva (p. 472);—and in

Madanapdrijdta (p. 900), which explains
1

prdtayiyufy ’ m
‘should throw’.
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VERSE OLXXXVIIT

'Phis verse is quoted in Mitdkmrd (3. 2(>0), wliieli ex-

plains flint this prescribes the ‘ Twelve Years ’ Penance,'' halved

in (consideration of the sex of the offender ;—and that in

referent' to an nninfeuf.tonal offence.

Tt is quoted in Apararhi (p. Oh).

YEUSE OLXXXJX

This verse is quoted in Prayaxhchittaviveka (p. 141).

*
. VERSE oxo

This vei“se is quoted in Apararhi (p. 1209), which

remarks that the phrase ‘ vhhudd/iduapi dharmalah ’ clearly

indicates that the expiations laid down in connection with

the murder of women and other crimes do really serve to

remove the sin involved.

It is quoted in Pardsharamadhava, (Prayashchitta, p.

loo), as indication of the view that in the case of heinous crimes,

even after the prescribed expiration has been gone through, the

offender is not fit for being associated with, even though for

all spiritual purposes he may have become ‘purified’;—in

Prdyashchittavireka (p. 21);—and in Ydtidharmamii-
graha (p. 109), which explains ‘ na mmvaset' to mean that

‘ one should not associate with them in eating or any such act,’

VERSE 0X01

See 2. 38.

This ver.se is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 433), as laying down the expiation for the ‘ Vrdtya

—in Madanapdrijdta (p. 871), which adds that—(«) in the

case of the omission being due to the absence of an initiator,

the expiation should lie that prescribed by Mann and Yajfta-

valkya, and (b) in the case of omission being due to no such
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unavoidable circumstances, nor in times of distress, it should

be ‘ Thm* Years ’ Penance’ prescribed under the section on

eow-slaughter.

Tt is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1107), which explains
l

trin krchchhrdn' as meaning—(1) The Prdjdpatya
, (2)

the Krchchhra and (4) the Atikrehchhra ;—in Mitdk^ard

(;>. 205), as laying down what should he done when one has

become a ‘ wittya —in Viramitrodaya (Samskara, p. 450)-;

—and in PrdyaAichittaviveka (p. 484.)

VERSE CXCT1
<

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (1107.)

verse excm

This verse is quoted in Vvlhdnapdrijdta IT (p. 470);

—

in Nirnayasivdhu (p. 40);—in Apardrka (p. 1150);—in

Mitakqard (4. 200), which adds that this surrendering should

l>e done in #very ease before the performance of the expiation

specially prescribed for tin act ;—in Madanaptarijdta (p.

025), which notes that ‘japyhia ’ refers to tin* 400 repetitions

of the Sdritri laid down in the next verse;—in ShrdddJiakri-

ydkatmuti (p. 222), which says that this clearly implies that

the religions nd that the man does with the ill-gotten wealth

also becomes vitiated to that extent ;—in Prdyashchitta-

viv'eka (pp. 404 and 415);—and in Viramitrodaya (Vyava-

hara 165 a), to the effect when a man acquires property by

methods not sanctioned by the scriptures, ho does not obtain

any legal possession of that property, and hence his sons also

have no claims to inherit that property.

VERSE CXCIV

This verse is quoted in Pwasharamadhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 440), as referring to cases where both the giver and

the gift ax® unfit and improper;—in Apardrka, (p.1150),
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to the effect that ‘ residence in the cow-pen ’ is an essential

factor in the expiation;—in Mitdksard (4. 200), which adds

the following notes :—The repetition of the Savitri here

prescribed is to he done daily, as is clear from the Accusative

ending in 'mamm ’ which denotes duration ;—and in Prd-

yashchittavineka (p. 40;}).

VERSE (
lX('V

This verse is (jnoted in Smrtitattna (p. 474).

VERSE ('XCVl
*

‘ Vipr7i.pl. satymn vktvi

V

—‘Having truly promised to

(he Brahmanas that he would never again accept an improper

gift’ (Knlliika) ;
—

‘ having 1 old the truth to the Brahmanas

regarding his offence and the consequent penance’ (Narayana

and Nandana).

This verse is quoted iti Smrtillava (p. 47.4).

VERSE ( XfVi r

This verse is quoted in Nirnayaxindhn (p. ,48.4) ;—in

Apararka (p. 1142), which explains ‘ artya karma' as the

‘antye$ti,' and adds that, this refers to one who does the acts on

hire, and not merely with a religious motive; and that it

refers to the Bralunana who performs the death-rites for

the Ksattriya and other castes ;—the ‘ Ahma ’ is the name

for all those Ahargana sacrifices which begin with the

‘ Dviratra ’ and end with the ‘Dvadashara tra.'

It is quoted in Pardfsharamdd,hava (Prayashchitta, p.

429), as laying down the expiation for officiating at sacrifices

performed by those who should not perform them ;—and in

Madanaparijata (p. 917), which adds the following notes :
—

‘Antya karma,' the rites performed on the cremation ground,

—

i

paresdm', non-mpinda* or shudras,—in the case of the former

it is repetition that is resprehensible, and in that of the latter,
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oven the first not ;

—
‘ abkirkara,' ‘ murderous rite,’ is repre-

hensible, when it is performed against oue who has not

done any similar act against the man ;—the ‘Akina' is a

particular kind of sacrifice.

It is quoted in Samskaramayukha (p. 122) ;—and in

1 ')uyaxhchiUari i'el<

i

(p. 247), whieh says that, as ‘ Inna ’

means * unrighteous,
’

‘ alnna
'

means
1

righteous, ’ and hence

what is forbidden is ‘magical rites against righteous persons.’

VERSE CXCVTir

‘ Vedarn vipldvya. ’

—

Having taught the Veda to people

who should not he taught ’ (Medhatithi, (iovindaraja, Kulluka

and Nandana) ;
—

‘having wrongly interpreted the Veda or

j
tervert its sense by omitting anusvdras etc.’ (XiiriT-

yana);
—

‘having intentionally forgotten the Veda’ (RaghaviT-

nanda).

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdta (p. 918), which

adds the fallowing notes:— If the man abandons one who

comes to him seeking safety from some danger, or for the

prescription of an expiation,
—

‘ Vedarn viplavya' i. <% reading

it within hearing of the Chanda la or other such persons, or

on days unfit for study.

It is quoted in Apararka (p. 1152), to the effect that

when a man comes to one in the hope of obtaining shelter

for his life, and the latter, though capable of saving him,

refuses to do so,—similarly one who reads the Veda from an

improper person, or in an improper place, or at an improper

time,—oi- learns it from or teaches it to an unqualified person,

—

both these should live on barley for one year.

VERSE CXCIX

This verse is quoted in Mitakqara (8. 277) ;—in

Apararka (p. 1135);—and in PraymhckitkmvUxt (pp. 11

and 448). :
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VER8E (XI

Bee abuve l!. 151 et. seq. for ‘ Apdhktyas '

; and

Shuklayajurveda-xamhitd (8. 13) fertile Shdkala-horaas.

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1153), which

notes that the ‘ Apahklyax ’ have been described by Manu

himself under the section on ‘ shrddd/ms ’ ;—and in Mitdk-

mrd (3. 286), and again under 3. 283, where it is added

that the particular expiation to be performed is to be deter-

mined by considerations of the caste of the o(lender and such

other circumstances.

VER8E (XT •

This verse is quoted in Apardrku (p. 1184), which adds

that in the case of the offence being unintentional
,

the

expiation is to consist of bathiny only,—anti in Pruymh-

chitluriveka (p. 402).

VE11BE (XII

This verse is quoted in Mitdkmru (3. 293), which

adds the following notes

—

1

Vina adbhih when there is no

water near at hand,
—

‘

xhdriram ,’ the passing of urine anti

stools ;—it atltls that this refers to cases where the act has

been done unintentionally.

It is quoted in Apardrka, (p. 1187), which explains

' Shdriratn ’ as the passing of urine and stools;—anti in the

Prayashchittariveka (p. 450), which explains ' Shdr'iranA

as ‘ the passing of urine or stools,’ and says that it refers to

cases where the man omits the use of water on account of

dire urgency.

VER8E CC1II

This verse is quoted in SmrtitaUva (p. 809)?—in
NirtptyiMndhu (pp. 84 and 345);—in Viramitrmlaya
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* (Samskiiru, p. 579);—in Madanaparijdta (p. 957), to the

effect that in the case of the omission of those Shrauta and

Smdrta rites for which no specific expiation is prescribed,

flic fasting here laid down serves as the expiation ; and where

a specific expiation has been prescribed, it has to be done

along with this fasting ;—in Apardrka (p. 1188), which

explains ‘ ahhojanatu ’ as fasting, and adds the same note

as the above;—in Pardsharamddhava (Prayashchitta p. 448),

which adds that this fasting has to bo done along with the

rites specifically prescribed ;—in Mitdksard (3. 242) ;—in

Prdyashchittaviveka (pp. 286 and 368), which says that

this refers to a single omission,—and explains
1 Snataku ’ as

‘ house-holder —and in Samskdraratuamdld (p. 357),

which says that this refers to cases of 'minJcntmud omis-

sion.

VERSE (‘CIV

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1185);—and in

Pardsharaftiddhara (Prayashchitta, p. 355), as laying down

fasting.

VERSE CCV

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 1 185).

VERSE CCVl

Of 4. 165, 167-169.

This verse is quoted in Afxtrdrka (p. 223).

VERSE CCV11I

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 479) -in

Mitak$ard (3. 280), which remarks that when bleediftgjs

brought"about, it must involve both ‘threatening’ (avagVmfttt)

and Striking’ (nipatami),—as without these there eopid 'be
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no wownding ; but in the case of bleeding, the expiation

would be ‘ Krclichhrnlikrchchhra ’ (which is prescribed for

the bleeding), and not
‘ Krchchhra' and* Atikrchchhra' also

(which are prescribed separately for ‘threatening’ and ‘strik-

ing’ respectively) ;—and in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 464).

verse eeix

This verse is quoted in Prdyasht-kittaviveka (p. 42).

VERSE CCXI

*Tlus 'verse is quoted in Pardaharmnudhava (Prayash-

<hitta, p. 25). as describing the form of the ‘ Prajapatya ’

penance ;—again on p. 460 to the same effect ;—in the

Madanapdrijdta (p. 710);—in Apararka (p. 1236);

—

in Snirtitattva (p. 481 and p. 541);—in Prdyashchittavi-

veka (p. 508);—and in Samskdraratnaind/d (p. 781).

VERSE CCXTT

This verse is quoted in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 513),

which says that this penance requires seven days for its com-

pletion
; --and in Samskdrara/namdla (p. 782).

VERSE CCXITT

This verse is quoted in Mitdkmrd (3. 320), which

notes that the quantity of food hero prescribed being less

than even a ‘ handful ’, this must refer to cases where the

person concerned is strong enough to live upon that quantity

of food ;—in Apararka (p. 1238), which adds that there is

to be option between ‘ a morsel ’ and ‘ a handful ’,—the one

to he adopted being dependent upon the strength of the

offender and upon the nature of the offence ;—and in Mada-
napdrijdta (p. 715), which explains ‘trim tryahdni

’

as

nine days.

107
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VERSE coxrv

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijdto (p. 785),

which explains the meaning to he that ‘lie should live for

three days each upon water, milk, and clarified butter and

air ’ ;—thus the penance being completed in twelve days ;

—

in Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 511), which says that the ‘drink-

ing of hot air
1

is done by inhaling the vapour emanating

from hot milk ; and that this penance is completed in twelve

days ;—in Samskdraratnamdld (p. 782) ;—and in Yatidhar-

masangraha (p. 7).

VERSE OCXV

This verse is quoted in Pard ‘ihxj.ro/)oddhova (Prityash-

chitta, p. 20), as describing the form of the
‘ Pardka

'

penance ;—in Snirtitattvn (p. 540) ;—and in Prdynahchit/a-

viveka, (p. 514).

VERSE CCXV1

This verse is quoted in Pards/inramddhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 240), as laying down the ‘ three times bathing ’ as

part of the ‘ Chandrayana ’ penance ;—in Madanapdrijata

(p. 742), whore ‘ trimvanam,

'

is explained as the three ‘ mn-
dhyas\ morning, evening and mid-day;*—in Apardrka (p.

1248), which adds that this penance is called ‘ barley-shaped
’

and ‘ ant-shaped ’, the latter when it is begun on the first

day of the darker fortnight ;—-and in Prdyashchitfavivekn

(p. 510).

VERSE CCXVII

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhuva (Prayash*

chitta, p. 241), which notes that this is the ‘Barley-shaped’

Chandrayana as distinguished from the ‘ ant-shaped ’ one

described in the preceding verse. [When the penance

begins on the first day of the brighter fortnight it is called

‘ Barley-shaped and when begun on the first day of the
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bright fortnight, it is called ‘Ant-shaped’. In verse 216,

Aparaka and Madanaparijata, read shukle krsne, making

the beginning in the brighter fortnight] ;—and in Prayash-

chittaviveka (p. 510).

VERBE CCXVII1—CCXIX

These verses are quoted in Apararka (p. 1243) ;

—

in Mitdksara (3. 325), which add that in the Yatickandrd-

yuna and other penances, it is not necessary to follow the

movements of the moon
;

so that there would be no harm

if the beginning were made, on even the fifth day of the

Immr month, if that happened to be the first day of the

solar month;—and in Prayashchitta viveka (p. 517).

VERBE CX’XX

This verse is quoted in Mitdksara (3. 325) ;—in Prd-

yasho/rdtavireka (p. 517);—and in JTemddri (Kirla, p. 23),

which says that it is the ‘ Sdvann '

month that is meant here.

VERSE CCXX11

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 1230), and again

on p. 1240 (the first half only) ;—in Mitdksara (3. 314),

which remarks, with reference to the second half, that it is

not meant to be an exhaustive enumeration : it is only illus-

trative ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 748) ;—and in Nrsimha-

prasdda (Prayashchitta 37 b).

VERSE CCXX1H

this verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 748)

—

which adds the following notes :—Thrice during the day and

thrice during the night ;
this rule regarding six baths is appli-

cable to those fit for it physically ; so that the number of

baths may be increased or decreased. In Tapta-Krchchhra

penance there is a single bath;—in Apararka (p. 1230) ;

—

and in Nrmnhaprasdda (Prayashchitta 38 a).
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CCXXIV

‘ Vrati ayall—‘ Should resolve to abstain Ironi what is

forbidden by cultured men ’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ should wear

the Mufija-girdle, a staff* and so forth ’ (Govindaraja and

Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in M<idaiaipdrijdU

i

(p. 748);—in

Apardrka (p. 1230) ;—and in Nrmnhaprasada (Prayash-

chitta 38a).

VERSE CCXXV

This verse is quoted in Apardrka, (p. 1230), Which

notes that in all these penances, the capacity of the penitent

is to be taken into consideration;—in Madanapdrijata

(p. 748) ;—and in the Nrsimhapramda (Prayashchitta 38a).

VERSE CCXXVI

This \%’se is quoted in Nrsimhuprasada (Prayash-

chitta, 31b) ;—in Smrtisarodhdru (p. 352), which explains

‘ etaih

'

as standing for the Krchckhra and the rest ;—and in

Prdyashchittaviveka (p. 502).

VERSE CCXXV LI

This verse is quoted in Smrtitattva (p. 483) ;—in

Pdrasharamddhava (Prayashchitta, p. 336) ;—and in Prd-

yashchittaviveka (p. 29), which says that the mention of

‘ dpctdi ’ implies that ‘ making gifts ’ is the secondary alterna-

tive for ‘Vedic study and austerities and notes that this

refers to sins other than that of killing

.

VERSE CCXX1X

‘ Shariram .'
—

* The soul in the body ’ (Medhatithi, Govin-

daraja and Kulluka);— the subtle body ’ (Narayana).:
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VERSE CCXXX

This verse is quoted in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 30).

VERSE CCXXXIi

This verse is quoted in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 11).

VERSE COXXXil l

This verse is quoted in ISmrtitattra (p. 487).

VERSE CCXXXV1I

This verse is quoted in Svirtitattara (p. 835).

VERSE CCXXXJX

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhaca (Prayash-

ehitta, p. 454).

VERSE CCXLJ

This verse is quoted in Pardsharainddhava (Prayash-

ehitta, p. 454).

VERSE CCXLV

This verse is quoted in Pm•dsharamadhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 172) ; and again on p. 379.

VERSE CCXLVi

This verge is quoted in Pardsaramadhava (Prayashchitta,

p. 454).

VERSE CCXLVIH

This verse is quoted in Mitakmrd (3. 302), which adds

that this refers to eases where the penetint is unable to give
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cows ;—and in Apararka, (p. 44 and p. 1216), which adds that

this is destructive of all heinous offences ; and declares that

what is here expressly stated implies also such observances as

celibacy, truthfulness, sleeping on the ground, eating only

havisya food and so forth.

VERSE CCXL1X

Tliis verse is quoted in Pardsharamddhava (Prayash-

ehitta, p. 457).

VERSE CCL

This verse is quoted in Mitdkmrd (3. 304), which re-

marks that this refers to a ease where a person with excellent

qualifications has stolen the gold belonging to a man with

absolutely no good qualities.

VERSE CCL I

This verse is quoted in MitdLsaru (3. 305), which

says that this refers to cases of unintentional offences ;—and in

Pardsharamadhava (Prayashchitta, p. 458).

VERSE CCL1I

The two verses mentioned are Rgveda 1. 24. 14 and

7. 89. 5.

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 993),

which adds that as the number of repetitions is not mentioned,

the texts have to be recited at all times, except when the man’s

time may be taken up by other necessary acts ;—it remarks

that what is stated here refers to cases of repeated offence.

It is quoted in Mitdhard (3. 306), which makes tire same

remarks as Madanaparijata

,
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VERSE 0CLI1T

Thin verso is quoted in Parasharainddhava (Priiyasli-

ohitta p. 174);—in Mitahjaru, (3. 307), which explains

‘

apratigrdhya/ni' as ‘poison, weapons, liquors, and tilings

belonging to outcasts’;— in Madanaparijata (p. 904);

—

and in Prayashchittaviveka (p. 415).

VERSE (XJLV

The second half of this verse is quoted in Mitaksara

(3. 307) as referring to cases of passing urine, semen and such

things in water.

VERSE (X'LVI

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara, (3. 305) as referring to

cuses of intentional offence ;—and in Parasharamddhava

(Prayashchitta p. 457).

VERSE OOLVfT

This verse is quoted in Pardslucramadhava (Prayash-

chitta p.457);—in Madanaparijata (p. 982), as referring to

cafes of intentional repeated acts ;—and in Prayashchit-

taviveka (p. 501).

VERSE OCLVITT

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (3. 302), which notes

that it applies to cases of the unintentional slaying of the

learned Brahmann, or to those of the intentional repetition of

the slaying of others ;—in Madanaparijata (p. 972), as

referring to the intentional once slaying of the learned Brah-

mana, or to the unintentional repeated slaying of the unlearned

Brahmana;—in Parasharamddhava (Prayashchitta, p. 456);

—and in Nrsimhaprasdda (Prayashchitta 32a).
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VERSE CCLTX—COLX
Those versos are quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 740).

VERSE OCLXT

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Prayash-

ehitta, p. 174).
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VERSE I—TV

These verses are quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 002),

which adds the . following notes :
—

‘

Trividhasyd’, the three

kinds, highest, middling, and lowest,
—

‘ tryadhi$tlidnasya ’

which has* three substrata, in the shape of mind, speech and

body, ‘
(lashalaksanayuhtasya\ the ten distinguishing features

of
‘

paradravydbhidhydna’ and the rest going to be described

below (verses 5-7) ;—of this
‘

dehin ’ know the mind to be the

‘instigator’;—in Nrwnhaprasdda (Prayashchitta 41a);

—

and verse (3) only in Prayashch ittaviveh

t

(p. 12).

VERSE V

‘ Vitathabhiniveshah ’.
—

‘ Adherence to false doctrines
’

(Medhatithi) ;
—

‘constant deep hatred ’ (‘ others’ in Medhatithi).

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 092) ;—in

Apardrku (p. 997) ;—in Nrsin ihaprasada (Prayashchitta

41 a) ;—in Hcmddri (Kiila p. 032) ;—and in Smrtisdroddhara

(p. 88).

VERSE VI

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 092) ;—in

Apararka (p. 998) ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Prayashchitta 41

a) ;—in Hemddri (Kala, p. 032) ;—and in Smrtisdroddhara

(p. 88).

VERSE vn

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 092) ;
in

Apararka (p. 998), which adds that the ten kinds of sinful acts,

108
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proceeding from the mind, speech and body, when committed

intentionally and repeatedly, should be understood to be what

leads to the man being born in such bodies as those of the

Chdnddla and the like ; but of the same kinds' of acts, when

done unintentionally, the results are different ;—in Nrsimha-

prmada (Prayashchitta 41 a) ;—in Iiainddri (Kala, p. 082)

;

—and in Smrtimroddhdrn (p. 88).

VERSE VIII

This verse is quoted in Madanupdrijdtii (p. 092) ;—and

in Prdyashchittavivehi (p. 12). •

VERSE IX

This verse is quoted in Madanujmrijdta, (p. 092) ; —in

Smftitattva (p. 480) ;—in Mitdksura (8. 08), in support of

the view that mental acts lead to the soul being born in

particular kinds of bodies ;—and in Praywhchittaviveht

(p. 6).

VERSE X

This verse is quoted in Nirnayasindhu (p. 454) ;—in

Apararka (p. 951) ;—in Parasharamadhava (Aehara, p.

553);—in Madanapdrijata (p.374);—and in Nrsimhct-

prasdda (Samskara 70 a).

VERSE XI

This verse is quoted in Pardsharamadhava (Achara,

p. 553).

VERSE XII

* K$etrajfla —Xandana is misrepresented by Buhler

;

he also takes the word in the sense of the jivdtma.
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‘ Bhutatma —The body (Medhatithi, Govindaraja,

Kulluka and Raghnvananda) ;
—

‘The soul in the form of the

material substances and other non-sentient things’ (Narayana);—‘the sense-organs and the rest ’ (Nandana, who is again

misrepesented by Buhler).

VERSE xin

‘ Jtmmnjanh —Nandana is again misrepresented by

Buhler ; his words are ‘ Jivat mfljfta jnanam yasya,' which

means ‘that which derives consciousness from the -Twa’ and

not ‘ who dully knows the Jivas,’ as Buhler puts it.

VERSE XIV

‘ Vydpya.’
—

‘ Pervade ’ (Govindaraja),
—

‘ rest on ’ (Kul-

luka);
—

‘Conceal through illusion’ (Narayana).

VERSE XV

‘ Shariratah?—‘ From the supreme soul ’ (Medhatithi and

Narayana) ;
—

‘ from the body of qualified Brahman’ (Ragha-

vananda),
—

‘ from the Root Evolvent which is the body of

the supreme sold ’ (‘ others ’ in Medhatithi).

VERSE XVII

“ Kidluka and Nandana assume that the subject of both

clauses is ‘ du§krtino fivah —Bidder.

“ According to Nandana the meaning of the verse is

—

‘The individual souls, having suffered by means of that body

the torments of Yama, are dissolved, on the termination of

those sufferings in those very five elements according to the

proportion of their works”,—Buhler.
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VERSE XIX

‘ Pashyatah — ‘ Examine ’ (Medhatithi and Kulluka) ;—
‘ by their presence, cause to Ik; performed ’ (Raghavananda).

VERSE XXIV

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Prayash-

chitta p. 487);—and in Nrsimhapraxdda (Prayashchitta,

40 b.)

VERSE XXV

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhavn (Prilyash-

ehitta p. 487) and in Nrsimhaprasdda (Prayashchitta,

40 b.)

VERSE XXVT

This verse is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Prayash-

ehitta, p. #87);—and in Nrsimhapraxada, (Prayashchitta

40 b.)

VERSE XXVTI

Tins verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 999), wliicli

lias the following notes :

—

Priti' is suJcha, happiness ; what

brings about this happiness is ‘pritisanvyuktami^—shvddha-

bham
,
the source of faultless knowledge,—this is ‘ Sattva.’

VERSE XXXII

‘ Adhairyam’—‘ Impatience’ (Medhatithi);
—‘Want of

contented disposition ’ (Narayana).

VERSE XXXIX

Tliis verse is quoted in Madanaparijata {p. 693).
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VERSE XL

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 693) ;—in

Parasharamddhava (Prayashchitta, p. 488);—and in Nrmu-
haprasada (Prayashchitta 41 a.)

VERSE XLI

This verse is quoted in Madanaparijata (p. 693);

—

in Parasharamadhava (Prayashchitta, p. 488) ;—and in

Nrsimhapramda (Prayashchitta, 41 a.)

VERSE XL I I

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 1,000);—in

Madanaparijata (p. 693);—in Paraaharaviadhava (Pra-

yashchitta, p. 488);—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Prii-

yahschitta 41 a,)

VERSE XLIII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 1,000);—in

Madanaparijata (p. (593) ;—in Parasharamadhava (Pra-

yashchitta p. 488) ;—and in Nrsimhapramda (Prayash-

chitta 41 a.)

VERSE XLIV

‘ Chdranah ’
—

‘ Bards, singers etc.' (Medhatithi) ‘ rope-

dancers ’ (Naravana),
—

‘ a <4ass of mythological ladings
’

(Raghavananda.)

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 1000), which adds

that the variation in the resultant condition is due to variations

in the being’s past acts;—in Madanaparijata (p. 693);

—

in Parasharamddhava (Prayashcliitta, p. 488) ;—and in

Nrsimhaprasada (Prayashchitta 41 a).
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VERSE XLV

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 1,000) ;—in

Madanaparijata (p. 09;});—in Pardsharamadhava (Pra-

yashclntta p. 488);—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Prayash-

ehitta, 41 a).

VERSE XLVI

This verso is quoted in Apararka (p. 1000);—in

Madanaparijata (p. 093) ;—in Pardsharamadhava (Pra-

yashchitta, p. 488);—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Prayashchitta

41 a).

VERSE XLVII

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 1,000);—in Ma~
danaparijata (p. 094);—in Pardsharamadhava (Prayash-

chitta p. 488);—and in Nrsimhaprasada (Prayaslicliitta

VERSE XLVIIT

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 999) ;—in Mada

-

naparijata (p. 094);—in Pardsharamadhava
, (Prayash-

ehitta, p. 488) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasada, (Prayashchitta 41 a).

VERSE XLTX

‘ Vedas —‘ Verbal text ’ (Medhatithi)
;

—
‘ Personifica-

tion of the Veda ’ (‘ others ’ in Medhatithi, Govindaraja

and Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 999) ;—in

Madanaparijata (p. 694), which notes that the terms ‘Veda’

and ‘vatsara’ stand for the respective presiding Deities;

—

in Pardsharamadhava (Prayashchitta, p. 488);—and in

Nrsimhaprasada (Prayashchitta 41 a).
,
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VERSE L

‘ Mahan ’.
—

‘Supreme soul’ (Medhatithi) ;
—

‘the deity

presiding over the Mohat-tattva of the Sarikhyas ’ (Govinda-

raja and Kulluka).

This verse is quoted in Apardrka (p. 999) ;—in Mada~

napdrijata (p. 094) in Parasharamddhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 489) ;—and in Nrsimhaprasddu (Prayashchitta

41 a).

VERSE LI

•This verse is quoted in Madanaparijdln (p. 094);

—

and in Parasharamddhara ( Prayashchitta, p. 489).

VERSE LV

This verse is quoted in Madanapdrijatu (p. 700) ;

—

and in Mitdhara (3. 208).

VERSE LV1

This verse is quoted in Mitdkqard (3. 208) ;—and in

Parasharamddhava (Prayashchitta, p. 510).

VERSE LV11

This verse is quoted in Mitdkmrd (3. 208), which

explains dutd’ as the spider, and ‘ mrafa' as the lizard;

—

and in Pardsharamddhava (Prayashchitta, p. 511).

VERSE LVI11

This verse is quoted in Mitaksard (3. 208).

VERSE LX

: This verse is quoted in Parasha)'wnatlhava {Prayash-

chitta p. 492 and p. 51 1).
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VERSE LX I

This verse is quoted in Mitakmra (3. 213);—in Pardshu-

rainddhava (Prayashehittn, p. oil);—and in Xrsimha-

pramda (Samskiiva 74a).

VERSE LXI

1

‘ Rcimm ‘Juice of sugar-cane
’
(Ktdluka) ;

—
‘quick-

silver’ (Narayana).
r
Fliis verse is quoted in Pardahara/inddhava (Prayasli-

chitta, p. 511).

VERSE LX1JI

This verse is quoted in Fardslinrunuidhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. oil).

VERSE LXIV—LXV1I

These verses aits quoted in Parddiaramddhara

(Prayashchftta, p. 512).

VERSE LXVI1I

This verse is quoted in Mitdkmrd (3. 211);—and in

Pardshuramdd/aiva (Prayashehitta, p. 512).

VERSE LXIX

This verse is quoted in Mitdkmrd (3. 216);—in Mada-
napdrijata (p. 702) ;>—and in Pardsharamddhava (Prayash-

chitta, p. 512).

VERSE LXXI

This verse is quoted in Mitahsard (3. 220), in the sense

that the man neglecting his duties suffers the same tortures

as the Ulkdmvkha and the rest.
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VERSE LXXII

This verse is quoted in Mitdkmra (3. 220) in the same

sense as the above.

VERSE LXXXV

‘ AtmajfMHum .’

—

1 Knowledge of the Supreme Soul,

taught in the Upanisads’ (Medhatithi, Govindaraja, Kulluka

and Nandana) ;
—

‘ Meditation ’ (Narayana).

VERSE LXXXVI1J

This verse is quoted in Mildkmrd (3. 58) ;—and in

Apararka, (p. 1033).

VERSE LXXX1X

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 1033) ;—and in

Mitdkmra (3. 58).

VERSE XC

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 1033).

VERSE XCI

‘ Atmaydji \
—

‘ Who realises the presence of all deities in

himself *
(Medhatithi and Govindaraja) ;

—
‘ he who performs

the Jyotistoma and other sacrifices in the manner of the

Brahmarpana ’ (Kulluka and Nandana and Raghavananda).

verse xcn

This verse is quoted in Mitak^ard (3.58) which

explains ‘ Vedabhyasa ’ as ‘ repeating tlie Pranavu, Oni —
and in Yatidharmandhyraha (p. 26).

10!>
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VERSE XCHI

‘ Krtakrtyah ’— All whoso ends have been accomplishetl
’

(Medhatithi) ;
—

‘ who has done all he ought to do ’ (Govinda-

raja).

VERBE XCIV

Tills verse is quoted in the Smrtichandrika (Samskara

p. 129).

VERBE XCV

4

Pretya ’

—

4

Having acquired excellence ’ (Medhatithi);

—

‘after death’ (‘others’ in Medhatithi, Govindaraja and

Kulluka).

VERSE XCVI

Tliis verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 12.)

f

VERBE XCVII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara

p. 500) ;—in Nrsimhaprasada (Samskara, 46b) ;—and in

Smrtichandrika, (Samskara, p. 128).

VERBE XCVIH

‘ Prasutirgunakarmatah ’.—An obscure word, the

different readings for which disgusted even Medhatithi. For

the various explanations see Buhler.

VERSE XCIX
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VERSE Cl

This verso is quoted in Parasharamadhava (Pra-

yashchitta, p. 172);—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara,

p. 129).

VERSE CII

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara p.

510) ;—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara p. 132).

verse cm

‘ AjKebhyah ’.
—

‘ Entirely ignorant ’ (Medhatithi and

Narayana), ‘ who have not read the Veda ’ (Nandana),
—

‘ wlio

have learnt a little ’ (Govindaraja and Kulluka).

‘ Granthinah ’.
—

‘Forgetful students ’ (Kulluka and Nan-

dana),
—

‘ those who learn the verbal text alone and do not

ponder over the meaning’, (Medhatithi, Govindaraja and

Narayana).

This verse is quoted in Smrtitativa II (p. 73), which

adds the following notes :— Granthinah,' who can read only

with the help of the book,
—

‘ Dharinah,

'

who can read without

the help of the book,

—
‘ Jftaninah,' who have studied the

scriptures and know their meaning.

VERSE CIV

This verse is quoted in Viramitrodaya (Samskara,

p. 512);—and in Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 144).

VERSE CV

‘ Shdstram ’.
—‘Veda’ (GovindarSja and Narayana) ;

—

‘Veda and Smrti
’
(Medhatithi),

—
‘ Smrti

’
(Kulluka)
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VERSE CVT

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 22) ;—and in

Smrtitnttva (p. 511).

VERSE cvm

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 21) ;—and in

Smrtichandrika (Samskara, p. 7), which explains ‘Dharmesu ’

as ‘ the sources of the knowledge of Dharma.’

VERSE C1X

lShrutipratyaksahMavah '—
‘ Those who have learnt the

Vedic text, also facts of perception and reasonings or
4

those

for whom the perceptible Vedic texts are the sole means of

discriminating virtue and vice’ (Medhatithi) ;

—

4 who are the

cause of the teaching of the subjects perceptible in the Veda ’

(Govindaraja),

—

4 who are the causes of making the revealed

texts perceptible by reciting them ’ (Kulluka);
—

‘those for

whose knowledge and exposition of the Law, the causes

consist of Hearing and Perception by the senses’

(Nandana).

This verse is quoted in Smrtichandrikd (Samskara

p. 6) as defining the
4

Shi§ta

VERSE CX

This verse is quoted in Nitydichdrapradipa (p. 69).

VERSE CXI

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (3. 301) as

describing the constitution of the Assembly or Court ; it adds

the following notes:

—

4

Haitukah who is conversant with

the essential principles of the MimSnsa,

—

4
tarki' who is
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expert in the science of reasoning;—in Madanaparijata

(p. 774), which adds the following notes :
—

‘ Hetnkah ’ (which

is its reading for ‘ haitukah’), expert, in inference ;
—

* tark'i

one who is expert in ‘ TarJca ’, which is the name given to

that process of reasoning by which one comes to the correct

conclusion on a definite question, by rejecting all other possi-

ble alternatives ; the ‘ tarka ’ ‘argumentation’ meant here is

one that does not go against the Vedic scriptures.

It is quoted in Siwrtitattva II (p. 199), which adds the

following notes
—

‘ Traividyah ’, one who knows the three

Vedas,

—

‘haitukah’, one who acts in a re<‘isonable manner;

—and in Apararka (p. 22).

VERSE CXIT

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (3. 300) as prescribing

a second kind of ‘Assembly’;—in Apararka (p. 21);—and

in Smrtichandrika, (Samskara, p. 8).

VERSE exm

This verse is quoted in Mitaksara (3. 300), which

notes that which particular form of the ‘ Assembly ’ is to be

got together in a particular case should depend upon the gravity

of the offence to be tried.

VERSE CXVI

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 1027).

VERSE cxvn

This verse is quoted in Apararka (p. 1027).
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verse cxvm
‘

Atmani’.
—

‘In the supreme self’ (Kulluka and Kan-

dana),
—

‘ in his own individual self’ (Govindaraja).

‘

Sadasat —‘The products and the causes, or the in-

telligent and the non-intelligent ’ (Nandana),
—

‘thatwhich has

shape and which is shapeless ’ (Govindaraja),
—

‘ that which

comes into existence and perishes,’ or ‘ that which is an abso-

lute non-entity and that which is eternal’ (proposed by

Medhatithi).

This verse is quoted in Apararkct (p. 1027).

i:
end }
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